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['Ladies in

Retirement"

Starring

Ida Lupino,

Lis Hayward

e 10 Most Sensational Women I've Met by Errol Flynn

Crime to Exploit Child Stars? Jane Withers' Mother Tells-
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Cobina Wright, Jr. • George Barbier • Sheldon Leonard

Leonid Kinskey • Chris-Pin Martin • Billy Gilbert

Directed by WALTER LANG • Produced by WILLIAM LeBARON

Original Screen Play by Karl Tunberg and Darrell Ware • Music and Lyrics by Mack

Cordon, Harry Warren and James V. Monaco

A 20th CENTURY-FOX PICTURE



LUCKY, LUCKY YOU., if your Smile is Right!

Let your smile win you admira-

tion. Help keep it sparkling with

Ipana and Massage.

Beauty editors agree! Beauty special-

ists give their approval and men
from the days of Adam have endorsed

with their eyes and sealed with their

vows every single word: "Nothing adds

more charm to a girl than a bright, spar-

kling, appealing smile."

Take hope, plain Sue, and take heart.

Even if you weren't born to beauty, you
can win beauty's rewards. Help your

gums to health and bring out your

smile's sparkle. Start today with Ipana

Tooth Paste and massage.

Guard against "Pink Tooth Brush"

Play safe! If you ever see a tinge of

"pink" on your tooth brush— see your

dentist immediately. He may simply tell

you your gums have become sensitive

because they need more work—work
denied them by today's soft, creamy

foods. And like many .dentists these

days, he may suggest "the healthful

stimulation of Ipana and massage."

For Ipana Tooth Paste is specially de-

signed not only to clean your teeth to a

brilliant lustre but, with massage, to

help bring new strength and firmness to

your gums.

Massage a little extra Ipana onto your

gums ever}7 time you clean your teeth.

You'll like its clean, freshening taste.

And that invigorating "tang" means cir-

culation is quickening in the gum tis-

sues—helping your gums to new firm-

ness. Keep your smile your most appeal-

ing asset. Get a tube of Ipana Tooth

Paste at your druggist's today.

I "A LOVELY SMILE IS MOST IMPORTANT TO BEAUTY!"

say heauty editors of 23 out of 24 leading magazines

Recently a poll was made among the beauty editots of 24

leading magazines. All but one of these experts said that a

woman has no greater charm than a lovely, sparkling smile.

They went on to say that "Even a plain girl can be charm-

ing, if she has a lovely smile. But without one, the loveliest

woman's beauty is dimmed and darkened."

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

A Product of Bristol-Myers Company
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We are about to usher in a most usher-
able morsel. It is called "Smilin'
Through", that timeless classic of
American theatre annals written dra-
matically by Janes (Cowl and Murfin)
and screenatically by Donald (Ogden
Stewart) and John (Balderston).

Those who have bathed their eyes in

the romance of Moonyean Clare will

be interested to know that in this moon-
drenched incarnation, the director,
Frank Borzage, has rendered us a musi-
cal version.

Starring the incomparable Jeanette
MacDonald. And co-starring the logi-

cal choice—Brian Aherne as Sir John
Carteret.

Gene Raymond and Ian Hunter must
be emphasized, for they are major
curves in a rounded cast.

As the theatre darkens and the travel-

ling curtains part, leaving an after-

image of the main title, the strains of

"Two Eyes of Blue Come Smilin'
Through" pleasantly massage our
hearts and a lovely wistful story of

honor and chivalry unfolds.

Many of us are in love with the spirit of

"Smilin' Through". Many more of us

will be when we see and hear Jeanette's

Moonyean in perfected Technicolor.

There are songs that no one can deny.
All of us will react soulfully to Miss
MacDonald singing "Drink To Me Only
With Thine Eyes" and "Just A Little

Love, A Little Kiss".

And to the more rousing, gayer melo-

dies that throng through this visit to

Nostalgia.

Or, reducing ourselves to show parlance,

"Smilin' Through" has everything.

That includes

-lea.

Advertisement for Metro- Goldwvn - Mayer Pictures

Screenland



HOLLYWOOD
BEING only human, Robert Sterling was

naturally nervous the first day work-
ing with Garbo. After each take he'd mop
his brow and tug at his choking collar.

The Culver City Sphinx observed him
quietly. Finally she spoke:

"Tell me, Mr. Sterling—how old are

you?"
"Wh-why, I'm twenty- four," Bob an-

swered nonchalantly.

"Hurn-m-m," Garbo retorted. "How
rosy

!"

Then she walked away.

BOB TAYLOR is right worried. Barbara
Stanwyck can't seem to gain an extra

pound. Bob thinks that's the reason why
she suffers from many colds. While Bar-
bara stuffs herself with fattening foods,

Bob watches over her size thirteen figure

like a guardian angel. Not so many years

ago, the Stanwyck figure in the fitting

room used to send designers screaming
among their bolts of chiffons.

WONDER how the Hays office is going
to handle this one? They've just writ-

ten in a strip tease for Ann Sothern to do
in "Panama Hattie." Annie practically

strips down to a smile and a charm brace-

let—but instead of actually doing it she

pantomimes the whole thing. She's so ter-

rific doing it, the imagination of the audi-

ence will probably require the censorship

!

HAT DI CICCO hasn't been too busy with
i Gloria Vanderbilt, Jr., to neglect Mar-
garet Lindsay. They see each other twice

a week. Maggie is wearing new ten-inch

bangs that change her appearance so much,

the camera boys asked Pat who she was.

BECAUSE Barbara Hutton dislikes see-

ing her name in print, Hollywood wags
are now referring to her and Cary Grant
as, "Cash and Cary."

POPULAR man about Hollywood is

Baron Polan. The "Baron" part of it

is purely his given name. When a local

gossip hound printed that Gail Patrick

and Baron were going to be married,

Gail's home town paper gave her a ban-

ner line. "GAIL PATRICK TO BE-
COME BARONESS" was the caption.

IDA LUPINO'S worries are over. Be-
I cause she has worked so steadily in

artificial fog, dirty sea water, wind and
rain, her hair began falling out in_ hand-
fuls. A recently discovered vitamin not

only has stopped the trouble, but Ida has

also gained ten needed pounds. Incidentally,

the little Lupino is a faithful member -of

the volunteer Ambulance Drivers' Corps.

Along with stenographers, secretaries and
shop girls, she dons her uniform and drills

with them regularly.

Helen Gilbert, Katherine Booth and Barbara

Britton, above, practically wilteu watching

MacDonald Carey kiss-testing with Margaret

Hayes. Carey's in "Take a Letter, Darling."

It tickles us just looking at Bob Hope's Jerry

Colonna-like moustache. Bob's doing "that

to Vera Zorina for "Louisiana Purchase."

What's all this about Stirling Hayden desert-

ing the screen for his first love—the sea? We
hope it's a false rumor. Stirling, above, with

Madeleine Carroll in "Bahama Passage."

DESPITE that weird ostrich-plumed hat.

Ginger Rogers was the most dated gal

of the week. At Dave Chasen's she started

off with a gin rummy session, a steak and

Bob Foulk, popular Hollywood dialogue

director. The next night it was sandwiches

and a coke in a drive-in with Eddie Norris.

George Montgomery got dates the next

two nights running. Then Jimmy Stewart

got in town. When last seen he was fran-

tically dialing Ginger's number from the

phone booth in Ciro's.

IT'S being kept very quiet, but they say
I that M-G-M is grooming Kathryn Gray-

son's sister. Not only is she prettier, but

the sister is supposed to have a better voice

than Kathryn's. The studio will probably

see to it that a marriage-must-wait clause

is inserted in her contract!

SB



CHARLES BOYER says'.

•i
«•?

"fk CHARLES

%J picture,
'

BOYER tells about his newest

"HOLD BACK THE DAWN."

"I am a man of many loves in 'Hold

Back The Dawn'—a sort of international

'heel'—a man who lives by his wits and his

way with women . . .

"Frankly, I was worried about playing a role

which could be compared to my Pepe le

Moko in'Algiers.' But when

Mitchell Leisen told me the

entire story...how the rogue,

Georges, who has known

many loves, is at last taught

the meaning of true love by

the sweet, unsophisticated Emmy . . . then I

knew that the role promised to be one of the

best I have ever had. I was sure of it when

Mr. Leisen cast lovely Olivia deUavilland

as Emmy . . . and the fiery

Paillette Goddard to play

the role of the dancer who
plays such an important

part in Georges' life.

"'HOLD BACK THE DAWN' is finished

now . . . and I am proud to have had a

part in its making, for Paramount feels

that this is one of the greatest emotional

dramas ever to be put on the screen."

CHARLES BOYE

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND - PAULETTE GODDARD
in

9f

HOLDBACKTHEDAWJV
with VICTOR FRANCEN • WALTER ABEL • Directed by mitchell leisen

Written by Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder • From a Story by Ketti Frings • A Paramount Picture

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING

SCREENLAND



They're calling Red Skelton all kinds of

names these days, such as, "Terrific,"

"Riot," "Excruciating," "Sensation."

etc. Imagine that! And now he gets

"Honored!" Isn't that the limit?

Such name-calling! We never saw the like. And all

because a guy appears in a movie called "Whistling

in the Dark," and starts people laughing, and
laughing, and laughing. Then a whispering cam-

paign, like the "V," begins. Soon they don't whisper

any more; it's shouted right out loud: "Did you see

this Red Skelton fellow? Haw-haw-haw! He makes

you double up." So you investigate. Such propa-

ganda! And we, the people, are eating it up. This

Red riot is getting us all. Look at him! He isn't

handsome. He's no Clark Gable when it comes to

"pitching woo" with the cinema cuties. Yet Ann
Rutherford and Virginia Grey leap at each other's

throats for the love of him. We give up. All we can

do is give Red the run of our Honor Page and let

you cheerfully figure out the rest for yourselves.

The innocent by-
stander, Red Skelton,

looks on as Ann
Rutherford and Vir-

ginia Grey, lower
left, go to it. Direct-

ly above, Ann suc-

cessfully curing Red
of a "blonde fever."



Here's the first story! Here's the furious story! Here's

the screaming story of the RAF's daredevil Aces in

Exile. From every conquered corner of the globe they

come-avenging 'angels' sky-writing their heroic history!

Ifyou never climbed a plane 5 miles up . . . then

streaked it earthward 500 miles an hour . . . If

you never loved and laughed one moment though

you were ''going up" the next . . . then you can't

possibly imagine how exciting a picture this is!

THEIR COUNTRIES CONQUERED, BUT NOT THEIR COURAGE

the he>gws

Jacques, of BELGIUM

the never-say-

jp die ace!

Nick, of GREECE

striking back
with relent-

less fury!

RONALD REAGAN
OLYMPE BRADNA • WILLIAM LUNDIGAN • JOAN PERRY

REGINALD DENNY • Directed by LEWIS SEILER
Screen Play by Barry Irivers & Kenneth Garnet • Suggested by o Play by Fronk. Wead

SQUADRON
The 'Foreign Legion' of the RAF

WARNER BROS.' THRILLING NEW TRIUMPH!

SCREENLAND

Michele, of FRANCE
fighting-mad,
fighting for

freedom

!

Josef, of POLAND
avenging his

home 5 miles
high!

Olaf, of NORWAY

flying hero of

a heroic land!

Jan, the CZECH

settling a score
in the sky!



Marjorie Woodworch, lovely Hat Roach star in

"All-American Co-ed"

THANKS TO NESTLE SUPERSET

JO need to envy the girl with

\ naturally wavy hair— not when

you use Nestle Superset. Work-
play— dance— your curls and waves

will stay soft and lustrous. No strag-

gling ends or limp, dangling curls to

spoil your attractive hair-do.

Nestle Superset is fun to use— dries

so amazingly fast— and never, never

leaves embarrassing white flakes.

There are two Nestle Supersets to

choose from. The regular (green)

and the new Number 2 which is

transparent and extra fast drying.

You'll find them both at your beauty

counter — in addition to Nestle

Colorinse— the nation's leading rinse!

SUP E R SET
10* at all 10? stores

10

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00 PRIZE

Hats off to the movies! They write
better history than do the historians. I
ought to know because I've been teaching
history a long time.
The accuracy with which the movies

portray scenes and characters of the past
is absolutely- amazing. I have yet to dis-
cover a mistake in costume, or dress, or
properties of any sort in the many great
historical movies of recent years. Every
detail of life is revealed with minute at-
tention to such things as stoves, hair-dress,
carriages, footwear, furniture, lamps, guns,
saddles—or what have you.
This is most remarkable because it

means countless hours of research by men
trained in this work. Indeed, it is a far
better record than that of most historians
who make many mistakes in fact.

Yes, I certainly recommend and urge
my students to attend every historical
movie possible. I find that it makes better
students of them. They learn much they
could never learn in class—and what's
more, they usually find a new thrill in the
study of the past.

ARNOLD BEN WACKER, Professor of
American History, San Antonio, Texas

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00 PRIZE

Here are my favorite male movie stars
and how I would like to spend one day
with them:
To jump out of bed and have a swim

with Buster Crabbe. Breakfast with Dennis
Morgan—that is, if he feels like smiling
when he eats. A horseback ride with
Robert Taylor—-especially after seeing
"Billy the Kid." Lunch with Spencer
Tracy. A walk after lunch with Bing
Crosby, with Bing singing. A thirty-minute
talk with George Brent in a romantic
place. A ride on a roller-coaster with Bob
Hope. Dinner with Tyrone Power. To go
dancing with Cesar Romero. A ride home
with Clark Gable and a goodnight kiss.

Then, my dear editor, I would be ready
for the heart attack I know I would have.
If some one would oblige and call Dr.
Ktldare (Lew Ayres) I would try to live
until he arrived so I could be the first
patient he ever lost.

M. L. WELLS, Los Angeles, Calif.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 EACH

Recently I had the pleasure of visiting
my husband, a staff sergeant stationed
with the National Guard at Fort Lewis,

Screen land

Washington. It was the first time I had
seen him in nearly six months.

I enjoyed every minute of my visit and
dreaded, the time when I would have to
say "So long." (We don't believe in say-
ing "Goodbye.") But the time finally came,
so the night before I was to leave we
decided to go to a show. The picture
happened to be "Caught in the Draft." The
crazy escapades of Bob Hope and his two
buddies, Eddie Bracken and Lynne Over-
man, kept my husband and me laughing
until our sides ached! I almost forgot that
it was our last evening together. Right
here I'd like to hand Mr. Hope a great
big bouquet for making our last evening
such a particularly happy one. We laughed
for hours afterwards about incidents from
the film.

MRS. IONE M. SALLEE, Bakersfield, Calif.

In your last issue of Screenland you
asked how we liked Sonja Henie with her
streamlined figure. Well, I don't like her.
Why did she have to go and spoil her
looks? Sonja just isn't the type to be so
slender. Her face is broad and when you
look down at that slim figure she looks
like a freak. Will somebody please tell me
why the movie stars like to go around
looking like broomsticks? Some of them
look like refugees from Europe without
enough to eat. We girls out here in In-
diana aren't that way. We're pleasingly
plump and darn proud of it. And we've
really got some good-looking girls out
here, too.

I have some more complaints—with a
few bouquets. Will somebody please an-
swer these questions?
Who told Don Ameche he could sing?
Will somebody take up a collection to

send Herbert Marshall back where he
came from ?

Is Martha Scott just naturally skinny?
Why don't we see lots more of Robert

Taylor, Vivien Leigh and Laurence
Olivier ?

Are there any more girls at home like

Lana Turner? I think she's adorable.
How on earth did Ginger Rogers ever

win an Academy Award?
GLORIA STINE, Kokomo, Ind.

It seems to me movie producers must
be getting pretty darn hard up for material
when they start trying to portray our
favorite funny paper characters on the
screen. I say 'trying to" because you can't
tell me there's a man living who can look
and act the par t of the one and only Dag-
tvood of the B'londic series.

And now .hat they've done all the
damage they :ould there, I hear they're
going to begir on Tillie the Toiler.



Girl meets Boy—Girl wins Boy

Girl guards her Charm with Mum!

Keep your Charm your winning asset—
prevent underarm odor with Mum!

BATTLE OF WORDS
"What's one man's poison is an-

other's meat or drink"—or words to

that effect—is an old but familiar saw.

We refer to it here because your pro-

vocative letters clash in viewpoint.

That's our meat—the clashing part

—

and that, also, is what makes this such

an interesting world. We like to see

a good fight to the finish ! These
pages belong exclusively to you to say
exactly what you please. The subject,

need we add, is limited to the movies..

So go to it, Fans, and may the best

man bring home the bacon ! Ten
dollars' worth of it for the first prize,

$5.00 for the second prize winning
letter, and five of $1.00 each. Closing
date is the 25th of the month.

Please address your letters to

Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th Street, New York, N. Y.

Well, I made the mistake of sitting

through one of the Blondic pictures but
believe me, I'll never be witness to the

"murder" of the role of lovable, inimitable

Mac in the coming Tillie pictures

!

Yours for keeping funny paper char-
acters where they belong—in the funny
papers.

GLADYS PETRIE, Seattle, Wash.

May I please explode? I have just seen

a little floperroo called "Affectionately
Yours." And I want to know who is re-

sponsible for wasting Merle Oberon's great
talent in such fifth rate hokum. Will the
guilty party step up and take his punish-
ment like a man?

All right. Now listen, sir. Did you ever

see a picture called "Wuthering Heights?"
Do you remember that death-bed scene
with Cathy breaking the audience's as

well, as Heathcliffe's heart? Well, whom
do you suppose made Cathy come to life on
the screen? It was Merle Oberon, of

course. And you dare to waste her ex-
quisite beauty and charm in your cheap
little comedy

!

Never mind, Merle. Here's one adoring
fan who will never forget your great per-

formances of the past. And honestly, I

can't wait for your newest picture, "Lydia."
I just know it's going to be something to

sing about.

SERENA MOOR, Brooklyn, N. Y.

I've often wondered if it would be prac-
ticable for the motion picture industry to

provide "clearing houses" in a few cen-
trally-located cities in the United States
where movie-struck youngsters of both
sexes could quickly receive necessary tests

to determine their fitness for a screen
career.

Many of these youngsters could finance
themselves for a short testing period
nearer their own homes, who could not do
so in Hollywood or New York. They could
also pay a small fee to cover the actual
tests.

My social service work throws me with
young girls and boys, and I am frequently
asked the best way for them to "get in

the movies." Many solemnly believe that
youth, a pretty face and figure, are all

they need to achieve stardom. Mention of
the actual hardships involved, does no
good. In fact, nothing seems to discourage
them. They want to get in the Movies

!

Hollywood might discover new talent
through this means. Certainly it would do
a real service if such a project could be
worked out.

RUTH J. BUTTNER, Indianapolis, Ind.
[Continued on page 13]

SOME GIRLS live alone and like it.

Others marry their second best

choice. But happy Sue nailed the man
of her heart's desire and better still, she

plans to keep him. Sue knows that per-

sonal daintiness is one asset a girl must

have. And every day she guards her charm

with Mum.

She knows that even the most refresh-

ing bath can't prevent risk of underarm

odor to come. Mum does. A quick, daily

dab under each arm and you know that

your daintiness and charm are secure, all

day or all evening long.

More girls use Mum than any other deo-

dorant. You'll like it, too, for—

SPEED—Only 30 seconds to prevent un-

derarm odor for hours!

SAFETY—The American Institute of

Laundering Seal tells you Mum is harm-

less to any kind of fabric ... so gende

that even after underarm shaving, it

won't irritate your skin.

LASTING CHARM-Mum keeps underarms
fresh—not by stopping perspiration, but

by preventing odor. Guard your charm-
get Mum at your druggist's today.

CHARM IS WORTH GUARDING . . . PLAY SAFE WITH MUM!
EVEN ON THE BUSIEST

DAYS -MUM KEEPS

UNDERARMS FRESH
TO HERSELF:

JACK'S FULL OF
COMPLIMENTS. MANY
THANKS TO MUM FOR
GUARDING MY FRESHNESS

AND CHARM

For Sanitary Napkins

More women prefer Mum for

this use, too, because it's gentle,

safe . . . guards charm. Avoid

offending—always use Mum.

A Product ofBristol-Myers Company

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

SCREENLAND I [



HOT NEWS
about a

BIG PICTURE

WE'RE flashing you the most .

EXCITING screen &\ f
NEWS of the year' ^

THE b/g surprise

SHOW of 1941

IS "ICE-

CAPADES!
AND what a

FROZEN treat

THIS spectacle

ON the screer

BRILLIANT c

HEADED by

DAZZLING
DOROTHY J

LEWIS, world-famed

SKATING star of the

HOTEL St. Regis show. Plus a

CHARMING romance with

HEART-THROB JAMES
ELLISON . . . Plus the

SCREAM-lined antics F

OF JERRY
COLONNA,
VERA
VAGUE, ALAN H
MOWBRAY and

PHIL SILVERS, //r"

PLUS, for the

FIRST time on &
ANY screen, the

SENSATIONAL troupe

OF "ICE-CAPADES"
STARS including BELITA

LOIS DWOSHAK...
MEGAN TAYLOR
. . .VERA HRUBA
PLUS all the other

TRICK skaters, gliding

DANCERS and

COMEDIANS who

HAVE made this show the howl

OF the landl It all adds up to the

MOST entertainment ^
PACKED into any hit \
IN many a year!

OF course, it's

SCREENLAND'S
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley
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42
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50

56
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67 68

72

76

47

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

ACROSS

Co-star, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde"
Ice-skating star, "Sun Valley
Serenade"
His new one is "Birth of the

Blues"
Opens (poetic)
Constellation
Range, scope
Arricles of men's clothing
Greek letter

Prickly bush
Piece of landed property
Stake in poker game
Pig's home
Bewitching woman
Hasty, reckless

Since

Infrequent
She appears in "Unfinished
Business"
European measure of area

Grooved nail

Man's name (blind radio
pianist)

Co-star, "This Woman Is

Mine"
"- - - Many Girls," a movie
Intense .pain

To bite

He's featured in "The Big
Boss"
A narrow opening
A dish to eat on
Right (abbrev.)
"It's A with Deanna
Durbin
On the ocean
Famous "Mammy" singer
Brink, lip

General Chang, "They Met in

Bombay'

'

Co-star, "Kiss The Boys Good-
bye"
Featured as Vyvian in "New
York Town"

64. Alarms
67. Street urchins
69. That girl

71. Man's name (Senator from
California)

72. Husband or wife
73. Frighten
75. Notice
76. Winter vehicle
77. Co-star, "Wild Geese Calling"
78. Otherwise

DOWN
1. "- - - - Crazy," with Loy and

Powell
2. Imitates

3. Birds' homes
4. His new one is ''You'll Never

Get Rich"
5. "- - Ends Our Night," a movie
6. Natural mineral
7. Girl's name
8. Co-star, "When Ladies Meet"

9. Article

10. To prevent

11. Emerald Isle natives

12. Tidy

13. "Sergeant York" star

18. What you drink a soda
through

20. He's featured in "Doc-
tors Don't Tell"

22. Ever (contraction)

24. Star, "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde"

27. Star of "Sunny"

29. Interior scene for a

movie

30. She's featured in "The
Great Lie"

31. Co-star, "Belle Starr"

33. Pertaining to teeth

34. Co-star, "Two in a
Taxi"

35. To ward off

37. To decay
39. Card game
41. She's featured in "Wild Geese

Calling"
43. Fall flower
46. Strange
48. Roost
49. Girl in "Dr. Kildare" series

52. Eons
54. Radio distress signal
56. Growing our
58. Star, "Dive Bomber"
59. Water barriers
60. Verbal
62. Island
63. Famous movie Chinese detective
65. Takes food
66. Pintail duck
68. Piece of furniture to sleep od
70. Make a mistake
73. Exclamation
74. "- - Life With Caroline," star-

ring Ronald Colman

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle

arasa hhehs asaa
HHHUH HEM HBKBS
ana aHmaaEffl

mm SJQH Ep
asuia nnras HHHaa
Han @HH HSffl HEH
HKsns immm ®mm
aa dsd Haana sa

Hsoiaaa aisas
aaa aaHniaaa ehs
nan@ffl shh aiBHaE
raaBG Hsaaa gmme
gaaa SB ansa
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Fans' Forum
Continued from page I I

HONORABLE MENTION
Recently, while dining at a not too large

hotel, my eyes wandered to an attractive

looking couple who had just entered. Not
overdressed or conspicuous in any way,

they passed unnoticed to their table. Was
it their charming simplicity and ease

_
of

manner that made me continue watching

them? No, I didn't think so. There was
something familiar about the man. Sud-

denly it dawned on me. There could be

no doubt about it. I was sitting just two

tables removed from Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd

Nolan.
Apparently no one else had recognized

them, but I determined to go over and

shake hands with one of my screen favor-

ites. I was truly touched by the gracious-

ness with which I was received. Movie
stars or no movie stars, they were honest-

to-goodness human beings.

ROSEMARIE GAY, Albany, N. Y.

%

This is to report that the slam against

"stout" cowboys, particularly aimed at

Gene Autry by Miss Hazel Lewis, has

found its mark, and Autry fans around

here are boiling with righteous indigna-

tion !

We will dispense with the statement of

"excessive chins and receding hairlines"

by admitting that, yes, several movie cow-
boys had best go back to the home corral

and let some of the youngsters have a

chance, but Mr. Autry is certainly not one

of these. Having seen him in the flesh is

proof enough for us. He may not be a

glamor boy, but we're sort of glad he's not.

His clean, wholesome type of entertain-

ment is refreshing and worth a lot more
to us than any amount of so-called "A"
productions.

M. J. DART, Wilkinsburg, Pa.

I think I have a justifiable gripe, and
it's against the so-called mind-relieving

comedies the producers are piling on our

unsuspecting heads these days.

Certainly I like to be amused ; I like to

laugh uproariously, but when it's at the

expense of hitherto respected actresses, no
thanks. Referring to those absolutely gro-

tesque films, "The Lady Eve" and "One
Night in Lisbon," how supposedly digni-

fied women like Barbara Stanwyck and
Madeleine Carroll can make themselves

so utterly ridiculous is beyond me. Miss
Carroll, particularly, has always impressed
me as a highly intelligent actress, but she

destroyed all illusions of brain with her

senseless, infantile chatter in a pointless

story. Ditto for Miss Stanwyck, who to-

gether with Henry Fonda, staged an ex-

hibition that wasn't even so much as

human.

IRMGARDE MITTLER, Madison, Wis.

When "I Wanted Wings" came to town,
I immediately went to see it The picture

was superb but for one thing—Veronica
Lake. I will admit that she played her part

fine, but her appearance—that was some-
thing else again. When I go to a movie
I like to see the faces of the people acting.

I had to keep my eyes on the screen every
second in order to get a peep at her face.

All through the picture she kept pushing
her hair out of her face so that she could
see.

Another thing, I wish she'd put some
meat on her bones. She was so thin that
every time someone touched her I was
afraid she was going to break

!

AUDREY HOLMES, Mankato, Minn.

FRED RITA

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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By

Betty

Boone

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough, yet

gentle! No shock. No strain. No weak-
ening after-effects. Just an easy, com-
fortable movement that brings blessed

relief. Ex-Lax is not too strong—not too

mild

—

just right. Take Ex-Lax accord-

ing to the directions on the label.

It's good for every member of the

family. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

Your lovely blonde host-

ess lights the tapers for

her beautifully arranged
dining table. Here she

is poise and dignity per-

sonified, but wait until

you see her as the mad-
cap heroine of "Texas."

Thanksgiving Dinner at

Claire Trevor's home is

an Occasion. Come along!

IF
YOU are invited to the Clarke An-

drews' (she is better known as Claire

Trevor, shortly to be seen in Columbia
Studios' "Texas") for Thanksgiving Day,
let me tell you what you'll have to eat.

Menu
Seafood Cocktail

Assorted Wafers Salad Platter

Turkey
Stuffed Potatoes

Asparagus Orange Beets
Chocolate Mint Roll

Coffee

Claire has one of the finest cooks in the fy"
film colony, and every dish she prepares is

im"POPULAR"
m COMPLEXION!

Save heartaches of a bad complexion. Try pleasant, vanish-
ing AKNASOL. lotion. Most effective in clearing up ugly
surface pimples, blackheads and rashes. Not an ointment.
AKNASOL disappears quickly and acts as a grand powder
base, working beneath your make-up to make your skin
lovely and alluring. Effectiveness proved by recent clinical
tests. Send SI or order C. O. D. plus postage.

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT

AKNASOL
14

COLLOIDAL PHARIWACALS. INC.
Dept. S-5, 565 5th Ave., N.Y.C.

a picture, according to those who have seen
a great many. The seafood cocktail is a
decorative dish. On a bed of crisp lettuce,

slices of perfect avocado are alternated
with big pink shrimps dipped in tomato
catsup cocktail and served with Kraft
French dressing. On the salad platter, with

SCREENLAND

its trim of green leaves, radishes cut into

roses fill one section, celery curls another,

Heinz assorted sweet pickles in a third,

and slices of cranberry jelly in a fourth.

Sometimes Claire prefers a cranberry
salad to the sliced jelly, and her cook has

the following recipe

:

7



large one and chill. Unmold on lettuce and
serve with salad dressing. (Best Foods.)
"The potatoes are baked in their skins,"

said Claire's cook, "then taken from the

shell, whipped up with cream and butter,

returned to the shell and topped with
paprika."

Her turkey dressing is made with corn-
meal instead of bread crumbs and plenty
of chopped nut meats are included. Little

mounds of the dressing are prepared sepa-
rately and placed around the bird, alter-

nating with such delicacies as spiced prunes
or peaches.

If you've never heard of orange beets,

you've missed a lot. Make an orange sauce

of brown sugar, a little flour, a piece of

butter and 34 cup of orange juice; stir

until it thickens slightly. Use cooked beets,

dice them and put into the hot sauce. The
(Continued on page 75)

CRANBERRY SALAD
1 envelope Knox Gelatine

J4 cup cold water
cup hot water

J
/4 teaspoon salt

Yz cup celery, chopped

Y2 cup nuts, chopped
2 cups strained cranberry sauce

(If preferred, 1 can strained

cranberry sauce)

Soften gelatine in cold water ; dissolve in

lot water. Pour this hot liquid over cran-

Trailing ivy and fresh-cut flowers enhance the

beauty of old mahogany in Claire Trevor's liv-

ing room. At right, closeup showing Claire's

heart-shaped coiffure—her own creation—and
her unique pet collection of Dickens figurines.

berry sauce which has been turned into a
bowl ; beat with rotary beater until soft-

ened to a smooth mass. Turn into refrig-

erator tray, when it begins to thicken add
celery, nuts and salt.

Turn into six individual molds or one

HOW 5 OUT OF 7 GIRLS MAY WIN i i

'

fa/Am
To give you the added beauty of matched

makeup— Hudnut offers harmonizing

Marvelous Powder, Rouge and Lipstick

• Five out of

seven women

—

surveys show

—

use powder, lip-

stick and rouge

that do not harmonize.

Yet, as vou mav know, cos-

metic authorities now agree

color harmony in makeup is

the secret of natural loveliness.

To insure color harmony,

Richard Hudnut has devel-

oped a new idea in cosmetics

—

Marvelous Matched Makeup.
Powder, Lipstick and Rouge
in color-coordinated shades that

flatter each other

—

and you!

A mere three minutes to

smooth on this beautv "three.

some" and you'll be thrilled

with vour instant loveliness!

. . . Marvelous Powder CLINGS!

Marvelous Face Powder is

fine-textured— gives a deli-

cate, natural finish. And.
thanks to two special adhering

ingredients, it stays on
smoothly up to five full hours

. . . ingredients so pure they're

advised for sensitive skins.

Try Marvelous Powder and

for the added beauty of a

matched makeup, try Mar-

velous Rouge and Lipstick,

too. In true-to-type shades

—

one just right for you! At
vour favorite cosmetic coun-

ter. Larse sizes 55c each.

Richard Hudnut, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me metal, purse Makeup Kit containing har-

monizing powder, rouge and lipstick. / enclose 10f to help cover

expense of handling and mailing.

The color of my eyes is_ -hair skin-

Street. -Citv_

(Good only in U. S. A., except where lesrallr prohibited.!
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KEEP YOUR EYES LOVELY!

Brown . . . blue . . . grey eyes . . -.

whatever their color, they will be
lovelier if they are bright and clear.

A drop of Eye-Gene in each eye,

and in a few seconds your eyes will

be crystal-clear . . . feel soothed and
refreshed. For lovelier eyes wash
them with this stainless, safe, spe-

cialist's formula daily. For sale at

drug, department, and ten cent
stores. ^jrfto^

EYE-GENE
M
I

N
O
R

To quickly relieve fiery throbbing and

ease parched skin, promptly apply

<Si FREE CATALOG -PINS and RINGS
Class pins, club pins, rings and emblems.
Finest quality. Reasonable prices from 30c up.
Write today for our attractive, free catalog.

1 Dept. W, METAL ARTS CO., Inc., Rochester, N. Y.

Go modern with the completely different

hampden'S rouge. This wonderful color

cream is so easy to use • blends off to

nothing • gives a soft, warm color, even in

tone like'nature'sblush.' It's the rouge plus!

ROUGE7STICK
na*ruid&n.

25 c also 50c & 10c sizes

Over 5 million sold

C7^>
(

Hold That Ghost— Universal

While Abbott and Costelkr "Hold That

Ghost," you'd better hold your sides—

they'll split if you don't. The story's

about—gosh, it doesn't seem so funny

now that we're ready to put it on paper.

Which conclusively proves that where

there's an A-C current, plots can go plop.

Joan Davis more than holds her own.

Richard Carlson and Evelyn Ankers

share the love-light. Just remembered:

A & C inherit a haunted tavern.

Life Begins for Andy Hardy— M-G-M
Andy Hardy (Mickey Rooney) ex-

periences the three great B's in growing
pains : Bewitched, Bothered and Bewil-
dered. That takes in a lot of territory,

but Andy covers a lot. "Today," shouts
Andy, "I am a man," and happily sets

out to prove it. The big city almost licks

him but Dad (Lewis Stone) and love-

lorn Judy Garland rescue him. Pat Dane
is a newcomer worth watching. Mickey
certainly gives his all to Andy.

Here Comes Mr. Jordan— Columbia

You will thank us for urging you to

see "Here Comes Mr. Jordan." It is

clever, witty and whimsical. It abounds
in good taste and, in an ingenious set-

ting, unreels a ghostly theme but no
ghastly chill. Mr. Jordan (Claude Rains)
is marvelous as head, man in heaven.
Robert Montgomery as the pug who
"dies" 50 years before his allotted span,

is tops. James Gleason was never better.

And Evelyn Keyes will captivate you.

Ringside Maisie— M-G-M

Maisic (Ann Sothern) is a lady, has

a heart of gold, and is as .poor as the

proverbial church mouse. However, there's

nothing mousie about Maisie. With all

these virtues, it's a pity that this latest

Maisie film isn't quite funny, quite sad,

or quite anything. She comes to word-
blows with George Murphy, manager of

fighter Robert Sterling, because the for-

mer thinks Maisie is a cheap gold-digger.

Ann, George and Bob deserve better.

Dive Bomber—Warners

This is a spectacle we advise you not
to miss. It is by far the most superior
"air epic" produced to date, and a credit
to all concerned. This includes cast, lens-
men, story tellers, etc. Uncle Sam may
also take a bow. Flight surgery is the
thrilling subject. Errol Flynn, Fred Mac-
Murray and Ralph Bellamy make this an
important film. Also, there's Alexis
Smith, all done up in glamorous Techni-
color. But the boys didn't seem to care.
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Whistling in the Dark— M-G-M
>

Clever Marjorie Wendl, tans

Forum contributor, suggested man-

agers install straps when showing

a Bob Hope film to keep patrons

from falling in the aisle. Extra pre-

cautions will be needed for a Red

Skelton reel. Yes, he's that tunny

—in fact, he's a one-man panic.

Briefly, Skelton is a mystery writer-

radio artist. Red, Ann Rutherford

and Virginia Grey are kidnaped by

Conrad Veidt and Company. Fun!

Badlands of Dakota— Universal

If you're not a stickler for facts

when true epics of the West are

dished out, and can overlook ob-

vious cliches, then this noisy piece

will please those whose eardrums

are not sensitive. Personally, we
prefer plots less obvious and with

less boom-boom. Some men drown

their sorrows in drink when the

little woman pulls a jilt, but not

Brod Crawford; he turns robber.

Of the cast, Bob Stack is best.

Shepherd of the Hills— Paramount

It is not quite clear why the

band of moonshiners inhabiting the

Ozark Hills, consider themselves

hexed. If anything, they are a sul-

len and superstitious lot, hating

everything and everybody. John
Wayne carries the burden of the

curse and swears he will wipe out

same with the blood of the hexer.

He refuses to marry Betty Field

because she too will become hexed.

Harry Carey and Betty are fine.

Or

World Premiere— Paramount

As a rule we giggle at the drop

of a gag. "World Premiere"

dropped the gags but what hap-

pened to our giggle? Could it be

that we were bored with Mr. John
Barrymore's excessive mugging, or

the tiresome attempts at forcing

fun? Could be. The idea of_ this

was to poke ridicule at premieres.

In so doing Sig Rumann and Luis

Alberni were dragged in to sabo-

tage a canned film Corny, we say.

Sunset in Wyoming— Republic

This is a Gene Autry picture

(period). The fact that this latest

Autry epic is cut from the same
story pattern as previous Autry
epics, will be of little moment to

his staggering fan following. Does
Gene save the valley farmers from
flood devastation at the risk of his

own neck? He does. Handsomely,
bravely. He also wins Maris
Wrixon away from badman Rob-
ert Kent. Maris is worth winning.

Bad Men of Missouri— Warner

If you're from Missouri, no
doubt the legend of the three

Younger brothers is familiar. Here
they are depicted as heroes, Robin
Hoods who rob the rich to help
the poor. In any event, the action
is lively—and noisy. Dennis Mor-
gan, Wayne Morris and Arthur
Kennedy play the trio with zest.

Kennedy, incidentally, closely re-

sembles a rare photo we've seen
of Jim Younger. We liked this.

•IP4

Continuous Action For Hours

With Safe New Way in Feminine Hygiene

% The young wife who is sure of certain facts

can feel happily secure. In feminine hygiene her
physical and mental health, her very happiness
itself depend on accurate information. Over-
strong solutions of acids which endanger her
health are a thing of the past.
Today thousands of informed women have

turned to Zonitors—the safe new way in fem-
inine hygiene. These dainty snow-white sup-
positories kill germs, bacteria instantly at
contact. Deodorize—not by temporary7 masking
—but by destroying odors. Spread a greaseless

protective coating to cleanse antiseptically

and give continuous medication for hours.
Yet ! Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues. Pow-

erful against germs—yet non-poisonous, non-
caustic. No apparatus; nothing to mix. Come
12 in a package, each sealed in individual glass

bottles. Get Zonitors at your druggist today.

ing value.

\
we offer

SIMULATED

DIAMOND RING
FREE
Matching Wedding
Band. Set with Flash-

ing Stones

Never before a value
like this! A stunning
'Engagement Ring of

yellow or white gold effect. A
knock-out. with a simulated dia-
mond in center, and simulated
diamonds at sides. Get it at the
miraculous price of just SI -00.

FREE! To introduce this amaz-
Matching Band, absolutely free.

Hurry! SEND NO MONEY—just name, and ring size.

10-day money-back guarantee. Pay postman SI plus few
cents postage for ring and get wedding band FREE.

HARLEM CO. Dept. R 109. New York

SONG & POEM WRITERS!
Have you a song, poem or just a lyric? WE SUPPLY THE
MELODY and make recordings o£ your original songs.
Send yours to

CINEMA SONG COMPANY
P. 0. Box No. 2828. Dept. CI. Hollywood. California

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gras bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Effective in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10c and 21
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HE'S THE DREAM GUY,

ALL RIGHT !

("but lie walked right out of the dream)

Saturday.

Helen, my pet
j

tell you what s nap has I

Srsu^enS^ut of thin «r And

o? all places -on a

=

E»— - the trip,

I had j^t got settled

when 1 happened to gia
& the

there he was - two cn deep-

most bee.-u-ti-ful. gors
d for...

bronzed male a gal ever » a so r t

fooflng right xnto f fh
es
ee _days M ,

of I"haven V rarv Forrester. And he

.His name's Cary roi am

lives up near here . He * tn
I

^fall right... with
|pang

anyth ,ng

can ! f remember ™™ ^c^cept that

that we talked about
tQ be ,

when he said he was & thought,

on this houseparty, too .

n
."Fate,' you

'^%^
ot
fi|ht you!"

and who am I to fig S-
beautifu l

Got to rush ft« ^Jfme'W, Hell

for a dance tonight, wi

Vlotjdav.

*riVened~ he suddenW '

*° ,as

once, s thoufe QUieti^ wrap
looked f'

de and ^u
fee t

m*
drive/

DioK out^^a said
to & for » d to

Ne'lTnd Tv as and 3^\d. .

1
nnallV, rsl««{ ore K^en,

changed' laT inS
an*

soif>P feettianfe^- tar xn& " id s0 '-
- better &~

SSU-K Xtetnd ^;
b

d\f ferent J.
«as aettxt* ^ even t

vou can t
aS if l me sin toeca

use

He aC %nv noti 1- , 7 is ->-

toe
"

could tb
ffl
KlSs me.

Hel

;: a"t did you mean by
g

that note

-

Ibout bad ^eath Surely

not trying to ten
that way?

0r are you? •

I just can't belie ^ else

me --- bU
id Possibly have meant.

you could possi y
^u

I hope it s
.

no
i,,

lt if it is, it s

were hinting at. But , 1&st time

certainly going to be^ ^ s&y a

tSfnfliKe that about me.

Friday

Hel
> darling.

^a^rvelf^ Everything^ wonC/ry<s just
^"S, gorgeous again?

day on the train I ^
e was that firatand kinder M^c™ 1*™* s^eUr

8t

guy he is!
er

- G°sh what a

right- about that ™?S hlm
- You were

couidn ,

t be ll^f/y about it. ^
m

body for anything
8^ fuI «™ to any-your hint that Tuse r ?

U
?
6 U y

made everyth^^-
-tf

e Llsteri Re that
tween Cary and^e! right ^ai" be-

mean Cary

°

s
m
i"f J?

ome tomorrow j

• The insidious thing about halitosis (bad breath) is that you,
yourself, may not know when you have it. But, don't fool
yourself

—

others do!

• Sometimes, of course, halitosis is systemic. But most cases,
say some authorities, are caused by the fermentation of tiny
food particles' in the mouth. Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts
such fermentation . . . then overcomes the odors it causes.

• So why not take the easy and delightful precaution which has

ARE YOU OFFENDING RIGHT NOW?
become a daily "must" with so many popular and fastidious

people? Simply rinse the mouth with Listerine Antiseptic, morn-

ing and night, and before business and social engagements.

• This wonderful antiseptic and deodorant quickly makes the

breath sweeter, fresher, less likely to offend.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri

LISTERINE for halitosis (bad breath)
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An Open Letter

to ^

Do you know her? She's three different girls in one neat

package: tawny siren, exotic temptress, and gay Amer-

ican girl. If you don't know her yet, just wait—you will!

DEAR ALEXIS SMITH:
I'm leading with my chin, but I like to do

that. I made a little prediction about you before

I ever saw you on the screen, and now that "Dive

Bomber" has been released, I'm following it up.

I said, "Watch Miss Smith," and I said it because I

thought your highly photogenic publicity photos

revealed more versatility not only of features but

of mood than any other "stock girl's" had ever

shown before. There were the usual bathing-beauty

poses which were different from the regular run of

"leg art" because you displayed a dancer's grace

and skill. There were those very phony Cleopatra

poses one of which appears here—and they looked

all the funnier because you were trying so hard

to please the photographer who dreamed 'em up.

Then there were "straight" portraits which re-

sembled the Tallulah Bankhead of ten years ago

without half trying. In other words, here was an

apparently green girl, a newcomer in Hollywood,

with sufficient sense and ambition to spend her

spare time studying, or cooperating with the

publicity department, or even practicing new ex-

pressions in front of her mirror, instead of con-

centrating on life at Ciro's. It seemed to show you

had Something—that Something that made Joan

Crawford, and Bette Davis, and Barbara Stanwyck

willing to work until they were stars, and left a lot

of other girls lost in the studio shuffle. So it was

no surprise when I received a letter from the very

aware Miss Smith, which read in part:

"Being such a newcomer to the screen, I was, to

say the least, thrilled to see my picture in your

magazine. I was quite overcome, and can't help

wondering why 7 should get such excellent pub-

licity. The stars don't get more than that!"

Of course, I liked that, because as a rule actresses

only write in to magazine editors when they want

to complain about something—a sour review, an

unflattering interview. Oh, yes, Miss Smith, you're

on the right track. And fortunately in "Dive

Bomber," though you haven't much to do, you do

it with poise and distinction. So a 20-year-old from

British Columbia, who is already a good dancer

and pianist, may very well be a big movie star some

day. I hope so—don't let me down.
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WOAAEN I VI MET

As told to Jack Holland

FOR anv one man to sit down and say,

"These are the ten most sensational

women I have met," is no easy task.

In the first place, it gives the man the ap-

pearance of a gay Lothario who dashes

about with a note book recording his im-

pressions of the women he meets. Well, I

am not a gay Lothario, and I have no

note book. The ten women who have ap-

pealed to me the most are simply those

who seem to remain apart from the

majority of women—for one reason or

another.

Naturally I would start off with Lih

Damita. She is a really sensational figure.

I'm not in the least alarmed at what she

would do if I omitted her. After all, Lili

and I understand each other quite well.

We're both rather hectic individuals, and

our antics have passed beyond the stage

where one puzzles or surprises the other.

Ever since that first day some few years

ago when I met Lili on a ship coming to

America, I have thought her a definite

individualist. I remember so well our first

meeting. She was. at the time, a well-

known French picture star. I happened to

be walking on the deck to the accompani-

ment—if you can imagine it—of the ship

orchestra ' playing inside. Suddenly^ I

noticed a very exciting lady looking

casually out {Please turn to page 60)
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TO EXPLOIT
MY DAUGHTER, Jane, is in pictures. She has

been ever since she was eight years old. She
ranks eighth as a box office draw, which is

pretty swell, and you'd think no mother in her right mind
would have a squawk in the world. But I have and I

want to get it off my chest. It's this:

Every once in awhile I pick up a magazine and read
that it's criminal to permit a child to work in pictures

—

that they can't have a normal childhood and that playing
tag and making fudge are more to be desired than great
riches.

One of these blurbs was written by a young actress
who is not only childless but husbandless. Although she
has never been married, she stated it was her observation
from working with children in pictures^ that they have
no childhood whatever.

Another was written by a doctor who had been em-
ployed by a studio as technical adviser on a picture with
a hospital background, although no children were em-
ployed in that film.

Still another was written by a producer who, although
childless himself, is noted for his love of children. In fact,

he has made a fortune through exploiting them in pic-

tures.

In the case of the first two, I think it was simply a

JANE WITHERS'



What's the truth about star-baby bread-
winners? Are movie mothers as selfish

and money-grabbing as they have
been painted? Here is a frank answer
from the parent of Hollywood's most
consistently successful young star,
Jane Withers. It will open your eyes!

By

Mrs. Ruth Withers

CHILD STARS?
desire for publicity— a way of
calling attention to themselves by
voicing opinions on a subject
close to every American parent's
heart—a subject on which neither
of them was qualified to have an
opinion

! The third case—the pro-
ducer—was simply that of a man
harassed beyond endurance by
ambitious mothers and he chose
that means of protecting himself.
And recently there has

been a growing opinion
that parents put their chil-

dren into pictures as a
means of obtaining an easy
living for themselves

!

I want to present my
side of the subject—and
the side of every mother
of every child in pic-
tures. While the ramifi-
cations behind the reason
for the entry of various
{Please turn to page 64)

DECORATIONS BY

LEONARD FRANK

Exclusive home pictures of
Mrs. Withers and her da lighter

Courtesy 20th Century-Fox

MOTHER TELLS

Pathetic pose of Jane Withers, top left on
facing page, is from one of her early
movies, but it might symbolize exploited
movie childhood—if you failed to realize
the significance of the other pictures. For
example, the latest portrait of Jane, above.
Or the exclusive home pictures with her
mother, showing a happy, healthy, lovely
sub-deb in wholesome surroundings. Con-
sider as well those buoyant kid pictures of
Janie on opposite page, with one of her
hundreds of pets, radiating her irrepres-
sible humor. No, movies haven't hurt her.



RAWR milk! That's what he was howling for, rawr
milk. But did the big baby go and get it himself ?

Not by a quartful. He made the poor little fella do
it. Pushed and shoved him right up against a cow be-

fore it could have the combination picketed for being
unfair to streamlined labor. There couldn't be any argu-
ment about that, because the pint-sized milker was all

dry. The wonder was the cow would stand for it instead
of giving him a kick in the pants. Yes, he milked back-
wards.

It looked as if New Jersey, where the cows come from,
had a lot to answer for, what with those two dairy work-
ers—an inside job, or I'm no Sherlock—coming from
that state, too. You'll see for yourself how it is when
you clamp your eye on their latest epic, "Ride 'Em,

By

Charles Darnton



First with "Buck Privates," then

with "In The Navy," Bud and
Lou have coaxed bigger belly

laughs from Mr. and Mrs. Amer-
ica than any other comedians
in a decade. Now they're up to

their zany antics in a new
film, "Ride 'Em, Cowboy"—see

scene above, and center be-

low. Between scenes they horse

around the Universal lot let-

ting the slapstick swing where
it may. Does it swing! Not
even Deanna Durbin is sacred.

If you're howling at Abbott and

Costello— csnd who isn't?— have

another laugh with the boys right

now, in the funniest interview ever

given by these clowns in clover

Cowboy." Naturally, they're nuts to you . . . Bud and
Lou, further identified as Abbott and Costello. But watch
them closely and it will dawn on you, as it did on me,
that there's something classical, something born of in-

spired humor, in this precious pair ; for here, my lords

and ladies, are the Don Quixote and Sancho Pansa of

the movies.

Waiting to talk with them, or get in a word edgeways,
I had plenty of time to size them up. Bud struck me
as clean-cut, Lou as if he had been cut out with a circu-

lar saw and hooped together by a journeyman cooper.
They had come a long way without showing the slightest

sign of wear-and-tear. On them burlesque had left no
ribald mark nor vaudeville stamped them with routine.

Out of Broadway shows and radio patter they had
come into theii own—Hollywood. Just as they found
themselves, so Universal had found them to be a double-
shift gold mine. Suddenly, sensationally, "Buck Pri-
vates," then "In The Navy," had made Abbott and
Costello clowns in clover. (Please turn to page 68)
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adies in
A chiller-thriller of a screen story!
Co-starring Ida Lupino and Louis Hay-
ward, from the famous stage play

Appearing to-
gether for the
first time on the
screen, Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Hay-
ward (Ida Lupi-
no) have highly
dramatic roles in
Columbia's pic-
turization of Gil-
bert Miller's
Broad way suc-
cess, produced for
the movies by Mr.
Miller and Lester
Cowan. See Page
71 for complete
cast and credits.

You'll shiver at the

suspense of "Ladies
in Retirement" with

its weird story of
three sisters, a
scheming intruder,
and a fatuous old

woman. In these
scenes you see the

stars, Hayward and
Lupino, supported
by Elsa Lanchester
and Edith Barrett as
the sisters, and Iso-

bel Elsom of the orig-

inal N. Y. stage cast.

EVEN when there had been no dread secret in Estuary
House, the place had held that sinister feeling of mys-
tery. There was always mist in the winter, hanging

ow over the desolate marshlands, and gulls screamed
hoarsely over the Thames Estuary and the river was as
gray as the bleak sky over it.

The house had been built in the days of the Tudors
but time had not softened it. It stood there grimly be-
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hind its stone walls, its scraggly garden
choked with weeds. But inside it had been
cozy—once. Ellen put the thought away
from her with a shudder. There were some
things she could not bear to remember.
And yet she couldn't help remembering.
The fire had burned brightly in the huge
stone fireplace and there had always been
a kettle standing on the hob, for Miss
Fiske had loved her tea, just as she had

loved all the good things of life. Juicy joints done to just
the proper turn, and currant jam and those cobweb-cov-
ered bottles down the cellar she had brought up when
she felt in the mood. She had brought up a bottle of
champagne that day, and Ellen felt as if she could never
bear to look at one again.

Oh, there wasn't any doubt that Miss Fiske had loved
life even at the end when she must have been sixty,
though no one would ever have thought it to look at
her rouged cheeks and her red mouth and the pink and
white powder that made her complexion look as fresh as
a girl's, from a distance anyway. Her hair was still as
brightly red and as full of little curls as it had been when



she was a chorus girl all those years ago and the gay

young blades of London had been mad about her, and

it would have taken a second glance to see it was a wig

she wore, two of them in fact, one for every day and one

for best.

Miss Fiske had loved Ellen, she had often told her

she was almost like her daughter, and Ellen had loved

her too. For all that she could be fussy and particular

and her tongue could have an edge to it when she was
annoyed, she had been kind, kinder than anyone Ellen

had ever known. If she had only been kind to Emily and

Louisa, those two helpless sisters of Ellen's, everything

would have been different. They could all of them have

been living here happily together, and Ellen wouldn't

have to shudder every time she looked at the fire, be-

cause when she looked at it she had to look at the huge

old bake oven alongside of it where Miss Fiske had kept

her valuables. What was it she had said about it once?

"It's big enough for a tomb." That was what she had
said and she had laughed saying it. She had been laugh-

ing that day Ellen was going up to London on business

for her. Ellen had stood there with the pathetic letter

•from her sisters crumpled in her hand and nodded me-

chanically as Miss Fiske gave her a letter. ''Go to this

address. It's just off Berkeley Square. Go to the serv-

ants' entrance and ask for the butler. Say you've come

from me with a note for Lord Kenardiging'ton and will

he give it to his Lordship privately."

Remembering that eased Ellen's conscience, but only a

little. She had never approved of the way Miss Fiske

had of getting money, sending notes like that to all those

.fine gentlemen who had loved her when she was a

giddy young chorus girl. For (Please turn to paps \
•
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Dorothy Lamour

"Aloma of the South Seas"
they put her in "Malaya."

DEAR Rose Tagner

:

I was scared when I realized that I had promised
Delight Evans, the editor of Screenland, I would

write an article on romance in response to the best letter
on that subject in the contest. "Dorothy," I said sternly
to myself, "don't you of all people go believing your
studio build-up

! I'm surprised at you, being taken in by
your publicity. You're no heart-throb expert, and you
know

^

it. If there are any short cuts to romance, you
haven't found them—ever.''

Then when I discovered that there would be a long
enough period between two pictures on my heavy sched-
ule for me to spend a little time in Hawaii, I began to
feel reassured. "You may not be a Beatrice Fairfax," I
consoled myself, "but anyone should be able to get' ro-
mantic ideas after a trip to Honolulu—especially when
the best boy friend is going along."
My qualms, however, proved unfounded as it devel-

oped later, for your problem, Rose Tagner, was one
about which I knew all the answers. I didn't have to go
to Honolulu or any place else for inspiration about the
solution to your romantic difficulties. Because, back homem New Orleans, one of my girl friends had had almost
an identical experience.

So I don't have to give you my contest-winner theory.
I can give you real honest-to-goodness facts. I know
what has solved just such a problem in New Orleans—
and I am sure that a technique that proved successful
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Lost your lover? Want him back? Dor-
othy Lamour, who modestly says she's
not a "heart specialist," nevertheless
gives our final 6-Star Contest Win-
ner (letter below) subtle hints on
how to lasso that reluctant swain

IS THIS YOUR PROBLEM, TOO?
Dear Miss Lamour:

Six years ago I met a boy about my age. He was
fine and sincere, just about all a girl could ask for.
I was not in love with him, but liking him as much as I

did, I saw him constantly for almost a year. He had a
job but did not make much money, therefore we did
not go out as much as we would have liked to. Mean-
while I met an older fellow who took a liking to me.
He was able to show me a good time whenever he
dated me, but my steady objected to this. I was
humiliated as I was young and wanted to have a good
time, so I broke off with him.

About three years later I started to see him again
but infrequently, but suddenly found myself desperately
in love with him. I tried to make up to him, but he
appears very cold. However, I learned from other
sources he is still in love with me. He is very proud
and does not show his feelings. How can I get him
back without being too obvious?

Rose Tagner,

Brooklyn, New York.

"CUPID'S"

GIFT

Lucky Rose Tagner not only

wins the personally-selected

gift, a smart lapel watch clip,

from Dorothy Lamour, but
also invaluable advice on
how to bring back that lost

love—a problem, incidentally,

which confounds too many
girls. Dottie sounds like a true

daughter of Eve. At right is

closeup of the lovely gift.

there would be quite as successful in Brooklvn. Anyway,
it's worth a trial. One charming girl worked out her
heart problem in the story I am about to tell you, and
I think, perhaps, that you can too.

Suppose we call my girl friend "Gertrude" because
that isn't her name. I have to disguise her identity be-
cause her husband (let's call him "Bill") doesn't'even
suspect that his happy marriage came about through any
influence other than his own. Gertrude, in other words,
is one of those wise women who realizes that the man
in every case must believe himself the aggressor. No man
likes to feel that he was, or is, pursued. Accordingly, we
women have to be very subtle about helping along our
romances. One bit of obviousness and we're sunk. That
is one reason I think Gertrude's story is so interesting.



Plays Cupid!
By ^&*K*t*e,

She got the man of her choice, while

he is confident that he won her.

Gertrude and Bill's friendship—like

yours with the man you love—began

on the strong basis of mutual admira-

tion. In short, they liked each other

before they loved each other. This is

such an important point that I would
like to interrupt my story long enough
to say something about it. Personally,

I believe with all my heart that there

can be no steadfast, lasting love which
is not based upon a strong liking. The
couple must not only like each other,

but the same people and the same
every-day things as well, if their love

is to endure. Because, in spite of the

fairy stories, and alas, the moving pic-

tures, which always end with marriage

and "they lived happily ever after,"

I'm afraid that in this world of ours

there can be no true love if a couple's

interests are divided, and their friends

uncongenial. Maybe I am wrong. But
that's what I firmly believe. So you
must take heart. Rose Tagner, in the

fact that you liked your man before

you loved him.

But to continue with Gertrude s and
Bill's story. In their case, just as in

your case, there was an older man, and
rather wealthy, to complicate the

course of true love. In this case, as in

your case, the man w7as not a villain.

Rather, he was simply a very nice per-

son whose bank account put him in a

position to entertain a young girl in

a way impossible for a boy of her own
age to do. And in both cases, the girl

was not engaged to the youth she

liked so (Please turn to page 78)

Dottie, left, with her own
handsome heart-throb, Greg
Bautzer; and above in the

brief sarong that brought
her fame and fortune.
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CP
SHE'S nobody's fool, that Jane Wyman. Or, shall we

say Mrs. Ronald Reagan? For behind that pert,

gay, wise-cracking exterior lurks a good, solid chunk
of common sense, coupled with the firm conviction that
to want is to have. And it's worked out pretty much that
way, by and large.

For instance, when Jane and Ronnie decided to get
married, the fact that they hadn't piled up a big bank
account didn't throw Jane for a minute. In fact, far from
having a bank account, they had just returned from a
personal appearance tour which had eaten mightily into
their reserves. "And besides," Jane admitted, "I don't
know how I ever did it, but I was up to my neck in debt.
And knowing the way Ronnie feels about debts, I de-
cided the best thing to do was to pay every last living
bill before the big event. After it was all over, I had
exactly $500 to my name !"

"That's swell,'' Ronnie assured her. "That's the begin-
ning of our savings account."

Practically, they sat down and started to figure. Jane
had a very comfortable apartment on which the rent was
already paid. Instead of going into debt to rent a larger
place, they moved right into Jane's place after the cere-
mony and brief honeymoon. Then they started living on
the basis that has proven so satisfactory.

"Our system is so simple, it doesn't sound like any-
thing," Jane said. "It's just that we save half of every-
thing we make. That first month was tough sledding. We
literally didn't spend a dime! Every one of our checks
was banked away, half in a savings account and half in a
checking account. My charge accounts took care of our
living expenses, so we had no bills to pay until the first

of the following month. Believe it or not," Jane laughed,
"My charge accounts save me money !"

"But how—" I began, challengingly, "I always
thought—

"

"I know," Jane went on, "You're going to tell me that
everyone charges too many things when they have
accessible charge accounts. But it hasn't worked out that
way for us. You see, Ronnie has a phobia about bills. If

a bill is ten days old, he starts having a fit. As a result,
every bill is paid and out of the way by the 10th of each
month. Naturally, we don't go haywire and charge more
than we can pay for.

"Ronnie and I are a good balance for one another.
While he is very practical in some respects, he goes over-
board in others. For example, anyone can sell Ronnie
just anything! I don't think I'm tight, but over a period
of years, I've come to learn the value of money and I

insist on getting value received. I know how to cut

LIKE JANE

and RONNIE

The Reagans, Jane Wyman and
Ronald, are still sweethearts. Their

careers are prospering, with his

big role in "King's Row" and with

her good work in "Bad Men of

Missouri." Best of all, of course, is

their "savings account baby."

corners and no one can sell me a darned thing unless I'm
convinced it is just what I want and that I'm getting it

as cheaply as possible."

Although Jane has charge accounts in just about every
store in town, she buys her clothes at a little Hollywood
Blvd. shop where she used to shop for her high school

clothes. Over a period of time, she has learned then-

stock, become acquainted with the personnel, and as a
result she gets the best values the store has to offer. And
what is more, she always looks well and expensively
dressed.

A most amusing incident occurred the other day. Jane
was visiting at the home of one of her well-to-do friends.

"Where did you get that divine dress you wore the other

night?" Jane asked. "It was sensational!"

"Why, she's the most marvellous woman," the friend

enthused. "She just comes over and drapes the material

around you and there you are—you have a dress
!"

"I must have her," Jane insisted. "Ask her to come
over right away, will you? I've just got to have some
new clothes and I'd like to have something different."

As she was leaving, she had a thought. "By the way,"
she ventured, "She isn't expensive, is she?"

"No, she's really very reasonable," said the friend.

"She'll do you a lovely frock for around three hundred."
"Skip it, dear," Jane said quickly. "Just forget I men-

tioned the whole thing ! Why, darling, how would I ever

get my new house furnished if I paid three hundred
dollars just to have a dress made!" And Jane dashed off

to her favorite shop to pick up a bargain.

During the year and a half (Please turn to page 79)
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By

Virginia Wood

YOU HAVE

LOVE & LAUGHTER

A BABY m>

PLANS (or the FUTURE 4-



ROZ" IN SHORTHAND
GLADYS HALL: (To Miss Russell, who arrived ten

minutes late for the appointment) "Nice of you to re-
member I was coming!" (Miss Hall was only pretending
to be sore, she winked at me.)

ROSALIND RUSSELL: "Nicer than
you'll ever know, sweetheart! I am terrified.

Every word I say will be pinned down by
those little pots and hooks and squirley-
queues. I feel like a butterfly pinned through
its middle. I'll be hoist on me own petard.
If I'm smart, I'm Harpo Marx. I left every-
thing at the beauty parlor—that's where I've
been—including my wits. I loathe beauty
parlors. Because I live a dozen tired, old lives

a day under driers when making pictures.
During 'They Met In Bombay' I sat under
a drier nine times in one day. My brain
shrivelled. Oh, yes, I also spent a day or two

EDITOR'S NOTE: Because Rosalind Russell talks like

skyrockets exploding or bombs bursting in air—and
because, by her own admission, our reporter's memory
is not bomb-proof, nor does she take shorthand— Miss

Hall took a stenographer
with her when she inter-

viewed Miss Russell. The
following is an exact tran-

script of the notes made
during the conversation

: \ that took place between
Rosalind Russell and Gladys
Hall at the Russell home
in Beverly Hills, California.



Above, Rosalind Russell with Don Ameche
in M-G-M's new film, "The Feminine

Touch." Right, with beau Freddie Brisson.

having me boots polished. I asked Clark for some polish

one daw He sent me twelve boxes. Enough to outlast

any war even if I had to polish the Colonel's boots—God

love them all! Hazel—Ha-zel!" (Hazel is Miss Russell's

very pretty, very clever colored maid). "A sandwich

apiece, please—cut the bread thick and the meat thin

for the likes of her," (laughing, indicating Miss Hall)

'"what kind do we want ? What, did we have for dinner

last night? Or why not surprise her—what did we have

last week? There's a war on, you know—eatless inter-

views. Hall, from now on in."'

G. H.: "Speaking about the War, Orson Welles was

guest of honor at our Hollywood Women's Press Club a

week ago. He said something that interested us—that

the reason there is so little progress in Hollywood (that's

what he thinks) is because everyone is afraid, afraid

of being kicked out of Hollywood, losing their jobs, and

whv not? he said—everyone lives in better houses here,

eats more regularly, sees more beautiful women—no

wonder they're afraid

can't have any fears. Roz, or you

with M-G-M last summer, you wouldn't dare to free-

lance. Aren't you afraid of Hollywood?"

R. R. : "No more than of any other place. After all,

fear exists everywhere today, no one knows what is

going to happen—but to some extent, fear has been

with us always. Fear exists in Society. There is the

fear of doing something the so-called "leader' of Society

will disapprove of. You have fear in college, fear you

won't make the best sorority. There's a cut pattern

everywhere. Hollywood, too. But there are always those

who dare to break away, tweak the society leader's nose,

and they should—a breakaway is good, it's normal, it's

healthv, it's
—

"

-but I've been thinking that you

would have re-signed

What happened when
Hollywood's wittiest

actress was inter-

viewed by star re-

porter and a stenog-

rapher was present

to take down every-

thing they discussed!

By

Gladys

Hal!

G. EL: "But can it be done without danger to the

individual?"

R. R.: "No. There's always danger in revolt. But tor

the gamblers, you see. the experimenters, the danger is

the fun. I am a gambler by nature, a rebel, an experi-

menter—upsetting the apple-cart is my favorite outdoor

sport. There are experimenters in Big Business, in the

labs of science, in all the Arts. They are those who try

for new things, at their own peril—we haven't enough

of that kind in Hollywood. It is our one great lack.

Welles is right about that.''

G. H.: "What is the greatest fear?"

R. R.: "For the majority. I'd say, the fear is lack

of security. They want something on paper, something

water-tight, a contract between employer and employee.

You give up that security when you give up a contract.

I have given up security to take a gamble. I happen to

believe in it for myself. I want to see what I am worth.

I want to grow. I wanted to be freer. I like danger.

I like strange places. I like feeling my own muscles. I

don't want security. I really don't. I'd purse my lips,

grow smug—if I had wanted to be under contract to

any studio, I would have stayed at M-G-M. I like the

place—but I always leaned toward free-lancing. I like

to be free (laugh) in every way!"
>

.

G. H.: "But the competition in Hollywood—isnt it

prettv terrific?''

R.' R.: "More than 'pretty'—plenty. That's the bogey-

man—or woman. For if a girl comes along, more or less

your type and your line of work, it only follows^ she is

"going to grab a couple of the parts you are anxious to

play When girls pour into town like the hordes of Attila,

but
—

"

G. H.: "But no one ever (Please turn to page XU)



ONE night last summer Robert Stack, who is rapidly

becoming the idol of American womanhood, was
driving his snappy new car down one of the dark

side streets in down town Hollywood. He was on his

way to the fights at the American Legion. Suddenly a

car pulled out from the curb in front of him and Bob
found himself presented with a perfectly nice parking

space for free. And like you and me and everybody we
know, Bob is not one to spend a quarter for parking

when he can help it.

After the fights he had a coke and a hot dog with a

couple of pals, and about midnight went on a search for

his car. There it was right where he had left it, and on

the windshield, pinned down by the wiper, was a piece of

paper, a piece of scented paper. And on the piece of

paper written in lipstick was a girl's name and phone

number. "Whew-ew," whistled the young man who was

the first to kiss Deanna Durbin on the screen. Bob's

first feeling was one of annoyance that a girl could

cheapen herself so by doing a thing like that. But being

a perfectly normal guy, with a normal guy's curiosity,

his second impulse was to give "Gladys" a ring, just for

the hell of it—he could always hang up before she made
a date. "Oh no, sonny boy," he said, slapping his alter

ego down, and proceeded to tear the piece of paper into

bits and throw them in the street.

At home he put his car in the garage, wondered just

once more what kind of a girl Gladys could be to do a

cheap trick like that, and fell into bed. The next morn-

ing, late for the studio, he made a wild dash for the

garage, opened the doors—and stood there in frozen

horror. The rear of his beautiful new car was completely

caved in, the right fender was practically demolished,

and the chromium looked as if it had been pawed by

wild horses. "Gladys," he said. And then he knew only

too well what kind of a girl Gladys was. She was the

kind who didn't know a damn thing about driving a car.

"Oh, gee," said Bob, frank and refreshing as morning

sunshine, "you have no idea (Please turn to page 76)

Not satisfied with being a number one

sportsman, handsome Bob Stack wants to

be a good actor, and he's on his way

Champion of skeet shoot-

ing, Robert Stack's name
was in headlines years be-

fore he became a movie
star. He was a member
of the All-American Skeet

Team in 1936 and '37;

won the national 20-gauge
championship in '37; was
a member of the nation-

al five-man championship
squad in 1936 and '37; was
the Southern California
champion in 1937 and '38,

and a member of the 1939

world's record five-man
team. Then — the movies;

and now he gets more fan

mail than any star at Uni-

versal, except Deanna Dur-

bin. Below, Bob in his

speedy 225 cubic inch "rac-

ing hydroplane," Thunder-

bird, in which he recently

broke all records in local

speed competition. Oh, yes

—he can also play polo.

By

Elizabeth

Wilson

Stack's
34







"HONKY TONK" HONEYMOON!

What happens when tough-

guy Gable finds himself
married to luscious
Lana Turner? Plenty!

KNOCK-KNOCK, WHO'S THERE?

GABLE: (playing fascinatin' con-man of the
picturesque West):
"I'M NOT THE KIND OF GUY TO
STAND AROUND SCRATCHING AT
DOORS!"

LANA: (playing beautiful Boston belle who
married him):
'TUT ON AN OVERCOAT IF ITS
DRAFTY OUT THERE!"

MARJORIE MAIN: (to Gable, lower left

opposite page): "WHAT'S THAT ON THE
BACK OF YOUR HAND?" (Only a sucker
mark, Mr. Gable).

CLARK (below): "I JUST CAME IN TO SAY
GOODNIGHT, MRS. BROWN," says the
disappointed bride-groom between his teeth,

to the bride who outsmarted him.



TOGE' AGAIN

!

For laughter and
loveliness, you
must see Bob
Hope and Paul-

ette Goddard in

"Nothing But
The Truth." We
cannot tell a lie •—

they're even bet-

ter than in "The
Ghost Breakers"

Eugene Robert Richee/'
Paramount M

A



Bing Crosby's best picture—that's a big promise,

but we believe you'll agree that "Birth of the

Blues" presents a positively new and dynamic
Crooner in an original and imaginative story.

He's in fast company, surrounded by baby
Carolyn Lee, at right, and sweet singer Mary
Martin, top. But being Bing, he steals the show.

1

"BLUE
but hell cheer you in

"BIRTH OF THE BLUES"

Eugene Robert Rieliee,
Paramount



FRED FINDS

THE RIGHT

First of the big military musical
movies, Columbia's new picture
starring Astaire and Hayworth
glitters with gold braid as it

sparkles with sequins. Astaire
has staged several of his amaz-
ingly graceful dances, the two
best being pictured here. Close-
ups show the stars in scenes from
this timely and colorful show.



Ever since he "broke up"
with Ginger Rogers, As-

taire has been searching

for another lovely partner

whose twinkling toes

could keep up with his

own. JoanFontaine, Paul-
ette Goddard-*? No! But
now comes Rita Hay-
worth, daughter of the
once-famed fast-stepping

Cansinos, who taught her

to dance before she could

walk. Watch this new
terpsichorean team in

"You'll Never Get Rich"

Photos by A. L. Whitey Sehafer,
Columbia Pictures



Sizzling star of "Sundown"

In Walter Wanger's
'Sundown" the
sensational young
star, Gene Tierney,
plays one of the
most excitingly ex-

otic roles ever writ-

ten for the screen.

So ner new cos-

tumes, created by
clever Irene, are the
last word in sophis-

tication, such as the
daringly draped
evening gown in the
two pictures at left.

Although she has usually

been seen in costume pictures,

Miss Tierney proves here
that she can wear modern
clothes with grace and gusto.

At right, beige suede fashions
her classic shirtmaker; a new
taupey-brown shade named
"Sundown" her accessories.

Her hat of this shade of felt

is the new large off-the-face.

Far right, this smart bright
red "suit" is really a coat— all

a clever designer's trick
achieved by a swathed hip-

line and a fold where a jacket

might end. Note the new
longer waistline, and new
enormous, down-in-back hat.



Tierney I

In exotic new clothes

Harem influence in

fluid jersey, at right

—a perfect foil for

the dark beauty of

Gene Tierney. The
gown is in sage-

green Alix jersey,

moulded softly over

the bosom, with a

draped overskirt

like an Arabian
princess's. The
matching wool cape

is lined in fuchsia

crepe; the belt and
epaulets are jeweled.

"Before Sundown" clothes

are modeled by Gene Tierney

in the two pictures at lower

left. First, her light blue wool-

jersey daytime dress with

large square gold nailheads,

accented with accessories of

the new- taupe-brown colored

leather named after Walter

Wanger's picture. Far left.

Gene's new great-coat is

blended beaver, her favorite

daytime fur. With it she

wears a dashing hat—remem-
ber, big hats are news

—

whether off-the-face, or down-
in-the-back, or merely big-

brimmed as this one is—but

big. Feel like shopping now?







WEATHER
FAIR and

Warner Bros, beauties posing in new
fur fashions here photographed by
Welbourne exclusively for Screenland

Ah! Just the thing you've been dreaming about, eh? We
don't blame you. Georgia Carroll, top, in something
positively new under the sun. It's a guaranteed blues
chaser: A cape-coat of black Russian caracul. The coat
is straight-lined and, as you can observe, the cape is set

on with a yoke at the shoulders. Alexis Smith, left, the
little lady you're ga-ga over in "Dive Bomber," will never
have to take a back seat in this neat number. Neither
will you. It looks much nicer than it sounds—a skunk
jacket with capelike % length sleeves. Georgia and
Faye Emerson, above, are all ready to brave the frost.

Faye's in "Nine Lives Are Not Enough," which gives
us a chance to say that her sports fur coat of opossum
has a collarless neckline and rounded shoulders, and will

outlast ten lives. Georgia is happy in her sheared beaver.
She's also happy about her nice new picture career.



REPORT:
WARMER
[and why not,

in these new

fur coats?)

If this isn't the smartest thing in fur fashion, we don't
know what is. The trouble is we do know, and we'd be
willing to trade Alexis Smith's super-super cape of stone
marten for that trip which for years loomed so important.
Now that we've settled for Alexis' stone marten, let's

concentrate on Faye. A Russian ermine, with accom-
panying hood has caught the little girl's fancy. Do you
wonder why? Before we go any further, we might men-
tion that all these luscious styles originated in the good
old U. S. A. Georgia, left, is comfortable in this brief

jacket of sable-dyed squirrel; it has a standup collar and
mellon sleeves. Don't overlook Persian lamb, folks,

whatever you do. At any rate, you won't be able to over-

look Alexis, top, who is wearing a black Persian with
an interesting cutaway front and scarf-draped neckline.



Proud Pet Picture Winners!

Prize-winning pets

having their day in

print! The first

prize winner is

surrounded by
her challengers.
More prize pets
will be published
in an early issue.

The contest is

on in full swing,
so send your en-
tries along to us.

$5.00 PRIZE
(left)

"Whiskers" has the I

run of the place, ac-

cording to John H.t
Eydeler of Forest

'

Hills, N. Y. Whisk-j
ers, we note, appreci- i

ates the privilege.^

FIRST
PRIZE

WINNER
(left)

Carl Von Bue-
low of So. Pasa-

dena, Calif.

,

wins Morgan
Dennis' origi-

nal star-pet
drawing with
his "Rose."

$5.00 PRIZE (below)

Florence F. White of So. Weymouth,
Mass.

,
caught these four playmates on

non-speaking terms. We wonder why!

$5.00
PRIZE
(right)

Her name is

"Lady Danger"
and she is the

pride and joy
of Lawrence
Klein of Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

$5.00 PRIZE (above)

It's only a rubber bone, but
"Spot" seems content as he pa-
tiently poses for his master, Zack
L. Roberts of Concord, N. C.

$5.00 PRIZE (left)

Helen Handley ofMount Vernon,
N. Y., found her pets indulging in
friendly fisticuffs—keeping in trim.

$5.00 PRIZE (right)

Yes, that's right, it's a turtle, and
special pet of Blanche Johnson of
Atlanta, Ga. Note the very
elegant ermine-trimmed wrap.



LESSONS
IN

LOVE
This is what you have
been waiting for: Gene
Raymond making pro-

fessional love to wifey

Jeanette MacDonald
before the inquisitive

eye of the camera in

"Smilin' Through."
And those love scenes

are somethin' to see!

These lovey-dovey scenes between
Gene and Jeanette look as smooth as

silk. But—the story has seeped out

that Director Frank Borzage had to

do a "Madame La Zonga" with

Gene: teach him the ABC's of

"bussing." In Technicolor, too!

Photo at left shows Jeanette with

Brian Aherne as sweethearts, and
far left, Brian's features display the

tracery of time. It's a tender tale.





THERE'S a new glamour girl turning on the heat.

It seems likely that you'll hear quite a lot about

her because she's had experience. She knows the

answers. She pioneered in the picture personality racket.

She started in custard pie chromos and rose to drama

of purest damask. She made the most expensive pic-

ture that was never released. She put the amour in

glamour. She married a real live marquis to plug a pic-

ture. She glorified the American bathroom, set styles

in women's wear for a round decade, married four times

and stopped only because she tired of matrimony, not

because men tired of her.

We won't ask the stoo-dents who she is, because even

the brightest boys and girls of the class of '41 wouldn't

know. Twenty years is a long time. But they fade faster

than a bridegroom's collar at a July wedding when you

look at Gloria Swanson. And she's nice to look at.

Here's the little woman who has busted 11. G. Wells'

time machine into bits. She has blitzed the old gentleman

with the long white beard, hour glass and scythe. What

her formula is no one knows. But her form is still ir-

reproachable.

She has a son sixteen, a daughter eighteen, and an-

other eleven, yet she looks thirty tops, in the noonday

sun. She didn't sit with her back to it, cither. And her

face hasn't been lifted because the same mole is on the

same chin that it was on twenty years ago.

Gloria Swanson received a liberal education on six-

teen army posts. When she was fifteen she did walk-ons

at the old Essanay studios in Chicago. Wallace Beery

was a minor star doing "Swedey" comedies. She mar-

ried him.

She's Blitzing

Time!Father
By

Swanson with Aflolphe
Mehjou in RKO's
"Father Takes A

Wife," below.

Malcolm H
Oettinger

Gloria Swanson, Glamour Girl

who started the racket, has a

new future since her come-

back in "Father Takes A Wife"

The Swanson star really rose when Cecil

de Mille played Svengali to her highly

photogenic Trilby. He showed her how to

walk, how to stand, and how to listen. Then

he decked her out in true Hollywood style

of the period, built headdresses for her to

increase her stature, swathed her in satin,

hung her in rhinestones, surrounded her

with actors like Tom Meighan and Wallace

Reid, and made her name a household word
He made her a jewel of a woman, set in

elaborate boudoirs or bathrooms slightly

larger than the American Wing of the Mu-
seum. Usually a bathroom. He concocted

box-office bonbons called •'Don't Tell Your

Husband," "Why Cheat Your Wife?" and

"Male and Female" (causing J. M. Barne

to do a nip-up when he saw it was his "Ad-

mirable Crichton" dumbed up for mass con-

sumption). Everybody went to see those

pictures. There were critics in those days

who called Gloria a clothes horse but she

was mighty purty. And her pictures made

money.
After an early divorce from the sad-eyed

Mr. Beery, she married Herbert Somborn,

the man who gave the Brown Derby to the

world. There is (Please turn to page 66)



SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-
antee yourself good entertainment
without loss of time and money

THE LITTLE FOXES'
"NOTHIKG BUT THE TRUTH"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

POWERFUL

APPEAL: To every adult movie-goer

who can stomach strong drama even

though unpleasant, provided it is pre-

sented with consummate artistry—as it

is here.

PLOT: Screen version of Lillian Hell-

man's long-run Broadway play which

starred Tallulah Bankhead is even more

powerful than the original, its tense

scenes more shocking, its hateful hero-

ine twice as mean and murderous—but

all adding up to strangely fascinating

entertainment as it unfolds its repellent

story of greed and ruthless ambition in

a rich family of the deep South.

PRODUCTION: Samuel Goldwyn's—

which says everything. This producer

makes few pictures, but each is a high-

ly polished gem, flawless in every de-

tail Direction by William Wyler

shrewd and knowing, meticulous and

mental. Photography by Gregg Toland

as good as his job on "Citizen Kane.

ACTING: It's a distinct triumph for

Bette Davis, her most sensational role

since "Of Human Bondage," and acted

with all the poise and authority this

actress has gained since her Mildred

days. Only Davis could have played the

poisonous Reglna so magnificently—so

now we can forget "The Bride Came

COD" Patricia Collinge re-enacts

her original stage role to perfection,

Herbert Marshall is excellent, and new-

comer Teresa Wright amazingly fine as

the heroine's young daughter—not to

mention good performances by every

member of the remarkable cast.

ICE-CAPADES"

Samuel Goldwyn-RKO-Radio

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

HILARIOUS

APPEAL- If you want your best laugh

5nce "Caught in the Draft," run do

not walk to this funnier-than-ever Bob

Hope "how. perfect escape from daily

doldrums.

PLOT: Broker Bob, an honest, kindly

soul, bets that he can tell the truth

the whole truth, and nothing but the

ruth for 24 hours. Comic complications

are endless and unfailingly hilarious

involving a beautiful girl who gives
;

Bob

$10,000 to "invest" for her ,n something

that will double her money, her un-

scrupulous uncle, a suspicious psych,*,-

trist; black lace nighties, woo-woo!

.PRODUCTION: Elliott Nugent's spright-

ly direction from a gay script ,s so

smartly paced that no audience
w.J

suspect the original idea dates way

back it's that brisk and modern. Set m

Miami. Florida, "Wall Street with

palms," it offers lavish settings aboard

a palatial house-boat as background

for Bob's antics.

ACTING: Let's come right out and call

Bob Hope the great corned, an that he

is You may not realize you re watching

a" great performance when you see

Bob's casual gestures, hear his ap^

parently spontaneous asides -but

brother, this is it. Incredible, but he s

even funnier than in Caught in the

Draft," without benefit of the timely

material. Paulette Goddard, too, is not

only more decorative, but delicously

gay as his girl. Grand cast includes

Edward Arnold, Leif Enkson, Glenn

Anders, Helen Vinson—and don t tor-

get the ineffable Willie Best, Bobs

colored valet.

Paramount

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

NOVELTY

APPEAL: If the American ice-skating

craze has included you, even if only

from a balcony seat at the big ,ce

shows, here's refreshingly different en-

tertainment.

PLOT- On ice—that is, It skims over

the adventures of a little skater and

the newsreel cameraman who tries to

catch up with her-nothing to tax your

brain, but interspersed with sufficient

comedy and skating numbers to hold

your interest, especially when big-name

performers from the "Ice-capade re-

vue are doing their breath-taking stuff.

PRODUCTION: Most spectacular acts

from the well-known "Ice-capades'

have been imaginatively filmed, with

some lovely pictures of the grace-

ful skating girls in action—one waltz

number being particularly eye-filling.

Otherwise it is all rather routine—until

the next skating number. Finale is some-

thing.

ACTING: You don't expect Bette Davis

to do a dance on skates, do you? Then

you won't complain if Dorothy Lewis,

star of this Ice show, doesn't do a Duse.

Her skating is sensational, her person-

ality pert and pleasing. Two other girls

who stand out for their ice artistry are

Belita and Vera Hruba. Jerry Colonna

and Barbara Allen (Vera Vague to

you) team up for what laughs they can

get out of you between ice ballets, and

James Ellison is the handsome excuse

for the few jomantic scenes.

Republic Pictures
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•UNFINISHED BUSINESS
DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GOOD

APPEAL: If you '^^^MonT-
She ^ PreZ end you'll

^ril i mon wins he, for

keeps, won't yoo?

PLOT: Small-town girl on firstJnp.to

!l RUT here's the surprise—she
sioned. BU I—n ere »

rebound,
marries his brother on the re

her. What to do?

PRODUCTION: Gregory La Cava, one

of the "stylists" among doctors, ha

with an unbelievable story which ,S torn

between hokum and high-mindedness,

thus never really convincing.

APTING- Miss Dunne is not at her best

wl pS'bably because she has to play

a heroine who can't make up her m, d

until almost the last reel-and Miss

Dunne is so obviously
in ?hU

lady that her erratic behav.or .rv th.s

film never rings true, to herself or to

„ spectators. Robert Montgomery has

rimfar trouble with a weakly written

oTe. but manages to infuse jt w,A

OW " "ft£ b d

r

big b^heSuI

L90
m°y

d
m
a

o

S

n: bugle toilette's weird

valet character steals the picture.

Universal

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

ROMANTIC

APPEAL- For those incurable romantics

th
P

o

PE
c

A
a

L
n have infinite ^

movie maiden who >P»n»°°__^
d ST;|I

r^Jspinrt^fthefoorth.

PLOT: Lovely Boston belle
.

named Lyd«

^^f"K with yo ng wastrel, dis-

""^ H wty doctor by falling in
appoints wormy

rnianova with

love with a sea-gomg C«anov

whom she has romont.c .nterlude

up social servrce wo rk ^nd

young P;»; si -COX e

o has a reunion

60
th G: r

C

eie

b
c

e

t

n

efsuitors end reviews

EfpS. both purple and pious.

PRODUCTION: Alexander Kordo .

b^o^l^j-n^-S^^e scenes
|

ACTING: Merle^^^^
orous role which she P T

^'^%- feelI

^oa
a

r

n

essing froT wilful girl

distinction: P r° are
n

S
!,'

n9
womanhood to

through .r^r'^tJy fine perform-
CYniCal

Ed° a May O iver as a doughty
ance. Edna May «

f t Alan
old New England ty ant is a n

Marshall as the one mOO ,,

crowded Kj-JgSJ Corner Hans
Cotten as the doctor, n

tribuTe

jary as the composer all cont

splendid portrayals. But
J

•

+o

Oberon's picture from first

last, and rightly.

Korda-United Artists

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

SHOCKER

APPEAL- Practically everybody will

HE tr#l$Z
PLOT- Yc 1

.. 9'°"" ° p I
1"1 "™

SSwf and demon Mr. Hyde, and corn-

par ons are bound to be madI. no

'matter how odioMS-.r,.fact. this «ta «

no wonder, with all its Freudian em-

bellishments.

PRODUCTION: Still a "Period" piece

but with all the modern refinements ot

and costumes. It's o -per-duper Dr.

jekyll and Mr. Hyde, folks.

ACTING: Tracy's Is an interesting con-

the quiet conv.ction of his JeKyn, a

the Revolting frankness of his Hyde i

Sti " ¥ +

°LPm' f" hrgen^nely
the p

t

ar
* S°M food for argument!

l

C? retembt^gnd Bergman as the

yielding barmaid for her P°«.onatem

Lsity even though you may prefe
r
he

in mo
y

re wholesome parts. Lana turner

"never looked lovelier.

M-G-M
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Thanks to the Army, the Navy
and the Marines

The red-haired sweetheart of "Sergeant
York," Joan Leslie, a facial study in

Autumn tones. Usually, she wears a hair
bow, but sometimes it's pigtails! Below:
Joan is fascinated by something new, Lu-
cien Lelong's "Balalaika" liquid sachet.

F HE went away in civvies and is com-
ing back in a uniform, be prepared for
a not unpleasant shock! For he'll prob-

ably awe you—throw you for a loop—un-
less you can compete with him. But the
competition is more than fair, and it isn't
because of valor on the field or dance floor.
It is a kind of vigilance in the matter of
good grooming

! His shining, well-cut hair,
his immaculate nails, his clean-clean skin
and his impeccably fresh uniform with its

shining brass. Military life does just that,
but it is certainly a reversal of the old
order when it was the girls' job to tell the
boys how to groom themselves. I blush as
I write for some of my stories of not too
long ago on the general idea of "Please
tell the boys how . .

."

Today, the boys are telling us, all right!
Not in words, but by example. They're
showing us the strength of that appeal of
freshness, old as the hills, but still as
vital as life and love, themselves.

So far, we've known little war depriva-
tion. But I think the silk stocking situation
probably opened many pretty blue and
brown eyes. We might have to do without—we just might have to go without this
and that. And so a kind of personal re-

54

trenchment seems at hand. Of course, it

mustn't interfere with good looks. And, of
course, it won't. It won't if we review the
very a, b, and c's of looking attractive
and lovely. They get you right back to
the fundamentals of the soldier boys,
grooming of person and possessions. So
you might do very well, with the first nip
of Autumn, to review your skin cleansers,
and these might very well include a cleans-
ing cream, a softening cream to be used
while you sleep, when you need it, the

Here's the competition we've
been looking for—to put us
on our toes and keep us there.
Every girl should read and heed!

Courtenay Marvin

soap best suited to your skin needs, and
a make-up base. The last, you should never
neglect, if you want that movie-star look
to your skin and if you want to help it
remain soft and smooth, in spite of foot-
ball games and that tart feel of the first
frost. There is a form in make-up base to
suit every fancy, from lotions, creams
films, cakes and stick form. A little, in
every case, literally goes a long way and
does wonders for appearance. And you
ought to begin to use hand lotion or creamm copious quantities, but not on hands
alone. If we must do without the allure of
cobwebby hosiery, then have beautiful leg
skin to make up for the lack. Keep it
soft and smooth, and use a depilatory fre-
quently if you need it. Wear glamor leg
make-up for evening, or whenever you can
do without stockings. Wash your precious
silks carefully, thus prolonging life. Use
mild cleansers like flakes and beads, and
follow directions.

Just when my mind started on this
military trend, who should come to town
but Joan Leslie of "Sergeant York" fame.
It seemed Joan came at just the time I
needed her. Typifying as she did the Amer-
ican soldier's sweetheart, I was very
curious about this young girl. Joan is in
her teens, as you might guess. But her
hair is a great surprise. It is red, real red.
"You can part it, and look," she said. But
you need not be convinced. That fine, fair
skin, the faint sprinkling of very light
freckles over forehead and arms vouch
for her words, as do her eyes. They ap-
pear dark, because she is blessed with
much-darker-than-hair lashes and brows,
but if you see those eyes closely, you notice
they are a composite of violet, green, rust
and grey—changeable and very interesting.
Joan's brows grow in a good line, and
they do not appear to have been shaped
into another. No brow line will ever do
for you as much as your own, if you will
keep it within its own bounds, by remov-
ing straggling hairs and smoothing the
general line. Joan's freckle solution is to
prevent them by using several applications
of foundation cream, then a little powder
—the best plan I know, too. Perhaps a
light fleck of rouge touches her cheeks,
and her lipstick, used on her normai
mouthlme, which you will notice, is a
lower lip slightly fuller than the upper, is
a strawberry blonde tone, marvelous with
her hair. Her hair is a golden red, in-
clined toward straightness, but the 'ends
have a permanent wave. When she is not
working in the studio, her mother washes

-



her hair for her and sets the back in pin

curls. These give a curl or a soft fluff,

and are comfortable if you must sleep on

them. Once, I saw Joan at a barbecue

party, and then she wore a high straight

front pompadour and the ends hanging in

old-fashioned curls, about to her shoul-

ders. She wore a simple black crepe dress,

and the only real Hollywood evidence

was her corsage of orchids, very, very

orchidaceous ! Later, I lunched with her,

and her hair then hung in a fluff with

two gold velvet bows just back of her ears.

She wore a copper-colored crepe frock,

dirndl fashion, with a militaristic eagle em-
broidered on the bosom and skirt pocket.

I liked that dress. It reminded me of

"Sergeant York." I liked it, too, because

golden Autumn colors went so well with

that hair. Joan is five feet, four inches,

and must watch her diet, because, as she

said, "I love to eat." She said this, pro-

longing the life of her fruit compote—her

luncheon. "But it isn't hard when you get

the habit."

And so with most of the acts we go
through daily to be better looking._ They
aren't hard when you get the habit. It's

the habit that's hard. But once you've got

it you've definitely got something there,

as even the boys in uniform will tell you.

Joan had nothing to say on the subject of

boys, except that it was a joy to work
with Gary Cooper. There, I am afraid I

showed envy. But Joan gets a great kick

out of girl friends, one in particular, with

whom she shares her secrets. There we
agreed, that a secret is never any fun until

properly shared.

Well, back to class now. We can't forget

the Army, the Navy and the Marines.

How about those hip exercises you were
going to do? That manicure you need?
That shampoo to make your hair shine?

A special home treatment for your fading

tan, or coarsened, roughened "Summer"
skin? That visit to the dentist, maybe? It's

too late to slip now, here in 1941. You're
in a difficult spot with the boys competing
for honors that were once almost ex-

clusively your own. Go right to the top

of the class for good grooming and stay

there with your honorary degree

!

A candid
pup. Ofte
a person-

words. Th

moment with

n, shots like th

nd a pup,

I think, is

Joan Leslie and her

is tell you more about
too—than pages of

the real Joan Leslie.

Yours for Loveliness
Thoughts in terms of beauty care for

your possessions as well as yourself

YOU will want Revlon's Pocket Scarf at

the first peek. Campus and dorm go for it

in a big way, and others, too, who drive cars,

skate, hike, etc., and don't want to be both-

ered with a bag. The snap pockets are
catch-alls, and come filled with Revlon's

nail enamel, oily remover, Adheron, that

base-coat for long wear, orange stick, emeries

and cotton. Of spun rayon in gay colors.

NOW, if ever, your silk and Nylon stock-

ings should have beauty care. They're
precious, to be cherished ! They need gentle

cleansers as does your skin. Sketched are

your answers, Lux Flakes and Ivory Snow,
two budget and beauty savers. Safe for any-

thing that water alone may touch. And
Run-R-Stop saves the day when a run
starts. One drop means a stocking save'd.

CHARM Box, by Helena Rubinstein,

invites you to try her luxuries at the

price of one full-sized product, alone.

There's that superlative Pasteurized Face
Cream, for dry, or for normal or oily skin.

It cleanses, softens, smooths, and is, in-

deed the one cream for many purposes.

You will love it. And there's Town and
Country Make-Up Film, that favorite with
the discriminating, to give you a gardenia-

smooth finish and to protect your skin.

And there's Flower Petal Complexion
Powder, also for a dry or for a normal or

slightly oily skin. Here is that little luxury

you've been promising yourself for a long

time. Indulge in it to your heart's content.

WITH new woolens and new silks, the

accent on daintiness is, because of

these times, directed more than ever to-

ward the protection of good clothing

against the ravages of perspiration. To
keep yourself sweet and fresh, and to keep
your wardrobe immaculate, remember
Arrid. It's a gentle white cream, true-blue

insurance against dampness and odor. The
cream is odorless, greaseless and very,

very mild, even to sensitive skin. Arrid
carries the Seal of the American Launder-
ing Institute; which means it is harmless
to your clothing. Silk is becoming rare;

fine synthetic fabrics should have good
care

;
you must remain sweet as a flower.

Helena Rubinstein
packs a quantity of

charm in a gay box

for $1. It contains

three of her most
prized preparations.

Perspiration has ruined

many a lovely gar-

ment. Use gentle Ar-

rid for personal and
possession protection.

Daintiness insurance!

"THE flame of youth that men admire!"
That's a good description of the beau-

tiful make-up tones in the Flame-Glo prod-

ucts by Rejuvia. Lipstick, for instance,

comes in a variety of dynamic colors, lasts

long and gives your lips a tempting soft,

smooth texture. In a junior and a large

size. There's a compact rouge, subtly

blended for just the right depth to cheeks,

and harmonized with the lipstick tones.

Flame-Glo Face Powder, new, completes

the trio. It is expressly designed to last

longer and to impart a baby-softness to

your skin. All three for Fall radiance

!

DEALLY good things go on, we are told.

^ So if you're up on your arithmetic,

jump from 1864 to 1941. Then you have

the age of Miner's Theatrical Cold Cream,
created for the fundamental purpose then

of removing make-up and cleansing the
skin, and doing the same job in a fine way
today ! It is a fluffy, light cream, of a true

cold cream type, a type particularly sym-
pathetic to dry, sensitive skin. My tin is

just gone, and I want more! It seems par-

ticularly cleansing if you apply it, jump
into your bath, then remove. Now its price

has been considerably lowered. C. M.

Flame-Glo products
for a make-up that

men admire. Subtle
but so ardent and vi-

brant with lovely color.

The powder is new.

There's a long history

of fine performance
behind Miner's The-

atrical Cold Cream.
A real boon to budgets

and to your beauty.
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If everybody looked like

Gwen Seagar, right,

with a rifle, the world

would have nothing to

fear. Directly below is

another Gwen—Gwen
Kenyon. Joe Sawyer,
right, is utterly helpless

facing such "enemies"
in "Tanks a Million."

This is how lovely Elyse

Knox, below, would win

a war—James Gleason
quickly surrenders.

wM£ IX C »m

By

Weston

East

KA ICHELE MORGAN is happy. Michele
' "

' is very happy. The inside story of her
trip to Hollywood concerns her romance
with Jean Gabin. According to European
friends, it was the big thing in Michele's
life. She was disconsolate when Jean came
over here. Finally, she came over too, and
found that Gabin was doing all his gabbin'
with Marlene Dietrich. Occasionally, some
other woman. But now Jean and Michele
are back together again. Even blase Holly-
wood beams approvingly when they wit-
ness how well the lovers look together.

r\ESPITE all the pleas, Robert Taylor is

begging to be allowed to go and make
a picture in England. M-G-M has a won-
derful part for him there, but he's also
needed over here. Bob, by the way, under
the instruction of Roger Pryor, just com-
pleted his first solo flight. No, Barbara
still hasn't gone up with him.

|
ONGUES began to wag when a

I bleached-looking blonde attended Fritz
Lang's bedside almost,, daily, in the, hos-
pital. She was a bleached-blonde, too—none
other than Virginia Gilmore with a new
hair job for her role in "Swampwater."
And Hollywood was so sure that Fritz had
a new girl friend.

WITH an independence that staggers the
old-timers, Pat Dane is making rapid

strides as an actress. Maybe her coming
marriage to Cedric Gibbons (formerly
married to Dolores Del Rio) is giving her
confidence. But stars who have struggled
for years can't get over the way Pat takes
it as if it was just naturally supposed to
happen.

WHILE George Raft stood by and
beamed, his buddy, Mack Gray,' opened

his Copacabana Club. The place is one of
the real show places. The hallway is mir-
rored. White cocoanut palms, soft blue
lights, murals of sky and sea complete the
decoration. Among the guests who were
there to give Mack a hand were Claudette
Colbert, the Jack Bennys, the Gary Coop-
ers, Tony Martin and Lana Turner, etc.

THEY say it's any day now for Glenn
' Ford and Evelyn Ankers. He's been
showering her with presents, looking moon-
eyed in jewelry store windows. When asked
the direct question, Glenn evasively said his

only plan for the future was to get a hair
cut! He could use that, too.
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ANN SHERIDAN'S going home. For

the first time since she won the

"Search For Beaut}'" contest nine years

ago, "Clara Lou" Sheridan from down

Texas way will not be paying rent. Prac-

tical gal that she is, Annie grabbed a bar-

sain of a ranch in Encino. Before she made

the down payment she took George Brent

over to get "his approval. The next day

workmen arrived and put up a high lence

around the place. Annie says there is no

master bedroom. But definitely!

GUESS who Fred Astaire's new dancing

partner is going to be? None other

than Bing Crosbv—yet ! Fred is so anxious

to work with Bing, he cut short his Xew
York trip, where he went to make record-

ings. Before he left Columbia. Fred went

to the front office and spoke about Rita

Havworth. He said he had known few

dancers as conscientious and as excellent.

He asked for her as his partner when he

dances for Columbia again.

DEAL or imaginary, Lupe Velez has a

K mad on at Carmen Miranda. At Holly-

wood parties Lupe does fierce impersona-

tions of the ladv with the fluttering hands.

Lupe doesn't spare her candid opinions,

either! Carmen, when told about it. just

shrugged her shoulders and kept right on

fluttering.

PHIL TERRY, who scored such a hit in

"Parson of Panamint." and Susan Peters

have called it a day. Rumor is that Phil

broke the engagement to the htfle Enrol

Flvnn protegee. Phil says. " 'tain t so.

Susan's career is budding. She needs all

her time for it, before settling down to the

serious business of being married.

1 OAN CRAWFORD, her two adopted

J children, and a retinue of servants

won't be back in Hollywood until the end

of the vear. -They will vacation in Con-

necticut.' While there. Joan will complete

the purchase of a huge estate she plans to

establish as a permanent Eastern residence.

THE Maurine Fitzsimmons who booked

passage almost daily from Reno to Hol-

lvwood (and vice versa) was really Maur-

een O'Hara. First she flew to Hollywood

for retakes. Then she returned for fittings

on "Benjamin Blake." The Reno divorce

law- being what they are. Maureen had to

be back on Reno territory every night by

twelve. All of which made her a sort of

flving Cinderella. Some say that Maureen's

mother, who is now in England, cabled her

disapproval at Maureen divorcing the hus-

band she married so haphazardly.

HOBERT CUMMIXGS has been warned
K to watch his health—or else! Making

terrific strides after years of struggle Bob

has been making two pictures at once since

the first of the year. Universal have five

deals pending after he finishes "King's

Row" at Warners and "It Started With

Eve" (formerly titled "Almost An Angel")

with Deanna Durbin. Bob is exhausted and

should listen to his advisors. He's so grate-

ful for what's happened to him, he wants

to please everyone.

THE happiest heart in Hollywood today

I belongs to "Frisky." Claudette Colbert's

champion Welsh Terrier. After spending a

delightful summer at Santa Monica beach,

Claudette returned to her lovely home in

Beverlv Hills. Imagine Frisky's excitement

when he discovered that during his ab-

sence, twentv-four new trees had been

planted! ! ! He's in seventh (dog) heaven.

WICTOR MATURE (who originally

V lived in a tent) is looking for a nice

well kept garage. He'll live in it while his

wife is being operated on in the hospital.

Victor and Danny Kaye both ^appeared

opposite Gertrude Lawrence in "Lady in

the Dark." When Danny opened at Ciro's,

Victor (alone) was on hand to pay his

respects. When asked why he didn't dance,

what-a-man Mature said he was afraid of

Hollvwood. If he was seen having fun

while his wife was too ill to enjoy herself,

the town would start talking. Ain't it the

truth

!

THE Henry Fondas gave a kitchen

I shower for Watson Webb, a close friend

and Zanuck's favorite cutter. The Ray Mil-

lands brought along a double boiler, the

Fred MacMurrays a garbage can all done

up in cellophane. John Howard's contribu-

tion was a bread board and cake box he

made with his own expensive hands.

Marjorie Dean's smile, left,

would cower any enemy, any-

where. She's a member of the

B.E.L.— "Buddies' Entertain-

ment League"—a laugh or-

ganization in Hal Roach s

new comedy, "Tanks a Mil-

ion." Dick Wessel, inset,

cools his "hot dogs" in a

bucket of ice. Stan Laurel

and Oliver Hardy, left, are in

"training" for "Great Guns."
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A new Hollywood twosome? No, No; a hun-

dred times no! Betty Grable's and Victor

Mature's "romance" is strictly a business

proposition, the "biinez" being "Hot Spot."

TWOSOMES for tonight: John Carroll
I snoozing in his car, waiting for the

pretty thrush at Charley Foy's supper club.

. . . George Montgomery giving Ginger
Rogers a breather, while he takes the

breath away from Carole Landis, Cobina
Wright, Jr., young Gloria Morgan Van-
derbilt, Ann Rutherford AND Greer Gar-
son (What? No Navy Blues Sextette)?

Edward Ashley, public escort number one,

a personal item for Bubbles Schinasi's new
column. . . . Tom Harmon not talking

football and no forward passes for Janet
Blair, while they dine at the Seven Seas.

. . . Bob (Brown Derby owner) Cobb try-

ing a new menu and Frances (serial

queen) Gifford at the Beachcombers. . . .

Attorney Bentley Ryan appealing his case

to Jean (oh, so young) Wallace, while
Franchot Tone convalesces. . . . Henry
Wadsworth and Mary Carlisle dunking
doughnuts at Barney's Beanery. . . . Rich-
ard Travis stagging it at the Scheherazade,
so he can watch Margaret Lindsay watch
another man. . . Tearing a bit o' herring

at the Bit O' Sweden, Eddie Albert with
Madame Ouspenskaya.

N "The Man Who Came To Dinner"
Monty Woolley with his famous beard is

repeating his stage role of Sheridan White-
side, the bombastic author. During the

taking of a scene Bette Davis "blew" a
line and referred to Monty as "Mr. Broad-
side." Now, that's her pet name for him
when the camera isn't turning.

FROM Gable to sable went Lana Turner.
Celebrating the completion of her role

in "Honky Tonk," Lana and Tony Martin
attended the premiere of "Charley's Aunt"
at Grauman's Chinese. While the crowds
went mad, Lana (who didn't have to be
coaxed) let them take a good look at her
latest creation. She wore a clinging white
crepe evening gown. Huge sable patch
pockets adorned the skirt. A few miscel-
laneous sables were tossed carelessly over
one arm. And in her hair, Lana had
dreamed up something that did look just
like a sable pretzel

!

HEDY LAMARR is in receipt of a

letter from an amnesia victim. The
only name and face the boy can remember
is Hedy's. He wants her to come and see

him, to ascertain if she has ever known
him before. Imagine having amnesia and
coming to with Hedy Lamarr by your
side ! As Jack Benny would say, "Oh,
Brother !"

WHEN Alexander Smith was presented
with a girl instead of a boy, he just

automatically named her Alexis. And that's

how movie stars are born.

Being champion movie-goer of the Army has

paid Kenneth Wilkinson big dividends. For

five days Hollywood paid homage to him.

Kenneth, above, with stunning Sheila Ryan.

Roy Rogers, above, stoops to assist Belita,

skating whiz of "Ice-Capades." W. C. Fields

and Gloria Jean, below, in "The Great Man."

It is obvious here that Ginger Rogers and
George Montgomery have eyes only for each
other. It looks like love, but does it mean mar-
riage? We think so! That's our prediction.

IT WAS Mildred Harris (the 1st Mrs.
' Charlie Chaplin) who led the applause
among the extras, when Paulette Goddard
(the 3rd Mrs. Charlie Chaplin) did a ter-

rific scene for C. B. De Mille. Paulette was
so touched, she saw to it that Mildred got
an extended engagement on the picture.

TORCH of the month. Bill Lundigan
' and Warner Brothers have severed con-
nections. Bill Lundigan and Marguerite
Chapman have severed connections. That's
why Marguerite is anxious to get out of

town and tour all the big cities with the
"Navy Blues Sextette."

THIS ought to make those Hollywood
glamor boys stop and think. On Sunset

Boulevard there's a company that prints

fan photos for the stars to send to their

admirers. Last month they couldn't accept

a single order from any of their famous
customers. The reason? Because they had
to print up ten thousand pictures of one
star alone. His name ? Gene Autry

!

ACCORDING to those who heard him
say it, George Cukor has only had

one personal clause ever inserted in a con-
tract. That is, that he would never be re-

quired to direct Connie Bennett ! Whatever
the feud was, it's evidently all forgotten.

George is directing Connie in the new
Garbo picture and everyone says she is

wonderful in the part.

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND and Jimmy
Stewart came face to face for the

first time, since they called it a day. Jimmy
was with Frances Robinson, Olivia with
Gene Markey. They met in the doorway
of the Mocambo.

"I guess I've lost a little weight since I

last saw vou," said Jim. "But you look

well."

"I think you look well, too," answered
Liv. "I guess I put on the weight you lost."

LIFE with father has nothing on life with

-John Barrymore at RKO. That studio

is really in a spot. The Barrymore vo-

cabulary doesn't improve with age. His
"pet" names for Patsy Kelly send visitors

blushing from the set. Even the press have
to be guarded like sacred mice. They never
know what tainted pearl of wisdom the

profile will come out with next.

THIS is why we love Hollywood. For
Errol Flynn's "They Died With Their

Boots On," the studio imported real Sioux
Indians. The red men arrived and were
rushed right over to Perc Westmore. Be-
cause they didn't look enough like Indians,

Perc was instructed to give them rubber
noses that were more in character

!
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Here's proof my Face Powder makes

Skin look Younger!

ELBOW TEST'

shows instantly how new

kind of powder makes skin

look smoother, fresher.

By

Wouldn't you like to see, with your own

eyes, how much younger your skin can

look — how much lovelier and more

glamorous?

You can—so simply and so easily—and

without cost! Make the test that is thrill-

ing women everywhere . . . the Lady
Esther elbow test!

You know how rough and coarse the

skin of your elbow is. Well, I'm going to

send you some Lady Esther Face Pow-

Now more beautiful women use Lady

Esther Face Powder fhcm any other kind.

der FREE. Just take a little on a puff and

pat it gently on your elbow. .

.

See what happens! See how the coarse

skin of your elbow suddenly looks soft

and smooth—how the lines and rough-

ness seem to ease away.

If my powder can do that to the

abused skin of your elbow—just imagine

what it can do for the skin of your face!

Imagine how it can hide tired lines—skin-

faults and imperfections—big pores!

You see, my powder is different be-

cause it's made differently. It's blown by
Twin Hurricanes until it's softer and

finer by far than any ordinary powder.

It goes on a new, smoother way—more flat-

tering to the skin than words alone can

describe! You must see it with vour own

eyes—that's why I ask you to make the

interesting Elbow Test.

Try All 9 Shades FREE

"Vbur name and address on the coupon

below will bring you all 9 new shades of

Lad}r Esther Face Powder. You not only

can make the interesting Elbow Test—

you can also try all 9 shades on your own
skin, before your own mirror, and see

which one is your best shade—your Lucky
Shade. Mail the coupon NOW.

FACE POWDER

( You can paste this on a penny postcard*)

Lady Esther, (73)

7116 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.

Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your

9 new shades of face powder, also a tube of

your Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Ifyou live in Canada, irrite Lady Esther, Toronto, Or.t.
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New under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

IStops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses, or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being
harmless to fabrics.

Arrid is the largest

selling deodorant

... try a jar today

ARRID
39^ a jar

AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent iars)

mSONG POEM WRITERS
Write today for free booklet out-
lining profit sharing plan.

ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. lO
7608 Reading Cincinnati, O.

Now She Shops

Cash And Carry
Without Painful Backache

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking tha

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, pumnesa
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

The 10 Most Sensational Women I've Met!
Continued from page 2

1

over the sea. I walked closer to her. She
paid no attention, probably didn't even see

me. I studied her more and more carefully.
Her eyes seemed to dance merrily with the
ripple of the sea. She was dressed per-
fectly. Everything about her spelled smart-
ness and distinction. And the moon—well,

you undoubtedly have heard about moon-
light on a ship's deck.
Any other man might have checked the

lady in his note book for. future reference.
But my experiences all over the world had
given me a certain brashness. So, without
further ado, I

_
walked up, smiled my

brightest, and said, "Pardon me, but would
you care to dance? The music is really
quite good inside."

She turned toward me very slowly. Her
expression didn't change one bit. She
looked at me in an attitude of "Go away,
little man, you bother me." And she said,

"I never dance with strangers."
I never forgot that night. I was de-

termined to meet her again some way. Any
woman who could be so snooty and so
blase intrigued me. Of course, her beauty
had a little to do with my remembering
her

!

I didn't see her any more on the trip.

At least, not to speak to. But four months
later in Hollywood, I was at a dinner
party. I was mildly entertained. Then, in
a corner of the room, I saw her. She was
even more beautiful, more smartly dressed.
I marched over to her and said, "Hello,
remember me?" She smiled and said
lightly, "Vaguely." Half an hour later, she
had accepted a date. Not long after that,

on one of our wiser impulsive moments,
we eloped. Since then our temperaments
have clashed.

Another young lady whom I met in my
earlier days in Hollywood who has always
interested me is Olivia de Havilland. Olivia
is one of our really distinctive actresses.

.

When we first worked together in "Cap-
tain Blood," I was struck with her beauty
and with her then naivete. In every picture
I've done with her since, she seems to
have grown more and more beautiful. As
for her naivete, that has changed with her
own improvement. Livyy first attracted me
because of her sincerity of purpose, her de-
sire to reach great heights in pictures, her
ambition. I was in the same boat then, too.
I wanted to prove to myself that I had a
place in pictures. I, too, wanted to reach
the^ heights. It was anyone's guess as to
which of us was really the more panicky
that first day on "Captain Blood."
Livvy is one of the greatest gagsters in

Hollywood. She continually pulled some
gag on

_
me. She has done so in almost

every picture we have made. Once in a
while, the gag falls flat, and she will say,
"Flynn, you've no sense of humor." So to
prove that I have, I merely show her I

can- pull a fast one on her too.

You may wonder why a .gagster should
be an appealing 'type of woman -to me.
Well, Livvy has always been a sensational
figure to me because she has that ability

to enjoy life, to get out and have fun while
she can, to let her impulses and her in-

hibitions have full sway. Such an attitude
makes any woman alert. Livvy used to be
so lively because she was trying to hide
her own lack of confidence in herself. She
used to be the cut-up of the Warner lot.

But recently, she has gained confidence,
poise, and self-assurance. So instead of
being a delightful scatterbrain, she is now
one of Hollywood's most poised women. A
girl who has mellowed and calmed .down,
but a girl who may turn into a. mischievous
imp at any moment. It's that combination
of today—poise and carefree sophistication
that make her the impressive person that
she is. Yes, she w sophisticated now, but
it's not the drooping eye-lid type of. sophis-
tication. It's what you might call glamor
with a kick.

One of my first acquaintances when I

joined the Warner Brothers' roster' was
Mrs. Jack Warner. A striking woman with
her dark beauty, a fascinating woman with
her ease in entertaining. Ann gave a party
just a short while after I had begun work
on "Captain Blood." And it was one of the
most memorable moments of my life. I

had not met her before, except very
casually, and because I had heard much of
Hollywood society, I wasn't exactly sure
that I wouldn't be bored. But from the
very first minute that I stepped into her
home that evening, I was entirely cap-
tivated by her bearing and her ability to
make every guest feel as though the party
were given simply for his or her benefit.

Ann took me aside during the evening
and asked me all about my experiences, my
background. Her action wasn't that of a
woman who feels it is the proper thing to
gush over every exciting moment in her
guest's life. When she asked me about my-
self, it was because she was honestly in-

terested. It wasn't curiosity at all. That
made a big impression on me, for I have
attended other parties where I felt like

something out of the Arabian Nights after

my past had been divulged and gleefully

digested by "just too thrilled" individuals.

With all of Ann's money, she is not a
woman to be affected by her status in life.

She is an understanding woman, a woman
who combines sympathetic tolerance with
an alert recognition of the characteristics

of people. As a hostess, she has no equal in

Hollywood, and to be a gracious hostess is

the requisite of any woman. It is for this

last reason, perhaps, that Ann Warner has
always been a lady of definite individuality

in a town where few ever try to be either

original or individual.

Important Naval officials turned out for the premiere of "Dive Bomber," held in San
Diego. S. Charles Einfeld, Warners' advertising and publicity director, played host.
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PROTECT YOUR MILS
fwr?i mete

DURA-GLOSS

Jaturally, when your nails are radiant with the fresh sparkling color

and gleaming highlights that only Dura-Gloss can give them, you'll feel

elated, jubilant, good! You'll know the feeling of poise, of importance, that

goes with wearing Dura-Gloss.

Thousands of women have already switched to Dura-Gloss, and many

of them write us that they are amazed at the way Dura-Gloss "stays with"

their nails for days on end. Why not try it yourself today?

WHY DURA-GLOSS EXCELS
To produce a polish that yields exceptional

wear, that does not cbip oft readily, that

dries bard with unparalleled brilliance, the

Dura-Gloss formula contains a specially

formulated resin almost identical to the

world's most treasured resins which come
from fossilized trees buried deep in the

earth since prehistoric times. (Amber, from

which precious jewelry is made is one of

these resins . . . cherished for its excep-

tional gem-like hardness and incomparable

luster.) Jbis is wby Dura-Gloss puts a

finish on your nails of such surpassing

brilliance, luster and fldbesion. See for

yourself what a marvelous polish

Dura-Gloss is ... do it today!

10'

DURA-GLOSS

at beauty counters

everywhere

Lorr Laboratories.

Paterson. New Jersey

Founded by E. T. Reynolds

FOR THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FINGERNAILS IN THE WORLD
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HP ENGAGE ME!

BELMONT Set 97.50 SERENE Set 62.50
Engagement Ring 87.50 Engagement Ring 50.00

AVONDALE Set 237JO
Engagement Ring 175.00

^HEIL be thrilled with the beauty of a lovely

Genuine Registered Keepsake Diamond Ring . .

.

with traditional quality and value through five

decades. The Keepsake Certificate of Registration

and Guarantee is ajsyronc*? of High standards of

color, cut and clarity. See these new matched

sets at your Keepsake Jeweler's . . . $50 to $2500.

Extended payments can usually be arranged.

BEFORE YOU ANNOUNCE
YOUR ENGAGEMENT . . .

send Ihe coupon or write for ihe

valuable book, "The Etiquette

of the Engagement and Wed-
ding," for coming brides and
grooms.

Rings enlarged to show details.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

214 S. Warren St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Please send me the helpful book "The Etiquette of the En.
'gagement and Wedding," with illustrations of newest ring
creations, I enclose 10c to cover mailing expense.

Name..

Street and No

dry. .SL 11-41

Brenda Marshall is my next choice. I

think she must surely be the choice of
almost any man who appreciates fine quali-
ties in a woman. I'll never forget Brenda
when she worked with me for the first

time in "The Sea Hawk." Was she nerv-
ous ! I couldn't understand at first why she
should be so nervous. Then someone told
me it was because I was a big star to her,
and she was only a beginner. I had to
laugh at that, for her stage work certainly
qualified her as more of a drama student
than I.

I had heard that she was afraid to go
up and talk to me, so one day I found out
that she was in wardrobe trying on her
costumes for "The Sea Hawk." I walked
in and simply said, "Brenda, I'm very glad
you're going to be in this picture with me.
I know we'll get along very well."
But my first impression of Brenda was

the lasting one. When she first came on
the lot, she was taken around to meet the
Warner players, as is the custom of the
studio. When she was introduced to me, I

was struck with her beauty and, at the
same time, with her shy reserve. Here was
no brash young girl with picture ambitions.
She was simply a demure young lady who
had the stamp of success about her. When
she left, I was sure that I had met an
actress who could not be defeated. She
had that certain fire in her.

A woman can be shy and reserved and
still be interesting, provided she has that
indefinable something that sets her apart
from the usual reserved type. As I look
back on our first meeting, I think it was
a sincerity coupled with a quiet elegance
that made Brenda different. There has
always' been a regal air about her, a
thoughtfulness that intrigues even a casual
observer. In short, she was then and has
been ever since a real lady.

Some other young actress getting her
start in pictures might have been too ef-

fusive so she would be noticed. But Brenda
is not that type. There's nothing obvious
about her at all. She has never tried to
perform beyond her scope or act unnatural.
And a woman who can be natural, refined,

and yet subtly feminine is indeed a sen-
sational woman in Hollywood or any place.

Susan Peters, who was Susanne Car-
nahan before the studio changed her name,
is my fifth choice. Susan appeared with me
in a small part in "Santa Fe Trail." She
was just a high school girl who had had
a break, but when I saw her act in a scene
with Ronald Reagan, I was convinced that

she had the ability to make a promising
actress. When I saw the rushes of her
work, I was even more interested in her.

Certainly she has one of the brightest

futures of any young starlet in Hollywood.
Not only is Susan a strikingly beautiful

blonde, but she has a vivaciousness, a
sparkle that affects everyone who meets
her. It is impossible to talk to her for even
five minutes without feeling a lift and a
new brightness within yourself. She has
that great asset of projecting her own per-
sonality into another person. Susan is also

capricious along with her vivaciousness.

But she is not the giddy, false type. She is

no mass of jittery gaiety. She is simply a
girl who continually finds something in

this world to smile about, and anyone
knows how rare that kind of person is

today. Her infectious charm and her en-
thusiasm are like a tonic to everyone.

Perhaps these qualities do not exactly
make her a sensational type in the true
sense of the word, but they do set her
widely apart from most young girls of
today who so often combine either an ob-
vious jocundity or an animation that re-

minds one of a canary on a spree with a
natural falseness that cannot be disguised.

Probably few of you have heard of my
sixth nomination, for she's not a glamor
girl. In fact, she is 78 years young ! Her

name is Mrs. Helen Strong Carter.
Mrs. Carter is the wife of the ex-gov-

ernor of the Hawaiian Islands. I was in-
vited to her home on my last trip to
Hawaii, and since that time, she and I
have been the best of friends. Every week
we exchange letters, in which we tell each
other what has been happening to us. Re-
cently, when she came to San Francisco,
she called me in Hollywood—and what a
bill we ran up for the telephone company!
As a matter of fact, we have become so
chummy that I even call her "Aunty" now.

After our first meeting, she helped me
out on a real estate deal I was contem-
plating. She knew I was interested in buy-
ing a ranch in Hawaii as so many of the
Hollywood stars are doing, so she rec-
ommended a certain Hue-Hue ranch as a
good buy. I didn't even investigate the
matter after that. Her word was good
enough for me. That's what is so won-
derful about Mrs. Carter. She is a person
who is so completely trustworthy and sin-
cere that her word is never doubted. As a
result, her friends have every confidence in
her. I know that I have. No matter what
she told me, I'd believe her. And that is

not exactly a common trait in most women.
She also stands apart from other women
because I have never heard her carry tales

about anyone. A lady who doesn't gossip
is decidedly sensational, and few can dis-

pute that opinion.

Aunty's faculty for staying young and
interested in everything is another char-
acteristic that endears her to people.
Usualty, she's far ahead of her younger
friends on matters of current—or even
past—importance. Her keen mind makes
her a brilliant conversationalist and a sharp
student of the many type of personages
that roam the country in a dither. To put
anything over on Aunty Carter is im-
possible. She's always a jump ahead of you.

Because she is interested in everyone
and everything, she is probably one of the
most generous persons I know. She is al-

ways_ anxious to help anyone who needs
it, either in actual money or, as is the
case at times, in advice. The lavish gifts

she gives her friends are the talk of
Hawaii. But let anyone deceive her or try
to "use" her, and she makes short work
of such a false friendship. Above all her
admirable characteristics, one seems to
stand supreme—her complete democratic
outlook upon society itself. Her money
means nothing to her, except to make
others happy. And, therefore, she is never
impressed by her own' enviable position in
society. Yes, Aunty Carter is one woman
who is honestly sensational.

Also in Hawaii, there is another woman
who has been a close and loyal friend of
mine for three or four years. Everyone
knows who Doris Duke is. Doris, like Mrs.
Carter, is also extremely democratic, a
trait which many may not be able to un-
derstand. But on the many occasions I

have visited her, I have never seen her
act the snob. She does not care a hoot for
celebrities, and you'll usually discover her
with about four or five of the most un-
important people she can find.

I met Doris at a dinner party in Holly-
wood given by Mrs. Jack Warner. That
was about four years ago. I have not
changed my opinion of her one bit since.

Not so long ago, I introduced her to
Lt. Tames Robb of the U.S. Naval Air
Force. He is a_ dive bomber pilot. The
three of us had some wonderful times
when we were in Hawaii, and when I

returned to the States, Jimmy stayed be-
hind. I have heard since that he and Doris
have become slightly more than friends.

It wouldn't surprise me if I were called

to act as best man at a wedding. This,
however, is merely one man's intuition.

Doris Duke is a worldly woman, to be
sure. And she is a genuine sophisticate.
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NEWS
All for you... these six perfect styles on

the six perfect 'destroyers' of fAe"NAVY

BLUES SEXTET". Featured in Warner

Bros.' musicalaugh hit, "NAVY BLUES".

Styled to be just right for anything, anytime, anywhere.

The sleek lines of a destroyer, the crisp smartness of a

dress parade, the man-appeal of a recruiting drive. Yes, the

order of the day is A-T-T-E-N-S-H-U-N! — to Navy Blues!

6

A torso model high- White angora embroi-

lighted with white dery on the pockets,

pique collar and bow. Cold buttons, too.

Sizes 70-16 Sizes 70-20

Collar and bow are Red on the belt and

white waffle pique. buttons. Peppermint-

The buttons are gold. striped pique collar.

Sizes 70-78 Sizes 70-20

Smartly tailored with This features a plunger

mannish lapels, gold neckline, red leather

buttons, chic galore. buttons and belt.

Sizes 70-20 Sizes 70-20

Made of

All-wool

Sag-no-mor

Jersey

At these smart shops and others

NEW YORK CITY SAKS' 34th STREET
AHonta, Ga Davison Paxon
Baltimore, Md Hochschild Kohn
Brooklyn, New York Abraham & Straus
Boston, Mass Jordan Marsh
Buffalo, N. Y J. N. Adams
Chicago, III Marshall Field
Cleveland, Ohio Halle Bros.
Dallas, Texas A. Harris & Co.
Detroit, Mich J. L. Hudson

THE
GOLDMAN COMPANY

1410 BROADWAY • NEW YORK CITY

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. J. W. ROBINSON
Hartford, Conn G. Fox
Indianapolis, Indiana. L. S. Ayers
Kansas City, Mo Geo. B. Peck
Memphis, Tenn J. Goldsmith & Son's
Miami, Fla Burdine's
Milwaukee, Wis The Boston Store
Minneapolis, Minn The Dayton Co.
Oakland, Calif H. C. Capwell
Omaha, Neb. .. J. L. Brandeis

SCREENLAND

PITTSBURGH, PA. KALLMANN'S
Philadelphia, Pa Strawbridge & Clothier
Portland, Ore Meir Frank
Providence, R. I Gladdings
Rochester, N. Y B. Forman
San Diego, Calif Marston Co.
San Francisco, Calif Roos Bros.

Seattle, Washington Best's Apparel
St. Louis, Mo Stix Baer Fuller

Washington, D. C Lansburgh & Bro.
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But the trappings of her existence have
not submerged the colorful personality that

she is, a beautiful, intelligent, and honest
woman.
Most men wouldn't think of including

their secretary in their list of their ten Pet
Women, but my right hand Friday, Inez

Prober, has been just that—my right hand
and a darned provocative person. Inez was
hired some time ago by my business man-
ager, Walter O. Heinze, and she proved
very efficient. She has been working for

me for about three years. She pays the

servants, handles all household expenses,

watches my budget, and, in fact, does
everything to relieve me of business

worries.

Recently, I was in Dallas for the British

War Relief. Before I was to return, I dis-

covered that I had lost $640 in cash. I

couldn't imagine where it had gone, and
was ready to give it up as gone when
Inez began to question me. "What did you
do? . . . Where were you at such and such
a time? . .

." These an other questions

were thrown at me. Nothing shed any
light. So, on her own, she contacted the

manager of the Dallas Athletic Club where
I had been the night before. She asked him
about every move I had made. He men-
tioned that I had taken a steam bath.

Immediately, she told him to look in my
safe deposit box. Each person who takes

a steam bath, you see, has such a box with
a number that corresponds to his room
number. Sure enough, hidden far in the

back was my money.
Anyone who is so efficient and pains-

taking could not be left off such a list.

She's as important to me as the checks
of mine that she handles. And just as

necessary. She is one secretary who never
complains about the amount of work she
has to do and she has plenty of it.

Gwynne Pickford Ernst is a memorable
person to me because she is about the only
woman for whom I played Cupid. I met
her through one of my closest friends, Bud
Ernst. He had been trying to convince
Gwynne that he was the man in her life,

but she felt she was still young enough
to decide for herself. She is about twenty-
one now. Well, one day, Bud brought her
over to see me. I liked everything about
her, but especially her genuineness. It

didn't take me long to tell her what a
great bet Bud was, and how wonderful
matrimony could be. I really courted her
for Bud. When at last the deal was turned,

I lent them my Packard racer so they
could elope in a hurry.
Whenever Lili is away, I dine with

Gwynne and Bud several times a week,
and I wouldn't think of going on a yacht-
ing trip without them. While I was in

San Diego on location for "Dive Bomber,"
they flew down one week-end to go with
me on a short trip on my boat.

Why do I single out Gwynne? Because
she is loyalty personified, because she has
been a great wife to my best friend, and
because she is so utterly likable in every
respect. Her friends think she is generous.
She is. But Gwynne Pickford Ernst is a
sensational woman to me because she is

such a level-headed beauty. A woman
without a false trait about her.

I don't mean to imply that Darcy Var-
gas is the least significant of the women
I have named because I am placing her
last. Not at all. If anything, she is the
most strikingly individual of the lot.

Darcy Vargas is the wife of the Pres-
ident of Brazil. I met her on my last trip

to South America. She is extremely at-

tractive, a smart dresser, a marvelous
hostess, and a woman who can handle
capably any situation that may arise in

her politically involved life.

She met me at the Clipper when I ar-

rived, and, naturally, I was very impressed
by such a courtesy. A few nights after I

landed, she gave a wonderful dinner party
for me in Rio de Janeiro. I also had tea

at the Copacabana Palace Hotel with a

party of thirty or thirty-five people.

Being the wife of the President of as

great a country as Brazil is no easy job.

Tact, diplomacy, graciousness, and poise

are demanded. Darcy Vargas is known in

her country for those characteristics. I was
intrigued by her poise and graciousness,

but it was her diplomacy that interested

me. Such diplomacy has been acquired
not only from a cultured background but
from an alertness to the problems of her
position in politics and in Brazilian life

in general. She graces her husband's ca-

reer with as much distinction as he graces
his work as Brazil's President.

Darcy Vargas is an impressive woman
in an impressive world, a woman who is

at ease in the most delicate situations. But
she is a colorful personality because, des-

pite her high state in life, she has not
lost touch with the other part of the world,
the unheralded and often unnoticed part.

She is a true example of womanhood at

its finest.

So there you have the list and the qual-
ities almost any man admires in a woman.
The exciting, unpredictable, impulsive, and
beautiful Lili Damita ; the carefree sophis-
tication and poise of glamorous Olivia de
Havilland ; the tolerant, sympathetic, and
superb hostess, Ann Warner ; the sincerity,

the ambition, and the elegance of Brenda
Marshall ; the infectious charm and en-
thusiasm of Susan Peters ; the young in

mind and spirit Mrs. Helen Strong Car-
ter, the supreme example of democratic
womanhood ; the worldly sophisticate but
genuinely real Doris Duke; the efficiency

of Inez Prober ; the loyalty of lovely
Gwynne Pickford Ernst ; and the colorful

and graciously adaptable Darcy Vargas.

A Crime to Exploit

Child Stars?
Continued from page 23

children into pictures may differ, I believe

the primary reason is the same in every
instance and that my awn case and Jane's
is typical. MONEY

!

I married young because my husband
and I were so desperately in love with
each other we couldn't—or wouldn't

—

wait any longer. He was making $250 a

month working for a tire company. Our
tastes were, and are, simple and we felt

we could get along beautifully on that.

And we. did—until Jane came. As a matter
of fact, we got along beautifully after she
arrived

!

When she was three we noticed she had
what we considered an extraordinary talent

for entertaining. She could sing and dance
and her imitations of friends and celeb-

rities were what is flatteringly called

"murderous." We lived in Atlanta, Georgia,
and whenever one of the local broadcast-
ing stations had need of a child Jane's
age they- sent for her.

As I said, I married my husband be-
cause I loved him, not because he was a
Croesus or economic genius. I think the
backbone of our country is made up of men
like Mr. Withers—good, solid, substantial
citizens who pay their taxes, serve on
juries, assist during community fund
drives, do a good job of their jobs, give
their children a good schooling and mainly
occupy themselves with being good hus-
bands and fathers.

As Jane grew up both Mr. Withers and
I began to dream of the time when she
would be a young lady; the time when
she would be old enough to go to college,

to dances—to "make her bow to society"

(although poor people do not use that ex-
pression).

Not every person is a genius and no
aspersion is cast upon him for his lack
in this direction. Nor can every man be
a financial wizard and neither should any
aspersion be cast upon him for that. Should
I have refused to marry Mr. Withers
when I loved him because he was not rich

and because if we had a child he might
not be able to give it all the advantages
rich people give their children? I'd have
been an awful snob if I had!
Mr. Withers and I both knew we would

make every sacrifice we could for Jane

—

give her everything we could possibly give

her. But we also knew that no matter how
we scrimped and saved—no matter how
much we denied ourselves—we would never

be able to give her all the things we
wanted her to have. Two hundred and
fifty dollars a month can only be made to

go so far. We realized, too, that the more
we scrimped and saved for her teen age,

the more we would have to deny her dur-

ing those vaunted "golden childhood
hours." We could deny ourselves and
give to her when she was little or we
could deny ourselves and her when she

-was -small and send her_ ta~college.. But
after college she would still have had to

look for a job.

Neither of us is outstanding. We are

simply average American parents. We
wanted the best for our child but there

seemed ' no way of our being able to give

it to her. If Mr. Withers were lucky he

might finally work up to $350 a month
and we might be able to put by a com-
petence for our old age.

Then we discovered this remarkable

talent in Jane. It was not Mr. Withers
and I who are responsible for her being

in Hollywood. It is the managers of the

theaters and broadcasting stations in At-

lanta. When she was about four they began

Beautiful Fra nces
Gifford and Tom
Neal, her hand-
some hero in Re-

public's exciting
serial, "Jungle
Girl," were caught
by the roving cam-
era reporter enjoy-

ing an extra-long,

cool drink. We
went dry watch-
ing them perform
their daring feats.
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Mark it urgent,

Miss Priddy!

HAT'S right . . . all smokers sometimes inhale . . .

knowingly or unknowingly. And inhaling increases the

chance of irritation to sensitive nose and throat passages.

But—see what eminent doctors found ... on comparing

the leading cigarettes! They report that:

THE SMOKE OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING BRANDS AVERAGED

MORE THAN THREE TIMES AS IRRITANT AS THE AMAZINGLY

DIFFERENT PHILIP MORRIS — AN IRRITANT EFFECT WHICH LASTED

MORE THAN FIVE TIMES AS LONG

!

You can't avoid some inhaling— but you can avoid worry

about your nose and throat . . . you can have true smoking

pleasure without penalties

—

if you smoke Philip Morris!

CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS
AMERICA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

telling me, "It's a crime not to give that

child a chance. She'll do big things in

Hollywood—if she ever gets a break."

My husband and I talked it over. "Jane
and I could live nicely on $100 a month,"

I told him.
"Try it for a few months," he agreed.

So Jane and I came to Hollywood and
lived on $100 a month. On the other $150

of his salary Mr. Withers kept up his

life insurance premiums, met the payments
on our car and home in Atlanta, fed and
clothed himself.

We came to Hollywood when Jane was
not quite six, armed with letters of intro-

duction from every exhibitor in Atlanta.

It was kind and generous of them to give

us those letters—-but they didn't help.

I cannot say our time was up and our
trunk packed to return to Atlanta when
the break came. It would be dramatic—but
untrue. But we had been out here six or

seven months, getting nowhere, when a

neighbor invited us to drive out to the old

Fox studio. David Butler, a director, saw
Jane and said he could use her for extra

work in "Handle With Care." That was
the opening wedge and for the next year
she worked fairly regularly, playing ex-
tras, bits and small parts at a salary rang-
ing from $5 to $25 a day.

It was through these bits that she went
on the radio again, working in a serial.

She was called "The Pest." And, para-
doxically, it was through her work on the
air that James Ryan, casting director at

Fox, contacted her and signed her for the
part of a little meanie in "Bright Eyes"
—after testing over two hundred child-

ren. After that picture was finished the
studio put Jane under contract at $150 a
week. From that day to this Jane, her-
self, has insisted that her father keep his

money for himself.

After the picture was released and Jane

was a hit, her agent came to me and
wanted me to ask for more money for

Jane. I said, "No. I realize she's a hit

and if I struck it would probably end by
them giving her $500 a week and that

would seem like all the money in the

world to me and I'd take it. But I want
to give the studio time and a chance to

make money out of Jane before I ask
them for anything and then I'm sure

they'll give it to her."

She was starred soon after that but she

worked a year at $150 a week. Then they

raised her to $1,000. And all during the

time she was getting $1,000 a week, $500
of it was saved. Her state and federal in-

come taxes, her agent's fees and our living

expenses came out of the other $500.

Jane has always been a sensible child

and she has always been fully aware of

the sacrifice her father made to send her

to Hollywood. Of all the things about

Jane I'm proud of—and there are many

—

the thing I'm proudest of is that when I

told her how much would be left of the

$500 a week we were keeping out of her

salary after running expenses were paid,

she said, "Gee, mom, we can live on that

easily. I want daddy to save his money
for himself."

As I was out here with Jane, in her

interests, I felt it no more than just that

my living expenses should come out of

her salary. Older stars have secretaries

and companions whom they pay and there

is no adverse criticism. I was both of

these rolled into one and my living ex-

penses cost her far less than stars pay
employees occupying those positions. Mean-
time, Mr. Withers was still in Atlanta

with the tire company.
Jane's savings began to mount and the

bank was looking for investments. The
manager of the bank with whom we did

business had always taken a great interest

in Jane and I had told him something of

our private circumstances. He asked me
to drop in and see him. He said, "We are
looking for an investment for Jane's money.
We think it would be a good investment

for her to lend Mr. Withers some money
at the usual rate of interest and let him,

with what he has saved, start a business

of his own out here. We don't think it

would be risking her money."
So Jane lent her father the money

needed, in addition to his own, and he
started in business for himself. While his

name is still not spoken of in hushed tones

in financial circles, he has met with grati-

fying success and every cent he borrowed
from Jane has been repaid "at the usual

rate of interest."

Almost ever since Jane was made a star

the studio has paid me a salary for being

on the set with her. It more than meets
my own requirements and I earn it. I over-

see her wardrobe, her make-up, her hair-

dress and see to it that she knows her

lines. Consequently, neither Mr. Withers
nor I feel we.have ever taken advantage
of Jane's earnings.

One day we were out driving and passed

the place where we now live. It was built

as a model home and was open and for

sale. Jane begged to go inside. She rather

whimsically informed us it was her "dream
house." After we had looked around a bit

it was mine, too, for not only was it a

beautiful house, it was a model of con-

venience and practicality. We consulted

the bank and they bought it for her as

they considered it a good investment. As
it is her house and she is well able to

afford it, we did not feel called upon to

share in the payments, but the three of us

go share and share alike in its upkeep, so

we still are not living off Jane's income.

So much for that. Now I'd like to take

up this" business of "no normal childhood
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"SKIN HELP... QUICK"
Cried College and Career Girls

SO Helena Rubinstein

presents

YOUNG COMPLEXION BOX

2.00

Helena Rubinstein knows so

well the beauty problems of

young girls and young women
that she creates this special

Young Complexion Box. It

contains six famous fundamen-
tals of beauty : three make-up
items that will make you glam-

orous instantly; three treat-

ment preparations to aid in

correcting oiliness, shine and
skin imperfections. Here is

your complete Helena Rubin-
stein Complexion Outfit:

1. FLOWER PETAL FACE POWDER - mist-soft

2. APPLE RED LIPSTICK . . brilliantly flattering

3. SNOW LOTION — exquisite foundation

4. PASTEURIZED FACE CREAM—famous many-
purpose cream beautifies every skin

5. BEAUTY GRAINS— wash for pore-open-
ings clogged with surface impurities

6. MEDICATED CREAM for slight blemishes

Ask for the young complexion box

at your favorite store or send coupon

with 2.00. Helena Rubinstein urges

j-v you to write her about

J^bBm your beauty problems

jMf*. . . 715 Fifth Avenue.

Helena Rubinstein^

Dept. SU 11-41

715 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

2.00 enclosed. Please send the YoungComplexion Box,

Na

Street :

City States

CHECK MONEY ORDER CASH CO. D.

for movie children." It's interesting.

Jane, like every other movie child I

know, would have gone to public . schools.

On account of the number of children in

a class, none of them receives a great deal

of individual instruction. The studio em-
ploys a special tutor for children on the

lot. In the case of stars, each child has
a tutor of her own. The state insists upon
it and the studio pays the teacher's salary.

So she is really getting a better education
than she would if she were not in pictures.

As to over-work, not only the Gerry
Society (which used to be the nemesis of

theatrical producers) but most states have
very stringent laws about the number of

hours a child may work. In Jane's case,

she reports to the studio at 9:00 in the
morning and never stays later than 5 :30

—

usually only until 5 :00. So the most time
she ever puts in is nine and a half hours.

But out of this she gets an hour for lunch
(when she rests). Three hours are devoted
to schooling and another hour comes out
for recreation. So, actually, she works only
four or at most four and a half hours a
day-—far shorter hours than many children
not in pictures put in on other jobs.

So far as making fudge and playing tag
are concerned, Jane, as I said, is always
through work by 5:30 and after that she
can play tag to her heart's content. She
can make fudge whenever she feels like it.

Often, after dinner at night, when her
next day's lines have been learned (her
lessons are studied on the set between
shots so there is never any homework to

be prepared) she will say, "I want to bake
a cake."

There are few households in this coun-
try, in circumstances similar to what ours
would have been if Jane had not gone into

pictures, where even the most indulgent
mother can let her child go into the
kitchen and take charge of half a dozen
eggs, butter and other ingredients without
having to think it over.

She can have parties as often as she likes

when she's between pictures or over week-
ends. In fact, a weekend seldom passes
that she doesn't have from twenty to thirty

of her friends put for a swimming party.

They love to cook hot-dogs over the bar-
becue pit. We could never have afforded
such things for her if she hadn't entered
movies.
She loves pets and has around two hun-

dred dogs, chickens, birds, squirrels, etc., in

her private zoo. We could never have al-

lowed her to have all those pets if she
weren't making the money she is.

Since she bought the place where we live,

we have added a large bath-house with a
rumpus room in the center. Upstairs are

several rooms which will be converted into

guest rooms when she is older. At present

there is one guest suite. The other room

houses her collection of dolls. She has
around twelve hundred that actors with
whom she has worked have given her and
that fans all over the world have sent her.

They mean a great deal to her. Not only
would she never have accumulated so many
if she hadn't been in pictures, but if she had
we would have had no place to put them.

I don't mean to say a collection of dolls is

an excuse for putting a child into pictures.

I merely say it is one of the pleasures that

work in pictures brings and which would
otherwise be denied a child.

So far as not having a normal childhood
is concerned, it seems to me Jane is having

far more fun during her childhood than

she would have if she weren't in pictures. I

don't believe anyone who has met Jane and
seen her buoyant, cheerful disposition would
argue she isn't having a happy, normal
childhood.
There is more truth than poetry to the

old saying that you can't eat your cake and
have it, too. Jane could have had an aver-

age, so-called "normal" childhood and then

gone out to make her own way. Or she

could work (as she is doing now) and
have a bright, golden future assured her.

If she never worked again she could live

comfortably on her income the rest of

her life.

And, when she is a little older, if she

meets some nice young boy and falls in

love with him they will never have to

worry about whether they can "afford" to

marry.
It seems to me she has profited tre-

mendously by working in pictures with-

out having sacrificed a single thing.

I can't honestly advise any mother who
thinks her child had outstanding talent to

keep him or her away from Hollywood
if she is equipped financially to weather
the period of waiting. But she must be

sure the child has outstanding ability.

People write and ask how Jane got her
break. I always remember a paragraph
from an autobiography Fannie Hurst once

wrote. She compared one's goal to a speck

far off on the horizon. As you march along

the road that speck grows larger and
larger and finally takes form. She ended
by saying, "There are no two roads alike

that lead to Rome. Every pilgrim is his own
pathfinder if he would know the glory of

seeing that speck out there on the horizon

quiver, ray and break into star points. /

haven't found success tot be a hollow
bubble or shekels tin. Success, even the

outer rim of it, is carpeted in star-dust and
cheap at any price

!"

I can't tell you how to put your child

into pictures. I only know that when they

go over and you know they've won for

themselves things you could never give

them, it's more wonderful than any dream
you've ever had.

She's Blitzing Father Time!

Continued from page 51

Gloria Somborn, who looks like her
mother, and Joseph, who doesn't.

The Swanson picture career moved on
apace, shaking loose the bonds of matri-

mony in its rush. About 1926 Gloria was
dispatched to France by Paramount to

make an ambitious version of "Mme. Sans
Gene." The home office decided that it

needed something big to bring it in with a

flourish. What could be better by way of

launching the new picture than having a
brand new Marquis arrive with it? Gloria

did it. But brown. She steamed up the

bay as the Marquise de la Falais de la

Coudraye (stop me if I'm off-key) and
anybody who met her in those mad, regal

days will never forget the experience. She
made royalty seem commonplace. She re-

served floors at hotels, not suites. Her
whim was of iron.

Before many pictures had succeeded "Sans
Gene" Connie Bennett relieved Gloria

of her Marquis, and before you could turn

the page- of the roto section there was
young Michael Farmer leading Gloria

down the aisle. He was the father of

Michele. In a few months he was out of

the picture, but this sketchy scenario is

furnished to give a columnist's view of

the Swanson way. She is dynamic, sharp-

witted, and as vivid as they come, pic-

torially. Now after a decade of globe-trot-

ting she has come back to pictures in a

comedy called "Father Takes a Wife."

High noon is death to glamour, but

Gloria took the hurdle like a thoroughbred.
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Her apartment on upper Fifth Avenue,

abutting- the Fark, seemed to be on the

Louis Quinze side, with none of the half-

dozen carved chairs scattered about com-

fortable enough to sit in. Full-length oil

portraits of Gloria and Joseph graced op-

posite walls. Oversized match packets

marked G S on the tables. Telegrams and

flowers bespeaking the sought-after woman
littered the room pleasantly. A secretary

bubbled about lowering shades and closing

doors. Gloria was a few minutes late.

"I was with Michele," she said. "I'm

making it a point to see a lot of her.

When Gloria was young I had a governess

take care of her. That was a great mistake.

The woman really became so attached to

the child that she began to think she was

her mother. It made for a highly unpleas-

ant situation.

"I was career-building then. I guess I 11

always be career-building. When I wasn't

concerned with pictures I launched other

enterprises. I simply can't be inactive and

lazy. Life is action to me. There must be

something going on all the time. If there's

a lull, I manage to start something. But

Michele will have my companionship. I'll

not make the same mistake twice. Would
you like to see her?"

Michele Farmer is a slim, bright child

with bangs and laughing eyes. She had seen

her mother on the screen for the very first

time the evening before. "I liked her," she

-aid. "I enjoyed the picture, too. I didn't

go to sleep once."

In the afterglow of her success with De
Mille, Gloria attempted to produce her

own pictures, with indifferent success. One
was "Perfect Understanding," made in

London. Gloria was a success socially in

the English capital but her picture fell

flatter than a cookbook cake.

"That's when I decided to do 'Queen

Kellv,' " she said with a wry smile. "Queen

Kelly" was that dream of every actor's

life, a picture to be made just the way
the actor wanted it, without production

brakes or front office restrictions.

"We put everything in that but the

kitchen stove," said Gloria. "Raoul Walsh
collaborated on it with me and then after

shooting a hundred reels and the entire

bankroll we found we had half a picture,

very little of which would have passed the

censors . .
." It was the most extravagant

gesture in a career studded with such ges-

tures. "I think it's safe to call it the most

expensive picture that was never released,"

said Gloria, "but please let's not say an-

other word about it."

Swanson has a daintily arrogant manner,

a pretty disdain. She is definite in her

views, and completely unconcerned whether

you share them with her. She is a feminist,

an individualist, and a show-woman.

If you are looking for split personalities,

hers "is exhibit A. She talks straight facts

about business matters, then it occurs to

her that she is a glamour girl again, be-

ing interviewed, and she gives out with

something like this : "I don't see many
pictures because they take so much out
'

f me. When I watch a film I positively

project myself into the character of the

heroine, and I suffer with her, share her

sorrows, and struggle with her over her

problems. I go out of the theater com-
pletely exhausted. I've been through every-

thing the cast has been through
!"

Of course while she is talking you are

permitted to watch her electric grey-green

eyes, lighted from some inner dynamo. You
may admire her determined chin and her

vivid mouth with prominent white teeth,

flashing and attractive. You note that the

backs of her hands are smooth ;
no signs

of _ age here. There are no lines on her

face, no crow's feet, no tiny bags under
the eyes. Life has been full for Swanson
hut Nature has been kind. She says mod-
eration is the thing.

r
TS THIS YOU . . . with the extra long face . . . feeling sorry

for yourself?

You . . . with the date of your life for today's game and

the big dance afterwards. Any other girl would give a

full week's allowance to be in your wedgies!

But you're all worry and woe, ready to give up. There's

no justice ... it had to be today

!

If only you could be like the others who never seem

to let trying days of the month get them down!

Well . . . why not? Why not safeguard your comfort and

your disposition the way most girls do ... by choosing

Kotex sanitary napkins?

You'll find (as they have) that Kotex is more comfortable

because it's made in soft folds. So naturally Kotex is less

bulky . . . less apt to rub and chafe.

Be like the others you envy!

You're due for another pleasant surprise when you dis-

cover that with Kotex there's no reason to feel ill-at-ease

...to feel fussed and fidgety and waist-line conscious.

That's because the ends of each Kotex

pad are flat and pressed... no telltale bulges

. . . your secret is safe. Actually, you can

forget about you!

You won't have a minute's worry because

the new moisture-resistant "safety shield" in

Kotex provides extra protection. Helps give

you the kind of confidence and poise you

need to sail through the day without a care

in the world!

So now you know why Kotex should be

your choice. Why it is the choice of more

women than all other brands of napkins

put together!

Be confident. .. comfortable ... carefree

— with Kotex*

!

\OTex WHERE'S A GIRL TO LEARN what to expect, what to Jo and

not to do on her "difficult days'"? All the answers to your

intimate questions are in the new free booklet :
"As One

Girl To Another". Mail your name and address today, to

P. O. Box 3434, Dept. S-ll, Chicago, and get a copy free!

Trade Mark Reg. O. S. Pat. Off.
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"It's nothing new, but it still is the best

beauty treatment. Drink one cocktail, not
six. Stay out dancing until one, not four.

Sleep eight hours every night, not oc-

casionally. You can't sleep three hours
one night, then make up for it by staying

in bed the next day. You'll suffer from
that sort of thing."

In 1919 I interviewed Gloria when she

was being built up by De Mille. In those

days she' wore leopard loin cloths and a

pair of cigarette trays, and posed with a

lion breathing down her neck, all for Art's

sake. When an impressionable young man
met her he did a gee-whiz story called

"Hitting On All Sex." But Gloria wasn't

interested in reminiscing.

Although cordial enough, she gave the

impression that she would get along swim-
mingly whether her picture career resumed
or not. She was calm in her estimate of the

picture, cool in her enthusiasm about re-

turning, cautious in committing herself to

any bombshell opinions.

She smoked cigarettes in a long holder,

drank ice-water, wore a light silk blouse

and tweedy skirt. Her hair was tousled,

Titian, and tomboyish. But there is noth-

ing else masculine about Gloria. She is

Eve, after eating that apple.

"I'm forty-two," she admitted challeng-

ingly. "I don't see why that should put

anyone on the shelf. I won't attempt school

girl parts. But I daresay I have ' several

good pictures in me. After all. Norma
Shearer and Joan Crawford and Claudette

Colbert and Irene Dunne have been mak-
ing pictures consistently for some time.

They aren't considered passe. If you de-

liver, the public will buy."

Since making her last picture, some
years ago, Gloria has not been idle. She
has headed up Multiprises, which as the

ingenious name implies covers a variety

of interests, chief of which is a plastic

gadget plant.

"It would be better perhaps not to men-
tion Multiprises," she said. "People send
in the damnedest things to patent. Most of

them are brainstorms. And I'm too busy
to weed out the likely ones. I have a big

payroll to take care of. It's a real respon-

sibility. Right now we're making certain

parts for defense industries. I can't go into

detail but it's fascinating. Of course if I

go on with pictures I shall have to dele-

gate my duties to someone at the plant. But
I must keep busy or I don't thrive."

Even when not in pictures Gloria has
managed to keep her name before the

public. A few years ago she had a blazing
transcontinental romance with Herbert
Marshall, denying reports that he would
be divorced, but always making copy.
When Gloria plays President of Multi-

prises she is as hard as an associate pro-
ducer. At a recent meeting of the commit-
tee on ways and means, plans were dis-

cussed, production details outlined. Finally
Madame President grew exasperated.
"To hell with what's on schedule for

production," she said tersely. "Tell us
what's ready for distribution."

When fhe RKO picture was started
Swanson's initial appearance was cheered
by extras, grips and onlookers alike, but
it was not many days before reports had
Menjou and his vis a vis at one another's
throats. Temperament was on display and
green-eyed monsters rampant. All this

probably had more than a grain of truth
behind it, because Adolphe can be difficult

upon occasion, and certainly Gloria is no
repressed ingenue. But in a few days tran-
quillity reigned, the picture was in, and
with better than average notices, the
Swanson career was on the upswing.

If you run across her at the Colony,
lunching with her board of directors, take
my tip and lay off 1919. Stick to 1941.

She's got a future to reckon with, this

glamour girl who started the racket.

Adorable Carolyn Lee is only pretending to

be sleepy. She's really wide-awake and is

merely wearing this old-fashioned nightie for

a scene in Paramount's "Birth of the Blues."

Nuts to You

Bud and Lou

Continued from page 25

Now, seen close-to, it was apparent that

success had not spoiled them. Although in

their irrepressible exuberance on the . set

they seemed occasionally to get a bit out

of hand, the fact was that their keen-eyed

director, Arthur Lubin, not above enjoying

the fun, always had them at the snap of

his fingers. Only John Grant remained

smileless. Pale and drawn, Grant showed
that being official author to Abbott and
Costello was a tragic trade. So far as

that goes, it was pretty tough for me when
the boys cut loose in what might laugh-

ingly be called an interview.

"You know me, kid, safety first," Bud
opened up. "I'll sit you in between us."

"Then we gotcha right where we want-
cha," gloated Lou.

"Don't kill him in here," advised Bud.
"Wait till we get him outside, where it

won't be so messy."
They ganged up on me so fast I was

lost for words. But they weren't. Costello

was a verbal rubber ball, fairly bouncing
with words, while Abbott wasn't exactly

tongue-tied. With every prospect of a fight,

I desperately asked if they had picked
each other for size.

"I have to hold him when they get the

wind machine on him," remarked Costello
with a scornful glance at his side-kick,

"or else he'd blow away."
"Is that so?" sneered Abbott. "Is that

so? Well, let me tell you something.
There's nothing skinny about me. I weigh
a hundred and sixty."

"Huh!" sniffed Lou. "Me, I'm a hun-
'erd an' ninety-five. I could take it off,

but I love to eat. Still an' all, it'd be easy
for me get down to a hun'erd an' thirty-
five like I ust to be eight years ago, an'

one o' these days I'm gonna do it."

"Like hell you are!" roared Abbott.
"You want to ruin me? Why, do you real-
ize," and he turned to me, "that every
pound on that guy is worth dough to me,
big dough? And I'm going to keep it

there, no matter what it costs me. Every
time I get him in a restaurant I keep
pushing steaks in his face."

"It ain't steaks that does it," murmured
Costello. "It's pie ally mode—y'know, with
gobs of ice cream on top of it. Boy, can
I use that stuff

!"

"I don't care what it is," snapped Ab-
bott, "just so long as you don't let yourself
get run down."
"Mebbe," conceded Lou, "I'll stay like I

am. I guess people kinda take to me that
way. A while ago I'm at a preview of one
of our pictures an' settin' right behind two
ladies. Course, they ain't wise to me bein'

so close to 'em. But when they see me on
the screen, one lady says to the other lady
sweetlike, 'Isn't he cute? I'd like to pick
him up and hug him.' I wanted to hop up,

drop in her lap, an' say, 'Here I am!'"
"If you had," drily remarked Bud, "that's

what you'd have been saying a little later

down at the jail."

It may have been selfish, but it was a
great relief to have them fighting between
themselves instead of rounding on me. This
feeling was strengthened when I learned
that Costello, starting at IS, had been in

fourteen prize-fights and won twelve of

them. It didn't matter in the least to me
that he added, "Just amachoor." But all

that time he had hankered to be an actor,

attributing this stirring of histrionic blood
in his veins to the fact that his grandfather

had been a minstrel man. He and Abbott
now had been together for eleven years

after meeting at a Minsky burlesque house
in New York. Lou had said, "You come
right from heaven," but Bud said, "No,
Brooklyn." Then they discovered they had
both been born in New Jersey, Abbott at

Asbury Park, the proud son of a circus

press agent and a bareback rider, Costello

at Paterson of an Italian father and Irish

mother.
"My real name's Cristello," Lou in-

formed me. "I changed it when I came to

Hollywood in 1927 and was a stunt man in

'Old Kentucky,' with Helen Costello. That
was because I admired her and that Mau-
rice Costello was my favorite actor."

When I asked both to name their favor-

ite actor of today, they said in the same
breath, "Him," "Him," and pointed across

me at each other. They weren't overlook-

ing any bets. As to Costello's favorite

actress, he promptly announced, "My little

daughter. She's two-and-a-half. Didja see

Tn the Navy?' Well, she was the one in

the baby carriage who pulled "The letter

outa the hood an' handed it to me. My
second favorite ackress is Rosalind

Russell."

(Hi-ya, Roz, take a bow!)
Abbott was cagey concerning his first,

second or even third favorite actress, say-

ing, "You're not going to get me into that

kind of a jam. I know how temperamental

actresses are."

"Onct," recalled Costello, "there was a
dancer in a burlesque troupe with us who
was so temper' mental that she ups an'

kicks out her own bridgework."

As both feelingly reviewed other treas-
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ured memories of bygone days, I was

moved to conclude they must be very happy

sever their present enormous success.

"I lay in bed at three or four in the

morning," confessed Lou, an' keep sayin'

'Am I lucky!'
"

"Nobody thanks his God more than 1

do/' fervently declared Bud. "Remember

i
that, brother."

.

"An' now when I lay in bed, resumed

I
Lou reminiscent^, "I think back to the

nights I ust to sleep in an old Ford parked

ion a side-street over by M-G-M, where I

was work-in' as a laborer. That saved me

room rent. I gotta swell new trailer now,

but I sleep at home with my wife and two

.'kids." , „ .,

"I've got a wife and two dogs, said

Bud. "Dogs are more permanent than kids.

I mean, kids grow up, get married, and

leave home. Dogs get
(

married, too, but

, thev don't leave home."
"Funny, this marryin' bus'ness, philoso-

1

phized Lou. "One day me an' Bud sepa-

rated a coupla burlesque girls who were

havin' a fight, an' now we're tangled up

with 'em for life. Yeah, they married us.

"That's the way it goes," sighed Bud.

"But Lou and I are still friends and neigh-

bors."

"We live in the Valley, just a coupla

acres away," said Costello. ^ "From my
place I kin always hear him."

"That's just his echo coming back to

him," Abbott assured me.

Lou retorted: " 'Cept for the noise Bud
makes it's nice an' quiet out there. An' I

sure get a lotta pleasure outa my sun-

flower garden. Expect to make a lotta

dough outa it, too."
. .

"Tell him how," prompted Bud, giving

me the wink.
"You've heard of seedless raisins, as-

sumed Lou. "Okay. That's what give me
the idee. I got feelin' sorry for them

raisins. Why shouldn't they have seeds?

It didn't seem fair. An' alia time there was

them sunflowers of mine with more seeds

than they needed, just lousy with 'em. So

I start harvestin' sunflower seeds. I wanta

have so many I kin go into this here thing

wholesale. Get it? I buy up seedless raisins

an' put sunflower seeds in 'em. It ain't

that I wanta make a fortune so much as

that I wanta give seedless raisins a break."

"People come from miles around just to

see his sunflower garden," marveled Bud.

"But my real pet is my gopher bed,"

said Lou fondly.

"That's really something," assented Bud.

"If everything works out well, it will de-

velop one of the great unnatural wonders

of the world. Go ahead, kid, and give him a

rough idea of the plan."

"Mebbe I better start by tellin' him how
the idee comes to me," considered Lou.

"Y'know how wives are? Okay. They

always wantcha to fix somethin'. 'Fix this,

fix that,' that's all you hear, if you're home
much. Now, me, I'm a home guy. But

who wants to be runnin' around alia time

with a saw in one hand an' a hammer in

the other? What I like to do is set in a

nice easy chair an' relax. But kin I do it?

Not a chanct. So I gotta go out an' set on

the back steps. Well, I'm out there en-

joyin' a high fog when some gophers

come up to play. They don't bother me
an' I don't bother them, so everything's

jake. After a day or so we kinda get ac-

quainted. There's the husband gopher, Bill,

an' his wife—Toots, I call her—and their

kids, quite a fam'ly. They're indust'rous,

too, nothin' lazy about 'em. I set there

watchin' 'em dig, an' wham I get the big

idee! I'll have them there gophers dig a

tunnel from my place to Bud's. Y'see, we
both wanta get out o' fixin' things for

our wives. So I get me some white chalk

an' draw lines on the ground about six

feet wide an' leadin' Bud's way, figurin'

the gophers'll dig accordin' to plan. But

they don't. Then it comes to me that if

unemployed gophers getta job they wanta

to be paid for it. But you can't offer a

gopher a coupla bucks a day, or whatever

the scale is. You gotta pay 'em in vittles.

Well, I sneaked one thing an' another

outa the kitchen, but they wouldn't go for

it. I did a lotta research on the subjeck

without gettin' anywheres an' was ready to

say the hell with the tunnel when I hap-

pened to think of salami. That was their

dish. So far, I'm just rehearsin' 'em, but

if the salami holds out I figure the gophers

will get the underground to Bud's place

before the rainy season. Then all we gotta

do is cut doors to the tunnel through our

cellars, an' when our wives ast us to fix

somethin' we just duck an' hide."

"And play rummy," added Bud.

I suspected it was their love of this

game that had led them to become Valley

neighbors.
"There's more to it than that," said Lou.

"Y'know, when you live out in the coun-

try, as I did when Bud ust to come an'

visit us, your friends are li'ble to repose

on you."
"Not re- but im-," corrected Bud, 1m-

as in imp—impose."

"Re-pose is what I said an' re-pose is

what I mean," stoutly maintained Lou.

"Like I said, your friends come out from

town an' when it's time for 'em to scram

they're so tired they wantcha to put 'em

up for the night. Why, I remember onct—

"

"I'm ready, boys, whenever you are,"

interrupted the genial director. "Just

wanted to speak to you."

"Is that all?" inquired Lou.

"What do you mean, is that all?" barked

Bud. "Do you want him to kiss you?"

"I wanted to ask," plaintively explained

Lou, "did he speak to the cow?"

Vera Vague,
Jerry Colonna

and Dorothy
Lewis, starring

in Republic's

"Ice-Capades

of 1941".

BETWEEN "ICE-CAPADES" THE STARS COOL OFF WITH...

Pepsi-Cola's catchy flavor goes big in

Hollywood— just as it does all over

America. Millions prefer this tall drink

simply because it tastes better— goes

farther. Treat yourself to a big L2-

ounce bottle of Pepsi-Cola today —

•

and enjoy a bigger, better drink. One

nickel gets vou a lot.

Pepsi-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Company, ton Q Island City, N. Y., and is bottled locally by Authorized Bottlers from coast to coast.
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P^i MERLE OBERON
Starring in LYD 1 .1

an Alexander Korda

Production

Star-gazing? Wear the styles of

the stars. Jolene, your Movie-

and stylist, brings Hollywood as

near as your favorite Jolene

shop. See Jolene Shoes today!)

...BR SHOE COMPANY •SAINT LOUl5

WANT TO DO SOMETHING'
ABOUT YOUR COMPLEXION ?

WHICH OF THESE

FAULTS MARS YOUR

COMPLEXION BEAUTY?

V Externally-caused blemishes?

V Enlarged pore openings?

V Rough, "dried-out" skin?

V Chapped skin and lips?

Most complexions would be lovelier if it

weren't for some common skin fault. Ifyou'd
really like to "do something" about your
complexion, do what thousands of women
all over the country are doing every day!
Use the greaseless, snow-white MEDICATED
cream, Noxzema!
NOXZEMA is not just a cosmetic cream.

It contains soothing medication that helps

...heal externally-caused blemishes

...it helps smooth and soften rough skin

...and its mildly astringent action helps
reduce enlarged pore openings.

Nurses were the first to discover the remark-
able qualities of this delightfully soothing,
medicated cream. Now women everywhere
use it regularly, both as a night cream and
as a powder base. Why
not try it? Find out what '"

fff]>i

it may do for you!

SPECIAL OFFER!
LIMITED TIME ONLY

7Si JAR
At all Drug and

Cosmetic Counters

II

Ladies in Retirement

Continued from page 27

besides all those jewels hidden in the bake
oven there were bundles of letters which
those men, who had written them in their
youth, grown old now and respectable,
would pay anything to keep hidden there.
But Ellen hadn't been playing much

attention to what Miss Fiske was saying.
She was thinking of that letter from Emily
and Louisa. They were more like her chil-
dren those sisters of hers, even though
they were' older, much older than she. Even
as a child she had watched over them,
fought for them when people jeered at
them. They weren't like other people, those
two. They had always been queer in their
heads. But the only time Ellen ever roused
herself to the white heat of temper was
when people were cruel to them or when
they threatened to send them to an asylum,
just as if they were really insane and not
quite gentle and harmless, the poor dears.

"Ellen," Miss Fiske said sharply, "you're
not paying attention."

"Oh, but I am," Ellen said quickly. "It's
only that I'm thinking of this letter from
my sisters. They're so unhappy in Lon-
don, and I was wondering if perhaps you'd
allow them down for a little visit some
day."

Miss Fiske popped a chocolate cream
into her mouth and then she frowned,
ignoring Ellen's question completely. "Oh,
dear, look what the damp's done," she
said, looking at a white spot on her pol-
ished wood table and beginning to rub it

with her handkerchief. For all that she
had been careless enough of her morals
she was terribly particular about her
things. "Lucy spent all yesterday forenoon
polishing this."

But Ellen couldn't be put off this time.
The situation was too desperate. Her sis-

ters' landlady had told them they would
have to leave as all the other landladies
had done one after another. Nobody cared
what happened to them, nobody but Ellen.
And now Mr. Bates, the hackman, who
was driving her to the train, was stopping
outside and she had to settle this before
she left.

"What I was going to ask was," she said
taking a deep breath, "might I bring them
back with me?"

"Well, now, Ellen," Miss Fiske pursed
her mouth in that way she had when she
was going to say no. And then something
about Ellen made her reconsider. She
looked so desperate, somehow. "Very well,

my dear," she sighed. "Let them come for

a day or two."

But it couldn't be just for a day or two.
Ellen knew that when she went to their

lodgings and discovered that the landlady
had already sent for the police to take
them away. And when she went to the
Lambeth police station and they told her
that if it ever happened again they would
be sent to the insane asylum, she knew she
would have to find a way of keeping them
with her always.

They were so happy to be with her
again and when they told of the things

they had gone through, of the way they
had been starved and scolded and even
beaten, she listened with a frozen horror,

her hand holding Louisa's protectingly.

Louisa the younger one, the gentler one,

Louisa who had been so pretty when she

was a girl and who was still pretty in her
frail shadowy way was really no trouble at

all if one didn't take her fancies too

seriously.

But Emily was difficult, even Ellen had
to admit that. She was brooding and wild.

Sometimes she acted like a sulky child,
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at other times her face would darken and

a strange light would come in her eyes,

and even Ellen who loved her would f^el

that sinister threat.

They were gone all day the two of thei.

Louisa clutching the telescope which hai»

belonged to her sailor sweetheart, dead

so long ago. and Emily carrying the basket

m which she collected the things she loved,

shells and seaweed and rushes, driftwood

and deserted birds' nests and sometimes

even the cold little bodies of dead birds

themselves that she tried to warm in her

hands.
Lucy, the pretty little blonde maid, shud-

dered away from them, just as she shud-

dered away from Emily and Louisa too,

and Miss Fiske was always cross these

days. Yet somehow Ellen had managed to

keep them there for six weeks. Then one

day she knew she couldn't keep them there

any longer. Unless— she gasped at the

thought that had come to her. But she
mustn't think that again! She must never

think that again! Never, never I

It was the day Emily had come striding

into the room, her hair straggling and
windswept, and threw the driftwood Lucy
refused to have in the kitchen on the floor.

"Oh, my nice polished floor !" Miss Fiske

protested, and then she cried out as Emily
defiantly emptied her basket on the table.

"This is too much !" she wailed. "My best

table. Look how these shells have scratched

it! It will take a month's hard polishing

to put it right
!"

"Let me do it," Louisa jumped up
eagerly. "I'll polish it every day all through
the winter."

"That's very kind of you. Louisa," Miss
Fiske looked at her icily. "But I'm afraid

you won't be here all through the winter."

"Oh, but we shall," Louisa smiled like

an impish child. "Ellen says so." -

"Louisa !" Ellen had never spoken to her
sister so harshly before but now fear urged
her on. "Will you be quiet?"

Louisa looked at her as if she had struck

her and then slowly, helplesslv began to

sob.

"Oh, my heavens !" Miss Fiske looked
at her exasperated. "This is the last straw.

You're driving me as crazy as yourselves
!"

Ellen's face went rigid as she put her
arm around Louisa, her quick rage blazing
through her body as if it were a wild fire

consuming her. But she managed to look
calm and to sound calm too as she asked
Emily to take Louisa upstairs. Then she
faced Miss Fiske. "That was a cruel thine
to say," she said in a voice that she some-
how managed to keep steady in spite of her-
self. "Please don't ever use that word
again. They're harmless, perfectly harm-
less."

"Harmless or not, they've got to go,"
Miss Fiske said grimly. "What did you
think I was going to do? Keep them here
indefinitelv?"
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"People who've got all they want never

understand how much the smallest thing

means to them who haven't," Ellen began
quietly enough. Then her rage crept into

her voice and she no longer thought of

what she was saying. "My sisters and I

haven't any gentlemen to send us money.
Don't you ever feel you have a responsi-

bility for those less fortunate than you?
Every penny we've ever had I've had to

work for, every penny. But at least we've
our self-respect."

"How dare you criticize my life?" Miss
Fiske turned on her furiously. "You've de-

liberately connived to foist your wretched
brood on me and bleed me white and now
that I've seen through your little scheme
you have the insolence to abuse me. Take
a month's wages and go!"

It was then that wild thought came to

Ellen, standing there looking at her, that

thought that seemed to grow less wild

during the night, that became a certainty

in the morning. Strange, how strong she

felt now, how cunning as she made her

plans, sending for Bates to take her sisters

for a drive, a long drive that would not
bring them home before night, sending
Lucy off for the day, going up to Miss
Fiske's room with her breakfast tray fixed

with all the things she liked best, cajoling

he'r, playing on her sympathy, winning her
confidence again when she told her she had
sent her sisters away.
Miss Fiske couldn't restrain her happi-

ness then, going down to the cellar and
saying she would bring up a bottle of

champagne to celebrate. Ellen was glad

she said that because it made her hate

her. And she had to hate Miss Fiske to

carry out the thing she knew she had to do.

That day, that horrible day! The two of

them alone together and Miss Fiske being

so gay now, so bubbling over with fun
and good humor. And Ellen smiling too,

covering the rage, the hate with her smile,

going silently around the house locking

the great doors one by one, locking out

the world so that there would be only the

two of them, alone in that big empty
house.

She steeled herself as Miss Fiske sat

down at the piano running over the music

of the "Mikado," the new operetta which
had taken London by storm. It was so

long since she had sat down at the piano

and sung like that, not since Emily and
Louisa had been there. But before she had
loved doing it, lifting her head archly,

rolling her eyes as she sang in her old.

cracked voice.

She was singing "Tit-Willow" now. As
long as she lived Ellen would hear her

singing "Tit-Willow."
"Though I probably shall not exclaim

3. S I ell C

Oh, Willow Tit-Willow, Tit-Willow."
_

But she did exclaim just that. For it

was as she was singing the word that

Ellen crept down the stairs behind her,

though she did not look like Ellen then.

The family madness was there in her eyes

so that they shone like cat's eyes in the

darkening light of the room. She crept

slowly, relentlessly until she reached the

bottom step, then she hurled herself for-

ward and her young hands went grimly
around the other's throat, so that the

word became first a gasp and then a gurgle.

The red wig went hurtling to the floor

and still Ellen held on, held on while the

string of pearls around the withered old

throat snapped and rattled to the floor,

rolling around her feet as she stood there.

Everything was in order when Emily
and Louisa came home, prattling about
their day's fun. The fire was laid and the

candle was burning before the shrine of

the Virgin, just as it did when Miss Fiske

who was a devout Catholic lit it every
evening. Ellen felt she had to light that

candle even if she had been brought up

in a strict Protestant household and knew
how Emily hated it.

But Emily didn't even notice it that
night. Both she and Louisa were so happy
because Ellen had told them now there
would be just Lucy and the three of them
together always ; that she had bought the

house from her employer but they must
never mention that to anyone. She brought
out the old Bible that had been their

father's and made them swear on it.

She was safe, she thought, then. Abso-
lutely safe. Here on this desolate marsh-
land she was safe and no one would ever
know. There couldn't have been a better

place anywhere to hold a secret like hers.

Their only neighbors were the nuns at

the Priory a short distance away, but they
were gentle, unsuspicious souls, who
wouldn't question when she told them their

friend and benefactress Miss Fiske had
been called away on a long journey. And
Decoy Farm, the only other house on the

Estuary, was a good two miles away.
Yes, she was safe. The room showed

nothing. Even the old bake oven looked
exactly the same, with its heavy door
securely padlocked, just as it had always
been. Ellen was so sure that no one knew
that Miss Fiske had kept her valuables
hidden there. But she was wrong about
that. For someone else did know, and Ellen
would have been, horrified if she Shad

guessed that that other person was her
worthless nephew Albert.

Miss Fiske had kept that secret well.

Albert had been so cajoling that day he
had come, just after Ellen had left for

that fateful visit to London, and he was
so handsome in that swaggering way of
his and with that unscrupulous, obvious
charm he knew so well how to use. It

had been easy for Albert to get around
Miss Fiske, praising her voice, for she

had been singing when he barged into the

room, and telling her things no man had
told her for all these long years now. And
when he had looked so worried and told

her he needed money so badly, she had
giggled and gone to the bake oven and un-
locked it and raked out the strong box
where she kept her money and given him
three pound notes. Albert's hands had
closed greedily around them as he asked
her not to tell Ellen he had been there.

But he was coming back, he told himself.

That bake oven, with all its riches, he was
coining back to it!

He came back sooner than he had
thought he would and Ellen's eyes nar-
rowed when she saw him standing there

at the door, his clothes dripping from the

rain that had been falling all day. She had
never liked this lad who, though he called

himself her nephew, was really only a dis-

tant connection of the family. She had
been feeling so relieved too, just before he
came, for Sister Theresa had come over
from the Priory to borrow a can of oil

and had not seemed to think it was strange
at all that Miss Fiske had suddenly de-

cided to take a trip. She had even given
Ellen the rent for the three-acre field the

Priory rented from Miss Fiske and taken
it quite for granted that Ellen would be
looking after her employer's affairs while
she was away. And then there had been
that quick knock on the door and Albert

stood there.

"Don't stand there dripping all over my
best rug!" Ellen said tartly after that first

exclamation. "Get along to the kitchen fire

with your wet things."

But it didn"t make any difference that

she spoke like that. Louisa was like a

child dancing around Albert, clapping her

hands in glee, and even Emily lost her
dourness. They loved the excitement of his

coming, for things had been dreary of

late with Ellen acting so depressed all the
time. Emily ran upstairs for dry clothes

for him and came down with Miss Fiske's
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best pink dressing gown which Albert

wrapped around himself with a flourish,

walking in little mincing steps that set the

two of them off in gales of laughter, and
even Lucy who had been so cross ever since

they came there giggled. Only Ellen didn't

laugh. Her arms rocked in agony as she

looked at that froth of pink and lace which
Miss Fiske had kept for very best.

It was then she saw that the candle

standing before the Virgin had gone out.

She gasped and held her hand to her heart

as she looked at it. It seemed like an omen.
Even-thing frightened her so these days,

but nothing had frightened her as much
as this. Even when Louisa told her Emily
had blown it out, she still felt the horror

of it and she couldn't control the shock
she felt, even though Albert was looking

at her so strangely.

He was still watching her out of the
corner of his eye as he sat at the table

eating and saw her go over and light the

candle again after she had sent her sisters

off to bed.

"I say, Auntie," he looked at her quiz-

zically, "is all this treasure trove yours?"
"Of course not," Ellen's voice came

curtly. "It belongs to Miss Fiske, the

woman I work for. She is away right now.
And Albert, please stop this Auntie non-
sense and let's get down to cases. Why
have you come here and what do you
want?"

"Well, Auntie," Albert gave her one of
his old impudent grins, "to cut it fine, I

helped myself to a little salary I wasn't
entitled to at the bank where I worked and
they found it out. A friend passed me the
tip the police were looking for me and I

took French leave."

"But they'll follow you!" Ellen couldn't

control her terror. Involuntarily her eyes
stared at the bake oven. "They'll come
here

!"

"Don't worry." Albert shrugged. "No
one knows I've relatives out here on the

marshes. And I'll be clearing out soon to

America, or Australia, or any old where.
I'm counting on you to help me. I'm
stony."

"We'll talk it over in the morning,"
Ellen said coldly. "But mind you, you
can only stay until I've had time to ar-

range for your passage on the boat." She
started to go up the stairs, then she turned
hesitantly. "You've told me the worse,
haven't you? I mean there isn't anything
else?"

"What else?" Albert asked. Then he
laughed. "Oh, you mean putting somebody
to sleep? No, there is no blood on my
hands. Putting people out calls for real

nerve, 3
rou know."

"Yes !" The word was torn out of Ellen's

terror. And then she turned and almost
ran up those steps she had crept down
such a short while ago.

Albert waited until he was sure she

was out of hearing, then quickly he ran
to the door of the oven and began working
on it. Locks meant nothing to his nimble
fingers. He had been able to open them
since he was scarcely more than a child.

But now he worked fast. There was little

time, and that treasure he had seen in there

would more than start him on a new life.

He laughed triumphantly as the lock

yielded and the door began to swing open.

Then the laugh closed in his throat for

as he looked he saw that there was no
longer an opening in that long oven. There
was nothing but a solid wall of bricks,

and as he stared he saw the plaster was
still fresh and new.

"Well, I'm blowed !" he whispered softly.

Then he smiled, and it wasn't the way he
usually smiled with that old careless grin

of his. It was grim and purposeful and

calculating, the smile of a man who knew
he could get everything he wanted. But
first of all he must discover for certain

what lay behind those bricks

!

He went slowly, he had to, for if his

guess was wrong he did not want to set

Ellen against him. First he made friends

with Lucy, for he'd need help to go through
with his plans. But it was fun making
friends with Lucy, as pretty a lass as he'd

ever laid eyes on, whose lips trembled
under his when he caught her and kissed
her the next day when she was airing out
Miss Fiske's room. She struggled coquet-
tishly and gave him a push which sent him
sprawling into the open closet, and then
she laughed as she saw that the red wig
which had been standing on its block on
the shelf had tumbled down on his head.

"It's Miss Fiske's," she giggled as she
took it off his head. "Her best one. She's
as bald as a coot. Odd she didn't take it

with her, or any of her frocks either,

especially with most of them new."
Albert was beginning to think it wasn't

strange at all, but he didn't let Lucy see

that.

It was funny after that how he began
discovering things. It was just like pieces
of a puzzle that all fitted together in his

mind. Emily thoughtlessly telling him that
Ellen had bought the house and that Miss
Fiske was never coming back, and the way
Ellen didn't like it when Sister Theresa
called and saw him there. Then there was
the letter that came from the bank ad-

dressed to Miss Fiske which he and Lucy
steamed open and which questioned Miss
Fiske's signature on a bank draft made out

to Ellen. He watched Ellen covertly as

she read the letter, and saw how nervous
she was as she answered it. Afterwards he
held the blotter she had used up to the

mirror and saw that she had signed the
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letter Leonora Fiske, explaining the dif-

ference in the signature by the fact that
she had sprained her wrist.

Oh, he had her now, good and proper,
Albert thought jubilantly, even though he
hadn't been able to break in the brick wall
in the oven yet, even with Lucy's help.

Lucy was doing everything he asked her,

for she had lost her heart to him com-
pletely.

They'd all lost their hearts to him, all

except Ellen. How apprehensive she felt

when she caught him looking at her in
that knowing, crafty way. He reminded
her of a cat watching beside a mouse hole.

And that day he sat down at the piano
and began singing "Tit-Willow" she didn't

realize that her cry to him to stop had
been a scream until she saw him smile.

It was that same evening Albert looked
up as she lighted the candle in front of
the shrine. "When did Miss Fiske die?"
he asked suddenly.
Her hands trembled so that she almost

dropped the lighted taper she was holding.
"Die?" she asked harshly. "Who said any-
thing about her being dead?"
"You don't light candles for the living,

do you?" he said.

She couldn't stand it any longer. The
next day she went up to London and bought
his ticket and as she returned to the house
that night she was almost certain she heard
a strange tapping going on inside. But
everything seemed as usual when she came
in and she was certain it was just her
imagination playing tricks on her again.

"There is a boat sailing for Quebec
Friday," she told Albert tartly. "You're
sailing with it."

"I don't want to go away yet." He faced
her calmly. "I've suddenly got quite fond
of this place. The air suits me. I'm very
happy here for the time being."

"Well, I'm not happy having you," she
said grimly. "You're leaving here the first

thing in the morning."

Albert cocked an eyebrow at her as he
calmly lit his pipe. "I shouldn't try to

bluff me, if I were you."
"I'm not trying to bluff you," she said

exasperated. "I'm ordering you. And if you
won't go willingly I'll send for the police."

"You won't send for the police !" Albert
smiled. "You've a reason, a very important
reason, for not wanting the police here and
for wanting me out of this house as quickly

as you can."

Ellen went white at that. But her voice

was strangely quiet when she spoke. "As
a matter of fact I have," she admitted.

Then as that wild look of triumph lit up
his eyes she went on in that same even
voice, "I met Miss Fiske in town today.

She's coming back. I'm tired now, Albert,

I think I'll go to bed."

Somehow she managed to drag herself

up the stairs, to go into her room and
close the door after her. But not to sleep.

It had been so long since she had really

slept. The nights had become ordeals she

had to -get through somehow. She sobbed
as she undressed and got into bed, then

suddenly she sat upright, every nerve taut

as she leaned forward listening. At first

she was sure it was imagination, then she

was just as sure it wasn't, as she heard
the faint tinkle of the piano downstairs
playing "Tit-Willow."

It took all the courage she could muster
to stagger down the stairs and she almost
laughed in her relief when she saw there

was no one sitting at the piano. Then
as she came into the room she saw the

door of the oven swinging open and as

she stared at it appalled the unearthly
sound of the music began again and as

she turned she saw that well-remembered
red hair bending over the piano and rec-

ognized Miss Fiske's paisley shawl wrapped
around the figure of the woman who sat

there. She screamed once, and then she

fainted.

Albert laughed as he ran over to her and

the girl at the piano sprang up in dismay.
It was Lucy, her blue eyes fearful now
under that grotesque red wig. Albert had
told her it was all a joke but it didn't seem
funny now at all as she stared down at
that prostrate figure.

Ellen was still trembling when she came
down the next morning but she tried to
control her voice as she faced Albert and
told him to get ready as Mr. Bates would
soon be there to take him to the station.

"Bates has been and gone," Albert said
imperturbably. "I sent him away." He put
his hand in his pocket as if he were taking
out his_ pipe but instead he brought out
Miss Fiske's wig and laid it on the piano.

She stared at it incredulously. "You
know" she said in a flat voice. "Then it

was you last night
!"

"Yes," Albert grinned maliciously. "Me
and Lucy."

"She knows, too?" Ellen whispered
aghast.

"Not what I know," Albert assured her.
"That's something you and I are going
to keep for ourselves as long as you treat
me right. I think with your financial

assistance and a few remorseful tears on
my part I'll be able to fix things at the
bank. Then we can all settle down in

peace, a contented little family."

"You surely don't propose to go on liv-

ing here with me?" she asked appalled.

And then as he laughed she roused herself
and forced herself to go over to the wig
and stand there patting it as if she weren't
afraid of it at all. You'd never be quite
sure, would you? You might not enjoy
your meals."

"You wouldn't dare a second time," he
taunted her.

"No?" Ellen looked at him quietly. "It

takes a lot of courage to kill the first time
but once you've sold your soul to the devil

it becomes easier."

Albert hesitated, chilled by the cold

malevolence of her voice. Then suddenly
he capitulated. "Give me five hundred
pounds," he said huskily, "and I'll clear

out and keep my mouth shut forever."

"I'm not afraid of you, Albert," she
lifted her head. "In the night with your
shabby little tricks you may fancy your-
self quite a figure. But it's broad daylight

now."
She stopped as she heard the sudden rap-

ping on the door and hesitated for just

a moment before she could compel her-

self to open it. But it was only Sister

Theresa who stood there, her gentle face

urgent as she told them the police were
looking for a man who answered to Al-

bert's description and that they had gone

to Decoy Farm first and then would be

coming here.

"Miss Ellen, have I done wrong in com-
ing here to warn you?" she asked. "You
see, I had a brother rather like that. He
went wrong too. People are so easily lost,

aren't they?"
"Yes," Ellen said quietly. "Yes, they

are."

She turned to Albert as the door closed

behind the nun. But there was no longer

any need to threaten. All his swagger, his

arrogance was gone as he took the tickets

and money she held out to him. Then they

both turned as they heard the faint moan,

the sound of running feet behind them.

Lucy ! They had forgotten she was in the

kitchen. There was no doubt she had heard

what they said, all of it, as she stared at

them, her eyes wide in horror. Then she

screamed and ran.

Albert snarled as he ran after her. No
doubt where she was going, running so

desperately toward Decoy Farm. If he

didn't catch her before she got to the

police, it would be all over. Ellen paced

the floor feverishly, then a sudden, wild

hope flooded her heart as she heard the

door open. But it was only Emily and
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Louisa laughing uproariously as they toid

of the game they had seen Lucy and Albert

playing with some policeman down on the

marshes.
"Albert was so annoyed!" Louisa gig-

gled. "Because they caught him and Lucy
too. Oh, Ellen, it was so funny." Then
she saw Ellen putting on her cloak. "Oh,

Ellen, do you have to go out ?" she begged.

"Can't it wait?"
"No, dear," Ellen tried to smile. "It can't

wait. I—I have to see those policemen, too."

"We found these jackdaw feathers down
by the Priory," Louisa said then with one

of her quick changes of mood._

"You ought to go into the Priory Garden
one day," Ellen said slowly, impressing each

word on them so that they wouldn't for-

get. For the nuns would take care of them.

She was sure of that. "They have such

lovely flowers, and the birds come down
and feed out of the nuns' hands. You would
like it."

"How long will you be, Ellen?" Emily
asked.

"I don't know, darling." Ellen tried to

speak gaily. "I may be quite a time." She
opened the door and the winter sunlight

flooded the room and there was a feeling

of spring in the air.

"Oh, it's a lovely day !" she whispered.

She held up her head as if she were reach-

ing for the warmth. And then quickly,

without a backward glance, she walked
over the marshes toward Decoy Farm.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 15

beets will color the sauce, and the sauce

will add a new and interesting flavor to

the beets.

CHOCOLATE MINT ROLL
Make a sponge cake in a long pan, pour-

ing very thin so that it will roll easily

when done. Take it from the oven and
wrap in a damp cloth after rolling until

ready to serve. Whip your cream and
flavor with essence of peppermint (Bur-
nett's), color with green coloring and keep
in refrigerator until ready to serve.

When ready, spread the cake with cream,
roll, slice and serve with thick chocolate

sauce.

CHOCOLATE SAUCE
Blend 1 cup sugar, Y2 cup Runkel

Brothers cocoa, 3 level tablespoons flour,

*4 teaspoon salt.

Add 34 cup of boiling water and 1 table-

spoon butter, and cook until thick, stirring

constantly.

Remove from stove and add vanilla.

Claire lives in a white French Provincial
house on a poplar-lined street in Brent-
wood. Five years ago, when Claire first

saw the house, there were no near neigh-
bors ; now, rows of fine dwellings extend
up and down the curving avenue.
"Mother and I spent weeks looking for

what we wanted," Claire recalled. "We
visited this place four times before we
decided we couldn't resist it. After that,

Mother put in her days selecting furniture
and samples with a decorator at one of Los
Angeles' best stores. I was working, so in

the evening I would go down to the store

and they'd open it while Mother showed
me what she'd found and I'd choose what
I wanted. We have much the same tastes,

so usually whatever she had picked out I

liked. There was always a selection of

patterns for drapes, upholstery, wallpapers,
rugs and so on."

Jean Parker and Chester Morris ap-

pearing in "No Hands on the Clock",

a Paramount Picture. Thousands of

loved girls keep their hands enchant-

ing with Jergcns Lotion.
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This is the Lips/lick that may very well change

your Lipstick life . . . Coty "Sub-Deb"

!

"Sub-Deb"/ gives you more than alluring

color ... it helps you avoid "Lipstick Parching"!

\es, blendfed through every Lipstick is a soft-

ening ingredient that helps keep your lips

tenderly soft and sweet. So why risk rough,

harshly chapped lips—ever? Today get a Coty

"SubflDeb" Lipstick, $1.00 or 500.

^'izuJ Shaded
Four of the 9 exciting Coty shades

CJ dashing "gipsy" shade

/} a dramatic red red

smarts flower-soft red

alluring '"''Latin'' shade

COTY

Done in light rugs, white paneled or
light papered walls, pastel upholstery and
drapes, the house after five years still looks
as new and immaculate.
The first thing that catches your eye

as you enter the house is a graceful stair-

way with a slim banister curving upward
to the left. A grandfather clock that chimes
melodiously balances a Chinese red chair
on either side of the hall. Claire, you. will

have guessed, is a collector. She loves to

"discover" items in antique shops, but she
is almost as avid a gatherer of unusual
modern pieces.

Fair hair done in a modified pompadour
of her own styling, her wine red autumn
dress made an attractive color note against
the old blue of a fireside couch in the liv-

ing room. The topaz clips in the dress re-

peated the topaz lights in her brown eyes.

"It's such fun doing a house !" she cried.

"I enjoyed it so much that as soon as I'd

finished this one, I wanted to begin all

over again. Not that I'm ever quite

through—there's always some change to

make or some addition that gives a room
a new note."

A collection of tiny Dickens figures,

picked up last winter in New York, march
on the mantel beneath a huge mirror ; twin
ruby-red Venetian vases recently bestowed
by a cousin make a vivid glow in the pastel

and white of the room. These are newest
notes here. A grand piano is silhouetted

against a succession of French windows
that overlook the brick terrace and high-

walled garden where even in winter
Claire's gay garden furniture invites a

bask in California's sun.

The newest thing in the dining room,
where blue deep piled rug matches the

blue brocaded seats of the Duncan Phyfe
chairs, and tapestry wallpaper makes an
appropriate background for the beautifully

set table, is Claire's modern American
glass.

"Most of our wedding presents were
antiques, like that silver coffee urn on the

side table (Edward G. Robinson gave us

that), and the silver tea set on the serving

table over there," said my hostess, "but

the glass is completely modern. I'm mad
about my flat crystal ashtrays and low
flower bowls. My flower arrangements can
be low enough so that no one is dodging
them to see the guest across the table.

"Speaking of seeing guests, that concave
mirror on the wall—another of my antique

prizes—used to be the hostess' joy in Colo-

nial days. She could glance up at it and
see her whole table in miniature, note

whether or not there were wallflowers and
do something about them, see that each

guest was properly served and so on."

The sitting room is full of quaint items,

ranging from a stuffed doll rabbit to a

model ship with silver sails, mainly be-

cause Mr. Andrews seldom comes home
without a gift for Mrs. Andrews.
The master bedroom is the only French

room in the house. It's a suite with big

dressing room and equally big bathroom,
done in soft rose tones and pale blues. The
walls are blue, the heavy rose satin drapes
match the satin-headboarded bed whose
long skirts lie in graceful folds on the

pastel rug. The chaise-longue is done in

paler rose and lighter blue, and there's a
white satin couch. Claire's Dresden collec-

tion has its own inlaid French cabinet.

The Andrews' guests usually love to

talk, but occasionally they play charades
or any of the acting games.
"One of the games we plan for Thanks-

giving is something new to us that we
tried out the other night," Claire remarked.
"We had so much fun nobody noticed the

time until 2 :30 next morning. We call it

hide and find. You take ten small objects,

like a wedding ring, a rubber band, a
bobby-pin, a button, and so on, and some-
body hides each one while the others are

out of the room. The things must be hidden
in plain sight—you could put the ring
around the top of a silver lid, for instance,
where no one would see it in a casual
glance. A score card is drawn up, the
name of each guest heading a column and
the name of each object opposite a little

square for each guest. As a guest finds an
object, he makes a cross against that item
under his name. Of course you mustn't
see an item, give a shriek and rush over
to make your cross, or everyone else will

look where you looked. Be more subtle.

The one who sees them all first, wins the
prize."

A knoll in Bel-Air set high so that it

has a view of the Pacific is the site of

the Andrews' future home.
"We intend to build a house on the

pattern of those we saw on our trip to
Hawaii," planned Claire. "They are ar-
ranged so that it's almost like living out-
doors, with lots of windows and panels
that can be pushed back to enlarge a room,
bring in the garden or close yourself in.

We will use glass block for greater
strength but use the Hawaiian general
idea.

"I want the low-slung furniture you
sink 'way down into, with plenty of small
low tables to draw up to chairs and
couches. I'll cover the stuff with attractive
materials but nothing so delicate that
guests will hesitate to draw their feet up
under them. I love to curl up in chairs,

and I want my guests to feel free to do
the same."

In her new house, Claire will go in for
informal entertaining, something on the
htan style of Hawaiian parties, with guests
serving themselves at well-stocked buffets
and eating at the low tables.

Pineapple drinks would be especially ap-
propriate for such an affair. A delicious
new one can be made by floating pieces
of fresh pineapple in tall glasses of orange
or lemon Kool-Aid.

Canapes will be a feature at Claire's
parties-to-be. Some new ones are : Smoked
salmon on rye bread triangles with a cross
slice of red-stuffed green olives. Black
caviar on pumpernickle bread with a square
of raw onion on top. Cheese and olive
spread — two parts Kraft's American
cheese and one part chopped stuffed olive,

on whole wheat circles of bread. White
bread rolled into "lilies" and filled with
sandwich paste. Brown bread circles spread
with anchovy paste, topped with a smaller
circle of white bread on which is a flower
design in colored Kraft cream cheese.

Stack's Up!

Continued from page 34

how it hurt to have to tell the insurance
agent that it wasn't done by a hit and run
driver. That it was done by a girl named
Gladys who was honest enough to leave
her name and phone number. And when I

confessed that I had destroyed it, that

agent gave me a look that clearly indi-

cated that he personally considered me
the most conceited sap of all times."

Since this little episode it has been com-
pletely impossible to persuade that nice,

attractive Mr. Stack that any girl might
fall for him. He is without a doubt the

most un-conceited movie star in Holly-
wood. Helen Ferguson could hardly be-

lieve her ears when she called him over
the phone to invite him to the Red, White
and Blue Ball and told him that she
wanted him to bring Olivia de Havilland if

Olivia could come. "Oh, gee, babe," said

Bob, "you know Olivia won't go out with
me. She goes with Jimmy Stewart and
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Franchot Tone and all those guys. She

won't go with an unknown punk like me.

Gee, but ask her anyway, huh?" And
three times during the day Bob, who rarely

ever makes phone calls, called Helen to

inquire, "What did she say? Have you

gotten her yet?"

By the time Miss de Havilland was final-

Iv reached at the studio—and said she

would be most delighted to go with Mr.

Stack—that voung man was in such a

state of collapse that he had to be revived

with a double coke.

Out at Universal studio in the Valley

they will tell you that the person who
gets the most fan mail on the lot is Deanna
Durbin. And the person who gets the sec-

ond most fan mail is Robert Stack. This

is indeed remarkable, considering the

fact that Bob has been in so few pic-

tures. "Judging from the mail," said

someone in charge, "all the young girls

think of him as the ideal boy friend, and

all the mothers think of him as the ideal

son." And at a luncheon the other day I

was interested in hearing a woman star,

who can think back further than the day

before yesterday, say, "Bob Stack's great

charm on the screen is that he is so typi-

cally American. He has all the traits that

Wallace Reid once had."

Well, whatever it is, the girls certainly

go for tall, blond and handsome Mr. Stack.

When Bob first was signed by Universal

on a long term contract in 1939, following

his appearance in the Henry Duffy drama
school's production of "Personal Appear-

ance" at the El Capitan in Hollywood,

the gossip columnists played him up big

as a socially and financially prominent

young sportsman. Socially prominent he is

indeed. When his family first arrived in

the West, Los Angeles was an Indian

pueblo with only five white families. His
grandfather was Modini Wood, renowned
opera singer. His grandmother, Mamie

Perry, made her debut at La Scala in

Milan. The charming and attractive _ Betzi

Stack, long a popular social leader in the

West, is his mother. But "financially prom-

inent" is something else again. Bob doesn't

inherit any money until he is 35 (left in a

trust fund for him by his father who died

in 1928) and as he is only 22 now, and as

the Government has a way of taking things,

Bob is probably just as poor as you and

me and the rest of us.

But when the columnists' "socially and

financially prominent" Robert Stack ap-

peared at the studio you can be quite sure

that there was a lot of feeling against

him. The boys who had come up the hard

way simply assumed that they wouldn't

like Robert, without giving the kid a

chance, and they put themselves out to

razz him whenever possible. I was on the

"First Love" set one day when Bob was
starting the picture. "Mercy," minced one

of the gaffers with the puss of a Maxie
Rosenbloom, "is that attractive Mr. Stack

working today! Dear, dear, we must get

our best tea-cups." Bob, who keeps him-

self in perfect physical condition, could

have torn the guy into bits. But he just

smiled awfully hard and tried to cover

up that he was terribly young and ter-

ribly hurt. Deanna, on the other hand, took

a great liking to him at once, and today

hers is the only girl's picture in his room.

It's autographed, "To Bob, my friend, and

'First Love,' Deanna."
The razzing of Mr. Stack reached a

new high when he was starred in "Bad-

lands of Dakota," a hard-riding, hard-

fighting, shoot-'em-up picture. This type

of Western was like old home week to the

other guys in the cast, so they decided to

gang up on Robert who, they were cer-

tain, didn't know one end of a horse from
the other. But before the picture was fin-

ished Bob in his casual, happy-go-lucky

way, had shown them that he knew more
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about riding, fighting, and shooting than

they would ever know. "Say," said Andy
Devine to one of the stunt men, "that guy

you're kidding about not knowing -how to

hold a gun, Robert Stack? Well, go easy,

buddy, you might just like to know that

he was a member of the Ail-American

Skeet Team in 1936 and 1937. He won
the Del Monte pistol championship in

1937, and the San Joaquin Open 20-gauge

championship in 1938."

Al Green, the director, told me that Bob

was really the "patsy" of the picture, until

the boys saw how well he could ride.

Then one by one the hecklers drifted away.

"That blond polo fellow," one of the

old-timers informed Broderick Crawford,

"brother, he kin ride!" "Through all the

heckling," said Al Green, "Bob didn't once

lose his temper. I never saw a guy so will-

ing to work. Honestly, he was the hardest

worker on the picture."

"Didn't it infuriate you, Bob," I asked

one day, "when those smarty pants were

razzing the daylights out of you? Why
didn't vou push their face in?" To which

Air. Stack replied, "I thought it was damn
swell of those guys who had had all that

experience to bother to razz me. I don't

think they would have spent all that time

making fun of me if 'they hadn't liked me."

See, what I mean about Robert Stack?

You can't help but like him.

Universal's newest star was born in Los

Angeles on January 13, 1919. When he was

five his family moved to Paris. When he

returned to the United States at the age

of 11 he could not talk to his older brother

Jim, who had remained in America, with-

out the aid of an interpreter. But it didn't

take Bob long to learn English again, and

it didn't take him long to realize that

what he wanted to be when he grew up

was an actor. But he was so busy being a

number one sportsman that he didn't get

around to giving it a serious thought until
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his second year at the University of South-
ern California. At which time he enrolled
in the Henry Duffy drama school. Outside
of being a champion skeet shooter, Bob
has won his letter in varsity polo, he
has won the outboard motor championship
at Venice, Italy, and with his racing hydro-
plane, The Thnnderbird, he has done every-
thing but break the world's record—which
he cherishes ambitions to break. In 1939
he was the holder of the Lake Muroc
roadster speed record of 115.68 miles an
hour.
An entire room in the Stack home has

to be given over to Bob's numerous tro-
phies—which, incidentally, have been in-

sured for $25,000. His hobby is collecting
guns, and to date he has over fifty of them.
His other hobby is building and driving
hopped-up automobiles. When he's work-
ing in his garage he is undoubtedly the
dirtiest "grease monkey" you've ever had
the displeasure of shaking hands with. He
likes to tell about the time a harassed
driver_ mistook him for a repair man and
told him, "Say, you, do a rush job on that
car and get things fixed by six o'clock
and there'll be an extra buck in it for you."
Bob claims he fixed the car up fine and
got the "extra buck."
At home Bob is one of the sprawlingest

people you've ever seen. He practically sits

on his neck when he talks to you, and is

so perfectly relaxed that you would never
suspect that he is a dynamo of energy.
The most embarrassing thing that has
happened to him since he started his movie
career, he thinks, was the personal appear-
ance junket he went on with Louella
Parsons. "Everybody in the act could do
something," he says, "they could sing or
dance or do imitations—I just had to
stand there and smile. I felt like a dope."
Maybe the actors who could sing and dance
and do imitations got all the applause
in the theater, but according to all reports,
it was Robert Stack the fans pounced on
with autograph books every time he popped
out of the stage door. He must have
something.

Bob's friends will tell you that he is

very bad about opening letters. Sometimes
they lie around on his desk for weeks
before he gets around to opening them.
He probably never gets around to an-
swering them. He is also very bad about
returning phone calls. But he makes up
for these faults by having one of the most
pleasing, genial dispositions in captivity.

Even his mother has never known him
to be sulky or disagreeable. "I know when
he's up in the mornings because he starts

singing," she says, "and I know when he
comes in at night because he starts sing-
ing as he comes up the driveway and keeps
it up until he falls in bed." Fortunately
for his family Robert has inherited from
his musical grandmother a very good voice.

It's practically impossible to get Bob all

heated up in an argument. When he finds
that a situation is arising that he can't
cope with his eyes just go blank and he
walks right out of the room and the situa-
tion. He wants to be happy, and he wants
everybody around him to be happy. And
the simplest thing can throw Bob right
into a great seizure of happiness. The last

time I had dinner at his home he was as
delighted as a school kid over a pair of
cowboy boots he had just bought for prac-
tically nothing. They smelled to high
heaven, but Bob was so enthralled with
them that you would have thought they
were studded with rubies.

When he is working jn a picture, it

seems, he forgets all about girls. He spends
his evenings at the movies or the bowling
alley. But the very minute he finishes' a
picture he wants the phone to start ring-
ing—and it usually does. Cobina Wright,
Jr., has been his only "sort-of romance" so
far. But there will be more. Oh, my yes.
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Dorothy Lamour

Plays Cupid!

Continued from page 29

much Gertrude, like you, was simply the
youth's "best girl," and while he may have
always been planning toward a future time
when their friendship might develop into
romance and marriage, she was thought-
lessly putting too much emphasis on hav-
ing a good time. But I can't blame her.
or you, too much for that. Nearly every
girl goes through that phase where she
wants to have a good time. When night
clubs, and snappy cars mean much more
than sitting at home listening to records.
The boy became jealous and demanded

that the girl stop seeing the older man.
Yet he was too proud in both instances

—

since he was not in a position then to
marry—to tell her of his love.

It took Gertrude only a few months to
begin to realize her mistake. She missed
terribly her friendship with Bill. Going to
night clubs and dancing until late hours
with the older man was all right and lots
of fun—until the newness wore off. But soon
that exciting night life that had thrilled
her so much at first became as ordinary
and commonplace as the simple pleasures
she had once enjoyed with Bill had seemed.
She missed the others in her crowd too.
Suddenly the Sunday hikes and Saturday
picnics our gang were accustomed to go on
began to seem the exciting adventures that
night life—seen from the outside—had
once appeared. Our crowd was already
divided into twosomes and there was no
place for Gertrude in it, now that Bill was
going with a new girl friend. Bill, his
pride hurt, was not ready to make up.
One time, Gertrude did come on one of

our picnics and brought along the older
man as her escort, hoping no doubt that
Bill's jealousy would overcome his pride.
But Bill was only extra-attentive to his
date, and that method didn't work. The
older man didn't "fit in" with our crowd,
and Gertrude didn't try to join again.
About this time Bill got a swell job

offered him in the West. He left without
even telling Gertrude goodbye. She didn't
see him again for two years—when one
day he returned to New Orleans as a de-
partment manager with the same firm
where he had once worked in a very un-
important job. So now Gertrude's pride
entered into it. Although she had loved
Bill all the time, she felt that she couldn't
possibly seek out the successful man the
poor boy had become.
Then one night at the newest and gay-

est night club in New Orleans she saw
Bill dancing with one of the season's de-
butantes, and in an unguarded moment she
detected an expression that told her that he
was as bored as she was. "Why, Bill
doesn't like this party life any better than
I do," she thought to herself. "We are
alike. We always were, really. That's why
I love him. And how I love him!" And
she determined then and there, that by
hook or crook, she'd manage to meet him
again in the simple surroundings they both
enj oyed.

This didn't prove difficult. She humbled
herself a bit and appealed to one of the
girls in the old crowd who had married
a boy in the old crowd. Bill was invited
to dinner and Gertrude very casually
just "dropped in" for the evening. By
her sweet unassuming manner and her
interest in her friends, their home and
their children, Gertrude convinced Bill
that she had grown up into the woman he
had felt she would. He asked to take her
home that night. And to dinner the next.
And neither ever dated anyone else again.
How about it, Rose Tagner?



Yes! A Honeymoon

Can Last, IF —
Continued from page 3 I

they have been married, Jane and Ronnie

have acquired a house, which brings them

an income, two lots, which they plan to

sell, and one large lot on which they are

at present building. In addition to that,

they have insurance, government bonds

and" a Christmas savings account—in addi-

tion to their regular savings account.

"One awfully good lesson I learned a

long time ago," Jane volunteered, "is to

always keep yourself liquid. That is, never

buy anything you can't turn into cash."

"What about the baby?" I wanted to

know. "Did you plan ahead and figure on

a set amount for her?"

"No, we didn't," she answered. "Mau-
reen came out of the savings account! I

honestly don't know how we do it," she

went on, "but whenever we need money
for anything special, by putting away that

half of our income, the money always

seems to be there to take care of things.

It was that way with Maureen. All the

hospital expenses, doctor bills—every-

thing—and in spite of the fact that I had

drawn no salary for six months—has been

taken care of."

Jane admits she has no closets full of

expensive gowns, fur coats and all the

luxuries most movie stars crave. But she

has something a great deal more solid—

a

husband with whom she is madly in love,

a beautiful baby, their permanent home
in the making and a good, solid future

in the offing.

Ronnie is allowed $25 a week spending
money which must take care of all inci-

dental expenses such as money for the

movies, tips, golf fees, etc. Jane has $7
for pin money. "And would you believe it,"

Jane chuckled, "I sometimes save as much
as $5 out of my allowance? Provided Ron-
nie doesn't make a 'touch' before the week
is out ! Whatever money we save out of

our allowances goes into the baby's bank
account. A friend of ours started her ac-

count with $10. Just in the four months
we've had her, it's grown to $85. Pretty

good, huh !"

And, speaking of that house, I must
tell you how it's all come about. For
months, Janie and Ronnie have been poring

through home magazines, looking at model
nouses and talking to architects until they

were blue in the face. Somehow, nothing
seemed to fit into their plans. In the back
of their minds, they knew the first require

ment was a large, spacious living room—

a

room where you could "put your feet on
the furniture"—and yet a room which had
an air of solidness about it.

"We went to the movies one night about
three months ago," Jane related. "It was
a picture called 'This Thing Called Love'
and we walked in right in the middle of a
beautiful love scene. As the camera panned
around to the background, Ronnie and I

looked at one another. Simultaneously, we
whispered: 'That's it!' And it was. There
on the screen was the living room we had
been dreaming about—an L-shaped room
with panelled walls, an entrance hall that

was half stone and half wood. Everything
about it just screamed for us

!"

Losing no time, (for nothing is impos-
sible to Jane), she called Max Arnow
casting director at Columbia studios, who
was the only person she knew there. He
in turn, got in touch with the set designer
Lionel Banks, and the tiny model which
had been used in building the set, together
with still pictures, were turned over to

Jane. These she has given to her architect

and they started from there.
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"I'm going to have as many built-in

features as I possibly can," Jane explained.

"I think they're so attractive. And, be-

sides, think of the money I'll save on fur-

niture ! There'll be built-in davenports,

with soft down cushions, built-in end
tables, which will be an extension of' the

panelled walls. Even in the bathrooms

—

one each for Ronnie and me—will have
huge built-in closets.

"The important thing is, we're not rush-

ing it. It's taken me three months to get

the plans together and I've spent days
knocking out walls on paper, but I have
all the time in the world and I'd rather live

in an empty house until I get what I want."
Which is so typical of Jane. I remember

back a few years, when Janie was the life

of every party. New clothes, night clubs,

lots of laughs. That was Janie's meat. And
then she met Ronnie. Night clubs were
not for Ronnie. An athlete all his life, Ron-
nie spent his free time on the golf course

—

swimming— riding. Anything out in the

open.

"The girl I marry," he once told me, a

long time ago, "will just have to< put up
with these things. I can't even imagine my-
self married to anyone who didn't share

my love for sports."

I think the first inkling of how Janie felt

about Ronnie was one day when I ran into

her on the set where Ronnie was working.
Over her shoulder was slung a pair of ice-

skates. Her little skating costume was more
than intriguing. "Oh—an athlete," I ribbed.

"Yes," Jane answered calmly. "Ronnie
and I are going skating as soon as he gets

through on the set. I've just come by to

pick him up."
That was the beginning. The fact that

Janie had never been on ice-skates in her

life didn't daunt her. Ronnie was inter-

ested in skating. Janie took it up. It was
the same way with golf—and swimming.
Which is another story.

Janie didn't swim, either. For weeks,
Ronnie tried to persuade her to let him
teach her. She was agreeable in the begin-

ning, until she felt she wasn't getting there

fast enough. "I'm off to Palm Springs for

a few days," Jane told him over the phone
one day. "See you when I get back."

He didn't find out until later that the

reason she was going to Palm Springs was

to take swimming lessons from a profes-

sional teacher. "And me an ex-life guard !"

Ronnie fumed.

Entertaining is something of a problem
with the Reagans because of their small

quarters. But this doesn't stop Jane. "Our
charge accounts," she pointed out to Ron-
nie, "are just the thing. We'll take people

to dinner at the Brown Derby. Then, if

we feel like playing cards we can come
back to the house."

"What about her housekeeping?" you
might ask.

That's simple, according to Jane. "When
Ronnie and I were married, I was faced

with this problem. Thelma, my maid, is

a jewel. She's been with me for years. I

put it up to her. " 'Thelma,' I said, 'I

don't know a darned thing about the

kitchen. Do you?'

"Thelma allowed as how she did and I

promptly turned the whole works over to

her. She does everything. She argues with

the grocer and the butcher. She plans the

meals and takes care of the laundry. And
besides that she keeps up her own home.
That's why we always have an early din-

ner at our house. I figure Thelma has

to have some time to herself and I try to

get her out of the house at _a reasonable

hour."

The nurse, in turn, takes care of the

baby. Between 11:30 and 12:00 noon, Jane
visits with little Maureen. Then, from 5 :00

to 6 :00 in the afternoon is her regular

playtime. Ronnie rushes like mad to get

home in time to see her, because both of

them have agreed her routine is not to be

upset for "visiting," even if they are her

parents.

Each morning finds Jane seated at her

little desk, going over the household books,

ordering things by telephone for the baby

or her own and Ronnie's personal needs,

to be "charged." She and Ronnie take

care of their own business affairs.

"And I must say, I think we've done a

good job," she admits. "I had a business

manager before I married Ronnie. But I

couldn't resist trying to cheat him !
I

never could make myself realize that it

was really my money he was trying to

save. This way, I darned well know
it is!"

Roz" in Shorthand

Continued from page 33

seems to take anyone else's place, Roz."
R. R.: "That's right. When I first came

to Hollywood I was distressed to read
that I would be 'another Myrna Loy'

—

sounded so presumptuous—-Myrna has her
own place. No one can take it. We've all

read how Ida Lupino is 'another Bette

Davis,' how a John Garfield will 'supplant'

a Jimmy Cagney, etc.—that's a very bad
idea they had in this business. But it is

dying out. Things have changed."
G. H. : "What things?"
R. R. : "Descended from a grass-hopper,

you are, the way you jump at things!

—well, the old business of movie stars

going into seclusion, for instance, into

purdah, clouds of incense—but no more.
You have to be a good mixer today. The
public demands to see you. You must BE
seen. The public is the customer. The
customer is always right."

(Hazel came in with a tray of sand-
wiches, pots of tea).

G. H. : "Ummm, perfect!"

R. R.: (to Hazel) "If you had about
12 dozen more for her, that's what she

means by perfect—but what was I saying?

—oh, about things changing in Hollywood.
Yes, well, but there is no more of the

business of the movie star lolling about in

her ermine-lined swimming pool—the lilies

that toil not neither do they spin have

been replaced by the alfalfa that grows on,

for instance, Gable's ranch" (I think that's

what she said, doesn't seem likely, both

Miss R. and Miss H. talk so fast)
"—be-

cause anyone who earns money today

EARNS it. That's as true of a star as of

a scrubwoman. No more getting paid for

the way your features are put on your

face. Even when I am not making a pic-

ture, am 'resting,' I am Twenty Little

Working Girls rolled into one neat

(usually) compact package.

"I am busy ALL the time—doing what
we are doing today, for example, inter-

views—quizzes that would make the Quiz

Kids grow old overnight. You can't lie by

your swimming pool and do nothing. The
phone in my house rings from 75_to 200

times a day, actual count—even if Mrs.

Lewis, my secretary, or Hazel or the cook
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answers it for me, I have to be told what is

said, tell them what to say and, usually, call

back. I do all the ordering for the house,

the food, items that need to be replen-

ished, even if it is only a tea-towel. I

write every important letter myself—and

they are all important or I don't write

'em—because I want; to use my own
words, not somebody else's. I'd never get

away with it anyway—people I know per-

sonally would smell a rat if I didn't ask

about Junior's tonsils or how the new
'line' with Reginald is pulling—even if I

don't take pen in hand and write myself,

I dictate word for word, I re-read what

is written, I sign 'em. I go to benefits and

things. There is the well-known routine

of fittings, photographers, script confer-

ences, dentist, etc. Right now I'm putting

Hazel in the leather business—I'll lose

my Hazel as maid and will look like a
refugee, but I'll gain a business partner.

We are opening a shop in Beverly Hills

—

that takes time—separate banking account

for the business, lawyers, papers, checks

to sign, lots of work."

G. H.: "Sounds revolting! What are

some of the obstacles you have encoun-

tered in Hollywood, Roz—I mean, if your

little sister came out to go in pictures,

what advice would you give her?"

R. R.: (aside) "The brain-work she

gives 'em—answers to her questions are

like reciting the Wickersham report by

heart—oh, you wanted to know: I'd tell

her not to be too eager. / was. You can't

be too eager in Hollywood. I was in too

much of a hurry, too impatient. Everyone
advised me 'take your time.' It's the one
thing I can't take. Maybe it's glandular.

But it leads to heartache."

G. H.: "Give us one—one heartache, I

mean."
R. R.: (aside) "—that's what I mean,

the things she asks—the heart right out

of your bosom, the ache right out of your
heart—let me pick and choose among the

lot

—

she doesn't think there have been a

lot, it's in her eyes—well, I was working
in a picture on loan out at Warners when
I was notified that my next picture would
be for M-G-M. I was crazy to do it. For
nine days, while I was still at Warners,
after working all day, or during my lunch

hour, I tried on 13 changes of clothes

every day of the nine. It was a part I

wanted to do, horribly. I got home one
pallid two a.m. in the morning, having
completed the picture at Warners, prepared

to be up at six a.m. in the morning, ready

to start for M-G-M. I let myself in with
my lonely little latch-key. A man was sit-

ting in my front hall, his bowler on his

knees. He said, 'You don't go into the

picture, Rosalind, they—they have changed
the cast.'

"

G. H.: "Another damsel got it?"

R. R.: "Another damsel got it. And
you take it here in Hollywood, that sort

of thing. You're under contract. Helpless.

It is like being under orders in the Army.
Sealed orders. Secret and—unarguable.
There is more discipline in Hollywood than
people believe. Rigid discipline. This busi-

ness of the stars shouting for their own
sweet way belongs to mythology. The place

is run like the Army or like Big Business."
G. H. : "Orson Welles said something

else that intrigued me—something about
no one who works in pictures getting any
feeling of personal, individual satisfaction
out of what they are doing, that everyone
feels a sort of contempt for his work—

"

R. R.: "That is ridiculous! People do
have a sort of fear of not doing well

—

you have the same thing yourself, Gladys,
when you write—you say 'oh, it's not any
good, it isn't much'—so that if it does
fizzle you won't have stuck your chin out,
you won't seem terribly disappointed. We
all have such bitter pills to swallow—we
try to train ourselves to swallow them

and not make hideous- faces while gulping

—we're just saving face, that's all, when
we seem to belittle what we do.

"I always approach a new picture nerv-

ously. I have sound-stage fright like

crazy. I talk myself into thinking it won't

be much good, and what of it? But if it is

good, the sense of satisfaction drowns you.

Prop boys pop corks. Producers—I once

saw a producer who, after a preview, went
outside and fainted, he was so glad it was
a hit."

G. H.: "What are some of the things

you've learned during your seven years in

Hollywood, since Hollywood has been your
tutor?"

R. R.: (aside) "The things she asks!

There have been so many things, some
big, some little. I'll tell you something I

have learned, Gladys, and I certainly mean
this : that there are some very fine, nice,

grand, great people in this industry—when
I came out here I was one of the tongue-

in-the-cheek skeptics about Hollywood and
Hollywood people. I gave it all the down-
the-side-of-my-nose, I believed what I'd

read, expected the razz-ma-tazz. This ex-

perience of mine, not signing again with

M-G-M, made the final turnabout in my
point of view, twisted its little neck around
right—and straight. It was a big move for

me. It could have been horribly unpleasant.

And wasn't. There were no threats, none

of all the stuff you have read. On my
word. And it is astonishing. My mouth is

still four feet open. I tell you, if anybody
pans this business to me, I'll fry him in

bacon fat. When I told them I would
prefer to free lance, they tried to have me
stay. I said, 'I have to tell you I am going

to leave ! . .
.' There was the time for

the axe to fall, the black-list, the blackball,

the Black Maria, the black-o;^. They said

they hoped I would be very happy, would
get all the things I want, all the happiness

and satisfaction I deserve—they gave other

producers the go-ahead to talk business to

me even before I had legally" (I believe

'legally' was the word she used) "finished

my stint with them. I still had 'The Femi-
nine Touch' to make for them. I nearly

cried on their composite necks. You know,
it is like a factory spending a fortune to

build up and merchandise a brand of soup,

then losing it to a competitor."

G. H. : "You spoke of patterns—every-

one being part of the Hollywood pattern

—

like Boyer, the Lover ; Gable, the He-man ;

Garbo, the Mystery Woman
;
Bogart, the

Baddie ; Hedy, the Glamor Girl—is that

what you meant?—oh, it isn't. Well, any-

way, what part do you play in the pattern?

How do you see yourself?"

R. R.: (she gave what sounded like the

razzberry) "I see myself as the girl from
Waterbury, Connecticut, trying to make
a living. That's all I ever have been. In
addition, I see circles under my eyes

—

when I look—put there when I go to New
York, stay up too late. But I don't do
any peeking like that. I never think about
myself, like that, off the screen. Haven't
time. Besides, if you pick a pattern for

yourself, you become a phony in 20 sec-

onds. I couldn't bear being a phony, even
for 10 seconds. It would be too much
work. It would bother me. I am lazy that

way. I have to work at being someone
else on the screen. In between scenes, I rest

up so I can work in the next scenes. The
way I rest is being Russell from Water-
bury.

G. H. : (she seemed to be sort of study-
ing Miss R.) "But you are the Sophisti-

cated Type . .
."

R. R. : "Come off it, you've seen me
before, we've met ! No one is the Sophis-
ticated Type—all the time. No such thing

as the Sophisticated Type or the Simple
Type, all the time. We all react differently

at different times. Emotional upsets and
we're the Cry of the Broken Heart. Physi-
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wood Miracle Diet way. Miracle Diet is
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Miracle Diet guarantees you lose 7 pounds
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Suffer Distress
At This Time—
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How modern are you

when it's- * j/&

MODERN?"
you say. Ot

course, I'm mod-
ern !" But are you,
always, young lady? Being modern, re-

member, demands being active—so if you
still give-in to periodic pain, there's cause
to think again

!

Isn't it time you gave Midol a chance to

help you be "modern" every day in the
month? It's made expressly to relieve the
needless functional pain of menstruation.
Among thousands of women recently inter-

viewed, more reported using Midol for this

purpose than all other preparations com-
bined, and 96% of these Midol users said

they found Midol effective.

Try it yourself. Midol contains no opiates.

One ingredient is widely prescribed for head-
ache and muscular pain. Another, exclu-
sively in Midol, quickly relieves spasmodic
pain peculiar to the menstrual process. Ask
for Midol at your nearest- drugstore. Large
size, only 40^; small size, 20fL
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Relieves Functional Periodic Pain
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"LEG PADS" GLORIFY UNSHAPE-
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«Tights. FEMALE IMPERSONATORS
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GRAY HAIR

• Now, at home, you can quick-
~
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ly and easily tint telltale streaks

of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde
to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush does it

—

or your money back. Used for 28 years by thousands of
women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed harmless.
No skin test needed, active coloring agent is purely vege-
table. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application im-
parts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears.
Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair. 60c at
drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee. Re-
tain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.
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cal upsets and we're human, wreckage,
waiting for radio commercials to tell us

what to take. Mental- upsets and we're

the People's Choice for the Loony-Bin.

A million and one things contribute to

the personality, play on it like hands on
the strings of a harp. That's why I don't

want to play straight roles. They not only

bore me but I don't believe in them. I don't

believe there are any such individuals. No
one plays straight all the time. Can't. I

want to get away from them—play tooth-

less hags or horned harpies—any part I

was half-way successful in was when I had
something to cut my dainty teeth on."

G. H.: (I lost some words in here—Miss
Russell and Miss Hall keep interrupting

each other, cutting in, very hard to follow)

"I read something you wrote about Clark

Gable, a newspaper column, I think it

was—about how he really IS 'Mr. Never-
Forgets-A-Friend,' 'Mr. Rod-and-Gun,' etc.

—were you being tactful or truthful?"

R. R.: "Remarkable achievement, that,

I changed my tenses forty times a para-

graph ! It was truth, not tact. I haven't

much of that commodity. Didn't you
know? I always say the wrong thing, at

the wrong time, do the wrong thing at

the right time. Famous for it. Told truth

about Clark—think it's remarkable he isn't

spoiled rotten—much easier for men to be

spoiled by popular adulation than women

—

comes natural to women to be flattered,

made much of. Feminine birthright. So
they can take it better. Harder for men.
Gable has had a drastic dose and has

fought through it beautifully—and un-

changed. He does all the fishing, hunting,

skeet-shooting he says he does, he wears
the turtle-neck sweaters, he gives himself

the laugh, he
—

"

G. H.: "No publicity about it, eh?"

R. R.: "Not an item. Take a look at

his hands. I did. He never gets that oil

off them. I loved working with him—he

calls me 'Mom'—we had so many laughs

on the set of 'Bombay' I used to come
home with callouses on my cheeks—kidded

him all day long—called him a ham, in

front of visitors, too."

G. H.: "Would he kid back?"
R. R.: "—and VERY good at it. One

day we were sitting in a car on location.

Another car passed us, filled with women.
They leaned out and gave it the 'Hello,

Clark, give us a smile'—Gable gave with

the smile, then to me, 'Ha, they didn't even

see you, Russell, now will you re-sign with

M-G-M? Have to, won't you, in self-de-

fense?'

"Next day, on the set, a party of visi-

tors arrived. I'd been hoping for that. I

got the assistant director to coach them so

that when Clark and I walked on the set

they would all chorus 'Give us a smile,

Rosalind,' pay no attention to him—they

were troupers—they surrounded us in a

body, chorused, 'Hello, Rosalind, give us

a smile' and 'oooh, you're wonderful, you're

our favorite movie star' and so on. Gable

took it big for a couple of minutes, then

caught on. 'That's the corniest dialogue

I ever heard,' he hissed."

G. H. : "Are you making any other

changes in plans, Roz, I mean, like getting

married, or something?"
R. R. : "My plans at present are NOT

to get married. How nicely you put things

!

As for 'something,' I may give up my
house. I want to rent it, buy a new one,

do a new one. Like doing houses. Fun.

Anyway, if and when I marry, as Ru-
mor persists in saying I am going to elope

with Freddie Brisson, I have every in-

tention of doing it in the most formal

and conservative manner—engagement, an-

nouncement, showers, rice, the family, pres-

ent, bell and book and old shoes, etc. At
the moment I have no plans of any sort."

G. H.: "Do you feel it's better for a gal

in this business not to be married?"

SCREENLAND

R. R.: "It doesn't matter. Not to any-
one. Not to the studio. Not to the Public.

Not to the girl's career. In Suburbia, if

a girl falls in love, she gets married. If

she doesn't fall in love, she stays single.

Ditto in Hollywood. As to whether I will

fall in love come sunset, it's a wonder you
haven't asked me that!"

G. H.: "If I had, you couldn't answer
it anyway, could you?"

R. R.: "No."
G. H. : "Are you any more extravagant

than you used to be when you first came
to Hollywood? Remember, you used to kid

about how you'd never be able to imagine
yourself lying up there on the chaise-

longue, surrounded by negligees, Peking-
ese, and 'decor' by Billy Haines !"

R. R.: "If you listened to Bob Mont-
gomery you'd never call me extravagant.

Bob's always kidding me about being
the 'Hetty Green of Beverly Hills.' Called
me up one week-end, asked me for dinner,

said I couldn't go and he said, 'Bet I know
what you're doing, you're down in your
vault counting your money!'

"Actually, I am a little bit more extrav-
agant than I was, due to having more
income. But I still possess three negligees,

one lightweight, one mediumweight, one
heavyweight—has to be someone really

good around for me to dress up in the

lightweight, too—I haven't a Peke and
the 'decor' is by Russell. I still drive my
own car. I have three fur capes—have
bought one every two years : first skunk,

then fisher, then mink, progressively."

G. H.: "But haven't you blown yourself

to any one, big lush extravagance?"
R. R. : "Did I mention a mink cape or

am I mistaken? Well, then, putting in

. my swimming pool was the most specific

splash,, shall we say—felt pretty self-con-

scious about doing it, too, although it is

one of the smallest, looks like bird-bath.

I'm still self-conscious about it—talked

myself into it—every time I think of the

cost, even now, I jump in whether there is

water in it or not ! I live in a small house.

It limits me to small parties. My dining-

room holds ten comfortably.'

G. H.: "Speaking of marriage again
—

"

R. R. "Why not, it's well thought of
—

"

G. H. : "—as I was trying to say, Carole

Landis tells me she demands that any man
she marries be at least fifteen years older

than she, or
—

"

R. R.: (loud laugh) "Well, since the

draft I have given up some of my de-

mands !—but I would NOT marry a man
fifteen years older than I, nor ten years.

I like older men very much—for conver-

sation. But not for romance. Not as beaus.

They are set in their habits. If they have
been gay lads in their youth, they go un-

gay on you. If they haven't been gay
when young, they get into the forties,

have the childish fear they have missed

something and try to crowd ten years

into one—either way, a girl loses. So, why
should I want a man with all the routines

and diets? I am not a creature of habit."

G. H.: "If I may get four words in

edgewise, you don't like ruts?"

R. R.: "Ah, particularly not ruts

—

there are a few pleasant routines, I sup-

pose, but no such thing as pleasant ruts—

•

not in anything—work, play-, love, food,

life itself! I'll be the same at; seventy. I'll

match my energies with any man of fifty

even then. I don't care whether I am on
a cane and he is on a pogo stick, he

MUST be young;' Marriage, after all, must

boil down to companionship. I am always

the last one to bowl, the last one to leave

a dance, never want to go home to bed,

another round of golf, another set of ten-

nis, another hand of gin rummy, another,

another, another! After the last curtain

goes down, Russell will be sitting out there,

I bet, giving it a hand—/ always want to

stay, I always shall!
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lass around the Chesterfields and

it's pleasure time for everybody . . . smoking

pleasure that only the right combination of

the world's best cigarette tobaccos can give you. *

Chesterfields make good friends . . . they're

milder, definitely better-tasting and cooler-smok-

ing. Everybody who smokes them likes them.

Copyright 1941, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.



'THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER"
ring BETTE DAVIS, ANN SHERIDAN, MONTE WOOLLEY

Exclusive Fictionization of Comedy Hit of the Season!
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YOUR STAR IS LUCKY., if your Smile is Right!

Your smile is YOU! Help keep your

gums firmer, your teeth brighter

with Ipana and masscge!

YOU don't have to be a beauty to have

beauty's rewards— popularity, suc-

cess, the man you want most to win.

Even if you're "plain" let your hopes

soar high. Fortune can be more than

kind . . . fortune can be lavish if your

smile is right! A lovely smile is a mag-

net to others . . . the charm that wins

hearts—and holds them.

So help your smile to be at its best.

But remember healthy gums are impor-

tant if you want your smile to have

brightness and sparkle. That's why it's

so unwise ever to ignore the first warn-

ing tinge of "pink" on your tooth brush.

Never ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

If you see "pink" on your tooth brush

...see your dentist. He may merely say

your gums have become tender because

today's soft foods have robbed them of

work and exercise. And like many mod-

ern dentists, he may suggest "the health-

ful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

Ipana is specially designed not only to

clean teeth brilliantly and thoroughly

but, with massage, to help firm and

strengthen your gums. Massage a little

extra Ipana onto your gums every time

you brush your teeth. Notice its clean

and refreshing taste. That invigorating

"tang" means circulation is quickening

in gum tissues—helping gums to health-

ier firmness.

Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth

Paste at your druggist's today. Let Ipana

and massage help you to have a smile

that lights up your loveliness!

| "A LOVELY SMILE IS MOST IMPORTANT TO BEAUTY!"

say beauty editors of 23 out of 24 leading magazines

Recently a poll was made among the beauty editors of 24

leading magazines. All but one of these experts said that a

woman has no greater charm than a lovely, sparkling smile.

They went on to say that "Even a plain girl can be charm-

ing, if she has a lovely smile. But without one, the loveliest

woman's beauty is dimmed and darkened."

IPAHA
TOOTH PASTE
A Product of Bristol-Myers
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Published in

this space
every month

The greatest

star of the

screen!

Whistling November finds the motion
picture theatres doing very well, thank
y°u - *
For "The Chocolate Soldier" (not prop-
aganda for candy or warriors) comes
singing to the screens of America.

A lusty duet when Nelson Eddy joins

with the sensational new star Rise
Stevens.

MissStevensis unquestionably a thrush.
Her voice has the liquidity of a bab-
bling brook. Although unlike the famed
stream of Tennyson it only goes on to
the ultimate convincing note.

'

There has been some curiosity about
this new excitement. It is a blending of
two famous works.

Ferenc MolnarV'The Guardsman" has
been embellished and enriched with the
historic score of Oscar Straus* "The
Chocolate Soldier".

It might well have been called "The
Chocolate Guardsman".

But be that as it may it will unques-
tionably be called a great hit.

Eddy is in rare form. Director Roy Del
Ruth gets a half-Nelson on his audience
with a whole Nelson on his screen.

*>.•.'

This is a film to see and to hear. To see
beauty in the unstintedM-G-M manner.

And to hear "My Hero", "Sympathy",
"The Chocolate Soldier" and other
Straus songs of romance, as well as stir-
ring pieces fromWagner.Schubert, Bizet.

*
In the cast also are Nigel Bruce and
Florence Bates. Victor Saville's is the
producing hand.

«\

To be not brief but all-

inclusive, "The Chocolate
Soldier" has everything

from A to . .

.

Zip and zest.

-lea

Advertisement for Metro - Goldwyn -Mayer Pictures
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BETTE DAVIS really started something

when she suggested they use Tschai-

kowsky's piano concerto in B-flat Minor

for the theme song of "The Great Lie."

Music stores all over the country report

they can't even keep the record in stock.

Despite the seriousness of that dog-bite on

the nose, the thing that really hurt Bette

the most was Willie Wyler's blast at her

in the Eastern newspapers. Bette stead-

fastly refused to admit there was anything

wrong between her and the director of

"The Little Foxes." Intimates know the

suffering she experienced at his hands. Be-

cause she has such respect for Wyler's tal-

ent, Bette was just crushed at the one-

sided attitude he took when he attacked

her via the newspapers. Thus ends a "beau-

tiful friendship."

GEORGE RAFT'S buddy, Mack Grey,

is worried about "the boss." The two

have weathered many a storm together.

According to those who know, George has

fallen hard for Betty Grable. His gifts

and attentions far surpass former romantic

demonstrations. Mack thinks Betty is a

swell girl. He's hoping she feels the same

way about things as George does. Until

Mack knows for sure, he's worried. Being

a pal, he doesn't want to see George get

hurt.

NO ANNOUNCEMENTS seem to be

forthcoming, but Ann Sheridan is

wearing a new ring on her third finger,

left hand. What's more, it's a square-cut

diamond and it was given to her by George
Brent. Ann also has a gorgeous new hunk
for her right wrist. It's a cluster of cabo-

chon emeralds set in old gold. With her

new shoulder cape and muff of paradise

fox, La Sheridan is just about the most
exciting eyeful in town. Despite their de-

nials, Annie and Brenty will probably pull

a fast one any day now.

I UST before Clark Gable and Carole

J Lombard took off on a hunting trip,

Clark received a wire from Spencer Tracy.

"I've just read the New York reviews on

'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' " said
_
Spence.

"I take back everything I ever said about

your 'Parnell.'
"

I ANA TURNER confides that it's all

I— over but the shouting, as far as Tony
Martin is concerned. Tony, by the way, is

closing up his house and dismissing his

servants. He may be" getting ready in case

he is drafted
,
into the service. Lana has

been doing the Palladium with Roger
Pryor, his first date since his separation

from Ann Sothern. Changing partners is

quite a business in Hollywood

!

The eye-popping below is brought on by the caveman stuff at right. The foursome, June

Preisser, Eddie Bracken, Ella Neal and Betty Jane Rhodes, who're in "Sweater Girl,"

campus musical, all set for some hints to the lovelorn, get excited when things begin

to happen. Ray Milland tries to make Paulette Goddard see things "his way" in a bit

of off stage fun while making "Reap the Wild Wind," in which they co-star. First, he

warns her; but Paulette strikes the first blow—"a left hook," if we may call it that; they

"clinch"; Ray, who now has her in his pow—arms, kisses her, but there's plenty of fight

left in the little gal even though Ray is determined, as you can see from last picture.



15-count'em-15

of the Greatest

Songs Ever

Written, Sung

and Swung as

Never Before!

IT'S A BLUE

HEAVEN!

"MY MELANCHOLY BABY"

"MEMPHIS BLUES"

"SHINE"

"ST. JAMES INFIRMARY

BLUES"

"TIGER RAG"

"CUDDLE UP A LITTLE

CLOSER, LOVEY MINE"

"BY THE LIGHT OF THE

SILVERY MOON"

"WAIT TILL THE SUN
SHINES, NELLIE"

"AT A GEORGIA
CAMP MEETING"

"WAITING AT

THE CHURCH"

"AFTER THE BALL"

"ST. LOUIS BLUES"

"BIRTH OF THE BLUES"

"THE WAITER AND THE

PORTER AND THE

UPSTAIRS MAID"

"PADEREWSKI MINUET"

|1
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ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING
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Frederics—one of the great names in permanent

waving — announce another notable new dis-

covery! A permanent wave that looks and acts

like natural curly hair!

This wonderful new Frederics Permanent Wave
contains NO beauty-stealing, metallic salts what-

ever — cannot possibly dry your hair or make it

frizzy, dry or brittle. There is no set "perma-

nented" look — even the first day.

And while you're getting this natural-looking

permanent, there are no disagreeable chemical

odors; no possibility of dizziness or headaches —
no painful pulling or stretching of the hair. It's

so quick, so cool, so comfortable, you hardly know

your hair is being waved.

Don't guess, don't hope, don't wish!

Say to your hairdresser, "I want a

Frederics Tru-Curl permanent." Then

see that the Tru-Curl wrappers and

lotion are taken from a sealed Individ-

ua
' Pac 'ca 9 e -

' n tnis wa y y°u w"' know

/jSjjkl^O't
that you are getting what you pay for

... a Genuine Frederics Tru-Curl Per-

manent . . . America's Finest Permanent
Wave.

NO KINKS • Frederics Tru-Curl permanent waves,

when given with a Frederics controlled-

heat permanent waving machine, are 50%
cooler—50% more comfortable. Waving
with low temperature protects the hair,

sJO BRITTLE P reserves '*s "*e >
lustre and loveliness.

See that a Frederics machine is used.

freJertcs tru*@uniL

permanent wave
E. FREDERICS, INC., Dept. 203. 44-02 lltii St., L. I. City. N. Y.

Send me a list cf Frederics Franchise Salons in my com-
munity. Also FREE BOOKLET which reveals the "inside story"

on permanent waving.

Name

Address _ _

City _ State _

P.S. Send 10c {in coin) for a Salon Size bottle of Frederics
famous Color-Perfect Nail Enamel, "It stays beautiful longer".
(Specify shade polish you now use.)

By

Betty

Boone

Christmas on

a California

ranch, with
Jean Parker
your hostess.

Food and fun

in the hol-
iday spirit!

THE young Douglas Dawsons— (Jean
Parker is married to the radio com-
mentator)—live in San Fernando Val-

ley, on a pint-sized ranch just big enough
to accommodate their three horses and
themselves. Bette Davis is their nearest

neighbor, so close a neighbor that the gay
party at one place cheerily echoes back
from the other, in spite of high brick walls

and towering eucalyptus trees between.
There's a corral in front of Sands-Park,

as Jean and Doug have christened the

ranch, and here Whistle, John Doe, and
Blueberry Hill, the Dawson horses, were
sunning themselves as I drove up the
flower-bordered drive.

"BEWARE— Guardian Watch Dogs,"
reads the sign on the ranch gate. But
"Doc," the St. Bernard, and "Mike," the

Irish water spaniel, evidently haven't read

it, for they dashed to meet me, barking a

joyful welcome. Or was it the Christmas
spirit?

A winding brick walk leads to the ranch

house, solidly built of white-washed brick,

the windows set deep in thick walls, shaded

by pepper, olive, and black acacia trees.

Small iron grilles are set into the walls,

haphazardly, and these are filled with pots

of rare begonias.

Jean was experimenting with Christmas
decorations and I found her leaning out of

the Dutch door, trying a wreath on its

lower panel.

"I'm a pushover for Christmas," she con-

fessed. "So is Doug. We have great argu-
ments about whether we should go com-
pletely Californian and use only cactus and
desert holy as decorations, or be conven-
tional with the usual wreaths and tree."

The experimenting was going on in

(Please turn to page 71)
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WARNER BROS. delightfuUy pre-

sent the most affable, laffable family

that ever stepped out of America's

screens . . . into America's heart!

FREDRIC

MARCH
MARTHA

SCOTT
In the big new hit based on the

year's most celebrated best-seller!

rJS»

With BEULAH BONDI . GENE LOCKHART
ELISABETH FRASER • HARRY DAVENPORT
LAURA HOPE CREWS • GRANT MITCHELL

Directed by IRVING RAPPER
Screen Playby Casey Robinson • From the Book by Hartzell Spence
Music by Max Steiner • A Warner Bros, -First National Picture



Glamorous daring red for your lips with

IRRESISTIBLE RUBY RED Lipstick . ..o color

that flashes like precious rubies. WeiSr
this richest of reds as a brilliant accent to

all costumes. Ruby Red Lipstick is WHIP-
TEXT to be softer, smoother, non-drying,

and keeps your lips lovelier longer. Match-
ing Rouge, Face Powder and Foundation.

Only 10c each at all 5 & 10c Stores

IT'S

IASTS LONGER

SMOOTHER

USE IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

10

Smilin' Through—M-G-M

Exquisite Technicolor makes the third

offering of this tender romance more

charming than the earlier films. The

story spans two periods and treats of un-

dying love. Jeanette MacDonald and

Gene Raymond are teamed for first time,

in dual roles—she as Moonyean and

Kathleen; he as her aunt's suitor-

murderer, and later as his son. Brian

Aherne plays the uncle. All give fine per-

formances. Sentimentalists will love it.

Texas—Columbia

Lusty is the word for "Texas"—lusty

and full of vim, vigor and vitality. It's

red-blooded, all right. Did we like it?

Sure did. William Holden's Dan Thomas
is something to talk about. And Dan is

no namby-pamby. He's a tough hombre.

Edgar Buchanan's role of the respected

Doc Thorpe is a new high in smooth vil-

lainy. And funny. Holden and Glenn
Ford reach Texas after the Civil War hun-

gry and broke. Claire Trevor is in cast

The Maltese Falcon—Warners

It wouldn't be fair to you if we went
into details of "The Maltese Falcon."

We mean plot details. Suffice it to say,

however, writer-director John Huston did

an extraordinary job of maintaining sus-

pense even after you suspect the identity

of the evil ones.. Watching Humphrey
Bogart's characterization of Detective

Sam Spade is a memorable experience.

Mary Astor, Peter Lorre and Sid-

ney Greenstreet also merit high praise.

Sun Valley Serenade— 20th Century-Fox

If you're feeling tense and jittery, "Sun
Valley Serenade" is a sure-fire pick-me-
up.' Sort of like a tonic. No deep stuff,

this. It's light and fluffy and full of fun.

And it has lots of lovely scenic shots.

There's Sonja Henie, a dream on ice,

playing the part of a refugee. There's the

triangle—Sonja, John Payne and Lynn
Bari. There's the comedian—Milton
Berle. There's the music—Glenn Miller

and his orchestra. Gay and entertaining

!

This Woman Is Mine—Universal

Somewhere along the line something
happened to this. Unhappily, it didn't
happen for the best. The action is pokey

;

the atmosphere morbid instead of lively.
Adventure doesn't make its bow until tlie

last few minutes and then it's too late to
care. The story is about a fur-trading
expedition. Carol Bruce's vivid person-
ality is not shown to advantage. Franchot
Tone's movements are lethargic

; John
Carroll's accent is thick, but he's lively.

More Reviews on Page 17
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WALTER
WANGER'S
Great

Adxenturomance

of Today!

'^'GENE TIERNEY • BRUCE CABOT • GEORGE SANDERS

HARRY CAREY JOSEPH CALLEIA • Reginald Gardiner - Carl Esmond

Marc Lawrence * SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE

Directed by Henry Hathaway • From the Saturday Evening Post story "Sundown" and screenplay

by Barre Lyndon • A HENRY HATHAWAY PRODUCTION • Released thru United Artists

• ASK THE MANAGER OF YOUR LOCAL THEATRE WHEN HE IS PLAYING THIS GREAT ADVENTURO/WANCE

SCREENLAND * 3



MOTHER

MOTHER: You haven't been yourself all

day. I think you need a laxative.

ALICE: O-h, Mommy ! Do I have to take

that nasty old medicine again?

MOTHER: No, Darling. Here's a laxative

you'll really enjoy. It's Ex-Lax!

ALICE: Yummy, this is fun to take! It

tastes just like swell chocolate.

MOTHER: You slept like a top all night.

How did that Ex-Lax work?

ALICE: Fine, Mommy! And it didn't up-
set me the way that other laxative did.

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough, yet

gentle! No shock. No strain. No weak-
ening after-effects. Just an easy, com-
fortable movement that brings blessed

relief. Ex-Lax is not too strong—not too

mild—just right. Take Ex-Lax accord-

ing to the directions on the label.

It's good for every member of the

family. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

MV The Original

Mm Mm3%. JUk. Chocolated Laxative

GASSY STOMACH
^" ach acid discomforts w.th JBSTSl

Great for acid indigestion and heartburn,

fast" good. Contain no bicarbonate of soda.

Guaranteed by the

makers of Ex-Lax.

10c AROLL—3 for 25c\

Stop Itch
Relieve itching of eczema, pimples,
athlete's foot, rashes and other skin
troubles. Use cooling antiseptic D.D.D.
Prescription. Greaseless, stainless.
Stops itching quickly. 35c trial bottle
proves it— or money back. Ask your
druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

FIRST PRIZE LETTER

$10.00

Why the fuss over movie propaganda?
Almost any serious effort in any direction

has some touch of propaganda in its effect,

and as pictures are bound to reflect the
spirit of the times, we're going to get a
certain amount of war stories. I'm willing

for Hollywood to play its dramatic role

in disseminating current history, but I

hope they minimize the false glories and
the cankerous bitterness. I don't believe

the world is dying of dry-rot as long as
there are Edna Gladneys living for the
benefit of "Blossoms in the Dust." I'm
tired of being told I have to hate some-
body. There are too many unknown, un-
sung Father Flanagans in the world to
love. If the stress on human relationships

for the future happiness and betterment
of all is to replace hate and pessimism

—

let Hollywood lead the glad parade. Let's

have oodles of pictures of romance and
love and hope in the most glamorous
Hollywood styles—for I believe the fans
are ready for romance plus, just as they
were ready for the streamlined Abbott and
Costello brand of old-time slapstick com-
edy. The whole world is anxious to have
a good laugh with somebody, and to be
in love again, with just most anybody, and
if Hollywood can spread that kind of prop-
aganda—go ahead, Hollywood, and spread!

MRS. BERNIECE B. JACKSON, Ludlow, Ky.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER

$5.00

It was fine and dandy for Johnnie to

take me to the movies and swoon over
Colbert and Dietrich, because I figured I

was near and Colbert and Dietrich were a
few thousand miles away, and what could
a few shapely shadows on the screen mean
to Johnnie while I was near him? That
was the way I had it summed up until

Johnnie went to camp for Uncle Sam, but
now they've invented Glamor Junkets and
"my Johnnie" has lunch with Claudette
and takes Marlene riding in a "jeep," and
has his pictures taken with both of them
while I'm the "forgotten girl" back home.

Competition is all right to a certain ex-
tent, but these Glamor Junkets are too
much for this "girl friend." I say it's un-
fair; it ain't right and I protest!

W. L. STONER, Muncie, Ind.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS

$1.00 EACH
Eating well-balanced meals seems to be

the main problem of every household these
days, but occasionally our spirits run below
par and need a little uplift, for this purpose
the movies certainly can "dish" out a well-
rounded entertainment menu

!

To me an emotional upset is just as ex-
asperating as an upset stomach but I find

a good cure for the blues is a nice helping
of laughter served a la Ritz Brothers.
When I'm in a romantic mood a choice
"blue plate" of Charles Boyer seems to fill

the bill, while my adventuresome nature
is soothed by a "juicy" murder with Basil
Rathbone as the "main dish."

Supplying myself with emotional "vita-

mins" is no trouble at all with such por-
tions of "protein" as Clark Gable, Spen-
cer Tracy and William Powell. I make no
protests when my "calcium" is in the form
of Bette Davis, Myrna Loy or Paulette
Goddard, and who am I to deny that I like

a generous amount of "dextrose"—Baby
Sandy supplies this need.

To flare up your ego and lift your spir-

its try a well-balanced menu of motion
pictures to keep you eMOTIONally
happy

!

MRS. GRACE A. LOCKE, Los Angeles, Calif.

Many times I have been convinced by
advance fanfare that a certain picture

would be the season's sensation, and have
cancelled all plans and hoarded pennies

against its arrival, only to be sadly disap-

pointed at having the picture fall short of

my expectations. Balancing that is the

pleasant experience of getting far more
than I bargained for, for such was the

case when I went to see Jack Benny in

"Charley's Aunt." I suppose my husband's

natural reaction best explains it, for after

watching him for the first time on the

screen, after laughing at his radio antics

for years, he said, "Why, the fellow can

really act
!"

And so he can act, and did an excellent

job of it in that picture, and I might add

that I was equally surprised to find he is

good-looking, too. It certainly is a pleasant

change to find an actor who_ is so per-

sonally unassuming that the sight of him
is a genuine surprise and a pleasure.

MRS. MAE ANDERSON, Akron, Ohi<
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SHOEMAKER STICK TO YOUR LAST!

A handful of bigwigs have gotten

around to smearing pictures they

openly confess they haven't seen.

Well! Well! And Tut! Tut! We re-

sent that a little simply because we
have always believed in the proverb

"Let not a shoemaker judge above his

shoe." So let's leave the producing of

pictures to the movie producers. It

seems to us the cash customers should
have the last say-so on the subject,

anyway. Producers make movies with

an eye to the box office; you with an
eye and an ear to entertainment. In

the final analysis you, the cash cus-

tomers, are the big bosses. Which re-

minds us that we want to hear from
you. We much prefer knowing what
you like and dislike about the movies
than what any bigwig, with an axe to

grind, thinks. This is a standing in-

vitation. Don't forget those monthly
cash prizes of $10.00, $5.00 and five

of $1.00 each.

Please address your letters to

Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th Street, New York, N. Y.

While reading your Fans' Forum page
I came across Emily Lee Dove's letter.

She says that the Andrews Sisters are

frightening. Miss Dove must be a very
lovely lady. I would like to see a picture

of her printed in your magazine. Miss
Dove also states that the Harvard college

boys selected the Andrews Sisters as the

most frightening. Who do those squirts

think they are, great judges of feminine
beauty ?

I don't claim to be a judge of beauty but
I do know that the Andrews Sisters have
beauty in their voices. I don't expect a

prize for this letter. Please just print it and
let's see if anybody else thinks as I do.

I never went to college so maybe I'm not
qualified; to judge beauty. I'm just A
Soldier.

SGT. J. K. H., Canal Zone

I don't belong to the "Prunes and
Prisms" school nor am I one of the old

dodos who are continually writing com-
plaining letters to long-suffering editors.

In fact, I'm just an ordinary young fellow

who works hard every day and two or
three times a week goes to the movies for
recreation.

What I can't get is the hue and cry
against the poor, harmless sweater ! I have
noticed in nearly every movie that the

girls wear evening clothes so low-cut as
to be positively dangerous, and nary a com-
plaint about them. Also, how about the
period movies—in some of them I know
the ladies would be grateful for a sweater,
for their health's sake if for no other rea-

son.

Let's be consistent—bring back our
sweater girls and you can have the "ladies

of the evening frocks."

JERRY PERSAN, Columbus, Ohio

I have read a great deal of editorial

comment regarding the Senate Interstate

Commerce sub-committee's investigation

of movie producers and their so-called film

propaganda and I was glad to see the

newspapers support freedom for the movies
and radio, but none of them gave the
fans' viewpoint.
Most of us are pretty tolerant of the

other fellow's ideas. For instance, we may

not care for the screen star who rates high
with our neighbor, or someone may like

Westerns which we can't abide, but that

is all right, because we have learned to

censor our own movies by staying away
from the ones we don't like or condemn.
And now comes some member of the

Senate sub-committee who admits he has
not seen the movies he wants to suppress
and tells us it is not good for us to see
the wickedness of THAT MAN and his

cohorts. Are we babies to be protected
from the bogey man? The producers at
least know how quickly we'd reject such
a picture. They do not always know what
we want, but at least they know better than
some of the members of that committee.
We may deplore that isolationist's view-

point and yet support his right to express
it, but he had better realize here and now
that the movies belong to the people and
we will do our own censoring. We will

not tolerate interference from those ser-

vants of the people who have lost touch
with the ones they are supposed to repre-
sent.

We fans will do our own criticizing of

our shows. They had better lay off before
we forget to be tolerant of their piddling
beliefs.

HELEN M. BRADLEY, Kansas City, Mo.

HONORABLE MENTION
Three cheers, Mary Margaret Thomas

of Jefferson City, Mo., for your letter pub-
lished in September Screenland ! You
took the words right out of my mouth.
I, too, am fed up on the Dr. Kildarc series.

Why don't they get away from this poppy-
cock which is ruining Lew Ayres and give
him some real breaks? I agree with you
that he is too fine an actor to be wasted
in pictures of this kind so you are not
alone in your opinion.

HELEN VALERIA SHEEHY,
Wallingford, Conn.

Were I Mrs. Aladdin I'd borrow my
husband's lamp, polish it up a bit, and send
carloads of diamond-studded Oscars to the
following stars for the joy they've brought
to millions

:

Betty Field—refreshingly real and for-

ever feminine.

Ginger Rogers—delightfully pert yet
simple and sweet.

Joan Crawford—unafraid, sincere and
lasting.

Paulette Goddard

—

truly glamorous and
truly capable.

Glenn Ford—the screen's most appealing
young actor.

MRS. PRESTON CHAPMAN,
Birmingham, Ala.

If I could choose a new male star for

1942, he would be David Bruce, an ex-
tremely capable and competent young actor

who has a confidence and charm that draws
fans like a magnet.
He is as refined as a southern gentle-

man, as handsome as a young Colman, as

refreshing as a Niven, as warm and vital

as a Gable, with the added enhancement of

the passion and tenderness of a Power. All
of which adds up to why I like David
Bruce and believe him to be of the stuff

of which stars are made.
I wish all the fans who saw David

Bruce in "Singapore Woman," a little pro-
gram picture which he made important,

would voice their approval of him in this

Fans' Forum, too.

HELEN E. NIGRA,
San Francisco, Calif.

0JLL YOUR HAIR

Let Halo Shampoo
Rid Your Hair of Soap Film!

OLD-fashioned "soapy" shampoos
leave a dulling film on hair . . .

film that makes it hard to curl.

But just try one Halo shampoo . . .

because Halo contains no soap, there-

fore Halo leaves no dulling film! It's

made with a new-type ingredient!

Halo leaves your hair radiantly lovely

and easy to manage . . . reveals its

natural virgin color.

And when you shampoo with Halo
there's no need for a lemon or vinegar

after-rinse. Halo makes billowy lather

in hardest water.

Get Halo Shampoo—to-

day, in generous 10c or

larger sizes! Halo has the
full approval of Good
Housekeeping
Bureau. y^"^L'"'<'7,

Good Housekeeping
J

HALOsHAMPOO
A product of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Company

-Guaranteed Rings-
wAviation emblem Ring for 1

^Ladies, also Boys, in 1/ 40 10K^
rolled Gold plate; or a lovely new1

I sweetheart Ring in 1/30 10K rolled

Gold plate; your size» your choice, FOR selling 4 boxes of
Rosebud Salve at 25c each. Patriotic Lapel Pin FREE with
each ring for prompt selling. Order4salve. SendNoMoney.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. BOX 57,W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND.

>, CALLOUSES
BURNING or TENDERNESS on

BOTTOM of your FEET

Doctor's New Quicker Relief!

GetNewS/<£er-So#Dr.Scholl'sZino-
pads if you have painful callouses,
burning or tenderness on bottom of
your feet. They give quick relief;

soothe, cushion, protectthe sensitive

area. 630% softer than before! Sepa-
rate Medicaticnisiacladed for remov-
ing callouses. Cost but a trifle.

D-r5cho//sTmopads
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^SKinCare

Here's a good tip from little Miss
Constance Blake, who like many
youngsters, depends on Resinol
Soap and Ointment for the daily

care her delicate skin requires.

Why not use Resinol Soap to
cleanse and refreshyou r skin? Then
see how smooth and soft it feels.

For skin irritations, externally

caused, apply specially medicated
Resinol Ointment. It allays the
burning itch, and so aids healing.

Buy both from any druggist today, and

follow this special skin care. For sample

Resinol, S-10, Baltimore, Md.

Face
Lips

Chin Arms Legs
mmapijjy m I had ugly hair . . . was unloved dis-

couraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive nethod. It worked. I

have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.

My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 57, Chicago.

SONGWRITERS
Original songs and song poems wanted. NO CHARGE FOR
MELODIES. Monthly awards. Free Examination.

HOLLYWOOD RECORDING STUDIOS
Dept. R3, Box 87 Preuss Sta. LOS ANGELES

NATIONAL DEFENSE

against hosiery

Be prepared! Don t let a sudden*

run spoil your day' Just a drop .»

of RUN-R-STOP-the famous \
colorless liquid, STOPS runs and
snags instantly and permanently,

in all silk and Nylon hose! Easy

to carry; easy to use; easy to re-

move Comes in a gay colored

vanity. Carry RUN-R-STOP in

your handbag, and end runs'

Get it today-' 10£ at all dept.,

drug, shoe, hosiery & 10£ stores.

Rui¥ RSTOP
Dept. 38, Mornstown,

(ISC' in Canada)

Complete, fube in vanity

SCREENLANDS
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley

10 II !2 13

16

26

31

ACROSS
Co-star, "Birth of the Blues"
He plays Charlie Chan
Makes a mistake
Range, scope
She's featured in "Harmon of

Michigan"
Co-star, "The Men In Her
Life"
Infrequently
" Finger, Left Hand"
(Loy, Douglas)
Pa's wife
Opposite of outs (like ups and
downs)
Payment
Co-star, "Lady Be Good"
Co-starj "Mexican Spitfire's

Baby"
Co-star, "Our Wife"
"- - - Night in Lisbon" (Car-

roll, MacMurray)
Star of "Sunny"
Darling
Article
Started aside (as a horse) ^
Butler's character name in "Un-
finished Business"
Amount owing
Famous Swedish star

She's featured in "We Go Fast"
To clean with a broom
To lift up

Time For Comedy" (Rus-
sell, Stewart)
Cavern (poetic)
She's featured in "I Was A
Prisoner On Devil's Island"
Malt drink
To spin around
To cultivate (as land)
She's growing up out of "brat"
roles

He's featured in "Shadow of

the Thin Man"
To cease living
Near by
"

,
My Love" (Colbert)

Star, "It Started With Eve"

76.
78.
80.
81.
82.
83.

44

Genuine
Ghastly, dismal
Dregs
Otherwise
What every extra hopes to play
Old-time musical instrument

DOWN
He's featured in "Paris Call-

ing" -
' ...

Co-star, "Unfinished Business"
His new one is "The Chocolate
Soldier"
To wander about
Domesticated
"Accent - - Love" (Montgom-
ery, Massen)
Ignited
She plays Mrs. Fitzhugh in "A
Yank in the R.A.F."
Scolded, berated
Norse legends
Note of the scale

He played opposite
Garbo in "Mata Hari"
Trap
"Aloma • • The South
Seas"
Woman star of silent

days (
' 'The Big

Parade" )

Eel fisherman
Her new one is "We
Were Dancing"
Bird who builds a nest

He's featured in "Pud-
din' Head"
Exclamation
Light carriage
Ida Lupino's sweet-
heart in "Out Of The
Fog"
Public notices (ahbrev.)
"- - - Wine" (Ilona
Massey)
Sea eagle .

"That Night In
(Faye, Ameche)
Give birth to (Biblical)

46.
47.
50.

52.

55.

57.

58.

59.

61.
63.
64.
66.

What dogs wag
To be ill

Star, "A Yank in the R.A.F."
Compass point (Abbrev.

)

Excitement
Co-star, "The Wagons Roll At
Night"
Conscious of
He's featured in "Mr.
Aldrich's Boy"
Emanate
Ocean steamship
Rental contract
He plays Norton in "The Smil-
ing Ghost"
Sums up
Myself
Epoch
Everyone
Since
Small European fish

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle
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Married Bachelor— M-G-M
Here's a chuckle. After seven

years of marriage Ruth Hussey
and Robert Young are still just

one step ahead of the sheriff. Ruth
is able to take a very breezy out-

look on their monetary mess be-

cause she has a terrific crush on
her husband. Robert promises to

turn over a new leaf and become a

respectable businessman. Meeting
Sam Levene, a bookie, is not ex-
actly respectable, but it leads to com-
plications, martial and otherwise.

Under Fiesta Stars—Republic

Gene Autry and pretty Carol

Hughes jointly inherit a mine.

Carol is all for selling out, but is

balked by Gene because such a pro-

cedure would throw the valley into

a terrible state of unemployment.
Carol has to learn her lesson in

righteousness the hard way. But
learn she does. A new addition to

the comedy department is Joseph
Strauch, Jr. a miniature Smiley
Burnette. Gene delivers a few pleas-

ant ditties in his own inimitable way.

Death Valley Outlaws—Republic

Don "Red" Barry's name is

synonomous with law and order.

He's a clean-cut, hard-fighting,

fearless cowboy from the wide
open spaces. Don, like our modern
G-Men, is the kind of hero little

shavers try to emulate when play-

ing cops and robbers. A band of

masked terrorists ride the hills,

plundering and killing. The vigi-

lantes are unable to cope with the
situation. Lynn Merrick hasn't much
to do, but she's mightv decorative.

mM EDGAR BUCHANAN 1

Roger Clark Ruth Donnelly Melville Cooper 1

Screen play by Claude Binyon

DIRECTED BY WESLEY RUGGLES • A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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These may be the first signs that troublesome germs associ-

ated with a cold are attempting to invade the throat tissue and
set up infection.

Quick action may ward off a cold or nip it in the bud if it is

just starting. Begin gargling with Listerine Antiseptic at the

first hint of trouble. Don't dilute it. Use full strength.

Listerine reaches way back on throat surfaces to kill millions

of the "secondary invaders." These bacteria, say many author-

ities, cause most of the distressing aspects of a cold.

LISTERINE GARGLE REDUCED GERMS
awings illustrate height

of range in germ reductions
on mouth and throat surfaces in

test cases before and after gar-

gling Listerine Antiseptic. Fifteen

minutes after gargling, germ re-,

ductions up to 96.7% were noted;

and even one hour after, germs
were still reduced as much as 80%.

For impressive evidence of Listerine's amazing power against

the very germs which accompany colds and sore throat read

carefully the test data summarized in the panel above.

Test Results Showed:

FEWER COLDS and SORE THROATS for LISTERINE USER:

The above statement is one for you to

remember the next time you feel a cold

or sore throat coming on.

It is highly impressive when you re-

alize that it reflects the results of care-

fully conducted tests during a ten year

period of research.

First, these tests showed that those

groups which gargled Listerine Anti-

septic twice a day contracted fewer colds

than the non-using groups.

Furthermore, these colds were milder

and did not last as long as those of non-

users of Listerine Antiseptic.

This success, we believe, must be due

to the ability of Listerine Antiseptic to

combat the troublesome bacteria which

inhabit and multiply on mouth and

throat surfaces . . . the very bacteria that

many authorities say are responsible for

most of the distressing aspects

of a cold.

In other words, Listerine Anti-

septic often seems to give Na-
ture the helping hand she needs

in combating such germs when
fatigue, drafts, wet feet, or ex-

posure have weakened body re-

sistance so that germs find the

tissue easier to attack.

Gargle Listerine Antiseptic

systematically as a precaution

against colds and as a first aid when you

feel a cold or simple sore throat coming

on. It may save you real trouble.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Where illness often starts

LISTERINE

THROAT

LIGHT
BATTERIES INCLUDED
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An Open Letter

to

Claudette Colbert

In "Skylark," Colbert is

at her enchanting best

opposite Ray Milland.

DEAR CLAUDETTE:
Frankly, this is a fan letter—inspired by

your sparkling performance in "Skylark," your

latest.

It should have been written a long time ago! It

took your blithe acting in "Skylark" to wake me

up. Somehow I had been taking Colbert very much

for granted for too long. Your pictures have mostly

been good, your acting always elegant—so in the

rush of new faces and—er—forms in the movie pa-

rade I just accepted Claudette as the ever-satisfac-

tory star and let it go at that.

Well, that was far from fair. How many other

Hollywood stars have kept pace with progress as

you have? Starting as a sex-appeal kid, back in

those saucy Lubit&ch days, you surprised everybody

by advancing into dramatic stature by leaps and

bounds of those handsome legs—which, not inci-

dentally at all, still shape up among Hollywood's

finest, Grable or no Grable. "It Happened One

Night" and it kept right on happening—Colbert

could be depended upon for entertaining pictures,

and became a Big Box Office Star. Versatility, too

—comedy or drama, all the same to you. (Though

I like you in comedy best.) The movie parade

moved along and you moved with it—and still

you've never got stuffy, you've kept your head and

your temper, you're never too busy to be gracious

—a little lesson some of the dazzling newcomers

had better learn, but quick. Instead of scandals you

took up skiing and sailing—you couldn't stand still

if you tried. That's why I think we fans owe you

a vote of thanks. Here's mine. Cuties may come

and go, but Colbert, we hope, goes on forever

—

and she's pretty cute, too.

19



Socialites and filmi+es include Gloria Van-
derbilt and Cobina Wright, Jr., with George
Montgomery, top; Lady Mendl at movie
party; Lady Furness with Eddie Lowe; Jock
Whitney; Bruce Cabot and visiting lovely,

above; Liz Whitney with the Fred Astaires

and Randy Scott; the Franklin D. Roosevelt,

Jrs., studio-visiting; Alfred Vanderbilt, Jr.;

Joan Whitney Payson in a party; the Doug
Fairbanks, Jrs., with Mrs. John Jacob Astor.
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Why do the blue-bloods seek the

red-blooded society of cinema-

ville? Here's the surprising answer

By

Elizabeth Wilson

I AST fall we read in the newspapers
and magazines how aghast, agog.

|
stunned and fretted the Bloods In-

digo at snooty Tuxedo Park were when
Jinx Falkenburg, movie star and model,

attended their sacred Autumn Ball.

Seems that Jinx was smuggled in by her

escorts, B. Sumner Welles and Bedford

Davie, and knew nothing of the uproar

she was about to cause. Only girls des-

tined to carry on Society's lorgnette

traditions are invited to Tuxedo Park's

Autumn Ball. An actress at their party !

The stuffy dow- (Please turn to page 60)
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NOW
HE'S

BETTE'S >

Our fictionization contin-
ues on following pages, with
complete cast and credits.

THERE had never been a celebrity quite like Sheri-

dan Whiteside, the middle-aged pixie of the air-

waves and the most beloved literary figure of his

time. He was the wittiest wit, the most critical critic, the

whimsical authority on everything from Charles Dickens
to murder. His writings cast a spell of enchantment and
his weekly broadcasts were just fifteen minutes of unut-

terable bliss in which the listener became a part of

Whiteside's own full, rich life as he told little anecdotes.of

the famous and humble alike, pointed sometimes with his

gentle irony and at others touched by the compassion of

his great understanding and love for all humanity. FICTIONIZATION by

22



CAME^DINNER
NOW
HE'S

ANN'S

!

Broadway's comedy sensation
becomes the season's most en-
tertaining film! Exclusive f i

c-

tionization of Warner Bros,

pr- picture from famous George
S. Kaufman-Moss Hart play,

with Bette Davis, Ann Sheri-

dan, and Monte Woolley
playing his original title role

Monte Woolley in

title role, backed
up by Bette Davis
as his secretary,
Ann Sheridan as
her rival for affec-

tions of newcomer
Richcrd Travis—

a

great cast for a
great comedy!



memory to stay with her for the rest of

her life. But it had turned out to be even
more wonderful than that. He had slipped
on the ice as he was walking up the steps

to her house and his hip was broken.
That meant he would be their guest in-

definitely. Mrs. Stanley was so thrilled

she could hardly bear it.

Everything had been so exciting, even
though the great man had been confined
to his room, with messages coming from
all parts of the world. It was too wonder-
ful. Mrs. Stanley couldn't understand
how Maggie Cutler, Whiteside's secre-

tary, could take it all so casually. She didn't bat an eye,
even when people like Ethel Barrymore and Winston
Churchill and Katharine Cornell and the Windsors called.

But the best part was coming. He was well enough to
come down stairs. Mrs. Stanley's heart was fluttering
as she placed the family around her as a sort of welcom-
ing committee, with John the butler and Sarah the cook
lined up behind them for all the world like the servants
in a gracious English country house. Richard and June
were actually impressed for the first time their mother
could remember, and even her husband looked expectant

Mrs. Stanley, president of the Mesalia, Ohio, Woman's as the door to the living room opened and there on the
Club, had followed his life breathlessly though vicari- threshold was Sheridan Whiteside, looking so distin-
ously, reading of his travels, his fabulous friends, chuck- guished with his long beard that he made even the wheel
ling over the reports of his outrageous escapades with chair he was sitting in seem like a throne. There was a
Banjo, the utterly mad Hollywood comedian, and thrill- hush as the nurse wheeled him in, with Dr. Bradley and
ing to the pictures of him with Lorraine Sheldon, the Maggie acting as convoy.
famous screen star, and Beverly Carlton, England's gift "How do you do, Mr. Whiteside!" Ernest Stanley was
to sophistication and the stage—and all the other glamor- the first to break the awed silence. "I hope that you're
ous personalities who were his intimates. better."

Just having had him as her guest for dinner on the "Thank you," Whiteside said. "I am suing you for
evening of his lecture at the club would have been a a hundred and fifty thousand dollars." He glared at Mrs.
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Stanlev
" \nd why are you standing there like the kiss

of death?" he demanded. "I have a few small matters to

take up with you. Since I shall

be confined in this mouldy

mortuary for at least another

ten days, I shall have to carry

on my activities as best I can.

I shall require the exclusive

use of this room, as well as

that drafty sewer you call the

librarv." He leaned back im-

patiently, then bolted upright

again as his head came in con-

tact with Miss Preens capable

hands fluffing up his pillows.

"Will vou take your clammy

hand off my chair?" he de-

manded. "You have the touch

of a love-starved cobra. And

now will vou all leave quietly

or must I ask Miss Cutler to

pass among you with a base-

te
Mrf Stanley looked like a child whose lollypop had

just been snatched away as she tiptoed from the room,

while

"I

you're here? I would like your opinion on it.

shall drop everything." Whiteside glared at the

bulky manuscript and turned

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER"

Warner Bros, picturization of the play by

George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart. Execu-

tive producer Hal B. Wallis. Directed by

William Keighlev. Screenplay by Julius J.

and Philip G. Epstein. With the following

cast

:

Sheridan Whiteside Monty Woolley

Maggie Cutler Bette Davis

Lorraine Sheldon Ann Sheridan

Bert Jefferson Richard Travis

Beverly Carlton Reginald Gardiner

Mrs. Ernest Stanley Bilhe Burke

Mr Ernest Stanley Grant Mitchell

June Stanley Elisabeth Fraser

Richard Stanley Russell Arms

Harriet Ruth \ man
Miss Preen..- -Mary Wickes

Dr. Bradley George Barbier

Banjo J imm>' Durante

it over to Maggie. "Will you

take Forty Years an Ohio

Butcher or whatever it's called

and
—

"

Maggie shook her head as

the door closed hastily be-

hind the doctor. "You know.

Sherry," she said quietly,

"you have one great advan-

tage over everybody else in

the world. You never have to

meet Sheridan Whiteside. I

must say you have certainly

behaved with all your accus-

tomed grace and charm."

"Look here, puss," White-

side said firmly. "If we may
dismiss the subject of my
charm, for which, incidentally.

I receive fifteen hundred dol-

lars per appearance, perhaps we can get to work. Oh.

no we can't," he decided as he (Please turn to page 62)

beckoning to the others to follow. But Dr. Brad-

ley lingered. "Shall I look in again this after-

noon?" he asked with a false heartiness.

"If you do," Whiteside said evenly, "I shall

spit in vour eye."

The 'doctor laughed uneasily. "W hat a sense

of humor vou writers have ! By the way, I've been

doing a little writing myself. I'm calling it Forty

Years an Ohio Doctor: The Story of a Humble

Practitioner. I happen to have a copy with me.

Would it be too much to ask you to glance over it

Scene stills tell the hilarious story of

"The Man Who Came to Dinner,"

exclusive fictionization presented here.

Principals are Bette Davis, Ann Sheri-

dan, Monte Woolley, Jimmy Durante,

in amusing episodes from big film.

Above, the wild-eyed and ga-

ga Jimmy Durante and Monty

Woolley shake hands on some
mischief they've thought up.
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By

Liza

Royal Family of
Hollywood, sec-
ond generation—
the Douglas Fair-

banks, Jrs.—greet
you as honored
guests in this, their

first exclusive
home interview

I ESS than three years ago, as time flies, Mary Lee
Epling Hartford curled up on the satin coverlet ofL Merle Oberon's guest-room bed, and gave herself

over to a fine case of moping. She just couldn't have
been more miserable. Her marriage to good-looking
young Huntington Hartford, of the chain store millions,
was definitely on the rocks—no use kidding herself any
longer. She was homesick for her home in Virginia. And



Photographs of Mr. and Mrs. Dovglas Fairbanks,

Jr., made exclusively for Screenland by Tom Evans.

it was pouring down rain. Why go on, she'

thought, when my life is over ! She had just

worked herself up to a good girlish howl,

when the door opened, and Merle entered.

"You're a silly girl, Mary Lee, to stay up

here feeling sorry for yourself," said Merle,

"when downstairs in my living

room is the most attractive

man in Hollywood." (Please

turn to page 78)

In a dual role tailored to his

measurements, Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr., returns to the screen in Edward

Small's lavish production of "The

Corsican Brothers," above. The

other photographs on these two

pages are the first ever made of

young Doug and his lovely wife,

Mary Lee, in their Pacific Palisades

home, and we proudly present

them as a scoop for your pleasure.
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All you young people

with screen ambitions!

Here's straight talk

from a great director

who is not afraid to

admit that the movies

want new faces. If

you've got the stuff,

Hollywood can't get

along without you

HOLLYWOOD
NEEDS YOU!

By SAM WOOD, Famous Director

Ann Sheridan, above, playing her first big dramatic

role in Sam Wood's latest production, "Kings Row,"
expresses Mr. Wood's meaning when he says: "I stress

personality above acting ability. Call it by any name
you like—vitality, sex appeal, emotional warmth—the

fact remains that acting ability can be acquired, per-

sonality can't. If you haven't it to begin with, nothing
and nobody on Cod's green earth can give it to you.

Without it, you'll be a dud on the screen!"

Now, you kids with screen aspirations—have YOU real

personality? If so, you have a chance. But don't forget

that dozens of new people are screen-tested every

week in Hollywood—and never used. The noted dis-

coverer of Martha Scott, Creer Carson, lames Craig,

and many other stars tells you in this exclusive feature

seme of the obstacles you would be up against once

you crashed the studios. It's frank and hard advice

from an authority—can you take it?
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THIS is addressed to all you young people with

screen ambitions who happen to read it. I've been

asked to tell you what I think of your chances in

Hollywood today. There's a certain danger attached to

the giving of advice, a responsibility assumed by the

adviser which he has no right to assume when, as in

this case, the advisees are unknown to him and what's

right for Mary may be wrong as sin for Jack.

So I'm offering no advice. Instead, I give you the

facts as I see them from where I sit. Since I'm closer

to the ring, my clearer view of them may be helpful to

you in the bleachers. It's for you to apply them to your

own cases.

Now that I've shifted the onus of responsibility, I

make bold to tell you that if you have personality and

the will to act, Hollywood needs you. The chance of

her taking you is another matter, which I shall presently

delve into. But that she needs you Hollywood herself,

at her most confused, will not dispute. Personalities

form her chief stock-in-trade, her most precious asset.

Take them away, and what's left are liabilities.

You will note that I stress personality above acting

ability. This is by design. I consider it more important.

Call it by any name you like—vitality, sex appeal,

emotional warmth—the fact remains that acting ability

can be acquired, personality can't. If you haven't it to

begin with, nothing and nobody on God's green earth

can inject it into you. Without it, you'll be a dud on

the screen.

With it, you stand a chance. I wish I could say a

good, even a fair chance. All I can honestly say, is a

chance. It's not my object to discourage you. On the

contrary. If only for Hollywood's sake, I should like to

spur you on to every effort. But not by pulling the wool

over your eyes. Some knowledge of the obstacles ahead

may help you steer your effort to better purpose.

There's no producer or director in the industry worth

his salt who doesn't, according to his temperament, pray,

bellow or weep for new faces. Every time we cast a

picture, we go through hell. We know we haven't the

proper tools to build with. It's like saying to a man,

Great di-
rector Sam
Wood, top
left, has such

fine films as

''Goodbye,
M r. Chi ps,

"

"Our Town,"
d now

"Kings Row"
to his credit.

Top, he coach-

es Ann Sheri-

dan; above,
Ann with Ron-

ald Reagan in

scene from
"Kings Row"
— which we
will present in

fiction form in

an early issue;

right, refresh-

ment and fun

on the set.

here's a shovel, go make a boat. He can't make a boat

with a shovel, and we can't make the kind of pictures

we want to make with the inadequate human inventory

we have to draw on. So what happens? We're desper-

ate for an actor to play a certain part. We scramble

around, we try to borrow, we run tests of knowns and

unknowns, we get to the point where expenses pile up.

shooting's scheduled to start and everyone's squirming.

We set out with hopes of Clark Gable and end up. willing

to settle for Old King Cole.

Which leads to the question you're going to ask next.

With so many aspirants (Please turn to page 73)
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The eleganf Nelson Eddy you meet in the movies
gives you no warning of the down-to-earth good fel-

low you'd meet in his own home. Yep, here he is at
right, admiring one of the monstrous Mexican variety
lemons which grow on one tree in his back yard. The
lovely lady seen with him above is his wife, Ann.

NO,
THERE'S no "D" on the end of

this "Ph." For this new academic de-

gree goes beyond the merely mental
accomplishments of Doctor of Philosophy. It

means simply "perfect husband," and cer-

tainly Nelson Eddy has earned the right to

decorate his already radiant name with this

further rosette of honor. To prove that this

title is fact, not fancy, here are ten points
which make Nelson Eddy a Perfect Husband :

1. He is very good-natured, and likes to

laugh. It takes a great deal to annoy Nelson,
for he has universal understanding, and has
been through the mill himself, and therefore
is always willing to see the other fellow's

viewpoint. Being the fine healthy specimen
that he is, he has that exuberance of spirit

which is really the essence of good nature.
He relishes an opportunity to let loose a really

good belly laugh, but never at the other fel-

low's expense.

2. He likes people and likes to entertain,

but is a one-woman man. Nelson has an avid
curiosity, in the finer sense. Likes to figure

out the actions and reactions of people, and
therefore makes a grand host. However, he'd
never center his attention on a woman guest,

and thereby cause his wife to be jealous.

Neither does he show lack of trust in his

wife by displaying jealousy of her.

3. He likes left-overs. Food, I mean. His
favorites are such dishes as hash, croquettes,

and the like, made from last night's roast. He
likes simple, plain foods of all kinds, and en-

joys raiding the ice-box best of all. Oh, yes,

and tomato-soup cake.

4. Fie appreciates women's clothes. His
mother has taught him a fine discrimination

in such matters, and Nelson never fails to re-

mark on that new piece of finery. And this

keeps him very busy, as both his wife and
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"The Chocolate Soldier" is the biggest and, some

say, the best Nelson Eddy film so far. M-G-M has

made a lavish musical version of "The Guardsman"

for Eddy, has given him Met-opera songbird Rise

Stevens as co-star—see scenes at left. Above, page

Mr. Ripley—it's Nelson disguised for his dual role.

mother have unusually fine, though conserva-

tive, taste in clothes. As their photographs

testify.

5. Loves a home. (A Cancer attribute, you

astrology-hounds). This perhaps is his most

outstanding characteristic. He takes a keen

interest in home decoration, and the garden.

Accent on luxury in the house. And accent

on any color, so long as it's blue.

6. He lacks conceit. Has a natural pride in

self, but is singularly without self-adulation.

He has learned humility, and this same hu-

mility carries over into the husband depart-

ment, naturally.

7. He is generous. Not only generous with

money but truly generous-spirited.

8. He is thoughtful and moderate. He
thinks of small but important ways of pleas-

ing those he loves. Notes all their likes and

dislikes and he has an uncanny memory.

9. He is tender, affectionate and loyal.

These attributes are part of his mother's

training. Always they have had a pleasantly

affectionate association, and Nelson merely

added the proper connubial zest to this part

of his nature when he married.

10. Likes animals and likes to read. He
especially likes horses and dogs. Likes all

games. As hobbies, he likes to sculpt and col-

lect old marked pewter. Is an insatiable

reader, and very well-informed.

And there you are. Sounds easy, doesn't it ?

And it is easy, for the Nelson Eddy of to-

day. For he is a "natural" for this role of

Perfect Husband. His whole life has fitted

him for it. And no little credit for his suc-

cess in this important department of life

should go to his mother, Isabelle Eddy, for

she made him what he is today.

Five years ago, when I was acting as Nel-

son's secretary the {Please turn to page Sj)
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WHAT do you know about this Martha Scott?

I live here in Hollywood and all I knew
about her was that : she broke my heart and

ruined my make-up in "Our Town" and Cheers For
Miss Bishop" ; she was born, September 22d, on a farm,

in the small town of Jamesport, Missouri ; she gradu-

ated from the University of Michigan with a teaching

certificate for safety, the desire to be an actress for a

dream ; she comes from distinguished forebears, her

father, Walter Scott, being related to the famed novelist

of the same name ; her mother, the former Letha Mc-
Kinley, is a second cousin of the martyred president,

also of the same name. That's all I knew for facts. The
rest was hearsay and conjecture.

I'd heard that she is married, that she lives on a

Exclusive pictures of Martha
Bcott made at her new ranch
home for Scubenland by
Schuyler Crail, Warner Bros.

ranch. She is and does. I imagined her hair was tan
color, her eyes blue. Wrong. Her hair is gold color. Her
eyes are brown. She has a mouth done by a diamond
cutter, it is so beautifully and sensitively chiseled. I im-
agined she was serious, rather on the intellectual side.

She is—rather. But there is a picture of her on the piano
in her living room that would make Franchot Tone try

to date her, if he saw it

!

Her husband tells the most amusing anecdote about
her. How, one night, he took her to the theater in New
York. How she was all decked out in her new, sable-

dyed muskrat coat, costume jewelry wherever costume
jewelry was possible and even where, one would have
thought, not possible, and—she wore her glasses which
she had mended with manuscript clips

!

Private Life

of
Not the wistful actress you
know as Martha Scott, but the

gay and buoyant girl who goes
for garlic, goats, gin rummy,
grandmothers, dime-store
jewelry—and whose husband
says of her, "she is too honest

and too sweet for this modern
world." You'll love her, too!

By Gladys Hall

Below, Martha Scott with Fredric

March in Warners' big new drama of a

preacher's life, "One Foot in Heaven."



HARA!
The fair .Maureen is

making movie audi-

ences go oh-and-ah
with her newly vivid

personality. Once de-

mure, now she dazzles.

And her acting keeps

pace with her face in

"How Green Was My
Valley," big new film

iOth Centurp-Fox





When Betty (Legs)

Grable meets Vic

(Handsome-Hunk -of

-

Man) Mature, in new
picture called "Hot

Spot," you may expect

the screen to sizzle, and

Jyou won't be disap-

pointed* Not that it is

la great picture ^but it

has thisteamofGrable-

Mature* That's all,

brothers but wow,
it's enough!

iOth Century-Fox



On this page, she's naughty. See her technique with Melvyn
Douglas, top left; watch her wiles, with knee action, right center;

catch her cavorting as a water nymph, above; and charming
Robert Sterling and Roland Young, right, as she shocks 'em with

her candid comments on love in her woman-of-the-world role.



& NICE! Siren, or sweet thing? You'll see the

great G.G. in both moods as she plays

dual role in film, "Two-Faced Woman"

And here, Greta as the nice girl, twin to the temptress. Tender

love scene with the same Mr. Douglas, top right; wholesome

holiday in the ski-country; in bulky borrowed pajamas, above;

and, at right, coaxing Roland Young to eat his porridge— yes,

she can cook, too. "Two-Faced Woman" is a romantic movie.

*1



THE CASE FOR CHARM

current cinematic proof

that it's startling charm
that counts, in Holly-

wood: Veronica Lake,

whose curious coiffure

set a new style, but

whose acting ability re-
j

mains to be seen in

"Sullivan's Travels"i\\ vv

A



Vnd here is con-

ducing evidence
hat youth and
*lamor are not all-

mportant at the

^ox-office, when a

ine and mature
alent like Edward
Arnold's brings
:ans flocking to see

lis latest perform-

ance in "Unholy
Partners"

i "Unholy Partners,"
.mold plays a gangster
lieftain who tries to give
rders to Edward G. Robin-
3n in the role of a tabloid

Laraine Day plays
le fearless young secretary.

Clarence Bull, M-G-il



LOOK AT LUPINO!

Original costume de-

signed by Marie Miller

for Miss Lupino, at

right: topping off a red,

grey, and blue plaid

dress is a waistcoat-

front cape. Smart ac-

cessories include navy
blue gloves with plaid

trim, navy bag, saucy

felt hat with feathers.

Return of the slashed skirt and
the leg o'mutton sleeve is cele-

brated in the dinner gown below.

The black velvet skirt has a gir-

dle of black cire satin, the blouse

of shell-pink taffeta has high

circle neck, long sleeves. Miss
Lupino wears a pert satin hair-

bow. At right below, her after-

noon gown has a tunic front

with inverted pleats at the center,

boat-shaped neck, softly rounded
shoulder line. A brilliant char-

treuse-yellow lily is appliqu4d at

the front of the waistline, where
it catches the soft folds. Her
"Mercury" helmet has a veil.

The covered-up look continues to be in

the mood for evening. Black and white
crepe fashion the long-sleeved, high-necked
dinner gown worn at right by Miss Lupino.
The body of the dress is black with V-
shaped section of white set in above the
waist and forming the front skirt panel.



lion scoop! We
ient the exclus-

,

new clothes

ecially created

Ida Lupino by

brilliant young
llywood de-

er, Marie Miller

rclusive fashions modeled

Miss Lupino, Warner Bros,

ar, photographed by Schuy-

r Crail for Scbbenland.

Sensarional style note: the

double-duty dinner gown. Di-

rectly above, square-necked,

full-length sleeved blouse of

white lace worn with a striped

skirt in American beauty and
white. At left above, the

same blouse, this time worn
above a daringly draped peg-

topped skirt of soft black crepe

with a high, fitted waistband
and slashed to the knee.

For gala occasions, Ida Lupino likes the

formal silver-cloth gown at left. Styled

on princess lines, it boasts a flattering,

squared-back collar of white fox. Per-

fect for the star's slender, graceful lines.

The two photographs of the gown wore

posed in Miss Lupino's drawing-room.



HERE IS AN EPIC!

(WE HOPE)

Maureen (

H a r a p 1 a

A n g h a r a

Walter Pidge
Mr. Gruffyc
in ''Ho
Green W
My Valley.



Too often a motion picture heralded as "colossal" and

"terrific" turns out to be just another movie. But

this time we think we're justified in predicting a

masterpiece. "How Green Was My Valley" may live up to

its ballyhoo because it is based on Richard Llewellyn's

best-selling novel, directed by John Ford, staged

in scenic grandeur and enacted by a brilliant cast



BEAUTY of the BALLET



Not a sobby "Back Street" but a mod-

ern comedy is the new vehicle for the

co-starring team of Margaret Sullavan

and Charles Boyer. She's a doctor,

he's her patient. Wait till you see!

SULLAVAN +

BOYER
ROMANCE!



$5.00 PRIZE (above)

Barbara Ellen Ball of

Jamaica, N. Y., enchanted
the judges with her pet photo

of "Perky."

This magnificent specimen of doghood won for

Ann Rogers of Larchmont, N. Y., an original

Morgan Dennis drawing of Gable and Friend.

STEP UP AND MEET OUR

PET PICTURE CONTEST WINNERS!

These photogenic stars of

the Animal Kingdom seem

to know all about camera

angles. Top billing goes to

the first pet prize winner

$5.00 PRIZE
(below)

Three (tame) little

Foxes are we! Lowell

Bragg of Hawkins-
ville, Ga., is the

"snapper."

$5.00 PRIZE (above)

Roy Maitland of Littlestown,

Pa., caught his kitten "Em-
press" literally out on a limb.

$5.00 PRIZE (abo

Elizabeth Scully of S

ervtlle, Mass., calls

pet "Fluffy." It suits

$5.00 PRIZE (above)

Mrs. Fred C. Woodward,
Jr., of Falmouth, Mass.,

came upon kitty admiring
herself in the mirror.

$5.00 PRIZE (right)

Virginia Barca of Brook-
lyn, N. Y., assures us

"Rex" is only acting up
for the camera.

$5.00 PRIZE
(above)

Here's an interestir?

bit of dog drama sul;

mitted by Edwar
O'Connell of Star

ford, Conn.

$5.00 PRIZE
(left)

"Froggy" is a Frenc

poodle and is th

special pet of Marth
Ann Tinker of Nort

T"'y,nr



Jackie Cooper cele-

brated his 14th year

in motion pictures

during the filming

of "Glamour Boy,

in which he and
Susanna Foster play

their own real-life

roles of youthful,

popular movie stars

Best role of his screen career

comes to Jackie in "Glamour
Boy." Highlight of refreshing

Paramount film is showing of

scenes from "Skippy," young
Cooper's own great kid-star

hit. Susanna Foster reaches

|
C above high C, and Darryl
Hickman is fellow player in

bright, breezy new film, below.



Mac .Julian. Warner Bros.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL STILL OF THE MONTH
in "Captains of



Song of an
Actress

// / could waif

Like fhe choked sky waits

In over-fullness,

Or the cloud waits

Till the lightning signals

It can hold no more;

If I could wait

Like the nightingale

For evening and a perfect stage

On which to sing my song,

But I cannot.

I cannot wait like autumn

For propitious season

To paint fhe leaves,

I cannot die for winter

As the summer can;

I cannot waif, for I must sing

Though the tune is the wind

And the words dried leaves,

I want to sing, I have to sing!

Up from Bohemia comes Virginia Gilmore,

blonde pixie with the soul of a poet

By Charles Darnton

IT
ALL sounded as crazily Bohemian as that house

must have looked atop its San Francisco hill. That

cockeyed rookery zigzagging to the sky and slanting

on its ear. Yet she who had dizzily perched in it, wildly

careened with it, and all but gone mad with it, this girl

who might readily have been thrown off balance for the

rest of her days, was level as a floor, sane as a roof.

Let her bizarre background, then, serve picturesquely

to introduce Virginia Gilmore, down to Hollywood and

up from Bohemia. Draw a long breath into A-ah
!
at the

magic of that name if you like, but of all things don't

be^in humming an air from "La Boheme." For Virginia

is no Mimi. Although she well [Please turn to page 76)

Gilmore's latest role, a Southern siren

with Dana Andrews in "Swamp Water."

From a poem by
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SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-
antee yourself good entertainment
without loss of time and money

A YANK IN THER^" f ".yoU'LL NEVER GET RICH"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

THRILLING

APPEAL: Summed up, it's thumbs up—

for ail of us with a spark of adventure

in our hearts and of patriotism ,n our

souls. Besides, it's swell entertainment.

PLOT: Darryl F. Zanuck's tribute to the

courage and daring of the Britishers

never spills over-it's kept casual and

so it's convincing, with a brash young

American in search of thrills the centra

character, and the heroic evacuation of

Dunkirk the high spot. Of course there s

romance, too, though rather formula

concerning competition between the

Yank and his squadron leader for the

affections of an American chorus girl.

PRODUCTION: Authentic shots of aerial

combat seem less like the real thing

than the spectacular Hollywood stuff-

but it's all excitingly paced and exce -

lently directed by Henry King, himself

a high-flying pilot. For contrast there

are flashy night-club scenes w,th two

numbers danced and sung by la belle

Grable.

ACTING: It's Tyrone Power's
"J°

st
,

dash
;

ing role since "Lloyds of London and

while it may not win him an Academy

Award from his Hollywood confreres, it

has the unqualified approval of every

femme fan, which is more important to

5" Power'at this stage of h.. care-

Tyrone in the modern dress of Te
R A F. is the most beautiful thrill of the

month, according to bemused Margies

but give the boy a big hand for his

performance, too - it's .sound and

never unbearably debonair. Gorgeous

Betty Grable is surprisingly good as the

chorus cutie, with Reginald Gardiner

and handsome John Sutton rating

bows.

2 0th Century-Fox

LADIES IN RETIREMENT

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GAY

APPEAL: Irresistible, if you

'

ike ?re.°

nis new dancing partner-now don t

push, fellas.

PLOT- From Broadway dance directo

L Private in Uncle Sam's
>

Army, our

hero is kept stepping ^c'^
c3

he impersonates a Cap a
^wrth

Va
!f 'r'in't e guard-'house-but

^e^r^™" UP as

fted'i nt» dancing porta.,.

PRODUCTION: J„,t In Y.°"p

acting,

n better dancer than she really is
_

„ E not bad. For laug s t ere is

Robert Benchley in his funniest role to

date and Cliff Nazarro who will have

vou doing double-talk yourself over hrs

"hilarious drilling of an infantry squad.

Columbia

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GRIPPING

APPEAL: If you are in search of the

unusual in movie fare and can take it

when you get it-eery and creepy

Though it may be-you won't want to

miss this one.

PLOT: From the stage play about a

woman's devotion to her demented sis-

ters-and the lengths to which she goes

to give them a home and a measure of

security, involving even murder-and a

scoundrelly, blackmailing nephew, and

all set in the haunting atmosphere ot a

lonely house in the English marshlands

-believe it or not, you'll find it fasci-

nating and not as gruesome as you

might think, and incredibly relieved by

flashes of humor.

PRODUCTION: Lester Cowan's pic-

turization of Gilbert Miller's play has

been cleverly adapted by good screen

writers, and masterfully guided by

Charles Vidor, who never descends to

theatricalism in his direction but never-

theless manages to stretch the suspense

to the breaking point. The fine settings

and the imaginative camera work ot

George Barnes have contributed to the

stunning impact the picture will have

upon every intelligent movie-goer. It is

melodrama in the grand manner.

ACTING: Wait until you watch Ida

Lupino in the difficult role of the self-

sacrificing sister-you won't recognize

the Lupino of "They Drive By Night

or "High Sierra." There was a splendid

but spectacular actress inclined to,

twitches and gestures and pawing the

air. Here is a totally different artist,

utterly restrained yet strangely com-

pelling, projecting a character you w, I

not forget. Louis Hayward, Isobe! El-

som, Edith Barrett, Elsa Lanchester tine.

Columbia
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All Hands to the Fore

T has been a long time since your two
little hands were as important as they
are now.
They are more important than ever in

a strictly pretty way. This Unlimited
Emergency has brought romance to the

fore, and hands play their special role in

this game. Many engagements will be pre-

cipitated by the times, and resulting mar-
riages. Are your hands lovely enough for

that first precious and sentimental dia-

mond engagement ring? And how will they
look with that platinum or golden band?
And even if romance hasn't yet hit home,
do your hands invite it? It is a very good
time for strictly pretty reasons to give
your hands a thorough survey. Decide
what you like about them and what you
don't. And what you don't like, proceed to

correct at once. For you can correct skin

condition and nail condition, and you can
even do much with shape by exercise and
learning to use your hands gracefully.

Hands are more important, too, in a
strictly practical way. Think of what they
will do in the next year, aside from the

usual routine things of the day. They will

learn to drive, to handle intricate ma-
chinery, to bandage—to do a dozen and one
things beyond the day's usual work, ac-

cording to the defense and training courses
planned. To keep hands efficient—quick and
sure—they must have good care. The
working hand actually needs it more than
the playing hand.

Joan Bennett contributes some facts on
her nails, because she has beautiful nails.

Joan is fortunate in having naturally strong
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nails, but there is a paragraph for the

girls who don't, later on in this . story.

Though she wears her nails fairly long,

they are not pointed but gently rounded.

This shape is attractive, gives the fingers

more graceful shape and length and adds
strength for resisting breakage to the nail.

Joan has a manicure once a week, which
is about right for all, and cuticle is never

cut but pushed back gently with a cotton-

swabbed orangewood stick dipped into

cuticle remover or oil, according to need.

Joan covers the entire nail from cuticle

to tip and uses two coats of polish.

A star's hands are al-

ways in the spotlight.

Above, Joan Bennett
before the mirror dress-

ing table in her Holm-
by Hills home, massag-
ing with hand cream.

She uses a motion from
fingertips to wrist, as

if fitting on gloves.

She is wearing a beau-
tiful diamond ring and
wrist watch, and gown
of pink and white mar-
quisette with blue rib-

bons. Below, Joan is au-

tographing fan pictures

and wearing another of

her collection of ex-

quisite diamond rings.

More romance, more en-

gagements, more marriages
than in two decades. More
work to be done by every-

body. And all hands in the

spotlight. You can make
and keep them attractive!

By

Courtenay Marvin

I think it is fine to walk into a pretty
salon, to put your hands on a soft cushion
and order just what you want in the way
of finger beautification—and get it. I also
think every' girl should know how to do
a good manicure for herself. Then there
is seldom an excuse for grubby nails. You
can learn every trick of the trade by
watching your manicurist, and a little care
and patience will enable you to do a good
job for yourself. Some points to remember
are : a fine, well-made file when there is

much shaping to be done, which should be
used in light, quick strokes upward to the
center from each side

;
emery boards should

be used for minor shaping and for smooth-
ing the nails. Never shape down too closely
at the sides. Most women do this, and the

result is roughened skin or hangnails and
not nearly so good a shape. To see a nail

set inside the finger is anything but at-

tractive, and this close side filing pro-
duces this effect. Also, it makes nails more
prone to breaking, splitting and raggedness.
The essentials for a home manicure are a
good file, emery boards, orangewood stick,

cotton, cuticle remover, cuticle cream or
oil, polish remover and polish. If you are
smart, you will start at once to use a polish

base. You have no idea how much more
beautiful your polish will look, how much
longer it will last, if you apply one of the
clear bases first. Let it dry a few minutes,
then apply polish. I have tested many bases
thoroughly. With no base, I expect a week
of good wear from a manicure; with a
base, I find the same manicure will last ten

days in perfect condition, though the nails

have grown a little. Many of the bases
may be used again over the polish after it



has dried for a more brilliant lustre, more

protection against wear.

If you are a very busy girl—and I ex-

pect you are—then choose a color that

goes well with your skin, your lipstick

and your costumes. You won't have time

for too frequent change, though this is a

good idea if you do have the time. The
brilliant, true reds are generally good for

everyone. Darker tones are in the fashion

picture, some with a deep note of plum,

some with a warm, henna note. The plum

note goes beautifully with plum, wine,

black, white, green, and blue and gray. The

henna note is smart with beige, the whole

family of browns, greens and some of the

blues,' as well as black or white. Never,

however, make the error of decidedly deep

nails and a pale lipstick, or vice versa. Try
to keep the two somewhat in harmony.

Recently, I had a fascinating hour with

Juliette. She is the lady of the unbeliev-

ably long nails—three and a half to tour

inches and who has made a career of let-

ting her nails grow to extreme length for

the testing of nail products. I went with

some misgivings. The idea did not appeal

to me. But I had a welcome surprise. She

has a delightful personality, and has sev-

eral times grown nails to this astounding

length to prove that nails with care will

grow 1 For almost a year now she has been

testing for a prominent company a new
product designed, among other

_
welcome

purposes, to protect nails and their "grow-

ing power." Every nail was intact except

one. The end of this one was blown off

by a firecracker the Fourth of July, but

Juliette's hand was not injured. A mani-

cure with this amount of nail takes half a
day and requires a full bottle of polish.

Juliette was soon to have a normal mani-

cure again, and she says when this hap-

pens, she cries. "It's like losing your long

hair the first time.'

Juliette uses her hands beautifully, be-

cause she must be careful of her nails. I

had wondered about shaking hands on my
way to her hotel. Somehow, she slips her

hand into yours for a warm greeting, and

you do not notice the nails. Later she

looked at my own. "Strong and healthy,"

she said. "But you shape them too closely

at the sides." We talked about the nail-

biters—usually young girls, and her advice

is to give the biter a beautiful professional

manicure with smart, bright polish, even if

she is young. Vanity is aroused, the biter

will try her darndest to stop. Then, if she

absent-mindedly raises fingers to lips,

the bright red will react like a traffic

light and cause her to stop. This plan is

well worth trying and works in most cases.

Juliette, of course, cannot wear ordinary

gloves in cold weather, so she resorts to

the convenient and smart large muffs. This

nail-growing career of Juliette's came about

in a strange way. As a girl, she had tiny

nails that would not grow. She detested

them and experimented with this and that.

Thus she came to the attention of labora-

tory chemists and now is tops in the nail-

growing business. She says the reactions

of women are varied. Some scream when
they see her nails; others won't believe

they are her own and investigate them
tho'roughly, but only a few wish they had
them. Of course, Juliette has had to learn

to do things quite differently in extreme
stages of growth. For instance, she applies

face cream with the knuckles instead of

fingers. Juliette is an unsual and person-

ally an animated and very attractive ex-

ample of how the claims of many products

in the beauty field are proved in this day.

The product' that Juliette has been proving

is a clear liquid that enables polish to dry
twice as fast; it also makes the polish set

one-third faster. Juliette is certainly a dra-

matic example of what a protective base

can do for long, strong nails.

Yours for Loveliness
A wave of redecorating spreads to beauty

— beauty designed to redecorate you

A PRIZE-WINNING face pow-
der, to my way of thinking,

—

Lady Esther's—recently appeared
in a kind of prize-size box. It's be-

tween the small and the large ; it

costs 25^, is big enough to permit

a generous swoosh of your puff, but

not too big to carry with you or to

clutter up a drawer. It's perfect

for the business desk hide-away,
and comes in the sweet fan box in

pastels. And the powder is tops

!

TOUSHAY LOTION is newer than new! Not
I only is it just making its bow to the public, but

here is a lotion that upsets lotion traditions. You
apply it before you put your hands in water, do

your dusting, put the rose bushes to bed for the

"Winter or other miscellany in feminine chores. It

does not seem to wash off the skin, except with

real scrubbing, so you can imagine the true pro-

tection and softening it offers. It has a delicate,

pleasing scent, is a warm skin tone, and attrac-

tivelv bottled. It makes a splendid body rub; will

soften knees, ankles, elbows. It is really something

!

POND'S presents three fine products in the new
Dreamflower packages, powder, freshener and

Danya hand lotion. The powder is brand new in

texture and tone, and is softer, smoother and more

clinging. The other two products, however, are not

changed. In powder, there is a little box, a middle-

size and a big one, and the six tones are all de-

signed to give more warmth to skin and are simply

named so that you may easily recognize them. The
freshener should follow the use of cold cream to

give that final and complete sparklingly clean feel-

ing. And Danya is an excellent softening lotion.

A BATH of bubbles for body beauty! Troubles

and bubbles are good companions, for there

is nothing like a nice, warm tub Blanketed with

snowy bubbles to wash away the blues and make
vou feel like a million again. Bath of Bubbles by

Djer-Kiss is a wonderful bromide for the worries

of the day, and a real beautifier of body skin. The

elegant container holds tubfuls of bubbles, rich with

the sweet, persuasive, unforgettable fragrance of

Djer-Kiss. It seems to me that this is a good

thought for Christmas giving. Not every girl will

get a little Nylon stocking full of bath bubbles!

IOVERS of that Early American Old Spice

I— scent will be glad to know that a fine face

pow^der is now available. The powder was de-

signed expressly for "American character beauty,"

is"exceedindy light and transparent in texture and

comes in five flattering tones. Pictured, is the

large, deluxe package, looking like a quaint, old-

fashioned chest, with the traditional little Early

American ladv. The powder is redolent of that

pervasive Old' Spice fragrance, and the box will

add to the decor of any Early American dressing-

table. It is something, too, for the hard-to-please.

AND more new packages from Coty ! From time

to time, Coty has redone completely its vari-

ous scent ensembles. Now it is L'Origan's turn. We
have sketched the dusting powder and the "in-

formal fragrance" (toilet water), just to give you

an idea. The colors are ivory, flame and rosy gold

with gold butterflies and lacey leaves. Truly beau-

tiful, and complimenting the fine products and

precious L'Origan scent within- There are eight

sdamor aids in this "family." and they've been

tempting me from practically all the beauty count-

ers these last weeks. Advance gift tip! C. M.
AV\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ VXXNX^
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HERE'S

REMEMBER the name oFAva Gardner.
She's really a little beauty who is going

places in pictures. Mickey Rooney thought
enough of her to present her with a beauti-

ful dinner ring. And when Mickey isn't

busy with Juanita Starke (the beautiful

redhead discovered waiting table in the Re-
public Studio commissary) Ava keeps his

time occupied. Yes, that Rooney boy can
sure pick 'em.

ON COOK'S night out in Hollywood
the stars usually dine together at

Dave Chasens, the Cock 'n Bull, or the

Brown Derby. After dinner one night, the

Ray Millands, the Fred MacMurrays, the

Henry Fondas and the Robert Taylors de-

cided to take in the Palladium. Seated at a
horseshoe-shaped table in the famous dance

hall, they were immediately surrounded by
hundreds of curious spectators. Dozens of

cameramen with flashing bulbs appeared
out of nowhere. Finally, when they had
been stared at and photographed for over

an hour, Fred MacMurray (who had been

to the circus the night before) cracked

:

"Now I know how Gargantua feels ! Only
Gargantua can lie down and scratch his

back !"

WHEN Mary Martin read in the paper
that Veronica Lake had given birth to

a baby girl, Mary cried for days. Finally

her husband, Dick Halliday, found out

why. "I just know history won't repeat it-

self," wailed Mary, who wants a girl so

badly. By the time you are reading this,

Mary will know if her tears were in vain.

WHEN it comes to acquiring glamor,

Judy Garland believes in going whole
hog. Not only has she added years to her
appearance by dressing more sophisticated,

she's also taken off so much weight the

studios are getting uneasy. Judy's too valu-

able and too busy to afford the luxury of a
nice nervous breakdown. So the orders are

out for her to add a few pounds of meat
to those famous bones.

MARGARET SULLAVAN came
mighty close to not being with us.

Recently the star and her husband, Leland
Hayward, started driving to Oregon. They
already have a home in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, because Leland's airport is there.

They're building a home in Phoenix. They
were on their way to Oregon to pick out a
farm, when their car turned over three

times. Being a charming lady with a
charmed life, Maggie came out without a
scratch. But her teeth chattered for a week.

HOLLY
Mr. and Mrs. Tarzan are together
again—meaning Maureen O'Sulli-

van is back playing opposite

Johnny Weissmuller in the newest
jungle adventure film, "Tarzan's

Secret Treasure," upper left. The
"call to arms" doesn't always
mean there's going to be a war

—

and certainly not when it con-

cerns the two lovers in this scene
from "You Belong To Me," Co-
umbia's new laugh film which
has as its co-stars Barbara Stan-

wyck and Henry Fonda, left.

pESAR ROMERO was sitting

>— out on his patio one after-

noon just taking things easy. He
hadn't shaved or even bothered to

put on sox. His servant an-
nounced that George Montgom-
ery was outside and wanted to

come in. Cesar said to bring him
in by all means—glad that George
felt friendly enough to drop by
informally. So in walked George,
bringing with him—Greer Gar-
son I Cesar had never met her be-

fore. He was so embarrassed at

his appearance, he couldn't think

of anything to say. Greer didn't

have much to say and George
said even less. Cesar is still won-
dering what impression he made
on La Garson. He thought she

was very, very nice.

INSIDE TIP: Gary Cooper will
' play Robert Jordan when they 1

get around to filming Ernest
Hemingway's "For Whom the

Bell Tolls." They're trying to

make the search for Jordan as

important as that one for Scarlett

O'Hara. Those in the know say

it's all in the bag for Gary.
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By

Weston East

WOOD

The publisher of

Screen lan

d

, Paul
Hunter, meets ex-

otic Carmen Mi-
randa at the big

all-star cocktail

party given by
20th Century-Fox

at the Ritz in

New York for
Miss Miranda,
Jack Benny, Betty

Grable, Carole
Landis, and other

visiting screen
stars. Hollywood
itself never put on

a better party.

Oh, girls, we want you

to meet John Kimbrough,
right. Now don't rush him

—

take your time, because

he's going to be around
for a long time—he's that

handsome. Johnny's the for-

mer Ail-American fullback

from Texas who's appearing

in his first film, "Lone Star

Ranger," 20th Century-Fox.

Below, the close-up shot

of John Kimbrough, who
is the Lone Star Ranger
in the movie of that

name, shows him in one
of the film's more ten-

der moments with that

bunch of loveliness,
Sheila Ryan, his leading

lady. We don't be-
grudge Sheila the op-
portunity of being able

to snuggle up to those

manly features, but some
girls c/o get the breaks.

p\0 YOU know that Abbott and Cos-
tello never read a script? They walk

on the set cold every day and allow Arthur
Lubin to explain the scene. Then they whip
into it and give their own interpretation.
They refer to Lubin as their "dramatic di-

rector." They are so fond of him they pre-
sented him with a full set of luggage. They
also made him open it on the set in front
of dozens of extras. Dainty lace panties,
brassieres, and a few unmentionable things
fell out into full view. While the crowd
roared, Lubin turned the color of a Japa-
nese sunset.

WHEN they were searching for the
right girl to play Cassic in "Kings

Row," K. T. Stephens, Sam Wood's
daughter, begged her director-father to let

her try out for the part. Sam, being afraid
someone would think he was showing par-
tiality, refused to even consider it. Then
Hal Wallis came to Sam and said he
thought his daughter was perfect for the
part. Joyfully Sam got K. T. on the phone
to tell her the good news. "Sorry, Dad," she
explained not too sorrowfully, "I'd love to

do the part for you, but I've just signed
to do the new Kaufman-Hart play o:i

Broadway!" That's why Betty Fields is

playing the part of Cassic.

IT COULD only happen in the movies!
I Last time Joan Leslie was in New York,
she lived in a tent. The Brodell family
traveled by automobile -from town to town,
camping along the way. Recently Joan re-

turned to the big city. This time, instead
of looking for vaudeville engagements, she
was hailed as a visiting star. Besides a
suite in the Ritz Tower, there were three
evening gowns, five dinner dresses, ten

street and afternoon dresses, twelve pairs

of shoes with matching accessories for all.

In the brief space of five years—all this

and Hollywood, tool

HOW would you like to have Hedy La-
marr drop around every month to col-

lect the rent? It practically amounts to that,

for Franchot Tone has rented the Benedict

Canyon home where Hedy and Gene Mark-
ey spent their honeymoon. Hedy got out

because the memories haunted her. She
took everything but the rugs and draperier.

Franchot, who took an option with an eye
to buying, also has to get all new furniture.

Inconceivable as it seems, could it be that

he is taking youngster Jean Wallace seri-

ouslv ? Co-o-ould be

!
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M-G-M HAS a new director. He's worth
his weight in gold and yet he doesn't

get a penny for his services. His name is

—

jack Benny ! For years Jack has been look-

ing forward to the day when he can direct

and forget all about trying to be funny.

So-o-o, when Mervyn Ler.oy started

"Johnny Eager," with Bob Taylor and
Liana Turner, he allowed Jack to come on
the set early each morning and set up the

first shot. Jack was delighted. The first

day Mervyn had arranged for a chair that

read on the back, "Jack Benny, Director."

There were scripts in every language but

English. Attached to the chair was a tele-

phone. On it was pinned a note that read:

"Use this in case you get stuck and want
to call Rochester!"

JOAN CRAWFORD went to see Ethel

J Barrymore's play, "The Corn Is

Green." While the Barrymore histrionics

left Joan drenched in her own tears, it was
another member of the cast who excited

her interest. According to Joan, young
Richard Waring gives a performance that

is the outstanding thing in the theater this

season. Joan phoned to the coast and told

the executives about it, too. This should

make Waring feel very good. For several

years he hung around Hollywood and the

producers wouldn't give him a tumble. It

won't be
1ong now!

Note the difference in "post office" technique

used by these popular movie teams. Reading

from the right: Olivia de Havilland closes her

eyes when she goes into a "huddle" with Errol

Flynn in "They Died with Their Boots On";

Elizabeth Bergner pats Randolph Scott's cheek

before their lips meet in "Paris Calling." Now
go on with this "kissing game" on facing page.

IT'S just a two million dollar headache
• Alice Faye is giving her studio. But the

executives are wise enough to realize that

expectant motherhood is the one thing that

does come before production. So Alice gets

her year off. Those expensive stories

bought for her will be temporarily shelved

—unless another Alice Faye is found in

the meantime ! Alice herself is confident

the fans will not forget her. She asks that

they write to her while she is home wait-

ing for the stork.

GREER GARSON isn't being difficult,

but—she isn't too anxious to play

"Mrs. Miniver." If they follow the book,

the lady has a twenty-year-old son. Maybe
they'll make him a step-son, or whittle^ a

few years off the original age. Small mir-

acles are performed easily in the movies.

Especially when they're anxious to keep

a Greer a-grinning.

THE most devoted young man in Holly-
' wood is designer Bernie Newman. The
lady deserving to his special attentions is

none other than Kay Francis. Bernie tells

everyone who will listen, how fond he is 01

Kay. By the way, the tall, dark, and wil-
lowy actress is returning to Warner Bros.
Which proves that time heals all wounds,
especially in Hollywood. When Kay held
Warners to the terms of their contract, in-

stead of making a settlement and bowing
out—no one ever thought she'd appear
under the Warner banner again. Holly-
wood is growing up.

DEMEMBER "Her Cardboard Lover,''

with Marion Davies and Nils Asther?
M-G-M is getting ready to remake it,

George Cukor is supposed to direct and, if

he does, the new version will be perfect for

Hedy Lamarr and Robert Sterling. Cukor
has already sent them the script.

Left, Phyllis
Brooks as Dixie,

the chorus girl

in "The Shang-
hai Gesture."

WHAT a price Ona Munson is paying
for her success ! After her colorful

Belle Watting in "Gone With The Wind,"
Ona was kept busy but the parts were
nothing to scream about. Then came the

role of Mother Gin- Sling in "The Shang-
hai Gesture." The day of starting Ona con-

tracted an illness that necessitated her liv-

ing in the hospital. She had to have special

food and extra-special treatments. But every

morning she got up and dragged herselL

to the studio. Her difficult makeup required

three hours. It's a miracle she's alive.

Back in Hollywood after her Broadway musicc!

success in "Panama Hattie," Phyllis Brooks

acting the role of the American girl who
stranded in Shanghai end taken to the house

of Mother Gin Sling, played by Ona Munson.

The scene below shows her with Victor Mature

for whom a part was written into the script
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N EVERY Hollywood nook and cor-

ner, they're discussing the rumored

separation of the Clark Gables. They say

the reason Carole has steadfastly refused

to make pictures, is to keep herself free

to be with Clark whenever he isn't work-

ing. Close friends of the Gables say the

report is absurd. Clark and Carole in the

meantime, are away hunting big game in

South Dakota.

DA LUPINO and Louis Hayward are

laughing at the Hollywod gossips. When
"Looie" put Ida on the East-bound tram

and he left by motor, his parting words

were, "I'll be seeing you in the daily col-

umns." Sure enough, the story broke the

following morning. Ida had urgent busi-

ness waiting in New York. Louis wanted

to drive slowly and see the country.

They're afraid they're very happy

!

IT WAS a happy Cary Grant who re-

I turned from Mexico City. While every-

one was wonderful to him, Cary really

only relaxed and enjoyed himself in small

Mexican towns. The Mexico City stay

was one long round of endless parties and

social- activities. Cary makes his first ap-

pearance on the Warner lot in "Arsenic

and Old Lace," Frank Capra's next pro-

duction. His plan is to turn his complete

salary over to the USO and British Re-

lief committees.

RED SKELTON, the wonder-boy of

Culver City, has just bought a new
home in Beverly Hills. He's so thrilled

with the way his career is going,
_
he

couldn't wait for the furniture to arrive.

Red picked up a cheap bedroom set and

moved in. Signs, with an arrow pointing,

are posted along the hallway. They read:

"Detour here for the bathroom!"

PROLONGING her decision for over a

year, Ann Sothern now realizes a

divorce from Roger Pryor is the only

solution to their problems. Their trial

separation was in vain. Unless M-G-M
will excuse Ann from one of the many
pictures lined up for her, she'll have t<>

apply locally for her divorce instead of

going to Reno. Ann's one great desire is

not to hurt Roger, because she is still very

fond of him. In the meantime she has be- n

staying off and on with Hedy Lamarr,

who is one of the loneliest girls in Holly-

wood—believe it or not!

DON'T let anybody fool you into be-

lieving that David O. Selznick is

anointed with any mysterious "Midas

Touch," despite the fact 'twould seem so.

What does lurk behind each "Oscar" are

commodities Hollywood could use to ad-

vantage—understanding and an uncanny
ability to spot star stuff. The "wise ones"

would have none of Joan Fontaine for the

stellar role of "Rebecca"; said she was
"mousey." Well, "Rebecca" won the Acad-
emy Award for the outstanding production

of 1940. Need we remind you D. O. S.

walked off with the 1939 prize for his

"Gone With the Wind"? Or that in just

nine short years of picture producing he

has had forty-six awards heaped upon him
for artistic achievements? Wow I

Susan Miller acts nonchalant in this scene

(far left) from "Never Give a Sucker an Even

Break"—no wonder Charles Lang's sleeves are

rolled; while Claudette Colbert charms her

man (John Payne) first, for this romantic epi-

sode in "Remember the Day." Below, Sabu as

Mowgli and Rosemary De Camp as Messua in

the escape scene from Kipling's immortal "Tha

Jungle Book," being filmed in Technicolor.

WHETFIER he likes it or not, and it

seems he doesn't, Brian Donlevy
_
is

taking a beating on the "South of Tahiti"

set at Universal. Andy Devine and Brod
Crawford rib Brian and tell him the pic-

ture is Universale answer to Dorothy La-

mour. In this case Maria Montez is play-

ing "Lamour"—sarong and all. Devine,

Crawford and Donlevy do a little dance

number themselves—in sarongs. Devine

savs he's really playing the part of Ray
Milland. Crawford insists that he's really

Lvnn Overman. Poor Donlevy is begin-

ning to wonder if he is himself. Or some-

one else

!

ONE of the main reasons Stirling Hay-
den is leaving the movies may have

been his own studio's fault. A story was
printed far and wide that Stirling and

Madeleine Carroll, while sailing on the

"Kathleen," got caught in a cross current

and were lost for hours and hours. This,

while making a picture around the
_
Ba-

hamas. They say Stirling was furious.

Having been a captain eight years, he re-

sented this aspersion cast on his nautical

capabilities. It's also said that sailors from

every port wrote belittling letters to Stir-

ling. Anyway—Hollywood's loss is Nep-
tune's gain!

"HARIS Calling," Elizabeth Bergner's
r first American-made picture, is now

back in production again. During the re-

cent Senate investigation of Hollywood's

part in making propaganda pictures (if

any) the Bergner picture was temporarily

halted by Universal. Now it's back on
shooting schedule again. Bergner, who is

almost as shy as Garbo and almost pain-

fully modest about herself, is now cooing

like a dove again. On again, off again, I'll

never smile again Bergner, thev called

her!
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Society Crashes Hollywood!

Continued from page 21

agers were dizzily fluttering and fuming.

And this past summer we have been
reading in the newspapers and magazines
how aghast, agog, stunned and fretted

—

not to mention how completely stupefied

with horror—Newport Society was when
Mrs. Anita Niesen, of the Brooklyn and
Hollywood Niesens, bought at auction the

white marble villa of the late social leader,

Mrs. Hermann Oelrichs, as a summer
home for her daughter, Gertrude, top
notch singer of radio, screen, and night

club fame. Ever since the sale Newport's
swank summer colony—that close-knit

group of eligibles called the "400"—has
sighed and moaned and carried on some-
thing dreadful. "A torch singer in Tes-
sie's home," they shudder. "Is nothing
sacred ?"

All this calls for a good hearty belly

laugh. The very idea of Society objecting
to Hollywood ! Well, phooey. Tuxedo Park
could take a lesson from Hyde Park. And
as for Newport, shame on them. In the
first place, snobbery is no longer chic. And
in the second place, if there's any objecting

to be done it's Hollywood who's entitled

to do it. Because, Society has been crash-
ing Hollywood for the past few years, not
in driblets, but in droves. We used to

smell only of greasepaint. Now we smell
of the stables.

Here were we movie folk, leading our
own peaceful lives in our own quaint ways,
on the sunny shores of the Pacific, thou-
sands of miles away from the coldly aloof
citadels of the social elect, and having a
very nice time of it, when suddenly, al-

most overnight, we found ourselves up
to our necks in blue bloods. They had
taken over our racetracks, our golf clubs,

our night clubs, and our best china—and,
we suspected, were well on their way to
taking over our jobs. As fine a bit of
crashing as we have ever seen. Were we
aghast, agog, stunned and fretted? I

should say not. Did we snub them as "out-
siders"? No. Did we moan, "Just think
of John Hay Whitney in Miriam Hopkins'
early American living room! Isn't it too
dreadful !" We did not. We may not have
been born with a silver spoon in our
mouths, and we may have gotten no nearer
the Social Register than the telephone
directory, but we have good) manners.
When Society crashed Hollywood, Holly-
wood said, "Well, how nice." Come, come,
Newport ! Act your age.

The Countess di Frasso (she who was
Dorothy Taylor of New York) was the
first of the socialites to invade the film
colony. The Countess had met Gary
Cooper when he was making a picture at
the Long Island studios in the East, and
fell madly in love with him, as who didn't.

When Gary returned to Hollywood, the
Countess followed (much to the annoyance
of a gal named Lupe) and has been a resi-

dent here off and on ever since. Hollywood
was quite impressed with the Countess
di Frasso in those days, and boasted of
invitations to her lavish parties. But when
the invasion started, with bigger and bet-
ter "best families" and titles arriving on
every train and plane, the Countess lost
caste. (She also lost Gary.) Today we of
Hollywood are not at all impressed with
Society. We grew out of that. But unlike
Queen Victoria, "We are amused." The
socialites (some of them only Cafe Soci-
ety, but who are we to draw lines?) who
have invited themselves to play in our
playground have turned out to be, for the
most part, much more charming, much
gayer, much more amusing, and certainly

much more democratic than we are our-
selves.

What with the mingling of the right side

of the tracks with the wrong side, the Bar-
bara Huttons with the Cary Grants, the
Doris Dukes with the Errol Flynns, no
one in Hollywood seemed at all impressed
—except the mothers of the movie stars.

They remembered the old days when Van-
derbilt was a name to roll over the tongue
juicily, like a chocolate drop. Typical of
the mothers who "remembered" that so-

cial era that is now dead as a herring, was
Mrs. Blondell, attractive mother of Joan,
who used to appear on the stage in a
vaudeville act with Ed Blondell. Mrs.
Blondell, dropping by the home of her
daughter and son-in-law one afternoon,
saw on the phone table a message for Mrs.
Powell to "call Alfred G. Vanderbilt re-

garding party." When Joan returned Mrs.
Blondell, almost breathless with excite-
ment, asked, "What are you wearing to

Alfred G. Vanderbilt's party?" Joan, who
had been out with the Whitneys the night
before, and the Astors the night before
that, said wearily, "I'm not going, I'm too
tired." Mrs. Blondell almost fainted. "Not
going," she gasped. "If only your grand-
mother could have lived to see the day a
Blondell snubbed a Vanderbilt!" (Mrs.
Blondell's daughter, Gloria, later married
Alfred G. Vanderbilt's best friend.)

Foremost among the socialites who
spend a great deal of time in Hollywood
are the two cousins, John Hay ("Jock")
Whitney and Cornelius Vanderbilt
("Sonny") Whitney. Both cousins went
to Groton and Yale, both inherited $20,-

000,000, and both bear the most socially

and financially prominent name in the
country—a name that dates back to way
before the American Revolution. Since his

divorce a year ago from Mary Elizabeth
Altemus ("Liz") Whitney, Jock has done
most of his night clubbing in Hollywood
with Norma Shearer and Olivia de Havil-
land and Irene and David Selznick—the
Selznicks being his best friends on the
West Coast. Accompanied by his most
cordial and attractive sister, Joan Whitney
Payson, Jock comes out for the Santa
Anita racing season every winter, takes
over Miriam Hopkins' hi 11 -top house, and,

as you can well imagine, becomes one of
the most sought-after young men in Holly-
wood. At their very de luxe parties you
are likely to find anyone. Joan Whitney
Payson, born with a lorgnette in her
hand, has probably never used it.

Sonny Whitney, recently divorced from
Gwladys Crosby Hopkins (it was Gwladys
who once found Mack Grey, George Raft's
pal, sitting next to her at a dinner party,

and wishing to be pleasant said, "What do
you do, Mr. Grey?" to which Mack re-
plied, "Say, babe, do I ask you what you
do?") has not given any of the Glamor
Girls a whirl as yet—but give him time.

Liz Whitney finds Hollywood so much
to her liking that she divides her time
almost equally between Llangollen, her
million dollar farm in Virginia, and her
ranch in Santa Monica where she breeds
show horses. Liz loves fun and gaiety
(probably a reaction from stuffy Phila-
delphia society of her debutante days) and
can always be found in Hollywood's smart-
est restaurants and night clubs. Her es-

corts are usually Randolph Scott, Bruce
Cabot, Tim Durant, Walter Brooks, III,

Charlie Chaplin, and before his marriage,
handsome young Victor Mature.
There is always a generous sprinkling

of Vanderbilts in Hollywood. Alfred

Gwynne Vanderbilt, Jr., 28, and the coun-
try's best known young multimillionaire
sportsman, is always on hand for the rac-
ing season at Santa Anita. Before his mar-
riage to Manuela Hudson (she's now di-
vorcing him in New York) young Van-
derbilt was seen every place with Mar-
garet Lindsay. This year it was Virginia
Field. His sister, Mimi Baker, is married
to Henry Topping, the brother of Dan
Topping, millionaire sportsman, now mar-
ried to Sonja Henie—and both his sister,

Mimi, and his mother, Margaret Emerson
(of the Bromo Seltzer millions), mingle
with the natives when in town, and have
a roaring good time of it. Gloria Morgan
Vanderbilt, widow of the late Reggie Van-
derbilt, and her twin sister, Lady Furness,
have this year established residence in

Hollywood and show every sign of stay-
ing on. Actor Eddie Lowe and Producer
Gene Towne seem to be their favorite
escorts around the night spots. Out to
visit her mother this summer came seven-
teen-year-old

_
Gloria Vanderbilt, and

sporting the highest pompadour West of
the Rockies she quickly became the pet
of the gossip columnists. Cobina Wright,
Jr., introduced her to cowboy actor
George Montgomery, who gave her quite
a rush, until Gloria decided that young-
man-about-town Pat de Cicco was the
most fascinating man she had ever met in

her seventeen years. When asked if he was
going to marry Gloria, Pat said, "How
can I marry an heiress when it's all I

can do to support myself?" 'Tis rumored
that Gloria's aunt, Mrs. Harry Payne
Whitney, who opposed Gloria Vanderbilt
Senior's custody of the child in a sensa-
tional court action several years ago, is

none too pleased.

Mrs. John Jacob Astor (the former
Tucky French) drops in on Hollywood
several times a year to visit Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks. She and Mary Lee
Fairbanks have been chums ever since
Mary Lee was married to the socially
prominent Huntington Hartford of the
chain store millions. Another prominent
summer guest of the Fairbankses has been
Gurnee Munn, multimillionaire Philadel-
phia socialite, whose first wife was Paul-
ine Wanamaker of the Philadelphia fam-
ily. Visiting

_
the Joseph Cottens for the

summer, Princess Hohenlohe (she's an-
other Vanderbilt) decided that Hollywood
has something. It certainly has. Among
other things, more Vanderbilts than it can
shake a stick at.

Last winter the very social Mrs. Harri-
son Williams, famous for being the best
dressed woman in America, was the house
guest of Lady Mendl, and later the guest
of Greta Garbo, no less, at La Quinta, a
fashionable desert resort near Palm
Springs. During Mrs. Williams' visit to
Garbo that young woman bestirred herself
enough to buy a John Frederics chapeau,
and with Mrs. Williams on one side and
Gayelord Hauser on the other go on one
of her rare night club sprees. The Marchi-
oness of Queensberry, daughter of the fa-

mous portrait painter Harrington Mann,
and wife of the Marquess of Queensberry
of the well-known boxing rules family, was
the recent guest of Merle Oberon, in pri-

vate life Mrs. Alexander Korda.
The Flyde Park Roosevelts are very

Upper Crust,_ as you know, and when
young Franklin D., Jr., who has all the
charm and good looks of an Errol Flynn)
and his bride, the former Ethel Dupont,
visited Hollywood (they were the house
guests of the Fred Astaires and the Doug-
las Fairbankses) everybody entertained
like mad, no matter what their political

convictions. Franklin likes to tell the story
of the beginning of his friendship with
Victor Mature. Seems that a little polite

panning of movie stars in general, and
Betty Grable in particular, was going on

^0
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at a very smart New York party. Said

Victor, all of a sudden speaking his mind,

"You, do you think anybody would ever

have heard of you if your fathers didn't

have a lot of money and family stuff ? Miss
Grable has been wiggling her little fanny
in public since she was fourteen to support

herself and four other people. She's made
more money already than all you people

will make all your lives."
_
It was then

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., invited Victor

Mature to visit Hyde Park.
On her trips to and from Honolulu

Doris Duke Cromwell always stops over
in Hollywood to visit friends. "lis said

that since his separation from Lili Damita,
Errol Flynn has become very muchly in-

terested in the tobacco heiress, whose mil-

lions are supposed to have reached the

200 bracket. Brenda Frazier (she used to

drop in every year for a night club whirl

with Bruce Cabot and Pat de Cicco) re-

turning recently from a honeymoon in

Hawaii with her husband Shipwreck Kelly,

gave Hollywood the brush-off. Said former
Glamor Girl Number One, as she dashed
from boat to plane, "I'm through with
night clubs."

And of course I don't have to tell you
that the romance of actor Cary Grant and
the socially and financially prominent Bar-
bara Hutton, Countess Haugwitz-Revent-
low, who has decided to make her home in

Hollywood, just might lead to the altar,

any old time.

Why are all these people crowding in

on Hollywood? Bringing with them their

millions, and their culture, and their

stables. Most of them come because they

want to have fun, which after all is a very
human and excellent reason. And actors,

we might as well face it, are fun. With
few exceptions—those who i take themselves

too seriously—they are a casual, gay, care-

free bunch of likable people. But there are

two, I know, who did not come to make
merry. One is Cobina Wright, Jr., daugh-
ter of William May Wright and Cobina
Wright, Sr. Although Cobina was born
with at least a dozen silver spoons in her
mouth (when she was a child she had her

own special car, and a yacht, and Europe
for a playground) after the famous crash
of 1929 the entire family fortune was
wiped out. Her mother, one of New
York's and Newport's favorite hostesses,

instead of. cadging on her rich friends

went to work. And so, a few years later,

did her lovely daughter. The reason Cobina,

Jr. came to Hollywood was to get a job.

"I have to make a living," she says. "And
more than anything else, I like acting."

Cobina' s favorite young men in the picture

colony seem to be Robert Stack, Stirling

Hayden, and George Montgomery.
And the other is Lady Mendl, wife of

Sir Charles, and famed European hostess

whose villa in Versailles was for years the
gathering place of the most brilliant So-
ciety the world has ever known—or ever

will know. I asked Lady Mendl why she
came to Hollywood—that upstart place on
the Pacific Coast that a few years ago
even Los Angeles would not accept so-

cially—and what she said I think is worth
repeating

:

"I think," said Elsie Mendl, "that Holly-
wood has become a sort of dream country
to everyone all over the world, to which
they look forward to come .... where they
can lie down without fear, and walk in

safety; where they have enough to eat,

and a divine climate. What more could

they ask? No wonder, after all the long
months of trial, fear, hunger .... they
think of it as a city where illusions come
true. I should think a great future in the

years to come awaits this ideal spot.

"It is certainly an artistic and intellec-

tual center now, and one can live here
modestly. Its ever-changing population has
made the life here extremely interesting,

and now a great many people who have
nothing to do with the cinema have come
here to this paradise of peace, comfort and
security .... and truly one meets over
the year most of the interesting personali-

ties of the world .... stars, producers,

directors, writers, artists, etc. They could
not have become the celebrities that they

are if they did not each one have some
great quality .... charm, talent, beauty,

wit. Everyone must bring something to

the board of life here or they would never
be invited to sit at it. . . . All of which
creates a very interesting society. They
have made a society of their own unique
in the world."

Yes, I like to think of Hollywood as

sort of a "paradise of peace, comfort and
security." And I must say it's rather nice

to hear Lady Mendl's answer to my ques-

tion—in contrast to Author Somerset
Maugham's. When Maugham was asked,

"Why did you come to Hollywood?" he
answered, "Isn't that where every one
comes when he needs money?"
Newport—we give you Mr. Maugham.

"The Man Who
Came to Dinner"

Continued from page 25

saw a wraithlike lady of uncertain years
practically float downstairs and into the
room like some one not quite of this

world. And in harmony with the coming
Yuletide she carried a large spray of holly.

"My name is Harriet Stanley," the
wraith said, and even her voice seemed
to float. "I saw this holly framed against
the pine tree. It was the nicest present I

could bring you."
"And what, may I ask, was that?"

Whiteside demanded as she floated up-
stairs again.

"That was Mr. Stanley's sister Harriet,"
Maggie explained. "I've talked to her a
few times. She's quite strange."
"Strange!" Whiteside exploded. "She's

right out of the Hound of the Baskervilles.

You know, I've seen that face before some-
where. Did you put through that call for

Mrs. Roosevelt?"
"I tried to get her in Portland but she

had left for San Diego," Maggie said.

"Try her tomorrow in Phoenix." He
stopped as the door bell rang. "If that's for
Mrs. Stanley, tell them she's too drunk to

talk. There's nobody home !" he roared.

"The Stanleys have been arrested for ped-
dling dope! Go away!"
But his venom didn't frighten the tall

young man coming towards him.
"Good morning ! I'm Bert Jefferson of

the Mesalia Journal," he said, quite as if it

were the most ordinary thing in the world
to meet Sheridan Whiteside.

"Get rid of him !" Whiteside ordered
Maggie in a loud aside.

"I'm sorry," Maggie spoke up briskly.

"Mr. Whiteside is seeing no one." Then as

the young man still stood there, she added
hastily, "so if you'll please excuse us,

goodbye."
"He seems to be sitting up and taking

notice," Bert said, not yielding an inch of

territory.

"I'm afraid he's not taking notice of the

Mesalia Journal." Maggie said icily.

Bert wheeled on her. "You know, if I'm
going to be insulted, I'd like it to be by
Mr. Whiteside himself. I never did like

carbon copies."

"Touche if I ever heard one !" Whiteside
looked at the visitor almost approvingly.

"And in Mesalia, too, Maggie dear."

"Will you please leave?" Maggie glared.

"How about an interview, Mr. White-
side?" Bert ignored her completely. "If I

don't get it, I'll lose my job."

"That would be quite all right with me,"
Whiteside assured him.

"You don't mean that, Mr. Whiteside,"
Bert went on smoothly. "You used to be a

newspaper man yourself. You know what
editors are like. Mine is the toughest one
that ever lived."

"You won't get around me that way,"
Whiteside shrugged. "If you don't like

him, get off the paper."

"But I happen to think it's a good
paper," Bert grinned. "You see, the Journal

was my father's paper. I'd like to carry on
where he left off."

"You mean you own the paper?" White-
side demanded. "That this terrifying editor,

this dread journalistic apocalypse is your-

self?"

"In a word, yes," Bert said and again,

to Maggie's annoyance, Whiteside chuck-

led.

"Let me know when you don't want to

see people in the future. Sherry," she

glared. "I'll usher them right in."

Whiteside flashed her the smile he re-
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served for his nastiest moments. "This age-

ing debutante, Mr. Jefferson, is retained in

my employ only because she is the sole

support of her two-headed brother. Young
man, come over here. I suppose you have
written the great American novel?"

"No. I've written the great American
play."

"Well, I don't want to read it," White-
side said quickly. "But since you've won
me with your pretty ways, I'll grant you
a one-minute interview. A.—I think Me-
salia is a town of irresistible charm. B.—
I cannot wait to get out of it. C.—I am." He
stopped as the ear-splitting shriek of a pa-

trol wagon siren sounded outside. "Ah, my
luncheon guests have arrived," he- beamed.

"Just a few murderers from the Crockfield

Home," he explained as a very pale John
ushered in the convicts accompanied by
two armed guards. "These lads have
formed a Sheridan Whiteside Club at the

State Penitentiary." He turned to one of

them. "You're Michaelson, aren't you?
Did the drain pipe murders? And that last

fellow, Jefferson, is Haggerty, the hatchet

fiend. Why not stay for lunch, Jefferson?"

Without waiting for a reply he motioned
them into the dining room. "After you
gentlemen. We're having chicken livers

Tettrazzini and cherries jubilee for dessert.

I hope every little tummy is a-flutter with

gastric juices." His playful voice developed

an icy edge as he saw Mrs. Stanley stand-

ing transfixed on the stairs. "Close the

doors, John. I don't want a lot of people

prying on their betters."

Then, spurning Bert's help, he wheeled
himself after his guests. There were two
sounds. One that of the door closing, the

other the gentle thud of Mrs. Stanley's

body falling on the stairs.

The days went in a mad whirl and never

a one that didn't add its quota of nerves to

the Stanley household, what with an octo-

pus arriving from William Beebe and a

crateful of penguins from Admiral Byrd.

It should have been the happiest time of

the whole year for Whiteside, with the

merry Yuletide approaching, the season he

had tagged as his own, and with all ar-

rangements made for his Christmas talk

over the radio to be broadcast right from
the Stanleys' library, and Beverly Carlton

wiring he would stop in Christmas Eve for

a visit between trains. But it wasn't.

Maggie, his bulwark, the one person he

really needed, had fallen in love.

"Don't look at me with those great cow-
eyes, you simpering Sappho," he growled,

as she came into the room dewy-eyed.

"Where have you been all night? Playing

house with Bert Jefferson?"
"Sherry !" Maggie's voice was as glow-

ing as her face. "I had the most wonderful

evening. Skated for the first time in my
life. They tell me I'm the first person in

history to do a figure-eight sitting down.
And Bert read me his play. It's superb.

It just cries out for Katharine Cornell.

Will you send it to her, Sherry? And will

you read it tonight?"

"No, I will not read it tonight or any

other time," Whiteside sputtered as she put

the manuscript on his lap. "And while

we're on the subject of Mr. Jefferson, you
might tell him I am suing him for your

salary since he takes up all your time."

"Oh, stop behaving like a spoiled child,

Sherry !" Maggie made a face at him.
_

"Don't take that patronizing tone with

me, you fiea-bitten Cleopatra," Whiteside
glared. "I'm sick and tired of your sneak*

ing out like some love-sick school girl."

"I'm afraid you've hit the nail on the

head," Maggie said quietly. "I am in love.

Sherry, you're going to lose a very excel-

lent secretary. Bert doesn't know it yet,

but I'm going to try my hardest to marry
him. So, I suppose this is what might be

called my resignation as soon as you've

got someone else.

"You're behaving like Tillie the Toiler,"

Whiteside sputtered.

"It's hard for me to believe, too," Mag-
gie said softly. "Here I am, a hard-bitten

old cynic behaving like Winnie the Pooh
and liking it. Discovering the moon and
ice skating ! Oh, Sherry, don't think I'm
ungrateful to you. I've had ten years of the

great figures of our time and I've loved

every minute of it. I don't think anyone
has ever had the fun we've had. But a girl

can't laugh all the time. There comes a
time when she wants Bert Jefferson."

"I see." Whiteside pressed his lips to-

gether grimly. "You are drugging yourself

into this Ginger Rogers' fantasy. But be-

fore you become completely anaesthetized,

I shall do everything in my power to bring

you to your senses. I'll put you out of this,

Miss Stardust. I'll get the ants out of the

moonlight. I won't stand by and see you
make a fool out of yourself."

Maggie knew the cloying danger signals

in his voice. "Now listen to me, White-
side," she warned him. "I know what a

devil you can be. I've seen you do it to

other people, but don't you dare to do it

to me! Don't drug yourself into the idea

that you're thinking of my happiness.

You're thinking of all those months of

breaking in somebody new. I'm going to

marry Bert if he'll have me, and don't you
dare try any of your tricks

!"

She ran up the stairs without a back-

ward glance and. for once Whiteside was
left completely without invectives. He
grasped Bert's play as if he were going to

hurl it after her and then suddenly came
the dawn of an idea. Lorraine Sheldon

had always wanted to do a play. He'd get

her here! She and Maggie hated each

other and that would make it all the

simpler. Lorraine, prize man-eater that she

was, adored nothing better than breaking

up romances and she'd take a special in-

terest in scuttling Maggie's. But just as

he gave the operator Lorraine's Palm
Beach number, Dr. Bradley came into the

room, his massive face a nest of smiles.

"Now what would be the best news I

could possibly bring you?" he demanded
playfully.

"That you have hydrophobia," Whiteside

snarled as he hastily hung up the receiver.

"No, no." The doctor laughed it off

gustily. "You are a well man! You can

get up and walk now. Yes, sir. I looked at

your x-rays again tonight and do you
know what? I had been looking at the

wrong ones. I had been looking at old

Mrs. Moffatt's x-rays. You are perfectly,

absolutely well
!"

Whiteside knew now from bitter experi-

ence how a trapped animal feels. He
couldn't leave now that he had found a

way to rid Maggie of Bert Jefferson.

"Lower your voice, will you?" he de-

manded irritably^. Then he smiled his most
gracious smile, the one reserved for fifteen

hundred dollar appearances, and his voice

came as sweetly mellow as it had ever

gushed over the radio. "Dr. Bradley, I

have some good news for you, too. I have
been reading your book and I consider it

extremely close to being one of the great

literary contributions of our time. But here

and there it is a little uneven and I would
like to stay here in Mesalia and work with

you on it. But there is just one difficulty."

He frowned thoughtfully. "You see, if my
lecture bureau and my radio sponsors were
to learn that I am well, they would insist

on my fulfilling my contracts and I would
be forced to leave. Therefore we must not

tell anyone, anyone at all, that I am well.

Not even Miss Cutler."

"No, I won't," the doctor gulped happily.

"When can we start work? Tonight? I've

just got one patient that's dying and then

I'll be perfectly free."

Whiteside waved him away as the tele-

phone rang. "This is a private call, will

you forgive me? Hello, hello, is this my
blossom girl?" His voice purred as he mo-
tioned the doctor to close the door behind

him. "Lorraine, I have the most wonderful

news for you. I have just finished reading

the most brilliant play with the most fas-

cinating part for you. You're on the stage

every minute. The author is a young news-
paperman in this town. Of course, he wants
Katharine Cornell but if you get right out

here, I think you could swing it. He's

young and attractive, just your dish, my
dear. Isn't it exciting, my pet?"

"Oh !" Lorraine's voice came ecstati-

cally. "Good-looking, too ! I can hardly

wait. I'll take the first train tomorrow
morning."

Sheridan Whiteside was happy again.

He could give all his thoughts to Christ-

mas and his broadcast and the gigantic

tree with the angel poised serenely at its

tip. It was Christmas Eve, and all was
right with his world.

Even Harriet, floating down with a

beribboned package which she told him was
her picture as a girl and which she begged
him not to open until the stroke of mid-

night, was rewarded with a special smile.

His heart was overflowing with peace and
good-will. Sarah and John, who had been
inoculated with his charm from the begin-

ning, were more entranced than ever, and
under their appreciation the good-will in

his heart soared to include Richard and
June, and not content with that rushed

even further to embrace a young man
named Sandy, one of Mr. Stanley's em-
ployees and June's adored.

It was wonderful, everything was won-
derful. Richard and June were enthralled

at his interest in them and wondered how
they had ever thought Sheridan Whiteside
anything short of an angel as he enthused

over Richard's snapshots and told him they

were as good as anything Margaret
Bourke-White had ever done and that if

the boy took his advice, he would be off

to Mexico, Galveston, Singapore, any-

where at all and just make millions of pic-

tures. And as for June and Sandy, they

certainly had brought their troubles to the

right place when they took them to Sheri-

dan Whiteside, mender of broken hearts.

What if Sally were a radical and had
been organizing the men at her father's

factory and he had forbidden the boy the

house, she was in love with him, wasn't

she, and he was leaving that night for Chi-

cago, maybe to be gone forever."

"My dears," Whiteside told them gently,

"there's no problem at all. Suppose your
parents are unhappy, it's good for them.
Develops their characters. Look at me, I

left home at the age of four and haven't

been back since. They hear me on the radio

and that's enough for them!"
Their gratitude fell sweetly on his ears

and he was smiling when Lorraine came
in.

"Oh, darling !" she choked. "Look at

that poor, sweet, tortured face. Sherry, my
sweet, I want to cry."

"You've made a very nice entrance,

dear." Whiteside held out his hands. "Now
relax. Take off that skunk, darling, and
tell me everything.''

Everything consisted mostly of news
about Lord Cedric Bottomley.

"Has he had his teeth fixed yet?" White-
side asked. "Every time I order Roque-
fort cheese I think of those teeth."

"Sherry, really !" Lorraine drew herself

up proudly. "If I can marry Cedric, I

don't know why I shouldn't. I think from
something he said to me he's finally com-
ing around to it. It wasn't definite, mind
you, but don't be surprised if I'm Lady
Bottomley before long."

"Lady Bottomley with fifty million dol-

lars and all those country houses !" White-

side looked at her with real admiration.

"Won't Kansas City be surprised! Come
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ahead, my blossom, let's hear some more
of your skullduggery."
But he wasn't to hear any more just

then. The door opened and there stood
Bert with Maggie beside him, looking like

a ten-year old. Then she saw Lorraine
and all the magic fled from her face.

_
"Santa's been at work, my pet," White-

side called out cheerily. "Blossom just
dropped in out of the blue and surprised
us." He evaded the accusation in Maggie's
eyes as he turned to Lorraine who had al-

ready fastened herself on Bert. "If you
want to hear the story of his life, kindly
do so on your own time. Maggie and I

have work to do. Get out of here, Jef-
ferson! On your way, Blossom. On your
way !"

"He's the world's rudest man!" Lor-
raine's pout couldn't hide her triumph.
"Can I drop you, Mr. Jefferson? I'm going
to the hotel."

Maggie's heart felt as if it had been
turned into an icicle as she watched them
go, with Lorraine clinging to his arm.
"The Countess Cyanide," Maggie's voice

was dangerously calm. "Quite a surprise,
wasn't it I don't think she just happened
to come out here. Sherry, I'm warning
you. This means a great deal to me, and
I won't stand for any nonsense !"

Whiteside was saved by the door bell.

"I've a hunch that's Beverly," he beamed.
'Maggie, see if it is, go ahead, run! Run!"
But Beverly was already in the room.
"Magpie!" he cooed in his clipped Brit-

ish tongue. "A large, moist, overpowering
kiss for my Magpie! And Sherry, with-
out going into mountainous waves of self-
pity, how are you? I want none of the
tiresome details.^ have only a little time
so the conversation will be entirely about
me. I wrote two plays, a revue, and an op-
eretta, and all of them so brilliant that
they frighten me. How can one man be as
clever as I am?"

"It's one of the mysteries of the uni-
verse," Whiteside said dryly. "Tell me,
Beverly, did you see my wonderful Banjo
in Hollywood?"

"I did. He gave a dinner for me. I ar-
rived in white tie and tails to be met at
the door by two bewigged butlers who
quietly proceeded to take my trousers off

and there I was in my lemon-colored
shorts."

Whiteside chuckled. "I'll never forget
that summer In Antibes when he put a
dictograph in Lorraine's cabana and then
played the record next day at lunch. She
left by the next boat."

"I wish Banjo were here now," Maggie
glared. "Lorraine's paying us a Christmas
visit."

"Is she being her own sweet, sick-mak-
ing self?" Beverly laughed. "Dear girl!

They do say she set fire to her own
mother, but I don't believe it. By the way,
I knew I had a bit of dirt for us all to

nibble on. Juicy as a pomegranate. It's the
latest report from Palm Beach on the
winter manoeuvres of Lorraine Sheldon
against the left flank, in fact all the flanks

of Lord Cedric Bottomley. She arrived
there in November and has paused only
long enough in her mad chase to change
girdles and check her oil. Cedric's hiding
in Carolina at the moment, but Lorraine
would fly to him in a stratoliner if he so
much as belches in her direction. Have
you ever met Cedric, Maggie?" And then
as she shook her head he went into an
imitation of him. "Not v-v-very g-g-good
shooting today, blast it. Only s-s-six phea-
sant, f-f-four duck and my cousin Archie."

"That's Cedric to the very life," White-
side laughed appreciatively. Then he
frowned as the radio man who had been
working on the hook-up in the library

stuck his head in the door and told him
they were ready for the rehearsal.

"Beverly," Maggie whispered breath-

lessly as the library door closed behind
Whiteside. "I'm in great trouble. I've fallen

in love and Sherry is trying to break it

up in his own fiendish way. He's brought
Lorraine here to smash it. You know Lor-
raine, she'll eat him up alive. You've got
to help me, Beverly. Here's what I thought
you could do."

"Don't tell me!" Beverly exulted. "I
know just what to do and I'll love it. It's

simply enchanting and it crosses up
Sherry and Lorraine at the same time.
Mercy!" He looked at his watch. "Let
me out of here. Goodbye, my lovely. I

adore you."
Maggie grinned as she went to the tele-

phone and called Lorraine's suite at the
hotel and asked for Bert. Her heart turned
to water as she heard his voice, but she
managed to keep her voice steady as she
told him that if he wanted to interview-

Beverly Carlton he'd have to leave for the
station immediately. Everything was run-
ning on schedule, even "Lorraine's reap-
pearance. It came practically on the minute
Maggie had anticipated.

"That's quite a gown." She looked point-
edly at the voluptuous dress Lorraine had
changed into, all for Bert's benefit. Maggie
reflected bitterly. "Going anywhere?"
"This?" Lorraine was being elaborately

casual. "Oh, I just threw on anything at

all. Who does your hair, Maggie darling?"'

"A little French woman named Maggie
Cutler comes in every morning," Maggie
purred warningly.
"You know," Lorraine went on un-

daunted, "every time I see you I keep
thinking your hair could be so lovely. I al-

ways want to get my hands on it."

"I've always wanted to get mine on
yours, too," Maggie smiled. It had started

out as pure venom, that smile, but it

changed to anticipation as the phone rang
and she recognized Beverly's voice doing
its imitation of Lord Cedric. "It's for you."
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She handed the receiver to Lorraine.

"Long distance from South Carolina."

"South Carolina !" Lorraine brightened.

"Cedric !" she said breathlessly. "How did

you know I was here? Darling, don't talk

so fast and you won't stutter so ! That's

better. Oh, darling ! Yes ! A thousand
times yes ! Oh, my darling sweet, you've

made me the happiest girl in the world."

"Sherry," she called wildly as she hung
up the phone. "Cedric just called from
South Carolina ! He wants me to marry
him! Maggie dear, can I get a plane out

of here right away?"
"I've a timetable right here." Maggie

was all efficiency as she followed her to

the library. "Oh, this is wonderful. We're
in luck. There's a plane out of Cleveland

at ten-three. Why, it all works out won-
derfully, doesn't it, Sherry?"

"Shut your nasty little face !" White-
side glowered, as Bert came into the room.

"Hello, everybody," he called cheerily.

"It's snowing out. Going to have a real, old-

fashioned Christmas. Say, Maggie, thanks

for the tip about Beverly Carlton. I got a

one-minute interview and I was lucky to

get it because he was in a telephone booth

most of the time. From the faces he was
making it looked like a scene from one of

his plays."

"Bert!" Maggie interrupted f ranctically.

But it was too late.

"Philo Vance is now at work," White-
side smirked as he reached for the phone.

He looked triumphantly at Maggie, as he

asked the operator if a long distance call

from South Carolina had just come
through. "I thought not." He hung up and

turned to Lorraine. "My dear, you have

just played the greatest love scene of your

career with your old friend Beverly Carl-

ton. That, was Beverly you poured out

your girlish heart to. Steady, my blossom,

take it easy."

"Take it easy !" Lorraine stormed. "Do
you realize I'll be the laughing stock of

New York when he gets through telling

it? I always knew he was low, but not

this low. There must be a reason for him
playing this silly trick." She stopped sud-

denly as she saw Maggie looking at Bert.

There was no mistaking that look, and

Lorraine's voice hardened. "Oh, now I

see! Wild horses couldn't get me out of

here nozu, Maggie. Mr. Jefferson, will you

read your play to me tonight? We'll go

back to the hotel right away."

"I should say so," Bert grinned_ unsus-

pectingly. "Maggie, I'll bet you .did this.

You arranged the whole thing, and it's the

finest Christmas present you could have

given me."
Maggie gave him an anguished look.

Then she ran into the hall and picking up

her coat flung herself out of the house.

And hardly had the door closed behind

her than Mrs. Stanley's anguished scream

rang through the house and she and her

husband appeared wildly on the stairs.

"Quiet !" The radio man ran into the

hall. "We go on the air in thirty seconds
!"

"Mr. Whiteside," Stanley roared, wav-

ing a couple of telegrams. "My son has

run off on a freighter and my daughter

is marrying an anarchist! And they say

you told them to do it
!"

"Quiet !" the radio man boomed. "Get

the heck out of here! We're going on the

air!" And from their place on the stairs

the Stanleys saw Sheridan Whiteside lean-

ing graciously toward the microphone.

"This is Whiteside speaking." His voice

came hushed and tender. "On this eve of

eves, when my own heart is overflowing

with peace and kindness, I think it is most

fitting to tell once again the story of that

still and lustrous night when first the star

of Bethlehem was glimpsed in a wondrous

sky." And so once more the famous White-

side voice ushered Christmas into a mil-

lion homes.

Christmas day dawned bleakly. It was
a white Christmas but nobody cared. Mrs.
Stanley was weeping in her room and Mr.
Stanley had flown to Chicago and Maggie
was leaving town on the next train. White-
side's plot had succeeded too well. There
had been a terrible scene when Maggie
discovered Lorraine had talked Bert into

going to her palatial little shack at Lake
Placid to work on his play, and had re-

signed on the spot. It was preposterous of

Maggie, leaving him helpless like this.

Whiteside had never realized before how
much he depended on a secretary. He'd have
to do something to make Maggie stay
long enough to break in a new secretary.

He hadn't even been able to eat break-
fast and though he had opened his pres-

ents, he hadn't really looked at them and
they lay strewn about his chair. All ex-

cept the mummy the Khedive of Egypt
had sent him, which leered at him from
its case. Even when Banjo was ushered in,

Whiteside couldn't draw a grain of com-
fort out of the surprise visit.

"Now, wait a minute," Banjo protested,

after Whiteside had poured out his

troubles to him. "All we have to do is get

rid of Lorraine. Maybe we can send her

a telegram from this Englishman she's

been chasing and
"

"I catch on, Banjo," Whiteside shook his

head sadly. "Lorraine caught on, too. It's

been tried. And we don't want any phony
warrants either, with you pretending to

be J. Edgar Hoover. I've been through all

that with you before. I got Lorraine out

here and I've got to get her away. The
trouble is there's so little time."

He sighed as the door burst open and
Stanley, clutching his daughter's arm, ap-

peared on the threshold with two burly

policemen standing guard behind him. "I

am pleased to inform you, sir," he thun-

dered, "that my son has been apprehended

at Toledo and that my daughter is not, ncr

ever will be married to that anarchist you
so kindly picked out for her. These gen-

tlemen have a warrant by which I am en-

abled to put you out of this house in

fifteen minutes. I am now going upstairs

to smash our radio so that not even acci-

dentally will I ever hear your voice

again."

Whiteside stared after him with stricken

eyes and he shuddered as Lorraine came
in and settled herself on the arm of his

chair.

"Darling," she babbled. "You're not very

Christmasy. Oh !" She saw the mummy
case. "How beautiful! Just look at this

.woman, a woman like yourself, who once

lived and loved, full of the same passions,

fears, jealousies, hates! 'And what remains

of her now ? Just this and nothing more !"

She walked over to the mummy case and
stepped into it, her arms folded mummy
fashion. "A span of four thousand years,

a mere atom in the eternity of time, and
here am I another woman living out her

life."

She closed her eyes and sighed
_
sub-

limely, and then suddenly the immobilized

eyes of Whiteside and Banjo, met. The
message signalled to the other, and before

Lorraine could even cry out, Banjo sprang

toward her and locked the case. "I'll let

her out as soon as we get on the plane,"

he grinned. Then suddenly his face froze.

"But how will we get it out of here?"

It was a problem. Whiteside was frown-

ing over it when Maggie walked coldly

info the room. "Here's the copy of your

New Year's Eve broadcast," she said with-

,

eringly. "And I called Mrs. Roosevelt ati

Atlanta but she'd left for Washington.

This room looks like a parrot's cage." She

started picking up the debris and held out

Harriet's picture. "Do you want this?"_

"No, throw everything away," White-

side ordered. Then he caught a glimpse of

the picture and reached for it. He stared
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at it and then his laugh came triumphantly

as Stanley stood grimly in the doorway.

"I would like you to summon those two

officers and ask them to help this gentle-

man down to the airport with this mummy
case," Whiteside ordered grandly.

"I shall do nothing of the sort!" Stan-

ley sputtered. „

""Oh, I think you will, Mr. Stanley.

Whiteside held out the picture. "I knew I

had seen your sister before. And I was

right. Do you want me to inform my radio

audience on my next broadcast that she

is none other than the famous Harriet

Sedley who murdered her mother and

lather with an axe twenty-five years ago

in Gloucester?"

"Mr. Whiteside, you are a devil !
Stan-

ley groaned. But he called to the police-

men and asked their help. And it was only

when the funeral procession had left the

house with the grinning Banjo at then-

head that Maggie realized what it was

all about.
"Sherry," she asked, was that—?

"It was indeed," Whiteside assured her.

"The field is now clear, and you have

my blessing, rat girl."

"Sherry, you old reprobate! she whis-

pered happily. Then she heard Bert call

her name and ran to meet him.

"Maggie." He came toward her for-

lornly. "I don't want to go to Lake Placid

with Miss Sheldon. I don't even want her

in my play."

"Yon don't have to worry about her,

Maggie assured him. "She's gone, and

Sherry is taking your play to Katharine

Cornell."

"Why, that's wonderful !" Bert exclaimed.

"I'm standing on the threshold of a new
life. Maggie, will you stand there with me?"

"Bert, are you making a pass at me?"
she demanded" "Is this a proposal of mar-

riage?" His kiss answered her question.

But Maggie had no sooner given herself

up to the rapture of it when a horrible

bedlam rose from the living room and as

she ran to the door, she saw that White-

side's luggage had been brought in, and

mixed with the din came the sobs of Mrs.

Stanley as she looked at Sarah and John

dressed for departure. "But my cook and

my butler!" she wailed. "They've been

with me for years."

"I am commuting their sentence !" White-

side announced grandly. He turned to Bert

;md held out his hand. "Goodbye, Mr. Jef-

ferson, you'll never know the trouble you've

caused." Then with a lordly gesture he rose

from the wheel chair and walked to the

door.

"You—you're walking !" Mr. Stanley

gasped.

"So I am," Whiteside agreed noncha-

lantly. "Goodbye, Mr. Stanley. I would like

to hear in the near future that your daugh-

ter has married her young man and that

your son has been permitted to follow his

own bent. Or else!"

The outer door closed on his warning

and the Stanleys looked at each other ap-

palled. Then the phone rang again.

"Hello," Mrs. Stanley wavered. "Oh,

Mrs. Roosevelt! I want you to know that

my husband didn't vote for your husband
but / did and I'd love to vote for him
again some time. Just a minute." She ran

to the door and flung it open. "Oh, Mr.
Whiteside," she called, "Mrs. Roosevelt's

on the phone
!"

"Eleanor?" Whiteside turned eagerly.

And then it happened. He slipped and fell

on the ice.

The nightmare was beginning all over

again. As they carried the great man back
into the Stanley home, Mr. Stanley threw
up his hands in despair, and Mrs.. Stanley

fainted dead away as Whiteside roared

:

"Dr. Bradley, where are you, Doctor? Mr
Stanley, I am suing you for three hundred
and fifty thousand dollars!"

"My husbands kisses were co/das iee

HOW A WIFE OVERCAME

THE "ONE NEGLECT"

THAT THREATENED HER MARRIAGE

I. I never dreamed I would ever play the role of a neglected wife. We were so madlj

in love, at first—then, little by little, Jack's ardor waned until it seemed as though

he actually disliked to be near me. I was utterly miserable.

2. I hid my unhappiness from everyone. Until

one day at luncheon with Jane, my closest chum

—I broke down and told her everything. She

said, "Darling, don't be offended, but perhaps

it's your fault. There's nothing that chills a

husband's love more than carelessness about

feminine hygiene.

3. "Early in my marriage," she said, "a woman

doctor set me straight forever about this one

neglect. I've followed her advice ever since and

used Lysol disinfectant for intimate personal

care. Because Lysol cleanses, deodorizes . . .

and a single douche kills millions of germs,

without harm to sensitive tissues.

4. I went immediately to the nearest drug store,

bought a bottle of Lysol, and followed the

simple feminine hygiene directions on the label.

I've used it ever since, with 100% effective re-

sults. My marriage, I might add, has become

a happy honeymoon once more!

Check this with your Doctor

Lysol is NON-CAUSTIC — gentle and

efficient in proper dilution. Contains no

free alkali. It is not carbolic acid.

EFFECTIVE—a powerful germicide,

active in presence of organic matter

(such as mucus, serum, etc.). SPREAD-
ING— Lysol solutions spread and

virtually search out germs in deep

crevices. ECONOMICAL— small bottle

makes almost 4 gallons of solution for

feminine hygiene. CLEANLY ODOR

—

disappears after use. LASTING —
Lysol keeps full strength indefinitely,

no matter how often it is uncorked.

Copr.. 1941, by Lfhn & Fink Products Corn.

C^T For FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene ami other Lysol uses,

send postcard to Lehn & Fink Products Corp.. Dept. S.-1241, Bloomfield. N. J . I S.A.
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New under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses, or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

Am A pure white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being
harmless to fabrics.

Arrid is the largest

selling deodorant

. . . try a jar today

ARRID
39^ a jar

AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS

(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent jars)

SONG POEM WRITERS
feend us your
original poem.

Mother, Home. Love, Sacred, Patriotic, Comic or any sub-
ject, for our plan and FREE Rhyming Dictionary at once.
RICHARD BROTHERS, 28 Woods Building, Chicago, Illino is

Give Your Lazy Liver

This Gentleludge"
Follow Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice To

Relieve CONSTIPATION!
If liver bile doesn't flow freely every day into

your intestines—constipation with its head-
aches and that "half-alive" feeling often result.

So stir up your liver bile secretion and see how
much better you should feel! Just try Dr.
Edwards' Olive Tablets used so successfully for

years by Dr. F. M. Edwards for his patients

with constipation and sluggish liver bile.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are

wonderful! They not only stimulate bile flow to

help digest fatty foods but also help elimina-

tion. Get a box TODAY. 15fi, 30|S, 60fS.

Private Life of

—

Continued from page 33

Now I'll really begin, try not to detour
too often—but you know how it is when
you are with friends with whom you have
a lot in common—you sort of talk about
everything, all at once—well, that's the

way it was with Martha and her husband,
they become your friends, right off. So,

then, I drove to Martha's ranch, some 40
miles out of Hollywood, in the rolling hill

country called the Northridge Estates. The
chimney of Bob Taylor's ranch sticks its

black snout over the next hill. Otherwise,
only two other houses are visible.

Martha is married to Radio Director

Carl Alsop. You must suspect already that

he is the MOST amusing man anyone
ever met. And with a Gary Cooper build.

When I arrived Carl, in a pair of jeans,

was breaking ground for a vegetable gar-

den. Also his back, he said, and had been
since sun-up. Martha was sitting hard
by on a hummock of hay, crocheting a
string rug for the bathroom. Later, as we
were having tea in the living room, Carl

came in and Martha asked him if he would
have a cup. "What I need," said Carl, "is

a blood transfusion, not a cup of tea!"

I find I am catching it from Martha,
the habit of interrupting myself to quote

Carl. Still, that's all right, that fits in with
the story because quoting Carl is, emphat-
ically, a part of Martha's private life. Her
conversation is profusely punctuated with
"Carl sayses" and "Carl thinkses." She is

completely, admiringly, and quite under-

standably in love with him. As he with her.

There's no sort of use, indeed, in talking

about the Private Life of Martha Scott

unless you tell, first, ,about the romance of

Martha and Carl upon which their private

life is founded.
They met first in New York when he

was directing "The Career of Alice Blair"

radio programs. Martha, you may remem-
ber, played Alice. Joseph Cotton played

Carl. In writing the script the radio char-

acter of Carl was patterned after Carl

Alsop. Martha says, "When you get to

playing opposite a character named Carl

and on the other side of the glass a man
named Carl is directing you, direction to

which you are completely responsive,

something happens!" Carl said, "I'd sit

with the author and tell her exactly what
Carl would say. Words I wanted to hear

Martha say to me."
Martha was the first to know it was

love. She says, "I knew, but he was al-

ways fighting off the thing"—probably be-

cause, she realizes now, there is a differ-

ence in their ages, Carl had been married
before, to a very wealthy woman, had
traveled extensively, had run with a quite

different crowd from any she knew, felt

that she was "just beginning," and all that.

"All that" blew away like the light chaff

it was when Martha came to Hollywood
to make "The Howards of Virginia."

Soon, Carl followed her. They decided to

be married. And when they went back to

New York for the premiere of the pic-

ture, they were married, in the Fifth Ave-
nue Presbyterian Church across the street

from the broadcasting station where they

first met. That was September the 16th,

1940.

Martha is pretty superstitious about the

number "16." She has never had a script

that wasn't dated the 16th of the month.

There is the number 16 in their phone

number and in their address. They were
married on the 16th, and "we'll probably

have 16 children!" laughs Martha. (The
first one of the 16 is expected very soon

now.)

Without Carl (Martha says these two
words as one would say "without food or

lodging") she would never have played
the part of Ella Bishop. "I didn't want to

do the picture. I felt I was in no way
ready for it. I thought Irene Dunne should
do it. Or Katharine Cornell." It was Carl

who told her "of course' you can do it."

It was Carl who told her she was "bom
ready for it"—and Producer Richard
Rowland who sensed the age-old wisdom
in that twenty-odd years of youth and
said, "It is for you and no one else."

But even when she was in production,

she would wake up crying in Carl's arms
in the middle of the night. "I'm not good
enough for the part" and Carl would
soothe and reassure her. "I went off into

a wing-ding," he said, "demonstrating to

her why she was good enough ; how, and
in what particulars—to see me being Ella

Bishop at the age of seventy was enough
to scare her into doing the part!"

Now she is glad and grateful that she
j

did it. Because she has had some of the

loveliest letters from teachers who feel as

Miss Bishop did. One in particular she
cherishes, from Miss Lillian Bishop of
Ardmore, Oklahoma—"One of the nicest

things that has ever happened to me in

my career," Martha said. "I'm going to

keep it, always. It is, to me, a sign that

we did a piece of work that really means
something."
Martha is a funny mixture of assurance

that she is an actress, was born to be an
actress, and of a fan-like attitude toward
other players. It was in the Westport High
School in Kansas City (Martha was
freshman in high at the age of eleven!)

that it "sort of dawned" on her she wanted
to be an actress, dawned on her that she

had "some sort of talent"—because, for

one thing, when she gave interpretative

readings, the kids would sit so quietly,

not move ; would be so appreciative—and
because the dramatic coach, Albert Hum-
phries told her so, told her she would go
very far and very high.

"But I think," Martha said, "that most
actors are developed out of inferiority

complexes. They always say they have in-

feriorities and people are inclined to laugh
a little. But it's true. You see, you get to

thinking you are someone else, someone
quite splendid, and it gives you a sense of

power you don't have at all as yon—like

me, I was so little and thin, with long-

curls my mother wouldn't let me cut and
long lisle stockings— such an inconsequen-
tial little person—then, suddenly, to be
flaming Portia or lovely Juliet or the me-
dium for the poignant words of Rupert
Brooke—don't you see?
"Or sometimes," Martha smiled, at her-

self, "there is a personal reason. When I

was in my freshman year at high school,

not quite eleven when I started, I had a

violent crush on a boy. He was to be in the

class play and I wanted to be in the play-

too, so I could be near him. The very da}

of the first rehearsal I got scarlet fever

and couldn't do it. I might as well have
been a Wall Street banker who had los-<

everything I had lost everything—children

suffer so—the fever," she added, "left me
with bad eyes, ears, and flat feet ! Not that

I mind (except about the feet) because

being so near-sighted makes the work'
more beautiful to me than to others, really

I can't see anything, clearly, more thar

three feet away from me. So, you see, ]

don't see dust under the beds or crack;

in the wall, all the ugly things are blankec

out. Things look prettier to me becausi

I can't define them—the moon looks twiq
as big to me, and the stars—people's face;

have a kind of luminosity."

Later, in college, Martha studied dra

matics under Valentine Windt, a pupil o

Boleslavsky. She took every course in dra

matics the University of Michigan offeree
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See RITA HAYWORTH in "You'll Never Get Rich"- a Columbia Picture

"THEY GAVE ME leading colas in plain paper

cups," says Hollywood's Rita Hayworth. "And

there was so much difference in taste— well, it

didn't take me two seconds to pick my favorite!

'This is it'.' I announced.

" 'OKAY, SWEETHEART, you and the United

States agree,' they told me. ' It's ROYAL CROWN
Cola!' Winter and summer, it's my favorite

pick-up now." (Only 50 for a big bottle that

fills not one but two full glasses!)

ROYAL CROWN
REG U. S. PAT. OFF.

COLA

PICK UP A CARTON AND LET IT PICK YOU UP
COPYRIGHT 19dl. N EH I CORP.
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GR1P-TUTH
HOLDS the beauty

of your hair-do

!

£?* tiny s
• .

;
rm

'"' l«W hair

"

ff"''*' Princip/e.

MARJORII WOODWORTH
Hal Roach Studios Star

Hold yo«>* coiffure love-

ly as Hollywood stars

do— with Grip-Tuth,
the modern, better hair

retainer. Any style—
waves, curls, puffs—
all are kept "beauty-
salon-perfect" with
Grip-Tuth. The split

tooth grips gently,
holds firmly, keeps your
hair-do secure all day.

NOTE: If notion counter
or beauty shop can't sup-
ply you, send 25c for card
(tu'o retainers). State hair
color.

GRIP-TUTH: Diadem, Inc., Leominster, Mass., Dept. 74
Nu-Hestve Surgical Dressings, by our affiliated com-
pany, are one of our contributions to National Defense.

MUSIC COMPOSED
TO POEMS

Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions made, $7.00 from your word
and music manuscript. Any subject con-
sidered, Love, Home, Sacred, Swing.

KEENAN'S MUSIC SERVICE
Box 2140, Dept. SC Bridgeport, Conu.— YOU GIRLS! —

Who Suffer From

DYSMENORRHEA
which makes you

WEAK, NERVOUS—
If you suffer headache,
cramps, backache, feel
"dragged out," blue,
cranky—due to,functional monthly dis-
turbances—try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound!
Pinkham's Compound is made espe-

cially to relieve such female distress-
it helps build up resistance against such
tired, nervous feelings. Hundreds of
thousands of women remarkably helped.
Follow label directions. Try it!

Martha says Carl took her in his arms
and said, "You have done a swell job, I'm
proud of you!" She told me that with
more pride than when she showed me some
of her press notices.

They are terrified for fear something
will happen to the pale blue walls and the
gray rug. When, recently, Lucille Ball
and Desi Arnaz stopped by to see them,
Desi in muddy jeans and boots, "We kept
suggesting that we go out on the porch,"
laughed Martha, "but it didn't work." Carl
said, "And they had a little purp with
them, he must have thought we were
hawks, the way we kepi our eyes on him

—

funny how you sweat gumdrops for six
months over something new; and then
relax."

Martha "adores" Lin Yutang and Rupert
Brooke . . . French and German lieder

. . . her favorite dinner is spare-ribs, fried
bananas, romaine with wonderful garlic
Roquefort cheese dressing, and corn . . .

the Alsops also go for chili . . . her favor-
ite flower is the camellia . . . her favorite
radio programme, the Quiz Kids . . . her
pet hates the previously mentioned tooth-
brushes and mannerisms of speech . . .

people who keep saying little, pat phrases,
like ending every sentence with "you
know" . . . she once dropped a beau like
a hot cake because he began every sen-
tence with "For cri' eye!" She dropped
another swain because he constantly blew
on a cigarette ... she collects play-bills
from the New York theaters . . .

She can't cook . . . says she is one of
whom it is said "She can boil water" . . .

she can get breakfast, too . . . but not for
Carl. Carl says she scrambles eggs and
peanut butter and he doesn't even like to
think about it . . . she's not athletic, but
she is a pretty good marksman, and pretty
good at paddle tennis . . . "she has," Carl
told me, "the same determination at games
as she has in the theater. She's one of the
kind of people who does what she does
superbly or not at all."

_
She would have got along capably as a

pioneer woman . . . when the dog gets
hurt, says Carl, she'll go right out there
and operate on him, lay him open and go
to work ... a Florence Nightingale at
heart . . . the only time she takes a licking-

is when she can't face something ... as
soon as she faces it, she's all right . . .

She has a beautiful voice . . . this was
told me by Carl, as a "secret" . . . "but
if you ask her to sing," he says, "she
dies . . . she sings for Grandma and me, a
soprano voice, and a lovely one ... but
it's one of her shynesses."
Martha usually sleeps as late as she can

in the mornings, when she is not working
. . . "that usually takes me to 9.30" . . .

Carl gets up at the most amazing hours,
5.30 to 6, usually . . . they spend their
evenings very quietly, especially since they
have been in the new house ... a new
piece of furniture comes and it takes hours
to "oh" and "ah" over that, to try it here,
then there ... or they sit and listen to
the radio_ ... or they play gin rummy . . .

or they just sit and talk and laugh while
Grandmother knits and "listens to our idle

prattle" . . . Martha says "we have fun
together, Carl and I, fun just doing noth-
ing, which is real fun . . ." they don't
know, or see, many people in the picture
business . . . Lucille and Desi, Mary Mar-
tin and Richard Halliday, the Hank Pot-
ters, Margaret Sullavan and Leland Hay-
ward are the ones they know best.

Martha isn't, or wasn't, clothes-conscious.
She said, "I never really cared about hav-
ing a big wardrobe. But I must say that
when I'd get an invitation to a big pro-
ducer's house and my "other dress" was at
the dry-cleaner's and / was in a quandry,
I'd kick myself for not shopping more.
But I have a lovely wardrobe now. Carl

has seen to that. He likes to see me in I

lovely things, he knows lovely things, he's
'

seen women all over the world. I wouldn't
dream of buying anything without him."

Playing "Our Town" gave her, she says,
an interesting complex. Living life after
death as she did for so long, first in the
play and then in the picture, "made me
realize I ought to be living my life for
everything there is in .it right now . .

."

she added, "and I am—every minute."
Martha likes to! be alone with her

thoughts ; as some women sort over their
souvenirs, old love letters, odds and ends,
Martha sorts over her favorite memories.
She showed me some of them: the little

country schoolhouse near Jamesport, Mis-
souri, where she learned the Three R's,

sixteen pupils in eight grades, one young
teacher "with a shining mind so that she
made us think of learning as something
lovely" . . . Miss Ida Lilly, who taught
American history in Westport High School
and taught Martha something even more
important than history—faith in herself,
faith in the generous goodness of others
... for it was Miss Lilly who, believing
in Martha, insisted that she go to college
and financed her while she was there . . .

the day she signed her contract with Sol
Lesser to make the film version of "Our
Town" . . . asking for an advance of $100
and when asked "Why? for what?" said,

"to finish paying a debt" . . . putting that
check in an envelope and mailing it, know-
ing that the debt could never be paid in

cash alone, because faith had been banked
for her, as well as money, and that, too,

she must pay back, and keep paying . . .

the day she heard that the Bonstelle The-
atre in Detroit was recruiting a winter
company, took a bus to the city and the
theater management gave her a bit and
walk-ons . . . other stock companies, each
one contributing to her a new tool to use
in her craft ... the Globe Theatre in Chi-
cago, the two years there, when she was a
member of the company and played ab-

f

breviated versions of Shakespeare ... the
day she arrived in New York with $50.00
in her purse . . . the two weeks of summer
stock . . . the long summer without work
when she rubbed out-at-elbow elbows with
her fellow-men . . . that bit in a radio show
with another youngster, name of Orson
Welles, a nightly presentation of ghost
stories, they gave . . . Martha still shivers
when she thinks of that, so goose-fleshing

j

a "ghost" was Orson . . . and then "Our
Town" on Broadway . . . and "Spring- I

time for Henry," with Edward Everett i

Horton, and a brief run in Lonsdale's "The
|

Foreigners" . . . the Hollywood producer
who saw a test she had made and said, I

shaking his head, "I'm sorry. I want to 1

compliment you on a very fine performance f
in your test, but—I don't think you are a
screen type !"

. . . she likes this memory
because, in less than nine months after

that, she had made "Our Town," "The
Howards of Virginia," "Cheers for Miss
Bishop," was starting "They Dare Not
Love," was under a three-year contract to

Director Frank Lloyd, scheduled to make
one picture a year, for five years, for

Producer Lesser . . . being told how in-

credibly she resembled her Grandmother
McKinley in "Cheers for Miss Bishop."
These are among the thoughts Martha

turns over in her mind, like bright-colored
wools in a basket, when she is alone.

Around Hollywood they are saying,
"She is the Helen Hayes of pictures."

Her husband says of her, sort of sum-
ming up, "Her only drawback is that she

is too honest and too sweet for this mod-
ern world."

So now, by one means or another, by
detours and a somewhat circuitous route,

you have it, I think—Martha Scott, the

Private Life Of:
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Jean Parker's ranch is pint-sized but her home
is crammed with cheer and comfort, especially

in the Christmas season. Facing page, Jean

mixes her special salad at the table. It is the

first course of her Christmas dinner, and after

reading her recipe you'll want to try it too.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 8

Jean's living- room, a brick-walled, com-
fortably informal room with beamed ceil-

ing and enormous fireplace. The wreaths

were up in all four windows and over the

fireplace.

"I'm going to have my tree in the largest

window," said my hostess. "I call it my
crying corner, because I haven't found out

what to do with it yet—and we've been

here nearly eight months."
The "crying corner" overlooks a black

acacia tree, under which "sunset grass,"

set out in what looks like patches of deli-

cate green clover, is beginning to take root.

Nothing, Jean complains, will grow under

acacia or eucalyptus trees ! "Unless the

sunset grass fools me," she added.

There's an Etienne Ray picture over the

fireplace. "When I was in London, Robert
Donat and his friends were always talking

about Etienne Ray and his wonderful

work," Jean recalled. "I never expected to

meet him then. But here he is in Holly-

First and Only Candy served the "Quints i

UM-M-M! You'll agree with

the "Quints" and millions of

Americans that Baby Ruth is candy

at its finest ! You'll love the luscious,

velvety-smooth coating, the chewy

caramel and tasty opera cream

center, the abundance of golden,

freshly roasted peanuts whichmake

up this great candy bar. Baby Ruth

is good food — good for you. Its

ingredients are all pure,who!esome

foods— nourishing and delicious.

Enjoy a big bar of Baby Ruth today !

CURTISS CANDY COMPANY
Chicago, 111.

"Baby Ruth, being rich in Dextrose, vital

food-energy sugar, and other palatable

ingredients, makes a pleasant, wholesome
candy for children."

RICH IN DEXTROSE Food-Energy Sugar
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That's why thousands of women
everywhere are turning to MINER'S

LIQUID MAKE-UP as the perfect pow-

der base for the make-up glamour

men admire.

A powder base or complete make-

up, it imparts a velvety smooth finish,

helps conceal blemishes and keeps

your complexion gloriously fresh-look-

ing all day long. Try it today!

5 flattering shades, including

EVENING WHITE for evening wear.

jfeuid WAKEOP
JOc, 25c, & 50c at cosmetic counters

©eneifows Sample
Send coupon and 3c stamp

'

MrNER'S,"l2E^12thSt.,Dept. Si2. New York

I enclose 3c stamp to cover mailing

cost. Send me generous sample oi

Miner's Liquid Make.up FREt!

Name •

Address *

It you pre/er a cream base . .

TryMINER'S FOUNDATIONCREAM
with Lanolin—10c et all 5 and 10's

GRAY

. . cutd£oo&10

© Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telitaie

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent i£

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c at drug or toilet counters on a monev-back guarantee.
Retain your youthful charm. GetBROWNATONE today.

Can't Keep
Grandma In

Her Chair
She's as Lively as a Youngsier—
Now her Backache is better

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once tbey discover that the real cause of their trouble

may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiiiess

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
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wood and I've not only met him but he has
painted my portrait ! I never was so
thrilled in my life."

The D'awsons intend to have their "little

Christmas"—the one for their special inti-

mates—on -Christmas tve. Then the small
group will trim the tree, have, a gay supper
and open their presents together.
"The "Christmas Eve snack," as Jean

calls it, will consist of Lobster Newburgh
served on toasted English crumpets, ac-
companied by champagne and eaten by
candlelight.

LOBSTER NEWBURGH
2 baby lobsters

1 cube butter

2 tablespoons flour

Vz pt. coffee cream (or more)
2 teaspoons paprika
1 wine glass sherry

For the cream sauce, take Y* cube butter
and the flour and cream and blend them
well. Saute inch-size cubes of lobster, y2

cube melted butter and paprika before add-
ing sherry and finally the cream sauce.

This serves 4.

Christmas Day is open house at Sands-
Park. All the boys and girls either Jean or
Doug know who will not have a home
Christmas that day are invited to come
over as soon as they wake up Christmas
morning. Breakfast will be a continuous
performance, as guests arrive. It will be
served in the English manner, with a side-
board covered with dishes to choose from,
the dishes kept deliciously hot with warmers
and chafing dishes, fresh toast and waffles
being made as often as appetites demand.
"Everyone who comes can do as he or

she pleases the rest of the day," planned
Jean, "and we'll have a big dinner at night.

They can exercise the horses, go for hikes,

play the jradio, rest or talk—whatever ap-
peals to them.
"My Christmas dinner will begin with

our favorite salad, instead of soup or fruit

cup or anything like that. Most people
complain that they eat too much at holiday
dinners and I hope my guests will feel

pleased and not pained when they rise from
my table. Either Doug or I mix the salad
at the table. I've never tasted it anywhere
else."

SANDS-PARK SALAD
Beforehand, a pan of bread cubes is

baked in the oven. Romaine lettuce, bread
cubes, a tray of condiments, lemon, oil and
an egg is set before the salad maker.

Yz cup olive oil

Ya teaspoon salt

pepper to taste

sprinkle of sugar ' -

paprika

Mix well
;
pour over the lettuce, put in

bread cubes and juice of y2 lemon, break
egg over whole and toss with two forks.

Turkey, with chestnut stuffing, and tiny

sausages bordering the platter is the main
dish, as it is in most American homes. At
Sands-Park, they serve cranberries chopped
up with oranges as a relish, and there is

a choice of potatoes.

Because Hollywood likes vegetables,

there will be two or more besides the po-
tatoes, the most unusual being stuffed car-

rots?

STUFFED CARROTS
6 medium-sized carrots

2 hard-cooked eggs

Yz cup chopped cooked
mushrooms (Heinz)

2 tablespoons butter, melted

Yt teaspoon salt

Scrape carrots and cut in half length-

wise. Cook in boiling salted water until

tender, but not thoroughly done. Cool
and scoop out the center, leaving a boat

shaped shell. Mash the carrot that was
scooped out and the hard-cooked egg, add
melted butter and chopped mushrooms.
Mix well and fill the carrot shells with
the mixture. Bake in a hot oven about
10 minutes.

Jean, with her flyaway red hair, her
wide green eyes, her charmingly helpless
femininity, looks as if she wouldn't know
a string bean from a Swiss chard. But
the heroine of "No Hands on the Clock"
(the latest of the several films Jean is ap-
pearing in for William Pine and William
Thomas of Paramount), is actually an au-
thority in the kitchen.

It takes days to make Jean's honey fruit
cakes, which she serves as dessert in-

stead of the heavier plum pudding, and she
supervises the cake-making herself, care-
fully weighing out quantities of this-a and
that-a.

HONEY FRUIT CAKE
\]/2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 pound chopped figs

1 pound chopped dates
5 eggs, well beaten
1 cup brown sugar
6 cups (Swansdown) flour

1 cup chopped citron

Y2 cup chopped prunes
1 cup chopped pecans
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
1 cup chopped almonds
2 cups chopped walnuts

Y2 cup honeyed lemon strips

Y\ cup crystallized ginger
1 cup honeyed orange strips

Yi cup chopped stewed apricots

Y2. cup honeyed grapefruit strips

Yi teaspoon (Burnett's) allspice

1J4 teaspoons nutmeg
1 pound currants
2 cups butter

2Y2 cups hone>r

Y2 teaspoon cloves
1 pound raisins

y2 cup [Maxwell House) coffee
1 teaspoon soda

Y\ teaspoon salt

To make honeyed grapefruit, orange
and lemon strips, remove peel in 4 length-
wise sections. Cover with cold water and
simmer till soft. Drain and scrape out
white pulp. Cut in thin strips with scissors.

Cook together 2/3 cup honey, 1 cup
sugar and 2/3 cup water until syrup
spins. Add fruit peel and cook over low
heat for 20 minutes or until most of the
syrup is absorbed.
Drain in a large wire strainer and roll

strips in granulated sugar.

Now for the cake. The fruits should be
prepared a day ahead. Chop and mix
raisins, currants, dates, figs, citron, gin-
ger, prunes and apricots. Add the honeyed
orange, lemon and grapefruit rinds and
allow mixture to stand overnight.

Next day cream butter and sugar and
add eggs. Sift together 5 cups flour, salt,

spices, cream of tartar and soda. Add this

alternately with honey and coffee. Then
combine the fruit and remaining cup of
flour, and add this to the cake mixture.
Last, add the chopped nuts.

Put the mixture into 1 or 2 pound cans,

cover with wax paper and steam for 2
hours. Then bake at 275 degrees F. for

1 hour. This recipe makes 12 pounds of
fruit cake.

Appropriately enough, in Jean's view,

since she loves to entertain, her dining

room looks like a tavern with its panelled

walls, leaded windows, and hatch buffet.

An impressive portrait of Doug's father

hangs above the hatch.

While I was there. Jean was experi-

menting with a table centerpiece of bright

Christmas balls and single white oleanders

from her garden. The oleanders are in
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bloom most the year and are her prize

table flowers.

"But we may decide to go in for Christ-

mas cactus—it has gorgeous red blos-

?oms. you know," she said, thoughtfully.

The young Dawsons are sun-worship-

pers and live mostly in their patio, winter

or summer alike. It's enclosed by the

house on two sides, and by high lattices

on a third, olive trees shade it, and it's

floored in brick. Here there are dart

games, ping-pong tables, a barbecue fire-

place as well as a charcoal-burning por-

table barbecue.

The animals will have their Christmas

here, the horses coming in for their new-

bridles, saddles or polished apples, the

dogs enjoying their special dog-biscuits.

"I . think I'll have a lot of bright pack-

ages hung on that olive tree for my ani-

mals and their friends," laughed Jean.

"There's a new kind of dog soap. Can't

you imagine how- thrilled the visiting

hounds would be with dog soap?"
There may be "No Hands on the Clock"

in Jean's new picture, but she is going to

need more than one pair herself, if she

does all she plans for Christmas, 1941

!

Hollywood Needs You!

Continued from page 29

clamoring at our gates, why should this

be? Let's dispose of the clamor first. From
executives to grips, everyone connected with

a studio gets his share of frantic appeals

from would-be actors and actresses. Direc-

tors are hounded by them. They come in,

they phone, they wire, they write, they get

into your hair and under j-our skin. As an
honest reporter, I must go on record as

saying that most of these pleas reveal—

a

certain lack of perspective, let's call it. One
woman wrote me that she was thirty-eight,

the mother of three children, lived in a

small town, yearned to break into the movies,

and what could I do to help her? All I

could do was feel sorry for her, which I'm
sure was no help. If you tried to do any-

thing else, you'd make no pictures, you'd

have no time for pictures. Your days and
nights, your mind and emotions and ener-

gies would be exhausted by the conscien-

tious examination of one out of every hun-

dred appeals that cross youi desk.

That's not the director's job. And the

root of our trouble lies in the fact that,

under present arrangements, it's nobody's

job. It ought to be, but it isn't. Why it

isn't I don't know, except that this industry

mushroomed so swiftly from seed to forest

that much of its undergrowth remains un-
cleared. Instead of hiring the group of ex-

perts we need to clear it, we stumble along
and bark our shins and swear. Leaving
figures of speech, v,-e lack in plain English
a system for the discovery of new talent.

Our present hit-or-miss tactics can't be
called a system. We're like kids lighting

skyrockets, tossing them up, and hoping the

stick won't boomerang back to conk us.

Here's how it works—rather, how it fails

to work—now. Tests are made for two
reasons—to establish the screen possibilities

of a newcomer or to find a player to fit a
particular role. Dozens of new people are

tested every week and never used. The
feeling gets around that tests don't matter,

anyone can do them, let's get it over with,

who cares? Nobody cares except the per-

son being tested. Result—a sloppy, indif-

ferent job—potential talent disheartened
and turned away. Why do they bother to
test him in the first place? Now I'll ask
one.

Or take the case of a part for which a
player is being sought Someone's seen
Jimmy Stewart, found him attractive, a
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good actor. They test him for Rhett But-

ler. You think that's stretching a point?

I've known many points to be stretched

much farther. They don't stop to consider

that the boy doesn't fit the role. An actor's

an actor and can play any part, they argue.

But an audience won't believe in the wrong
kind of person. They won't believe Jimmy
Stewart's Rhett, or Warner Baxter's Peter

Pan. But the studio tests him, wastes his

money, finds he won't do and away flies

Jimmy. I tested him a year or two before

he came out here. My studio was trying

to accumulate a few players. They didn't

like him. If they'd owned "The Philadelphia

Story," they'd have grabbed him, they'd

have had him and with him a nice tinkle

in the cash register. But no, the imagina-

tion to look beyond the moment was lacking.

A boy can't be any boy nor a girl any
girl. It's folly to test a player for the part

you happen to have open at the moment,
unless you've convinced yourself that he's

got the physical and emotional equipment

to make 'him believable in the part. If he

hasn't got it for you, how can he have it

for the audience ? Take the case of Martha
Scott. And while we're about it, take my
apologies if I seem to be sounding my own
horn. My experience has been paralleled

by most of the directors in town, but obvi-

ously I'm better acquainted with such de-

tails as I handled myself. So if I use

them to point my arguments, I also trust

your indulgence to understand that it's

done in a spirit of scientific objectivity

and not, like Jack Horner, to prove what
a fine boy am I

!

Martha Scott was a Broadway stage sen-

sation in "Our Town." They brought her

out here, tested her for many parts at

many studios, and reached the conclusion

that she didn't photograph. Why didn't

she photograph? She had two eyes and a

nose. I'd seen her in New York and
wanted her for the picture, but kept buck-

ing up against a stone wall. Dutifully I

tested dozens of others, but always went
back to Scott. In the end I collected all

the tests made of her here and ran them.

"You see, Sam," they told me, "she doesn't

photograph." I turned mulish and insisted

on having her brought out. There was
weeping and wailing, but she got here, she

played the role, and the chief mourners

became her chief admirers. She hadn't

looked like the thing they'd wanted her to

look like when they made their tests. So
she doesn't photograph, they said, instead

of saying that she didn't suit the parts

they'd tested her for.

Much the same thing happened to Greer

Garson. She was hauled over from Eng-
land, and sat for a year going crazy with

nothing to do. I was going crazy, trying

to find Mrs. Chips. I'd decided to hunt

for her in England where the picture was
to be filmed, but on the day I was leaving

for New York to sail to London, I ran

some tests—as a final desperate measure

and to satisfy myself that I'd left no stone

unturned. One test was of Garson, playing

a society girl. A few feet, and I prickled

with excitement. Then came a sense of

relief and perfect peace. This was Mrs.

Chips.

How did I know? You form a concep-

tion of a character. You want the audience

to find certain qualities in her. Those are

the qualities you look for. If you don't

see them, the audience won't. If you do,

they may. That's how roles should be cast,

but they're not. The girl Chips married

had to be attractive and desirable, to ac-

count for her lifelong influence on him and

the school, though she lived with both for

only a year. She had to have compassion

and insight, or she'd never have discovered

the heart of the man behind the pedantic

school teacher. She had to have humor
and tact and tenderness, else she couldn't

have worked in him the^ transformation
that had to be worked. She had to be
honest in spirit to convince the audience
that no matter how many Prince Charm-
ings came along, she'd always love Chips.

I believed the^Se things possible of the

woman I saw in that test. As it turned
out, audiences believed them, too.

How does this help you? By opening
your eyes to what you may have to contend
with if you ever do reach Hollywood. Don't
let them pour you into a mould. Don't let

them make you look like a thousand other

ingenues and juveniles. Fight to keep your
personality, the spark which sets you apart

from the rest of the world. On every lot

you'll find people who'll help you fight

against the stodginess of routine.

Then when we have enough fighters,

maybe some day a great white light will

break over the studios, and we'll get the

system that will give you the chance you're

worth. Baseball has it today. Baseball

scouts the country from sandlots to minor
leagues. They take these kids, watch them,

groom them, wet-nurse them, discipline

them. Sure it takes time and money, but it

pays. The misfits drop out. The rest are

fit for big-league ball. We get our Tracys
and Davises by accident. They get their

di Maggios and Greenbergs by labor pains.

As they scout the sandlots, we ought to

scout summer stock, dramatic schools,

amateur productions.

Every studio should maintain a training

department, run by professionals who know
their business—people intelligent enough to

recognize personality when they see it, pa-

tient enough to develop it. Unless a man's
downright deformed, you can't tell till

you've worked with him how he'll turn

out. Run the early tests of some of today's

moneymakers, and you'll find they screened

like slabs of cheese. They're the lucky

ones, the ones who by some chain of acci-

dents came through. But again I repeat,

and I can't repeat it too often, we're suck-

ers to trust to luck. We should build up
an army of possibilities, finance them till

they're whipped into shape, present them to

the public only when they're ready for the

public. What baseball can afford, so can
the films. If we get one star out of fifty—

;

and we will—the returns are astronomical.

Casting nowadays is left mostly to the

director, who wants new material but

can't be expected to use his pictures as

training schools. Sometimes he's driven to

it. I was, in a couple of cases. I needed a

child for "Rangers of Fortune"—an honest

kid caught in a rat-trap, sensitive but inde-

pendent and aggressive enough to stand on
her feet and battle the world. I interviewed

plenty of kids who had been in pictures,

but they were all polished up, pretty and
artificial and unconvincing. Tim Whelan
came in with Betty Brewer. He'd found

her outside the Brown Derby, singing for

nickels. She'd fought like hell to exist,

mothered her family, bossed them, made
herself responsible for them. She kept

watching me during the tests with this look

in her eye that said it couldn't come true,

and if it did, it couldn't last. She was real,

so I took a chance on the acting end. When
you take that kind of chance and win, you
feel swell. For your own sake, of course,

but for the player's, too. There's a very

human gratification involved in the sense

that you've opened for someone a door to

a whole new world.

I interviewed dozens of boys for the part

of Mark in "Kitty Foyle." I needed a con-

trast to Dennis Morgan, yet someone
equally attractive. Kitty had been married

and madly in love with Wyn. I couldn't

foist her off on someone who didn't meas-

ure up to the other fellow. I couldn't af-

ford to have women in the audience think-

ing, "Well, after Wyn, I'd never fall for

that guy." One day an agent brought James
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Craig in. I liked his eyes and smile and
voice—even-thing about his appearance

and personality. I kept hunting and hunt-

ing for someone with more experience, yet

he was the one who stuck in my head. I

felt I could turn the girl over to him, and
still keep faith with the girls in the audi-

ence. I remembered his physique. He looked

as though he"d been an athlete. That turned

the scale. Men who've been active in sports

are less self-conscious than the average,

more pliable, take instruction more easily.

So again I decided to take my chance with
Craig.

Both he and Betty were tested, of course,

before being signed. But they were tested

my way the way, if you'll forgive the

presumption, I believe tests should be

made. First, I had them photographed as

the}- look. Then I studied the photographs
and satisfied myself that they were worth
testing. If you're worth testing at all,

you're worth testing right. I put them in

with ten other people, to see if their per-

sonalities stood out among the other ten.

Nobody wants to sit for an hour and a half,

watching a face he doesn't like. Convinced
that their personalities were vital and at-

tractive enough to claim attention, I put

the cameras on them, had them shot from
all angles to familiarize myself with all

their photographic possibilities. I wouldn't

let the makeup men change their lips or

eyebrows or facial planes. You spend

months hunting for a certain freshness,

then wash it out to conform to some stere-

otyped standard of good looks. What could

be stupider? If teeth aren't good, I have

them capped. Otherwise, I leave the face

as I find it

Now you're read}' for the specific test. In

the case of Betty and Craig, the parts were
waiting. In the case of a general test,

you'd have to size your actor up, figure the

kind of parts he ought to play and test him
in some such part. If you stick a wolf into

Little Red Ridinghoo'd's cape, you'll lose

out on both. Then—don't give him any old

Tom, Dick or Harry to work with. He
needs all the support and stimulus he can

get. Put something dull in and you'll have
something dull to look at. Again, don't

badger him. Use your imagination. Think
how you'd feel in his place, with so much
at stake. Make him realize you're working
with him, not against him. He's not going

to do it a hundred percent the first time.

Talk to him, ease him up, play round with
him, give him confidence ifl himself and
you. It'll take time and sweat and patience

but the results will be worth it—to you, to

the industry, and to the kids whose dreams
are in your hands.

I seem to have forgotten for a moment
that it's you kids I'm talking to. I've tried

to give you some notion of some of the

tilings you'll be up against, should you ever

strike this Bagdad-on-the-Pacific. If you've

got the stuff, you won't let my straight

talk put you off. And in spite of what I

said at the outset, I find that I do have
one piece of advice for you.

Don't be content to dream. Work. Go to

the library, read plays, discuss them, see

them. Save your pennies and buy a re-

cording machine, they don't cost much.
Work on parts, make records, listen to

them, get your friends to listen and criti-

cize, make them over and over till you're

sure you can't do any better. Listen to ex-
perienced actors on radio shows. Learn to

place your voices. Every high school has a
department of speech. Try out for amateur
productions. Go to dramatic school if you
can, but be sure it's a good one. Bad trim-
ing's worse than none.
Among you are the stars of five and ten

years hence. Hollywood can't get along
without you. If you're sure you can't get
along without Hollywood, roll back your
sleeves, pitch in, and good luck to you.
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Song of an Actress

Continued from page 5!

may, in that goofy coop of a coast Mont-
martre, have eaten quite as little, even less,

she has, thank heaven, Sam Goldwyn and
Darryl Zanuck, kept her health and
strength. Heaven (not to be too biological)

made her what she is, Sam put her into

training, and Darryl put her to work. And
altogether it's a swell job.

Now that things have got started, they're

going at a mighty fast clip. From "West-
ern Union" the speedy Virginia went into

"Tall, Dark and Handsome" and now
she's being rather sensational in "Swamp
Water." No time for anything else? Oh
yes, she had. In her spare moments she
wrote poetry for magazines. And so you
see on this page the poem she graciously

consented to write for Screenland.
One of the first things about Miss Gil-

more to strike me was that her face had
brains in it. An oval tendency added charm,
while the lips were just full enough for

warmth—you know. Her clear eyes had a
sunny way of smiling, her fair hair was
like a flag in the breeze. Looking further

was to find a profile that meant something.
Strength fortified softness. A musical voice,

not unlike the 'cello she plays so well,

matched all this, rich-throated and flowing,

with no uncertain high notes shrilling to

exclamation. It spoke of poise and the dis-

ciplined mind of a young woman of 24
who looked 21.

At a far earlier age, long before Bo-
hemia ranged above her horizon, Virginia,

I was amazed to hear, became an actress

to keep from going to bed. I could hardly
believe my ears. In their time they had
heard many reasons for choosing the same
calling, among them, if memory served,

"career." But "bed" was something else

again, something that knocked understand-
ing flat as a mattress.

Miss Gilmore smiled indulgently. "When
I was five I'd take my stand in the living

room every evening after dinner and de-

fiantly announce, 'I'm going to do a play.'

It wasn't that I wanted to act, but that

I didn't want to go to bed. To stay up,

I'd do anything, even if I didn't know
how to do it. Not knowing any plays,

I had to make them up as I went
along. That was a great strain on me,

but a still greater one on the helpless

members of the family. They'd sit re-

signed to their fate while I desperately

performed. The wonder was they didn't

all become victims of .chronic indigestion.

From time to time they would try to stop

me, but I'd always hurry to say, 'There's

one more scene.'

"

Virginia was 11 when the way led to

Bohemia. Born in Del Monte, Calif., she

presently lived in Carmel and then went
to school in Burlingame. By now the act-

ing bee in her bonnet was buzzing busily.

So one day her aunt, herself with a sympa-
thetic leaning toward the stage, took her

up to San Francisco on a Toonerville trol-

ley for a reading at the Group Theater.

There and at the Green Room Theater her

training continued for eight years, with

time off for the University of California

at Berkeley, until the call to Hollywood
came like a cry out of the wilderness.

How it happened to come is still a mys-
tery.

"If it had been a wee bit stranger, a shade

more mysterious, I might now be in New
York," she reflected, "for I had never
thought of going into pictures."

Meanwhile, that schoolgirl with her hair

in braids had gone into a life so strange to

her, so utterly unlike any existence she had
ever imagined, that at first its unreality

had all the quality of a fantastic dream.
"We lived," considered Miss Gilmore,

"what is called the Bohemian life. This
does not mean it is a gay life. In a sense,

it is the outgrowth of poverty. Its aim is

to keep faith with itself, to try individually
to meet the requirements of living on little

—and they try so desperately, those kids
who have no money. It is a very pathetic

attempt to be brave. I think this is true
of youth all over the world, youth strug-
gling to rise."

Her deep sympathy with that youth, as
these words came from her free of senti-

mentality and self-consciousness, was felt

in her sincerity and understanding, based
alike on her own actual experience.

"Yes, we got fun out of it," she will-

ingly admitted, "but I think we learned a

great deal, too. Mainly, we learned self-

dependence. This is something probably of
more importance today than ever before in

the world. For youth, boys and girls alike,

now faces a world such as never has been
known. None of us know what tomorrow
may bring, but all of us know we should
be ready to face whatever comes. To do
this we must have, first of all, self-reliance.

In its way, acting is largely a matter of

self-reliance, since the actor must stand

or fall by himself. He lives, too, much by
himself. Indeed, it was wholly so with the
Group to which I belonged."
There was a characteristic pause, then:

"There were fifteen of us altogether. We
lived in a strange, eerie house on Tele-
graph Hill in San Francisco. It was an
earthquake house. That is, it had been
shaken out of shape and never put right

again. It leaned at a perilous angle. Its

stairs swung drunkenly, its doors wobbled
to one side, its floors staggered across
lurching rooms. The whole place had the

feeling of an awful hangover. Everything
was on the bias, and that's the way we
walked—we had to, or fall flat on our
faces. Downstairs, by the front door, was
a bulletin board with a piece of white chalk
hanging by a string. On it we would write
messages, such as : 'Toots—If you're going
to the drug-store, bring back toothpaste.

Sally.' The girls were all on one floor,

the boys on another. Three other girls were
in the room with me. We'd share the work
of it, and do our own washing, or most of
it, to save laundry bills. We each got
$16.50 a week—some weeks. But we drew
only about $10 after our household ex-
penses were taken out. By that time we had
borrowed about $5 apiece, so we had to

get through the week with what little was
left. There was the strictest economy in

food, all of it chosen by the management
with that one idea in mind. We had stewed
apricots every morning and pancakes every
other Wednesday morning. The apricots

gagged us, but the pancakes were a great

treat. When we had roast lamb for dinner
we'd have it for three more nights, the

last time as soup made out of the bones.

At meals the talk was always of acting and
clothes. We girls were always borrowing
one another's clothes. But I sold a lot of
mine."
A bit of business on the side? "N-no," ;

and she mused reminiscently. "That's an-
other story. You see, a boy at home
seemed to be interested in me, and my
mother hoped he was. Mother had a charge
account in a San Francisco store, and told

me to stock up with clothes for the boy's
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ike. As my step-father was quite wealthy,

,
I entered into the idea so enthusiastically

[hat I spent $2,000 on coats, dresses, hats

id shoes. But in time I sold nearly every-

Mag to the other girls of the Group, most

5 the dresses for $5 apiece, or anything I

appened to get."

Naively, I wondered what had happened

b the boy. "He got married," was the

.fend reply, "but -not to me."

. My ready sympathy went out to a life,

particularly a Bohemian life, starved of

Fpmance, only to be met with the astonish-

;
lg disclosure : "I fell in love with twins.

M it was rather confusing. Not that I

ouldn't tell them apart. But, somehow, I

J&pt getting my dates mixed."
.' With the unerring instinct of a Los

I

j

uigeles realtor, I speculated as to whether

Miis duplex attachment had led to a fur-

ther financial investment.

'Yes, it did," confirmed the twin-de-

j' eloper. "With another girl of the Group,

, |
(
bought a house for $30, so that we could

. ;et away from the earthquake house for

eek-ends. It was really just a shack on

I

'ishermen's Wharf down at Monterey,

i
Chough not much to look at, it had a lot

. . f atmosphere—fishy. In fact, it smelled

Mo strongly of fish that we had to keep

i :h the doors and windows open day and

, light. Of course, keeping open house like

lhat made it seem all the more Bohemian.

JA'e furnished it accordingly. For example,

j

i used rejection slips from editors as drink

i isters. In its simple way, it was really

j

r
lovely. The twins would come down to

'iunch—fish. We all enjoyed it immensely
• until one of them nearly strangled on a

I hi ne and the other choked sympathetically.

! - Naturally, it was impossible to tell which
! wis which—that is, which one had the

;
= bone. So my girl friend and I matched

' pennies to decide which twin we would
! pound on the back. Then we hit 'Tails,' as

we called him, so hard that we knocked

him right out of doors, where he fell off

the wharf. As he bobbed to the surface,

blowing like a whale, he spluttered,

'S-sorry, but you soaked the wrong guy!'"
Miss Gilmore grinned regretfully. Then,

asked whether she had found Bohemia to

be the land of romance, she gravely re-

plied : "Romance is like gold—it's where

you find it. For my part, I did not find it

in Bohemia. None of the boys in the Group
interested me romantically. There, I was
interested only in the work of the theater

—

acting, production, lighting, direction, and

the like. We were always busy. They
kept changing casts, and everybody got a

chance. There was little friction or jeal-

ousy, though I did have one rather un-

pleasant experience. Another girl kept in-

terrupting my scenes. One night when I

was playing Winifred in Wiedekind's 'The

Awakening of Spring' she walked into -my
best scene with the boy four minutes be-

fore her time and utterly ruined it. I was so

upset that I decided to leave the company.

After the performance I got into an old

car for which I'd paid $20 and started out

of town with no idea as to where I might

be going. It was just a matter of driving

blindly all night. At five in the morning I

found myself in King City, two hundred

miles from San Francisco, and out of gas.

I'd just enough money to pay for a bed

in a little hotel. By that time I was so

tired that I didn't wake up till late in the

afternoon. There was no way of getting

back for my performance that night, so I

wired for gasoline and returned the next

day. Missing a performance was the only

result of that foolish escapade. My work

meant everything to me then, just as it

does now. But when Mr. Goldwyn brought

me to Hollvwood, I didn't do any acting

for two and a half years, althought I was

Scree nland

paid first $50, then $75, a week. I was
taught French and Spanish and given danc-

ing lessons, and I hated it all. I thought

it silly. It may have been just my con-

ceit, but I felt they were missing a good
bet by not letting me go to work."

Of all things, Virginia Gilmore surely

was not conceited. And, curiously enough,

there seemed to be nothing of the Bohe-
..

mian about her.

"You don't have to be a Bohemian in

Hollywood," was what she had to say to

that. "Anyway, it's not a matter of a girl's

going out every night. I've gone to a night

club on the White Strip only once. To me,

it just seemed terribly expensive. And it's

so much more fun to have a talk and a

drink with a friend or two at home or in

some other quiet place. In a night club it's

so noisy you can't hear yourself. And the

cost is ridiculous, there's no sense in it.

Hollywood Bohemians, from what little

I've seen of them, have lots of money,

but they let it run through their fingers.

It is very valuable to you if you don't have

money, for then you won't ever be sunk by

it. Now, I've had all the advantages, so

to speak, of a child of wealth. But, as I see

it, the mere display of money, the
_
sheer

waste of it, is a terrific pretense. I still say

it is much more interesting to sit in the

peanut gallery at a concert than down in

the third row. There are many ways of

taking your pleasures innocently. Morally.

Bohemia—which often is just another word

for license—is a matter of taste. There

was nothing of that sort in the Group.

Had there been, I think I might have ac-

cepted it, though it never would have in-

terested me. Bohemia, as I know it, is

adolescence without money. And I wouldn't

trade it, the brave spirit of it, for anything

in the world."
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TEETHING PAINS

RELI
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When your baby suffers from
teethingpains,justrubafewdrops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
thepain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is

the prescription ofa famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
babyfortheentireteethingperiod.

Just rub it on the gums

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Buy it from your druggist today

ALMOST LIKE A MIRACLE
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i

office, and home say about FaSet, the new
,
tissue form. You too will be enchanted with

* the new firm beauty it will bring to your face
v and neck. FaSet lifts, helps rebuild muscle

Hi tissues, remove double chin and heavy face

| lines. Soft, porous, washable, delightfully

comfortable to wear during sleep or leisure

hours. Adjustable, on and off in a moment.
Not sold by stores— Obtainable only direct. Send check or

M. O. or pay postman SI.25 plus postage. (Plain package.)

FaSET CO., DEPT. C-1.R0CKVILLE CENTRE, L. I., N. V.

SONG POEM WAITERS
Write today for free booklet out-
lining profit sharing plan.

ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. 10
7608 Reading Cincinnati, O- I
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Solid sterlingsilver Birthstone Ring;

or lovely 13 set sparkling Dinner Ring;
or an All-Occasion Ring with simulated I

Ruby and 8 brilliant marcasites; FOR selling 4 boxes of
Rosebud Salve at 25c each. Send No Money. Order 4 salve.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 22, WQ0DSB0R0, MARYLAND.

" tic pins, rings and emblems fo
es and clubs. Attractive prices 30<

Finest quality, gold plated, silver

Xz. Over 300 designs.
DeplW, METAL JRTS CO., Int. Rochester, N. Y.

LEARrt AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME!
Trained artists are capable of earning: $30,
$50, $75 a week. By our practical method, ^
we teach you COMMERCIAL ART, I LLUSTR AT- \

1NG and CARTOON I NG, step by step, all in ONE !

complete course. FREE BOOK—"Art for Pleas-
I

lire & Profit" describes training and opportu-
nities in art. No obligation. State age.
STUDIO I7I2T, WASHINGTON SCHOfA OF ART

1115— 15th ST., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

SORIASIS
AND OTHER EXTERNAL
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When SABETAL vanishes on the skin it tends to clear

scales, itch, redness. No bandaging necessary. Not oily

or greasy. A professionally prepared compound. Send '1

for regular size. Or free sample.

Hillcrest Laboratories, Spring Valley, N. Y. Dept. 206

SABETAL DOES NOT STAIN
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Cute? Armida, who dances and sings in "Fiesta," Hal Roach musical, is teaching her parrot

the film's songs, but Polly seems unhappy. Is it 'cause he can't dance like her, too?

The New "Doug and Mary" at Home
Continued from page 27

Mary Lee wasn't in the mood for pretty

talk or attractive men right then, but she

thought that the least she could do as a

house guest was to be pleasant. So she

dabbed on a little powder, and a little lip-

stick, and a few minutes later was shaking
hands with her future husband—Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. Nobody suspected it, least

of all Mary Lee and Douglas, but Merle
had definitely started something.

Just because Mary Lee was well-man-
nered enough to be a pleasant house guest,

even in the midst of her dumps (and I

hope this will be a lesson to some rude
people I know) she is now one of the

happiest, and certainly one of the luckiest,

of the young wives in Hollywood. That's

the moral for the month.
In those delightfully unconscious days

when people could laugh without feeling

guilty about it—only a few years ago, in

fact, though it seems centuries—young
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., was quite a gay
and dashing young fellow. And decidedly

the "catch" of the town. Son of the famous
Douglas Fairbanks and Beth Sully Fair-

banks Whiting, Douglas was tormented by
tutors all the way from Pasadena to Paris

and back again. "I wasn't a very keen

student in those days," says Douglas with

a grin. "I guess I was too intent on having
fun."

As he grew older he thought no more
of crossing the Atlantic than we would of

crossing the street to the grocery store.

In Hollywood he had a fling at
_

making
pictures, and a fling at marriage with Joan
Crawford—-who divorced him in 1934. In

New York he was asked to join the very

social Knickerbocker Greys. In London
he helped form Criterion Films, Ltd.,

SCREENLAND

dashed around Mayfair in high-powere
cars with the Duke of Kent, and rushe
Gertrude Lawrence off her pretty littl

feet. Life was crowded with fun for Doug
las. That was before a jerk paperhange
named Hitler got fancy ideas.

Douglas and Mary Lee were married i

a little church in Westwood, Californi;

April 22, 1939. "Our friends didn't eve
know we were going together until we at

nounced our engagement a week before or

marrige," says Mary Lee, while Dougk
adds, "I'll always be grateful to Merle fc

trotting out Mary Lee that rainy aftei

noon."
That little trip to the altar meant a 1(

to Douglas. That gay, carefree, dashin

young playboy suddenly did a right-abou

face and became a very happy and consic

erate husband. He wanted a home, and \

wanted a family. And that little trip t

Paris, made by the Germans, also meant
lot to Douglas. He who had been a dish

terested student suddenly discovered th;

he couldn't learn enough about currei

events, politics and economics. He entere

into British War Relief with a big hear

and an equally big pocketbook, and toda

he alone is supporting two of the larg

hospitals for the wounded in Englan
During the last presidential campaign 1

made speeches all over the county—goc

speeches, too, which he wrote himsel

And he didn't just talk about doing somi

thing about the war, like most movie stai

—Douglas really got down to doing som
thing. He is vice-president of The Con}

mittee to Defend America By Aiding tl

Allies, which is a job by itself. And la

spring, as you know, the U. S. Goven
ment sent him to South America on a goc

ism* i



neighbor tour — which was much more

important than it sounded. Evidently he

did a good job, because as soon as he com-

pletes "The Corsican Brothers" for Ed-

ward Small, Uncle Sam has another mis-

sion for him. How that boy changed !
We

who knew him when he was tossing or-

chids at glamorous ladies never suspected

that there was a serious thought in his

handsome head.
.

Shortly after their marriage the Fair-

bankses went house-hunting and stumbled

on the lovely old rambling home once

owned by Elissa Landi when she was a top

movie star. The house is high on a hill in

the Pacific Palisades and overlooks the

azure blue of the ocean. It was love at

first sight. Douglas signed the deed that

made him a man of property ("It was a

big bargain," adds Mary Lee, the practi-

cal) and promptly named his new home
Westridge. Out came the pipe organ which

had been installed when Miss Landi lived

there (the Fairbankses presented it to a.

church) and in went the Fairbanks furni-

ture. "We didn't have to buy a thing,"

Mary Lee says gleefully. "I had my things

from Virginia, and Douglas had his things

from his London flat. We even used most

of our rugs and drapes—though we did

have to do a lot of cutting and dyeing."

"Mary Lee and I both come from a long

line of furniture collectors," Douglas adds.

"And fortunately for us they collected old

English and early American pieces—as

that's what we like, and what we wanted

for our home."
"I did my own decorating," says Mary

Lee proudly. "And I did most of it on my
back in the hospital after Daphne was
born. I had the painters and the curtain

people bring in samples and colors. I'm not

too pleased with the walls in the living

room—but I told the painter I wanted a

shade between beige and green, and I think

he did very well, considering."

The prettiest room in the house—but

without even a splinter of Sheraton and

Chippendale—is the very delightful nur-

sery of Miss Daphne Fairbanks. Miss

Daphne is a year and half old now, curly-

headed and pretty as a picture. She has a

cute little way of saying "No, No," right

before she touches anything she knows she

shouldn't. Daphne isn't a family name.

Alary Lee and Douglas picked it out of a

name dictionary after the baby was born.

They wanted their child's initials to be

D. F. (they had rather hoped for another

Douglas) and Daphne, they decided, was
the prettiest D to be found. Needless to

say Douglas is mad about his little girl

who says "No, No" right before she

breaks his favorite cigarette box.

After a day of duelling his way through

hundreds of men for Edward Small ("The
Corsican Brothers" is Dumas at his most

thrilling) Douglas comes home to a quiet,

orderly, well-run home. After dinner they

light a fire in his "Pub" and indulge in a

spirited game of darts—the idea being to

get Hitler right in the kisser. Douglas has

played chess ever since he was a kid and

is one of the best players in the country,

so Mary Lee, the perfect wife, is now
learning chess. The chess set they use, by
the way, Mary Lee bought in Europe as a

wedding present for Merle Oberon. But
Douglas took one look at the beautiful,

exquisite old ivory and said, "Oh, no

!

That's not for Merle. That's for me."

(And a fine way to do Merle, after she

introduced him to his bride.)

Stand-out days at the Fairbankses are

Thursdays and Sundays. On Thursday the

cook is away and Mary Lee has to pre-

pare Douglas' dinner. "Mary Lee goes

very Southern when she cooks," says

Douglas—and somehow I suspect that

Mary Lee is much more pleased with her
cooking than Douglas is. One of her fa-

vorite Thursday night dishes is a bean-

10<
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Help Yourself to Beauty

3 Important Ways

See How Much This

Medicated Cream

Can Do for Your Skin

Nurses were the first to discover the

extraordinary merit of this snow-white,

greaseless, medicated cream, Noxzema—
both as an aid to complexion beauty and

for the relief of red, chapped hands. Now
more than 15 million jars ofNoxzema are

sold yearly! Women everywhere use it as

a night cream and powder base to help

improve poor complexion, also to help

keep hands soft, smooth.

The reason Noxzema does so much is

because it's not just a cosmetic cream. It's

medicated. (1) It helps heal externally-

caused pimples and the tiny cracks in

chapped skin. (2) It helps smooth and

soften rough, dry skin. (3) It has a mildly

astringent action.

Why not get a jar of Noxzema and try

using it for just 10 days? See if you don't

notice it helping your skin grow smoother,

softer, clearer!

SPECIAL OFFER! Here's your chance to try

Noxzema at a real saving! Right now all

drug and cosmetic counters are featuring

the big 75/ jar for only 49/—for a limited

time only. Get a jar today, and see how much
it can do to help you!
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Stuffy Nostrils
due to colds

WHAT'S the use of soiling so many
handkerchiefs trying to blow mucus

out of stopped up nostrils? Mentholatura
will do a much better job without blowing,
without straining, v^ithout noise and fuss.

Insert Mentholatum in your nostrils, and
in a little while the congestion will clear

and you will be able to breathe more easily.

Jars or tubes, 30c. For a generous free trial

size write to the Mentholatum ^jgSvS^
Company, 29 Harlan Building, /l-sSS-OL
Wilmington, Delaware.
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Poem Writers! Lyric Writers!
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"MASTER MELODY MAKERS" D-10

6411 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
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corn-pork stew which is as plain as the
nose on your face. Into a big pan she puts
string beans, corn (on cob or off, to suit

3
rourself) and a huge hunk of salt pork.

She covers this with water and cooks
slowly for four or five hours. Then she

puts potatoes around the top and cooks
about forty-five minutes, until the potatoes

are done. "It's heavenly," says Mary Lee.
"Douglas loves the -way I cook liver,"

she says. "I have a pot of boiling water.

Then I stick a huge fork in the liver and
submerge it in the boiling water for one
minute. This keeps the flavor in it. Then
I fry it in butter in a hot skillet."

If Douglas ever goes broke, heaven for-

bid, at least he's got a wife who knows
her way around the kitchen.

On Sundays the Fairbankses have open
house. Lunch is informal out at the swim-
ming pool and you'll probably find a bona
fide Princess on one side of you and the
penniless granddaughter of Douglas' fa-

vorite cab driver in London on the other.

Guests change from Sunday to Sunday
(David Niven used to be there every
Sunday before he took a boat for Eng-
land), but you can usually find Wing Com-
mander Jimmy Adams, Allen Vincent, a
boyhood friend of Douglas', Tom Ger-
aghty, Douglas, Sr.'s, best friend, and
Douglas' pretty cousins, Lucile and Letitia

Fairbanks. (Letitia and Huntington Hart-
ford discovered each other this- summer

—

and, as the columnists pointed out, if Le-
titia marries Huntington he will become
his ex-wife's cousin

!

)

One of the chief things you notice about
the Fairbanks home, outside of the perfect

taste with which it is furnished, is the

great number of family pictures all over
the place. Douglas is a great one for fam-
ily pictures. He loves them all around him.
There are grandmothers, and grandfathers,

and great-aunts — but mostly there are
pictures of his mother, his wife, his baby,

and his father. "That's Pete's favorite pic-

ture of the two of us," he tells you, point-

ing to a picture on the chess table; "it was
taken four years ago." Douglas, it seems,
started calling his famous father Pete after

he became a young man. "I asked him one
day," says Douglas, "what name he would
have liked to have been called if he hadn't

been called Douglas. And he said, 'Pete.'

So I've called him Pete ever since. And
he called me J. R."
Now that he has become a serious-

minded young man Douglas isn't as great

a tease and ribber as he used to be in those

casual pre-Hitler days. "Oh, I still bring
in a funny-looking little guy from the
studio occasionally," he admits with a
grin, "when Mary Lee is having a formal
dinner party, and he insults everybody.
This used to amuse Pete and Sylvia. But
Mary Lee refuses to be ribbed. She just

stuffs him with fried chicken and spoon
bread." (Mary Lee not only cooks South-
ern herself, but usually employs cooks who
cook Southern.)
"But I can always tease Mary Lee by

playing ghost," he adds. "The house has
several sliding panels and a secret stair-

case in it—and Mary Lee is positive we
have an old ghost, and is frightened to

death of peculiar noises. I think, though,
that she is beginning to suspect that the

ghost is only her bridegroom."
"

The Fairbanks marriage, I have a feel-

ing, is going to last forever. They're such
good balance for each other. Mary Lee is

easy-going, good-natured, calm and practi-

cal. Douglas is high-strung, talkative, ner-
vous and impractical. They both agree that

there should be only one actor in the
family—and that's Douglas. They both
agree that there should be only one home-
maker—and that's Mary Lee. And they
both agree that Merle Oberon should be
given some kind of a prize—but not a
chess set—for bringing; them together.

as with a Grin
II

Continued from page 34

luck. He tried to persuade one man to give
him a job behind a soda fountain—nothing
doing. "Ever hear of the bull in a china
shop?" asked the employment officer

cornily. In another office he was mistaken
for an adult and asked if he could do book-
keeping. Swallowing hard, he said he
could. They fired him at the end of two
weeks because he might look like a double
portion of manhood, but double entry book-
keeping was a fabulous mystery to him.
Also, his penmanship was so generous
that the rulings in the ledgers were only
half large enough. Finally he got a job
in a woolen mill—again because he was
presumed to be well over 21. "That was
good, hard, manual labor," he says. "I don't
think the average kid could have stood it.

I had to .lift these soaked bundles of woolen
material from one vat to another." Any-
one who has trudged home from a football

game in a soaked topcoat knows that pig-
iron must be made from sheep.

Previous to this experience, Laird had
managed to lay the cornerstone of a good
education at the Winchester Academy in
England, and afterward he went on to the
Episcopal Academy just outside of Phila-
delphia. At fourteen—the woolen date

—

he was able to speak and write Greek,
and he had had four solid years of Latin,

both languages useful for describing a
sheep at the end of a long day.

While Laird worked, he planned the
future. He had footlight fever in every
body cell—something to reckon with when
the container is as ample as the Cregar
torso. There was a momentary deflection

when Laird decided that, perhaps, he had
a vocation. The Church of England, he
meditated, could probably profit with a
zealot having a taste for dramaturgy. He
wrote to his uncle, an Episcopal clergyman,
and mentioned this idea. Laird still has
the answer, and he says his uncle's letter

is one of the most beautiful he has ever
read. "No man should embrace the min-
istry," the uncle said, "unless he can't

think of anything else, unless he feels so
burning a desire to preach that nothing
else in life could interest him in the
slightest."

Laird was about twice as fascinated by
Enter Upstage Left as he was by a rous-

ing Recessional, so he promptly set about
hounding local producers to give him
work. It is no mean jest to say that Mr.
Cregar made a hit. in local dramatic cir-

cles, in precise proportion to his physical

attributes, because he was shortly awarded
a scholarship to Pasadena Community
Playhouse—the local eye of the needle
through which many of the screen's great
have passed.

He remained in Pasadena for a year,

then returned to Philadelphia, then re-

turned to Pasadena. A manifestation of the
Cregar restlessness. You wouldn't expect
so big a man to so relish movement, but
Laird has the soul of a Mexican jumping
bean. Proof: during the past year he has
lived in five different apartments in Holly-
wood. No, rent wasn't the reason this time,

although

—

Rent did become the biggest thing in

Laird's life, on his second trip to Pasa-
dena. Jobless and broke flatter than a

chocolate eclair on which Mr. Cregar has

sat, he was offered the convertible coupe
of a friend as sleeping quarters. By drap-

ing a sheet around the interior, and by sit-

ting to the extreme right and extending his

legs to the extreme left—beyond the clutch

and foot brake—he achieved something
akin to comfort. He probably looked like a

Great Dane folding himself into a lower
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dresser drawer, but at least it saved him

from vagrancy. Cheese and crackers, pur-

chased whenever he managed to eke out

a few cents, saved him from starvation.

Laird*s position in the convertible every

night was conducive to thinking long

thoughts, to wit: Robert Morley was get-

tin CT an enormous amount of attention for

his work in "Oscar Wilde." Mr. Cregar

had a hearty respect for Morley' s genius,

but why couldn't Hollywood have a rous-

ing production of "Oscar Wilde," sans

Mr. Morley? With someone like, say

Laird Cregar, in the title role? A chap

named Arthur Hutchinson thought so too

—to the tune of the necessary capital.

In half the time it would take to meas-

ure Laird for a new suit, all of Hollywood

was talking about the astounding man who
was bringing Oscar Wilde to life nightly

at El Capitan Theatre. It was considered

downright illiterate not to have seen the

play at least once. Everybody at 20th Cen-

tury-Fox saw it several times, then Mr.

Cregar began to see everyone at 20th Cen-

tury-Fox. As things stand now, he will go

on seeing them regularly for, at least, the

next seven years.
u

His first picture was "Hudson's Bay

in which he made other members of the

cast look like Boy Scouts out on a week-

end hike. By the way, he didn't have a

stunt man double for him in those ardu-

ous lifting, hauling, bar-pulling, and fight

sequences. That was Cregar doing the

things that onlv Cregar can do. His next

picture was "Blood and Sand" in which

he was the fiery columnist. That finished,

he went to work in the Jack Benny film,

"Charley's Aunt."
Bennv is said to have jubilated, at the

beginning of the picture, that he didn't

have to worry about Rochester stealing

this one right 'out from under his nose

—

because Rochester wasn't in it.

The day the director gave Laird Cregar

a gold-headed cane, and Cregar intro-

duced one of the cleverest bits of business

seen in Hollywood in many a day (the

appreciative sliding of the cane through his

hands after he met Charley's bogus aunt).

Jack gave up. "I get rid of Rochester,"

he is reported to have moaned, "and they

give me Carmichael—with a cane. Oh,

fine
!"

This job done, Laird took time out to

have his appendix removed; the largest

operation on record to date with the sin-

gle exception of Lansing, Michigan. Oops

—sorry. Currently he is appearing in

"Hot Spot" with Victor Mature, Carole

Landis, and Betty Grable. In company like

that, Cregar is at his best. His part is ob-

viouslv—just ask anyone who read Steve

Fisher's blood-curdling murder mystery,

"I Wake Up Screaming," from which

"Hot Spot" was made—the tops. He plays

the psychopathic detective who very nearly

hounds a man into the gas chamber.

After having seen him as a French-

Canadian replete with whiskers and accent,

and as a Spanish Alexander Woollcott,

and as a Nineteenth Century father behind

a grey mustache, and as a lax-lipped, nar-

row-eyed woozy, one is scarcely prepared

for Laird Cregar, played straight.

One expects size, yes. But how could

one know that his hair is a pleasant shade

of reddish brown, absolutely straight, and
parted on the left. Who would expect his

eyes to be faintly almond-shaped, more
inescapable than Joan Crawford's, and a

hazel brown of color. He is just twenty-
five, or competition for Orson Welles as

Boy Genius of Hollywood.
Mr. Cregar has some interesting ideas

about the future. He wants to play Nero
at the age of 21, when that violinist in-

herited the Holy Roman Empire. He wants
to play Ghengis Khan, the gigantic worthy
who cut a throat as casually as Fred As-
taire cuts a rug. "The interesting thing

* Helena Rubinsteins
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to protect against drying, cracking—to help

prolong their touchingly young appeal. Lip-
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helena rubinstein
about Khan," Cregar tells you, "is that

he was one of the most brutal men who
ever lived, but at the same time he was as

tender as a woman with members of his

own family. He adored and worshipped his

own children. To top oiT this list. Laird

wants to bring the person of Attila, The
Hun, to the screen. Attila, you may re-

member, was nicknamed "The scourge of

God." When Laird really turns in a charac-

terization of any of the three hearties

listed above, you may plan on some sleep-

less nights—or singularly hideous night-

mares.
At that, he may solve the problem of

double features, because you've got to

admit that the Cregar buy is a double bill.

He's the biggest thing to hit pictures since

all four of the Marx Brothers, and he's

eight times as handsome.

What's all the shooting for, Jean Parker? Getting in a little practice for your new

comedy-mystery, "No Hands on the Clock"? We know you're one of Hollywood's best

shots so whatever you're shooting at really doesn't matter when you can look so cute.
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A "perfectly balanced face" is how John Powers described Katharine Aldridge's fea-

tures when he first saw her. And Mr. Powers should know, since his office is the

home of America's most beautiful advertising models. And, of course, Hollywood,

which is the home of beautiful women, lost no time in putting Kay in motion pictures.

Nelson Eddy, P. H.

Continued from page 3 I

subject of Nelson as a husband came up
frequently, and was discussed by Nelson
and his mother. Yes, Ann Franklin was in

the picture even then.

In fact, Nelson almost ran away from
her, to Europe, that summer. Almost, but

not quite. That running-away business is

not new, either, as we all know. But it

usually ends up in the "almost" category,

such as Nelson's did. Since time imme-
morial, men have feared the ultimate cap-

ture, and nature always prompts them to

escape when they know they're gone, hook,

line and sinker.

And Nelson Eddy was no exception to

the rule. If you'll recall, that was the

summer after Nelson's astounding suc-

cess in "Naughty Marietta." That summer
was undoubtedly the most important in

his life. That was the summer when his

fate (almost wrote gate), hung in the bal-

ance with the fans. For stories of his con-
ceit, his arrogance, and his discourtesy to

the press, were rampant. Stories which
reached a peak about a year later, and
stories which Nelson gracefully outrode.
But that summer his patience was taxed

pretty heavily. He became a screen idol

overnight, after two years of obscurity in

Hollywood, and this sudden swinging of

the pendulum brought with it many prob-
lems. If he had immediately gone into

another picture, the success would have
been easier to believe, for he would have
been surrounded by the tangible evidences
of his profession, . and things would have
seemed less unreal. Instead of that, the
studio naturally wished to be very careful

in the selection of his next picture, and this

left Nelson, the young man whose picture

greeted you from every conceivable peri-

odical, languishing impatiently at home.
He did go out dancing quite a bit with

such charmers as Alice Faye, Virginia
Bruce, Isabel Jewell, and others. But at
that stage of his life, he was not seeking
such pleasurable diversions. Rather he
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seemed to be seeking some direction to his

emotional life.

And he found it, in the person of Ann
Franklin, who even then enjoyed an envi-

able reputation as a sophisticated hostess

and a soignee socialite. He was around
thirty then, and the settling-down urge was
upon him. Perhaps subconsciously, but
nonetheless there. Nelson Eddy is very
idealistic, and somewhat of a perfectionist,

so he realized that finding a marriage part-

ner was not going to be easy. And don't

think for a minute that he exaggerated his

own charms. Quite the contrary, despite

all those tall tales about his being pur-
sued by frantic femmes. (Seriously, those
stories were actually played down in the

press. Some of those women with fixations

on Nelson were heart-breaking.)
Even if the thought of matrimony had

not been in Nelson's mind at the time, his

constant interviews on the subject would
have made it a paramount subject. When
he was asked about his ideal girl, as he
invariably was, he invariably answered in

a tactfully evasive manner, for he had not

truly formulated his thoughts on the sub-

ject. But once, after the subject came up
for a story, he said:

"What chance would I have of a happy
marriage, I ask you? Here it is July, and
my tour is already fully lined up. Five
months of the year on the road, like a trav-

elling salesman, which I am. One-night
stands. It wears me out physically. I

couldn't ask a woman to do that, and I

certainly wouldn't want to be away from
my wife for that long. SO?"
The only specific thing he had in mind

regarding THE girl, was that she be a
"live wire." He knew what he meant, but
he had many ways of expressing it.

"You know, that certain something. I

don't mean the kind that move around
constantly, and nervously. But the kind that

have that keen, understanding look in

their eyes. Interested in everything. The

kind that like people and things."

And that certainly describes Ann Eddy.
And as for his fears about taking his wife
on tour, anyone who has seen them leaving
a concert hall together, will realize that
the rigors of travelling leave as little mark
on Ann as they do on Nelson. They always
seem to be having so much fun. And the
onlooker further realizes that here is a
wife who has solved the problem of being
a star's wife with exceptional cleverness.
How she can remain by Nelson's side as
they wend their way through the crowds
to their car, and still seem so unpossessive
as not to exist, is the neatest trick of the
season. As Nelson signs autographs and
returns greetings, Ann seems to melt into
the background, but somehow they're coz-
ily ensconsed in their car and driving off,

leaving smiling fans behind them.
Of course, this degree of perfect hus-

band which we have bestowed on Nelson
Eddy, requires many extra-curricular ac-
tivities, to be so painlessly suggested by the
proper wife, as to seem the husband's own
idea. So Ann Eddy must also take a bow,
for she possesses tact and social talent
to a great degree.

We think this quality was what first

attracted Nelson to her. Nelson, definitely

is social, in a sound, wholesome way. The
master of the house sort of thing. By that,

we mean, he enjoys having his friends
under his own roof, and appreciates a
woman who can superintend the mechanics
of living gracefully and effortlessly. Which,
of course, as all Hollywood knows, Ann
Eddy can.

Her friendly gifts to Nelson at the time
of their budding romance were evidence of
the good taste she brings to the art of liv-

ing. Hothouse strawberries on a silver

tray, delivered by her butler. Armsful of
fragrant flowers from her greenhouses,
with the card marked for both Nelson and
his mother.

She would send Nelson witty tele-

grams at all odd hours. As Nelson leaned
over his piano in old sports clothes, prac-
ticing with his accompanist, Ted Paxson,
his eyes would constantly watch the wind-
ing drive to the front door, for the West-
ern Union boy, and he'd rush to the door
himself to sign for the awaited message.
And then his deep-throated laugh would
ring out as he read Ann's latest sally.

Yes, Nelson Eddy was doing a lot of
thinking about Ann Franklin that sum-
mer. He was very pleased that she and
his mother got along so well, for Nelson's
love and loyalty to his mother, for her
lifelong sacrifices for him, is a very impor-
tant factor in his life, and had there been
a lack of compatibility between the two
women he loved, life would not be as se-

rene as it now is for this fortunate lad.

It was about here that he began toying
with the idea of going on a French boat to
Europe, to perfect his French, and he even
booked passage. The studio encouraged
this, very cannily, by suggesting that he
appear at the opening of "Naughty Mari-
etta" in Paris. Certainly, such an oppor-
tunity comes to few. An operatic and
cinema success at thirty. Endowed with
charm, grace, health, artistic and financial

success. And now the opportunity to re-

ceive the international acclaim that was
his due. Fairy-tale stuff, says you. But
Nelson was having none of it. For he de-

cided to stick to the library, the quiet life,

and of course, Ann Franklin. After that

decision, it was merely a matter of time
before Nelson joined the ranks of the

benedicts.

And now look at him. He has added
emotional success to that artistic and fin-

ancial success. So, when next you see Nel-

son, in "The Chocolate Soldier," said to be

his best film, you will see before you not

only a fine singer, a swell actor, a dynamic
personality—but a happy husband.
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WALTER PIDGEON
<jj GRUFFYDD

MAUREEN O'HARA
as ANGHARAD

GREAT FAMILIES
make great pictures!
from the days of "THE BIRTH OF A NATION"
and "CIMARRON". . . through "CAVALCADE"
and "BEAU GESTE". . . down to "THE
HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD," "THE GRAPES OF
WRATH" and "GONE WITH THE WIND"...

great families make
GREAT PICTURES

!

. . . and now to the screen comes the brave
story of a family never conquered—not
by armed men or hardship, hunger or

hate—nor by the turbulent years that
stole the greenness from their valley.

DONALD CRISP
as GWILYM MORGAN

PATRIC KNOWLES
as IVOR

ANNA LEE
as BRONVEN

RODDY McDOWALL
as HUW

SARA ALLGOOD
as MRS. MORGAN

JOHN LODER
as IANTO

Twentieth Century-Fox presents

JtichanlLlewellyn's

41
m
Jpfr

WW®
with

WALTER PIDGEON • MAUREEN O'HARA • DONALD CRISP

ANNA LEE • RODDY McDOWALL
John Loder • Sara Allgood • Barry Fitzgerald • Patric Knowles

Produced by Directed by

DARRYL F. ZANUCK • JOHN FORD
Screen Play by Philip Dunne

Watch for

CLAUDETTE COLBERT



BUT HEADS WILL TURN if your Smile is Right!

There's magic in a lovely smile!

Help yours to be sparkling —
with Ipana and Massage.

IOOK about you, plain girl! The most

j popular girl isn't always the pretti-

est girL It's true in the world of the

stage and screen—it's true in your own
small world.

Heads do turn—eyes do follow—hearts

do respond—to even the plainest face if

it flashes a winning, glamorous, spar-

kling smile.

Make your smile your beauty talis-

man. Keep it as enchanting as it should

be. Help it to be a smile that wins for

you the best that life has to give. But

remember that, for a smile to keep its

brightness and sparkle, gums must retain

their healthy firmness.

"Pink Tooth Brush"— a warning!

If you ever see "pink" on your tooth

brush—see your dentist right away. It may

not mean serious trouble, but let him

decide. He may say simply that your

gums need more work . . . the natural ex-

ercise denied them by today's soft foods.

And like thousands of dentists, he may
suggest "the helpful stimulation of

Ipana and massage."

Ipana is specially designed, not only

to clean teeth brilliantly and thoroughly

but, with massage, to help firm and

strengthen your gums.

Massage a little extra Ipana onto your

gums every time you brush your teeth.

Notice its clean, refreshing taste. And
that invigorating "tang" tells you circu-

lation is increasing in your gums—help-
ing them to better health. Get a tube of

Ipana Tooth Paste today.

| "A LOVELY SMILE IS MOST IMPORTANT TO BEAUTY!"

say beauty editors of 23 out of 24 leading magazines

Recently a poll was made among the beauty editors of 24

leading magazines. All but one of these experts said that a

woman has no greater charm than a lovely, sparkling smile.

They went on to say that "Even a plain girl can be charm-

ing, if she has a lovely smile. But without one, the loveliest

woman's beauty is dimmed and darkened."
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Published in

this space
every month

Tis the month
before Christmas
and all through
the movie houses
there are a lot of
wonderful films

to be seen.

,
This column is in

the present and
future tense. Since it is a Christmas is-

sue, we will first talk about the present.

There is the IQarbo picture. Of
"Ninotchka" caliber— debonairy and
de-lovely.

It is called "Two-Faced Woman"

—

practically a double feature in itself.

And every single feature of Garbo is

something to behold. Ask co-star
Melvyn Douglas.

Comes too, "H. M.
Pulham, Esq."

—

which so many have
read. Hedy Lamarr
and Robert Young
step right from the
pages as the saying
goes.

*. .
"Panama Hattie", the famed Broadway
trip-hammer of hilarity, gives us more
Ann Sothern hospitality and Red Skel-

ton's hornpipes of pandemonium.

Spencer Tracy, the matinee and evening
idol, and Katharine Hepburn, who also

is no idle idol, appear in the picture of

the year.

Entitled "Woman of The Year".

And then also on this Yule season list,

we're including "Babes on Broadway"
which we deliver with all sorts of golden
predictions of being something to dance
in the streets about.

That is, the dancing in the streets will

be done after you've seen the dancing
in the theatre.

*
It's all to the
merry, merry.

And at the same
time let us wish you
a happy, happy.

—Scada £m
Advertisement for Metro-Goldwyri'Mayer Pictures

Smart Screen Magazine

Delight Evans, Editor

Elizabeth Wilson, Western Representative

Marion Martone, Assistant Editor Frank J. Carroll, Art Director

/
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FROM

HOLLYWOOD

RONNIE REAGAN is ready and stand-

ing by. Just when his career and his

personal life are rich with fulfillment,

comes every indication that his services

may be needed as a reserve member of the

United States Cavalry. If he is called, the

one hindrance may be the deficiency in his

eyesight. Without his glasses, like Joan
Bennett, Martha Scott and many others,

Ronnie can't see clearly, over five feet

away from him. Ronnie's adoring wife,

Janey Wyman, isn't saying a word. But
there's a hurt something in her face, as she

goes gaily around Hollywood these days.

Little Maureen Elizabeth, the baby Reagan,
is too young and healthy to realize the

drama that's going on around her.

HERE'S the true story on that fight be-

tween Lana Turner and Roger Pryor.

When Loretta Young invited them for

dinner at Ciro's, they accepted with one
condition. Lana must leave at ten to do a
broadcast. So everyone was having a won-
derful time. Suddenly Lana looked at her
watch. She had exactly twelve minutes be-

fore she'd go on the air. Breaking away
from Roger on the dance floor, she flew

out of the place. Roger made their apolo-

gies and followed. Hollywood took it all in

curiously. Right then and there it was de-

cided the heat was on. Now you know how
some rumors get started at Ciro's.

I F IT'S true, it's all being kept very secret.

I But a close friend of Garbo's is supposed
to have told the story. It's said that the
great Greta has sunk a huge sum into a

Beverly Hills apartment house. The money
is supposed to have been turned over to

Gayelord Hauser, who in turn is supposed
to have turned it over to a friend. The idea

being that the friend would purchase it in

his name and the most famous landlady in

America would remain a mystery.

EVEN his buddies were pretty surprised

when Franchot Tone married the eight-

een-year-old Jean Wallace—who is just

half Franchot's age. Since his last serious

operation Franchot has been lonely. No
more night life for him, doctor's orders.

Undoubtedly he wanted someone to share
that beautiful home he rented from Hedy
Lamarr and furnished to perfection. Had
he married one week sooner, Franchot
would have taken his vows on the anniver-
sary of his marriage to Joan Crawford.
By the way, they say Franchot has the

Here are scenes from "Mr. Bug Goes To

Town," Paramount's new feature-length car-

toon, produced by Max Fleischer. It is a radi-

cal departure from previous feature-length

cartoons since it is neither fantasy nor fable,

but a dramatic, modern story. It's the tale of

the fight for life today of a community of little

people (called insects by humans) who live in

a patch of earth right off Broadway, sur-

rounded by the cement and steel world cre-

ated by the menace they fear most—the

human race. The story is told from the insects'

viewpoint. The cartoon introduces such char-

acters as Honey Bee, Bumble, and Hoppity.

youngest mother-in-law in Hollywood. 'Tis

rumored she's exactly Franchot's age!

THEY'RE closing their ranch. Lucille

Ball is taking an apartment in Holly-
wood. Desi Arnaz is going out on a long
personal appearance tour. This is their

story and they insist that nothing is the

matter. Those who know them think dif-

ferently. The reports are that Lucille and
Desi have had many quarrels. Some of

them have been in public. Intimates infer

the cause is jealousy. Maybe that old one
about absence making the heart grow
fonder, still has some merit. We hope so.

Lucille and Desi are nice people.

IUPE VELEZ admits that she's making
I— Marlene Dietrich burn. Lupe also ad-
mits that she doesn't mind a bit. The rea-

son? Lupe's native charms have won her

the attention of Erich Remarque, one of

Marlene's closest friends and most constant

escorts. In all fairness to Marlene, it may
be true but her face doesn't show any great

signs of suffering when she's out with Jean
Gabin. None of the parties concerned are

exactly shrinking violets. So I guess we
can all stick to our knitting.

DESPITE that square-cut diamond worn
on Ann Sheridan's third finger, left

hand, there's every indication that her ro-

mance with George Brent has lost some of
its fervor. Ann is being seen out quite a
bit, usually unescorted, in a large group of

friends. They say that George's isolation

and hermit existence are beginning to tell

on the fun-loving Sheridan. She enjoys
parties and mixing with people. In the two
years' time they have been together, Ann
and George have been out about a half

dozen times. Only time and a little guy

named cupid actually know what's going to

happen

!

DESPITE those denials to the contrary,

close friends of Neal Lang will tell

you that his marriage to Martha Raye
hasn't quite lived up to his original ex-

pectations. Neal gave up a good job in the

east to be near his bride. Those who are

supposed to know, say he is very much in

love with Martha. The rampageous Raye
has certainly never been anything but
herself around Neal, or anyone else. So
everyone is wondering what happened after

marriage to throw such a damper. In the

meantime, they're trying to work it out.

ONE of the nicest guys in all Holly-
wood is Bob Taylor. In "Johnny

Eager," Bob Sterling had a very difficult

dramatic scene. Naturally he was nervous
and worried. When it was over, Bob Tay-
lor, standing on the sidelines, rushed into

the scene and clasped Sterling's hand. "That
was great, Bob," said the other Bob. "No
one could have done it better." Bob Ster-

ling, one hundred and eighty pound hunk o'

man, had such a lump in his throat he
couldn't even say thank you.

WE LIKE Bob Hope's latest ambition.

He wants to cross a carrier pigeon

with a woodpecker. So it can knock on the

door when it delivers a letter

!

BECAUSE hospitals know skin infections

are so contagious, when Ann Sothern

got makeup poisoning they put her in a

tiny room in the isolation ward. It's on

the ground floor, way in the back of the

building. Because there was no room for

the many baskets of flowers, Ann sent them
upstairs to the people in the wards. Dur-
ing her week in the hospital, Ann had daily

visits from either Cesar Romero or Bob
Sterling. The boys alternated, so's "Maisie"

wouldn't have time to get lonesome.
(Please turn to page 9)
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THE GREATEST MUSICAL COMEDY EVER FILMED !

N0°

by IRVING BERLIN
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS • Screen Play by Jerome Chodorov and Joseph Fields • Based on the Musical Comedy by Morrie Ryskind • From a Story by B. G. DeSylva

'LOUISIANA PURCHASE" IS COMING SOON. ASK YOUR LOCAL THEATRE MANAGER FOR THE DATE!

SCREENLAND



Saluting a brilliant new ac-

tor, Richard Whorf, whose
arrestingly dramatic per-

formance opposite Betty
Field makes "Blues in the
Night" a fascinating motion
picture. Watch for those
sensational Whorf-Field
scenes whichsear the screen!

It's our prediction that Warner
Bros.' "Blues in the Night" will in-

terest jitterbugs and adult movie-
goers alike—for its exciting pres-
entation of swing music, its emo-
tional impact, its fine performances
by the terrific screen newcomer,
Richard Whorf, and Betty Field.



p.

Hot from Hollywood

Continued from page 6

D EMEMBER when Paramount brought

K Carl Brisson to Hollywood? Remember

w hen the dimpled star denied he had a son

named Fred? Instead, he insisted Fred was

his brother. Today it's all quite different.

Carl Brisson is very proud of his son

Fred and thrilled over his new daughter-

in-law You know her as Rosalind Russell,

who was Hollywood's perennial bachelor

o-irl Carl has been having all his father s

pictures run off in the projection room.

Roz wasn't a part of Hollywood in those

days and has never seen what pappy-m-

law can do in the way of acting.

ROBERT CUMMINGS and Mischa Auer

are said to be next in line, now that

Deanna Durbin is trying to get her release

from Universal. Cummmgs confides that

they are getting ten times the weekly sal-

ary they pav him, when they loan him out.

Mischa says he never gets more than a bit

to do, unless they loan him out. Wonder

what the poor people are doing?

UNIVERSAL were so anxious to get a

renewal on Abbott and Costello's con-

tract, they allowed them to write it. At

least' they were given every desired privi-

lege. The sensational comedy team will

make one outside picture a year. The

studios are knocking themselves out, seeing

which one will get it.

I EAVE it to Lupe. She always puts on

L a good show for the natives. When the

little Velez goes to night clubs, she dis-

appears several times during the evening.

Each time when she returns, she has her

hair done in a completely new and differ-

ent fashion. So far she wears the same

costume without changing. But it won t be

long now

!

TOR a youngster Jackie Cooper is carry-

I ing man-sized burdens. His beloved uncle,

Norman Taurog (who directed and dis-

covered him in "Skippy") has separated

from his wife. This makes Jackie very sad.

Now rumor has it that Charles Bigelow,

the stepfather who has been his idol, is sep-

arating from Jackie's mother, who is still

quite ill. There's still Bonita Granville, who

is devoted to Jackie. Here's hoping it will

all work out.

(Continued on page 17)

Loveliness may soon be Yours!

Go on the

CAMAY "MILD-SOAP" DIET

!

This lovely bride, Mrs. Robert G. Johnson of New Orleans, La., says
:
"The Camay 'Mild-

Soap^
"

such an easy way to help bring out the loveliness of one s complexion.

Follow this way to a lovelier com-

plexion—based on skin specialists'

advice— praised by lovely brides!

I'M
SO THRILLED . . . being a Camay

bride! When people tell me that my

skin is lovely, I'm rewarded in full for

my persistent devotion to the Camay

'Mild-Soap' Diet. Many
nights I was so sleepy . .

.

many mornings I was in

such a hurry, but never

once did I neglect to follow

the 'Mild-Soap' Diet rou-

tine faithfully." So says

Mrs. Robert G. Johnson.

A little time ... a little care ... and you,

too, can be lovelier with the help of the

Camay "Mild-Soap" Diet. For no wom-

an's skin can be truly beautiful if she

fails to cleanse it properly. Or if she uses

a beauty soap that isn't mild enough.

Skin specialists themselves advise a

regular cleansing routine with a fine mild

soap. And Camay is more

than just mild . . . it's ac-

tually milder than the 10

famous beauty soaps tested.

That's why we say your

way to new loveliness is to

"Go on the Camay 'Mild-

Soap' Diet tonight!"

'at-Off.

GO ON THE "MILD-SOAP" DIET TONIGHT!

Margaret Hayes is the lucky girl, above, who
got her Christmas shopping and wrapping

done early. She's in "Louisiana Purchase."

Work Camay's milder lather over your skin, pay-

ing special attention to the nose, the base ot

nostrils and chin.. Rinse with warm water and

follow with thirty seconds of cold splashings.

SCREENLAND

Then, while vou sleep, the tiny pore openings are

free to function for natural beauty. In the ^orn-

ing-one more quick session with this milder

Camav and your skui is ready for make-up.



toim:t LUX I ; ItIKS

It ubble your troubles away with Valse
de Fleur luxurious Bubble Bath. . . For
mountains of billowy bubbles. : . . In

gift package as shown—$1.00. At your
local store'.

Special Offer

Send 25c in stamps or coin for sample
package containing Valse de Fleur Per-
fume, Eau de Cologne, and Dusting
Powder. Address Dept. G.

HUNT CLUB, LTD.
100 So.- Rtzhugh Street, Rochester, N. Y.

NEW!
1942 MODEL I

POCKET RADIO!
Ufl TUBES
riU BATTERIES

' BEAUTIFUL PLASTIC CABINETS
Band-Dial—Hi-Q Coil—Magkothoke
Fits your pocket or puree—Wt. 5 oze.,
ABOUT CIGARETTE PACKAGE SIZE FIXED
power crtstal! Clear reception

—

Simple to Operate, owners report

M. L. of ILL eaye: "radio works fine!"
I GUARANTEEDFTO WORK-ONE YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE
I Sent complete ready to listen with instructions for UBe in homes,
| offices, hotels, in bed, etc., no electric "plug in" bequired—

NT PLAK

ICCMn ANIY CI All (cash. M. O., cheek) nnd pay postmdtraU WrlLl 9X.UU p |„ a poet!ie<, on arrival or send
$2.99 for postpaid delivery! limited number left—get tofr NEW
midget now!—for real enjoyment! Ideal gift for anyone

—

obpeb now!
MIDGET RADIO CO., Dept. SC-1, KEARNEY, NEBRASKA

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

BIO-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

Would you like a

PEN AND INK DRAWING
OF YOURSELF

—

or favorite photograph?
If so write to

ARLENE KEYES Box 1064 Saugus, Mass

EDH HOUYWOOD
I nil ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will make a beautiful PRO-
FESSIONAL enlargement of any snapshot, photo,
kodak picture, print, or negative to 5 x 7 inch FREE.
Please include color ot eyes, hair, and clothing for
prompt information on a natural, life-like color en-
largement in a FREE FRAME to set on the table or
dresser. Tour original returned with your FREE
PROFESSIONAL enlargement. Please send 10c for
return mailing—Act quick.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 155HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

International Lady— United Artists

A fast-paced spy story in which George
Brent, FBI agent, and Basil Rathbone of

Scotland Yard, are friendly rivals in their

efforts to get the goods on a spy through
whom they hope to trap some saboteurs.

Ilona Massey is the spy whose beautiful

singing radio voice is a code that tips off

the enemy. Brent and Rathbone give

smooth performances, and Miss Massey's
portrayal of the alluring spy is effective. A
good film with suspense, romance, humor.

All That Money Can Buy—RKO-Radio

_
Don't let the fact that this film has no

big star names keep you from seeing it or
you'll miss a fine film. It's an adaptation
of Stephen Benet's "The Devil and Daniel
Webster," the story of a man who sells his
soul to the devil and broods when his
time's up. Edward Arnold, as Webster,
helps Jabcz (James Craig) redeem him-
self. Walter Huston as Scratch (the
devil) and Craig give good portrayals.
Jane Darwell, Anne Shirley are in cast.

The Men in Her Life—Columbia
Career vs. marriage and home life is the

topic of this film. It relates the struggles
oi a ballerina (Loretta Young) to achieve
success, how her career conflicts with her
private life, and of her love for Conrad
Veidt, her instructor-husband, Dean Jag-
ger, her second husband, and John Shep-
perd whom she loves, but who's killed.
The mother-love angle wiil stir your emo-
tions. Loretta plays the difficult role -with
feeling. Ballet scenes are beautifully done.

Buy Me That Town— Paramount

An excellent laugh-getting gangland
c.medy about a group of racketeers who
buy up a bankrupt, unincorporated town
and turn the jail into a hotel where
refugees from the law can hide for $1000
per week. Lloyd Nolan's the head man
who_ makes civic improvements at the sug-
gestion of Constance Moore, whom he
loves. Barbara Jo Allen's (Vera Vague)
interpretation of a prim spinster alone is

worth your time and money. Don't miss it.

Down Mexico Way— Republic

Singing cowboy Gene Autry in another

fine Western. In this one, Gene, Smiley
Burnette and other citizens of Sage City

are victims of swindlers posing as Holly-

wood film producers. Gene and his friends

follow the crooks to Mexico where they've

gone to work another fraud on a much
larger scale on the town's richest man,
whose daughter they've promised to star,

and expose them. Gene's tuneful songs are

interwoven with exciting chases and fights.

10 SCREENLAND



Never Give a Sucker an Even Break

—

Universal

If you can take W. C. Fields'

brand of hoke in big doses, see this

one. The fantastic story has to do

with Fields' efforts to sell a script.

As producer Franklin Pangborn

reads the -whacky script, the action

resolves itself on the screen. Gloria

Jean, as Fields' niece sings some

classics so well they seem out of

place in this film which' abounds

with slapstick. There's an auto chase

that's crazier than any ever filmed.

Target for Tonight— Warners

This documentary film is a sen-

sational depiction of an actual air

raid on Germany by the Royal Air

Force. It was produced in the skies

over Germanv and German-occu-

pied territory and tells m detail

how a raid is planned and executed.

There are no professional actors,

all parts being played by members

of the R.A.F. It shows the prepara-

tions made before a raid. Has more

thrills than flying films with roman-

tic episodes and Hollywood stars.

Gauchos of Eldorado— Republic

The Three Mesquiteers (Tom
Tyler, Bob Steele, Rule Davis)

promise a dying man to deliver

S5000 to his long-lost mother. She

mistakes Steele for her son; they

learn that the S5000 is stolen money
and that the mortgage and a gang

are trying to get the mother s

ranch for themselves, but leave it

to the Mesquiteers to track down
the outlaws and right things. This

has more plot than most W estefns

Plenty of riding, shooting, fighting.

—

THE LIFE AND LOVES OF
EXCITING WOMAJ

with

CONRAD VEIDT • DEAN JAGGER
JOHN SHEPPERD • OTTO KRUGER - EUGENIE LEONTOVICH

Based on a novel by Lady Eleanor Smith . Screen play by Frederick Kohner. Michael Wilson. Paul Trivers

Directed by GREGORY R ATOFF • A GREGORY RATOFF PRODUCTION A COLUMBIA PICTURE

SCREENLAND 1 1



RIDING RANGE
ON A

BIG PICTURE
THE King of the

WESTERNS

HEADS

"DOWN
W MEXICO
^ WAY" for

HIS newest

AND greatest

k. SINGIN',

FIGHTIN',

k THRILLIN'

ESCAPADE !
|

|^ GENE AUTRY
RIDES round-up

^ ON as exciting

AN adventure as was"

^ EVER herded into one big picture!

. AND riding with him are his pals

p- (AND yours)—SMILEY BURNETTE

. AND happy HAROLD

P" HUBER! Hear

GENE and his

GUITAR courting

FASCINATING

FAY McKENZIE

REPUBLIC'S

NEWEST find, £
STRAIGHT

FROM her

SENSATIONAL triumph on the

STAGE in "Meet the People!"

GENE'S singing to

HER and you "Maria

ELENA,"

"DOWN

^ MEXICO
^ WAY" and

Ik. OTHER
^ LANGOROUS Latin

i^. TUNES in the screen's most

SPECTACULAR fiesta of songs,

k LAUGHS, thrills and sultry

SENORITAS! It's GENE

^ AUTRY in "DOWN MEXICO
WAY" and it's

REPUBLIC PICTURE

Here's one
Glamor Girl

who is sen-

timent a i

about holi-

days. Cele-
brate New
Year's Eve
with Carole

By

Betty

Boone

New Year's
Eve is also
Miss Landis'

birthday, so
she makes it

a very gay
and special
occasion for

her friends

CAROLE LANDIS, in her chartreuse
hostess gown with its golden girdle,

gold-and-topaz bracelet and huge
emerald ring, looked as glamorous and ex-
pensive as a movie star ought to look when
ready to give a New Year's Eve party.
She is tall and slim and blonde with gold
lights in her hazel eyes, a dancing step

and a lovely laugh. She lives in the sort

of house a movie star should live in, as
glamorous and unusual as herself.

Not so unusual on the outside, perhaps,
for it is eariy American, with a white

picket fence, wide green lawn and Colonial
door suitably adorned with a brass knocker

;

but inside— ! A decorator friend of Carole's
provided the motif for the house by pre-
senting the young actress with two in-

scrutable Chinese figures, which stand on
pedestals in the hall at either side of the
doorway leading to the garden room. He
also gave her an ancient Chinese head, pre-
sumably that of an Oriental empress, now
the sole ornament on the white mantel-
piece of Carole's living room.

(Please turn to page 17)
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nimr around loose all over Oxford m his

m dies in "Charley's Aunt.

In "Road to Zanzibar," Bmg Crosby and

Bob Hope wore big sloppy pajamas that

went swishing all over the screen. Bob is

Tl vays good, and Bing is bound.to be the

I romantic We because of his voice, but is

: there romance in big sloppy pajamas;

If the censors want to censor so badly,

why not rap the male movie stars for wear-

I ing underthings and night clothes? Most

anv female is a little attractive in undies,

if the undies are good-looking, but the

; men need all their clothes cm all the time.

If anvthing can be done about this, please

do it, because if I have to see George

Brent Tvrone Power, Robert Taylor and

others "pants-less/' I'm afraid I'll have to

give up the movies as my favorite pastime.

MERCEDES FRANTZ, Big Cabin, Okla.

After readins "What Carole Landis De-

mands of Men"' in October Screexlaxd.

I find mvself irritated, indignant and iun-

ous Who is this girl who demands trom

life* so much and gives so little m return:

Is she some divine goddess or just a spoiled

brat who would sell her lite and soul just

to lead a life of luxury and splendor : And

if she is just that why advertise it? This

e-otistical and selfish person with distorted

v?ews on life is a sad comparison to the

decent, refined girls who consider it a

pleasure to take a walk with their beaux

instead of being lavished with costly mane

attentions. Is she proud ot the fact that

she expects men to spoil her? That ts some-

thing to brag about !
.

Tust picture little Carole on a desert

Hand for a few years without the com-

pany of the opposite sex. Then cast Carole

back to societv and you can bet your last

dollar that this pretty little blonde wont be

so choosv and exacting.

She fr'anklv admits that her two mar-

riages have been unsuccessful. I dare say

that this tvpe of girl can marry twenty

times and still not know what true happi-

ness is because she doesn't realize that the

greatest joy of life is in making others

happy and 'not in grabbing all you can ior

vourself. , „ _

ARTHUR STERN, Newark, N. J.

It is ^enerallv asreed that Bette Davis

is one of the finest actresses on the screen.

What has been overlooked is the tact that

she is a very good-looking girl—or could

be
Is there an iron-clad rule that real ac-

tresses must be "unpretty" ? It would seem

so The early Bette Davis had platinum-

blonde hair, a stunning figure, and a lovely

face Then she became an important ac-

tress The hair was changed to its present

nondescript color and careless coiffure—

the mouth became a grotesque slash—and

the eves ' went wild. True, people over-

looked this and acclaimed Miss D. for her

acting ability. That is, some people: the

actin°- world, the movie critics, the press-

but not Mr. and Mrs. Jones. Women, as

a rule, are primarily concerned with the

story of a picture ; men are definitely in-

terested in beauty and sex appeal. Many

men do not care for Bette Davis, Joan

Crawford, or some of the other actresses

who have sacrificed (needlessly) beauty

for art. They do go to see Pnscilla Lane

and Joan Bennett, who brightly combine

acting with attractive appearance.

It would be marvelous to see Bette Da-

vis with a cupid's bow, softer coiffure and

liohter hair—not to mention her figure and

'•Dietrich
-

' legs shown to better advantage.

I'm sure the box office would hit a new

SARA HARVIN, Sumter, S. C.

I have read "Tyrone Power's New
'Blitz Kiss' (how horrible) Technique,

by Elizabeth Wilson, in one of your recent

issues Well, I too saw "Blood and Sand

and was disappointed. What was there to

swoon about? Tyrone Power is a nice kid,

doesn't even look his. age but (unless

you're a high-school girl) he IS NOT a

great lover. I like to think of him in parts

like the young ne'er-do-well m In Uld

Chicago."
, . , , , ,,

Anthonv Quinn could have played the

role of the bullfighter, Juan, much better

than Tvrone. Ty is too young, too bright-

eyed—his eyes could never smoulder, rle

seemed like' a nice boy off on the wrong-

track I sometimes think the movie pro-

ducers and writers can't see the woods

tor the trees. To say that T. P. is the

hottest thing in Hollywood is just wisntul

thinking. The way one high-school girl

takes it in her stride is: Robert Taylor

and Tvrone Power are cute, but not as

nice as Bob" (her Bob she meant.)
_

Soooo

if I w-ere a producer I wouldnt con-

centrate entirely upon the youngsters, they

only go to the movies to hold hands any-

W
We like—I'm supposing that there are

others like myself—to hear of the iamily

life of the stars. We know they're not just

o-io-olos or puppets that some normal person

has to pull the strings for, and to play

normal people they must BE normal

healthy people with the normal healthy de-

sire for home and family.

In "Swanee River," the scene where Don

THERE'S GOLD IN THOSE GRUMBLES!

The brickbats seem to be more

numerous than the bouquets this month.

One fan is going to give up the

movies as her favorite pastime it the

male stars continue to cavort on the

screen in underwear and pajamas;

another likes Betty Grable's legs but

not her acting; still another reader

calls Carole Landis a brat. And even

Screen-land gets its share of boos

and complaints. But that's just fine

because these straight-from-the-shoul-

der letters act as the Editor's barom-

eter—it's the only way the Editor can

tell what vou like or dislike. So

—

don't grumble to yourself ;
put it down

on paper and win one of the monthly

cash awards of $10.00, $5.00, and five

of $1.00 each. Closing date, 2oth ot

the month.
Please address your letters to

Screen-land's FANS* FORUM, 45

West 45th Street, New York, >.. \.

Ameche hugged the little girl—he wasnt

"acting," he WAS Stephen Foster. Acting

like that turns back the clock and pulls up

the blind so that you're looking into the

lives of someone who really lived Yet in

each picture Don Ameche is so different

I never confuse him with a previous part.

Paul Muni mav not be "hot stuff in

Hollvwood, but I'll never forget his Louis

Pasteur Tears rolled down my face when

a humble little old man, tired, worn, be-

wildered, and grateful, walked haltingly

up to receive a little credit from the peo-

ple whom he helped in spite of themselves.

He WAS Louis Pasteur.
_

JANE SMITH, Cincinnati, Ohio

I have just seen Screexlaxd' s last issue,

with scenes from "Wreek-end In Havana.

It irritates me greatly that all you -North

Americans know and think about Havana

are: The rumba, daiquiris, maracas, etc.

You are greatly mistaken, and you Ameri-

cans are the ones who maintain this scenery

in Havana, because the minute you place a

foot in Cuba, all you want to do is
:
dance

the rumba, drink Bacardi, play the ma-

racas, and so on. Those so-called typical

places in Havana are opened exclusively

for the Americans because they are the

ones who pay for their subsistence. There

are thousands of Cubans who have never

danced the rumba, or played maracas, or

drunk a Bacardi.

M. N. SIERRA, Vedado, Havana, Cuba

A day with the U. S. Army. Michele Morgan, lovely French screen

star who makes her Hollywood film debut in Joan of Par,

spent a day with Uncle Sam's boys at Fort Ord. Monterey, Cahf.

When Miss Morgan was a guest of the 7th Division at Fort Ord,

I Hunched with the boys, sang for them and then made them

ioin in the chorus-and you know how boys love to do that.
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quick turn of your head .... high-

lights sparkle like twinkling stars— the

waning light of the moon lingers in the

soft sheen of your hair — he leans closer

.... Yes, few men can resist the lure of

gloriously feminine hair. And it's so easy

to have hair that's brighter, more entranc-

ing when you use Nestle Colorinse. This

magic-like rinse — created by Nestle —
originators of permanent waving— rinses

radiant highlights into your hair— accents

its color— makes it softer, silkier, easier to

manage. Colorinse will not brush or rub off

but it washes out easily with shampooing.

Whether you're blonde, brunette, auburn

or gray, there's a shade of Colorinse that

will add a touch of glamour to the beauty

of your hair. Choose the color for your

own hair from the 14 flattering shades on

the Nestle Chart at beauty counters. Tor

a lovelier hair-do— use UNestle Shampoo

before and Trestle Superset after Colorinsincj.

SCREENLAND'S
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley

1 2 3 4

14

J7

21

27

32 33

39 40

44

49

54

59

63 64

71 72

77

81

ACROSS
. Star, "You'll Never Get Rich'
. "Information Please" expert

(also in "Kiss the Boys
Goodbye"

)

. Husband's drunken pal in
"Skylark"
Mrs. Errol Flynn
To gaze
Without cost
He's featured in "The Gay
Falcon"
Anger
Moves
Golf term
Slippery fish

Likely
Affirmative votes
Star of "Sunny"
Water from the skies
Of (French version)
Unit of work
Veteran movie comic, with
glasses
Part of to be
Co-star "Unfinished Business"
Killed
Jimmy Stewart's in it now
"Nine Lives—Not Enough"
(Ronald Reagan)
Drunken critic in "The
Feminine Touch"
Propeller for row boat
Famous Ibsen heroine ("A
Doll's House")
To take a chance
He's featured in "The Bride
Came C.O.D."
Famous Mammy singer
The red-wigged Marx brother
Inquire
Continent (abbrev.)
Co-star, "Honky-Tonk"
Co-star, "The Chocolate
Soldier"

Greek letter

Stain

She's Mrs. Joel McCrea
Small devil

His new one is "The Male
Animal"

73. Father
75. She's Madame Gorgeous in

"Never Give a Sucker an
Even Break"

_

77. Famous Verdi opera
78. Star of "Sun Valley Serenade"
80. Leading man in a story
81. Salver
82. Finished
83. Winter vehicle

DOWN
1. Level
2. To anger (slang)
3. Co-star, "Night of January

16th"
4. To cease living
5. Bone (anatomy)
6. Silent

7. Automobile
8. Enclosed courtyard
9. Note of the scale

10. Stern of a vessel
11. Co-star, "Smilin' Through'
12. Weird
13. Minus
18. Approached
20. Remain
23. This comes before and

after the hen
25. To wander stealthily
28. Even (poetic)
29. He's featured in

"Ice-Capades"
31. Star, "Ladies in

Retirement"
32. She's Mrs. William

Powell
33. Star, "Dive Bomber"
36. Onion-like vegetable
37. With force

38. Co-star, "The Shadow
of the Thin Man"

40. Ever (contraction)
41. To clip

43. To propel with oars
46. Regular order (as

troops

)

47. Abate, slacken
50. Exclamation
53. Popular term for one of

the film companies
56. Mickey Rooney's most

famous role
57. Malt liquor

59. Co-star, "Blood and
Sand '

61. He has seven daughters
62. He's featured in

' 'Suspicion'

'

63. Intimate conversation
64. One who inherits

property
66. Paradise
69. Simple
70. Trudge laboriously
72. Co-star, "Skylark"
74. "All This, - - -

Heaven Too"
76. Exclamations of

pleasure
78. "- - Stayed For Break-

fast"
79. Chuck in the Hal Roach

comedy, "Niagara
Falls-

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle

D 1 L L
I D 1 E
m N N A
\L E E S
L Y RE
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Inside the Stars' Home
Continued from page 12

"I haven't the vaguest idea who she was,

said my hostess, "so I call her Ophelia.

Ophelia" and her pals gave me the notion

pf having the house done to set them off.

We're not half through doing it yet—

that's what is fun about a house, you keep

on adding this and that!"

Gray tinted walls and beige-and-brown

carpeting set off the Chinese red and white

of the "furniture—white chairs and red

sola—the drapes repeating the Chinese

red, as background for Chinese scenes. I

have other chairs ordered and they are in

a gorgeous striped green," Carole explained.

"There's to be a Chinese mirror above the

fireplace and its twin above the piano.

I've ordered an exquisite Chinese print for

that space over the sofa. But right now my
special raves are my new lamps."

'

On end tables are delicate porcelain

Chinese figures set in low silver boxes from

which grow glossy-leaved plants. Each fig-

ure holds aloft a "parasol" of white silk

bordered in red—the lampshades of the

lamps. "When my decorator showed me the

blue-prints of these, they were so perfect

that I kissed them!" cried Carole, sink-

ing down among the leopard-skin cushions

on the red couch.

She wasn't there long. Donner, a huge

Great Dane, came bumbling in, found his

-listress and tried to climb into her lap.

"Mommy's baby!" cooed Carole, getting

out from under several hundred pounds ot

do" "Want to see me ride him.''" She

leaped on his back, not a bad trick when

vou're wearing a trailing hostess gown

but then not everv girl has the beautitul

underpinnings of a Landis. Donner began

to buck like a broncho, and Carole slipped

off "Wasn't that CUTE? He thinks he's

in a rodeo ! Now lie down. Mommy s busy.

After a mournful glance, Donner decided

that Mommy was indeed busy and subsided.

"I'm not' superstitious except for one

thing," she confided. "That's posing with

my dogs. Sure as ever I do, they die or

get sick or somebody steals them. It began

when I was small. My sister and I were

playing in the yard with my pet dog ;
she

got mad at me, picked up a sprinkler be-

longing to the hose and threw it. It missed

me and killed the dog. Just that very

morning, my mother had taken my picture

with the dog. Not so long ago, three of

the pups that have posed with me at the

studio have had bad luck—Jinx was stolen,

Rover was run over, and the little one

died. So Donner's not having his picture

taken unless he just happens to wander in

by accident."

"The Chinese decorative influence in the

Landis home has not so far extended beyond

the living room and hall. Carole's dining-

room is Swedish moderne, the blonde chairs

upholstered in soft blue. Today it was gay

with the balloons for the New Year's Eve-

party, one even hanging from the crystal

chandelier. The table was spread with

appetite-rousing dishes, plates of hors-

d'oeuvres, a chafing dish containing Kohl

Domar, a covered one with Sye Salad, an-

other String Beans Markey, and a smaller

plate with Pickled Herring. Bright yellow

grapefruits were set here and there, stuck

with toothpicks, each with its burden of

sausage wrapped in bacon. A crystal punch-

bowl filled with eggnog and a dish of

every variety of cheese completed the

spread.
"We have a Swedish cook, laughed

Carole, "so I thought it would be fun to

have lots of her specialties for this party.

See—Swedish cook, Swedish dishes, Swed-

ish dining room !"

New Year's Eve is an ideal time for

Carole to give a party—it's her birthday!

"Our family is great on celebrations,

anyway," she said, peering into the bub-

(Piease turn to page 69)

Hot from Hollywood
Continued from page 9

IUCILLE BALL won't be forgetting

L Santa Fe, New Mexico, for awhile.

And Santa Fe won't be forgetting our own

Lucille. While down there on location

Lucille gathered up all the natives and

broke them into a conga line. Then she

hired one big Indian to show her around

town. She tioped him fifty cents for his

trouble and he willingly took it. W hen Desi

Arnaz found it out he almost got hyster-

ical. Lucille's Indian guide was none other

than the richest member of the colony.

His properties and possessions were worth

well over a million dollars. They're now
calling her "Minnie Ha-Ha Ball."

\7 0U can't blame George Murphy too

' much for getting sore. Every studio in

,j

Hollywood wants him under contract. On
every' loanout he gets a swell break. On
his own home lot he seems to rate only

second leads. George is fightin' mad, and

his name ain't Murphy for nothing.

IF it can be arranged, there's a plan afoot
' to remake "Phantom of the Opera."
Charles Laughton is supposed to play the

title role, Deanna Durbin (if she makes
up with Universal) is the harassed girl,

and—this time they may write in special

parts for Abbott and Costello ! Well, at

least this version will be different.

/COMBINING red and green for street

\^ and sports wear is the newest Holly-

wood rage. Linda Darnell has a lipstick red

gabardine tailored suit. All the accessories

are field green.

MAKE way for the Yarsoviana. No, it

isn't a new breakfast food. It's a dance

that Janet Gaynor and Adrian have intro-

duced to Hollvwood society. They brought

it back from Mexico and predict it will

sweep the country. Instead of partners

facing each other, the lady stands in front

of the gentleman, her back to him. The

dance is performed in minuet fashion. It

ain't hot, but it's fun!

|S Dorothy Lamour kidding? Her new
I dressing room has just been done over

in the swankiest style. The only picture

in the place features a gorgeous frame. It s

a photograph of "Muck," the chimpanzee

recently signed to a seven-year contract by

Paramount. The picture was especially

posed for Dotty. "Muck" is carrying a lily

in his hand

!

WHEN Ronnie Reagan wore a turtle

neck sweater on the "Juke Girl" set.

Annie Sheridan gave him a terrific ribbing.

She insisted on knowing whether the Hays

Office had given their official permission ! !

!

SCREENLAND

y Arthur Murray

Da nee Teachers

Prefer

Odorono Cream

WHEN you teach dancing for a

living, you can't take chances

with daintiness! That's why the

glamourous girls who teach danc-

ing in Arthur Murray's famous

Studios are so crazy about Odorono

Cream. They can dab it on and

dance all day without fear of

underarm odor or dampness!

Non-irritating, non-gritty, non-

greasy— Odorono Cream ends per-

spiration annoyance safely 1 to 3

days! Generous 10(5, 39p and 59c

sizes, plus tax, at all

cosmetic counters.

The Odorono Co.,

Inc., New York

I FULL OZ. JAR —
ONLY 39< (Plus Tax)

tNU> rt
DAV5

ANNOYANCE » TO

GIVES YOU MORE
FOR YOUR MONEY

ALSO LIQUID ODORONO—
REGULAR AND INSTANT

f7



"9-letter word meaning Social Suicide"

GOT you stumped, has it? Well, try
" again, Buttercup. It's a word you, in

particular, ought to know about. Here .we
come with a little help . . . anddoyou need it.

Suppose you start with an "H". Now
drop in an "A". Next, try an "L", as in

"love"—and wouldn't you like a little

of that!

There! You've made a start. At this

point may we suggest an "I". You know,
"I" as in "it"—which you haven't got or
you wouldn't be sitting at home of a

Saturday night doing crossword puzzles.

In the next space try a "T". We're get-

ting places. Now an "O". That gives you
H-A-L-I-T-O. Only three more letters and
you'll have the answer.

In that next space slip in an "S"—could
stand for "seductive" in your case but for

one thing. But let's get on.;;

Put in another "I" as in "idea"—which
you're going to get in just a second.

Now end it up with another "S" and
Lady, you've got it.

Got what? The answer to your puzzle,

and more important still, perhaps the

answer to why your dates are so few . . .

why boys don't stick around . . . why
you're sort of "on the shelf."

It's halitosis (bad breath)—the 9-letter

word for Social Suicide. Halitosis is the
offense that no one overlooks and that

anyone may commit at some time or other

without realizing it.

Of course there's often something you
can do about it . . . something you ought
to do about it ifyou want others to like you.

To make your breath sweeter, more
alluring, less likely to offend, use Listerine

Antiseptic . . . every night and every morn-
ing, and before any date at which you
want to appear at your best. Never . . .

never! . . . omit this delightful precaution.

Why Listerine Does It

While sometimes systemic, the fermenta-
tion of tiny food particles on tooth, gum,
and mouth surfaces is the major cause of
halitosis (bad breath), according to some

authorities. Listerine Anti-

septic quickly halts such
fermentation, then over-

comes the odors that fer-

mentation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

Before any engagement let Listerine look after your breath
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An Open Letter to

STIRLING HAYDEN

He'll Have No More
of This or This-?

DEAR STIRLING HAYDEN:
When they say you are leaving Hollywood

for good because you are bored, I believe it.

Usually I would take such a report with a large

portion of salt, but I am inclined to credit this—be-

cause you are the one young man in the history of

motion pictures who would walk out on Hollywood

without so much as a backward glance. And I believe

it about the boredom, too. Ordinarily a young actor

who wins sudden fame with prospects of fortune is

sitting on top of the world and shows it. Not you. I

remember when you came up to my office to say

hello on your first trip back East after your hit in

"Virginia." You sprawled your six-feet-two over two

chairs, displayed absolutely no enthusiasm whatsoever

over your budding film career, and only showed a

spark of excitement over a picture of Errol Flynn s

boat that I happened to have on my desk, when you

said: "I wonder if I'll ever afford one of those"—in

short, the whole business of being on parade bored

you stiff and you didn't care who knew it. Here was

no ham, no exhibitionist—but a hard-bitten young

realist who would rather be sailing a ship than posing

for closeups. When you left you forgot your hat—

a

brand new hat obviously acquired as part of your

movie-star equipment but just a big unnecessary

nuisance like all the rest of it.

Then after being rumored as "up" for the big role

Rumors flying thick and fast about Stirling Hayden's handsome

head have him: I, joining the Navy; 2, signing up for ambulance

service with the British. As we go to press the only fact is that

he's left Hollywood behind him—so no more screen love scenes

with Madeleine Carroll (as at left, from "Bahama Passage").

of Robert Jordan in Hemingway's "For Whom The

Bell Tolls," the part Gary Cooper is set to play; after

being the target of romance rumors with Madeleine

Carroll; after completing your second picture, "Ba-

hama Passage"—you walked out of the studio. Leave

of absence, to sail the boat the studio reportedly gave

you to keep you contented; or for keeps—who knows?

Not only the production heads of Paramount, who
considered you their best bet since they discovered

Cooper, but assorted thousands of starry-eyed femme

fans who find it hard to face a Hayden-less screen

on the long winter evenings, would like to know the

answer. You aren't talking. You're letting everybody

else talk about how you are joining the Navy, or

signing up to drive an ambulance with the American

Field Service. If one of these reports is true, then you

will win more fans and influence more people than

you ever did on the screen. The Stirling Hayden

Legend—like it?
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Scoop! First pictures of "That Hand-
some Hunk of Man" in his new home

—

a garage! Much-maligned Mature has
won over Hollywood by being honest

20

"Get a load of the Muscle Man!" sneered

the mugs. But his worst detractors al-

ways change their minds when they

find out what a swell guy he really is



THE first time I saw Victor Mature—it was at a

party at the Whitney Stahles in Santa Monica—

I

took one look at those velvet eyes, that raven hair,

and that figure, which has been likened to a frappe glass,

and said, "I don't believe it. No one can be thai hand-

some." I noticed that the men at the party were moved to

instant loathing the minute they saw him. "How did that

conceited jerk get here?" and "Get a load of the Muscle

Man" and "With a puss like that I'd kill myself" were

some of the not so subdued sneers that were tossed

around. But I'm telling you, before the last anchovy had

disappeared and the last drop of wine had been drained

from the horse troughs, Victor was "in." Everybody

agreed that Vic Mature was a swell guy. Even two-

fisted mugs like Big Boy Williams.

A lew Saturdays after that I was in a group with Vic-

tor at the Hollywood track. We were in the very swai.k

Turf Club, where the actors try to out-boast the pro-

ducers and vice versa. "I just put a hundred on the nose

of African Queen," bragged an actor famous for not pay-

ing his gambling debts. "Two hundred across the board,

that's the only way to play them," boasted a producer

well in the red. "Joe put ten (Please turn to page 64)

Mature came up the hard way. After lean days of living in

a tent and a piano box, a garage is big time. Star of "Hot

Spot" is shown here as the good-natured guy he is. Left

center, with his pretty wife, the former Martha Kemp.



Fictionized by

DECORATIONS BY
LEONARD
FRANK

Scenes from "Kings Row"
show Robert Cummings
and Betty Field (left),

Ann Sheridan and Ronald

Reagan, and other play-

ers in an impressive cast.

THE new year was begin-
ning, the new century too.

Somehow that made it more
important, the eighteen-hundreds
ending, the nineteens just start-

ing. And being away from home
too, half .the world away from
home, brought the old aching
loneliness back to Parris Mitchell.

Not that he wanted to be back
in Kings Row again. He didn't.

Vienna was more to his liking,

his work here, his life. What



iff.-

Elizabeth B. Petersen

Best-selling book becomes big

picture! Great cast headed by

Ann Sheridan, Ronald Reagan,

Robert Cummings, and Betty

Field, supported by such splen-

did players as Charles Coburn,

Claude Rains, Kaaren Verne,

portrays the power and pathos

of this dramatic story directed

by Sam Wood for Warners

PJco.se turn to Page 79 for complete cast anil credits

would Grandmcre
say if she could see

~iim now, about to

become a full-

edged doctor,

offered an impor-

tant post in the

new medical sci-

ence of psychiatry

when he grad-
uated ? Would she

smile, that perky,

quizzical little

smile of hers, or

would she only say "Parris," with that French accent

she had never lost, that accent which had set her apart

from the rest of Kings Row ? But even without it, Ma-

dame Von Elm would have been different.

"When she passed, how much passed with her," Parris

thought. "A whole way of life, the way of•gentleness and

honor and dignity. These things went with her and they

may never come back to this world."

Cassie and Dr. Tower too, would they know how much

he understood now, things he had never understood be-

fore? Cassie, how the thought of her quickened the sad-

ness, the loneliness, and how it brought back the old

excitement too, the happiness {Please turn to page /5)

I
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HIS is the most unpredictable household in the
world. In the morning you never know whether
Mel and Helen will be having dinner with the fam-

ily or one or both of them be off on a plane to fill some
last minute engagement. Mel may suddenly decide to
attend a political banquet in Atlanta, Georgia, or get a
hurried call to make a personal appearance in New York.
While Helen may be on her way to San Francisco for a
concert date or have a call to Washington, D. C. Or per-
haps both of them, finding themselves free, are in their
car, headed for their cottage at Carmel-by-the-Sea. When
they are home it is never quiet like this. The minute Mel
and Helen come in, things start happening."

Walter Pick, young bachelor cousin of Helen Gahagan,
who acts as personal secretary for both Mr. Douglas and
his wife, Miss Gahagan, was speaking. He was showing
me through the Melvyn Douglas house, while we were
waiting for Melvyn to come home from the studio.

There was a restful, almost cloister-like

stillness in the spacious living room. The
blue-grey walls, {Please turn to page 63)

The Melvyn Douglas you see on the screen, making love to Ruth Hussey
in "Our Wife," right, or to Greta Garbo in "Two-Faced Woman,"
above, is a far cry from "Mel," the unpredictable fellow you'll meet
in this intimate story. Top, two views of the Douglas-Gahagan
home, photographed expressly for Screenland by Columbia Pictures.
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DO IT THE 1|

MELVYN DOUGLAS.
WAY! A



HALF way through her speech explaining how come
one Betty Leabo ought to be the next Girls' Vice-

president of the Mount Vernon Junior High
School of Los Angeles, she first noticed him. He seemed
to be staring at her and saying, "Mmmmmmmmm."
When she finished her oration, she marched up to him

and asked (you know how snippy girls can be when
they're juniors in Junior High) exactly what he found
so entrancing about her, the freshie.

"I was admiring your waist-line, Miss . . . uh "

he said.

"Mistake," she came back with that brand of humor
so peculiar to adolescents.

He smiled, bowed, turned on his heel.

"Who's that?" she demanded of one of her chummies,

as soon as the not-too-tall, dark, and handsome lad dis-

appeared.

"Oh, him !" was the retort admiring, "that's Owen
Ward."

All the way home that afternoon she couldn't get her

mind off the boy. He had complimented her on her waist-

line and she had been a little flip.

Well, when you're going on fourteen you are more
direct than you are at twenty, say. Next time she saw
the president of the entire student body of the Mount
Vernon Junior High School she smiled. As befits a man
of high office, he smiled back, stopped to chat, and the

two wound up late for their next class which was civics

and not exactly their favorite.

One thing led to another and before two weeks had
passed they were playing tennis. A month and he was
asking her how it would be if he came by to see her on
Friday night when school was over for the week. She
said it would be very lovely.

She couldn't wait for him to show up. She had a lot

of fudge made. And the dress she had on that night was
something very special. She heard the bell ring and found
her heart in her mouth. She donned her "Gosh-I'm-glad-

to-see-you smile" and opened the door.

It was Owen all right. But he wasn't alone. He had
brought a pal of his along. "I want you to meet my
friend Bill," were his first words. "You'll like him. He's,

a regular fellow."

Well, they munched candy, talked about what differ-

ent bands were touring the country, took time off to

perform surgical operations on every teacher in the

Mount Vernon Junior High, and discussed the chances
of U.C.L.A. to make the Rose Bowl come fall. After
that Owen said maybe they'd better go. And they did,

as nonchalantly as a couple of Dead End Kids, almost.

On the following Wednesday he met her in the hall

at school and asked "How about dropping by on Friday
again?" She told him, as nonchalantly as she could,

"Sure. Why not? We can have a grand time, talking

about football and such." He didn't get the veiled sting

in her sentence. How could he have when it came from
such -an innocent-looking face ?

Anyhow, he showed up on Friday. You guessed it.

He brought his pal, Bill, along. Once more the same
routine. They ate her candy, exchanged a pleasantry or

two, then lapsed into shop talk—football, the virtues of

a speed graphic camera, the music of Guy Lombardo,
U.C.L.A. 's chances during the fall. She didn't feel so

pained when they left this time ; she was getting used

to it.

Five weekly dates and three days later she was doing

her French homework when the telephone rang. "It's for

you, Betty," her mother had said, "one of your cavaliers,

I guess."

And so it was. Only this time it was Bill. He wanted
to know what she was doing on Friday night and if the

answer was nothing why couldn't they do it together.

She told him it sounded like a grand idea and what did

he have in mind.

"I kind of thought we might go out and find a little

excitement," he said, just like Charles Boyer would tell

it to one of his screen inamoratas.

When he showed up Friday {Please turn to page 74)

She was a junior and he was the president of the student body at Mount
Vernon Junior High School in Los Angeles. Today she's Brenda Joyce,

movie actress, and he's her husband—but she still looks up to him.

Below, two views showing Mrs. Owen Ward in their modest honeymoon
home. Facing page, Brenda the 20th Century-Fox starlet in a glamor

pose; below, her dressing-table at home, with hubby's the only picture
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BRIDE

ON A
BUDGET!

Brenda Joyce is a movie starlet,

but she faces the same marriage

problems as a million other Amer-

ican girls. Read how she is mak-

ing her high-school romance last

HI
! ?f§S

Mil

By John R. Franchey



THE

HOTTEST

NEW
HERO:

GEORGE

MONTGOMERY

When he was seven he solemnly an-

nounced, "I'm gonna be a movie ac-

tress!" And now look at him—most
coveted escort of Hollywood's glam-

orous stars, especially Ginger Rogers

By Liza

WAY back in 1923, when George
Montgomery was a kid of seven, he
saw his first moving picture in a

theater in Brady, Montana. It was a hard-

riding, shoot-'em-up Western, with Harry
Carey. George was very much impressed,

and at dinner that night out at the ranch he
solemnly announced to his twelve brothers

and sisters, "I'm gonna be a movie actress."

But as his announcement was badly timed

—

having been made simultaneously with the
arrival of the pot roast and mashed potatoes

—no one expressed the slightest interest.

But George didn't forget his ambition.

Determination was one of his marked char-

acteristics then, just as it is now. So several

years later when he was in the third grade
and the teacher asked the pupils what they
wanted to be when they grew up, George
said precisely, "When I grow up I want to

be a movie actress." It may have been good
manners, though I doubt it, and it may have
been ignorance, which I suspect, but any-
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When his parents re-

fused to give him a

railroad ticket to Hol-

lywood, six-foot-two,

195-pound George bor-

rowed a pick and shov-

el and went to work
for the W.P.A. until he

earned enough money
to buy his own ticket

—

now he can write it,

for he's 20th Century-

Fox's white-haired boy

Montgomery is one of

those rare people to

be found in Hollywood:

a real cowboy, born

on a ranch in Montana,

From the time he was
knee-high to a coyote

he learned to ride, to

rope, to round up cat-

tle, and to sing "boots

and saddle" songs. Now
he gets big money for

being himself in films

Making love to Carole Landis

in "Cadet Girl" (above) was

one of George Montgomery's

pleasant recent film assign-

ments. Next, he will co-star

with Ginger Rogers in "Roxie

Hart" and is rumored to be

her real-life romance as well.

According to Ginger he's a

divine dancer, the only trouble

being he gets sleepy and

wants to go home early—still

a Montana cowboy at heart.

way, there wasn't one laugh from the third grade. How-
ever, the teacher took him aside later and quietly

explained a little matter of gender to him. And to illus-

trate she gave him the role of George Washington in the

third grade plav. In the fourth grade play she gave him

the role of Miles Standish. By that time George had dis-

covered that he was not an actress, and the teacher had

discovered that he was not an actor. I am certain no one

was more surprised than she was when he appeared on

the screen in "The Cowboy and the Blonde."

Well, the kid who wanted to grow up to be a movie

actress has turned out very well indeed. He has become

Hollvwood's new hero. And there hasn't been such fem-

inine excitement in Hollywood since Gary Cooper, an-

other cowboy from Montana, rode in froin the range.

During the past few months handsome, six-foot-two,

blue-eyed George Montgomery has become the coveted

escort of the glamorous and the beautiful. The g. and the

b. take one look at that 195 pounds of manly appeal

(my, my,) and go right into a swoon. "Betty Grable can

have George Raft," they say, "and Barbara Hutton is

welcome to Cary Grant—but please, please, oh kind fate,

won't you give us George Montgomery!"
George, a nice guy, finds this frank admiration con-

siderably embarrassing. (But Darryl Zanuck doesn't.

Over at Twentieth Century-Fox (Please turn to page 68)
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Are YOU one of the

many women trying

to combine career-

dom with the sublime

fob of motherhood?
If you are, you'll

find practical advice
right here, from the

movie star-mothers

By

Jack Holland
Left, Penny "Blondie"
Singleton and daugh-
ter "Dee-Gee." Be-

low, Joan Blondell
Powell and her Ellen.

IN
MUCH of the fan mail that the stars receive, there is one question that

crops up very often. It's more than a question. It's a plea for advice
from worried mothers who want to give proper care to their children and

yet have to work for a living. In their anxiety, for some reason or other,
they look to the stars in Hollywood who are mothers themselves for help
and guidance.

Often, such advice is difficult to give. The situations are different in
many ways. It is true that the stars have governesses and nurses to care
for their children while they are at work at the studios. But they, too, have
to meet the same problems that confront every mother in America. They,
too, realize that with all the governesses and nurses in the world, motherly
devotion to their children cannot be nourished if they do not find ways to
bring about the necessary intimacy and understanding.

I took this problem to several of our biggest stars, actresses who are
noted for the wise manner in which they are bringing up their children.

Stars who have met and realized the challenge {Please turn to page 66)
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His LIFE

and

LOVE!
First real story re-

vealing the reasons

for the rise and shine

of Skelton, top com-
edy find of the season

By

Ida

Zeitlin

THE Red Skeltoils have a house in Bev-
erly Hills. All the rugs are blue. In

Edna's room, the mirrors climb from
floor to ceiling. There's a fireplace and a

tennis court and a swimming pool, a crystal

chandelier in the living room and, in the

garage, a big car.

They haven't gone Hollywood. Edna was
fifteen when she married Red, who was
seventeen. Once in New York, having gone
foodless for forty-eight hours, Red vowed:
"Some day you're going to have every little

thing you ever wanted, and lots that you
don't."

That day came after "Whistling in the

Dark'' brought him movie stardom and a

long-term contract. He scoured the town for

the chandelier of her dreams "with things

hanging down." The rugs are blue because

blue's her favorite color. The mirrors are

to make up for the cracked two-by-fours she

used to wrestle with, and there's a place for

shoes—nothing but shoes. Even though it

may be hot as hades, the fire goes every
night, because she used to turn moon-eyed
at thought of a fireplace. The pool and court

came with the house, and they're learning
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lo play tennis because the court's there and they might

s well use it. "What do you want with a car that big ?"

cowled their manager, who keeps Red on an allowance

| fifty a week. "People make more than you, get along

llth smaller."

"When you've gone hungry, Red pointed out, you

jat too much at first. Those people got big cars out of

Iheir system. We're getting 'em out of ours."

They're reveling in the childhood neither had as chil-

Iren. Red buys himself the electric trains and putt-putts

Es mouth watered for at eight. His mother used to feed

ier flock on soup beans, with limas once a week as a

feat. Now he lunches daily on pie and lima beans—

jfcth desserts to him. He has the big desk, just to sit

jehind, which he always wanted. There's nothing in the

drawers. But he leans back, puts his feet up, hums the

Brahms' lullaby—their good luck tune—and feels fine.

"I've got a very funny mother," he'll tell you. "She

always said : be nice to people, even when they annoy

you. You annoy them, too. That's the first rule. The

second is, don't take life seriously because you never

come out of it alive."

Red's a funny fellow too. He must have got it from

his mother. He likes everybody. His approach to people

is genial, guileless and disarming. While still a compara-

tive stranger on the Metro lot, he was asked by a man

how he liked his part. "Swell! If it goes over, I'll have

you promoted.—Nice guy. Who is he?" he asked his

companion. "Louis B. Mayer."

"Hi, there, old pitchman," he yelled at another exec-

utive, smoking a stogie. "Three days with that weed and

you'll be in an iron lung." One day he swung himself up

ion a stool at the lunch counter, and inquired of his neigh-

bor what he did around the joint. "I'm only the janitor."

"That makes a couple of us," said Red. "I'm the hired

help, too."
"

He's a clown and the son of a clown, and from the

age of four his ambition has been to make people laugh.

His father worked for the Hagenbeck & Wallace Circus,

quit when he met a girl he loved in Vincennes, Indiana,

' married the girl and opened a grocery store. Red, chris-

tened Richard, the youngest of four boys, was born two

months after his father's death. Mrs. Skelton ran the

store till it burned down, uninsured, then turned her

hand to

elevators, washing clothes. As the boys grew old enough,

they helped. Red began selling newspapers at eight.

He was born to the platform. The ministry attracted

him first. Draping a flag round his highchair, he'd clam-

ber to the seat and sermonize the folks. Then he saw his

first show, his father's blood spoke in his veins, and his

course was set. Mrs. Skelton got all the boys in on

passes. Red was four. He remembers that the picture

was with Charlie Ray, that he walked home in a trance,

and built his own theater out of boxes and rags, with

old dolls as actors. Time passed, and he haunted the local

playhouses, sneaking in under the arms of ushers, get-

ting kicked out and sneaking back in again. Before long

he was performing on street corners—Joe Jerk, the town

cut-up—singing in black-face and selling trick cards

manufactured by himself. His mother cut him his first

wig out of a cast-off chinchilla coat.

"Hitchykoo" came to town and Red stood with his

newspapers, doping his chances of getting in that night,

when a man sauntered up. "What do you do with your

money, kid?"

"Give it to my mother."

"Is that a routine?" (Please turn to page 60)



Something different! The secretary
of director Wesley Ruggles writes
her impressions of Henry Fonda

11%

A SECRETARY

LOOKS at a STAR
By Romayne

WHEN I was young and tender and just starting
to work in a moving picture studio, I had a
hero. He was tall, dark and handsome and gen-

tle and mild of manner. And he had the sweetest smile

!

I used to imagine him riding on that white horse even
when the sun was shining brightest. I went to see each
one of his pictures and he seemed to get closer to my
doorstep. And at last I saw my hero. In the flesh. In a
hospital. He emerged from the room, completely envel-
oped in vases, from which, fortunately, the flowers had
been removed. Beside him, half his size, walked his uni-
formed chauffeur. His hands and arms were empty. The
elevator appeared and my hero wrestled with the vases
and opened the door. The chauffeur walked in—then
my hero—then me. I said to me: "I'll NEVER be so
close to my hero again"—and I smiled nervously. He
didn't return my smile. On the next floor we picked up
a doctors' convention and I was practically thrown under
the arms of my hero. At each stop the vases came nearer
my head and my hero farther from my dreams. By the

Large picture shows the

secretary making mental
notes on star Fonda
as director Ruggles re-

hearses "Hank" and
Babs Stanwyck for a
scene in "You Belong to

Me." Above, stars in

closeup. Right, on set.

time we hit bottom I didn't have any more hero. I neve:

went to see any of his pictures after that. In the year
that followed he became top-notch box office and tin

papers and magazines were filled with him. But I didn'

see my hero. Not until the day he walked into my office

He said with meekness: "Is it all right if I see Mil
Ruggles?" He had on makeup because he was workim.
and he was rushing this visiting period in when he shoult

have been having his lunch. I brought a pack of cigarette,

into my boss' office and lent an ear to the conversation

H. F. was just finishing up on one picture and was ti

start ours the following Monday. He said he was realh

tired, but that he would forgo the few days' rest the]

had promised him, according to contract, because It

didn't want us to be delayed. So, I gathered that i<

wasn't too technical nor was he temperamental.
On the next trip, when I brought a thermos of io

water for them both, my boss was saying : "That's swell

Hank, we'll work half a day without you—that'll giv<

you a few hours off, anyway." (Please turn to page 70)
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TO YOU!

GOOD CHEER



THIN MAN
AND FAMILY

Meet the Junior "Thin
Man"(DickieHall)who
spreads the Christmas
spirit with "Papa" Bill

Powell and "Mama"
Myrna Loy in latest

film of popular series,

"The Shadow of the
Thin Man." See the
merry shopping spree





WILL THEY MAKE
THE SCREEN , kkl



Fred Hendricksov

Mona Lisa charms of Michele Morgan

make her first American movie, "Joan

of Paris," a piquant screen occasion, with

Paul Henreid playing her lover in RKO's

melodrama of life in occupied France,

and Laird Cregar in stalwart support





Facing page, Vera Zorina, soon to be seen as the

lovely with Bob Hope in Paramount's lavish new
musical, wears, first: a collarless ermine wrap with

full bishop sleeves over a smart black and white

dinner gown designed by Monica. Second, suit

of battleship and slate grey—three-quarter length

jacket of soft battleship grey angora with inset

design of slate grey wool and antique silver but-

tons, enhanced by burgundy red accessories.

Pliotot/raitlix

1>V
Euyen r

Robert
Richev,

Paramount
I'icturrx

For big scenes in her big new musical movie.

Vera Zorina wears the dream-dress pictured

above, of white tulle and net with enormous full

skirt spectacularly embroidered in silver sequins

with daringly deep heartshaped decolletage out-

lined with the sequins, and a matching headdress

with veil which floats right along with Zorina

when she dances. Won't you watch, with us,

what mav be the exciting debut of a new star?



PAULETTE
GODDARD

Most Versatile

ACTRESS?

DRAMATIC
ACTRESS
(with Ray Milland
in the DeMille film)

(with John Wayne in Cecil
DeMille's "Reap the Wild Wind")







HER LATEST FILM IS

"THE MALE ANIMAL"
WITH HENRY FONDA HEEL

into HERO!
Jack Carson can't be "typed."

After playing a long succession of

bumptious roles which would have

branded any other actor as a hope-

less heel for the duration of his

career, the movie public has picked

him as a definite personality and,

since "Blues in the Night," has been

demanding pleasanter parts for

Carson. You'll see, he'll get 'em!

Elmer Fryer-





Once more Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland co-star in a musical movie, "Babes on

Broadway," all about a troupe of bright youngsters trying to get a break on the stage

'ou'll see Mickey in some of his

lowling impersonations—see below,

nd facing page, with Ray McDonald
nd Richard Quine as his buddies.

"Babes on Broadway" has hilarious

number called "The Convict's Return"

in which Judy has a chance to in-

dulge in some oldfashioned dramatics.



LAUGHING"

This is a most unusual
picture of comedienne
Lucille Ball, so chic and
serious. But when you
see her in her latest,

"Look Who's Laugh-
ing," you'll find her as

full of fun as usual, as

she romps through
scenes with Edgar Ber-

gen and Fibber McGee
& Molly of radio fame



OH,
THE PAYNE
OF IT!

Femme fans have been sighing over

handsome John for quite some time

now, though his parts have been plain

bad or indifferent; but now their pa-

tience is at last rewarded, for he has

his first important role in "Remember
The Day," opposite Claudette Colbert



Photo by Kd Henderson, 20th Century- For

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL STILL OF THE MONTH
Linda Darnell in "Rise and Shine"



Above, Miranda in "A
Week-End in Havana."

She will appear in a

new show, "Sons o"

Fun," between 20th

Century-Fox pictures.

ALTHOUGH Carmen Miranda is the most radiant reason m exist-

/-\ ence today for all our inter-American diplomats to take to unre-

/ \ strained dancing in the streets, she is still a thoroughly bewil-

dered and misunderstood Brazilian bombshell.

She is not one whit more American now than when she first came

to this country. (Which is just as it should be.) The least of her con-

fusion is her inability to speak English or to keep the gist of our jumbled

conversations clear in her mind. She has never got the straight oj the

difference in our spelling and meaning of the words bread and bred, for

instance. The consequence of this minor misunderstanding alone have led

to very amusing and amazing results in a mixed drawing room. However,

her colorful use of our words never fails to paint very vivid pictures!

Naturally it goes without saying that any experience of this now fa-

mous Carioca lass is unconditionally surrounded with the most intrigu-

ing and exciting atmosphere possible. Miss Miranda lends a stupendoi

color and charm to the most trifling occurence. To be entertained in her

comfortable California home as a member of the press seeking mforma-

mation about her is a very pleasant experience, and a very distinct priv-

ilege. Even about such things as talking Eor publication

Miss Miranda is thoroughly Brazilian. Business, to her. is

business, and should never be mixed with social pleas-

antries in the home, which graces, according to her, again,

belong nowhere else but in the home.

So when, in deference to Amer- {Please turn to page 71)

"So you want to know how

I look like without a tur-

ban?" said Miranda to our

reporter. "We'll, for you, I

do it!" Here's Carmen at

home, left, practicing her

famous songs and sway.

Carmen Miranda takes off her

turban and lets her hair down

for this colorful closeup

By Paul Karel
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SELECTED
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment

without loss of time and money

'TWO-FACED WOMAN" YOU BELONG TO ME' HOW GREEN WAS MY
VALLEY"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

TERRIFIC

must 1
.

PLOT: Con you imagine Greta Garbo

fall, th. rumba, a *™e$e \\ don't im-
•

ing off risque remarks W ^
a9

'

,neW arabs Garbo down off

farce which 9raDS , d dumps her

herdramat,c pedes ol and P

smack into a =mar
;h has to do a

about a nice girl who
fc her

sophisticated sister act ow ^ ^
husband. Miss Garbo w

an outdoors type who ^hip-and
Douglas after a quick co H ^
then finds herself a lone ^ ^
he goes back to New£ es _

and she pref ers the aT P
h;m

When he fails to
^"("personating her

to lure him ba=k b '^/ hV, whole-

own twin, a gal as gay «

some.

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GAY

APPEAL- You'll find it frothy, fun, and
Arrtni-

, W ill also

utterly
mcred.ble-and V ^

find Barbara Manwycn

Fonda.

PLOT: Fortunately for the writer £e

and Babs Stanwyck s and Hank r

personal charm to help hr story

?he hurdles-there ore even th g

is thoroughly "nbel.evab *^ of

aav. So you may enjoy tnis u

?! I » nt first-siqht romance ot a very

the love-at-tirsT sig
VOunq man

u nnd vacant-minded youny
' j tffieient qirl-doctor, their whirl-

and an efficient gir
f<>

wind marriage, and the r

make matrimony go desp-te he
rf

fion to duty and h.• fierc.

^

k^SnS—!XlfV
to wo" Hilarity ends, you get a

Message.

ACTING: Garbo proves herseK as

9 °°?- °
Covert e s ^eeVshe seems

stunting all over Tne
one . p i ece

to enjoy her plunks a
P ^

bathing suit, her
.

*'C
l̂vyn Douglas

arden
\ha

S

n

e

s

n

he

S

reT-
editing Comi//e.

more than sne <=>
her wise-

cracks her
Something to pon-

her old audiences IS so
show_

JEST - 5Ja£j: Melvyn

charm and humor.

M-G-M

ACTING: Fonda and S anwyek have

n ° ATV T lock*3 spontaneous
triumph rtroug l«k

.

ot P ^ forced

r ^oic efforts are tire-

f

6

ai "irthe cast

1

Ed
n

gar Buchanan and

hi dry, down-to-earth humor in the role

of a philosophic gardener who gives

the he'ro his best-in fact, his only

ideas—is outstanding.

Columbia

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

IMPRESSIVE

APPEAL- If you read and liked the

b^Tok If you appreciate John Ford's di-

ttn and excellent acting-see this

fine film.

PLOT: Richard Llewellyn's best-selling

°f

tas
W
bet ^-t^nslS^ itTesse

a

n

S

ce

b
intact, though gaps in

The narrative may puzzle

nov those who haven't read the book

The important thing Is that the spirit

of the story has been preserved with

Us penetration into the hearts and sou s

of The miners who manage to give their

meager lives meaning—in P° rt,cu ' a '

the family with whose progress the story

^concerned Told by- the youngest

member of that family, the boy Huw

the nobility of father and mother, the

tragedy of\he eldest son, the romance

of the only daughter accent an en-

grossing record of simple men and

women.

ACTING: It is the small boy actor.

Roddy McDowell, wh3 stands out even

in the flawless cast assembled by Di-

rector Ford. The little British refugee

whom you remember from Man Hunt

has a shining sincerity which makes h,

every scene memorable-but partic-

ularly that scene in which he learns to

walk again. Walter Pidgeon as the

Telf-sacrificing minister is splendid

while Donald Crisp and Sara Allgooc
:

wil move you as the parents Mauree.

O'Hara is lovely as the daughter of th<j

house.

20th Century-Fox
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APPOINTMENT FOR LOVE
1

'DUMBO' BLUES IN THE NIGHT"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

AMVSING

APPEAL: UJ1« wh° £>°:wSi

van for him to woo, too.

PLOT: Complied a. Y- can ^
ogine with Margaret as a

,

tor determined not ^ ^
interfere with her career

h+

rles Charles Boyer! He s a P Y

who enjoys rehearsmg Jr.s
ow

n

scenes, but when he become ;
m

+

van ne is ready to refer* exc P
+e

the little woman ms^sts «P " ?^
apartments and bein

.9J""^ |f v°u

ern about the manage * ate.^ Y^

think the plot ot ^PF , ..y

L-e"

''t

rt 7hT
n

Sta

e

n

n

wyc°k-Fonaa
Belong to Me, the a

won der,

picture, or v.ce versa n°
fl d;f.

£ u t you'll be.amused at the v Y

thehtbardand wife characters.

ACTING: Mr. Boyer ^f^^
factorily In a role wh^ch

e

wastes his finer act n
g

^talents

'

,S +
°°u

90
;t must have been with such

how bored he must tiave

w , the racy-

a butterfly assignment Wh

e

romantic-marriage comedy cy

and may it b.^*^
in a dash

may be Perm,t
ted
M
+
?

'

Su |lavan and her

of drama again. Mis$ '°
t as

delicious voice Johnson
usual. Eugene Pallette Wta

and Ruth Terry round out a g

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

ENCHANTING

ri™ v. Gr™dmo

junior. It's Disney s best.

to Ma Jumbo of *e «««
ke h;m

h e has enormous ears which ^
a laughing-stock. His lot^ h e

befriended by a mouse rou ^
learns to use his ears to

J
,y ^

comes the sensation «Mh. ^ D;sney

that's only the «*
fte mag .

fantasy, the marvelous

nificent humor ^.chJnd t

show

sion in the amaz'"9 scene
he

Dumbo's pink-elephant v^on

has accidentally .mb^d she^

°" th
u
6
'This Mother' are reunited. If

Dumbo and his ™°tn
at a cartoon,

Y° U +h
'

mk
Drey ou'^learn different

f.n
"

ho" as'tender and touching as

it'rhi ari- and heart-warming.

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

DARING

APPEAL: N^^-S!jt5±£

stomach.

PLOT: Something j^,?Turfy

and honest gro"P ™ °
, bound-

sicion. «Hk l™ "*?"*-°
band. I'd

carded girl friend the
^ {a|ls for

it h toSi but » '.. ol» t.r„fic

ment.

ACTING" Beyond a doubt, the baby

i u t Is Walt Disney's supreme cre-

elephant is wan u i
ter to

ation. Dumbo is a ^" G^ifen alike,

appeal to grown-ups and ch
+ ^ ^

MlckeY Mouse has a P

Timothy Mouse, the tc g ^
P'°n °f

h
P °O

n

r

s°0f the combination All

business brains ot the c
nties

ACTING: Best cast of the month lives

tole L^°K?. dyn
.reJ s age personality,

nique. Betty Heia
shocking

of the season.

Warner Bros.
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CHRISTMAS
GIFT QUIZ

Cheers to the House of Westmore for a new Holly-
wood Make-Up Kit. Alexis Smith, to be seen in

"Steel Against the Sky," is pleased with a foundation
cream, powder, dry rouge, lipstick, eyebrow pencil.

Mennen's new kit for

the man in service
takes care of him from
his face to his feet.

Above: Buxton "Sam
Browne" service bill-

fold. Below: Eaton's

Army "Posts" (cards).

Hinds contributes
four mannish face
aids, attra c tively

packaged for giving.

A versatile Early American Old
Spice vanity box, with a good
size mirror, pincushion and six

aids for sweetness—a treasure.

Riotous richness in an Evening
in Paris charm chest, holding
powder, perfume, talcum, toilet

water, lipstick, double vanity.

Golden smartness by Helena Ru-

binstein— burnished gold-tone
vanity, fluted lipstick, joyous,

gay. Apple Blossom perfume.

Coty's "Stroller," red, saddle
tan or black glazed leather,

with removable section holding
eight skin and make-up aids.

Three sizes in Hudnut's
precious Gemey per-
fume, from $.55 on up.
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Elizabeth Arden's Blue

Grass perfume in good
luck box, and a sachet.

Houbigant's very new
"allurement for a lady,"

sophisticated Chantilly.

"Miniatures," by Lenth-

eric— trio of Confetti,

A. Bientot and Tweed.

Ave Maria, Duchess of

York, and Katherine the

Great, by Matchabelli.
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Answers to those brain-teasers, "What to

give!" The girls want all kinds of beauty

and perfume. The boys, many in camp,

ask for personal accessories, grooming

aids and good eats. Follow these clues

By Courtenay Marvin

Lux Toilet Soap gets a

gay Holiday dress. Tuck

this ever -welcome trio

in her Nylon stocking!

A little thriller under

ony tree—Pond's Beau-

ty Box with five impor-

tant Winter skin aids.

An irresistible collection

of Irresistible's fragrant

favorites, all sweetly

boxed for your friends.

A lovely gift and a lovely girl, both straight from

Hollywood! Ellen Drew, holding a Max Factor

Hollywood Pan-Cake Make-Up Set, in color har-

mony for types, with five fine preparations therein.

All glitter and gold and good

is this Wrisley Gold Tassels

set of cologne, bath powder
and luxurious bath bubbles.

Old South Romance box in

Plantation Garden Bouquetfra-

grance, with eau de Cologne,

sachet, guest soap and talcum.

"Bath Beatitudes," by Rose

Laird. Shown, is an essence, al-

most a perfume, and a love

of a compressed bath powder.

Here is some fun
—

"pictures in

motion" (they move) on Dor-

othy Gray's Daredevil set, pow-

der, cologne, bubbling bath.

Dura-Gloss has put that won-
der polish and other aids in

dashing little manicure cases.

Glazo's "Globe Trotter" is a

splendid companion for travel

or home use, very compact.

Cutex puts its excellent aids

in a handsome evening bag of

wine or forest green crepe.

Revlon always does something
original. Remove manicure aids

and you have a duffel bag!
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Jack Oakie in football togs,

above and on opposite
page, for his role of the big,

dumb All-American half-

back in "Rise and Shine," a

riotous football musica
Right, Jack goes into a hud-

dle (which has nothing to

do with football) with Linda

Darnell in this close-up pic-

ture, but it's George Mur-
phy who plays the romantic
lead opposite lovely Linda.

THERE was more drama in her flight to

the bedside of the very sick Arthur
Farnsworth, than Bette Davis ever had in

a picture. In the first place, Bette is

deathly afraid of flying. She was all pre-

pared to go in a privately-owned small

plane, when Howard Hughes saved the

day. Through his influence the regular
passenger plane was held for thirty min-
utes while Bette was rushed to the air-

port. According to reports, Bette's hus-
band's relapse came about when he was
dismissed from the hospital too soon. First

came that blast by Willie Wyler. Next
the dog bite on her nose. Then the near-

death of her husband. No wonder the
movies seem awfully tame to Bette

!

IT was shortly after midnight when Cesar
' Romero's phone rang. Because he lives

next door to John Payne and Anne Shir-
ley, the studio was calling him. The report
had just come in that Payne had been
killed in a plane crash. Could Cesar tact-

fully find out if it was true? Trembling
from head to foot, Cesar staggered to his

window. Fortunately the Paynes had not
drawn their shades. There in full view
sat Anne and John, playing a friendly

game of gin rummy. Cesar was so relieved
he poured himself a highball and proceeded
to celebrate all by himself. He still shud-
ders every time he thinks of the expe-
rience.

MOST surprised person in Hollywood is

Dolores Costello, the ex-Mrs. John
Barrymore. She just happened to be in
town from her ranch, when her phone
rang. Dolores thought it was a joke when
a voice informed her that Orson Welles
wanted her for his new picture. Sure
enough, Orson, looking at some old film,

saw Dolores on the screen and gave the
order to bring her back alive. With dozens
of actresses just praying to get the part,

Dolores, who had retired to be the wife
and mother of Dr. Vruwink's family, finds

herself in the limelight once again. Fate,
thy name is Hollywood

!

DINNER guests at Tyrone Power's house
couldn't have been more surprised if

they had seen pink elephants. When the fin-

ger bowls were served, they contained teeny-
weeny swimming fish. What, no rod and
reel ?

IT happens every time. Universal sigi

Carol Bruce, a hot Broadway singer.

igned
So

they tried to make her a dramatic actress
in her first movie. Everyone, including

John Public, was disappointed with the
results. The future looked very dark for
Carol. Then director Arthur Lubin (who
has performed miracles with Abbott and
Costello) asked if he could make special

tests that emphasized Carol's talents.

Result: A star is born.

By Weston East

l/ATHARINE HEPBURN will never
i\ known as a sweater girl ! And Ka1
herself is the one who says so, in no u

|

certain terms. When she didn't present
well-rounded-out figure in some of tl

clothes she wears in her new M-G-M pi

ture, it was suggested that she do a t|

of padding here and there. Hepburn 1

the ceiling. She said people had seen h
before and knew what to. expect. Why k

[

them? Why, indeed? Up to date Kat,
hasn't done so badly.

MARY BRIAN and Reggie Gardiner <
I

in for laughs. But Mary wipes th
j

smile right off her face when you mentk
the name of Craig Stevens. He's the youi

j

actor you saw take a good socking fro

Errol Flynn in 'Dive Bomber." Warn
i

Bros, feel that he has plenty to offer at

are grooming him. Mary Brian agrees 01

hundred percent.

IF you own one of those crash or ter:

I cloth robes, hold on to it. Orson Well
had a pair of slacks made out of his. ri

liked them so well he ordered a coat mai"
up to match. They look a little like

sweeper's outfit. But they are so cor

fortable to wear around a broadcastii

station, all the other radio rogues are cop
ing his style. Leave it to Orson to "crasl

through with something original.

AUTOMOBILE salesmen couldn't lo

John Carroll more, if he were twii

Within twelve months' time, the Culv
City "cave man" bought and exchange

seven expensive cars. Finally, he settli

on a—Ford

!

IOHN BARRYMORE'S illness isn't

J be taken lightly. Hollywood produce
are worried. Brother Lionel has be^

spending a great deal of time in the hi
top home that has never been refurnish

since Elaine Barrie moved out. Most
the rooms are empty. And wouldn't yi

know it—instead of buying comfortaf
chairs, John is having John Decker, ti

famous artist, do a mural for his livii

room wall ! Get well soon, John. Holl

wood misses its "great profile."

HERE'S to nominating Bill Holden
the. most unspoiled young actor

Hollywood. Usually, when they're hit

overnight success, they forget they car

from small towns and indulged in the mo
simple things of life. Bill, who once sai

in a Pasadena choir, has not forgotten f

a moment. Recently he sent new ch(

robes to the boys who are now singii

in the church. What's more, Bill goes ba

to visit whenever he gets the chance. Ni
going, Bill. Don't ever let 'em change yc

WHEN Ray Milland returned f«j

Mexico City, he went directly to I

studio bosses. According to Ray, they'

missing a great bet in not signing Co
chita Citron, the only authentic lady b<

fighter. If Conchita does come to Holl

wood after throwing the bull she shor

be terrific handling the wolves

!
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HOT OFF THE WIRES

THE LATEST NEWS

AND VIEWS

FLASHED FROM

THE FILM CENTER

-UESS where Hedy Lamarr buys her

J lipstick? At the five an' ten ! Hedy likes

lie shades they sell there and she says it

Itays on better, too. Personal note to La
.amarr: The Westmores are going to get

ou if you don't watch out.

DUR favorite story of the month con-

cerns Errol Flynn's Rhodesian lion

logs. Born in this country, these lion-at-

jacking pets have never actually come
ace to face with the king of beasts. So
^rrol decided to take them out to the lion

arm to get their reaction. When they

. alked up to the cages, the dogs took one
i! pok at Numa and went shrieking off in

r [he opposite direction. It's all Errol's fault

- ecause he loves his pets so much, he's

ever even given them an unkind word,

.lavbe Errol should start making faces!

I

"HIS isn't exactly a beauty tip. But Garbo
:

i finds it comes in handy. Recently she

|

nought a dress from Irene at Bullocks

Allshire. Just before her fitting, Garbo
sked for a plain rubber band. She wrapped
t around her hair, making a topknot on

•tier head. Definitely not photogenic—but

fomfortable.

MONKEY BUSINESS" can be very
expensive. The "Tarzan" company

vas shooting close to an old 1890 drug-

tore set, left over from "Honky_ Tonk."
Tarzan' s chimpanzees wandered into the

irugstore. Attracted to bottles of bright

'•olored liquid, they proceeded to sample
he contents. Thirty minutes later they

vere rushed to the studio hospital, suffer-

ng from dye poisoning. They were put

right in the very beds where actors are
idministered first aid. No Garbo or Gable
fever received finer care. The company
(waited for days before the chimps were
pronounced out of danger.

1 F there's a "Visitors . Welcome" sign

|

posted outside an M-G-M sound stage,

you can bet that Red Skelton is working
inside. Directors have learned that Red
is a hundred percent funnier when play-
ing to an audience. It's a hangover from
those early days of struggle, when Red
used to knock himself out trying to please
the paying customers.

HOBERT STACK'S a very nice kid.

K That's why -Hollywood thinks it's too

bad that he seems to be working so hard

at dating the eligible bachelor girls. They
say Olivia de Havilland really looked for-

ward to a date with Bob. Then he took

her to a party at the Cocoanut Grove that

turned out to be one of those obvious pub-

licity and cameraman affairs. Olivia hasn't

been out with him since. Here's hoping

his new friendship with Lana Turner won't

be spoiled.

IT'S a standing gag with Jean Parker.
I Every time she meets anyone in a cow-

boy costume, she kiddingly calls him Gene
Autrey. She even pulled it on Roy Rogers

and Tex Ritter, both cowboys in their own
right. Jean actually has never seen Autrey,

on or off the screen. Then she went to

a Hollywood party. Everyone was there

from Baby Sandy to Muzzie May Robson.

Jean was sitting on a diving board when a

cowboy came along. "I'll bet you're Gene

Autrey," Parker kidded. "Why, yes, mam,
I am," came the unexpected answer. Parker

went headlong into the pool

!

IN "The Maltese Falcon" Humphrey Bo-
I gart wears his first hair piece since he

took to beating babies and shooting helpless

widows. On the screen of course. The studio

likes it so much, they've decided to keep

the "topper" on Bogart for future char-

acterizations. Bogey says he feels like he's

back again, playing juveniles!

Left, Tyrone Power males

love to Virginia Gilmore in

this scene from "Son of

Fury," the film based on

Edison Marshall's best-sell-

ing novel, ''Benjamin Blake,"

in which Tyrone plays the

role of the young English-

man, Blake. Remember how

handsome Ty looked in those

short breeches and silk stock-

ings he wore in "Lloyds of

London"? Well, he wears

them again in this picture.

GET ready to hear those separation

rumors about the Robert Taylors

again. The owner of their present house

has sold it out from under them. Altera-

tions on their new home still haven't been

completed. So Barbara and Bob are forced

to move into a hotel. When Bob goes away
on that hunting trip, Hollywood gossips

will start smacking their lips. What price

fame, yes?

POOR Bob Cummings is still exhausted

from working in two pictures at one

time. On the "Kings Row" set, he had to

stop a scene. "I'm so sorry," he apologized

to director Sam Wood, "but my leg fell

asleep." Bob paced up and down. Finally,

he got back into the scene again. "Okay,"

he said. "My leg's awake now." "Indeed?"

kidded Wood. "Won't the rest of your

body be surprised!"

WE saw it happen right before our very

eyes. For a scene in "Twin Beds''

they "needed a cheese souffle for George

Brent to eat before it cooled off and

shriveled. To rush one from the Brown
Derby was out of the question. What to

do? Mischa Auer offered to make one

right there on the set. He did, too. They
timed it so the scene was shot with George
actually eating it right out of the oven.

George says he never tasted a better

souffle. Mischa is asking two checks : his

own for his part in the picture, and an
extra one for playing the role of chef!
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Why a beautiful girl who oan loll as grace-

fully as Maria Montez, above, has to paddle
•~*<v,_ her own canoe is beyond us. Maria, the South

American siren, has her first important role

as the jungle princess in "South of Tahiti," and
will do an interpretation of the first fan dance
—as it was danced 3000 years ago and as it

still is being done in the islands today. In

other words the "fan dance" is old stuff. How-
ever, its technique differs slightly from Sally

Rand's dance. Left, reading from top, James
Cagney, George Tobias, and Dennis Morgan
in uniform for their roles in "Captains of the

Clouds," starring Cagney, and filmed with co-

operation of the Royal Canadian Air Force and
shows how Britain trains pilots for war service.

HENRY FONDA is a frustrated jitter-

bug. After practising many nights at

home, thinking he was pretty good, he
decided to go to the Palladium. "Get a
load of grandpop," cracked two young
things, as they cavorted by. Henry is now
concentrating on the waltz.

ROMANCE blooms and how, for Ann
Rutherford. Young Tom May, son of

the department store owner, says it with
orchid plants—instead of the flower alone.

Result, Ann has built her own glass-house
and now supplies all her friends who can't

afford the expensive corsages. An orchid
to Tom May for being so original

!

THE case of Lew Ayres is amusing to

everyone—but Lew. With each succeed*
ing "Dr. Kildare" picture, Lew speaks
more and more like Lionel Barrymore
Lew never knew it, because he never goes
to see_ himself on the screen. A studic

executive suggested that he find out for
himself. Actually it's unintentional imita-
tion. Lew admires Lionel so much, he just

sounds like him unconsciously. Lew doesn'1
know what to do about it, because he
intends remaining a friend of Barrymore's

|

for a long, long time.

AN ACADEMY
. Award for Roberii

•* Young? No one is more deserving and
it's predicted that Bob's characterization ir

"H. M. Pulham, Esq." is, to put it mildly
magnificent As a pot-bellied, drooping
moustached old codger of fifty, Bob get;

applause from the crew after every take
He worked without a day off and sufferec

through a strep throat infection. All oi

which proves once a thoroughbred, always
a thoroughbred.

DESPITE the pleas of playwright Moss
Hart, Helen Broderick (Brod Craw-

ford's Maw) refused to go to New Yorl
and be starred in the new Hart play
When Moss argued (over the very expen-
sive long distance phone) that it would be

the greatest role of her career, Helen re-

torted : "That's where you're wrong. I'rr
|

going to play the greatest role of my ca

reer right here in Hollywood. I'm going
to be a grandmother." Even Moss Han
agreed that he couldn't top that one. Brod':

new picture is "North to the Klondike."

RECENTLY the new Garbo picture \va:

sneak-previewed in Long Beach. Thf
next day the producer was seen walking
across the lot. His face was set in a heavj
scowl. His footsteps dragged. "How die

the picture go over last night?" eagerlj

inquired Red Skelton. "I didn't like it,'

answered the producer as he shook hi:

head sadly. "But the audience loved it!'

"Don't you let them get away with it!'

shouted Red. "Make it over!"

UNTIL she became important enough foi

interviews, Alexis Smith was nevei

conscious of the fact that she is a tall girl

After the tenth interviewer had asked hei

if she had suffered untold agonies because

of her height, Alexis cracked: "Honestly
they've made me feel so tall, I'm going

to apply to Gary Cooper and see if I cai

get the job of replacing Slim Talbot, hi:

stand-in, who has gone back to being
cowboy !"

CRED MacMURRAY is counting hi:

r lucky stars—as well as thanking them
After searching for months, Mrs. Mac
Murray finally found an early Americai
chandelier. The day it was hung, Frei

came home early. Being the tall type, h<

walked smack into it and smashed it t(

bits. Luckily it just missed his eyes. Bu
Fred's only concern was for his wife's dis

appointment and loss. Yes, he's that kinc

of a husband.

THE case of Robert Cummings is a Strang:

one. When he isn't working in two pic

tures at one time, his services are being

demanded by every other studio beside

his own. In comparison to his box-ofno
value, it is said that Bob's salary is an un
usually small figure. It is also said thr

his studio gets many times the amount thei

pay him, when he is loaned out to com
petitors. Bob is a peace-loving guy. Alsc

a grateful one. But he isn't very happ}

with his present set-up, so you can expec
to see fireworks. But soon.
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Above, a scene from "Twin Beds," the

hilarious screen laugh hit adapted from

the sensational stage success, co-starring

George Brent and Joan Bennett as the

husband and wife who are madly in love,

but who don't quite trust each other. See

they even have twin bedside telephones

to help them keep check on one another.

HIRSUTE happenings: Celebrating his

return from a long tour, Jerry Colonna

cracked out with a novel dinner party.

Big black moustaches, Colonna style,

marked places for the guests. Bob Hope
was especially tickled with his. Believe it

or not, the ladies wore 'em too

!

CEX comes to Culver City! There's a
•J plan afoot to remake those early Ra-

mon Novarro South Sea Island pictures.

All dressed up in a smile and a string of

beads will be the not too sensitive Pat

Dane and tall, dark and bewildering John

Carroll. With these two tossing their tor-

sos, together with John's voice, M-G-M
has a box-office sensation. As if they didn't

know

!

THE day after Marlene Dietrich got front-

I page publicity on her fall with a baby,

Shirley Temple did some quick thinking.

When they called her into the scene, Shir-

ley hobbled out of her dressing room. Her
foot was bearing a fake bandage. In her

arms she carried a baby doll. "I rushed

I tripped over a cable," Shirley ex-

plained while the set roared.

Good news! Shirley Temple comes out of

"retirement" for "Kathleen." It's the story

of a lonely, motherless child whose father

is too busy to bother with her, and it

brings Shirley back to the screen after

a two years' absence, in the title role.

Herbert Marshall plays the father and

Laraine Day is cast as Shirley's nurse.

GARY COOPER was absent from the

Hollywood scene for several days. For

the strangest reason, too. It seems Gary
decided to take a sun bath. Two minutes

prone in the sun, being Gary he fell tight

asleep. When he awakened he found his

ankle swollen five times its normal size.

Yellow-jackets (just plain bees to some
folk) proved they are no respecters of per-

sons.

THE sound man on Wally Beery's set

I complained that some strange noise was
disturbing the dialogue. The entire set was
searched. Finally, they located the cause.

It was Marjorie Main fast asleep in her

portable dressing room. Marjorie was snor-

ing!

"I'VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN"
I is a right nice theme song for Glenn

Ford and Evelyn Ankers. We ain't

sayin' who's got who, where, but these two

together are really dreaming it up. Glenn

was pricing building lots recently, over-

looking the Pacific Ocean. For that honey-

moon cottage by the sea, Glenn?. We shall

see.

Rosalind Russell iust doesn't get it—or

perhaps she prefers nof to see the humor

in what Barbara Jo Allen's telling Walter

Pidgeon in this scene from "Design for

Scandal," the amusing comedy-romance

about an austere woman judge. Roz plays

the woman judge who may be stern, but

whose heart beats in true feminine fashion.

AMONG other stipulations, Joan Blon-

dell's contract with Republic allows

her to select her own costume designer.

So Walter Plunkett got the job, because

Joan remembered his wonderful work for

"Gone With the Wind." When they had

their first fitting, Joan arrived an hour

early—she was that eager. But right in the

middle of it all, suddenly Joan collapsed

in Walter's arms. She was rushed to the

hospital with a bad case of Flu. The fit-

tings were finished on a dressmaker's model

of Joan's figure. The show must go on.

And did!

WHEN the Wilshire Bowl presented yes-

terday's stars in the Silver Screen

review, little did they know what a break

they were giving the insurance companies.

Our current glamor girls went to see such

old-timers as Clara Kimball Young, Betty

Blythe, Afae Murray, Betty Compson and

many others. The next day annuities were

taken out like mad. Every star who at-

tended the review got a closeup of_ what

could happen to her in the future, if she

didn't save her money.

Now what IS this, boys?

Why look so glum when so

much beauty lies on the

other side of the fence?

Surely it can't be too much
of an effort to look the

other way when there's such

a beautiful gal adorning

the edge of the pool? She's

one of the lovelies in the

swimming pool sequence in

the "Helliapoppin
1 " water

ballet. The boys? Oh, yes,

we thought you knew

—

they're Olsen and Johnson,

the famous comics who are

the creators and stars of

"Hellzapoppin'," the revue

which has been running on

Broadway for three years

and has just been filmed.
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"I hear you sing," said the doctor. "I'll

give you a dollar to come over to Lawrence-
ville tonight."

A friend with a rattletrap drove hira
over. He sang Death, Where Is TJiy
Sting. He sang M is for the million
things you gave me, pulling all the tremola
stops and dripping tears. "How'd you like

a steady job?" asked the Doc.
"I average seven a week at Penney's,"

said
_
the artist, turned business man.

"I'll give you ten."
Red burst in on his mother that night,

exultant. "I'm in show business, mom."
She shook her. head. "You're a babv,

son. You've got to go to school."
He talked her into letting him try it

for the summer. In the fall he came back,
wearing spats and a ninety-eight cent pair

SCOOP!
EXCLUSIVE PICTURES

Mrs. Red Skelton, left, records words of advice
to hubby on their latest addition, a recording
machine. Below, the outside of the new Skel-
ton home looks like a nice quiet place, bui-

Red's always thinking up ways to fix that—like

composing his masterpiece without paper in

typewriter and chewing his fingers, bottom.

Red Skelton,

His Life and Love!

Continued, from page 33

"Routine, nothin' ! I gotta give it to her,
we're poor."

"What do you do for fun?"
"Hang around the theater and sneak in

when nobody's lookin'. Hey, there's a big
show tonight, mister. Better go. Raymond
Hitchcock in 'Hitchykoo.' Some day I'm
gonna be a comic like him."
The stranger regarded him. "Would a

buck take care of what you've got left

there ?"

"Sure, I guess so
—

"

"Well, take this to your mother and be
at the theater by seven thirty. I'll get you
in."

As good as his word, the man was wait-
ing out front. Next time Red saw him,
he was on the stage, acknowledging ap-
plause. "Hey, that's the guy just got me
in here

—
" His neighbor eyed him coldly.

"Sure! He's a friend o' mine, but I don't
know his name—

"

"His name's Raymond Hitchcock and
shut up."

That was one show Red could hardly
sit through. As the curtain fell, he made
for the stage door. "There's that pest
again," snarled the doorman. "Get him
out
—

"

"Not this time you don't," chirped Red.
"I'm personally invited by the star an'
how dya like it?"

Hitchcock showed him his first pro-
scenium, his first dressing room, gave him
his first lesson in stage positions, his first

piece of professional advice. "If you really
want to go on the stage, quit this town,
or you'll wind up as the village halfwit."
To Red his words were as so many

nuggets of gold, stored up and gloated over
in the watches of the night. When the
time came, he acted on them. He was
spending the summer vacation of his
twelfth year, knocking nails out of crates in
J. C. Penney's basement. One day the man-
ager appeared with a top-hatted stranger.
"Dr. R. E. Lewis, Red, runs a medicine
show, wants to talk to you."
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of striped pants. School was no use to him

or he to it. Sitting over his books, he

dreamed of the "Ziegfeld Follies" and rapped

drum routines out on his teeth. Now and

then his eve caught a name on the page

before him—George Washington, maybe—
and through his bemused vision would float

an image of the father of his country, turn-

ing flipflops.

In the spring Red blew. He spent two

years with the Doc. Of his weekly ten, he

sent five dollars to his mother. He began

setting laughs. The first time it happened

Doc pinned his ears back. A crack of Red's

had gone unappreciated by the audience.

Eyeing them glumly, he produced his first

ad lib. "I telT 'em." I don't explain 'em.''

They howled, but Doc gave him hell. "If

they didn't laugh, it wasn't funny. Never

RED SKELTONS
NEW HOME

Red Skel+on at home—or at sea. Red paddles

his own canoe, right, in the foyer of his^home.

Practising for his "Panama Hattie" role, no

doubt. (Mrs. S. loves that.) Below, Red's in-

vention (not patented) for reading the paper

while mowing the lawn. Bottom, that's all the

living room pieces they have—just like Red!

belittle your audience. Give them the respect

due intelligent people, even if they do buy

medicine at a dollar a bottle." Thats an-

other piece of advice Red never forgot.

One day John Lawrence's tent show

came to town. "Gee, there's an actor.

Doc," sighed the wistful Red. 'Wears a

derby hat in summer and a checkered suit.

Lawrence saw Red perform and offered

him a job. "Doc," asked Red. "would you

think I was ungrateful if I left you?"

"What did that rat offer you?
<lEi°rhtecn.

"It'll boil down to twelve. But if I offe-

you twenty to stay—which I won't—<lont

take it. You're not progressing here."

Nowadays Red says : "Every time I get

stale, I go into a room and not to myself

do I'talk, but I ask the old man what I'm

doing that's wrong, and he usually tells

me." The first time the studio gives him

a month off, he's going to find the Doc's

outfit and do a week's work for nothing.

He'd been with Lawrence five months

when a minstrel show came to town. "No
matinee todav." sighed the boss. "The min-

ute thev walk down the street at 11 :45,

we're dead ducks. The mob follows 'em

right to the theater."

Red followed the mob. He happened to

sit behind a skinny guy who happened to

be Clarence A. Stout, author of O Death,

Where Is Th\ Sting and manager of the

show. Red had a swell time. Every gag

they pulled, he'd pull the punch. The skinny

guy turned round. "Look, let them do it
—

"

"Think they're funny? I get more laughs

in a minute than they get in an hour."

(Red says he was conceited as hell till

he met Edna).
"Yeah? Where do you get all these

laughs ?"
„

"Down the street at the Tent Show.

"I'll be around tonight."

"Do vou good."

The skinny guy strolled up to him after

the show. "Well, you didn't get as many
laughs as you said.—What do they give

you here, coffee and cake?"

"But with molasses. Twenty a week."

"I'll give you fifteen."

"I'll take it."

A year and a half with the minstreR
One day he stood in front of a circus ad.

"Gee, I'd love to be a lion-tamer."
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"Who wouldn't?" his companion grunted.
"They get five or six hundred a week."
When Red stooped to pat a dog or a

cat, the creature streaked off like mad.
When he said hello to a horse, the horse
nipped him. Goaded by the vision of five
or six hundred a week, he now discovered
in himself a latent power over animals, and
wrote to Hagenbeck & Wallace that his
father had worked for them and that he
himself was a clown of parts.

"What walkarounds do you have?" they
asked at the interview.
"What's a walkaround? You kidding

me ?"

"No, you're kidding us. A walkaround
is a clown's routine, and you never played
a circus in your life."

"Okay, but I can make people laugh and
I want to be a lion-tamer."
They thought he had brass enough to

be anything, so they gave him a slight job.
His leisure was spent watching Clyde
Beatty work. It looked wonderful till they
hit South Bend. Beatty was breaking in
a new tiger act. The day was hot, the
tiger mean, and when Beatty dropped his
pole long enough to reach for a whip, the
tiger jumped him. In the nick of time, a
lioness jumped the tiger, saving the boss's
life. Deciding he was no hero, Red walked
out of the circus and into burlesque.
At seventeen he was making seventy-five

a week—when he worked. The manager of
the Pantages, a vaudeville house in Kansas
City, caught his burlesque act and invited
him over to fill a spot. The manager also
introduced him to Edna Stillwell, an usher,
trim, fifteen, blue-eyed. Her hair was what
Red calls mousetrap-brown, and her spirit
was high. He thought he had a way with
girls. She thought he was a fresh monkey,
and brushed him off. But when a month
later he returned for a second engagement,
she made the mistake of laughing at one
of his jokes. That was enough for a comic.
"You're a nice kid. I had you all wrong
when I was here before. Can I take you
home?"

Distances in Kansas City are long. Red
recalls gloomily that they rode for days
on a streetcar. It wasn't that he liked
Edna less, but he hated streetcars more,
so they didn't meet again for weeks. Red
was emceeing a walkathon, and who should
the cashier be but Edna? And what should
the cashier do but enter the contest on a
dare and win it.

The photogs wanted pictures of her with
the master of ceremonies. Blithely uncon-
scious of being instruments in the hand of
fate, they said: "Now let's take 'em kiss-
ing."

What had happened to Edna between
streetcars is anyone's guess. For Red the
kiss did it. He was knocked off his feet,

he couldn't sleep, he couldn't think. Three
months later they were married. Edna's
mother gave her consent, and Red falsified
his age. Everyone said it wouldn't last. It's

lasted eleven years, and he still puts Edna
next to God.

She went with him to St. Louis, where
he was scheduled for another walkathon.
"I think you ought to get more than
seventy-five," she mused.
"Now don't start telling me how to run

my business," yapped the dominant male.
"Okay," said the clinging female, and

slipped out of the hotel. When he reached
the office of the walkathon's manager, she
was at the door. "I've just talked to this
man. You're getting a hundred a week.
All_ right, bawl me out later. I've got to
go in with you now. I forgot something—

"

As Red listened in a daze, she told the
manager she'd neglected to mention the
cleaning. "He does a lot of falling around,
you know, and the bill comes to so much
a week—

"

This was more than the new-made hus-
band could swallow. He had three suits

to his name, and he dusted them off.

"Look," he said, the way Billy Gilbert
says it, "why don't you tell him about the
food too? He's got to feed us—"

Came a tired voice from the desk. "I'll

pay the cleaning. You can have dinner
and breakfast at the counter with the other
performers. Now clear out, will you, before
that wife of yours talks me into buying
you a house ?"

Outside Red tucked his wife's hand under
his arm. "You're a smartaleck kid," he
said, "but you're in."

So they went together till they felt they'd
exhausted the small-time possibilities of
the middle west. Uncle Jim Harkins—now
Fred Allen's right hand—thought he could
get Red a screen test if Red could get
himself to New York. They hocked every-
thing they owned. "Edna's mother," says
her grateful son-in-law, "reached in like
this and got ten bucks for two gold teeth."
He was given the screen test. "You a

comedian?" asked the talent scout, very
busy with phones and buzzers.
Red didn't like him. "Matter of opinion—

"

"Make me laugh."
"I can't."

So they tested him in a dramatic scene,
which stank to high heaven. "Thanks,"
said the scout, "I'll let you know."
He earned ten dollars here and fifteen

there, and they lived in a dump behind
Madison Square Garden. Far from being
dashed, Edna said: "Know what I think?
You never went very far in school. That's
a handicap when you talk to business
people. I think you should take night
classes when you're not working."

"I'm a comedian."
"Even comedians have to talk sense some-

times."

Thereafter he spent his free evenings at
night school. Edna went along so he
wouldn't be embarrassed. There were
more and more free evenings, less and less
money. It reached the point where Red
mooched along with eyes peeled for a
nickel in the cracks of the sidewalk. For
two days they didn't eat. Then they hauled
his store of jokebooks to a second-hand
shop. Red went in alone.
"One buck," said the man.
"They cost me seventy-five to a hun-

dred—

"

"One buck," said the man.
He reported to Edna outside. "Take it,

Red. When you're hungry, a buck's more
important than jokes."
They loaded up on spaghetti and meat--

balls at fifteen cents per. They took in a
fifteen-cent show. They -trolled - down
Broadway, and out of a music shop floated
the strains of Brahms' Lullaby—their good
luck tune. "Gonna get a job," grinned Red.
And, curiously, he did. From among the
entrants at a Roxy Theatre audition, he
was picked to play the Club Lido, Mont-
real, for three days. He stayed six weeks,
then moved down the street to Loew's.
They liked his style, but found his

material wanting. Harry Angers, the pro-
ducer, made him an offer. "Dope out some
new stuff, and I'll bill you into Loew's
State as a headliner." He told Edna about
it as they sat in the little resturant round
the corner after the show. She turned
thoughtful. "Know what makes people
laugh most? Little things that happen in
everyday life." At the next table a man
was dunking doughnuts, eyes darting sheep-
ishly right and left before he made the
dunk. Edna grabbed Red's arm. "If I
write something, will you try it?".

That was the germ of the riotous dough-
nut routine that wowed 'em at Loew's
State. Edna's been writing for Red ever
since. For a

_
while they hit the peaks—

a

radio date with Rudy Vallee, appointment
as official master of ceremonies of the
President's Birthday Ball, a broadcasting
program of his own. Then the movies

snagged him, which proved a mistake for
Red. He was cast as the social directorm 'Having Wonderful Time." The mechan-
ics of movie-making were new. He went
around asking people what to do. "At two
thousand a week, brother, you should know
what to do." When the picture was re-
leased, only his doughnut act stood out, and
that wasn't enough to save him from being
tagged flop. On the strength of which, his
radio sponsor proposed to cut his salary.
Red told him to go climb a tree, and lost
$9000 producing his own show.
The climb back was almost as painful as

the original haul. Not till last winter did
the breaks come his way again. Due chiefly
to the fact that Zasu Pitts is crazy about
him, he was hired to join her vaudeville
act in Chicago.^ He went over big with
public and critics, and numbered among
his admirers one Mickey Rooney.

Mickey attended this year's Birthday Ball.
(Red is a fixture of the Birthday Balls.
Washington wears him on her heart. In
Washington, if you said: "Red stinks,"
they'd smack you down). "I saw your
show five times in Chicago," said Mickey.
"You'll be on the coast soon."

"I've been on the coast, brother. It's all
yours."
"These things happen," said Mickey, the

philosopher. "Be different next time." He
went home and talked the ears off Nick
Schenk and Louis B. Mayer till in self-
defense they sent for his cockeyed wonder.
On the day set for his test, Edna went with
him.

"Got anything you can burlesque Holly-
wood with?"
"Why, yes," said Edna. Red stared. She

sent him her sweetest smile. "Remember
that bit we did in Chicago, honey? The
way different heroes die in the movies?"
He didn't remember, for the good rea-

son that no bit existed. But he picked up
the cue. "Gee, it's so long ago. I'll have to
brush up—

"

They went into a huddle. She sketched
her idea, and Red's training stood him in
good stead. While he died like Cagnev,
she furiously scribbled a parody of Little
Caesar's end. They stalled for time, thev
whispered and sweated and prayed. The
test proved an all-time classic. For weeks
people greeted their friends on the Metro
lot by asking whether they'd seen the Skel-
ton test.

Frank Borzage saw it and put him into
"Flight Command." After "Whistling in the
Dark," he is co-starred with Ann Sothern
in "Panama Hattie." He's lined up for
"I'll Take Manila," and a new radio show
of his own. The studio's frantically hunt-
ing properties for him, and the press hails
him as the year's top comedy find.
Meantime he and Edna are having a

wonderful time. They've found themselves
a cook and boss in one, and they love her.
Lottie May makes Red eat carrots and
use the right fork. "But there's nobody
here," he yowls.
"You hush up 'n' use it anyway. Be

somebody here, 'n' you'll forget."
When people drop in, he cooks them a

tub of soup from an original recipe, and
chortles with joy when they ask for more.
The living room is still minus furniture,
so he hangs up signs reading DETOUR
and CLOSED FOR REPAIRS. He'd let

the phone ring till it cracked before he
answered it—that voice coming through
out of nowhere sets his teeth on edge.
Though he never smokes, he always carries
a cigar. It used to be a nickel stinker. Now
if he feels like paying a buck, he pays a
buck.
Only one desire_ remains ungratified. He

craves a tight-fitting overcoat with a fur
collar like the kind John ( There's-An-
Actor-Doc) Lawrence used to wear. "Edna
says no," he reports cheerfully. "But I'm
getting one anyway—to be buried in."
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Make the Most of Every Day!

Continued from page 24

the recessed book shelves, the dark hard-

wood plank floors, the rose rug, the satiny

sheen of French provincial and early

American furniture, the rich beige drapes

of heavy hand-woven silk, gave the room

an air of elegant simplicity. Located in the

center of the rambling sixteen-room house,

the living room on one side looked down

on the ever-changing lights of Hollywood,

on the other side onto the flagstone porch

and green patio. • • .

The patio is completely shut oft from

the outside world by the steep hill that

rises abruptly at the back. Picturesque

olive trees shade the far end of the tur-

quoise blue swimming pool. A magnolia

tree spreads its dark green leaves over the

porch. Gardenias and calla-lilies hedge the

foot path that circles the patio and winds

back into the hills. White flowers against

green foliage everywhere, except for the

riot of color of wild flowers carpeting the

hillside.

It is in the patio that the life of the

Douglas family centers. Every room in the

house, with the exception of the children's

wing, which has its own veranda, opens

into it. Breakfast, served on trays or on

small tables drawn up to cushioned chairs,

as well as lunch, is eaten here. At night it

is a veritable fairyland. The long candle-

lit table, the shimmering pool and the

flower-covered hill are all caught up in

the immense bamboo-framed mirror, hang-

ing between the two pairs of French doors

leading into Miss Gahagan's bedroom.

"Mel and Helen are the kind of people

who like to share all the excitement and

interesting happenings that go on around

here, with the rest of the household," said

Walter. "It makes no difference if it is in

the middle of the night. An earthquake,

for instance. 'Pat-pat-pat,' you hear slip-

pered feet coming down the hall. Not that

they are frightened. Far from it. Some-

thing unusual and exciting is happening!

'Where was it ? Do vou think we will have

another?' Mel and Helen are the greatest

people to talk things over I ever knew

!

"Since Helen has been elected California

Democratic National Committeewoman, a

late telephone call from Washington is not

unusual. As Mel is just as civic-minded

as Helen, she always wakes him up to

tell him about it. He wouldn't forgive her

if she didn't. If it is something she can

discuss with the rest of us, we soon hear

a none too gentle knock on our doors.

While we talk it over we go into the

kitchen for a midnight snack. Mel is a no-

torious ice-box raider.

"He loves left-overs. Woe be to_ any

cook who throws them out ! Cold chicken

and dumplings is one of his favorites. A
slice of ham and a dish of stewed fruit is

another. Mel will fix up a plate for Helen

or any of the others, if allowed to. He
likes to go back to Helen's room to eat."

That is easily understood, as Miss Ga-

hagan's room, done in soft blue, dusty pink

and pale lemon, is probably the most

charming and inviting room in the entire

house. The bed, with its graceful curving

ends, which is a French couch by day, the

upright piano, upon which the little Helen

Gahagan used to practise her scales in her

early teens, the exquisite antique desk, the

deep window seat, the low chairs and con-

venient tables, give the feeling of a homey
sitting room, rather than a bedroom. This

is the room that was turned over to Mrs.

Franklin D. Roosevelt, when she was a
recent guest in the Douglas home.

"This frail, little rosewood table often

throws the entire household into an up-

roar," laughed Walter. "You see this row
of buttons along the side? They operate

like a telephone switchboard. I'd better ex-

plain that we have three separate telephone

lines coming into the house. One is for the

exclusive use of Mel's business. Studio

calls, his agent, tailor, etc. The second is

for household use. Personal calls of the

family, grocery orders, shops. The third

telephone number is given out only to peo-

ple who contact Helen for her Democratic

Committee work. This one telephone con-

nects with each trunk line. It also connects

with each room in the house. That is,

provided the proper button is pushed.

"Helen has the feminine trick of occa-

sionally pushing the wrong button. Upon
discovering what she has done, she takes

a chance on one of the others. Usually it is

the wrong one. Things start popping if

Mel happens to be on a line that is cut off.

He comes racing down to my office, which

is under the porch at the end of the chil-

dren's wing. By this time, Helen is out on

the porch above calling, 'Walt! Can't you

do something about this telephone?'

"To further complicate our telephone

lines, four-year-old Mary Helen and nine-

year-old Peter have the habit of picking

up a telephone receiver, whenever they

find one down. When their father or

mother have to be called from the vege-

table garden below the hill, or brought

down from the hilltop at the back, the

children get into lengthy conversations. It

makes no difference to them whether the

call comes from Hollywood or New York.

"Recently Mel had to forbid Peter from

making phone calls of his own. The little

rascal had copied numbers, which he

picked at random from the telephone di-

rectory, into a 'small phone book,' as he

called it, of his own. We don't know just

how long he had been holding intimate

conversations with perfect strangers. We
discovered what he was up to, when one of

his 'friends' phoned. It was a rather deli-

cate situation. Mel didn't want to disillu-

sion or frighten Peter. But he had to point

out the danger involved in giving personal

information to strangers.

"Imagine the bewildered person on the

other end of the phone in Washington,

D.C., the other day, when Helen calmly

announced, 'I can't talk any longer. I think

my house is on fire.'

"Fire engines were screaming up the

steep road that winds up the hill. The
house boy was racing through the hall

shouting, 'Fire ! Fire !' From the side porch

we could see the flames leaping over the

hill on the other side of the canyon.

"Mel ran down the steps and turned on

the sprinkling system. The network of

pipes spread over the four and a half acres

of lawn and hills had always sent up a

cascade of spray. Now, all that greeted us

was a weak ineffectual drizzle. The fire

hose attached to the water hydrant below

the hill had almost shut off the pressure.

"Instead of becoming excited, Helen

and Mel stood there laughing. 'Anyway,

it is a swell idea when it works,' said

Mel. 'If the hill is going to burn, it is go-

ing to burn,' said Helen.

"It didn't burn. The fire was extin-

guished on the other side of the canyon.

But that is Mel and Helen for you. They
never lose their heads. No matter what

happens, they make the best of it. Mel is

one person who not only makes the best of

everything, but gets the best out of life."

"I certainly do my best to get the best

out of life!" smiled Mr. Douglas, who sud-

denly came through the door into the patio.

Drawing up a chair he joined us on the

terrace. "To get the best out of life, each

day should be an adventure," he went on.

"That has always been my approach to

life. Live as well as you can. That doesn t

mean that I reach for the best things m
life. I aim to get the best out of the life

that each day brings. Make the most out

of simple, every day living.

"I think it is a great mistake to strive

too hard to get things. I didn't set out to

carve a career for myself. In a general

way I have always known what I wanted.

One thing led to another. The stage, for

instance, led to motion pictures. Pictures

gave me a chance to settle down and have

a home.
.

"God knows, there was a time when 1

never thought I would own a home like

this. Here I have everything that I ever

wanted. Naturally I enjoy it. But never

have I had that gluttonous feeling of pos-

session, that many have. Never have I

said to myself, 'This is all mine. I must

never let it get away from me.' It was

grand fun building. It has been grand fun

living here. But if the time ever comes

when I have to give it up, that will be

all right, too.

"However, I never worry about such a

time coming. I am not the kind of person

who looks ahead. I'm not one to plan on

the future. Plans, schedules, hinder rather

than help me. I can't live by routine.

Naturally, when I am working, I keep cer-

tain hours. But when I get home, during

weekends and between pictures, I never

know what I am going to do. At the mo-
ment, if I weren't working, I would take

a plane for Carmel. Helen and the chil-

dren are there now. We love it.

"Our house, built on a smaller scale,

is much like this one. Each room opens

into a patio or onto a porch. Blue, vary-

ing from pale to deep marine, predominates

in the color scheme, as it does here. Up
there we also have bare hardwood floors

with throw rugs. But here the comparison

ends. In Carmel living is easy and simple.

There are no formal dinners. Life up

there is in sharp contrast to our way of

living down here.

"Instead of servants to do the work, we
all pitch in and do it ourselves. Each one

takes care of his own room. Even Peter.

Everyone has his own special job of gen-

eral housework. I do the cooking. When
the children are with us, that means three

regular meals every day. I love it.

"Cooking, scrubbing, gardening," he

went on. "I think all men and women, no

matter what their occupation, should do

a certain amount of work with their hands.

It brings them closer to the simple,

worthwhile things of life.

"After a long day before the camera or

when I have become satiated with reading

or conversation, I get a lust for cooking.

It is then I go out to the kitchen and

make, say, an upside-down pineapple cake

or crumb cake."

Only a few close friends of Melyyn
Douglas know his penchant for cooking.

In Hollywood, picture work, political ac-

tivities, formal dinners, and social obli-

gations leave little time for him to indulge

in his pastime. It is in Carmel that he

knots a dish towel around his middle and

turns chef.

Walter, who had left soon after Mr.
Douglas arrived, returned to deliver a tel-

ephone message. "Mel is a swell cook,"

he said. "But he can dirty more dishes

than anyone in the world. I know, because

at Carmel my job is washing them!"

"And my wife complains that whenever

she wants to talk to me or read something

special, I run out on her and go into the

kitchen," continued Melvyn. "On our last

weekend we had a whole gang coming to

supper. Helen insisted that I be on hand

to help welcome them. So I started the
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Hungarian goulash early in the afternoon.

I browned the minced onions, added the
paprika, salt and pepper. The cubed beef
was slowly stirred in. When all was golden
brown, I set the Dutch oven over a low
flame.

"The guests arrived earlier than ex-
pected. Finally, when free to dash into
the kitchen, I found it filled with smoke.
The meat was burned to a crisp. Opening
the windows and doors, I hurried out the
back way to the butcher. To this day
Helen doesn't know why the dinner was
late that night. But she does know that
it's now impossible to keep me away from
the kitchen when preparing some special

dish.

"Neither Helen nor I has the time to
get up to Carmel as often as we like. Our
last real vacation there was shortly before
we left for Washington to attend the pres-
idential inauguration. An incident that
happened while we were in Washington
brought home the vast indifference between
Hollywood and this other part of my life.

"The inauguration was impressive and
inspiring. The discussions and exchange
of ideas on world affairs were stimulating.

Harold Ickes and his wife, Jane, were with
Helen and me the afternoon a motion pic-

ture distributor offered to run my picture,

'This Thing Called Love/ As none of us
had seen it, we accepted the invitation. The
four of us sat down in the dingy little pro-
jection room. The contrast of seeing myself
cavort about in this comedy, compared to
the dignified, impressive functions I had
been attending, was startling,,, to say the
least. It was incongruous. I felt like crawl-
ing through a hole in the floor. Later,
when Helen and I were alone, I found she
felt the same as I did. 'Wasn't it awful !'

she said.

"Then like husbands and wives do, we
started talking it over. Both Harold and
Jane liked the picture. It had made them
laugh. It would make other people laugh.
God knows all of us were getting enough
of tragedy and suffering these days.
"Looking at it from a distance, it wasn't

so bad. Making people laugh. Helping
them forget this harried world, if only for
a few minutes, so they could carry on with
renewed courage was worth while. If that
is my job it was up, -to me to do it."

And he does.

At Home with

Victor Mature
Continued from page 21

grand on Painted Veil," rasped an ageri
peeling off century notes. "What's good
enough for Joe is good enough for me.'

In the midst of all this fuss and furor Vic-
tor casually announced to everyone at the

table that this was the first time he had
ever been to a race-track. "And, I haven't
any business being here today," he added.
"I'm on a budget and the two dollars I

have in my pocket I've got to eat on all

next week." Well, you've never seen any-
thing so wonderful. An actor who doesn't
want to show off ! I feel all encouraged
now to look for the needle in the haystack.
When we left the track that afternoon

there were a number of fans at the gate
with their autograph books. Now at that

time Victor had only appeared in two pic-

tures, a bit in "The Housekeeper's Daugh-
ter," and the Tarzan-like lead in "One
Million B.C."—neither picture was a hit

and to this day I have never met anyone
who saw either of them. But the minute
Vic stepped outside the gate he was simply
deluged by the enthusiastic fans. And, what
made it all the more remarkable, was the
fact that Randolph Scott and Fred Astaire
made their exit the same time that Vic did.

They drew a pair, but Victor drew a full

house.

Even if I'm not as bright as other girls

it was easy for me to reach a few con-
clusions after these incidents. First: Men
always resent Victor's overdose of good
looks. But once they meet him they find

themselves—in spite of themselves—liking

the guy. As_ Victor has often said, "I'm a\

hell of a nice guy." And as a matter cl<.

fact, he really is. Second : The famous
"front" that all the young actors feel is so'

necessary in Hollywood doesn't mean a

thing to Victor. When he's broke he's

broke, and he doesn't care who knows it]

He'd much rather pay the grocer, than try

to impress Mr. Mayer. The Mature hon-
esty, believe me, is even- more startling

;

than the Mature beauty. Third: Victor is;

dynamite to females of all ages, and all,

walks of life. He has a calamitous effeci ,

on both Judy O'Grady and the Colonel's'

Lad}'.

Well, we who knew Victor in the sum-
mer of 1940—when he was just beginning
to get a foothold in Hollywood—weren't
at all surprised when he went to NeJW
York last winter and became an overnight
sensation in "Lady in the Dark," Gertrude
Lawrence's stage hit. And, naturally, we
weren't surprised to hear that not since the,

good old days of the matinee idol had
women, all the way from the upper-crusl
Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt to the lower-
crust Broadway Rose, gone into such ec-

stasies over an actor. (Even Garbo went,
backstage to look him over, while Dr
Hauser stood outside and burned.)

"It was terrific," Phyllis Brooks told me
on the set of "The Shanghai Gesture" the

other day. (Phyllis was one of the beau-;
ties whom Victor dragged nightly to the I

New York night clubs—others being Bettj

Grable, Lana Turner, Gene Tierney, Ber-

nice Parks.) "Every time he left the the-

ater he was almost torn to pieces bj

hysterical women. It was getting danger-
ous, so Moss Hart thought Victor shoul-

have a bodyguard. But you know Vic-
he's so good-natured. Then one night z

frightening thing happened. He was doing

a Lincoln Highway broadcast, and twc
minutes before he had to go on the ail

a girl, whom no one in the studio ha<

noticed, poked a gun in his ribs and sai l
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I bet my girl friend twenty-five dollars

[ could have a date with you. If you

ion't take me to dinner after the broad-

est I'll kill you!' Well, after that Victor

decided that a bodyguard might be right

handy after all."

! When Victor returned to Hollywood a

lew months ago, after his New York tri-

umphs, producers who two years ago

looked' down their noses at him couldn't

wait to get his name on their contracts.

[All this big to-do over Victor Mature was

j

:oo much for the jealous-why-I-knew-him-

iwhen gents around town, and they imme-

diately started calling him "glamor boy'

and "that beautiful hunk of man."

"For a nice person you certainly manage

to get yourself maligned," I said to Victor

lover at the Twentieth Century-Fox studio,

jsoon after his return. They were ^doing the

swimming sequence in "Hot Spot" and Mr.

(Mature was having a wonderful time

'watching Betty Grable and Carole Landis

cavorting around in bathing suits.

"Oh, I'm used to being maligned," said

|Victor reaching for a lock of his hair

—

the is definitely runner-up to Champion

Charles MacArthur, America's number

i one lock-puller—" I got used to it when I

11 was a child. I had a brother, older than I

J

was, who was very delicate. My poor

,J

mother spent every waking moment cod-

1 dling him and trying to nurse him back to

<' health. He died when he was eleven. After

his funeral my mother looked at me and
! made a statement which has become a
< classic in our family. She said, 'Grow,

you sonofagun, grow !' Except she didn't

i
say sonofagun—she being a good church

f
worker. No coddling and pampering for

I me. I became the terror of the neighbor-

! hood. But every Hallowe'en my parents

played a joke on the good people of Louis-

ville. I was locked in my room for the

. entire day and night. Along about eight

- o'clock every Hallowe'en night I could
"

hear the doorbell ring, and the neighbor's

'; come piling in. 'Your Victor broke my
:

window pane. I know it was Victor. No
one else would do it,' and 'Your Victor

ruined my car with soap' and 'Your Victor
:

put garbage on my front porch. I want

him punished.' I'm used to being maligned."

More-sinned-against-than-sinning Victor

was born in Louisville, Kentucky, January

29, 1916, of Austrian parents. Louisville,

like most Southern cities, is extremely

first-family-conscious, and foreigners have

just about the same social standing as boll-

weevils. Victor was a healthy little boy,

with a wild mop of curly hair, and a re-

bellious nature—not particularly sensitive,

perhaps, but just the same those early

snubs made a deep impression.

"One of the little kids in school would

invite me to a party," said Victor, "and

my mother would scrub me up clean and

give me a lecture on pretty manners. All

the other mothers were invited to drop

in and see their little darlings having fun,

and one by one we'd be called away to be

introduced to them. Boy, it used to burn

me ! I get mad when I think about it now.

'This is little David,' the mother of the kid

who was giving the party would say, 'his

father is president of the bank.' And all

the mothers were gush and drool and

admire little David. 'And this is little

Henry,' she'd continue, 'his father is the

president of General Securities.' And there'd

be more gushing. Finally she'd get to me.

'And this,' she'd say with a sneer, 'is Vic-

tor Mature. His father is that foreigner

who works over at the refrigerator Com-
pany.' The top shelf of my Dad's refrigera-

tors could never be as chilly as the silence

which followed my introduction, believe

me.

"If I ever have any children I'm going

to see to it that they don't have to take

snubs from anybody. They're going to be

able to sit in the corner and be as snooty

as all get-out."

As a matter of fact it was a snooty

Louisville Society belle who made Victor

decide to go to Hollywood. He asked her

to dance with him at a ball one night

and she slapped his face and called him the

dirty son of a common foreigner. "That

slap in the puss did it," said Victor. "I

swore then I'd get out of town and never

come back until the name Mature was so

important that those society snobs would

eat dirt."
t

Victor spent six lean years in Holly-

wood before he got the nod from the pro-

ducers. But he was never one to whine.

Not with that cheerful disposition. When
he found out that good looking actors

were a dime a dozen in Hollywood he took

a bus out to Pasadena, where he convinced

Gilmor Brown that he should have a fel-

lowship entitling him to free tuition in

the Playhouse Drama School. By that

time Victor, who only had $41 when he

left Louisville in a huff, was down to

exactly eleven cents. His mother and

father were spending the summer in Mich-

igan, and Victor was supposed to join

them there. Dreadfully in need of a little

cash Victor composed what he considered

a very subtle wire: "Dear Dad, I find

myself sidetracked in Hollywood with only

eleven cents in my pocket. Love, Victor
"

And early the next day he received the fol-

lowing answer : "Dear Victor, Mother very

disappointed you are not coming. Forty-

four years ago I came to this country

and had five cents in my pocket and could

not speak a word of English. You have

six cents more than I had and you can

speak English. Love, Dad." May it be

said to Victor's credit that never again did

he try to snare a loan from his father, or

anyone else. He has always lived on what

he made, and when he made nothing, he

lived on nothing.

When he enrolled at the Pasadena Play-

house he slept backstage in a piano box.

When he was routed out, he snitched

enough tarpaulin and boards from the

theater property department to build him-

self a tent in Mr. Brown's back yard.

Across the yard from him, in the back

seat of a broken-down car, lived Laird

* -

Then there was a SPLASH! Victor Mature and Betty Grable perched on the edge of the

dooI ready for a take-off for the swimming sequence for "Hot Spot, the mystery thriller

from the novel, "I Wake Up Screaming." Carole Landis and Laird Cregar are in it, too.
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Cregar—another young actor who has come
up the hard way. Victor lived on a bud-
get (he has always been one to budget)
of

_
46 cents a day—which he picked up

doing odd jobs when he wasn't needed at
the theater. His big break came two years
ago when Producer Hal Roach saw him
in the Playhouse production of "To Quito
and Back" and signed him on a long-term
contract—at a very small salary.

The year before he got his break Vic-
tor found himself one day with a six
months' layoff from the theater, and not an
odd job in sight. Just when he was begin-
ning to worry—and worry is something
Vic always postpones as long as possible

—

he bumped into Bob Blair, a fellow he
had known in the Playhouse - stock com-
pany. "Come on over to Biereley's," said
Bob. "It's an orange juice stand. I got
influence there. You can sell orange juice
and drink a little on the side when no-
body's looking. You can live on orange
juice for months, honest you can." But
when the employer saw Victor he said,
"Nothing doing, Bob. That jerk's too hand-
some. All the girls would just stand around
and stare—they wouldn't drink anything."
But Bob rounded up some cars for his
friend to wash, and somehow or other
Vic survived.

Today Victor's as grateful to Bob . as
if he had presented him with the United
States mint. Bob is his secretary, his pal,
his stand-in, and his general reminder
to do things. His other close friends date
back to the lean years also. As a matter
of fact Victor has probably never forgot-
ten anyone who has ever done him a favor.
He is just about the most grateful person
in Hollywood. And it's a silly thing, I
guess to say about a big hulk of a guy

—

and for heaven's sake don't hold it against
him—but there's a great sweetness about
him.

When Victor returned to Hollywood
this summer with a bride (after a whirl-
wind romance he married Martha Stephen-
son Kemp, New York socialite and widow
of orchestra leader Hal Kemp) and a new
suit of clothes, and more picture contracts
than he could shake a stick at, people said,

"Well, now Success has got him. He'll go
Hollywood." Vic moved his little woman
into a smart apartment, bought a snazzy
car (that is, he made the first payment),
and had all the earmarks of becoming
another successful Hollywood actor. Then
one day he looked at his budget—and he
hit the ceiling. He was living way beyond
his means ! Victor gets $3000 a week on
loan-outs, but the point is that it is Hal
Roach, who holds his contract, who gets
the $3000. Vic gets $450. Of that he has
to give $45 to his agent. "The payments on
my car are $100 a month. My apartment
here costs $125. I pay $90 a month for a
nurse for my wife's child. I pay $75 a
month for a maid. I have to keep up an-
other apartment in New York, and no

matter what I want to buy I always get
taken."

So what happened? Well, Victor's in the
groove again. While he is so busy at the
studios his wife, who is very lonely in
Hollywood, spends most of her time with
her family in New York—just flies out
for week-end visits. So Victor has closed
up his Hollywood apartment and has
moved into a friend's garage out in the
Valley—and is as happy as a bug in a rug.
After a piano box and a tent, of course,
a garage is big-time. Vic's "suite" consists
of one room, small, and one bath, very
small. The room is furnished with a bed
which Vic makes himself before going to
work in the mornings, a broken-down
couch, a chair and a table. On the table
he keeps his prized crucifix (the locket
he always wears around his neck has been
blessed by the Pope), the telephone, and
his books. The walls are decorated with
a crutch (a memento of the time he broke
his ankle), a polo mallet (given to him
by Liz Whitney for painting the fence
around her ranch), and various sundry
pictures, mostly of his wife. On Sunday
mornings he stays in bed late, drinks a
Coca-Cola for breakfast, and then wraps
himself (Victor never just sits down)
around an old chair on the lawn and laughs
out loud over the funny papers. Until Hal
Roach comes across with more dough, Vic
swears this is the way he'll live to cut
down expenses. (Entre nous, he likes it.)

Victor hasn't gotten around to telling off
Louisville Society just yet (give him time),
but he had a fine time of it last winter
telling off New York Society. His remarks
to the blue bloods who dared to criticize
Betty Grable in his presence have become
famous. In Hollywood where everybody
thinks twice before speaking Victor's man-
ner of letting the verbal chips fall where
they may is indeed refreshing. His friends
like to tell about the first encounter he had
with a Hollywood producer. Victor's agent
arranged for an interview in Producer
Frank Ross's

.
office, and told Vic to be

there by two o'clock. Vic didn't even have
thirty

_
cents for bus fare so he had to

hitchhike over from Pasadena, and it was
more hiking than hitching that day. When
he -finally got there his clothes, which
were from Dixie anyway, were sweaty and
dusty. Producer Ross took one look at him
and said, "You don't look like an actor
to me."
"From where I stand, Mr. Ross," said

Victor, "you don't look like a producer to
me. If you are what typifies a Hollywood
producer I never hope to meet one."
And Victor turned around and walked

back to Pasadena, while his agent fainted
dead away. Today Frank Ross and Victor
are the best of friends. "I like the guy,"
says Victor, "but he almost got killed
onte."

His worried-sick agent doesn't have to
bother about his opening his trap today.
Victor's "in." Way "in."

Advice to Working Mothers
Continued from page 30

to every mother—proper discipline and
sensible devotion.
Mary Astor is one mother in Hollywood

who has never forgotten her duties as a
mother despite some of the most trying
problems that any woman has had to
undergo. Being a mother has meant more
to Mary than meeting problems associated
with her work. It has meant the preserva-
tion of genuine love throughout tragedies
that might easily have broken up any less
basically well-founded home and relation-
ship.
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"Every working mother has a problem,"
Mary said to me as we sat in the den of
her Brentwood home. She had a day off
from the studio. "Remember, she's trying
to crowd a full-time career, motherhood,
into a few snatched hours. My first task
on arriving home is to remove my make-
up. This takes about half an hour in itself,

and during that time, Marylyn, my daugh-
ter, comes into my room and we have what
we term 'big girl talk.' We discuss her
problems of the day, how she did at school,
if she was well-mannered, if she had some

little confession of bad conduct. I try n
encourage frankness, and by correcting
rather than scolding, I find that she telh
me honestly and by the light of her own
conscience those things which otherwise
might be held back for fear of being
severely chastised. Her little problems I
treat with as much seriousness as if she
were eighteen instead of eight. By the same
token, I answer all her questions about
my day on the set.

"Before the evening meal, I "spend a
half hour with her again, this time reading
to her or playing games. And often we
play the piano and sing."

_
Recently, while Mary was making a

picture at Warners, she had to spend a
few nights in her dressing room on the. set
because she had extra-early calls the next
morning. On such occasions, though, her
husband usually brought Marylyn and
Tono, her baby, to the studio. They would
either go to a drive-in for dinner or have
dinner sent to them in her dressing room.
Even then she thought of the best, way to
spend the most time with her children.

_
"With Tono, since he is only about

eighteen months old, my time while work-
ing simmers down to a few quick moments
of play in the early morning and a brief
interlude on arriving home, as he is still

on a strict schedule," Mary went on. "But
in those few moments, much is accom-
plished^ He is beginning to look forward
to my time with him as much as I do now.
"Regarding discipline, Marylyn's teacher,

nurse, and I rather gang up. We check and
double check each other. Marylyn is, of
course, not aware of this game". If I hear
of some misdemeanor of hers, I wait for
her to tell me about it. If she doesn't, I
lead the conversation around to some kin-
dred subject. The first thing I know, I
have a first hand confession and a chance
for easy correction. She almost always
tells me of any misdemeanor at once.
"To working mothers, though, I cannot

sufficiently stress the importance of a cer-
tain amount of time with your youngsters.
They want to talk to you and be with you,
and it doesn't make any difference how
young they are. They want you to be in-
terested in their problems, and they want
leisure time in which to lavish their full-
hearted affection on you. If you are en-
grossed in taking care of many little tasks,
and if they are tagging after you trying to
get in a word, nine times out of ten you
will become impatient, not only with the
task but with the child. It is then that the
youngster retires in hurt bewilderment, and
if this is a recurring event, it will, in
time, prove a definite barrier between
mother and child and breed subordination
and evasion."

The one star in town who has taken on
a new lease in her career by actually play-
ing the understanding mother in a series
of pictures is Penny ("Blondie") Single-
ton. I caught Blondie—I mean Penny

—

over at Columbia between takes of her new
picture, "Go West, Young Lady."

"Certainly being a working mother is a
difficult task," Penny said firmly, "and
there's no point in denying it. It's a task
that can only be accomplished if a mother
schedules herself and persistently keeps
that schedule. Her chances to be with her
youngster when work makes long-hour de-
mands on her are few. She must take
those few and make every moment im-
portant.

"Most youngsters are ready for bed by
seven o'clock. Working mothers, on an
average, get home anywhere from seven «

to eight o'clock. It is the latter, usually, 1

for me by the' time I have removed my
make-up and slipped out of my studio
clothes anyway. Hours like that eliminate
any possible play-together, read-together,
romp-together^ evenings with a child. It

should not eliminate, however, that very



mportant before-bedtime prayer. I can

'lever remember a time when Dee-Gee, my
daughter, and I have not been together for

his significant close of the day, except, nat-

'ji-ally, when we were separated by many

feiles if I happened to be on location and

i-ouldn't have her with me. A mother's pres-

ence at prayer-time makes the child respect

ooth its prayers and its mother the more.

"Another important thing to remember

L dealing with children is to realize that

they love secrets. And a mother, by mak-

ing her youngster feel that only the two

;of them share something which no one

ielse knows, makes the child proud that she

Is trusted and encourages her to return the

Confidence. No mother, of course, should

'<bs without these confidences, brom the

itime Dee-Gee was three and a halt, she

and I shared secrets, little signal codes

for talking when we didn't want others uO

understand. These little secretive confi-

dences have imbued in her an affection

!and pal-ship for me, one which has brought

me greater happiness every day.
_

Penny, to insure her intimacy with Her

daughter, has given her responsibilities to

perform in the home. She has made Dee-

< Gee look upon helping in keeping her own

room tidy, for instance, as a sacred duty

that must know no interference. And, fur-

thermore, Penny has taught Dee-Gee that

she must not expect everything to be done

for her, that she must carry out her duties

without any other help or advice.

Everyone in Hollywood—and the rest ot

the country—knows that Joan Blonddl is

a real mother. She is a star who would be

perfectly content to be just known as the

mother of Norman Scott Powell and Ellen.

Norman, aged six, and Ellen, two and a

half, have never had a governess. Joans

mother fills that important spot in the

household. . T

Not usually very talkative, Joan really

"gives" about her children. When Ira

working," she said to me, "I get up at five

o'clock. I shower and dress. The children

get up at six, and we have half an houi

together. During that time, I get them all

set for the day. I plan out their time for

them. Norman, of course, goes to school.

"I return from the studio at six o clock.

I sit with the children while they have

their dinner. Then I tell them stories and

listen to their stories. I rock little then

to sleep—being old-fashioned that way—
and then I play a game or have a talk with

Norman. „ , , ....

"On Sunday, Dick and I and the children

invariably go some place together—to the

beach or to some mountain resort. 1 also

arrange for other children, the type who do

not have governesses, to come over to our

house to play with them. Our back-yard

is all arranged with playthings and every-

thing is perfectly safe."

I was over at Joan's a few Christmases

a°-o Norman had just brought in some

friends, and the time they were having

!

There were no inhibitions about him. tie

was as normal as any youngster, and just

as lively and natural.

"Neither Dick nor I 'ever^make any

social engagements on Sunday," Joan con-

tinued, "which will take us away from

spending most of this day with the chil-

dren They play an important part in our

scheme of things, and they are kept aware

of it. We never permit them to feel neg-

lected or unimportant.

"And there's good advice for any mother

—children should not be allowed to get

lonely. It's the duty of every parent to pro-

tect her child against this lonely feeling

"Don't you feel being a movie star and

having a large income makes a great deal

of difference in her relations with her chil-

dren?" I asked Joan.

"No I don't think it makes any differ-

ence. It would be pretty much the same if

I worked in an office instead of a studio.

"The important thing to do is to treat each

child as an individual. Get each one alone

for some time during the day, and really

get close, share his or her problems joys,

and sorrows. You have to use psychology

with children. Instead of saying,
_
Go out

and play,' it only takes a few minutes to

organize the play for them. It's a simple

thing to get children started on some game,

some building work, or something of the

kind that will keep them occupied for

hours. . . , ,

"Of course, Dick is a big help to me

with the children. Whenever he is building

anything, he usually makes Norman feel

that he is helping. He sends him on little

errands, to get a hammer, anything to

make him feel important to the job being

d
°"The best advice I can give is to remind

mothers that children are very sensitive

Their feelings must never be brushed

aside They must be made to feel they are

wanted, that they are loved. And I know

that many parents forget this item. 1 have

seen many neglected children who aren t

sure just what they mean to anybody. Its

a pitiful sight." , ,

Joan Bennett is another successful

mother and an equally busy and successful

career woman. No one can quarrel with

the results of her upbringing of her two

daughters, Diana, aged twelve,
_
and Mel-

inda* aged six. Joan realizes the importance

of setting aside a certain time out ot each

dav for privacy with her girls.

"Diana is attending a private school

that takes her away from home during the

week" Joan said, "but she is home every

week-end. And what a full week-end it is

for us then! As for Melmda, she stays at

home When I'm on a picture, i have

breakfast with Melinda and she comes to

lunch with me at the studio at least one

day a week.
"With both girls, I have always super-

vised their diets, their education, and their

discipline. Since they were infants, I have

Mary Astor seems made out daily menus for them. These arc

to be enjoying followed with prec.sion year after year,

the crayon color- "For diversion, I take them to the

Ing session at left movies with me as often as possible tor 1

almost as much as believe that such entertainment is not only

her two children, necessary relaxation, but it is part of their

twenty-month-old education and part of their need for vital

Tono and eight- interests." ,

year-old Marylyn. No matter how occupied Joan ".she

Mary spends as delights in taking time out to talk abou

much time as pos- her daughters. "In the matter o money, I

sible with them. have tried to engender m hem the impor-

tance of thrift. For example, each girl has

an allowance. I let them manage their

money as they like. I do insist, however,

that a portion of their allowance go into

their Sunday-School box. The rest they

can do with as they please. While they are

given this comparative freedom with their

money, they are taught that instead of

spending it for candy and useless things,

they should save it for something worth-

while. To encourage the idea, I have made

a deal with Diana. For every dollar she

saved, I agreed to double the amount. Be-

fore Christmas Diana has saved five dol-

lars, so I am adding my ten.

"But there is more to raising a child

than this," Joan hastily added. "I believe

that my girls should be versatile, that

they should know how to cook and sew,

that they should know how to skate and

dance, to be all-around equipped to 'fit in

no matter what station in life they occupy.

When I was considering sending Diana to

private school, I found that one of them

didn't have cooking classes. The school,

realizing that other mothers wanted their

daughters taught cooking, too, put in a full

domestic science course."

So, even though Joan believes in a pri-

vate school, she has always one thing m
mind—what the child can learn. She ap-

proves of other contacts and her idea of

preparing her daughter for any station in

life is to work out means to let her chil-

dren learn by being with others.

"As for advice—" Joan looked a bit self-

conscious as she frowned a little trying not

to sound like a demagogue—"I've never

set myself up as an advice bureau. 1 do

think there is nothing worse or anyone

more unhappy than a spoiled child. Spoiled

children are first of all usually lazy, lo

get at the root of that laziness is, then, the

primary move. Maybe the child is on the

wrong 'sort of diet; maybe she is unhappy

about some little thing that has grown to

tremendous proportions in her baby mind.

It's the duty of every mother in such a case

to ferret out what goes on in the child s

mind. If a child is unruly, there is only

one cure for that—discipline. She should

be dealt with as an individual—and the

mother must realize that discipline effective

with one may not work with another at all.

Sending a child to bed without her supper

isn't a particularly good method—it upsets

her diet and it is injurious to have a grow-

ing person go hungry.
_ „ .

"The best way to maintain discipline, at

least as far as I'm concerned, is to take

awav a privilege. If there is a picture the

child wants to see or a party she wants to

o to and discipline is needed, eliminating

these privileges usually is the most effec-

tive method. Occasionally, a good old-

fashioned spanking works wonders, but

onlv occasionally.

"My most important advice to a working

mother is—get to know your child so well

that having to be away from her will not

bring unnecessary hardships in training

and "in devotion. And be sure that you

understand her as
j

well as you want her

to understand you."
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Meet the Hottest New Hero:

George Montgomery
Continued from page 29

studio, where he is under contract, bigger
and better roles are scheduled for Holly-
wood's new romantic hero.) Shy, rather
awkward, and with the great open spaces
written all over his good looking face, 'the

ex-Montana cowboy is decidedly not a
ladies' man. Not yet, anyway. (Remember
what happened to Gary Cooper!) He'd
rather go fishing any time than take a
glamor girl to Ciro's.

"They keep writing in magazines and
newspapers that I am always at Ciro's,"
he complains indignantly. "Actually I don't
like night clubs. I've only been in Ciro's
six times since I've been in Hollywood

—

once with Lana, once with Ann, twice with
Gloria—"
"And don't forget Cobina," I prompted.

"I saw the pictures that were taken of you
two."

"I didn't have a date with Cobina. I was
standing in for Palmer Beaudette," George
said with a smile." For some reason or
other they didn't want to have their picture
taken together."
George insists that he likes to go to bed

at nine o'clock. "I get up every morning
around six-thirty—that's the prettiest part
of the day. Maybe it's the Montana in me
but I think the night was made for sleep-
ing and the day for living. On horseback
in the hills in the early morning—that's
the life."

George also insists that in all his twenty-
five years he has never been in love. But
there are those of us who might question
this, rather. He gets very stammer-ish
when you mention the name of Ginger
Rogers. Ever since the night he met Gin-
ger at a dinner party at her agent's home
he has been going with her constantly.
When Ginger and her mother invited him
to visit them at their ranch in Oregon he
accepted with alacrity, and with a little

prodding he'll tell you about the wonderful
times they had_ together, riding, fishing,
and cooking their meals. Ginger, it seems,
is a mile and a half ahead of all the other
fillies. For the moment, anyway.
When he was in Chicago recently, after

his personal appearance with Louella Par-
sons in Dixon. Illinois, he beat it right
away for Marshall Field's store. "I've got
to buy a present for Ginger," he told the
publicity man accompanying him. "I won-
der what she'd like?" The p.a. made sev-
eral suggestions, perfume, handkerchiefs, a
bag, but George, as always, had a mind of
his own. He finally decided on a ranch bell
with a cow horn on the end.
George is one of those rare people found

in Hollywood—a bona fide cowboy. He
was born and reared on a ranch in Mon-
tana. From the time he was knee-high to
a coyote he learned to ride, to rope, to
round up cattle, and to sing "boots and
saddle" songs. He attended the Great Falls
High School, where he shone on the ath-
letic fields and in the gymnasium as a
baseball, football, track and boxing star.
During his first semester at the University
he received a letter from a brother who
was working in Los Angeles as an en-
gineer urging him to come to California.
"You can study art," the letter read, "and
we can do a little boxing at Jeffries Barn."
That sounded pretty good to George, so
when he went home that Christmas he
asked his parents to give him a railroad
ticket to Hollywood. They refused. Defi-
nitely. So George borrowed a pick and
shovel and went to work for the W.P.A.
When he had made enough to pay for a
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ticket he dropped the pick and shovel,
grabbed his bag, and took the first train
south. "I had never traveled before," he
said. "I didn't know you could buy a round-
trip ticket."

By the time he reached Hollywood his
engineer brother was not so flush, so they
moved into a single room and started
hocking watches and clothes. His first job
in Hollywood was at Metro where he did
stunt riding for the Garbo-Boyer picture,
"Conquest." He received $35 a day—which
was wonderful, except that he only got a
few days work. His brother knew a fellow
who worked at the Bublicki Restaurant on
the Sunset Strip, so through him George
got a job painting murals for $10 a week.

Ever since George Montgomery was a kid

in school his hobby has been art. Now that
he's working in oils, his studio friends are his

favorite subjects. The two above are likenesses
of co-workers Cesar Romero and Linda Darnell.

After six weeks of this he got a job at
Tony's Silver Slipper out in the Valley as
bartender. At this job he made $18 a week
with tips. As long as it was a beer place
George was safe, but when they got a
liquor. license and turned it into a cocktail
lounge he had plenty of worries. George
never drinks anything except milk, of
which he drinks quantities, so a Manhat-
tan and a Tequila Sunrise were as big a
mystery to him as a problem in calculus.
"The customers weren't fussy though,"
says George. "I guess it was because I al-
ways gave them plenty."
With his brother to push him, George

then dressed up in his cowboy clothes and
made the rounds of the studios. At Re-
public he did one of the "Lone Ranger"
pictures but as he rode at breakneck speed
and had a mask over his face it didn't
mean a thing toward furthering his career.
He got $75 a week for that, and was able
to get his watch and overcoat out of hock.
After this came more stunt riding, and

then more of nothing. Finally in disgust
George said to hell with Hollywood and
went back to Montana and his rodeos.

In May of 1939 George made his second
trip to Hollywood. This time he came
down to see his brother, who had landed
an engineering job down in South Amer-
ica, off on the boat. They were having
their farewell supper at the It Cafe on
Vine Street, when an agent by the name
of Benny Medford tapped George on the
shoulder and said, "Say, big fellow, you
ought to be in pictures. I'd like to handle
you if you don't mind." George explained
to him that he didn't think much of movies,
and Benny advised him to hide out for
three weeks and give Hollywood a chance
to forget him. Hollywood did. Completely.
Benny then had him change his name from
George Montgomery Letz, his real name,
to George Montgomery, and took him on
a Cook's Tour of the casting offices. To
the executives Benny would say, "I signed
this guy. Do you think I was nuts?"

Twentieth Century answered in the
negative by signing him on a long-term
contract and getting a dramatic teacher for
him. He played small parts in five pic-
tures, and became a star in "The Cowboy
and the Blonde." It was after the release
of this picture that the glamorous and
the beautiful began their swooning. Since
then he has starred in "Riders of the Pur-
ple Sage," "Last of the Duanes," and
|'Cadet Girl" with 'Carole Landis. When
"Roxie Hart" goes into production soon
it's a cinch that George will be playing
opposite Miss Ginger Rogers.
With his first savings George bought a

1444-acre ranch up in the Montana wheat
fields. With his second savings he bought
a small house in Hollywood, near the
studio, and invited his mother and father,
Montana farmers, to come down to Cal-
ifornia and live with him. With his third
savings he plans to buy a horse.

George's ambition is to be financially
able to retire from pictures while he is
still young, and settle down on a cattle
ranch some place in the Northwest. He
wants to live in a cabin made of logs, and
not too many miles away from a stream
where he can catch seven and eight pound
trout. "I don't like to build castles," he
says, "but then a dog cabin isn't exactly a
castle, now is it!"

George's hobby is art. Ever since he was
a kid in school he has worked with pencil
and crayons—some of his artistic efforts
have won prizes at Montana county fairs.
He used to draw pictures on the shades in
his mother's room, and when she would
pull them down at night his brothers and
sisters would run outside so they could see
what Georgie had drawn. He is working
in oils now, for the first time, and very
excited about it.

Being the strong, silent type George is

very difficult to talk to when you first meet
him. But get him on the subject of fishing,
riding, or drawing, and you can warm him
up in no time. He has a pleasant manner
and a rather nice sense of humor. He
likes to tell about his first test at Repub-
lic: "After seven takes I read my six lines
perfectly." He is slow-spoken and easy-
going—but can get very stubborn when
not allowed to carry out his own plans.
He eats a hearty lunch and dinner, always
accompanied by that glass of milk, but
doesn't care much for breakfast. He doesn't
believe in dieting, but firmly believes in
plenty of exercise.

According to the Misses Turner, Ruth-
erford, Wright, Vanderbilt and Rogers
he_ is a divine dancer—the only trouble
being that he gets sleepy and wants to go
home before the party really gets going.
He drives a very snappy sports car with
the top down, and pretends not to notice
when the girls go "Yoo Hoo" at him. He
hasn't the roving eye.
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For Christmas giving-

in gay Holiday packings

Since Carole knows nothing about food

except how to insert it between her fas-

cinating lips, her cook provided these

recipes

:

SYE SALAD
1 cup diced Holland Herring

1 cup cold potatoes—boiled with skins

on
2 cups beets

1 teaspoon grated onion

As herring is salty, no salt is required

and add pepper and allspice to taste. Cover

with vinegar (Heinz). Let stand about

four or five hours before serving.

KOHL DOMAR
1 lb. ground beef

\y2 cups rice, not too well cooked

Inside the Stars' Homes

Continued from page 17

bling Kohl Domar. "This year Mothers'

Day came on my mother's birthday and my
sister's wedding day, so we had three cele-

brations at once !"

At the stroke of midnight, New Years
Eve, Carole turns out the lights and they

all make their New Year's wishes. Sure to

After the bountiful buffet which Carole is

serving in her dining room (see page I2J,

Carole Landis likes to ring in the New

Year with traditional songs. Right, Carole

and "Ophelia," as she calls the antique

Chinese head adorning her mantelpiece.

come true if wished while the clock is

striking ! After that, each one writes down

his New Year's resolutions. ("It s great

fun through the year to remind your friends

when they break them!") Then as the New
Year dawns, Carole receives her birthday

gifts.
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Little grated onion
Salt and pepper to taste

Add 1 egg and moisten with milk so the
mixture is wet enough for the rice to ab-
sorb it.

1 large head of cabbage. Break the leaves
apart, keeping them whole. Drop in boil-

ing" water for 5 minutes. Remove and
drain.

Put a tablespoon or more of meat mix-
ture in leaf, closing tightly with toothpick.
Place in kettle and cover with 1 large size

can tomatoes. Let simmer for 2 hours and
serve.

PICKLED HERRING
Skin and bone herring, cut in inch pieces.

Slice dry onion and place in earthen dish
or glass dish a layer of herring and a layer
of onion. Add whole allspice and pepper
corn and vinegar over all. If you add a
few mustard seeds this will keep in a glass
jar in refrigerator for some time.

STRING BEANS MARKEY is a dish
invented by Gene Markey and consists of
string beans cooked in milk

; then, sprin-
kled with Italian cheese, they are baked
in the oven until a crust forms on top.

Carole's cook makes a cheese stuffing
for celery by creaming a piece of butter
with (Blue Moon) Roquefort cheese. An
American cheese and olive spread is made
by combining two parts of the cheese with
one part stuffed olives. She puts a square
of raw onion on the whole wheat bread
circles spread with this mixture, and sets
smoked salmon on rye bread circles. An-
chovies are trimmed with strips of pimiento.
Her Eggs Diable are beautiful as well

as tempting.

EGGS DIABLE
Boil eggs 20 minutes. Remove from fire,

and let cold water run over them until

they are cold. Shell them and cut in half
the long way. Put the yolks into a bowl ;

wash the whites in cold water and put on
a dry napkin. To the yolks add dry mus-
tard (Gulden's), pimientos, Lea and Per-
rins sauce, soft butter, mayonnaise (Hell-
man's), salt and pepper to taste, then put
through strainer and make a paste that's not
too soft. Put this paste in a regular chef's

pastry bag and fill the white of eggs. Dec-
orate tops with split anchovy filet, capers
or a ball or two of caviar and narrow
green sticks made of green pepper. The
result is quite beautiful.

Dessert at Carole's party will be a special
cheese cake.

CHEESE CAKE
2 tablespoons Knox Gelatin

II was ready to tear my hair. "What
about his wardrobe?" I asked. "What about
stills that always precede a picture, what
about makeup tests, what about letting

him get the last picture out of his mind—
you can't just throw a guy into a part and
say: 'Here it is!'" OH, can't you???????
H. F.'s first day's work in our picture

was spent on a stretcher. Everybody
thought it would be restful considering
the fact that he was a tired-out man. We
didn't say anything about the way the
stretcher bounced or about the times it hit
the ground with its companion in it. But
Fonda didn't say anything about that either.

My boss said, "See if he knows his
lines—" and I was once more face to face

1 cup cold water
1 cup sugar
5 three-ounce packages (or 1 lb.)

cream cheese (Kraft)
1 teaspoon salt

1 cup milk
4 egg yolks
4 egg whites (beaten)
2 teaspoons lemon juice

Grated rind of a lemon
1 teaspoon vanilla (Burnetts)

Soak gelatin five minutes in cold water.
Put milk, sugar and egg yolks in sauce
pan and cook over a very low gas flame
until mixture coats back of spoon. Stir
often. Remove from heat. Add ' soaked
gelatin, cream cheese and flavorings. Blend.
Fold in at last the beaten egg whites. Pour
into pan. Top with reserved crumb mix-
ture. Place in refrigerator until chilled and
firm. Serves 8 or 10.

Carole's guests enjoy playing games, so
tables will be set up in the den for gin
rummy and backgammon, current favorites.
Kissing games are very eagerly sought in

the Landis home, as what guest wouldn't
enjoy them? They spin the bottle—where-
ever it lands, the spinner must kiss the
nearest lass or lad.

The Pose and Guess game will certainly
be played. A group of players strikes a
pose either in imitation of a famous paint-
ing-

, or as an enactment of the name of a
picture, and the rest guess it. Washington
Crossing the Delaware, for example, or
Hot Spot, Carole'-, current picture. If you
were reproducing Hot Spot, you might
pretend to be ironing and burn yourself
with the iron, or you might be jitter-bug-
ging on a crowded floor, or whathaveyou.

Quotations is another form of amuse-
ment highly favored. Here guests are
divided into two "sides," with captains.
Each side writes quotations and lays them
on a table; one side selects a quotation
from those of the other side and a stop
watch is held while one member enacts it

and the rest of his side guesses. The side
guessing the most quotations, in the least

time wins.
"Henry Wilcoxon brought the first con-

tingent of the young R.A.F. men who are
now over here to one of our parties,"

commented Carole, "and implored us to go
slow on account of the boys, who had never
played the game. The boys guessed every-
thing almost as soon as it started ! Nothing
slow about them."
New Year, to Carole, means singing

sentimental songs, so they'll gather around
the piano and let go with Auld Lang Syne
and so on. "I go all sentimental on my
birthday and on holidays," sighed the
young star. "Isn't it marvelous?"

with the one who used to be my hero.
He stumbled a little and seemed to be
having difficulty with the scarf around his

neck. The scarf to the ski suit that had
been fitted to him yesterday, Sunday, at
noon, when he was also working. "Why
don't you take it off, for heaven's sake,

you look as it you're roasting!" He gave
me a quick Fonda smile and said, "Oh,
Agnes (that's the script girl) wouldn't
like it—maybe it wouldn't match for the
next shot—maybe I couldn't get it on the
same way." A guy like that! High Up
the ladder of success with a golden safety
catch and he talks about keeping his scarf
straight so as not to worry the script girl

!

At that moment I had me back my hero!

_
The whole troupe called him "Hank" on

sight. I found out soon enough that he
had a sense of humor that is plenty good.
He paused to say to the wardrobe giri
and to Barbara Stanwyck's hairdresser:
"Thanks, the flowers are beautiful." A sly
grin attended these words. The "beautiful
flowers" were "borrowed" from a trash
can, preserved with an aspirin tablet,
bundled in an old cuspidor, and then put in

a striking place in Fonda's dressing room
suite.

In the scenes where Barbara as Dr.
Helen Hunt is examining him after his fall,

she is unbottoning his coat, straightening
his head, talking to the attending doctor
and using what sound to us like ten-syllable
medical terms. Hank would lie quietly on
the table, agonized in pain, and then at
the climactic moment he'd look up at her
and say: "Atta girl, kid!" And she said:
"Just you WAIT!" Later in the picture,
in the department store scenes where Hank
had to wait On people, talk his dialogue
perfectly, sell a tie, wrap it up, hand it

back to the customer, Took for his wife,
and be nonchalant, all at the same time,
Barbara stood by giving, hints to the
director as to how he could make life more
miserable for a struggling good actor.

Hank proved he could take it and this

scene is a masterpiece of Fonda confusion
and art.

He is, more than often, compared to
that unforgettable favorite of silent days,
Charles Ray, but he has his own gentle,

unbeatable manner of working- that is in-

vested with complete sincerity. In "You
Belong-

to Me," his latest picture, he im-
personates a millionaire who marries a
lady doctor. He at once becomes wild and
crazy with jealousy over all her men pa-
tients. H. F. admitted that it would be
terrible to be married to such a guy, and
hoped somebody would shoot him if he
ever should show such tendencies.

I kept wondering how he could be fun-
nier and do just as neatly each succeeding
scene. He broke up the crew time after
time with his expressions and antics, and
he takes direction with such, ease as is

hard to believe.

I'm sure it will not detract from the
public's attraction to my hero to say that

he seldom looks into the mirror nor does
he have a favorite side of his face to put
before the camera, as is the case with some
male screen idols. And he doesn't mind
if his hair is rumpled. He talks about his

children often and you know that they are
a dear close part of his life. And about
Frances, his wife. And about the new wash-
ing machine and about the new garbage
control system out near his house. Even
in these moments, he can make a heart
flutter.

We were all looking forward with great
eagerness to the holiday of the Fourth of
July. My boss said that H. F. should have
a "good rest." On July fifth, Mr. Fonda
reported that he had spent the night of
the third and the day of the fourth at

the hospital with his eldest daughter who
had been taken suddenly ill. Just like any
other good father he told the what-abouts
of the case and just like any other very
good father he was deeply concerned. But,

as is expected of the Hank Fonda brand
of humor, he described an operation he
had witnessed on invitation of the hospital

staff. He was so lucid in his descriptions

he had us all wondering what we might
do to get an invitation to an operation.

He has had, as his stand-in for years,

Bob Mitchell, who sells Virginia hams
and bacon as a sideline. When Bob is busy
selling his stuff to the boys, you'll hear
a familiar : "Take it easy, Bob, I'll do it."

And the gentleman is standing-in for him-
self.

He brings his script to the set each day

A Secretary Looks at a Star

Continued from page 34
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i , a holder that has seen its better days,

iiit it is of sentimental value to him be-

cause it was given by one of his former

,
irectors. Only the other day he bandaged

nother loose part with some adhesive

Le that is generally used to hold up

,,amera slates.
,

! My boss gave a party for the crew and

aid "Ask Hank—maybe he'll drop around

or a few minutes and say hello to the

,ovs
" Mr. Fonda dropped in to say hello

md had such a good time that he stayed
'

he full time and went home when the rest

if the boys went home.

\s I am closing this story I have just

keen notified that Mr. Fonda called me

Lvhile I was out to lunch. So I returned

'the call He said that he was on location

|in a small town and that a picture had

jeen previewed last night, at a local the-

iater As is our custom, we do not notify

'the 'stars, but try to have a full audience

of fresh minds. They tell us how our

picture goes over. The picture that had

been shown was Fonda's last one— You

Belong to Me." He said that a crowd of

ipeople who had seen the picture came down

fen location to tell him how much they

hked it.
,. ,„ T , ,

I "What did you do?' I asked

"I was so excited I could hardly work!

|l was thrilled!" Funny that he should have

i called at this moment. But maybe not

iso funny, either, because^ it lets me tell

' you the value of human interest.

He certainly must know with what ac-

I
claim the public is meeting each of his pic-

tures He must know he's a favorite with

Ma and the girls as well as with the man

in the family. Even if he never went to

: ^ee any of his own pictures, and he torgot

tall about the autograph books
_

that are

handed him, he can still see it in the

papers. But you'd never know, you were

beside a celebrity, when you're around that

man As steady as your cousin trom

Omaha. Why, I don't think he even re-

alized 1 had a hero

!

Those Hips

That Hip-notize!

Continued from page 51

ican custom, Miss Miranda allowed this

meeting in her own drawing room, it could

be considered only a very special occasion.

When you are met at the door of a Brazil-

ian home as a welcomed anticipated guest,

you are never met by anyone as vaguely

impersonal as a butler. On this occasion I

was given Miss Miranda's own firm and

friendly handshake, made profusely wel-

come, and was immediately struck with

how startlingly youthful she appeared; m
the soft, clinging, lemon-yellow something

that she wore.

Not to have complimented such a sleek

picture of poise would have been plainly

ungallant and to my rather fumbled over-

ture in her own language she smiled

broadly.
,

"Muinto obrigado," she said. I thank

you very much !" She squinted her eyes at

me very intently and seemed -more than

surprised to find that, being an American,

I could stumble along haltingly in her lan-

guage. To further try me out, I think,

she continued in her own tongue.^ with lit-

tle extras, in English, thrown in. "This

color, yellow," she said, referring to her

entire chic ensemble, "I know in America

you wear it. In Brazil it is not used—only

very little. Amarelo e desespcro (yellow is

for despair), they say."

She shot me a questioning look to see

if I was following. "It is one thing I don't

know why it is even in my own country.

But in the United States," she exclaimed

4 and 20 suitors for the charmer

with the newest, youngest

Cutex nail shades at her finger-

tips— Sugar Plum and G.nger-

brood !

Romantic dreams come true for

the modern Cinderella who

wears these gay story-book

colors— Cutex Sugar Plum and

Gingerbread! If you go in for

"simpler sophistication" try

the new Cutex charmer-

Sheer Natural!

new nail shades by

CUTEX
Sugar and spice and everything nice— that s

what glamour girls are made of! And

that's why they adore these spicy new Cutex

colors. Sugar Plum—dark enchantment lor

the (sweet) siren in peplum or tunic !
Ginger-

bread—env and young with jerkin or jumper

!

See every Cutex shade—from Sheer Natural

for "simpler sophistication"- to Black Red

for darkest chic! Only 10(5 (plus tax) in U. S.

Northam Warren, New York

For that "Professional Look"—and Longer Wear USE 2 COATS
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SALUTE

There's always a salute for lovely,

fascinating eyes.

In love and romance, in social or

business life, compliments belong

to the girl with attractive, spark-

ling eyes — the girl who knows
how to look her best.

Don't take chances on a dull, drab

appearance. Spark your whole per-

sonality with eyes that radiate life

and beauty. It's so easy when you
use WiNX.

Winx brings out the natural charm
of your eyes—gives you a new fas-

cinating loveliness. Try Winx to-

day and see for yourself what a

marvelous difference it makes.

Winx Mascara (either solid or

creamy form) makes lashes appear
darker, longer, more luxuriant.

Winx Eyebrow Pencil adds form
and grace to your eyebrows. To
complete the picture of a "lovelier

you" accentuate the color and depth

of your eyes with a subtle touch of

Winx Eye Shadow.

Insist on Winx for finer quality,

natural-looking eye make-up.
Winx is water-resistant, and so

easy to use. In popular harmoniz-
ing shades. Get WiNX today. At
drug and department stores or in

handy purse sizes for 10^.

FOR LOVELY EYES

with a helpless gesture, "I don't know why
it is for many things—for almost every-
thing! I don't know, until only just a little

while ago, why it is so much to laugh at

when I say, 'Good night, how are you?'
I should say, because it is dark, 'Good
evening, how are you?' And for another
thing, I don't know either how can in
America water be 'soft' water and 'hard'

water!" Her eyes widened in baffled

amazement. "That we don't have in Bra-
zil!"

Because it's a thoroughly ingrained, old
Brazilian custom, visitors in the home al-

ways meet the entire family ; that is, every
member of it physically able to present him-
self. Miss Miranda had had her family
ready and lined up in the entrance hall and
that formality had been delightfully ex-
ecuted. We clicked off one charming
mother, one equally charming sister (who
threatens to have a definite spot of her own
in pictures before long) one brother-in-
law, and two guests living with the family
during their stay in this country.

Before Carmen had finished personally
conducting me on a tour of that floor of
her home we found ourselves presented
with a cafesinho (a small, demi-tasse-size
cup of strong, black coffee.) These were
to be carried about with us and sipped
during our conversation. It's another old
Brazilian custom

!

"How Americans they drink coffee,"

Carmen said, "it's not like in Brazil. I

don't learn to like it yet. I don't like to

talk interviews, either. 1 understand only
when they say 'What-do-you-do-in-your-
spare-time ?' " Then coquettishly, with a
bright sparkle in her eyes she added, "and
everything of that I can't tell—always

—

isn't it right?"

We had by this time been comfortably
settled in a small, beautifully appointed
sitting room overlooking a lush California
garden. There was a profusion of fresh-cut

yellow roses on a low table, and copies of
the most recent issues of all the better

American magazines neatly stacked about.

We had decided by then to talk of noth-
ing but the many things that were puz-
zling her here in the United States.

"Either, I don't understand," she went
on quickly, with great energy, "how Amer-
icans read so much magazines ! How can
they do it? I never saw such magazines as

in this country!" She indicated the pile of

periodicals. "I can't read English. I look
only at the pictures. Most of everything I

don't understand. Can you tell me what
means 'flap jacks?' And why is so funny
these Kentucky Cornels ?" She looked
deeply concerned. (I missed on the ex-
planation sadly, I fear.) "They have there,

too, in Kentucky, hilly billies, no?" Then,
with even deeper concern she implored,

"and can you please tell me what kind
of beans is 'jolly beans?'"
Carmen was trying very seriously to get

all these facts straightened out in her mind.
She leaned a little closer and -very confi-

dentially she added, "You know, exactly,

I don't understand yet what is a Yankee.
And even I saw 'Gone With The Wind'
two times ! Is that only a name ? And al-

ways I try to read the papers I see 'po-

leetical boss.' It's like a gangster, no?
"I don't know why in this country with

everything that I don't understand I never
feel afraid of anything," she explained. "I

think, though, when I come to Hollywood
I'll never know what the director wants me
to do. But everybody is patient and makes
me know what they mean. Sometimes for

a long time I don't know it. I don't know
yet on the set what everything is about.

So many people I don't know what they

do. And maybe the director says, 'You left

here and walked Over there.' Explaining to

me what next to do. And then, instead,

when / do it, I laughed here and walked
over there. And then everybody thinks it's

very funny. I understand the mistake only
when I know what is left. Then I remem-
ber I do learn that esquerda in my lan-

guage means in English left, the left hand.
It sounds just the same, too. And, again,
I am once more all mixed up

!

"Like it was when I ask my agent to
resign me from one contract I can't do.

For him, he understands that I mean re-

sign. I find my self signed when I can't

do it." She pouted charmingly. "This
United States it's hard to get all straight!

"Like now, I just heard, 'Thank you,
heeps.' What means this? How can thank
you be with the," here, by way of explana-
tion, she placed her expressive hands on
her more expressive hips and imploringly
looked to me for some enlightenment. I

tried as best I could to oblige. Carmen
finally caught on and said brightly with a
giggle, "Oh, eo compreendo, I understand.
I show you

!

"Like this," she made motions with her
hands along a horizontal line to indicate

consecutive bumps or heaps. "This, it

means heeps, many heeps. Isn't it?" I

nodded. "And like this," she motioned now
with both hands to indicate two beautifully

curved vertical lines. "This, it means heeps,

two heeps." She re-accented the position of

her hands on her own hips so I'd recog-
nize the differentiation. She seemed im-
mensely pleased. "Isn't it right?' she de-
manded in sparkling eagerness.

I had to admit that she was absolutely
correct. And then I went on to try to put
over a point that I wanted to mention
especially right there. I wanted to assure
Miss Miranda that the subtle insinuations

of the very hips we were then talking about
were largely responsible for her great suc-

cess in this country, and as a purely per-

sonal observation I wanted to' put in a very
loud and lusty cheer for the smooth finesse

of her dancing.

Carmen looked very pleased but blurted

out, "Oh, muinto, muinto, obrigado, thank
you very, very much, but dancing I don't

know anything about it. When the music
starts I just do this." Here she gave a
very subdued version of her unnamable
routine, throwing away a million dollars

worth of personality, mostly with her eyes
—and hips

!

I was about to make another observation
and get around to really asking some ques-

tions of my own during this interview
when we were interrupted by a servant
who kept popping into the room to re-

plenish our cafeskihos.

The pure, white, delicate Haviland cups
were filled once more and as soon as we'
were alone again I popped the question

before any other talk could spring up. Car-
men looked amused and incredulous for a
moment and then said, "So you want to

know how I look like without a turban?
But in this country no one ever sees me
like that

!"

I countered with the observation that

that was most probably the very reason

so much fascinated interest was attached

to the fact and why it would be doubly
fascinating for me to report, for the first

time,, on this interesting phenomenon.
She hesitated for a long moment and

then with a great smile said, "Well, for

you, I do it!" She slipped the bright yel-

low turban, that revealed only a smooth
diamond of her tresses, slowly back from
her forehead and then with a quick,

energetic toss of her head, spilled a soft

shining cascade of jet black hair far dowr
below her shoulders. It was a startling

transformation, and she could see as much
from the amazement on my face. "So now,"
she giggled, "do you think I look like

Hedy Lamarr?"
I .was goggled-eyed with surprise at the

complete change in her. She bubbled right

along with the conversation. "In one scene

in 'Week-end in Havana' I will, maybe.
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I«iet my hair down!'" She winked. "I have

I
just cut this much off," she measured three

'or four inches with her fingers, "to make

room inside the turban. I am very sad to

cut it, so is my mother. We like woman s

hair should be long in my country. But we

are surprise in this country to see, too,

jinany women with long hair. We see them

fa many be-e-euty shops with the head in

a hot drier machine and with ice cold

(Coca-Cola in their hand. It is a true pic-

ture of America, no?
_

"I don't know how Americans can like

so much everything so cold. Water it's al-

Iways ice water, and milk too it's cold, and

'ice cream, and even soda (in Brazil, any

I carbonated drink.) And why in this coun-

! try do they call a 'smack' a kiss, and also

lit means just so different to 'smack' some-

body?' That I don't understand. It doesnt

seem right. I don't know, too, what meatus
1 'mincemeat,' and what it is a 'corn belt?

She stopped abruptly and looked at me
l| plainly puzzled. Then, suddenly, she changed

I

completely, winked knowingly, and added,

"But I know how to understand what is

j

strawberry shortcake. I know that. And I

!

know, too, "Virginia baked ham I learn it

from seeing big color pictures. Here I

;

i learn everything from pictures in the mag-

!
azines. But I have just say a silly thing.

I am looking at a magazine and to some-

body at the studio I say, 'Who is this

{John Barleycorny?"' She giggled. Its

!

; funny when they tell me, but in Brazil we

1 don't use names like that of a person,

'i "In this country I don't yet drive my
automobile like at home, but, there, I have

:

! American cars, too. Here the police have
' too much laws I don't know and they say,

' 'where is that fire, sister!' Then I pay

feefteen dollars, and I don't know why
Jt

"And I don't understand yet how in this

country sometimes a party it's to talk only

most of business. In Brazil it is never like

that It happened to me when I arrive in

New York. I met such charming peeple

there. These were tao enthusiasmados (so

enthusiastic) and tao seguros de se mesmos

(so sure of themselves.)"

Carmen went on to explain that soon

after this party she found her likeness

plastered all over New York billboards

advertising, of all things, an Eastern brand

of beer. (She doesn't use alcohol in any

form.) She found that the while she

thought she was making polite tea chatter

at this charming gathering with these

charming people, she had somehow unwit-

tingly given a local brewery unrestricted

leave to use her name and figure to exploit

their brew. It was all very bewildering.

"Another time," she added, "came to my
apartment in New York seex turbans from

the best couturier in the city. I know it is

not right! I don't know what to do. I had

shop at that salon, and it is not like in

Brazil. In English I could say only more,

more,' to mean to see more styles. Every-

one is so muito educado (very polite)

there. They send many people to see what

I want. I make so much of a mistake and

I can't understand. Then the note comes to

my apartment with the turbans to say 'with

our compliments for Miss Miranda.' They

even know who I am, and they find out

where I live. I don't understand! I want

to pay the bill, they say, 'no, for Miss

Miranda!"' Carmen shook her puzzled

head and shrugged her shoulders. "In

Brazil this could never happen!

"You know," she went on sweeping me
right along with her amazing energy, "in

this country I eat many different candies.

It is all delicious, but it's just by the last

few days that I know what is 'taffy.' It's

very American this candy, isn't it? I like

this ! But now they say, 'Oh, that's nothing,

wait until you taste real Vermont maple

sugar!' What is that, is it good?"
I was almost tempted to shout, "Good!

Do you Secretly long' fonwfucwtcti
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Why, you haven't tasted the most tooth-
some and most American flavor in the
whole country if you haven't tasted real

maple sugar!" And I did, in effect, but I

tried to couch it in such a way so as not
to make Carmen feel any more bewildered
or uninformed about all these many Amer-
ican institutions that she still knew noth-
ing about.

Although, if my calculations are right,

from what I gathered as we talked on and
on far into the afternoon, it won't be long
now before there isn't a single old Amer-
ican custom,, taste, or habit that Miss Mi-
randa isn't informed on to some degree.
Not that all this knowledge will ever
change this brilliant, Brazilian chatterbox
into a staid visitor. That could never be

!

The questions about our puzzling and
strange Americana went On and on during
our talk. We touched on everything from

night—alone—she almost keeled over.
"What happened to your friend?" she
asked, as casually as she could.

"Oh, Ward! He's a card!" Bill said.

"Yes, sirree, a card."

She quite agreed with Bill. She agreed
with him seven or eight times during the
course of the evening, whenever he entered
her mind, as a matter of fact.

This fellow Bill was no last-minute dater
like Ward. The very next day he called up
and put in a bid for Sunday night. She ac-
cepted. When he showed up once more
without Ward, she blinked with surprise.
What onearth was happening to her? Was
she losing her charms? Before she retired

that night she measured her waistline. The
same as before, she noted with relief. She
went to bed a little disturbed.

The following Monday she happened
upon an answer to the riddle of the reluc-
tant romancer. She was cleaning out her
desk after school when she heard one of
the boys say : "Did you hear about the bet
Ward has made with Bill Price?"
"No. What bet?"
"Bill bet him five bucks that he couldn't

stay away from that Leabo girl for a
month. It's a cinch bet. Ward's got will

power."
"So he had will power, did he?" Maybe

she did, too.

Three weeks later Ward met her and
asked about Friday night. She was won-
derfully sweet to him.

"I'd love to see you, Owen. Wr

here have
you been keeping yourself?"
"Busy studying," he said. "You know

how it is around this time of year."

"I certainly do," she said.

Well, Owen Ward dropped by the Leabo
manse the next night and pounded for fif-

teen minutes. There wasn't a soul at home.
Betty had seen to that. He pounded, gave
up trying, and went on home. When he ran
into her on Monday and got a casual "Hi,
there, Owen," he got the hint, especially

when she passed by with the star athlete of

the school and seemed to be enjoying it.

Owen Ward's five-dollar bet almost fin-

ished the romance. For three years Betty
Leabo exercised her wonderful will power
and put him out of her mind. They went
on to the same high school. Occasionally
she would catch a glimpse of him in the
corridors and would hurry by.

For a year or two she saw a good deal

of Bill. He was a wonderful dancer and a
spinner of tall tales that amused her. She
saw other boys besides Bill. Sixteen going
on seventeen and she was the belle of the
Los Angeles High School. The Leabo tele-

states rights to ten-gallon hats and even
sow-belly and molasses.
Her keen observation and insatiable

curiosity finally prodded her into asking,
"What kind of coats in America means
'petticoats'?" My explanation on that one,
I'm afraid, limped rather sadly, and we
decided to let up on the question bee for
that session.

At the door her adieux were in warm,
sincere English. I finally found myself
at_ last on her front stoop filled to the
brim with overpowering, Brazilian encanto
(charm). And, believe me, not a little be-
wildered.

Before I could take myself a single step
on my way the closed door popped open
and there was Carmen with a grin and an
impish wrinkle to her nose. In a mis-
chievous, throaty giggle she called, "Thank
you, heeps !" And quickly disappeared.

phone used to begin ringing like mad from
the moment she got home from school.

High school was something in the na-
ture of a personal triumph for Betty Leabo.
Girls' President for the entire school, presi-

dent of the Girls' Cabinet, head of Brush
and Quill, and heaven knows what all else,

she found herself regretting one fine May
morning that in exactly fifteen days grad-
uation would be upon her. She was deep in
this nostalgic mood when she ran into

Owen Ward in the hall. He was looking
awfully handsome, she noticed, as he
smiled, waved his hand, and passed by. She
knew without figuring, how long it had
been—three years, three months and nine
days—since their last date.

The day before graduation she met Owen
as she was waiting for the bus. He asked
if he could drive her home. She told him
she was waiting for her mother. "I don't
think she'd mind," he said. She climbed in.

On the way home that afternoon Owen
Ward asked her if he could take her out
after the graduation exercises. She ac-
cepted just as if nothing had happened.
The graduation exercises were wonder-

ful and weepy. And woeful, too. She was
feeling ill. Actually the beginnings of in-
fluenza were upon her. Regardless, as a top
ranking member of her class, she made a
little speech. She doesn't remember the
title. All she recalls is that it was "pretty
sappy, although Owen didn't think so."
Afterwards they went to the Cocoanut

Grove, she in her white formal and Owen
in his dinner jacket. She never noticed that
he looked extra special in the get-up. They
danced and she observed that he was very
light on his feet, lighter even than Bill who
had been her first real dancing partner.
Three numbers were all she could stand.
After that she suggested that they leave.
Owen didn't even ask why. And she loved
him for it.

She was ill in bed for three weeks. She
was a pretty sick girl. What did her as
much good as the doctor, almost, was the
messages from Owen that her mother used
to relay to her. After the second week she
was well enough to receive callers. He
came every day. He didn't talk dance
bands. Not even football.

Came fall and came college. He went off

to U.C.L.A., of course. She enrolled at the
University of Southern California. Back
at Los Angeles High she had sort of con-
centrated on speech, concentrated so suc-
cessfully that she had won a scholarship
at U.S.C

She tried the University of Southern
California for a semester and then gave it

up. And where did she go from there?
To U.C.L.A., as you have guessed, gentle
reader. She transferred to U.C.L.A. be-
cause of Owen Ward. She missed him, and
what was college without your true love?

She took to U.C.L.A. right from the
start and vice versa, especially the
boys. They organized a Betty Leabo for
Practically-Anything-She-Wants Club. She
went out with Owen Ward, of course. But
she went out with the other lads, too. It

was a little disconcerting when June came
to learn that Owen didn't seem to mind
her popularity one bit. It irked her a little.

That summer she saw Owen Ward but
not so much as she would have liked. He'd
come every week or so and treat her like

a princess. He was always explaining how
"busy" he was.
By the time fall rolled around she de-

cided that as a Sophomore she would show
some "wonderful good sense" and concen-
trate on Owen Ward exclusively.
That year was a memorable one for both

of them. It was sort of a campus Mardi
Gras, with classes as rather incidental. Be-
ing in love seemed to help in their school
work. Owen was majoring in business ad-
ministration, and she, turning her back on
speech, was majoring in sociology. He
would take her to every social event spon-
sored by his fraternity, Phi Kappa Psi,

and she would have him over to all the
affairs given by the Delta Gammas.

"Merrily, merrily, merrily," she wrote in
her diary under the date of December 11,

1939, "life is but a dream." The line is not
exactly original. But it is fairly expressive.
She made the entry one night after Owen
had presented her with his fraternity pin.

The Ward-Leabo romance became an
all-campus secret. As president of his fra-
ternity, Ward naturally commanded a
modicum of interest. Besides that, he had
a certain capacity for leadership which
made fellows gravitate around him. Fel-
lows and girls. The girls didn't do so well.

They had their tiffs. Their bitter quar-
rels, too. The first time Betty handed him
back his fraternity pin and shut the door
behind her she cried until six o'clock the
next morning. She'd hurry . home after
classes and wait for his call. Only there
wouldn't be any. About a week was enough
to convince her that when Owen Ward
knew he was in the right, nothing would
budge him. The inevitable happened:
Betty Leabo, doffing her pride, would call

Owen up and tell him she was sorry. Al-
ways the gentleman, Owen would let on
he didn't know what she was talking about.
There were times when Betty felt that

love was running too smooth a course. She
knew a sure-fire remedy for that. All of
a sudden she would accept a whole string
of dates from campus big operators.
She picked the boys who would make
Owen the maddest, magnificent clothes-
horses, boys with flashy motors and not
tod much brain power, and, worst of all.

his fraternity brothers. Instinctively Owen
played the right card : he showed an utter
indifference to her and never rang up even
once to ask how she was. She would calm
down in time, meet him under a shade tree
on the campus, and say she was sorry. You
know what Owen would do: he'd look at
her and say: "For what, honey?"

It must have been mid-year when she
received the sad news that when June came
her college days would be over. There was
no more money forthcoming for education.
In fact, times had become so bad that her
mother, who was divorced, had accepted a
job as house mother for a fraternity house
at Westminster College, Fulton, Missouri.

"As sad as it makes me to have to say
so, it looks as if you will have to earn your
own money after next June," her mother
liad written. It made her unhappy but not
out of any self pity. The thought that her

Bride on a Budget!
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See Joan Bennett in
" TWIN BIDS" an Edward Small Productionlother was obliged to work distressed her.

Before she was through with college

iorever she figured in an episode that

handed her life. To begin with, it was

,t ifv accidental. Secondly, it had no lm-

ortance in itself. All you can say is that

J happened.

What happened was this : she was noti-

\,ed one day that she had been picked as

lie cutest Delta Gamma on the campus

Ind therefore would represent her lodge in

campus fashion show. She looked as

mart as the Duchess of Windsor in the

lailored suits she wore, especially a navy

!lue number with one-inch pencilled

Itripes. Her picture landed in the paper

the paper on top of the desk of one of

he publicists over at Universal. He was

latching up promotional ideas for a De-

rna Durbin picture, "Three Smart Girls.'

lYhy not, he wondered, invite three smart

j.C.LA. girls over to the studio for

inch ?

One of the three smart girls was our

Jetty. She arrived on schedule, was com-

ormented, shown around, and wished God-

reed. One of the Universal boys asked her

f =he wouldn't like to do three weeks on

i picture. She preferred putting in three

veeks on her exams which were coming up.

School over, she went to Kansas City to

ie with her mother for the summer. Three

lavs of loafing and she became restless. It

night have been that she was missing

j\ven. It was probably her wonderful

-gerness. Anyhow, she went out one day

and got herself a job modeling for ope of

he big department stores. She did it oft

and on right through Labor Day. After
'

at her mother went back to her job as

-nuse mother and Betty returned to Cali-

ijrnia to become a career girl.

Owen met her at the station. They had

rurresponded all summer, but letters are a

pxir substitute for personal appearances.

She told him she had come back to lick

the town. "You will, honey," he said

There is no point in going all through

i: all over again, how she combed the tele-

jbone directory for names of photogra-

phers who did w-ork for advertisers, how
! sue stormed their offices, how they were

• intrigued by her freshness and joie-de-

yiyre, and how by springtime she managed

Bta get a foothold" in a profession which is

tDugher than tough to crack without any
'

help. She would come home nights^ after

rosing in bathing suits, standing beside

1-isrh-priced motor cars, and wait for

Owen's call. They were together as often

as his studies would permit. They were

r.ever happier.

She was cutting great swaths in the

business when a Miss Frances Bailhe, who
:

turned out to be an agent, looked her up
'

and told her she had movie possibilities.

Miss Baillie asked if she could represent

her. "Why, of course," Betty said. What
was there to lose ?

The story of how Miss Bailhe took her

. to Twentieth Century-Fox. introduced her

3 to the dramatic coach, Tom Moore, and

i had her opinion of the Leabo's picture

]
possibilities enthusiastically endorsed is

more or less old hat by now. Mr. Moore
gave her some tips on make-up, smoothed
the rough spots, and then brought her to

Lew Schreiber, the casting director. Mr.
Schreiber agreed that she certainly rated

a screen test, and wouldn't she come back

jito'be interviewed again:

How she didn't show up because she had
:
a modeling assignment from a photogra-

|

pher—she never put too much stock in her
chances of crashing the movies—how Tom
Moore was a little peeved but forgave her.

and how she finally took the test and
passed it with flying colors is a Cinderella
saga by now. The thing we are interested

iu is this:

"I'M NOT GUESSING one bit when I tell you

Royal Crown Cola's my year-round favorite,"

says Joan Bennett. "I made a taste-test, tried

leading colas in plain paper cups. Very def-

initely one stood out above the others. 'It's tops

to my taste,' I announced.

'YOU'VE PICKED THE CERTIFIED FAVORITE,'

they told me. 'of more than fifty stars—winner

in 5 out of 6 group taste-tests—Royal Crown

Cola!' From now on my favorite 'quick up' is

a frosty bottle of Royal Crown Cola!" (Not 1

but 2 full glasses in every bottle—only 5c.)

TAKE TIME OUT FOR A "QUICK-UP" WITH

ROYAL CROWN
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

COLA
Bestby TasteJesT
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Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions made, $7.00 from your word
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FREE BOOK LET—The Marvel Co., Dpt.428, New Haven, Conn.

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS
When diamond-dazzling: Zircons
from the mines of far-away
Mystic Siam are so Effective
and Inexpensive? Stand acid,
cut glass, full of FIRE, true
backs, thrilling beauty, ex-
quisite mountings, examine be-
fore you buy. Catalogue FREE.

The ZIRCON CO.
Dep't 28 Wheeling, W. Va.
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Write today for free booklet out-
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Tired Kidneys

Often Bring

Sleepless Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny

tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy. When they get tired and don't
work right in the daytime, many people have to get
up nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smart-
ing and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder. Don't neglect
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison',

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

"What about a college boy named Owen
Ward (just finishing his junior year) and
a movie actress who was no longer Betty
Leabo but Brenda Joyce?"
She became a star overnight. Her debut

in "The Rains Came" did it. Owen had
just begun his senior year when the picture
was released and provoked a general tu-
mult and shouting in behalf of a new name,
Brenda Joyce. If the studio was surprised
and delighted at the comet they had signed
up, the bright, new star was delighted and
dazed.

A star, she discovered in short order,
has certain obligations to her public. On
and off the screen she is supposed to de-
port herself with glamor and color. If life

isn't at her elbow ready to help her find
glamor and color, the studio, with its im-
aginative publicity department, is. Ro-
mance can be created very beautifully with
a typewriter. Another, and better, way is

with a camera: the idea is for the lady
star to appear in public with a male star,
preferably from the same studio, and for a
photographer to show up, accidentally.
Naturally, he snaps the picture, it gets
printed in 500 newspapers along with men-
tion

_
of the lady's next picture, and the

studio is happy no end.
It was inevitable that the publicity boys

should inquire what was what with the
lady's heart and whom she would like as a
strictly-for-laughs boy friend? There was
Cesar Romero. Ty Power, Don Ameche, of
course, were out: the gentlemen are hap-
pily married. Ditto John Payne. There
was, come to think of it, George Sanders.
And George Montgomery. Or . . .

_
Miss Joyce said the boys were awfully

nice and thanks just the same. She had a
boy friend named Owen Ward.
"What does he do?" they chorused.
"Pie's in college."

The boys did a double take.

Well, the news broke and in its wake
there was general consternation. The cyn-
ics, of course, were eloquent. One of the
columnists hinted darkly that the romance
was already on its last legs. Another para-
grapher gave the romance three months.
It was no reflection on either of the per-
sonalities involved.' It was just proof that
Hollywood does things to human hearts.
The romance didn't fold up. Far from it.

Every now and then Owen Ward and his
Brenda would make a public appearance.
The cameramen fairly bombarded them. It

made good copy, this romance. It was the
Cinderella and Prince Charming story in
reverse. The lady from the cinema was in
love with a college boy.

Pictures were pictures and stories were
stories but what was happening to the two
deep inside of them, everyone wondered
but none knew. The chemistry of fame is

very strange. And very subtle. It has a
corroding element in it that is more pow-
erful than prussic acid.

There is no point in saying that the path
of true love flowed gently like the Afton.
It didn't. For one thing, there was always
Owen, the white knight who didn't want to
hold her to anything that had been agreed
upon before the party of the second part
had become a gleaming comet. On the
other hand there was Brenda, herself, who
would wonder, every now and then,
whether this love of hers was only an in-
termezzo or the real thing. There was no
way of knowing, she would tell herself,

because Owen was the only boy friend she
had ever had. Besides this there was the
obligation to her career. Would a marriage
in the near future cause her stock to

plummet down? In other words, how would
the box office react to a wedding? With an
established star it was one thing. But she
was only a beginner.
A few more months passed! There

would be times when she saw little of
Owen. A picture in production meant an

almost-total curtailment of her social ac
tivities.

These social lulls brought on the usua
speculation. "The Ward-Joyce romance ha-
flown out the window," one psychic gentle-
man observed in his column. A lady had i

doped out : "Owen Ward and Brend;
Joyce have decided to call it quits."
Back on the campus of U.C.L.A. Own

Ward read the comments and tackled hi:

books with all his might. Graduatici
wasn't very far away. Nothing—nothing
on earth—must be allowed to stand in hi;

way. Meanwhile, he cut down on his call

to the Joyce manse now presided over bj
Brenda's mother. Brenda deserved 3n
right, he felt, to think it over and makf
her own choice.

They'd meet at least once a week anc
it would be the same as before all ovei
again.

_
He graduated in June. The twe

made it an all-out celebration. That night
he told her all about it. Now that he wa;
a qualified accountant, he'd step out anc
get himself a job. It didn't matter what tht

job paid to begin. The future was all he

was interested in. He looked over at hei
when he said it. And she blushed.
One night in August he called her up all

excited. He had landed a job, with Price-
Waterhouse, famous accountants.

"I've got a wonderful salary to start,''

he told her.

"How wonderful !" she exclaimed.
"Why don't you ask me 'How much?'

''

"How much?"
"Two hundred a month."
In October she received an invitation t

go on a personal appearance tour with Lou
ella Parsons. A half dozen others wer
going along, Ilona Massey, Sabu, Mfk
Frankovich, Arleen Whelan, Bill Orr, an
Robert Stack. She talked it over witl

Owen that very night. "Sure," he said
"Why don't you make the trip?"
She accepted. They weren't as far East'

as Tucson before she began to miss Owen
Ward. They hadn't reached St. Louis be-
fore she discovered an antidote for her
loneliness. It came in the form of twu
buckos with a lust for life. They were Bill

Orr and Bob Stack.

Bill and Bob are naturals when it comes
to gloom-dispelling. Especially when the
patient is blonde, pretty, and unattached.
They had read that she and Owen had
parted for good and they promptly entered
the sweepstakes. On that tour they rushed
her like crazy. They both showered her
with attention. They made her laugh. They
played gags on her, made her hysterical.

"You've got to get out of your shell,

honey," they used to tell her. After a month
she was convinced that the boys were!
right. She plunged into the Mardi Gras

—

strictly for laughs.

Meanwhile, the national columns began
to be flooded with sensational "scoops."
Brenda Joyce and Bill Orr were a two-
some. Bill Orr, paced by Robert Stack, had
stolen Owen Ward's girl. Owen Ward,
meanwhile, read the Los Angeles paper?
and tried to laugh it off. What made it

difficult was the fact that the letters from
Brenda had dwindled down to nothing.
At the end of seven weeks the party re-

turned to Los Angeles. Owen didn't meet
her at the station. But they did meet that
night. It was in the form of a celebration
marking her return.

That night Owen Ward proposed to her.

"Let's not decide anything right now,
Owen," she said.

"All right," Ward said.

The next two weeks were hectic ones.1

}

Still agog from her long tour with its ro-
mantic excitement, she found herself being
rushed not only by Bill Orr but by Bob
Stack, who chose to ignore the newspaper
handicappers who had put Bill Orr way
out front. It was hectic but wonderful'.
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If You Were Married to HEDY LAMARR .

.

THAT'S every man's day-dream. But what sort of

wife would this living synonym for glamour really

make? Screen Guide visits Hedy Lamarr at home, to

show you in an exciting photo-story Hedy as she might

appear to her husband. See these intimate pictures—
then decide whether you'd still like to marry Hedy

Lamarr, if you were a man.

Other Big Features in January Screen Guide

How Hollywood Stars Go Broke: Facts and figures—not just

guesses—show what wrecks movie fortunes.

Deanna Durbin: The girl who was afraid to grow up.

Cooper Gets Hep with Stanwyck: See what Barbara does to

Gary in the sizzling comedy, "Ball of Fire."

Loretta Young knows how to be a lady in Hollywood.

Must Mothers Give Up Glamour? Veronica Lake is the living,

lovely answer to that Hollywood question.

Abbott and Costello: Why you can't rail 'em corny!

Hedda Hopper's Cafe Society catches stars off-guard.

New Stars Not Wanted: Alexis Smith tells why.

CANDID COLOR PORTRAITS of Jane Wyman, Loretta

Young and Deanna Durbin (giant two-page photo) in

January Screen Guide—plus news, reviews, beauty

hints and the latest authentic Hollywood fashions.

Screen Guide
JANUARY ISSUE
Now on Sale

at ALL NEWSSTANDS

• This bubble-blowing and gadabouting was
jta novelty.

J She was writing a letter the morning
after a date with young Orr when the

telephone rang. It was Owen. "Look," he
said, "I've stayed home from work today

L for a special reason. I'd like to see you
this afternoon. It's very important."

"Of course, Owen," she found herself

saying. "I'll be home."
That afternoon Owen Ward, the once-

, upon-a-time president of the student body
of the Mount Vernon Junior High School,

: made one point crystal clear. He wanted

j
an answer to his proposal of three weeks

I back. It was pointless to let the thing drag
on any longer. He couldn't offer her a
house with a swimming pool. He couldn't

offer her social position. He couldn't offer

her prestige. But he could, and did, offer

her himself, not as he was but as he would
be, God willing.

She didn't say anything for a while. She
was still up there riding on a cloud.

"The answer is yes or no, Brenda," he
said gently but firmly.

"The answer is yes," she said suddenly.

"It's the only answer there could ever be.

I'm certain of it now more than ever."

That night she had a date with Robert
Stack. It had been arranged a couple of
days previously. Owen felt she ought to
keep it. And she did.

The announcement appeared in the pa-
pers the next afternoon and everyone
blinked. The marriage that the cynics were
sure would never take place was happen-
ing. Not one of these Las Vegas elope-
ments either ! It was going to be a church
wedding, the kind every girl dreams about.
On January 18, Owen Ward and Brenda

Joyce marched down the aisle of the St.

Alban's Episcopal Church in Westwood
Village. The chapel wasn't jammed with
curious strangers. There were the thirty
invited guests and that's all. One of them

was Mrs. Darryl Zanuck, wife of the boss

of the bride-to-be, who looked like a far-

away princess in her gown of organdy ap-
plique, a creation of Travis Banton, head
T.C.-F. designer. She wore a white hat

with blue ribbons which were tied in a
bow under the chin. Appliqued on the

skirt of the dress in huge letters were the

words Betty and Owen. A dove held the

end of the ribbons spelling out the names.
"In Hollywood yet" a cynical reporter

covering the event was heard to say.

Yes, in Hollywood ! And here's the last

word on the subject by the bride on whom
the sun is still shining

:

"I had known Owen for almost ten

years, but strangely enough there was still

an awful lot to learn about him. Courtship

and marriage are a little different. In the

one, human beings show themselves as

they would like to be; in the other, as

they really are.

"I was amazed at the amount of give and
take that go into marriage, the necessity

for losing a consciousness of the individual

and to think in terms of the common good.

I don't want to pretend that it was always
easy, especially in the beginning. Often it

was a case of thinking 'No' but saying

'Yes.'

"

If you're like Brenda Joyce, you are

certain that the man you've married is

passing wonderful and totally flawless.

Thank God, you eventually come to be-

lieve, you were wrong. The man is bound
to have a few minor ailments, almost sure

to have a habit for doing things that annoy
you every now and then. But you come to

regard all this as a challenge. It's part of

the adventure. And a precious part.

Naturally, there will be those who want
to know about economics. How is it done,

this living with a cinema lady on an ac-

countant's salary? With mirrors?

"Not exactly. To begin with, my hus-

band's salary pays for the house and all

living expenses. My clothes, naturally, I

buy for myself. They are part of the job,

not part of marriage. Under this set-up,

there is little dashing about to Ciro's. We
will be doing more of that when Price-

Waterhouse, my husband's firm, sees fit to

promote him. In the meanwhile, he loves

his job and isn't complaining.

"My life, of course, has undergone some
alterations. When I was a bachelor girl, I

came and went as I pleased. I went out at

the jangle of a telephone. All that, need I

say, is gone. And I don't miss it.
_

"I think I go to bed a little earlier than

I used to. Especially after work. Dinner
over, we read for a while, listen to the

radio, and call it a night.

"I try to cook the meals. I'm doing bet-

ter every day, I'm told. There is a maid
who is relief cook. She also cleans. That is

all we have by way of servant problems.

"On Sundays I go to a movie with
Owen. We come to look forward to it.

"I think it's a big mistake to let a hus-

band think that yours is the important
job. As I see it, I must remain Betty

Leabo to him at all costs. Brenda Joyce is

for the studio.

"Divorces, I think, come about because

people refuse to try hard enough. We have

had our occasional tempests in teapots.

But we are very fortunate. Neither being
temperamental, neither says anything that

is hard for the other to forget when the

debate is over. Does Owen make all the

gestures at forgiveness ? No. I think I

make my share, just as I make my share

of causes for complaint. The important

thing is that each of us regards the other

as a sensitive, sensible human being and
tries to act accordingly.

"Do I sound very dull and un-star-like?

If I do, I hope I'm not a total disillusion-

ment. But this is the way I am as Betty
Leabo. The other is Brenda Joyce, whom
I don't know nearly so well!"
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lovely Eyelashes
THIS EXCITING
NEW WAY

Ethel Bellamy, Registered Nurse in New
York's famous Medical Center, brings you
this pledge:

"Give me one minute of your time every evening for
a while and III absolutely guarantee to enhance vour
eyelash appeal! Just apply a little of my new Eyelash
Luxuriant with my free brush."
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-
Bellamy Eyelash Luxuriant (Reg. U. S. Patent

Office) is NOT A MASCARA. It is a pure, soothing, mildly
antiseptic cream, designed to promote eyelash loveli-

p—.-TRY IT—MAIL THIS "NO RISK" COUPON jJOW
1

ETHEL BELLAMY, Inc. Send
f

me a s?ne™ s
I

I r„ 17 ct,n„., mm v . J ar of y°ur Eyelash 1
I Box 17, Station M, New York City Luxuriant with your I

I , . . , T special FREE eye- !

|
'ash brush. I enclose $1.00 (C.O.D. $1.18.) If not I

I entirely satisfied I'll return the jar for full refund,
j

j
Name

J

| Address
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SONG & POEM WRITERS!
New Songwriters in great demand. Send
us your Poems. We set them to MUSIC
FREE. Hear your song on a phonograph
record. Send for FREE Folder today.

CINEMA SONG COMPANY
P.O. Box No. 2828 Dept. CI Hollywood, Calif.

PSORIASIS
Scales and crusts are often mistaken for ECZEMA.
PIXACOL has brought results to psoriasis suf-
ferers when everything else failed. A liquid, it
is applied externally, dries quickly, is non-greasy,
convenient to use. You can try a regular $1 bot-
tle of PIXACOL without spending a cent. Write
for FREE details.

PIXACOL CO., Dept. S-3, Box 3583, Cleveland, Ohio

SONGWRITERS
Original songs and song poems wanted. NO CHARGE FORMELODIES. Marketing Service. Free Examination.

HOLLYWOOD RECORDING STUDIOS
Dept. R4, Box 87 Preuss Sta. ' LOS ANGELES

FALSE TEETH by MAIL
^m.WORLD'S LARGBS
"QENTAL PLATE MAKE£= 7Cfl DAYS' TRIAL—Send No Money! .

*l Made for you from your own mouth B *° "5
impression ! Money Back Guarantee of Satisfac-
tion! FREE impression materia] , directions, catalog.
U.S. Dental Co., 1555 Milwaukee Av., Dept. 1-1 09, Chicago

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Effective in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10c} and 25i.

"Kings Row"

Continued from page 23

that was never altogether happiness, the
ecstasy, the despair. All that was beautiful,
all that was exciting passed with her, his
lost Cassandra.
No, there was nothing to bring him back

to Kings Row now. Even Drake didn't
need him any more now that he had Randy.
Drake McHugh and Randy Monaghan,
what a combination that was to set tongues
wagging! Union Street and the railroad
tracks ; the

.
richest boy in town and the

poorest girl.

Strange that it was on the day Parris
was leaving that Drake and Randy had
met again. She had changed from that
tough little tomboy they had sneaked away
to play with sometimes down at the tracks.
It was incredulous that Randy should have
grown into this tall, lovely girl, the old
rough edges of her voice lost in that husky
contralto of hers, her eyes looking at them
with that candid directness under the sub-
dued glory of her red hair as she came over
to them on the station platform. " 'Lo,

Drake McHugh," she had said, and when
that impish smile came they knew it was
Randy Monaghan for all the other changes.
"You never did come back to Elroy's ice-
house. You going away?"

"It's Parris who's going," Drake said.

"He's going clear to Europe." Then he
looked at her so steadily that a slow
warmth of color crept over her tanned face.

"Say, Randy, I'll bet you're the prettiest

girl in the world!" he said, and he looked
as if somehow his feet had found solid

ground again.

Easier to leave Drake after that. There
had been the worry before, Drake had al-

ways been undisciplined even as a child.

He had always had everything he wanted,
and afterwards when he was alone in the
world with all that money he had done
all those wild, crazy things that set the

town to talking. He had the flashiest buggy,
the fastest horses, and he had gone tearing
around with Jinny and Poppy Ross, whom
the women of the town never mentioned
and the men only did with a wink.

In the beginning it was just that Drake
was as careless and fun-loving and happy-
go-lucky as they come. It was only after

Dr. and Mrs. Gordon refused to let him
call to see Louise any more and Louise
was too weak and ineffectual to stand out
against them, that he really went over-
board. He had asked Parris to go with him
that last time and so Parris knew how that

stormy interview with the Gordons* that

weakening of Louise, had hurt him. It

didn't surprise him that Drake hadn't even
tried to restrain himself after that. But
now there was Randy's firm little hand to

hold the check reins.

It had all started away back when they
were children. What a farce to think child-

hood all a rosy, happy contentment. All the

dark, hidden things had been there then

if they had had eyes wise enough to see.

The screams coming from Willy Mcin-
tosh's house that day his father died when
Dr. Gordon operated on him without an
anaesthetic, because his heart was supposed
to be too weak to stand it. Parris had
always felt a repulsion for Dr. Gordon.
There was something about his quick in-

take of breath, as if an inner excitement
compelled him, something about his eyes,

blue and opaque and unfeeling, that struck

terror to Parris's heart, just as he had
never been really afraid of Dr. Tower,
for all his strangeness and for all the talk

about that mysterious household of his.

The town shunned the Towers. Tr
couldn't understand them at all : a docv

;
who never practised; his wife who v
never .seen except as a shadow peerii
sometimes from an upper window, ind
mite, unreal, hardly alive; their daught<
Cassandra who even then had that Ion
half innocent, half sensuous. The boy Pa
ris had loved her just as the man d
afterwards. She was so endearing with tfii

way of hers of not saying much or doir
much, so enchanting with that way of til

mg her head as if she were waiting f<

something which never came.
They used to meet, the two of ther

down by the pond that lav below tl

meadow stretching from the Von E
house. Only then did Cassie lose her re
icence, talking with him, laughing, the tv\ I

of them going swimming in the lazy sun •

mer afternoons. Even then Parris knew
was wrong, taking off their clothes
that, knew that if people saw them the
would call them bad. But it wasn't ba
not really bad. Nothing he did with Cass
could be really bad.
He was just a little boy but he knew a-

the hurt of being grown up that day Ca
sie came to tell him that her father w;
taking her out of school and was goin
to teach her himself. "But if you don't a
to school then you can't walk home wit!
me," Parris said, and it was more tha
being sad, it was being frightened, ljili

sensing something dreadful and unname.
in the future. "Or go swimming or pla
with me or anything."
He knew Cassie was frightened too thei

"Maybe l_ can't ever go anywhere!" Si
was clinging to him, her eyes wide wit'
her terror. "Maybe I'll just have to sta
home like Mama does all the time."
The Tower house grew stranger tha

ever after that, now that Cassie too wa
hidden in it. Sometimes people got
glimpse of her on the porch, but that we
all they ever got, just that glimpse of he
rushing into the house when she saw thf

she had been seen.

Parris didn't see her again until that da
when they were both grown up, the da
he began to study with Dr. Tower. It wa
Grand-mere who had decided he was th

one who could prepare Parris for his er

trance examinations to the medical colleg

in Vienna and even Dr. Tower couldr.

deny anything Madame Von Eln wishee
Cassie opened the door for him that fir;

day he went. She stood halfway behind i

in the deep shadows of the hall and a
first she locked the way he had remen
bered her, only prettier, so much prettie

with her brilliant strange green eyes ail

that silken gold of her hair.

"Down there," she whispered. "The la:

door." She walked away then, quickly, a

if she were afraid to stay. And there wa
that frightened thing about her whic
didn't make her seem like Cassie at al

Then the door opened down at the othe
end of the hall and Dr. Tower stood ther

"Hereafter I want you to come aroun*

to the study door." Lie sounded grufi

annoyed. "You will come through it ap
you will leave through it."

But in spite of that beginning he an»

Parris became friends. It was Dr. Towa
who first made his thoughts turn to psych)
atry. Grandmere had been right about D
Tower, he was brilliant, he gave Parris
foundation he could never have gotten fror

anyone else. But it was strange too, in thi

great, darkened house, catching those fleet
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CAST
"KINGS ROW"

A Warner Bros. Picture. Executive

Producer Hal B. Wallis. Associate

Producer David Lewis. Director Sam

Wood. Screen Play by Casey Robin-

son. ;

'

Randy Monaghan Ann Sheridan

Parris Mitchell Robert Cummings

Drake McHugh Ronald Reagan

Cassandra Tower Betty Field

Dr Henry Gordon Charles Coburn

Dr. Alexander Tower. . . Claude Rains

Mrs. Harriet Gordon. Judith Anderson

Louise Gordon Nancy Coleman

Madame Von Eln. Maria Ouspenskaya

Col. Skeffitngton Harry Davenport

Elise Sandor Kaaren Verne

ing glimpses of Cassie and feeling always

'hat she was running away from him and
(hat other mystery of her mother too, still

muzzling even now that she was dead.

Then one evening Parris went back to

'he Tower house after dinner because he

itiad forgotten his notebook after his lesson.

There was a light in the study and he

chought Dr. Tower was still there, but

•When he opened the door he saw it was
[Cassie.

!
"Father's gone to St. Louis;" she told

aim. "He'll be back next Tuesday."
Parris felt his heart beginning to race

as he looked at her, her slim, silk stock-

inged legs crossed over the low, tufted

jarm rest of the sofa. She was the only

jjgirl in town who wore silk stockings.

Maybe that was her father's way of mak-
ing things up to her. She was lovely, so

breathtaking with that amazingly white
skin of hers, the curve of her mouth the

/Bnore vivid against it.

"I guess I'll hurry on," he said.

[' ."Why?" Her green eyes looked at him
steadily. "Do you have to go?" Then as he
ihesitated she patted the place beside her

!on the sofa. "Let's talk. Tell me what you
do all the time."

| "Why did your father take you out of

school?" Parris blurted out the question

unthinkingly. "Was it . . .

?"

"If you want to know, you'd better ask

him!" The words came bitterly, violently.

I "I kept remembering you," Parris said
' quietly as if he had not noticed her con-
I sternation at all. "How you'd trot along
J; the road with me home from school. You
were such a baby, and that's the way I

thought of you most of the time. Then
sometimes I'd remember that you were

i growing up too. Why, you were sixteen

;

!
now, eighteen! Then I'd wonder what you

I were doing, right then at the moment.
Were you sewing or studying your lessons,

i were you crying or were you laughing,

maybe ? Could you be laughing when I was
thinking so hard about you and feeling

so terrible?"

"Children can be so silly!" The words
seemed to be torn from her. Then quickly,

contritely, "No, I don't mean that, Parris.

You were always the nicest. But talk about

something else, will you?"
It had begun to storm. Parris remem-

bered how the rain sounded against the

window, how the thunder came from a long

distance away. It did something to her.

She looked frightened again and she moved
closer to him. So close that he felt her

warmth against him. A painful excitement

'

For Orchid Freshness tomorrow,

try my Beauty Nightcap"

UONA MASSE Y, STARRING IN EDWARD SMAU'S "INTERNATIONAL LADY'**

says Bona Massey.
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is woodbury Cold Cream,
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Cold Cream today. Large jars are 50c to
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CLASSES*7sLSrMAIL!
16 DAYS' TRIAL! SEND NO MONEY!I DAYS' TRIAL! _
Good Looking! We GUARANTEE SATISFACTION or Yonr
MONEY BACK. We also repairBroken Glasses. CDCC
Write today for our catalog and information I HCL
U.S.Eye-Glasses Co.1 557 Milwaukee Av.Dept.t-U9 Chicago

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Publishers need new songs! Submit one or more of your
best poems for immediate consideration. Any subject.
send poem. F |VE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
605 BEACON BLDG. BOSTON, MASS.

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
gives the real lowdown on

his love affair with

GINGER ROGERS!
Do George Montgomery and Ginger Rogers
love each other ? "Will they ever marry 1
A thousand conflicting rumors about their
love affair are keeping Hollywood tongues
wagging !

NOW—at last—the truth comes out in an-
other sensational Silver Screen scoop.
Don't miss the true inside story of this
thrilling romance (told by Mr. Montgomery
himself !)
It's one of the big features in the big
January issue of

The New and Smarter

10c SILVER SCREEN 10c
(Ask for a copy at your newsstand)

See page 83 of this magazine for a special
subscription offer—12 great issues of Sil-
ver Screen delivered toyour home for only $1.

k# SONG POEMS WANTED
to be set to music. Free examination. Pho-
nograph records made. Send your poems to

VANDERBILT MUSIC STUDIOS
Box 112, Dent. T, Coney Island, N. Y.
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clutched at his throat and without thinking,
he put his arms around her and drew her
close, so close that he could feel her heart
beating and his own. The whole room filled

with the sound of their hearts and with the
thunder coming close now. He kissed her
and she gave herself up to him wholly,
completely, and it didn't seem bad at all,

only sweet.
It was almost dawn when he left her

and he didn't want to face Grandmere's
questions, so he went to the house Drake
lived in alone. And Drake seemed to under-
stand, even without Parris telling him any-
thing at all. But he couldn't sleep. He lay
there remembering Cassie's eyes and the
way her hair had looked and hearing her
voice and his own voice answering, whis-
pering all through the night.

"Cassie?" . . . "Yes." ... "I love you,
Cassie." . . . "No, you don't, Parris. You
mustn't. But that's all right. You don't
have to say that. You think I'm a terrible
girl and bad. You're trying to make me
feel better. Don't. Don't try ! It's all right."
. . . "But I mean it." . . . "Hush !"....
"Cassie, it isn't a dream, is it? Us?" . . .

"No, silly." . . . "You love me, Cassie,
don't you?" ... "I don't know, Parris.
I don't know." . . . "But you do. You
must. Oh, Cassie, I've got to see you."
. . . "Goodnight, darling. Maybe, maybe
I can think of a way."

_
Cassie thought of a way. She came to

him often now, at Drake's house where
they would be safe. Sometimes she was
sweet and heartbreakingly tender. It was
at times like these Parris used to beg her
to wait for him until he came back from
Vienna, but she would never answer, her
eyes turning away from him when he talked
of their marriage. But there were the other
times when she became so wild and un-
tamed, when she didn't seem to be Cassie at
all. Then she became an excitement that he
dreaded and longed for at the same time,
when she frightened him so he almost
wished he would never see her again. But
the wish always stopped at that almost.
She had become a fever in his veins. He
could never be entirely free of her again.
She had been sweet that night he first

learned the truth about Grandmere's ill-

ness. Grandmere had kept it from him,
but at last it could not be kept any longer.
Madame Von Eln had wanted to live until

September when Parris would be leaving
for Europe, but she died that night iii

August.
He had not seen Cassie for a week that

evening he went down to the pond, but
as he neared it someone stirred in the
shadows and he saw it was she. He had
tried to stay away from her, his sense of
guilt toward Dr. Tower had become an
unbearable burden, but when she was close

like this, he could think of nothing else.

She ran to him and he held her in his

arms and it wasn't like any of the other
times, not sweet, but not wild either, only

that fright which came from her to him.
"Let me go away with you !" she

demanded suddenly. "Anywhere!"
"But we can't get married now," Parris

said. "I asked you if, when I came back.

I've got to get through all that study first."

"Never mind," she said then in that flat

toneless voice.

"But—" he hesitated. "If you'd rather
—

"

"No." Her voice sounded calmer. "It

was a wicked idea. Forgive me." She
strained away from him and his arms
tightened about her.

"Wait a minute," he said. "Tell me,
what's happened?" But she drew away
and ran sobbing down toward the road.

He ran after her. But it wasn't any use,

with her eyes so terribly frightened now
when he wanted to take her home.
Of course, he couldn't. It would be

harder for her if Dr. Tower saw them to-

p-ether, but Parris couldn't free his mind
of her and afterwards, to reassure himself
he walked past her house. Everything
seemed the same, more peaceful if anything
than he had ever seen it. He saw the glow
of Dr. Tower's cigar as he sat on the
porch. Then the ^door opened, and for a
moment there was* all the glory of Cassie's
hair shining under the lamp. She said some-
thing in a low voice and her father rose
and followed her into the house and the
door closed behind them.
That was the last time he saw her. It

was Drake who told her she was dead,
she and her father* too. Dr. Tower had
killed her and himself too.

Why, why, why? The question burned
through Parris's agony. All the more
strange, all the more unanswerable when he
discovered the doctor had left everything
to him. He knew he could never touch that
money, not a penny of it, but when he went
to the house to get his notebooks he saw
the other book lying there, the book written
in Dr. Tower's heavy scrawl with his name
on it so that he knew it was meant for him.

All the questions were answered now,
every one. Cassie's mother had been in-
sane, she had been when Dr. Tower mar-
ried her, but he had not known that then.
She had been . . . like Cassie then . . .

Parris read that with a shaking heart,
just as wild, as tender, as unpredictable.
Dr. Tower had given up his life to her,
his work, everything. Then he had begun
to see the signs of Cassie's derangement
too when she was still a child, and now
he had killed her rather than have her
ruin Parris's life as her mother had ruined
his.

Cassie, her name was torn from his

thoughts and became real on his lips, would
he ever forget her ever, ever, ever? Her
death had not been enough to release him,
he felt he would long for her always.
Feverishly he began to write a letter to

Drake, telling him of his work, his life,

all the little every day things covering that

void in his heart

It was two months before the answer
to that letter came. Only it was Randy
who answered it, not Drake. Parris was
smiling as he began to read, then suddenly
the smile went and he felt drained of

everything except the horror creeping over
him. He couldn't stay in Vienna now. He
would have to give up all thoughts of that

new post he had been so eager to accept.

Drake needed him, Drake and Randy.
They had tried to keep things from him,

Drake and Randy. Parris had wondered
why Drake's enthusiasm for the land he
had wanted to buy up on the ridge, which
he had planned to turn into a fashionable

development, had seemed to vanish. Now
Randy wrote how suddenly Drake had
found himself penniless, when the bank
president, who had been the trustee of his

parents' estate, had absconded with all his

securities. Drake had sold everything, his

buggy, his horses, the house where he had
spent his whole life, and had tried to get

a job. But no one in Kings Row would
give a job to that wild Drake McHugh.

Before, when he still had his money, he
had wanted Randy to marry him, but she

had refused, feeling that a railroad section

foreman's daughter would only hold him
back. She had given him her love, she
would always give him that, but she had
refused marriage. Even when her father,

at Drake's request, had gotten him a job

on the section gang, she had felt that this

new Drake would get somewhere and that

being more to him than she was would be
only a drawback to him.

Then the thing had happened. Randy
made it so vivid, Parris felt he could see

it all, that snowy night Drake was work-
ing late ;

Randy bringing coffee down to

him, her red hair gleaming under the
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jotted lantern and Drake so happy be-

nise he had just received Parris's letter.

Key had talked of Parris, both of them,

iilked and laughed and been happy in spite

If everything, and then Randy had gone

!°She had been waiting for him when she

ieard about the accident. Drake had been

aught between two freight cars and his

pgs had been injured, so badly that Dr.

Skrdon had said that both legs had to be

amputated at once. He had done it in the

refght office, right then, saying it would

,e a risk even to take him to the hospital,

iandy had taken him home and now it

L-as she who insisted on their marriage,

jrake, hopeless, bitter, had held out against

-_ But she had been too strong for him.

Ic had given in. -
-

Parris clenched his fists as he read and

own through the years he heard the

creams that had come from the Mcintosh

louse that other night Dr. Gordon had

aerated. Had that double amputation been

iecessary? Gordon had hated Drake. What

led he done to him?
. >

The question lay unanswered in Parns s

leart the day he came back to Kings Row.

it was summer, so many months had

•lapsed before he could get there, but he

iad cabled, assigning his rights to the

Tjwer estate to Drake, writing a letter to

Randv telling her what she must do to

•estore Drake's confidence in himself.

: "It will be harder for Drake than most

oeople," he had written. "He lived by his

reedom and independence. He will feel he

:nas lost both. It will be your job to re-

st ire them to him. First you must realize

±at Drake is suddenly living in a shock-

ingly new and strange world. The repairs

zc^the body can sometimes be made in a

short space of time. The injury to the

r.ind, to what is called the psyche, this

:akes lonser. The psychic injuries strike at

lis pride," his initiative, and we shall have

:o save them if we are to save Drake.

"I know that I sound horribly didactic

and professional, but it is the only way
that I know how to say these things. As
soon as he is well enough he must find

an interest outside himself, some job to

do, that will force him to depend upon

himself and make his own decisions. Use

the money from the Tower estate to make
some sort of new beginning for you. I

don't care if it is real estate or chicken

farming, so long as it is something that

will take his mind off himself and make
him realize he is still of use in this world."

Strange, Parris thought,
_
as the train

stopped and he saw he was in Kings Row
again, that his first prescription as a

psychiatrist should have been written for

his best friend. He heard his name called

then and turned to see Randy. There was

little left of that laughing girl he had last

seen on this very platform, but she was

more beautiful than ever, with that still

calm on her face. What a woman she had

become, that rough little Randy, so wise,

so tender and so compelling.

"Oh, Parris, Parris, I'm so glad to see

!

you !" She ran to him, taking both his hands

in hers. "I don't know what I would have

done without your letters. I did my best
" to carry out even-thing you told me. I had
! a terrible time about the money but I fi-

nally convinced him it was a loan and oh
;

Parris, he got almost excited thinking of

ways to double and triple your money for

you. The Ridge land was gone, but I per-

suaded him that waste land down by the

creek would do more good, if it were
turned over to a development for workers'

houses. We've started now. I told him he

had the brains and -I had the feet and
sometimes it seems almost all right and
then—"
"How is he?" Parris asked as they

stopped in front of the shabby house.

"I don't know." Randy's eyes clouded.

"He's better. I think he's better. I've tried

—but now you're home
—*'

Suddenly the tears came that she had
been holding back for months. Then she

shook her head resolutely. "Come in." She

held open the door and blinked back her

tears. "Look," she called gaily up the

stairs. "Look who is here, Drake!"
Parris stopped in the doorway of the

bedroom, forcing his smile as he saw
Drake shrink back against his pillows,

pulling the sheet up over his chin. He
moved his lips, but no words came as

Parris walked over to the bed and took

his hand. Then he shifted like an embar-
rassed child and turned his face to the

wall, and Parris sat down on the edge of

the bed and took his hand. He had come
a long way, but there was a much longer

road ahead.

It was the next day Parris received the

note from Mrs. Gordon, telling him of her

husband's death and asking that he come
to see her. There was an urgency about

the letter which sent Parris there at once,

for she had told him she wanted to see

him professionally about Louise.

"Is Louise ill?" Parris asked after the

first awkward greeting. Then as she nodded,

"Do you wish me to see her?"

"I'm afraid my daughter's mind is af-

fected. Dr. Mitchell." Mrs. Gordon looked

at him tensely. "First let me explain a

little. She hated her father. Why, I could

never guess." Her hard face took on a

suddenly exalted expression. "Dr. Gordon
was a saint

!"

She groped for her handkerchief and

dabbed it against her eyes before she went

on. "You may remember some time ago

Louise had a most unfortunate attachment

for one of the most undesirable boys in this

town. After he met with his accident,

Louise had a terrible scene with Dr. Gor-

don. Then, a little later we heard a strange

report that he had actually married a—a—"
"A Miss Monaghan," Parris said quietly,

"who has taken marvelous care of him,

Mrs. Gordon."
"Really?" She looked at him coldly. "It

seems remarkable, doesn't it? But from

that day- on Louise refused to leave her

room. She wouldn't speak. Then Dr. Gor-

don passed away. And now I have to tell

you a terrible thing. When—when my
dear husband was lying here, in this room,

Louise came downstairs. I followed her

after a few minutes and found her—

I

found her standing over her dead father

and cursing him!"
"I am desperate. I cannot bear that my

daughter should be insane or that she

should so defame the memory of a great

man. There's no doctor here who under-

stands these things, no one I can turn to.

Can vou help me with her, to keep her

quiet? Come, I'll take you to her."

Parris's heart sank when he saw Louise.

Her face was flushed and her hair hung

dishevelled over the robe covering her

crumpled nightgown and her eyes blazed

as she ordered her mother to leave the

room.
"I'm not crazy, Parris," she said then.

"She thinks I am. But I'm not."

"I know that, Louise," Parris said.

"Have vou seen Drake?" she demanded.

Then as "he nodded. "My father cut his

legs off, Parris. / was there. I knew all

about him and his operations. I went after

him. but I was too late. They had carried

Drake away somewhere. A man was clean-

ing up the" depot where
—

" Suddenly she

broke. "I'm not crazy, Parris. You must

find out about it. Maybe that man who
helped would know. I don't believe it was

necessary. My father did it because of me.

I want you to get all the evidence ! I want

everybody to know! I want to destroy his

memory!"
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"But your father is dead, Louise." Parris
tried to keep his voice calm. "Have you
thought of the terrible harm you would
do to Drake? You used to love him. To
be crippled is terrible enough, but to find

out it was unnecessary "

"She married him!" The words came so
venomously they made Parris's skin crawl.
"Parris, will you help me?"
"You-must try to be calm," he said. The

girl was sane, he knew that, but in. her.

hysteria she might do- irreparable harm' to

all that he and Randy were so laboriously

trying to build. He must keep her quiet.

"We mustn't say anything about this to
anyone, for a while at least. We'll keep it

as a secret until we're sure. I'll come to

talk to you every day, whenever you want.
If I'm to help you, you must put yourself
entirely in my hands. Will you do that,

Louise ?"

"Maybe." She looked at him doubtfully

and a crafty look came into her eyes.

"Maybe for a little while," she said.

There were two patients now and Parris
felt he couldn't help either without hurt-
ing the other. But Drake must come first.

Yet as the days passed and he saw Louise's

obsession taking firmer hold on her,. he, was
afraid that she would really become insane

if she could not rid herself of the hatred
bottled in her heart.

He had come from her the day he passed
the old Von Eln house. It had been sold

while he was in Vienna and he had' not
realized before how it would hurt, knowing
it was no longer his. All his past lay in

that house, in those grounds
;

childhood;

Grandmere, Cassie. Memories pushed their

way beside him as he walked over the

meadow down to the pond where he used to

meet Cassie. It was then he saw her, her
head tilted in the old remembered way,
her frilly summer dress almost the same
as the one she had worn that last day of

all, sitting there as she had sat so often,

with the sunlight drifting through the w;l- :

,

lows, making a halo of her bright hair.

"Cassie!" the name came involuntarily

and the girl turned. It was then he saw her

eyes were gray.

"Don't go away," she. said in a soft lilt-

ing voice as he turned embarrassed.
"You're Parris Mitchell come to see your
old home, aren't you? We've been expect-

ing you. I'm Elise Sandor, my father
1

is

head of the experiment station here." She
smiled. "Why did you call me Cassie? Do
I look like a girl you know?"
"A little, yes." Parris was still shaken

by the resemblance. "A little girl I used to

play with. We used to go swimming here.

We were just babies, but I think we knew
we ought not to."

"You mean—" Her eyes sparkled and
her rushing laugh came. "Oh, you naughty
children."

It was good to hear her laugh like that,

good to see someone so calm, so happy, so

normal after the ordeal of being with

Louise.
- "It was a long time ago," Parris said.

Suddenly he knew he could talk to this

girl, that she would understand. "She
died," he said.

The laughter drained out of her eyes and
they looked the way Cassie's did, the times

she was tender. And then he knew she

might have been Cassie, this girl. There
was the same wondering childlike quality,

the pretty gestures, the same loveliness.

Only now the fear was gone and the shad-

ows. Cassie had come back to him in the

way he loved her best.

"You must feel that this is a little your
home again," she said softly. "If you wish."

Somehow she gave him the strength he
needed when he saw her after that; she

made the house seem his home again. They
were the happy times when he went there

for dinner, sitting at the table with her and

82

her father. The house became his world,
his open sunlit world after the darkness of
those other worlds he lived in with Louise
and Drake.

But Drake was changing. There was
something about the new calm which had
come to Parris which transferred itself

to Drake. He no longer shrank from
Parris any more than he shrank from
Randy and he was really working on his

plans for the new development now.
"Not bad for a girl and old cripple piled

up in bed, is it?" Drake said the day he
showed Parris all the figures and his laugh
came almost in the old way.
"We're all going to be nasty, rich peo-

ple, I can see that." Parris chuckled. "It's

marvelous, you kids, I'm tickled pink. You
know what you ought to do when you open
the new tract? You ought to save a couple
of lots for yourselves and move into a new
house. You'd like that, wouldn't you,

Randy ?"_

"Like it!" Randy's eyes shone. "It's what
I've hoped for more than anything."

"No." Drake's voice shattered through
the room. He looked lost again, frightened.

"Promise me, Randy, that I'll never have
to go outside this house until I'm dead."

The happiness fled from her face as she
promised. It was always this way with
Drake; every time they thought they had
made progress, something happened to

show Drake had not changed at all.

"I've tried to get him to move," Randy
said afterwards as she made coffee for

Parris in the kitchen downstairs. "He can
see; the trains and hear them. Sometimes
he has nightmares. He wakes up scream-
ing."

"We'll think of a way," Parris said. "I

still believe we've won half of a very
ticklish fight. Of course, your marrying
him did more than anything. That was
fine of you."

.-. "I, didn't marry Drake out .
of pity,"

!l Randy said quietly. "I never loved anyone
else. And that day I saw him at the station

he simply went to a place in my heart that

had been waiting for him. Drake so tall

! and laughing, going about with his head
up! Then after the accident I knew I had
to ask myself a question and answer it.

;? I had loved Drake wholly. I had given

;
:
him everything with gladness. How about

• that now? What was left of it? I was half

afraid that I might love Drake less, that

something I couldn't help, something phys-

ical would turn me away from him.

"Then in your letter you spoke of that

other world Drake was living in and I

knew it applied to- me too. An episode of

youth and fun had closed and with it had
gone all of the demands forever. I knew
then that I didn't love him any less, only

differently, with an overwhelming new,

calm feeling that so completely took the

place of the old excitement that it would
last forever."

She smiled through her tears and Parris

took her
r
hand. "You're wonderfully wise,

Randy," h^ said. "And wonderfully good."

Somehow then he found courage to tell

her of Louise and the things she threat-

ened to reveal and he saw by Randy's face

that she knew too, that she had always

known, just' /as he had himself.

"Can we keep her quiet?" Randy asked
tensely. v

'

"We can. We must!" Parris told her.

But afterwards he wondered if he could,

that day wheri
(

he went to see Louise and
Mrs. Gordon told ; him her decision to put

the girl in an asylum. Her dead husband's

memory was more important to her than

her daughter.

But Louise was not insane. The knowl-
edge burned deep in Parris's conscience,

for the only way he could prove it was
by blasting all the chances for Drake's fu-

ture. It was then he went to Elise as he

always did now when he was troubled and
when he had told her the whole story, her
gentle troubled eyes met his in that candid
way of hers.

"Parris?" Her voice came hesitantly.

"Are you sure that because Drake is your
best friend you do not protect him too
much? Suppose he was just a patient, sup-

pose they both were, he and Louise, would
you know what to do then? Suppose they
weren't people that you loved?"
A deeper feeling than he had ever felt

for her stirred in his heart as he realized

the truth of what she had said. "Wait for

me, will you?" he said. "Right here. For
a little while?" And when she promised
he walked quickly away, down to the rail-

road, down to- Drake.
"I won't let you!" Randy cried when

he told her what he was going to do.

"Please, Parris, if you have any heart
—

"

"I'm not your friend now, I'm your doc-

tor," he said. "It's as if I'd taken you into

an operating room and I had the scalpel

in my hand which would make you or de-

stroy you."

But he couldn't look at her anguished
eyes as he faced Drake.

"Drake," he said, and even~ though he

managed to keep his voice flat and unemo-
tional, he couldn't help the tears that were
beginning to roll down his rigid face. "]

guess it's time we found out about us, you

and me, whether I'm a doctor and whether
you're a man. You know the kind of mari

I mean, Drake. There's a piece of poetry,

Invictus, I don't think I remember all the

words. 'Out of the night that covers me
black as the pit from pole to pole, I thank

whatever gods may be for my unconquer-
able sord. Under the bludgeons of chanci

my hiead is bloody but unbowed.' " Hi
stopped for a moment, overcome by tht

stark beauty of the poet's words. Then h<

looked at Drake. "I don't know if yoi

can take it, Drake," he said.

"Give it to me." Drake looked steadily

at him.

"Dr. Gordon cut off your legs." Parri:

didn't try to ease the shock of what he wa:
saying. "I don't think it was necessary. Hi
was that kind, a butcher. With you he hai

a special incentive because of Louise. Hi
wanted to destroy you, the Drake McHugl
you were. He wanted to see you turnei

into a lifelong cripple, mentally as well a

physically, an obj ect of contempt tha

crawled instead of walked, that hid, snivel

ing. That's all there is, Drake. Now i

you turn your head to that wall, dami
you—

"

He stopped. He couldn't go on. And th
silence closed over the room, broken onl;

by Randy's sobs. Then there came tha'

other sound, hysterical at first, then chang
ing into the laugh, half-jeering, half

bravado, of the old Drake.
"That's a hot one." Drake's eyes me

theirs unflinchingly. "Where did Gordo
think I lived? In my legs? Did he thin'

those things were Drake McHugh? Spou
that poetry again, Parris. I never was an.

good at poetry." He held out his arms an-

Randy ran into them and so they listens

while the room filled with the words ani

with the old hope and the old courage.

"What was it you wanted, honey?
Drake asked then, drawing Randy close)

"To build a house? Sure. We'll move int

it in broad daylight. And we'll invite th

folks in too. For Pete's sake, let's give

party. I feel swell
!"

The darkness had ended. Parris carrie

their happiness with him as he walke

through Kings Row and for the first tin

he could take the road that went past th

Tower house and look at it and know tha

all the bitterness was gone from his mem
ory forever. The fever which had bee

Cassie was ended and the peace which wa
Elise beginning.

PRINTED IN THE U. S. A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS,



Cesar Romero, Gary Cooper,

Mrs. William Goetz, and An-

nabels and Tyrone Power

snapped as they appeared at

an informal barn dance—

a

scene typical of the hundreds

of intimate candid camera

shots that appear in Silver

Screen.

NEWS....

Silver Screen always gets

THE REAL INSIDE STORY!
To get the inside story-to find out what movie stars really are like-read Silver Screen!

Silver Screen gives you all the facts-and gets them straight! No "puff" stories

No ballyhoo! Every story is factual and informative.

Even the reviews are frank and honest!

In every issue Silver Screen brings you 150 great pictures-candid camera shots of the

stars off the screen—pictures you see in no other screen magazines!

You'll like Silver Screen. It's light and easy to read, brilliantly illustrated. And reliable!

Don't miss a single issue. You can have Silver Screen sent to your home tor the next

12 months for only $1. (It would cost $1.20 on the newsstands.)

To make sure you get every issue of Silver Screen, clip and mail this coupon today.

The New and Smarter

Silver Screen

Silver Screen S 1-42
'

45 West 45th Street, New York City

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is 5 I. Please send Silvfr Screen for the next

i
12 months to

The new and smarter

Silver Screen



Chesterfield . . . every bit of material used, is put there to

give you just what you want in a cigarette . . . from the

Right Combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

to top-notch manufacturing methods.

make Chesterfield your Smoking Pleasure of the year

Copyright 1942, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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NOW! STIRRING THE HEART OF THE NATION!

Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK • Directed by JOHN FORD



Sm^P/aw Girl, Smile...

Eyes Applaud, Hearts follow a Sparkling Smile!

Make your smile your beauty talis-

man. Help keep it bright and spar-

ging with Ipana and Massage.

AVEN'T you noticed that it isn't

f- -»- always the prettiest girl who is the

oest-liked, the most popular?

Heads tern and hearts surrender to

the girl who smiles! Not a timid, half-

hearted smile—but a real smile—gener-

ous and gay. A smile that says, 'Took,

I'm in love with life!"

So wake up, plain girl—wake up and

smile! You can steal the show if your

smile is right. You can be a star in your

own small world—you can win compli-

ments—you can win love and romance.

But your smile must be right. It must

flash freely and unafraid, lighting your

face with beauty. And remember, for a

smile to keep its sparkle, gums must re-

tain their healthy firmness.

So if you ever notice a tinge of "pink"

on your tooth brush— see your dentist!

He may tell you your gums are tender

because soft foods have robbed them of

exercise. And like thousands of dentists,

he may suggest Ipana and massage.

Take his advice! For Ipana Tooth

Paste not only cleans and brightens your

teeth but, with massage, it is designed to

help the health of your gums as well.

For a Lovelier Smile—
Ipana and Massage

Massage a little extra Ipana onto your

gums every time you clean your teeth.

That invigorating "tang" means circu-

lation is quickening in the gum tissue-

helping gums to new firmness.

Get a tube of Ipana Tooth Paste at

your druggist's today. Let Ipana and mas-

sage help keep your teeth brighter, your

gums firmer, your smile more sparkling.

A Product of Bristol-Myers

Starttoday with

IPANA and MASSAGE
SCREENLAND



You're cruel, Johnnie. You're al-

most 100% bad. But whatever

you are, darling, you're my man!"

4 SCREENLAND
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Begins the nineteen hundred and forty-

second Annum Domini and the third

year of this column.

May our foes wither like the chilled

leaves. May Decency find, with re-

newed vigor, the mislaid path plotted

in the vear one.

So wisheth the philosopher Leo, Coeur
de Lion.

Each of us, in

his own way, has
his job to do.

And ours is to

entertain, to di-

vert, to interest,

to serve.

We offer the best

that the screen can provide. With each
year the movies come to fuller flower. In
addition to technique they have mas-
tered pace and the tempo of the times.

When you see—and you will see

—

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn
in "Woman of the Year", note this

blending of action, merriment and
modernity.

* * * *
It's the snap-
piest yarn that
has come to the
studio editor in

many moons.

* * * *
Spence plays a
hail-fellow sports

writer named Sam. Kate plays a high-

brow political columnist named Tess.

Tess gets pretty stuffy about sports and
one day Sam takes her to the ball game
where she asks some pretty cute ques-

tions, to the disgust of the press box.

It's either war or love twixt Sam and
Tess. All's fair in both.

*
But, baby, what comedy comes out of

the mixing of the two worlds—the peo-

ple and the tall brows. That party where
those who came over in the Mayflower
rub elbows with the boys who are more
on the cauliflower side.

* ^\^\ / /
"Woman of the
Year" is the Pic-

ture of the Year.

-£eo.

Advertisement for Metro - Goldtcy* Mayer Pictures

Screenland



CAN YOUR HANDS

PASS MfflSfflT?

Is it because there aren't enough Dorothy Lamours to go around that Eddie Bracken

is turning up his nose at the maneuvers by Dotty and Bill Holden in this scene from

the musical, "The Fleet's In?" Remember when Clara Bow played the role Dotty now has?

MAKE THIS TEST

—

Brush your lips across

the back of hour hand. Does skin feel

rough, and uninviting? Noiv use extra

quick-drying Cashmere Bouquet Lotion.

Notice how smooth hands become.

HERE'S WHY

—

CashmereBouquet Lotion

removes dead skin and surface scales

instantly, and so leaves your hands soft

and alluring.

"ITJLTJSH luxury!" you think, when you

J- hear of a society beauty paying dol-

lars for salon hand-treatments. But, with

Cashmere Bouquet Lotion you can do it

for yourself, many times a day, at about

a penny a time. It's speedy, too, this

Cashmere Bouquet Lotion treatment, for

it works "quick as a kiss."

So after every dishwashing you can

give your hands that kiss appeal. Because

Cashmere Bouquet Lotion dries in ten

seconds. No smeary, gooey stickiness. But

blessed smoothness. And of course this

lovely lotion imparts to your hands the

beguiling perfumes of Cashmere Bouquet

—the 'fragrance men love'.

In generous 10( and larger sizes at all

drug and toilet goods counters.

Cashmere

Bouquet I

LOTION | 4
Another member of ^| ,-t "U

Cashmere Bouquet— the a' ^ W

Royal Family of ,i;

I>eauty preparations. f

.'^

a m

' '11
'

WAYNE MORRIS not only likes the

navy, he's making plans to have it for

a lasting career. There's a great deal of

difference between the salary of a naval

officer and that of a Hollywood movie

star. So Pat Stewart has gone to work in a

dress shop. When she and Wayne marry

in the future, if he will need any help then

she'll be qualified to give it.

IIMMY STEWART'S age makes him

J eligible for dismissal from the army.

However, this can only come about if

Jimmy himself makes the application. It's

a regulation rule. Having struggled vali-

antly to get into the army, it wouldn't help

the morale any for Jimmy to ask to get out

again. That's probably why he's waiting

until March, when his original year of serv-

ice completes the obligation he sincerely

felt when he joined.

YOU should get a load of those glasses

Mickey Rooney has to wear between
pictures. They're the no-rim style and make
M-G-M's pride and joy look as serious as

a bookworm. The other day Mickey saw
Ann Sothern walking across the lot. "Say,

Ann," he called, "would you go_ out with

me?" As he was saying it he grinned and
kept shaking his head in a negative manner
—knowing only too well what answer he'd

get from Ann. But she loves him just the

same.

MARTHA SCOTT'S baby is due tfi(

latter part of February. Believe it pi

not, Martha doesn't have to buy one stitcl

of anything for the expected one. She i:

such a great favorite with the wardrobi
women on her various pictures, they all go
together and handmade her enough thing

to last for two years. Martha's inimitabli •

husband, the popular Carl Alsop, kiddingh
refers to the expected one as "Happy Jack.'

AROUND the M-G-M lot they're sayin;

> that Joan Crawford has some am
bitious plans for the future. They don't in

elude an operatic career. And she isn' i

going to do a play. They say Joan wants tc

become a producer right there on her ovn
lot where she first got her big break. 1

1

this is what Joan wants, rest assured it wil

come to pass. The one and only Crawfon
has a way of realizing her ambitions. Mor 1

power to her

!

r D BUCHANAN, who, plays a malprac

!

I- tising dentist in "Texas," is actually a

excellent Pasadena dentist by trade. Durin;
the scenes where he's supposed to pry loos

Bill Holden's perfectly good molars, E
had a good chance to observe the Holde
"crockery." He saw that Bill really dii

need some dental work done. So he solicited

the business. Between pictures Bill dashe
back and forth to Pasadena and fills in hi

time with new fillings.

6 S GREENLAND
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mam*
PASSAW

/M TECHWCOLOZ?

^ FLORA ROBSOAh LEO 6. CARROLL

MARY ANPERSOW • CECIL KELIAWAY
Produced ond Directed by EDWARD H. GRIFFITH

mSmdr Screen Play by Virginia Van Upp Based on a story by Nelson Hayes A Paramount Picture

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING

SCREENL AND 7



GIRLS!

DONT GIVE UP
IF YOU'VE GOT A
POOR COMPLEXION

Here's grand way that

has helped improve complexions

of thousands of women
• If you're blue and discour-

aged because of your complex-
ion; if you think you're doomed
to go through life with an un-

sightly looking skin—this may
be the most important message
you've ever read.

Thousands of women who felt just as you
do have been thrilled beyond words to see the

noticeable improvement Noxzema has made in

their complexions.

Why it does so much
One important reason for Noxzema'S benefits

is this: Noxzema is not just a cosmetic cream.
It's a soothing, medicated cream that not only
quickly helps soften and smooth rough, dry skin

—but also aids in healing externally-caused skin

blemishes! And it has a mildly astringent ac-

tion, too.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER. For a limited time you
can get a generous 25«> jar of

Noxzema for only 19^ at any
drug or cosmetic counter. Give
Noxzema a chance to help

•your complexion. Get a jar to-

day and use it as a night cream
and protective powder base.

See what it does for your skin!

By
Betty

Boone

She's most-
dated bachelor
girl in the movie
colony, but
Phyllis spares
an evening to

stage a very
special St. Val-

entine party.

NOT so long ago, when Phyllis Brooks
was five, she heard about St. Valen-
tine. Being' in love at the time with

a young gentleman of nine, she bought a
box of valentine materials, acquired a bot-

tle of library paste, and spent hours with
scissors and stickum and little red hearts.

She stuck her silver-gilt curls to her hot

little face, smeared the nursery table and
walls, and finally came up with a finger-

printed masterpiece laboriously addressed to

the object of her affections.

"He didn't send me anything," she re-

members, laughing. "It was a case of un-

requited love. I suffered over it for several

days. I should have been used to it, I sup-

pose. My love life began at the age of two-
and-a-half when I fell for a boy called

Reginald, who must have been about ten.

I used to chase him all over the park,

hoping for attention, my nurse in mad pur-

suit, Reginald running for his life. I won-
der whatever became of that Reginald?
You can see that my early romantic ex-
periences were anything but happy?"

Let me warn you, though, that if you
are thinking of cooking up a little some-
thing to offer Hollywood's moonlight
blonde for Valentine's Day, that today
Phyllis is one of our six most sought-after
glamor girls, and you'll need plenty of

imagination if your valentine is to impress
her.

Missives from Cupid in 1941 arriving at

the Brooks doorstep included a raft of gar-
denias to float in a shallow bowl, water-

Go gay with good St. Val-

entine! Phyllis Brooks,
Hollywood's "moonlight
blonde" heart interest,

plans a party just for you

lilies—blue, pink and white—more than
breath-taking in their waxen beauty, a tray

of pink camellias, a box of candy with a
piece of jewelry inside, and the coral neck-
lace and ear-drops she was wearing today.

These were from the "mystery man."
"The most wonderful valentine I ever I

had was from a Frenchman who is now :

in a concentration camp," confided Phyllis,

in her funny little husky voice. "It was a!

gorgeous sterling silver bowl—oh, huge!
—containing an orchid plant with twenty-
five blooming orchids actually growing on,

it. I was so thrilled I almost died. I was

*

just eighteen."

So think hard, if you want to top that!

Phyllis isn't an orchid fan, however. She
likes mixed flowers.

"Do I sound too unromantic?" she won-
(Plcase turn to page 59)
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There never was a better rea-

son for "going to the movies"

'cause there never was a

better movie to go to

!

The most laughed-at play of

our day—with this wonderful

Warner Bros, cast (including the

play's celebrated star) to make

it even greater as a picture!

WARNER BROS. PICTURE from the play by famous GEO. S. KAUFMAN and MOSS HART • Produced by Sam H. Harris

with RICHARD TRAVIS • BILLIE BURKE • REGINALD GARDINER • Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY • Screen Ploy by Julius J. ond Philip G. Eosteio



Safe New Way in Feminine Hygiene
Gives Continuous Action for Hours
• It is every wife's right to know certain facts.

Her greatest happiness, her physical and
mental well-being may be at stake. She can-
not go by what others tell; she must know.
Otherwise in feminine hygiene, she may resort

to over-strong solutions of acids, which can
burn, scar and desensitize delicate tissue.

Today thousands of informed women have
turned to Zonitors—the safe, new way in

feminine hygiene. These dainty, snow-white
suppositories kill germs instantly at contact.
Deodorize—not by temporarily masking

—

but by destroying odors. Spread greaseless,

protective coating to cleanse antiseptically
and give continuous medication for hours.
Yet! Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues.

Powerful— yet non-poisonous, non-caustic.
Even help promote gentle healing. No ap-
paratus; nothing to mix. At all druggists.

feiis^o,iAve
, .!

InaME ;•

1 ADDRESS

\
clTV "state...

EASY WAY..

to BROWN BEAUTY
This remarkable CAKE discovery.

^INTZ HairTinting Shampoo, washes out

dirt, loose dandruff, grease, and safely

gives hair a real smooth BROWN TINT

that fairly glows with life and lustre.

Don't put up with faded dull, burnt, off color h

aminute longer. TINTZ Hair Tinting Cake works
gradual . . . each shampoo leaves your hair browner, lovelier, softer,

easier to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full cake '

50c (3 for $1.00). TINTZ comes in Jet Black, light, medium and
dark Brown, Titian, and Blonde. Order today ! State shade wanted.

CFIiEn hif% IWItflfoSP'V Just pay postman plus post-

Obllv i™w IvI^/TOBm I age on our positive assur-

ance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage

if remittance comes with order). Don't wait—Write today to

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 15-B 207 N. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO
CANADIAN OFFICE; Dept. 15-B 22 COLLEGE STREET, TORONTO

(

fAON TO
AT flftMt Trained Artists are cap-

able of earning $30, $50,
$75 weekly. Prepare for

an Art career by our proven method famous since 1914.
Learn COMMERCIAL ART, ILLUSTRATING, CAR-
TOONING all in one course in your spare time. TWO ART
OUTFITS furnished. FREE BOOK "Art for Pleasure and
Profit" explains opportunities and our practical method.
Mail postcard for FREE, illustrated booklet today! State a.ge.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL of ART Studio 172-A
1115—15th St, N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Fans*Forum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

I have seen two pictures this week, each
of them placing a strong emphasis upon
religious values. I intend recommending
both pictures not only to the people of my
church, but particularly to folk who do
not attend church.
However, I would like to note the dis-

tinction between the two types of pictures.

"One Foot in Heaven," in which Fredric

March does such a splendid piece of work,
was well portrayed. It followed the book
very closely, and was an excellent presen-

tation of the ups and downs of a minister's

life—as well as that of his long-suffering

wife! Unfortunately, it is not the type of

picture that will appeal to the average
theater-goer and, while I sincerely hope I

am wrong, I am afraid will not have the

chance it should to get its story across.

But the other picture—well, if "Sergeant
York" doesn't gross a million dollars and
win the coveted "Oscar" for its producer
and director—I shall not only be surprised,

but disappointed. It has everything : tech-

nical perfection, splendid acting, human in-

terest, pathos, humor—and REALITY.
Never has a character and a story so "come
alive" on the screen before. But the real

joy of the picture—if such a constantly

remarkable portrayal can be said to have
a single high-point—was, in my estimation,

Sergeant York's remark to his Captain as

they reenacted the scene of the capture

:

"I killed only that I might save lives."

How symbolic this is of all who have sac-

rificed themselves and others in the interest

of human betterment and advancement.
This is a day of tremendous challenge

and strain, a day when faith is needed;
"Sergeant York" will go a long way in

pointing the way to that faith for millions.

REV. WILLIAM J. LOAR, Spokane, Wash.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

There is no actress who can equal Bette

Davis. Twice winner of the Academy
Award, she justifies the faith that the

American public bestows on her to give

her best to whatever role she portrays.

She uses no tricks in creating her char-

acters. Here is a true talent for acting, a
talent that can touch every heart in the

vast audiences of people who see the pic-

tures in which she stars. This is the true

test for any actor or actress. There is a
naturalness about her acting that commands
deep admiration. She is that character and
not Bette Davis enacting a role.

YOU AWARD THE "OSCARS"
WE AWARD THE DOLLARS

Now that the time for handing out

Academy Awards is drawing near,

SGreenland readers have been writ-

ing letters to this Forum and naming
their candidates. When the real win-
ners are made known, it will be fun
to see how their choices compare with
those announced by the Academy. You,
too, may play at this game. You may
not be able to attend Academy Award
dinners or vote on the matter of who
really gets an "Oscar," but what's to

stop you from naming your choice for

"best performance" or "best picture?"

Nothing—absolutely nothing ! And do-

ing it in the Forum is even more fun

because you're not limited to singing

praises—you can give out deserving
raspberries, too. And, you know,
Screenland also makes Awards. Not
"Oscars," to be sure, but Dollars

—

good American Dollars—$10.00, $5.00

and five awards ,of $1.00 each for the

best letters published.

Please address your letters to

Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th Street, New York, N. Y.

It is evident that thought and study hav>

gone into all of her work. Her techniqu

is well-nigh flawless. Her characters lac-

affectation. But all show vigor. They ar

real. Who can forget the Julie of "Jezebel ?

Or the Judith Trahem of "Dark Victory?
Or the Leslie Crosby of "The Letter?" O
any of the innumerable characters th£

have looked down on us from the scree

with the emotional personality and forcefu

dynamic charm of Bette Davis?
Her acting is indeed material for futur

Academy Awards, and it's a two to on

chance that her role in "The Little Foxef
will net her another gold statuette. But it

probably one hundred to one that this lette

even wins an honorable mention, much les

a prize

!

MISS MELBA BAEHR, Eau Claire, Wis

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 EACH

I never scream at mice, cry at wedding
or go loony at football games, but

S-Q-U-E-A-L-E-D (and loud) when I ra

smack into Joel McCrea at J. C. Penny

10 Screenland



J love him because he don't know how to kiss-

Samuel Goldwyn, master producer,

scores again with a picture both heart-

warming and uproariously funny— the

story of a sedate professor who knew

all about dead languages and nothing

about live ladies until a night club

gal crashed his bachelor quarters and

rhumbaed right into his heart.

presenfj

GARY COOPER • BARBARA STANWYCK

Directed by HOWARD HAWKS
Released through RKO Radio Pictures Inc.

Screen Play by CHARLES BRACKETT and BILLY WILDER

Hear Gene Krupa with his drums and his famous orchestra

SCREENLAND ll



store in Santa Monica recently. Up until
then I was not particularly a Joel McCrea
fan. But from here out I am. Why?

First
: Because when he saw how em-

barrassed I was he smiled politely and
passed on, leading by the hand his cute
little son, for whom he had just bought £.

pair of tennis shoes.
SECOND: Because he was democratic

enough and sensible enough to buy his kid
shoes at Penny's when he could have af-
forded some with gold laces from "Ye
Very Exclusive Shoppe."
THIRD

: Because he was dressed in real
life in that easy, countryish way he ap-
pears in so many pictures—big. white hat
and soft shirt open at the throat.
FOURTH: Because he took time out

to be a real daddy and pal to his kid. Joel
McCrea himself, not a governess, was
leading that youngster by the hand.

If Hollywood had fewer hot lovers,
pretty boys and sweet papas, and more
real homespun daddies like Joel McCrea,
we mothers wouldn't worry so much about
the pictures our own offsprings soak up
at the neighborhood theaters.

MRS.BONNIE L.ADAMS, Santa Monica, Calif.

Now comes the time of year when one
and all try to proclaim their series of "Ten
Bests," usually based on artistic merit or
box-office success. This is well and good,
since movies are a huge industry which
must succeed financially in order to survive.
However, I think that besides box-office

popularity and appeal, the people and forces
behind picture entertainment provide other
human values that are difficult to group
in serial numbers.
There is the eternal groping of the hu-

man mind, finding new expression in
"Fantasia" and "Citizen Kane." There is

the courage of risking careers for mother-
hood, by stars like Jane Wyman, Veronica
Lake and Alice Faye ; there is humanitarian
helpfulness by performers never too busy
to work for War Relief and other un-
counted, unknown charities ; there is the
innate sympathy and unselfishness that
gives welcome to refugee talent, and there
is the grand tolerance of racial kindred
that stands ready to give credit to a Hattie
McDaniel or a "Rochester."
No, you can't list all the "Ten Bests" in

Hollywood, but perhaps it is this mass of
unclassified human values that makes movies
the everyday entertainment for Mr. Every-
man in his manv moods and desires.

MRS. B. B. JACKSON, Ludlow, Ky.

_
Well, blow me down ! Hand me those

binoculars, mates, so I can take a better
look at that fascinating new actor, Joseph
Cotten. He's even handsomer and more in-

credibly brilliant in "Lydia" than he was
in "Citizen Kane." People as good looking
as Joe never can act, but shiver me timbers
if Joe isn't

_
acting perfection personified !

Whoever said you have to go down south
to pick cotton? I'm picking Cotten right
here and now for an Academy Award. If

he doesn't start collecting Awards like a
magnet drawing pins, I'll be greatly dis-

appointed. So I'm raving, huh ? Nope, when
it comes to discussing my favorite actor,

Joe Cotten, I'm too enthusiastic to rave.
I just gibber!

JEAN SHEPARD, Oakland, Calif.

Who wants "historical accuracy" in the
movies? Perhaps Mr. Ben Wacker (first I

prize November Screenland) who teaches:

I

American History in San Antonio may,

,

but not the majority of moviegoers.
We go to the movies to be entertained

not instructed, so we enjoy their vagaries, i

What would have happened to "Suez" if

Count de Lesseps (Henry Stephenson) had
arrived grey-haired with wife and seven- I



Even at winter parties-

it's August under your arms!

Guard popularity, prevent underarm odor with Mum!

I

teen children. Isn't John Gielgud's "The

'Prime Minister" a much nicer sort of chap

than the one in MacCaulay's history? And
"The House of Rothschild" would need

quite a lot of retouching to make it his-

torically correct for Mr. Wacker.
Remember beautiful Marlene Dietrich

lloping off across the Sahara hatless and

shoeless at high noon in pursuit of her

legionnaire (she gets her man, too) in

''Morocco?" Incredible, but entertaining.

Young white heiresses, blazing with jew-

;
' els, alone in the native quarters of North
! Africa at midnight ("Algiers" and "Mo-
rocco"). Perhaps those things aren't done

I in real life, but on the screen they help

supply the thrills and glamor we crave.

An English officer insults the daughter

of an Arab chief whose friendship he de-

sires ("Sundown") ;
regimental fans gain-

ing access to the wards of a military

1 hospital without even being challenged by

,a sentry! It's all refreshing, amusing and
quite inaccurate. And I like it that way.

MISS SARA LESLIE BELL, Vancouver, B. C.

I wonder how many of us have ever sat

|
down and considered how much time and

I patience, how many different minds and

i

:

l ands are used in the making of one mo
!

;
tion picture. I wonder how many of us

1 have ever pondered the problems that con-

front the writers, the directors, the camera-

men, the players, and the countless others

who contribute their physical and mental
: actions to the creation of one film.

Think how much thought must take place,

how much turning on of light, how much
grinding of camera, how much building

of set. learning of line, studying of script.

' directing of scene must go into each pic-
:

ture. Think how much time and work and
' worry must be spent whipping the script
' into "shape. Think how much thought and
• patience and knowledge must go into the
: direction. Think how many hours, how
mzny sleepless nights must be used learn-

' ing lines. Think how much thought and
: patience and knowledge must go into the
: direction. Think how much fatigue, how
: much monotonous repetition must be over-
• come by those men and women whose
: images will ultimately fl-sh on the screen

telling us a story, bringing romance, mys-

!
ten", horror, hate, fear, love into our lives.

It doesn't seem such a soft and easy life

' when you sit right down and think about

it. And you realize that no matter how
much money they make out there, they earn

> it—the hard way.
T. N. PAPPAS, JR., Memphis, Term.

Above, Ginger Rogers in the title role of

"Roxie Hart," in which George Montgomery,
her real heart interest, plays opposite her.

WINTER is a season of wonderful

parties and wonderful times, if a

girl is popular! So don't let underarm

odor come between you and social suc-

cess. In winter, as in summer, guard dain-

tiness with sure, dependable Mum!

Even though you see no warning trace

of moisture, underarms always perspire.

Heavier clothing and heated rooms en-

courage danger for the girl who foolishly

thinks that, in winter, she doesn'tperspire!

Everyone does! That's why it's so fool-

ish to trust just a bath to keep ycu sweet.

A bath only removes past perspiration,

but Mum prevents risk of future under-

arm odor. Use Mum for:

SPEED! 30 seconds to use . . . protects for

a whole day or a whole evening.

SAFETY! Mum has won the Seal of the

American Institute of Laundering as be-

ing harmless to fabrics. And Mum won't

irritate skin, even after shaving.

DEPENDABLE! Mum guards charm, not by

stopping perspiration, but by preventing

odor all day or all evening. Mum is pleas-

ant, creamy, fragmnt—you'll like it! Get

Mum from your cL uggist today!

WINTER WARNING: DAINTINESS IS NOW IN DANGER!

OF COURSE WE PERSPIRE

IN WINTER, ELLEN, AND
j

WARM CLOTHES CAN
MAKE THINSS WORSE ! P

I ALWAYS USE MUM

!

TO HERSELF:
WHAT A GRAND PARTY!
AND MUM HAS KEPT ME
FRESH THROUGH ALL THESE

HOURS OF DANCING

MUM

For Sanitary Napkins

More women prefer Mum for

this use, too, because it's gentle,

safe . . . guards charm. Avoid

offending—always use Mum.

Product of Bristol-Myers

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

SCREENLANP 13
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Discovery! Watch Anne Baxter, whose
poignant performance in "Swamp
Water" stamps her as most promising
of new crop of Hollywood starlets

Here is Anne Baxter, below, as the appealing waif
in 20th Century-Fox's distinguished drama of the
Georgia swamp lands. From the stage, Miss Baxter
brings vibrant youth, refreshing sincerity, and tech-
nical skill to a difficult role. Opposite her, right

below, is Dana Andrews, best bet among the re-

cently discovered younger actors. Stardom ahead!

Here's Anne as th

smart and sparlclin

1942 girl she recll

is. Wait until she

given a gay role



Know the Thrill a Lovelier Skin can Brinq You . .

.

Go on the CAMAY "MILD-SOAP" DIET !

This thrilling idea is based

on the advice of skin specialists

praised by lovely brides!

LIKE many brides whose lovely com-

j plexions surely qualify them as

beauty experts, Mrs. Conner is devoted

totheCamay"Mild-Soap"Diet.You,too,

can follow her way to greater loveliness!

No woman's skin can be truly beau-

tiful if, unknowingly,shemars itthrough

improper cleansing. Or if she uses a

beauty soap that isn't mild enough.

Mrs. Conner's lovely skin is wonder-

ful proof of what proper care can do.

"I wouldn't think of neglecting my
'Mild-Soap' Diet routine," she says.

Skin specialists advise regular cleans-

ing with a fine mild soap. And Camay is

actually milderthan the 10 other famous

beauty soaps tested. That's why we say

"Go on the Camay 'Mild-Soap' Diet."

Put your complete trust and confi-

dence in Camay. Use it faithfully night

and morning. As the days go by you

can reasonably expect to see your skin

lovelier . . . more appealing.

GO ON THE

A** ' \ J \

y'V J

:J9H

vMILD-SOAP"DIET ton ICHT!

This charming bride is lovely Mrs.

Charles H. Conner, Jr. of Charlotte,

N.C. who says: "I don't believe in

keeping secrets when it comes to

the 'Mild-Soap' Diet. I'm forever

telling someone about it."

Start the"Mild-Soap" Diet tonight. Work In the morning one more qu.ck session

Camay's milder lather over your skin, pay- with Camay and. your face is ready for

ing special attention to nose, base of nos- make-up. Do this twice a day-for 30 day

s

trils and chin. Rinse with warm water and For it's regular cleansing that -veal, the

follow with 30 seconds of cold slashings. full benefit of Camay s greater ra.ldnes,.

FOR 30 DAYS... LET NO OTHiR SOAP TOUCH YOUR SKIN I

SCREENLAND

Trade Mark
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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BEAUTY Gets Dowr
to Business

Perc Westmore, ace authority on make-up
puts beauty on a pretty but practical basi:

By Courtenay Marvin

.. l u* procVica

Be P'?«V Ml o-gWtter

Ann

AW
'leridan tor

S bV ^gorgeous *
nd

?°.rla\ chic
nocturnal

THIS is a strange world today for the girls. They find

themselves doing—and with verve and enjoyment, I

might add—the unexpected and the unprecedented. A
short time ago, we thought more about a portrait evening

gown than a uniform. Now we think of both. We never

dreamed that speed production of munitions might be our

part, or the acquaintance we'd made with the gay little road-

ster might land us in a truck, or that the love we'd lavished

on Fido's hurt paw might lead to a nurse's uniform. But so

it goes. And it goes with a fine, high spirit, a new value of the

importance of living, and a keen appreciation for good health,

as well as a practical appraisement of our own good looks. If

ever personal attractiveness had a peak of importance to

everyone, this is the day.

For attractiveness has always been of great morale value.

Somehow, we naturally assume that the groomed, fresh and
shining person is a better worker, a better wife, sweetheart,
or friend. If a girl is careless in appearance, we judge her to
be that way in other phases of her life.

It was along this trend of thought that Perc Westmore and
I spent a lively hour not long ago. Perc is a friendly, genial

soul, the kind you like to talk with, and on his favorite sub-
ject, good looks, he goes to town in a large way. He knows
all the answers, and answers, too, to the beauty problems of
the future. However, we concentrated on the down-to-earth
situation of the busy bees of the moment. Hair is foremost.
I have seen the modern factories for medical supplies. In
many, the workers wear white sanitary bandeaux about their
permanent curls. The Red Cross girls wear smart caps sug-
gestive of the trench caps of long ago. And as to the girls as-
signed to auxiliary air forces—well, I gasp with admiration.
The uniform does something. It trims off the shoddy look
that often results from a careless, unset permanent, make-up
used too profusely or with disregard to tone, or clothes
thrown on haphazardly. Perc feels that modern life has had a
tonic effect on the appearance of many.
For the girl in the cap—and for all girls who wear small

hats, notably the back-of-head calot—Perc advises the shorter
hair cut. With a good permanent (Please turn to page 58)
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Mary Brodel donned overalls, tucked her three-inch
bob under a cap, to do a man's job and look pretty
while about it. Many girls are doing just this.

Blonde Alexis Smith shows her usual gorgeous pom-
padour neat and attractive beneath a nurse's cap.
Here is a simple, sanitary, sensible arrangement.

Jean Ames recently bobbed her long locks for a
rough and ready rendezvous with a truck. She says
this economized on hair time but not on style.



Silkier, Smoother Hair. Easier to Manage

Lovelier Beyond Belief!

Veto hair-do with soft, natural.looking tcave and curls ...by Thomas Frank, famous Chicago hairstylist.

Amazing improvement in Special Drene Shampoo! Now contains

wonderful hair conditioner to give new beauty thrills!

# If you haven't tried Special Drene lately

—since it has that thrilling hair conditioner

.n it—you simply can't realize just how much
lovelier your hair can look! Because it now
makes the most amazing: difference—leaves

hair so much silkier, smoother . . . makes it

behave better, fall into place more beauti-

fully, right after shampooing!

Reveals up fo 33% more lusfre!

Yes! In addition to the extra beauty benefits

of that amazing hair conditioner, Special

Drene still reveals up to 33% more lustre

than even the finest soaps or liquid soap

shampoos! For Drene is not just a soap

shampoo, so it never leaves any dulling film,

as all soaps do! Hair washed with Special

Drene sparkles with alluring highlights, glows

ssith glorious, natural color. Do you wonder

that girls everywhere are so delighted with

this new improved Special Drene Shampoo?

Unsurpassed for removing dandruff!

And when it comes to removing dandruff, no

special "dandruff remover" shampoo known

todav can beat Drene! You know how im-

portant cleansing is in removing dandruff—

so just remember that for cleansing Drene is

supreme! Try improved Special Drene right

awav—or ask your beauty operator to use it!

LOOK FOR THIS PACKAGE!
All Special Drene now at your dealer's in

the blue and yellow package is the new,

impro\ed Special Drene containing

HAIR CONDITIONER
and is for ei>ery type of hair . . . dry, oily

[>r normal. Just look for Special Drene

—in the blue and yellow package!

Avoid That

By Soaps

_

Don't rob your hair of glamour by
using soaps or liquid 6oap shampoo3
—which always leave a dulling film

that dims the natural lustre and
color brilliancel Use Drene—the

beauty shampoo with the exclusive

patented cleansin g in gredient which
cannot leave aclouding film '. Instead,

it reveals up to 33% more lustre!

Screen land 17



Nice Girl

Everybody in town liked Ivy. Then be-

hind her back they began to give her a

sinister nick-name. It was "Poison Ivy"

—and every one knew what it meant

but Ivy herself. Slowly but certainly

that nasty whispered epigram became

her epitaph. Socially she was simply

finished. Men no longer sought her

company. Too often for her peace of

mind she was left out of parties that in

the past she could have counted on.

People were cool in their attitude

and sometimes dropped her without

a word of explanation. Hurt and
puzzled, she sought for an answer but

found none; people with that sort of

trouble* rarely do.

Few things are as fatal to friendship,

popularity, and romance, as a case of

*halitosis (bad breath), yet anyone may
be guilty at some time or other

—

with-

out realizing it. That's the insidious thing

about this offensive condition.

Consider yourself. How do you
know that at this very moment your

breath is not on the offensive side?

How foolish to guess ... to

take needless chances!

Why not let Listerine Anti-

septic help you. It's a won-

derful antiseptic and deodorant,

you know. While the condition

is sometimes systemic, food fermenta-

tion in the mouth is the major cause

of bad breath according to some author-

ities. Listerine quickly halts this fer-

mentation and makes your breath

sweeter and purer.

Simply use Listerine Antiseptic night

and morning and between times before

social and business engagements at

which you would like to appear at your

best. If you want others to like

you, never, never omit this de-

lightful precaution.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.

St. Louis, Mo.

1

Before all business and social engagements let LISTERINE take care of your breath
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MR 'A , . V.- 1

in Open Letter

to

ETTY and CAROLE

Congratulations to you two smart girls!

I wish all Hollywood actresses were as intelligent, as

lirect and as honest as Grable and Landis in handling

heir careers. You may look like dizzy blondes, but

here are good sets of working brains hidden under

'our wacky hairdos, and a lot of strength in your seem-

ngly delicate torsos. Must be, to have taken it on the

hin as you, Betty, have done ever since you danced

n movie choruses; as you, Carole, have taken it since

rou were an extra girl. You have come a long, long way
—now you're both stars, you might be excused if you

lisplayed a little temperament on the side. But no.

^hen silly publicity branded you "feuding" from jeal-

ousy, because you're both ambitious blondes working

on the same movie lot, and lately in the same picture,

fou, Betty, maintained a dignified silence; you, Carole,

olazed into righteous indignation and wrote the letter

at right. I've great respect for you both, as working
girls who have fought every inch of the way and de-

serve every scrap of success you have. Only—I'd hate

to be in that press agent's shoes!

IN ANSWER to

THIS LETTER

from LANDIS

1
Dear Miss Evans:

In the past few months there have been repeated

references to a so-called feud between Betty Grable

and myself.

Actually there is no feud between Miss Grable

and me and there never has been. While I naturally

wouldn't care to put anyone in the middle, I suspect

that an over-zealous studio publicity man gave birth

to the "feud" with the idea of grabbing off a little

more space (God bless the press agents nine times out

of ten—but not this one!)

Seriously, the rumors are proving not only embar-

rassing but harmful. They have upset me no end, and

I'm sure they have upset Betty. Why not give us both

a break?

19



ON THE SET:

I'm NOT getting married. I wish I coul
make people believe me when I say thii

I don't want to be married. I'm not an<

I don't want to be, I'm-not-and-I-don'i

Peeks into the private life of Lana offe

clues as to why she's a top star toda
Below, as she started: just a Sweats
Girl. Brief marriage to Artie Sha*
Facing page, today: with director Me
vyn LeRoy who prophesied that sh

would co-star with Clark Gable
"Honky Tonk") and with Bob Taylor (i :

"Johnny Eager.") "Romance" with Ton!

Martin turned into pleasant friendship



want-to-be! Maybe if I go around singing it,

like a chorus, I'll be believed.

I don't mean I'm never going to marry

again. I hope I do. But not now. Not for a

long while. And the next time I marry, I'm

going to try with all my might to make a go

of it. I'm going to say, "This is going to be

% my bfe—or a great part of it—from now on

in." My next marriage is going to work. Be-

Ijj cause J am going {Please turn to page 54)

Edited by

Gladys Hall



By

Elizabeth Wilson

More fun on the "Ball of
Fire" set with Babs playing

a hip-swinger and Gary a
bewitched college profes-

sor—AND they get to gab-
bing about each other, for
first time for publication!

BARBARA TALKS ABOUT

T.
'HAT Coop will live to be a hundred and
ninety-eight !" said Barbara admiringly on the

set of "Ball of Fire." "As a matter of fact it

wouldn't surprise me in the least if he lived to be
two hundred and ninety-eight. He has found the

secret of perfect relaxation. Anywhere, any time, he
can go to sleep, at the drop of a hat. Look at him !"

I looked. Across the stage, right in the midst of

cameras, sound tracks, and glaring lights, sat Holly-

wood's next Academy Award winner or I'll eat my
hat—in a studio chair with "Bette Davis" printed

on the back of it. With his {Please turn to page 75

)
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KNEW Barbara by her reputation," said

Gary Cooper, whittling away at a piece of

of wood that was gradually shaping into the

wing of an airplane, "long before I knew her.

What a reputation Barbara has
!"

Hmmm, I thought, glamor-puss Helen of Troy

had a reputation too. And so did Cleopatra, the

Queen of Sheba, Madame Pompadour, and that

attractive Mrs. Hamilton. But I was afraid Gary

GARY . . . AND VICE VERSA

didn't mean that kind of a reputation. I was right.

He didn't. Worse luck.

"I've heard more wonderful things about Bar-

bara," Coop continued in his slow drawl, "than

I have about any other actress. I've worked on

nearly every lot in Hollywood and I've never

heard any one take a crack at her. When I used

to hear all those wonderful things about her I d

think, 'Aw, they're just pouring it on. No one

can be that nice.' But since working with her m
'Meet John Doe' and 'Ball of Fire' I have found

everything I ever heard to be true. I really be-

lieve the studio people worship her. Whenever

she finishes a picture the members of the crew

Top, Stanwyck
in swing session

with drummer
Gene Krupa,
who leads his

band in "Ball

of Fire." Lower

lef', Barbara
Is sur o , n d e d

by the "7 old

men" in thefilm.

chip in and buy her a present. That's most unusual.

Presents from a crew to a star are just about as rare

as hen's teeth, you know that. The boys on this picture

have bought her a silver cigarette box, which they are

having engraved. They are going to give it to her next

week." „
There was a pause. There are always pauses on Uary

Cooper interviews. But when Gary stops talking it doesn t

mean that you are dismissed, that he wants you to get

out of his dressing room. Gary's pauses are warm and

friendly. I never mind going (Please turn to page /6)
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Fictionized by
Elizabeth B.

Petersen

|T IS a city where not many questions are asked, Shanghai, :

city alien to the rest of China as it is alien to the rest of the

world. And the woman who ruled over the great gambling
palace in the international settlement was as mysterious as th<

city itself. None knew of her beginnings and none dared question
Even her name was lost under that palpable misnomer, Mothei
Gin Sling. But she did not return the favor of anonymity to others

Gene Tierney in her most
vivid role: Poppy, the girl

who lost herself. Victor
Mature, as the Levantine
lover without a soul. Ona
Munson, as the menacing
Mother Gin Sling. Walter
Huston, as Sir Guy Char-
ieris. Phyllis Brooks, as the
stranded chorus girl. Great
cast in sh ocl<£r of the season!
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There was no person in that city

Kvhose history she didn't know.

That was what she lived on, the

weaknesses of human beings, and

there were none who escaped that

appraising glance of hers,

j
She was still beautiful though

Lite had passed her youth and as

Jshe walked through the great salon,

rjpast the roulette wheels and the

fpoker and fan-tan tables, she looked

like one of those fragile porcelain

figurines found in curio shops, and

though she spoke English with

! scarcely a trace of accent, that

[which clung so faintly to her lilt-

ling tongue was Manchu, the aristo-

crat of native dialects. There was

nothing in her to suggest the vin-

BRINGS RUIN AND DEGRADATION!
dictive woman who had lived all these long years only

J for revenge.

It was a strange menage she ruled over. First and the

j one she depended on more than any other was the hand-

some young Apollo, Dr. Omar. His title was self-

1 assumed as was his poise and his fez and monocle. But

. the other things, his suave cruelty, his vanity, that fasci-

nation all women felt and his utter disdain for them were

bred in his bone. He would sell anything he had for a

price just as he would sell those things he did not have,

too. His ruthlessness coupled with the smouldering good

25



V

DECORATIONS BY LEONARD FRANK

looks bequeathed to him by some distant Levantine
ancestor made him invaluable to his mistress.

There was Percival Montgomery Howe, whose
name belied his origin. For he was Chinese, this
grotesquely rotund go-between or comprador as he
was known in the international settlement. Then there
was the renegade Englishman, Caesar Hawkins, with
the mind of a first-class bookkeeper, hopelessly mixed
up in everything but his figures.

Yes, it was a strange establishment, and none
stranger than Mother Gin Sling herself, her face a
mask as she stopped at the poker table to talk to the
three members of the international colony who sat there
playing cards with her comprador. They were her friends :

Van Aalst, the Dutch official; De Michot, the French
banker; and Jackson, the English lawyer—or as much
her friends as anyone could be. But now in some un-
fathomable way they had become her enemies. They were
there that night, not to gamble alone but to tell her that
she must either close down her establishment or move
into the Chinese City on the orders of the new head of
the India-China Trading Company.

"Every so often Shanghai decides to clean itself like
a swan in a muddy lake." Mother Gin Sling sounded
amused as she motioned the dealer to cut her in on the

next hand. "I shall not move, and I

certainly shall not close."

These threats to her security had
happened before. She was not half as
interested in this one as in deciding what she should do
with the stranded chorus girl Omar had just rescued from
a jail sentence as a derelict. She had caught a glimpse of

the girl waiting for her as she had passed through the j
hall, still so pretty with her yellow hair and blue eyes in

spite of the shabby clothes she was wearing, and even
the runs in her shoddy silk stockings couldn't disguise
the loveliness of her slender legs. She -could use this

Dixie Pomeroy to good advantage once she had dressed

26



CAST OF

"THE SHANCHA! GESTURE"

:

Poppy Gene Tierney

Dr. Omar ...Victor Mature

Mother Gin Sling ....
Ona Munson

Sir Guy Chartcris ....
Walter Huston

Dixie Poineroy ....
Phyllis Brooks
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Although he vehemently de-

nies it, the part of Dr. Kildare

has influenced Lew Ayres'

own life. Self-description:

"Strictly a 9 o'clock guy

with 12 o'clock yearnings

Lew Ayres and Ann Ayars, new glamor discovery, as doc-

tor and patient in the latest "Dr. Kildare" picture, above.

At right, familiar closeup: Lew as the young doctor with

Lionel Barrymore as his friend and teacher, Dr. Gillespie.

wTHERE'S Lew?" a mutual friend of Lew Ayres'

and mine asked me once.

"Search me," I replied. "He may be at home
with the phone switched off or he may be in China. I

wouldn't know."
Nor would anyone else. Probably less is known of

Lew's off-screen activities than any other player's. It isn't

that he is cagey or publicity-shy but his private doings

are not of the type that cross columnists' paths and it

never occurs to him to call the Publicity Department and

say, "I did so-and-so. It might be worth a mention in

someone's column."
The Publicity Departments of the various studios

where he has worked have always been as much in the

dark regarding his private life as has the public at large.

For instance, not long ago Lew took a six weeks' jaunt

through the backwoods of Canada, covered Alaska from
one end to the other by airplane and not a soul in the

studio even knew where he was, or—to date—has a word
been printed about a trip that—so far as I know—no
other star has ever made with the exception of the late

Will Rogers!
Lew's tastes have always been as simple as his humor

is abundant.

When he was a kid he played in an orchestra in the

border towns between California and Mexico—mostly

honky-tonk joints. Then he came to Los Angeles, worked

in a couple of "name" orchestras of that period and be-

tween the two of them got his fill of night life—the dives

and the class places as well. That is why he is seldom

seen in the night spots chatter writers frequent.
_

He gets a terrific kick out of going to previews of

"important" pictures—like "Sergeant York," "Pasteur,"

and "Zola" but his enjoyment of the picture consists more

of analyzing the technical end—the direction, photog-

raphy, lighting, characterizations, etc., than in watching

the plot development.

A really fine picture leaves him deeply moved—but

not deeply enough to smother his wit. Once we had been

to a preview. We were late (Please turn to page 71)
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Exclusive! Kay Harris ("Tillie the Toil-

er") tells in her own words, in a per-

sonal letter to our Editor, just how
she felt when she returned to her old

home town as a movie star. How did

the home folks treat her? What were
her reactions to all the acclaim, from
the Mayor to her old schoolmates?
it's the experience of a lifetime, and
we think you'll want to read Kay's

letter which will give you new faith

in the future of the "typical Amer-
ican girl"—if you need reassurance

Elkhorn, Wise.
DEAR MISS EVANS

:

You can't imagine my surprise when
a friend called me one day to say that

there was a write-up about me in Screen-
land. Of course, we rushed right down
to the drug store and were so thrilled to

find it was an "open letter" from you. I

just can't express in words how excited

Kay Harris with her father,

mother, young sister and
brother attend world premiere
of her first picture, "Tillie the

Toiler," in her home town the-

ater (above).
Kay's all set
to make more
"Tillie" films. A>

HOME TOWN GIRL



PREMIERE SHOWING
KAY HARRIS

TILL! E THE TOILER

She was born in Elkhorn, Wisconsin;

grew up, went to kindergarten, gram-

mar school and high school; helped

"Mom" with the house work; teased

her younger brother and sister; looked

up to "Pop." Then, being an ambitious

youngster, she wanted to try her

wings—so she went job-hunting and

eventually landed as a secretary in

a Cincinnati broadcasting station. The

O. Henry touch: a director looking for

a "new face" spotted her. Result: a

film contract to be "Tillie the Toiler."

we were and have been about that entire

page devoted to "Tillie."

I would have written this at the time

but it just seems that everyone here at

the house has been so busy ever since

I arrived home. I have been having a lot

of work done on my teeth. Then, too,

housework (Please turn to page 60)

lAAKES GOOD/

Mother pretties up her movie-star daughter for

big premiere. Below, reunion with high school

chums. Right, surrounded by flowers—and, right

below, by the "Tillie the Toiler" movie company.
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MRS.
MARSHALL
Gives the

LOWDOWN
on "BART"

JT WAS in 1934 that Lee Russell discovered Herbe
Marshall. There he was up on the screen making love

i
Greta Garbo, in a picture called "The Painted Veil

The most handsome man she had ever seen. Well, may
not handsome—after all, she didn't like handsome me
they were always conceited. Fine-looking, that was
Kind, sympathetic eyes that looked as if they had be*

to hell and back. And a voice like a cello. "This is it

said Lee. "That's for me."
Lee recalls that she sat through the picture twice. Mm

to her escort's annoyance. And that when he said, "He
bert Marshall is just another ham" over the tomato bisiji

at "21" she said, "I never want to see you again," at

walked out on a most beautiful filet mignon with mus'
rooms. She recalls also that she followed the pictu

around town, seeing it four times before it reached tl|

Bronx. By then she had decided that she would man
Herbert Marshall.

"While I was following the picture around," said Le
"I bought every fan magazine on the newsstands. I re£

every word I could find printed about Bart. And I ran

say he sounded as if he would be as dull as ditch Avater

Like all Americans, and Lee is a typical American gii

she assumed that the British were a bit on the stuffy sid

Photographs by Gene Lester exclusive to Screenland.



If you still think Herbert

Marshall is stuffy."
you'll change your mind

when you read what his

wife says about him!

By

Liza

But that didn't discourage her in

the least.

Now it isn't the easiest thing in

Ithe world, as you have probably

suspected, for a girl to land a

movie star. Even though she's a

chic Bergdorf Goodman model.

Even though she's as beautiful as

all get-out. Even though she's a

complete contradiction to that old

saw about the beautiful being

dumb. But Lee is an optimistic

soul. As a child in Cragsmore,

Xew York, she had had the Cin-

derella story stuffed down her

throat. And it had left its mark.

Sure enough, soon afterwards,

Fate, in the disguise of a talent

scout, presented her with a con-

tract as a stock player at the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in

Hollywood. It was at a greatly

reduced salary, but at least she

could breathe the same air as her

Dream Prince. And then she got

a terrific jolt. She discovered to

her horror that Bart was being
Tom Kelley

At home with Herbert Marshall—and the fair lady who's

his wife, and who gives such a revealing closeup of the

actor in our story. Above, the Marshalls in their library with

its collection of autographed portraits of their star friends.

Below, "Bart" bar-tending. Other home pictures, all exclusive.

romanced by Hollywood's (then) Number One Glamor
Girl—Gloria Swanson. And Gloria was stiff competition

in any language.

Well, anyway, time marched (Please turn to page 64)



THERE is no point in opening this little Rhapsody
in Blonde by saying that if it weren't for Errol Flynn
a party named Alexis Smith would right this minute

be carrying on, chin up, as a lowly Warner stock girl,

seventy-five dollars a week and bound no place in par-
ticular.

Under ordinary circumstances Mr. Flynn's role in this

success story would be that of champion of the oppressed
and the beautiful which, as you know from seeing him
rescue countless maidens resembling Olivia de Havilland
on the screen, is really second nature with him. What Mr.
Flynn really did was to go into a huddle with Director
Mike Curtiz about a week after "Dive Bomber," pre-
sumably an all-male epic, had gone into production and
offer the suggestion : "Look here, old boy, don't you sup-
pose this thing could stand a bit of livening up?" (Mark

you, this may not be Mr. Flynn word for word but it is

in the general direction.)

"What could you be meaning?" Mr. Curtiz is alleged
to have inquired, according to sworn witnesses.
"A love interest, shall we say?"
"My dear Mr. Flynn, this is an epic glorifying the air

arm."
Mr. Flynn : "A minor love interest, perhaps ?"

Mr. Curtiz: (Frostily) "Any suggestions?"
Did Mr. Flynn have any suggestions? What a ques-

tion! With no more effort than it takes him to run a
blade through Basil Rathbone, Mr. F. whipped up a
"minor love interest," dialogue and all. Mr. Curtiz read,
approved, and lit out immediately for the office of Hal
Wallis, the Warner grand mufti, to get his official okay.
"She ought to be tall, blonde, and electric, I should

If you first met Alexis Smith as the devas-
tating blonde with Errol Flynn and Fred Mac-
Murray in "Dive Bomber," you'll want to

catch up with her in her latest film, "Steel

Against the Sky," with Craig Stevens (above).

So many Smiths—but
only one Alexis. You'll

see why she's in the spot-

light when you read this

By

John R. Franchey

think," Mr. F. is said to have said just

before Mr. Curtiz took off.

Cut to Stage 11 where an assistant

to Director Lloyd Bacon, in charge of

"Navy Blues," is rehearsing six delicious

cuties in a hot vocal number. The girls

are in the groove, as they say, when a

courier arrives, points to the third girl

from the left and says : "You, please

!

Will you come this way?"
"There goes (Please turn to page 62)
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YOOHOO!
FM

SOMEBODY
NEW!

J

Yes, we're glad rto greet you, Donna Drake.

Furthermore, we freely predict, after watching

your pert performance in "Aloma of the South
Seas," that you'll be all set for stardom after

your featured appearance in the forthcoming

"Louisiana Purchase." P.S. Donna Drake
used to be known as Rita Rio when she led

her own girls' band, before Dorothy Lamour
induced Paramount to give her a movie break.

P.P.S. Donna can dance, too.



And you can't stop us
—

< we repeat, we predict

that after his new film,

the tough, melodramat-
ic • "Johnny Eager,"
Robert Taylor will be
facing a new film career

so brilliant as to make
the old, romantic-only
Taylor look like an
extra boy. All right, so

we're leading with our
chin — but just watch]

Virgil Apger, M-C-M





GLAMOR MAIS
Inspired by Vera Zorina, his co-

star in "Louisiana Purchase,"

Bob Hope presents his brand
new personality — dashing, ro-

mantic, debonair — and Vic
Mature had better look out

Bob has been the timid suitor long enough. Now he tries the in-

difference technique, with gratifying results if these closeups with
Zorina mean what they seem to. Watch for the "New Bob Hope"
in "Louisiana Purchase," and don't say we didn't warn you.









Opulent evening: starring a

beautiful girl, a gorgeous gown
designed by Irene. Scalloped

tunic and trailing scalloped

skirt, with rich all-over pat-

tern ofgold sequins and beads.

P7F»&ffraphs by A. L. Whitt'u Bchafer, Columbia Pictures





The name, L'oretta; the

gown, exotic. She: wears it

in her latest movie, "Bed'
time Story," when she is

wooed by Fredric March.
When the Young lady

poses in this white creation

with its white flowers en-

crusted with rhinestones,

what chance has mere man?



It was a lovely eve-

ning, wasn't it? Glis-

tening and glamorous
as the gown Loretta
wears here, of gray-

blue satin draped to

her slim figure. Note:
the dolman sleeves in

one piece with the

bodice, the looped
fringe at the hipline,

the fabulous jewels.



THE MOST STRIKING STILLS

of the MONTH
are from "THE JUNGLE BOOK



Kipling's classic comes to the screen with Sabu,

young star of "Elephant Boy" and "Thief of Bag-

dad," as Mowgli, the boy who was carried off into

the jungle and reared by wild animals, learning to

talk their language and understand their ways as

no human had ever done before. His adventures

make a movie to enthrall young and old alike







KID
CAGNEY

You can have your 'andsome
'eroes, those streamlined new-
comers; well stick to Cagney, who
has never failed to give a rousing

performance since "Public Enemy."
His next, ''Captains of the Clouds."

Welboii
Wnrtirr



Zeitlin

fe begins at

w en ty-one
or lovely
laureen
'Hara. As an
ctress, she's

hit at last

Now GreenWas
ly Valley," after

iiree years of 1
ad breaks. As a
irl, she has found
omance and announc-

d her engagement

L /AUREEN O'HARA ringed two recent dates on

\ /\ her calendar in red. On October 28th "How
V 1 Green Was My Valley" opened. On November

Oth she announced her engagement to Will Price. Life

bens new vistas at twenty-one.
' Plenty of moviegoers labor under the delusion that

Valley" is her first picture. Tell them she's been in the

lovies for three years, aiid they won't believe you.

That's a face I couldn't forget." Maybe you've never

ben it. "Jamaica Inn" had a limited distribution. In

Hunchback" she was lost behind Laughton and spectacle.

A Bill of Divorcement," second version, was a box-

ffice flop. A couple of Bs rounded out the tale till the

(Cute director, John Ford, put the finger on her. Under
lis magic she was re-introduced to the public in one of

•ie year's best pictures, and acclaimed a flower, a vision,

poem. Better than that, the flower gave out with a per-

ormance to wring the heart. Ford calls her Hollywood's

est young dramatic actress. At RKO, where they'd been

kling her under a bushel, faces turned red.

You may think "How Green

Was My Valley" is Maureen

O'Hara's first picture—be-

cause, while she's been in

the movies for three years,

she has never before been

seen in an important role.

Now, as Angharad in John

Ford's mighty film, she

really comes into her own.

For a year and a half she'd been begging for decent

parts. "Anything—I don't care what—just give me a

test!" They brushed her off, they said something was

coming up, they said sure, kid, take it easy. (Don't ask

me why, it's a secret studios lock in their bosoms). She

saw other young actresses get the breaks, and herself

passed by. She reached a pitch of despair where she was

about ready to throw in the towel, to break her contract,

to collapse against the stone wall of indifference and howl

like a baby wolf.

To make matters worse, she'd caught a whiff of "How
Green Was My Valley." John Ford was her professional

idol, to work with him the goal of her dreams. "Look."

she told her agent, "if it's just a line, if it's only to carry

a spear, get me a part in that picture or die." The picture

was postponed and postponed again. A year went by.

"They'll never make it," wailed Maureen. "If they do,

I'll never get a part. If I do, I'll break a leg the day they

start shooting. Nothing good's ever going to happen to

me again." (Please turn to page 73).
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SELECTED
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment

without loss of time and money

SUSPICION" "SUNDOWN" SWAMP WATER"

PLOT:

book,

lies,

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

SUSPENSE!

APPEAL: How can you miss the latest

Hitchcock mystery espeaally wrth the

new team of Cary Grant and Joan

(•Rebecca") Fontaine? Answer: you

can't miss.
, ,

From the
much-talked-about

"Before The Fact," by Francs

about an irresponsible fellow who

charms his way through life w.thout

ever paying the check, in act. assump-

tion is he'd stop at nothing short of

murder-and you re not even sure about

That before Director Hitchcock
_

•

through baffling you. He marr.es na.v.

heiress who adores him even though

he suspects the worst. The climax can

possibly convince you espeaally rf

YouVe read the book-but you wouldn t

have it any other way, since Cary and

Joan make such a grand team hey

shouldn't be parted even by a real,jh.

ending. You're in for chills and thrills.

ACTING: It isn't another "Rebecc°

Wair Fontaine but that isn't her ou t

since the role demands less of her

tints though her fragile ove -ss

shines through. Cary could" tb* be te

as the irresistible scamp who g.ves

every sign of reformation before the

Ll fadeout. Nigel Bruce and Aunol

Lee give outstanding
performances -d

even the bits are brilliant in the know-

ing Hitchcock manner.

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

THRILLER!

APPEAL: If you like action and plenty

f it, and aren't particular as to what

all the shooting's for, here's your super-,

duper dish of celluloid.

PLOT: Intrigue in deepest Africa,

crawling with conniving natives Nazi

spies, six white men at the Bnt.sh out-

post, and-Zia, woman of mystery who

h leading a caravan into the bnely

desert. When Hammud, an Arab trader

who is as lowdown a villain as any bad

Indian in a Western, swears: One ot

six white men will die at Man.eka. the

action is on-oang, bang, bong-and

never lets down until the wicked nat.ves

are repulsed, Zia is rescued from the

dastardly enemy by stalwart Bnt.sh

commissioner, the forthright Major

Coombes polishes off the spy. and the

mystery woman is unmasked as a lovely

white girl in disguise.

ACTING: George Sanders strides

through the film as though he owned .t,

which he does, practically, since he de-

livers the best performance as the

noble Major-he has the iuiciest part

and the iuiciest scene-a long, linger-

ing death scene which would be the

high spot if it didn't deprive us Sanders

fans of our favorite for the rest of the

picture. Gene Tierney is an eyeful in

her costumes, though no earful. Joseph

Calleia is excellent.

Walter Wanger-United Artists

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

REFRESHING!

APPEAL: For yoo who crave a change

from melodramas and marita comedies

-you'll welcome the fresh locale the

new director and new faces to be found

here.

PLOT: From The Saturday Evening Post

story of the Okefenokee swamp folk ot

Georgia-men and women whose lives

are bounded by the miles of marsh and

cypress filled with alligators and cot-

ton mouths, but whose emotions make

them as real as your next-door ne.gh-

bors in New York or Kansas Cty. For

the first Hollywood film of celebrated

French director Jean Renoir Ison ot

the great painter) this would seem a

strange setting; but because M. Renoir

is a true artist he treats his theme with

imagination and understanding, makes

his characters live, paints fine pictures

of the swamp lands with inspired

camera. Oh, yes-romance, drama,

too.

ACTING: Notable for another splendid

performance by veteran Walter Bren-

nan, as the "lost man" of the swamps

who is brought back to solid ground

again by the young hunter who loves

hi, daughter. Also for the debut of

Anne Baxter, a lyrical youngster who II

be heard from; and for the appealing

personality and sincerity of young Dana

Andrews; and for the usual robust act-

ing of Walter Huston. Mary Howard,

John Carradine, Virginia Gilmore good,

too.

20th Century-Fox —

1
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, WAKE UP SCREAMING"
f „H M . pULHAM, ESQ. "THEY DIED WITH THEIR

BOOTS ON"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

DRAMATIC!

£2 "Sir* h-.

Watch for this one!

PLOT: The film version of STeve Fisher's

columnist, and even the apartment

house switchboard operator, but a de

tective is over-anxious to pin it on the

oromote No fair telling who turns out

Tete real murderer or the suspense

will be lost. Credit goes to Director H.

Bruce Humberstone for th. manner ,

which the excitement sustaine n

view of the many events and clues

leading up to "whodunit.

ACTING: With the exception of Laird

Cregar, whose performance as the de

tective is a masterpiece, the stars m

h cast are usually seen in musicals

5 r-f .

fi,n

s.i
u

st tw

r^sS^^e

Mate,Jneasthe

promoter who's given the third degree

and who loves Jill, the ^^.f*
sister, a role played to perfection by

Betty Grable. Carole Landis good as

the waitress-turned-glamor-girl
who «

killed, but is kept on the screen by

clever handling of flashbacks.

20th Century-Fox

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

INTERESTING!

APPEAL: Readers of J. P. Marquandjs

I Ml flock to see this, and they w,l

novel wil flock to se

not be disappointed, tor it

translation of the best-seller.

PIOT- Life as lived by a Back Bay
PLOT. Lite

k away
Bostonite, who tried to

C1 ,,ceecj

original story me r

dignified, and often a bit dul

then Pulham was a pretty dull fellow.

ACTING: Robert Young in the title

gives what is colled a sterling

p rfo?manc: he is H. M.

oil r
;qht-hence on the staid and stuffy

Si. Don't blame Bob; he_ is_ being a

^ptl^caXsinessglr,''^

M-G-M

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

EPIC!

APPEAL- You liked "Dodge City/'

"San^ F. Trail"-the box office said

So here's Errol Flynn's latest loudest,

and best-Custer's Last Stand.

PLOT- Two hours and 20 minutes of the

career of General Custer, U. S Cavalry

! t o( picture, but most of it action-

crammed, so no complaints. Director

Raoul Walsh has swept the story along

at a furious pace wit few du^1 mo-

ments from Custer's early days at West

Point to the climax, the famous mas-

sacre at Little Big Horn, when the gal-

a „ General and a third of his com-

mand fell fighting the Sioux Indian,

It is a cherished chapter of American

history retold with drama and gusto,

and American youth will watch ,t s P e I-

bound, though a few oldsters may carp

at inaccuracies. But the spirit is there.

ACTING: Errol Flynn in c
'
"™ "jj*

™
seemingly more impressed w.th his role

than usual-at any rate, he is ess the

handsome hero than the canscent.au

actor trying to convey an important

character, and it seems to me he sue

ceeds admirably. His is an impress

figure in buckskins, as Olivia de Hol-

land's is a luscious one in her romantic

costumes. Miss de Hav.lland .s no stock

heroine here; she plays with as mucn

gusto as Flynn himself, and her scenes

with Hattie (remember Gone With

the Wind") McDaniel are memorable.

Warner Bros.
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JJaJIAJltj U LUUU
Continued from page 21

to work at it, and hard. But now I

have other work to do. My screen

work. It takes all my time, energies

and thoughts. That's why Fm-not-
and-don't-want-to-be-married.

I know very well it is ahsurd to

make predictions ahout emotional

matters. It's funny, hut you don't

know what your heart will do, I

may go out and meet HIM this very

evening, for all my fine words. But
if I should, if I do—/ think I would
wait until tomorrow morning!
Moonlight can't hewitch me any

more. I know, now, that we always

wake up from dreams.

HnBHHHHSS

IN THE BOOTH
AT THE HAIRDRESSER'S:

... a friend of mine told me t

day that he feels sorry for me.
didn't tell him that I feel sorry f(

myself, too. He wouldn't believe m
Why should he? I asked him wl^

he feels sorry for me. He said, hi

laughing hut I think he was also

earnest, "Because they are callii

In "Johnny Eager" Lana Turner

plays a debutante in love with

a gangster, enacted by Robert

Taylor. New film gives both

stars big opportunity for real

dramatics. See scene at top.

At left, Lana's colorful role in

"Honky Tonk" established her

as one of Hollywood's impor-

tant stars. Above, only glamor

girls like Lana receive lavish

gifts of flowers at the studio

on first day of a new picture.

you the "Hottest Thing In Town.
I said, "Who, ME?" He sa

"Yes." He said, "After 'Ziegfc

Girl,' 'Jekyll and Hyde,' 'Hon

Tonk' and now, 'Johnny Eage

you just about hold Hollywo

in the palm of your hand. A
Hollywood is a combustible haul

to hold in the naked hand. It r

plodes. It can burn, badly. It
—

"

I held my hands over my ears

this point. I said, "Look, stop

minute. I don't want to be told ai

thing like this. I don't want to h(

it, read it or see it. I don't want

feel it's so. I don't want any p
of it."

I meant it, too. I know it is d

gerous. Or could be. That's wlr

want to be deaf, dumb, and bli

to any such ballyhoo and build-i

I'm afraid of praise. I'm spoilal

Who isn't? Praise is like pois i

Like poison put in candy. The m
dangerous kind. You don't know
is poison until it kills you.

I want to keep working as b

as I'm physically and mentally a

to. I've worked hard already. Es,

cially in these past two years f

didn't work hard the first two ye

I was in pictures, I admit it

'
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; nought it was all a clambake and
pretty soon it would be time to go

hoine. I came to the studio and did

icenes like they told me to. But my
ijnind was only about one-eighth on
Vhat I was doing. The rest of it was
pondering where I would go that

tiisht, to what night-club, and with

Vhom, what I would wear, whether

liay favorite dress had come back
'rom the cleaner's, how I'd do my
Lair. Not now.

iefore she took her work seriously, Lana oblig-

ingly posed for publicity pictures such as the

rum majorette, lower right. Contrast this

lose with dignity of full-length portrait on
acing page. The giddy little girl has grown

p since the days when she strutted with Artie

haw, with whom she later eloped. Above,
onclusive evidence of acting ability, with

jpencer Tracy in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."

Now I know that it's because I've

ylvorked hard that I've had good luck

;
nd some good stories. Now I know
dien I stop working" hard, physi-

ally and mentally, I'll stop having
Lhe good luck and the good stories,

tlbid when I stop having the good
Iiuck and the good stories, they'll

j,!top giving me the build-up and the

I

iallyhoo. That's the way Hollywood
i]lk And I'm no exception. And don't
hink I don't know it!

And another thing I've learned:
N
To one can really do anything for

ou but you. Here I am, with an
normous major studio back of me.
Tiey gave me every opportunity, all

lie breaks, terrific publicity. They
l j
dvised me about everything from
he kind of shoes I wore to the kind

j

f words I said. But opportunity
nit much good, doesn't last, unless
oil use it. And until / began to
titch it and go to work, I wasn't
nuch more than a piece of dime-a-
lozen bric-a-brac. And would have
asted about that Ions.

SITTING IN THE PATIO:
1 This sounds very funny, I guess.
put I don't feel any different now

.
han I did four years ago. I go to
vork. I get my money. I go home.

Next day, I go to work again. I still

see the same people I saw four years
ago. Clark Gable, Robert Taylor,
Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy, Di-
rector Mervyn LeRoy, Victor Flem-
ing, George Cukor. All the M-G-M
folks. They're still going to work,
too, getting their money and going
home again.

I still like the same people I liked

four years ago. I haven't made many
new friends. I'm the small-group

type. And I haven't begun to talk

with an "oh^mj-darling" accent. I

haven't got to the point where I

have my lunches served, solo, in my
dressing rooms. I don't like to be by
myself. I like to be where people
are, like things going on around me.
It's cosier. I still study my scripts,

at home, with the radio going full

blast. I don't worry about "dieting,"

either. I mean, I still eat candy in

bed, every night of my life, I like

chili, chocolate malts and chocolate

cake. Also sandwiches. I haven't

gone in for facials, not even for a

load of those fancy cold creams and
stuff. I just wash my face with soap

and water like I did when I was a

kid and they called me "Carrots."

IN MY BEDROOM.
AT HOME:

This is our first night in our own
home for Mother and me. It's a Red
Letter Day, bright red. It's a swell

feeling, having your own home, your
very first own home, that you've

bought with your own money. Some-
one said to me the other day, ""W ell,

1 hear you've gone for one of those

ritzy Bel Air mansions, Lana." They
better not put that in a magazine!

Because it isn't in Bel Air, it's in



Westwood. And it isn't a grand and lux-

urious mansion. It's just the most wonder-

ful, little modest house. It's everything I

ever dreamed of in a house. It's all one

story, one of those white rambling kind set

on an acre and a half of ground.

It's fun furnishing it. It's about the most

fun I've ever had. Every time a new lamp

comes, or a new rug, Mother and I just sit

and stare at it, sort of gloating and purring.

It's a nice, solid little house, was built by

a family from the middle-West. And they

really know how to build houses, those

middle-Westerners. They don't build for

show. They use the best of everything, the

best woods, substantial, weather-proof,

snug, built to last several life-times.

That's the way I'd like to build my life.

Nothing flimsy. Solid.

ON THE SET:

I hope I never get to be one of those

stars, like one I saw today, who start be-

lieving every story they do. I hope I al-

ways realize that a picture is something

that goes into a silver can and people pay

thirty-five cents to see it. When a picture

is done, it is finished. When I've played a

>art, it is finished. I've told my mother

what she can do to me if she ever catches

me doing any off-stage acting!

Some well-meaning individual said to me
the other day, "You can demand pretty

nearly anything you want from Hollywood

now_an(i get it." But. I don't want any-

thing more than I have now. And I don t

"demand." I'm not the type. I can honestly

say that I have never demanded anything

from anybody. I was told, "You could be a

Problem Child and not get spanked.'' But

I am not going to be a Problem Child. I

am not a child any more. I'm twenty-one.

And things have happened to me so fast,

that I have lived twice my twenty-one

years. Besides, I don't believe in tempera-

ment. I believe almost all things can be

handled with a smile.

I believe you can pay too high a price

for anything, no matter what. I don't in-

tend to pay too high a price for what I

have. And for my money, too high a price

would be if I have to be something I'm not!

IN THE PATIO:

It was suggested to me that I could go

veddy, veddy social if I . wanted. I don't

want ! That's not my kind of people. Never

will be. I don't go to house-parties or to

dinner-parties now, any more than I ever

did. I don't go out with more than four

people. Usually with Judy Garland and

Dave Rose and whoever my date may be

—

perhaps Roger Pryor, or Jimmy Stewart

or Dan Dailey or, maybe, Tony.

I don't like gossip. I don't want any part

of that, either. So I don't gossip. Because

if I say something about somebody, they're

going to say something about me.

I hope people don't know it, but I'm

thin-skinned. I admit it, here. I'm very vul-

nerable. I'm easily hurt. I DO care what
people say about me. "Names" can bruise

me, worse than "sticks and stones." I know
it's supposed to be part of this business to

get hurt and pretend you don't feel it. But

I'm not much of an actress, off the set

anyway. I say what I think and show what

I feel, can't help it. I Have been hurt, here

in Hollywood, and badly. But no one would
believe I have any reason to feel sorry for

myself. The time hasn't come, yet, for me
to talk about that. People would laugh at

me, would want to know where I get off,

talking about being "hurt." But I can talk

about it ! And one of these days, I will

!

AT HOME, IN BED:

I wish people would stop asking me
about Tony Martin and me ! I wish some of

my business could be my own business. It's

embarrassing to tell the truth because it

sounds so corny to say we're "Just Friends."

But corny or not, there it is. That's the

way it is. He's a nice, wonderful chap and

I still go out with him, occasionally, but we
are NOT "going steady" anymore, it IS

over so far as Romance is concerned. I do
have other dates.

ON THE SET:

I was an awful icky four years ago. I've

just been sitting here thinking about what
an icky I was. May still be. But at least I'm

conscious, now, of what goes on around me.

I do read good books. I see good plays. I

listen to good music. I stick to my resolve

to learn at least one new thing every day.

It seems to me that not only have my
eyes and ears opened but something even

deeper. Like the other day I was looking

at a beautiful Duncan Phyfe cabinet. As I

looked at it, I found myself wondering
what kind of a man Duncan Phyfe was
and what he was thinking about when he

made it. I never used to think things like

that. Why, four years ago I would have
thought Duncan Phyfe was a musical in-

strument, hut sut!

Maybe it's just as we grow older, we
learn to think about other people, to care

about them and wonder about them. I be-

gan to feel this way, I think, when I really

began to care about the parts I play. When
I really wanted to understand the girl I was
supposed to be, wanted to get inside her

heart and mind and all.

I used always to say, "What does he look

like?" or "What does she look _ like ?" Now
I find myself saying. "What is he like?"

There is a big difference.

I have learned to take my time. I think,

maybe, that is the biggest, most important

lesson I've learned in the past six months.

I sit down, now, and think, "Do I want this

thing? Is it good for me?" Always before,

when I wanted to do something, bang, I'd

do it ! No more. "Garbo Laughs !" Huh,
why doesn't someone get out four sheets,

"Turner Thinks !"

ON THE BEACH:
The others have gone in the water. Dan

Dailey is a good swimmer. Judy looks swell

with her hair dark, I like it. Wonder how
I'd look as a brunette-—

?

I was just thinking I don't regret any-

thing I've done. Even though, at times, it

was almost Curtains for me

!

I don't regret any of the silly things I've

done or any of the mistakes I've made be-

cause I HAD to do them and make them.

And because I have learned so much from
them. I'm the kind of person that can't be

told anything. If someone says "Don't go
in the water, it's freezing," I don't believe

it until I go in and freeze. I have to do it

the hard way. But I have also learned that

the first time you do a fool thing, you can

call it a mistake. The second time you do

it, it's your own fault, there is no alibi, and
you can only call yourself a fool.

IN MY DRESSING ROOM:
I just saw an old-time star go by. It gave

me the shudders to see her. I know when
I'll quit. When I am as high as I can possi-

bly go, not one minute before or one minute

after. I'll know when I've had enough. I

wonder why they don't quit, can't seem to

quit? I think it's that rolling into the studio

in that beautiful, black car. They can't let it

go. I'll let it go. There are too many things

I want in life, in my life, to hang on to

anything when it has begun to fade.

IN BED:

I was asked today whether I am fright-

fully ambitious. I said that I am—but only

so far as my work is concerned. I do war
to be a Great Actress someday. I want 1

awfully. I think it will be particularl.

thrilling for me, if I am, because no oni

except Mr. Mayer and Mervyn LeRoy, ex

pected I would or could be, at first.

I know what people thought about rm
A "hot little number" they said, "a craz

kid." "A cutie with curves who might t

decorative, spotted here and there, but wb
can never "carry" a picture, on account c

she hasn't the stability." They didn't expet

I'd ever knuckle down and work. The
were kind of afraid of me. Scared of wh;
I would do or say.

So, yes, it is important to me to mak
good at my job. I am ambitious to becorr

a Great Actress. I don't want to be knowa
as the "Hottest Thing in Town." I don
want to be known as a Glamor Girl,

Sweater Girl. I want to be known as som<j

one who commands, and deserves, the sanj

kind of respect Helen Hayes gets, Katl

arine Cornell, Bette Davis, Hepburn.
But then I ask myself, "Is it more in]

portant to you than anything else ?" ar

the answer to that is "NO."
"Well," I say, "what is it, then?" ar

I have to confess I don't know. I can't pj
a name to it. I can only explain it, even

]
myself, by saying that it is something thj

has been important to me all my life

—

-finn\

ing happiness.

I haven't found happiness yet. And
don't know where to find it—yet. I dor

even know where to look for it. Becau
I don't know what it is, a person, a plac

a thing, a job

—

I ask myself, "Is it love you mean?" ail

the honest answer is, "I don't think so."|

don't think so, either. I'm in no hurry I

all for love.

I get some very strange thoughts soml
times. I don't want to sound ridiculoij

I certainly don't want to sound ungrat
ful, I appreciate all the studio has do
for me, the pictures I've had, the he

they've all given me, Clark Gable a

Spencer Tracy and Bob Taylor and evei

one I've worked with. I appreciate the fai

the money I earn, the things it enables i

to do. I want to pay back for all this,

doing my best in everything. But I feel,

know

—

this isn't my life-work!
I don't know what it is, either, yet. Pt

haps there, in whatever it is, is the ha
piness I want. There is a hazy somethi
so far, and that's all, a kind of fog tl

j

will someday clear away, and when
does—

I don't know where I'm going, tha

about it—and it's kind of exciting not
know where you are going—I only km
it isn't—here.

Love comes to Lou. This scene with Mar
Raye is from the latest Bud Abbott c

Lou Costello picture, "Keep 'Em Flyin

which is guaranteed to keep you laughi
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NEW YORK-TEXAS ROMANCE
Eugenia Loughlin's engagement to S. Gail

Borden Tennant ofHouston (pictured together

at right) has stirred far-reaching interest.

This beautiful Pond's Piide-to-lle will he

married this winter, after her fiance com-

pletes his officer's training at Fort Riley.

HER STAR-SAPPHIRE
Engagement Ring.

The platinum and
baguette diamond
setting was designed

by her fiance. "I
guess Borden and I

made over a hundred
sketches for it,"

she says.

Exquisite EUGENIA J. LOUGHLIN

She uses Pond
5

'

See how her SOFT-SMOOTH
Glamour Care will help your skin

1. Eugenia SLATHERS Pond's Cold Cream thick over

her lovely face and throat. Pats it on briskly with

quick little upward pats. This softens dirt and old

make-up. Then she tissues off the cream. "/ adore the

cool, clean feel Pond's gives my face," she says.

2. Eugenia RINSES with lots more Pond's. Tissues off

the cream again.

This second time helps clean off every little smitch

of soil, leave her fine-textured skin flower-soft.

You'll love Eugenia's SOFT-SMOOTH Glamour Care

with Pond's Cold Cream.

Use it every night—and for daytime clean-ups.

See your skin look softer, smoother, prettier.

You'll know then why so many more women and girls

use Pond's than any oth er face cream at any price.

Buy a jar today—at any beauty counter. Five popular-

priced sizes. The most economical—the lovely big jars.

Send coupon for 5 POND'S Beauty Aids

POND'S

1. Pond's SOFT-SMOOTH
Glamour Cold Cream

2. Vanishing Cream

3. New Dry Skin Cream

4. New Dreamflower

Face Powder (6 shades)

5. Pond's "Lips" (5 shades)

POND'S, Dept.TS -CB, Clinton. Conn.

Send me samples of 5 Pond's Beauty

Aids listed at left used by lovely en-

caged girls and society beauties like Mrs.

GeraJdine Spreckels and Mrs. Ernest

du Pont, Jr. Enclosed is 10c to cover

your distribution expenses, including

postage and packing.

.\ame-

<Off«r eood in U. S. only)
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Beauty Gets Down
to BusinessYours for Loveliness

Hi-ho, the budget-o, a-shopping let us go! For new

and interesting aids that help us through Winter

ANY girl's eyes will appear larger,

1 clearer, more colorful with mascara on

her lashes. Sketched, are two good sugges-

tions for lovelier lashes—Winx, in creamy
or solid form. Reports indicate that the in-

experienced find the creamy form easier to

apply, but both products, however, go on

with the greatest of ease, to make your

lashes appear longer, darker and silkier,_ to

form a lovely frame for your eyes. Winx
makes good shadows and pencils, too, all

very inexpensive, all for more glamor.

TO BRING you up-to-date on Cutex
I news, we've already made a shopping

note for
.
you opposite. For new, smart

shades, both variations on the dark red

theme, see Sugar Plum, a sweet, dark

plum, and Gingerbread, a tempting spice.

For those of more conservative taste, Sheer

Natural gives a warm life to fingertips

without extreme color. And don't forget

Overcoat—not your own, but Cutex'. A
strong, transparent finish to hasten drying

time, to protect polish. Typists, please copy

!

I ET something sweet come into your life

1— —the Valse de Fleurs bath beauties

opposite ! Lovely to look at and lovely to

use are the talcum, eau de Cologne and

bubbling bath, the latter in a glass globe,

decorated with bubbles. The three will give

you a sense of luxurious body grooming,

and I don't have to remind any girl of the

benefit of a bubble bath after a "problem"
day. Bubble away your cares and end up
with a soft, sweet, scented skin, feeling fine.

The products are by Hunt Club Co., Ltd.

THE skin foundation season is here in

earnest, and a generally sensible program
seems to be : a cream by day for protection,

a cake form by night for Hollywood
glamor. Miner gives you both. A new
foundation cream contains lanolin, helpful

in protecting against roughness and chap-

ping, and an excellent base for make-up.
Then there's Patti-Pac in cake form, a
form used extensively by stars, from which
you can "make" a lovely complexion. Both
smooth over imperfections, last for hours.

POMPADOURS, bangs and side sweeps
are beautiful when perfectly groomed

into place. When they are not, alas ! In

Winter, often the best-behaving hair be-

comes untractable, fly-away and wiry.

There is a new preparation, Brilcomb, a

non-greasy hairdressing, very helpful in the

home set and for daily use in keeping hair

in place, soft and shining. It seems to keep
every hair in place. You can also have it

used in your beauty salon. It's very new, so

if you can't find it, I'll tell you where.

WITH blizzards about to swoop down
on us, Hampden's Demonstrators Spe-

cial Formula cold cream comes just in time
to save faces. The cream has passed some
rigorous tests for efficacy and gentleness.

Cosmetic demonstrators, who sometimes
will remove make-up thirty times a day,

have found Hampden's new baby their an-
swer. It is a silky cream, rich textured, and
goes on and off quickly. A splendid cold-

weather type, and happily priced from a
10 cent size up to a 50 center. C. M.
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Continued from page 16

(I'll send you the name of a favorite) ar

sensible weekly home care, you solve ma;
problems. The shorter hair tucks neat

under a cap or forms a soft, groomed ha
beneath it. It is easy to shampoo, yourse

with a good modern preparation, and y<

can quickly learn your own setting tec'

nique, if you want. I believe that mo
workers need a weekly shampoo, and 1

workers, I mean the pretty little stenogr

pher as well as the great industrial "t\
pert." I can best illustrate the need for tl

weekly shampoo by asking you what yj
think your face would look like if it hi
but one weekly libation. The hair brul
should serve you daily for cleanline;.]

sheen, and general good condition.

The skin foundation is of inestimable he

to the worker. Perhaps you haven't realiz \

what a protection to your skin this is. Vj
have been too accustomed to using a powd<
base for a build-up to beauty, a smoothfj

more flawless skin that takes make-up lij

satin. All this is true and important. But
g

this time of the year, a base does much ]

protect against the weather and the m
sultant roughness and to thwart the dryil

effect of indoor heat, just as harmful as t

much drying Summer sun. And a base dc

protect against much of the grime of t

day. It is an invisible veil that won't pi

vent soil from getting on your skin but w
prevent it from getting into your skin. :,

I believe that a cream rouge is mr|
lasting on the skin than cake. But the lit

1

:

compact resting snugly in your purse vJ
give you a nice, sure feeling, if you nej

more color, as at the end of a day.

For the more active workers, Perc t

lieves that your lipstick should be brig

fresh and gay, and that the extreme a

sophisticated tones should be reserved 1

evening glamor. In certain jobs where;
girl uses her hand constantly, it is oft'

impossible to pause to renew lipstick, 1

here is a plan for applying that insu:

practically a double-lasting life for lipsti

Apply the stick to clean lips, then pres;;

tissue against them to remove surpl

Apply a faint dusting of powder from yr

;

puff. Again, your lipstick goes into act

and again you blot. This is a wonder
trick for evening, also.

Use eye make-up lightly for your d;

time chores, and an eau de Cologne \

usually supply just the right degree
fresh sweetness.

But the day is only so many hours lo

Then comes the evening—for play,

romance, for being your most glamorc
gorgeous self. And here you can go s

high so long as you remain in good ta

If your escort is in uniform the color

your costume, sequins, glitter, a lovely ;

party-ish coiffure, plus a heady perfu

are the program. And you will enjoy yo
self ever so much more when you go fr

uniform simplicity to evening elegance.
\

make your play hours count. Flatter y'

escort by your loveliness, rather than

words. This is a kind of order of the C
and the shops of Fifth Avenue have
voted great windows to showing you 1

to look glamorous for the Army, the N.

and the Marines, and for the other be

too. It ought to add spice to living an

think it does. At least the doers of the

are making history for the world and th

selves, and from a small and perse

viewpoint, you will certainly have soi

thing to remember in the years to com
you ever settle into a nice, serene little

lady and want to address the young—thus

"Now when I was a girl. . .
."

J



ON THEAIRAND
EVERYWHERE, IT'S,

INER PLEASURE P£(/S REAL PROTECTION

AMERICA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

IT'S a fact— all smokers sometimes inhale . More

smoke reaches delicate nose and throat passages.

And chances of irritation increase! But now look

at the findings of eminent doctors who compared

five leading brands of cigarettes . . . and report that:

IN STRIKING CONTRAST TO PHILIP MORRIS—
IRRITANT EFFECTS OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING

BRANDS AVERAGED THREE TIMES AS HIGH —
AND LASTED MORE THAN FIVE TIMES AS LONG I

Some inhaling goes with smoking . . . but worry

about throat irritation need not go with inhal-

ing. Change now to Philip Morris — for

pleasure without penalties. Why. wait?

The Victorian influence in her Howard
Greer gown—a delicate white chiffon with

drapery tying at the waistline that can be

worn instead as a shawl—was carried out

also in the little curls at the back of her

modern coiffure.

"The first time I heard of 'moonlight

blondes' was while I was doing 'Panama
Hattie,' " she told me. "My hair was red

for that play, so I couldn't do anything

about it. Then for 'The Shanghai Gesture'

they insisted that I be blonde—but a brassy

Cupid co-stars with beautiful Phyllis Brooks

and the result is Hollywood's gayest party in

honor of St. Valentine. Bright-colored balloons

decorate the tiny bar, right, help make game
of darts more fun. Swing goes sentimental,

below. And did you notice the heart-shaped

doilies and dolly on first page of story?

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 8

dered. "You know in New York, men
;i leave standing orders with their florists to

see that you get fresh flowers all the time.

They don't do that so much in Hollywood.
;i But when I'm asked what sort of flowers

I'd prefer, I say 'mixed' There's nothing
:: so lovely to me as bowls of early spring
i flowers—every kind—around a room."

Phyllis was looking exceptionally lovely.

blonde. Now that we've finished that_ pic-

ture, I've changed to moonlight. Know
how it's done? With bluing! Funny part

of it is that a moonlight blonde is merely
ash-blonde, and that's my natural color

!"

Phyllis took her studio apartment chiefly

because it's such a grand place for enter-

taining. Her plans for a valentine party

include a dinner for four, followed by a
party for twenty to thirty.

"I can't seat more than six for a sit-

down dinner," she explained, "but I can
throw three rooms into one big living room
and take care of five times that number

SCREENLAND



for buffet supper. There's the eleven-foot

couch in the bar, this big pastel couch in

the living room, the deep red love-seat,

the pouf I designed myself—that holds

more than you think!—the chairs from

the little dining room and those here. Then
the overflow sits on cushions on the floor."

Opal, Phyllis' cook, implored to "figure

out something dreamy" for the dinner, pro-

duced a menu guaranteed to set mouths to

watering.

VALENTINE DINNER
Jellied Tomato Juice with Sour Cream

Stuffed Veal Roll

Spinach Ring with Buttered Beets

(Beets cut in heart shape)

Vanilla Charlotte with Strawberry Sauce
Coffee

To Opal, alas, her recipes are' more
_
to

be treasured than fine gold. That jellied

tomato juice with sour cream is a specialty

that she will not part with on her death

bed. It's a pretty dish, too, and so suited

to February 14th. What a pity!

STUFFED VEAL ROLL
3 lbs. veal roast with pocket

y2 lb. ground ham
Line the veal pocket with the ham and

stuff in this dressing before roasting:

3 tablespoons butter

Y\ cup onion
2 cups bread crumbs

y2 teaspoon salt and pepper

Y\ cup chopped parsley

2 teaspoons sage

3 tablespoons salad oil

Mix together, moisten and stuff veal.

Opal's vanilla charlotte is luscious. Her
strawberry sauce is made with fresh ber-

ries or strawberry preserves.

VANILLA CHARLOTTE
1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine

cup cold water

\y2 cups scalded milk (not boiled)

2 eggs
2 tablespoons sugar

14 teaspoon salt

Sponge cake (stale)

1 cup whipped cream
3 tablespoons powdered sugar

% teaspoon Burnett's Vanilla

Add milk gradually to yolks of eggs,

slightly beaten, and mixed with sugar and

salt. Cook over boiling water, stirring con-

stantly, until mixture thickens. Pour cold

water in bowl and sprinkle gelatine on top

of water. Add to hot custard and stir until

dissolved. Cool slightly and fold in stiffly

beaten egg whites, then the whipped cream
or whipped evaporated milk mixed with

powdered sugar and vanilla. Line round
paper cases with strips of sponge cake,

using muffin rings to keep cases in shape.

Fill with the mixture and chill. Remove
from cases and garnish tops with four nar-

row strips of cake, radiating from center,

and top center with a strawberry, pouring

the sauce around.

Angel Charlotte is another dessert of

Opal's for which Phyllis guests go in a big

way. This dessert will be on hand for the

buffet served later in the evening, when
there will be sliced turkey with cranberry

jelly hearts, canapes with the heart motif,

Opal's light sandwich rolls, and delicate

little cakes. The hot dish will probably

be turkey and mushrooms with creamed
spinach.

ANGEL CHARLOTTE
1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gela-

tine

J4 cup cold water
cup hot water

54 cup sugar
T
/i teaspoon salt

2 cups evaporated milk (whipped)

12 marshmallows (cut fine)

2 tablespoons maraschino or can-

died cherries, chopped

% lb. blanched chopped almonds

Y$ teaspoon Burnett's Vanilla

6 rolled stale macaroons
Pour cold water in bowl and sprinkle

gelatine on top of water. Add hot water

and stir until dissolved. Add sugar and salt.

Cool, and when it begins to thicken, add to

whipped milk. Fold in macaroons, marsh-

mallows, cherries, almonds and vanilla.

Turn into mold that has been rinsed in cold

water and chill. When firm, unmold and

serve with angel cake.

TURKEY AND MUSHROOMS
WITH CREAMED SPINACH
2 cups well-seasoned cream sauce

8 oz. can button mushrooms_
1 tablespoon finely diced onion

2 lbs. spinach

Sliced roast turkey

Cut off roots of spinach and wash leaves

thoroughly ; cook leaves uncovered in water

which clings to them; add salt. Drain and

chop fine. Blend with 1 cup of cream sauce.

Put y2 cup cream sauce in bottom of a

shallow baking dish. Poach turkey slices in

remaining sauce. Saute mushrooms, drained

from liquid, in butter with diced onion.

Reserve a few mushrooms for garnish and

spread remainder over cream sauce in bak-

ing dish. Add spinach and place turkey

slices on top. Garnish with remaining

mushrooms and bake in moderate oven

(350°) for 15 minutes.

"Opal is the world's best cook," Phyllis

informed me. "She has another grand vege-

table—corn ring with carrots—that is

superb. But my favorite is fried eggplant
!"

Phyllis' guests will be asked to bring

their baby pictures with them. These will

be collected, numbered, and hung on the

walls. Guests will be provided with tiny

catalogues containing the numbers, beside

which each guest will write down his guess

as to the baby's name.
"You'd be surprised how hard it is to fit

a baby picture to its grown-up owner,"

remarked my hostess.

The moonlight blonde has a recording

outfit on which the party is recorded. She

keeps a record of every gala occasion and
her guests by now know it and usually pre-

pare a stunt worth a play-back.

"I shall use my dart game that night,

too," she planned, "but to make it different

and a little gayer we'll have balloons in

every color floating around the target. If

you burst a balloon, you win a prize."

When Phyllis first came to Hollywood,

she had a big house in West Los Angeles

with her family. Bill Haines did that house

for her. After the "Panama Hattie" New
York stage interlude, the young actress de-

cided she'd like the freedom of a studio

apartment. Her mother thought an apart-

ment of her own would mean less respon-

sibility than a house and a big staff, so now
each has one within easy reach oi the other.

"I liked this place the minute I saw it,"

said Phyllis. "I love space, and it's so hard

to get it in a convenient little apartment.

Only my bedrooms, kitchen and baths re-

main always the same here ; the studio room
can be changed from one to two_ or three

rooms with my flexible partitions of

screens, book-cases, and couches.

"

Today, the dining room, with its glam-

orous-looking glass table and satin-striped

chairs from the former breakfast room, is

divided from the bar with a set of white-,

painted bookcases and some rose-patterned

screens. The bar, of bakelite and brass with

built-in radio and high scarlet leather

stools, is enclosed partly by the curving

couch and more rosy screens.

"I had a lovely large bedroom-sitting

room over there," went on Phyllis, "and I

took such things from it as I could use

here. I chose this turquoise and deep red

color scheme, combining the turquoise and
pastel things from the house with, the deep

red pouf and love seat.

"The twin lamps
—

" two metal blacka-

moors in Venetian costume holding up the

shades—'"came from an old doge's palace

in Venice. For my bedroom they had net

shades, but I changed them to plain ones

for this living room."
There were two papier-mache chairs to

match the tilt-top table of French Regency
style, but some one sat in one by mistake

at a party and now there is one. The
fatality didn't dim Phyllis' enthusiasm for

entertainment. She helps conduct "Parties

Unlimited" where a hundred service men
are entertained each week by Phyllis and
other Hollywood girls.

"Maybe I should dream up a St Valen-
tine's Day party for them," she was mur-
muring, as I left.

Home Town Girl

Makes Good!
Continued from page 3!

always enters into the picture so along

with a million other things, it seems that

I haven't had much time to myselfi

When I came home I was so afraid that

these people I have known for twenty-two
years would treat me like something from
Mars but thank goodness everything is just

the same as it always was. You know,
sometimes people get the impression that

anyone who has a chance to be on the

screen, is someone strange and wonderful

and believe me, I am far from being that.

In fact, my faults are so many and I've

tried so long to correct them that I've come
to the conclusion that I'm a hopeless case.

This week has been a most busy and
exciting one. We had a premiere showing
of "Tillie the Toiler" and the whole county

turned out. I've never seen so many flowers

or had so many pictures taken in my life.

Yesterday the living room looked just like

a funeral parlor so we decided to make
small bouquets and distribute them around
town, and what fun we had.

I have had to make personal appearances

at every show and even though I haven't

said more than three or four words I have
been a nervous wreck. It's miserable when
one isn't accustomed to such procedure. To-
day we had a matinee for all of the chil-

dren and when I spoke my few words, I

suggested that they all write me a letter,

telling what part of the picture they liked

best and in that way, I would have their

autographs. They have started to come in

already and are they ever cute ! Something
to show my grandchildren, anyway!
From the way things look, I'll have to

go back to Hollywood very soon and I

really kind of hate to think of it—unless

they will put me right to work. This busi-

ness of being idle doesn't rest well with

me. Then, too, the country at this time of

the year is perfectly beautiful, especially

the trees. That is one thing I really missed

in California.

I was in hopes to get to Cincinnati to -

see Aunt Marsha before I returned. I really

should as she was the one (and only) who
saw to it that I met Mr. Sparks, the pro-

ducer. She certainly is a wonderful person.

I certainly hope that this letter reaches

you as I want you to know how much I

appreciate your interest in my work Thank
you again.

Sincerely yours,
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How one Tragic Mistake can add

Years to your Face!

One Sure Way to Avoid This Mistake!

WHENEVER I see a woman who is the

innocent victim of an unflattering

shade of face powder, I think: "What a

pity! She's adding tragic years to her

face, making herself look older than she

is—and so needlessly!"

Your face powder should improve your

appearance. It should flatter you, make

you look younger and lovelier. If the

powder you use doesn't do these things

it is not a true cosmetic!

The whole secret is finding the exactly

right shade of powder for you—the shade

that gives your skin new glamor. And
now you can! Yes, now you can find your

most flattering shade of face powder-
without guesswork.

How to find your Lucky Shade

Here's how: Send today for the 9 thrill-

ing new shades of Lady Esther Face

Powder. Try them all, one after another,

right on your own skin. Keep looking in

your mirror—it will tell you when you've

found your Lucky Shade!

You see, my powder is different because

it's made differently! It's made a new

way—the first really new way in genera-

tions. It's blown and re-blown by TWIN
HURRICANES until it's softer and finer by

far than any ordinary face powder. And

it goes on a new smoother way that

makes it cling hour after hour. Yes, Lady
Esther Face Powder clings and flatters

you for 4 long hours or more!

Send for all 9 shades

Find your most flattering shade of Lad}'

Esther Powder. Just mail the coupon be-

low for the 9 new shades and try them

all. You'll know your Lucky Shade— it

makes your skin look younger, lovelier!

tsr^a^^^dfr fac E POWDER

(75)Lady Esther,
7162 West 65th Street, Chicago, Hi.

Send me your 9 new shades of face powder, also

a generous tube of 4-Purpose Face Cream. I en-

close 100 to cover cost of packing and mailing.

// you live in Canada, x-rite Lady Esther, Toronto, OnL
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Now Rid Your Hair of Dull Soap-Film
with Modern Halo Shampoo!

Ask beauty experts! They'll tell you that
old-fashioned soapy shampoos leave a dull

soap- film on your hair, rob it of beauty.
That's why women by the thousand are

switching to ultra-modern Halo Shampoo

!

You see, Halo contains no soap . . . there-

fore can leave no soap-film !

Halo shampoos your hair with a new-type
ingredient, leaves it aglow with all its

natural color and luster.

What's more, Halo
will remove dandruff
from your scalp— first

time you use it!

And Halo makes a
billowy lather in hard-
est water . . . washes
hair so clean there's no
need for any lemon or
vinegar after-rinse

!

Today—switch to

modern Halo Sham-
poo, in generous 10?!

or larger sizes!

A Product of
Colyate-Palmolive-Peet Co. '

> —

REVEALS THE BEAUTY
HIDING IN YOUR HAIR

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

A YOUNG FACE CAN BE YOURS
Youthful beauty does not
come out of a jar or bot-
tle alone. The exercised
face retains its youthful-
ness. just as the exer-
ciser body retains its
body beautiful. Strength-
en your faci"\ muscles,
get a firm, lovely, youth-
ful chin line by doing
the easy-to-do exercises
fully described in my
booklet, and you will
find your facial muscles
firming with amazing re-
sults. 9 complete Face
and Neck exercises. 3 Fa-
cial Masks, easily made —
at home. These masks tend to firm and refine the tex-
ture of your skin. These exercises and masks are used
by many moving picture stars.

Send for it today—Only 50c (no stamps)

SALLY MANN
Dept. A. P. 0. Box 987 Hollywood, Calif.

Rhapsody in Blonde

Continued from page 34

our Sextette," pipes up a scenic somebody
named Lorraine Gettman.
Fade in to Mr. Wallis' office, where

Director Curtiz is nervously thumbing
through the latest copies of Mr. W.'s mag-
azines the meanwhile. Enter the courier

followed by lady. "Tall, blonde, and elec-

tric," Mr. C. explains, half to himself.

"I think she's exactly what we need."

Mr. Wallis does some swift mental ap-

praising before he nods. "Of course, we'll

have to change your name," he says

affably.

"I like it—just as it is," the lady comes

back as if she were talking to, say, Mickey
Rooney.
Mr. Wallis coughs. There is something

about the way she makes her little speech

that gives Mr. W. pause.

"Maybe you're right. Good luck—Miss
Smith."
"Thank you, Mr. Wallis."

Exit an electric blonde followed by
a high-voltage director.

You know, of course, what happened
after that. The lady was tested, handed
the role of the cafe society charmer, and
was buried Under so many

_
good notices

that the studio clapped her in a test lead

in an unimportant little B called "The
Smiling Ghost," noted the brilliant sparks

she generated, and promptly made her the

centerpiece of "Steel Against the Sky,"

her next.

What makes Errol Flynn merely an ac-

cessory to the fact is that in the case of

Alexis Smith those twin bawds, Fame
and Fortune, were in the bag right from
the very start. The Smiths are English

gentry, even though they never bothered

to change Smith to Smythe, as is considered

very chic in some British circles. They hail

from a sleepy town in British Columbia
known as Penticton, which Alexander
Smith, moved by glowing descriptions of

the California weather, quit when his blonde

moppet was five.

Alexis' first career was launched when
she was six : she turned baby ballerina. By
the time she was nine she was going great

guns as a ballet dancer. At ten she won a

prize for a demonstration of toe work that

had even the rival mommas gasping with

awe. At thirteen she was good enough to

be noticed by the great ballet dancer,

Adolphe Bolm, who took her on as a pupil,

gave her a spot in the ballet sequence from
Carmen, and predicted big things for her.

At thirteen, by the way, she did some fancy

figuring and concluded that a career as a

ballerina was pretty futile : you worked like

sixty to become famous and come thirty

and you were washed up.

She didn't quit studying. Not our Alexis.

She simply started looking around for an-

other career, continuing, in the interim, to

dazzle Mr. Bolm and such ballet patrons

as saw her work. The inspiration for her

next career came from catching a pianist

named Vladimir Horowitz in the throes_ of

a Beethoven sonata. She had been dabbling

around with the piano for a couple of

years, but her heart hadn't been in_ it.

Overnight, practically, she became a fairly

good pianist. In a few weeks there was
even talk around the house of sending her

to New York when she was through with

school, so she could become a recitalist.

It took her six months to discover that

the piano was a demanding art: you prac-

ticed and you practiced. Even when a

thing was note-perfect you kept on_ prac-

ticing. The pay-off was a little squib she

read in the Musical Courier wherein the

late Ignace Paderewski confessed that he
practiced eight hours daily. She didn't quit

piano playing, but she looked around for

another career. It didn't hurt to have an
extra career on reserve, did it?

This time she didn't stray very far. She
decided to give singing a try. And, of

course, she did. As a matter of fact, she

was coming along fine when one of her
chummies at Hollywood High cozened her

into entering the state declamation contest—"just for laughs." She entered and won
first prize by doing a very dramatic bit

from "Elizabeth the Queen." Naturally this

unexpected triumph had its effect on her.

So that when she entered Los Angeles City
College, a two-year stint, she put her three

careers—dancing, piano-playing, and sing-

ing—in abeyance while she proceeded to

take a fling at the Drama.
She enrolled at Los Angeles City College

for the express purpose of learning what
acting was all about. City College was
long—very long—on Drama. You can tell

at a glance by walking down the halls and
observing all these minor league Helen
Hayeses and Katharine Cornells gliding

down the hall. One thing more: with the

dramatic geniuses at City College, the

Theater is the only thing that matters, and
who gives a fig for Darryl Zanuck. (They
should live so long.)

Her very first brush with the drama
almost disillusioned our Alexis. At the first

session of the school Workshop, the direc-

tor pointed to her sitting demurely in the

front_ row, and said: "Would you mind
stepping up here please?"
She bounded up the four stairs like a

startled gazelle. The director took one
look at her. "How tall are you?" he
wanted to know.

"Five feet eight."

"And five feet nine and one-half in high
heels," the director added, wistfully.

It took a couple of hours to find a lead-

ing man. for her. He wasn't especially

handsome. Or talented, for that matter.
But he was six feet two, a very important
detail, as the director explained to the class.

Only in comedies and funny papers was a
gentleman shorter than his true love. And
audiences roared heartily.

She determined to get over her self-

consciousness at being tall. In fact, all of

a sudden she began coming to Workshop
sporting an upswung hair-do which made
her five feet eleven. And the very picture

of nonchalance.

That first year she spent acquiring poise.

And a sense of the theater. The second
year paid dividends. She was cast as Karen
Andre in "The Night of January 16th," a

very important part indeed in the season's

most important production. She did a nice

job, judging from the applause. What was
more important to her was what the direc-

tor thought of her performance. He had
hardly said a word. "Oh, well," she

thought, "he'll tear my performance apart

in class tomorrow."
She was on her way to class the next

day when she was handed a note from the

office. She opened it. "Please call Mr.
Biano care of the talent department at

Warner Bros.," the note said. She doesn't

remember what the director said about her

performance. She tried to pay attention,

but Mr. Biano's message kept flashing

across her mind. When school was over

she called him, made an appointment.

She made it for two days thence: she

didn't want to seem anxious. Anyhow, the

hour rolled around in due course and she
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met Mr. Biano. He said "How do you do?"

and took her downstairs to meet Mr.

Trilling, boss of the casting department.

A mob was waiting to see Mr. Trilling,

so Mr. Biano recommended a chair and

some patience, after which he departed.

Mr. Trilling was quite busy. So busy

that our Alexis became fidgety. Movie
career or no movie career she had a class

at three o'clock. And she had left her

watch behind. She started to ask the man
to the left of her what time it was, changed

her mind, and asked the man on her right.

It was a matter of a twist of the wrist.

But it didn't stop there. The stranger

wanted to know if she was interested in

pictures. She told him she didn't know.

The stranger allowed as how maybe she'd

do all right. At which precise moment the

secretary motioned to her. She could go
in now.
Mr. Trilling took one look and said:

"Generally speaking you're all right, but

heavens, you're a tall girl ! However, if

anything comes up
—

" It was the brush-off,

the most elementary b.o. in the whole
catalogue.

She returned to school congratulating

herself every inch of the way: she hadn't

told a soul about the message. Lucky thing

she hadn't. Those devotees of the Theater,

capital T, would certainly have made life

unpleasant for her.

It took a single week-end to bring her

down to earth again. She would have put

the movies out of her mind completely if

it weren't for a call she received on the

following Monday. It was from some very
clever gentleman who mentioned that he
thought she ought to be in pictures and
he was the one—she hung up on him.

Three days later she got another call.

This time the caller began his spiel by
announcing he was from the Victor Orsatti

Agency and when could she come down to

talk things over? The office wanted to
represent her. Who was he? The man who
had met her in Mr. Trilling's reception

room. Did she remember?
From here you could write the story

yourself. She called on Victor Orsatti, he
looked her over, decided she rated a screen
test, and told her he'd start with Warner's.
"But they don't w-ant me—I'm too tall."

Mr. Orsatti smiled, smiled very confi-

dently you might say. Anyhow at the end
of a month after she had received a little

coaching, she was tested, as predicted. And
put under contract within a week. At sev-

enty-five berries, as you already know. For
six months they had her playing weird
little bits, sexy-looking- secretaries, torrid

temptresses, exotic, slithering sirens who
looked dangerous and said nothing, and
an African Conga dancer in an Emil Cole-
man short.

By the time she was picked as a mem-
ber of the Navy Blues Sextette, with prom-
ises of "bushels of publicity" (a lot of good
it will do the Miles. Chapman, Aldridge,
Carroll, Gettman, Diggins, and James) she
had become quite a little philosopher : at

the rate she was going she figured she
should be doing "other women" in B pic-

tures in three to five years and a leading
role in, say, ten years. And then Errol
Flynn (God bless him) went and had that

inspiration for livening up "Dive Bomber."
\\ hich is where we came in. But not

where we're going, not until you get a
glimpse of the electric Alexis in action.

Close-up, Alexis Smith is a long-legged,
hill-and-dale item, with a voice that is soft,

sultry, and obviously modulated. There's a
dreamy look to her eyes which makes you
think of faraway princesses, although it so
happens that she is a "hopeless extrovert,"
to quote her.

She looks like the waltz and yet she's

mad about jive. She'd jitterbug before
breakfast if Mickey Rooney were around

—

Gown by courtesy of Milgrim, New York

Use pR,ESH*2 and stay fresher !

PUT FRESH #2 under one arm— put your

present non-perspirant under the other.

And then . . .

1 . See which one checks perspiration bet-

ter. We think FRESH #2 will.

2. See which one prevents perspiration

odor better. We are confident you'll

find FRESH #2 will give you a feeling

of complete under-arm security.

3. See how gentle FRESH #2 is— how
pleasant to use. This easy-spreading

vanishing cream is not greasy— not

gritty—and not sticky.

4. See how convenient FRESH #2 is to ap-

ply. You can use it immediately before

dressing—no waiting for it to dry.

5. And revel in the knowledge, as you use

FRESH #2, that it will not rot even

the most delicate fabric. Laboratory

tests prove this.

FRESH #2 comes in three sizes— 50c for

extra-large jar; 25c for generous medium
jar; and 10c for handy travel size.

Make your own test at our expense. Once

you make this under-arm test, w e're sure you'll

never be satisfied with any other perspiration

check. Just print your name and address on

postcard and mail to FRESH, ^
Dept. SU--2, Louisville, Ky.

We'll send you a trial-size jar

of FRESH #-2, postpaid.

[
Good Housekeeping

Bureau

SCREENLAND

Companion of FRESH #2 is FRESH #1.

FRESH #1 deodorizes, but does not

stop perspiration. In a tube instead

of a jar. Popular with men, too.
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TOO TOO ,

PL*/*'

In Laxatives, too, there's a

HAPPY MEDIUM!
EX-LAX is

— not too strong!

— not too mild!

-it's just right!

What kind of laxative do you take? One

that's so strong it weakens and upsets

you? Or one that's so mild it fails to give

you real relief?

Then, switch to Ex-Lax — the Happy Medium
laxative! Ex-Lax is as effective as any laxa-

tive you'd want to take. But it's gentle, too

!

No shock. No strain. No weakening after-

effects. Just an easy, comfortable movement

that brings blessed relief.

Like all effective medicines, Ex-Lax should be

taken only according to the directions on the

label. It tastes like fine chocolate — and it's

good for every member of the family . .

.

Only 10c or 25c at any drug store.

// the doctor prescribes a laxative when you
have a cold—take Ex-Lax! It's thoroughly effec-

tive, yet so gentle it won't weaken or upset you.

EX-LAX
The makers of

Ex-Lax invite
ACID INDIGESTION

,Vtrv JESTS—the wonderful new antacid

^lets /a, £« like mints! Give fast.lonler

relief from distress due to excess stomach ac^d.

Contain no bicar-

bonate of. soda.

IOcAROU—3for25c

mSONG POEM WRITERS
Write today for free booklet out-
lining profit sharing plan.

ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. 10
7608 Reading Cincinnati, 0> U

Mickey Rooney with ten more inches of

altitude, that is.

Her moods vary. In the space of an hour
she goes earnest, gentle, hilarious, intense,

and whimsical. "It's my British back-

ground," she says, twitting herself.

She's had a mild romance but nothing

earthshaking," she confesses. She admires

actors—to look at, but not as romancers.

Gabin and Garfield are a couple she speaks

of glowingly—as actors, mind you. She
hasn't the slightest notion of getting mar-
ried while President Roosevelt is in office,

which, according to some nasty Republi-

cans, may be a pretty long time.

Men, by the by, baffle her. They baffle

her because she baffles them with the un-
debatable fact that she's intelligent. Some
Hollywood men say it isn't right, "beauty

and brains yet." Miss Smith tells them
she'd rather be brainy than glamorous, "if

I am."
Gusty as a West wind, she churns around

like loony all day and then comes home at

night to sit on the floor and relax. She
thinks funnies are the world's greatest

blessing, right now, especially. She comes
home from dates and raids the ice-box,

right down to some stalks of celery.

Has she ever swooned away? Don't be
ridiculous. Alexis is a big girl, don't you
remember ?

Picnics with the right party along she
simply adores. Sleeping late of a morning
is her one obsession. She sleeps until they
hit her on the head, even though the alarm
clock booms like Big Ben.

Weddings she doesn't like to watch.
Prodigies give her a pain best left un-
identified. She is ready to deed over to

Carole Lombard, or anyone else, all her
fishing right : the finny little beasties leave
her cold.

_
She once slapped a man who had been a

little fresh and she isn't sorry. Naturally,
she isn't afraid of the dark. Bald-headed
men fascinate her. She doesn't yearn to
own a long, black limousine such as Mar-
lene Dietrich's. What does she love most
of all?

"Life !" she tells you with a yippee.

One thing bothers her extremely : girls

don't like her at first blush and she can't

imagine why, although later they come
around.

We can, Miss Smith. They're just jeal-

ous, that's all. And who could blame them ?

Mrs. Marshall Gives the Lowdown on "Bart"

Continued from page 33

on. Then one week-end several years ago
Lee was in Palm Springs with a gay
group of people. They were all going to

Eddie Goulding's for dinner—and when
Lee arrived she learned that Bart Marshall

was going to be one of the guests. She
shamelessly admits that she did a little con-

niving with Eddie, which resulted in her

being seated next to Bart at the dinner

table.

Now Lee has a way of slurring her

words, which makes you think she's South-

ern, which she isn't. But this evening she

intended being very clipped and precise in

the British manner. She fired the first gun.

And she definitely got Mr. Marshall's

attention.

"I don't remember what I said," Lee
reminisced, "but I happened to get 'exqui-

site' and 'mischievous' in the same sentence.

And to my great embarrassment I mispro-

nounced both words. Bart corrected me
immediately. And he was going into a long

discussion of proper pronunciation when I

snapped, 'I don't see that it makes any
difference !'

"

Bart took a good look at the beautiful

girl at his right and decided that it really

didn't make any difference. As a matter of

fact before the dessert arrived he had cas-

ually assured the future Mrs. Marshall that

he only bothered to correct the pronuncia-

tion of people he liked very much. Ever
since then Lee has been slurring her words,

very badly, and Bart has been correcting

her.

Two years ago, accompanied by Bart's

close friends, Vilma Banky and Rod
LaRocque, they flew to Las Vegas and
were married. They live today in a charm-
ing home in Beverly Hills, rather small

for a movie star's home, but exquisitely

furnished, with the proper accent. Lee has

no screen ambitions. She is perfectly con-

tent to be the adoring wife of Herbert
Marshall.

"I get furious now," said Lee, "when I

read articles in magazines and newspapers
that make you think that Bart is a staid

stuffy gentleman. Why, he is the funniest

man I've ever met."

Not long ago Lee and I gathered for a

bit of dishing over a spot of tea at the

Brown Derby—and with extremely guilty

consciences we split a Danish pastry,
warmed, and covered with butter. "As one
Herbert Marshall fan to another," I said,

"slip me the real lowdown on Herbert
Marshall. What's he really like? Tell me
his faults first, I always like faults better

than virtues."

"He has only one fault," said Lee,
"bottles ! He has fourteen bottles of hair

tonic. The bathroom looks a mess. He uses
only one kind of hair tonic, but every time
he goes some place and some one men-
tions a new hair tonic, Bart buys a bottle

right away and brings it home. He never
opens the new bottles, he just likes to have
them around cluttering up the bathroom.
They ruin everything."

We split another pastry, and Lee con-
tinued on her favorite subject. "His prized
possession," she said, "is a convertible

roadster, vintage of 1936. It's the love of
his life. I always tell him that I am going
to bury him in it. When he isn't working
he likes to take a drive down along the
beach after lunch. 'Let's go for a blow,'

he'll say, and on windy days it is indeed a
blow. Another of his prized possessions
is a shoe kit I gave him several years ago.

Ever since then he has been polishing his

own shoes. The kit only cost six dollars,

but the way he treats it you'd think it cost

six hundred.
"Bart is so quiet and gentle and sym-

pathetic you just can't help but love him.
He can't bear to hurt anyone's feelings.

The other morning he was wakened out of

a sound sleep by some guy who had gotten
our phone number, and who wanted to sell

him a carpet sweeper. Bart hit the ceiling,

and told the ambitious salesman just what
he could do with his carpet sweeper. But
later in the morning when he came down
to breakfast he said to me, 'That poor soul

had a hard day ahead of him, and naturally

he had to start early. Lee, don't you think

we need a new carpet sweeper?' We have
some pretty good arguments over money,
you can be sure. I'm the practical one. If I

didn't watch him he'd give everything away. 1

"His great passion right now is foot-

ball. John McClain got him interested in

American football several years ago, and
every year he goes more and more nuts

about it. He and John take in all the big
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games, and the ones they can't go to they

listen to over the radio. I am a good
American, but I just can't stand football.

Anyway, I think it's wrong for a wife to

drag along all the time, so I always send

Bart and John away to their precious

games with my blessing. When I first met
Bart and he would say to me, 'I won't be

able to see you this week-end, Lee, John
and I are going up north to a football

game,' I would be so jealous that I couldn't

see straight. I was certain that football

was just another name for a blonde. But I

know better now.
"Though he is so American about a lot

of things, he is very British about his

meals. He likes the continental lunch which
lasts from one and a half hours to two and
a half'—when he's not working, of course.

He likes to have lunch in a restaurant,

with agreeable people to talk to, mostly
about world conditions. He'd rathef starve

than have lunch in a cafeteria, or a drug-
store. Once in New York he went into a
drugstore to have lunch. First he noticed

the men sitting there at the counter with
their hats on ; and then he noticed a group
of women sitting on stools, and the con-
tours where the ladies met the stools must
have been pretty frightening. I've never
been able to drag him to the counter of a
drugstore since—not even for a Coca-Cola.
"At six o'clock in the afternoon he likes

to have his pals drop by home for a drink
and a lot of conversation. Ronald Colman,
Rod LaRocque, John McClain, Roland
Young, and Reggie Gardiner belong to the
steady group. Bart likes to do his own bar-
tending. Dinner is at eight—he'd like it

later but can't get it, the servant problem
being what it is—and after dinner he likes

to play gin rummy. He is crazy about the
radio and goes from one program to an-
other. His favorite orchestra right at pres-

ent seems to be Duke Ellington's, and his

favorite song, 'I've Got It Bad and That
Ain't Good.'

"His favorite foods? Irish stew and
brown betty. His pet aversion is squab on
toast. He's always certain he is going to
send it skidding across the table into

someone's lap. Like all good Englishmen he
has a great fondness for roast beef—but
he likes it cut razor-thin. He never fusses

around the kitchen, though he does like to
make the mint sauce when we have a lamb
roast. It's the conventional mint sauce, but
he thinks he makes it better than anyone
else. But what he does make, that's really

divine, is a dressing for cracked crab. He
takes a cup of mayonnaise, a teaspoon of
Worcestershire sauce, one and a half tea-

spoons of lemon juice, and three-fourths of

a teaspoon of horse radish. He puts all the
ingredients into a bowl and mixes them
together until they are well blended. Then
he adds salt and pepper and paprika to

taste. It's really delicious. He loves to

have everyone go into ecstasies over it

and compliment him to the skies."

Bart (it was his mother who first nick-

named him that) thinks his wife dresses
well, but just the same he took it upon
himself to buy her a suit for a surprise
present last Easter. He and Roland Young
went shopping at Saks, and the salesgirls

there are still laughing about it. Strangely
enough, Lee really liked the suit, so Bart
is more convinced than ever that he is a

' man of excellent taste. His hobby is col-

lecting original sketches by contemporary
cartoonists. He's quite a cartoonist him-
self, though a thoroughly frustrated one.
He has sent innumerable sketches off to the
Xew Yorker and other magazines, under
assumed names, but they always come back
to him.

"He's crazy about Rosalind Russell,"
said Lee in conclusion. "And he doesn't
mind women swearing. Not that there's any
connection between those two sentences !"

SAYS LAM) TURAEA
(honey skin type)

LANA TURNER. NOW STARRING IN "JOHNNY EAGER." AN M-G-M PICTURE

I found a Glamour Secret

AS TOLD TO LOUELLA PARSONS,

famous Movieland Commentator

"To get anywhere in Hollywood,

you must dramatize your type. U ell,

not until I tried Woodbury Color

Controlled Powder did I find my
'Skin Twin'. The new Rachel shade

works miracles for me!"

It's true, Lana! Hollywood direc-

tors have classified all beauty into

5 skin types. Now Woodbury's Color

Control process makes the dream of

an ideal powder shade for each type

come true!

You've never seen such exact-

ness, such evenness of color!

Get your shade of new, finer,

longer-clinging Woodbury Color

Controlled Powder today. Only 50c.

S1.00. (Introductory sizes 256, 10c.)

In every fragrant box a chart shows

you your type, your shade.

Find new glamour, new romance

!

New Beauty Bonus! Now in the SI.00 box, you

get Woodbury Powder, Rouge and Lipstick,

a complete Matched Make-up all for $1.00!

SCREENLAND

WOODBURY

FREE.. 6 NEW GLAMOUR SHADES & CHART

Paste this on penny postcard. We'll send you, fast, all 6

shades of Woodbury Color Controlled Powder. And a help-

ful little color chart so you can find your type. Address,

John H. Woodbury, Inc., 9122 Alfred Street, Cincinnati,

Ohio. (In Canada: John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ont.)

A'ame_

Street-

City.
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"You're In the Army Now"—if not you'll wish

you were when you see Jane Wyman, above,

Marguerite Chapman, right, and Lorraine

Gettman, far right, in comedy of that name.

These three military maidens appear in a se-

quence showing a USO unit performing at an

army camp in "You're In the Army Now," the

gay filmusical about life among the draftees.

TREAT 'em rough and make 'em like it

is certainly the right method for Hedy
Lamarr. When the King Vidors invited

Charlie Chaplin to a preview, they brought
along Hedy to complete the foursome. All
evening long Hedy kept up a bantering

conversation. When Charlie waxed elo-

quent, Hedy always topped him. So what
happened ? So Charlie says that Hedy is one
of the most fascinating women in captivity.

He's telling us!

T'S no state secret that some of our

glamor boys wear toupees, to add to their

attraction on the screen. Charles Boyer is

one of them. When it was announced that

his next picture would be opposite Ve-
ronica Lake, a Hollywood wisecracker ex-

claimed : "Wonder if Charles is going to

wear his hairpiece over one eye
!"

HERE'S a unique fashion tip that comes
direct from Lana Turner. For evening

wear the tempestuous Turner tops her en-

semble with a "Begonia Beanie." She picks

the flowers right out of her own garden.

By working the stems through a skin-

tight skull cap, it makes a most unsual

headpiece. Sometimes Lana alternates with

violets or bachelor buttons. On her it's

becoming.

WHERE there's life there's Bob Hope
—thank goodness ! A group of actors

were panning a certain English gentleman
who lives in mortal terror of returning

abroad and fighting for his country. Fred
MacMurray happened by and asked whom
they were discussing. Before anyone could
answer, Bob Hope needled: "Oh, just a
bundle of nerves for Britain!"

NEWS AND VIEWS
FLASHED FROM
THE FILM FRONT

By Weston East

A tender love scene from "Heliotrope Harry,"

gripping screen drama, in which Brian Donlevy

and Miriam Hopkins, elusive jewel thieves,

pledge they will go straight in the future.

RIOTOUS romance rumor that Director

Irving Rapper and Betty Field are a

torrid twosome, is just so much Hollywood
hooey. Actually, those two have never been

introduced. Rapper, who is scheduled to

direct Norma Shearer in "The Gay
Sisters," is married to his art. As far as

Betty is concerned, those who should know
report that she is having a "Field" day
with playwright Elmer Rice. No wonder
Dan Cupid is threatening to go on sus-

pension !

(JOLLYWOOD is asking: Will Priscilla

I ! Lane end up at the altar with Victor-

ville publisher. John Barry? Ever since

she got a break in Frank Capra's "Arsenic

and Old Lace," Priscilla has shown signs

of becoming career-conscious. Then there

have been those meetings with Ray Hein-

dorf, who coached Pat's songs for "Blues

in the Night." They get together at the

"Blue Evening," an isolated little restaurant

not far from Warner Bros. Studio. They
sit and talk for hours. However, it's still

Barry's ring that sparkles brightly on the

little Lane's third finger, left hand. Time
will tell all.

THE combination of Astaire and Crosby
I working together is creating miracles on
the Paramount lot. Fred, who used to

worry himself sick, has now taken on the

Crosby indifference. And Bing, who used

to do everything in one take, now does a

scene several times before he is satisfied

that it's his best. By the way, in this pic-

ture Bing does a take-off of Fred doing a

dance, and Fred gives his impersonation of

Bing crooning a song. In other words,

never a dull moment.
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|i| E doesn't say much, but Jimmy Cagney

In has fallen hard for his new adopted

Jon, James Cagney, Jr. When Airs. Cagney

l-er.t to the beauty parlor recently, she left

jig Jimmy in charge of little Jimmy. When
he returned home the house was very still,

|11 the lights out. She tiptoed into the nurs-

ry. Right in the bed next to his son, tough

uv Cagney had curled up and gone sound

sleep! At that moment Airs. Cagney would

lave paid any sum for a candid camera-

/EEP an eagle eye peeled for Van Heflin.

\ Katie Hepburn's former leading man
(in the stage version of "Philadelphia

Story") really distinguishes himself in

ijohnny Eager." His acting in Bob Taylor's

ieathbed scene was so exciting, after the

•renew L. B. Mayer walked down to the

et to tell Van he was terrific. Not a bad

ompliment for an actor who was once

ired by RKO for being incompetent.

Kathryn Grayson, above, who jumped to fame as Mickey Rooney's private secretory

in one of the Hardy films, will next appear in "The Vanishing Virginian," a dramatiza-

tion of Rebecca Yancey Williams' exciting novel in which Frank Morgan plays title role.

—"OXXIE BEXXETT is seeing to it that

!»-» our boys in the army camps have a

lose shave. She's organized a committeeto

iielp finance the purchase of shaving equip-

ment for those in training.^ If Gilbert

Poland starts patronizing his neighbor-

hood barber, you know the reason!

T'S an awfully good rumor but there

doesn't seem to be any eye witness. All

of which means that Hollywood is wonder-

ng if Gene Tierney really did take a poke

it Director von Sternberg. According to

;fhe gossips, Gene resented the way von

rrabbed hold of her and shoved her around

vhile giving direction for "The Shanghai

Gesture." When it went from bad to worse

;he is supposed to have let him have it.

True or false, von Sternberg knows the

,-alue of sensational publicity-.

WHEN the boys in the steam room at

Dave Chasen's restaurant caught the

preview of "They Died With Their Boots

On," they ganged up on Errol Flynn. A
wire sent to him where he was vacationing

in New York, read as follows : "Congrat-

ulations. Just saw your picture. You've
never been braver

!"

IEAX GABIX was as nervous as the

J proverbial bride, the day the famous

French star began his first American movie.

Marlene Dietrich was on hand to cheer him

up and coach him in his lines. Acting and

speaking English at the same time is the

hardest! ob Gabin has ever tackled. His last

name, by the way, is pronounced Ga-fran.

THEIR GOOD TASTE
IS HOLLYWOOD'S
GOOD LUCK

%2£rZ£ZaJ* Hal
Director Ti^wZ?"' and Ace

tion, are fopTin £Z?lPr°d»c-
cause of the o£>H h'WOOd be-^ty of their

gZrk:
aSte °nd

Ttha s Pepsi-Cola every

HnM
1 Th3t '

S
allHollywood, from stars toextra

s.prefersPepsi-CoIa.

flavor \
kS

size P
big Serous

0d
e

ay
Enj0y

f0

2fu]I -nces
J *y ... for a nickel.

* Pepsi-Cola is made only bv Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City. N. Y. Bottled
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Swing to

Popularity

For Daintiness

Use Odorono Cream
• Whether the music is sweet or

swing, Arthur Murray's sophisticat-

ed dancers must always be "sweet"

in a close-up! So it's real news for

you that these charming girls who
dance miles a day choose Odorono

Cream to guard against "fatal"

underarm odor and dampness.

Non-irritating, non-greasy, non-

gritty, Odorono Cream ends per-

spiration annoyance— for 1 to 3

days! Swing to daintiness the

Arthur Murray way . . . with

Odorono! 10(4, 39k 59£ sizes (plus

tax).

The Odorono Co., Inc.'New York, N.'Y.

I FULL OZ. JAR-
ONLY 39tf (Plus Tax)

Moya Teague keeps

I that bandbox freshness

ft lesson after lesson!

ENDS PERSPlMTIOJIf

ANNOYANCE FOR * T0 3 DAYS

GIVES YOU MORE '

FOR YOUR MONEY

AlSO LIQUID ODORONO

—

REGULAR AND INSTANT

The Chocolate Soldier—M-G-M

This is a combination of Mol

comedy, "The Guardsman, and b

Stevens, Met opera star mak ng

screen debut. In order to test his

fidelity, Karl disguises himself as ,

San, creating amusing situations ]

in fine voice; Rise, a worthy succes

Jeanette MacDonald. Light-hearted

South of Tahiti— Universal

If you can stand another South

Island film for the sake of seeing :

virile souls as Brian Donlevy, A
Devine and Broderick Crawford wear

sarongs, see this. It's a wacky story ab

three adventurers who are marooned

an island and, though it may not n

been intended as such, a .burlesque

former South Sea films. Bright dialoj

the trio's clowning, and newcomer M:

Montez are all the picture has to o'

Design for Scandal M-G-M

A sophisticated comedy-romance atx

a lady jurist (Rosalind Russell) wh

almost involved in a scandal by a ne

cameraman (Walter Pidgeon) so
.
sh

be removed from the bench and his r>

(Edward Arnold) will escape pay)

heavy alimony. Instead, he falls m 1<

with her and matters become complica

—and hilarious. Roz, Walter good. If (.

Kibbee's role (also a jurist) hadnt b

so brief, he might have stolen the picti

New York Town—Paramount

This Cinderella story shows the les

glamorous side of life in a big city. Ih<

simple and charming way in which th.

tale is told will please you. Fred Mac

Murray plays a carefree sidewalk pho

tographer who snaps passersby for a Uv

ing He befriends Mary Martin, who i

down to her last pair of silk stockings

and after talking her into marryini

wealthy Robert Preston, wakes up to th

fact that he's in love with her himseli

Shadow of the Thin Man—M-G-M

Mr. and Mrs. Nick Ovaries, you'll be

glad to note, are as gay and as giddy as

ever despite the fact that Nick, Jr., is

growing up apace, even to the point

where he makes his old man drink milk

while he watches (although trust Nick to,,

sneak a Martini). Daddy solves a quite

ingenious murder with no mean help

from Mommy. Sam Levene adds much to

merriment and handsome Stella Adler

(from the stage) a whole lot to the

mystery. A "must" for Nick diaries fans.
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Tarzan's Secret Treasure—M-G-M
Tarsan's back ! Eee-ow-hoo !

!

And about time—it's almost three

years since we last heard his yell.

In this jungle adventure Tarsan's
son is rescued from savages by ex-
plorers whose greed for gold
angers Tarsan (Johnny Weissmul-
ler), causing the conflict that leads

to many thrilling rescues : Tarsan's
underwater swimming to save Jane
(Maureen O'Sullivan) and Boy
(John Sheffield); the elephants com-
ing to his aid. Swell make-believe.

Sierra Sue—Republic Pictures

This lacks the action usually

present in Westerns starring Gene
Autry, but it has more singing (by
Gene), more comedy (by Smiley

Burnette), and more romance
(with Fay McKenzie) and, as a

whole, it's good entertainment.

Gene portrays an agricultural in-

spector whose orders to chemically

spray grazing areas infected with

poison devil weed, are opposed by
an honest but bungling rancher

—

but trust Gene to get the job done.

i ,

Week-End in Havana— 20th Century-Fox

The week-end is brought about

by a shipwreck. Salesgirl Alice

Faye, cheated of her trip, won't

sign a waiver until she's had fun

at the S.S. line's expense, so John
Payne takes her to Havana by
plane. They meet Cesar Romero,
jealous Carmen Miranda. From
there on—not a dull moment ! Alice

dances, sings charmingly ; Carmen's
songs, with those sly gestures, will

delight you ;
Payne, good ; Romero,

fine. Gay, tuneful. You'll enjoy it.

Joan Blondell, starring in Re-

public's "Lady for a Night,"

with Ray Middleton. It's easy

to have lovable soft hands,

with Jergens Lotion.

sore
(Lovely Hollywood Star)

Thrilling Hands for You—easy with

this almost-professional Hand Care

Why ever have unromantic, rough,

chapped hands? Regular care with
Jergens Lotion helps prevent them.

Many doctors help harsh, coarse skin

to heavenly smoothness with a certain

2 ingredients—both in this famous
Jergens Lotion. No sticky feeling!

Jergens is by far the favorite Lotion!

fiRSE/ . . PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
Mail This Coupon NOW

(Paste on a penny postcard, if you wish)

The Andrew Jergens Company, Box 393-1, Cincinnati,

Ohio. (In Canada: Perth, Ont.)

I want to have those soft hands Joan Blondell advises.

Please send purse-size borxle of Jergens Lotion

—

frit.

Name

FOR SOFT,

ADORABLE HANDS -Statt-
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Catch a lew hairs between Grlp-Tuth holds your

the split teeth ... ana, ha |f as y0U set it

!

At last! A way to keep your hair-do

lovely, for days longer! Grip-Tuth, the

modern, better hair retainer, slips into

place in a jiffy: each split tooth acts like

a tiny spring, holding curls, waves, any

coiffure : and you're >

perfectly groomed,

your hair securely

in place!

NOTE: If notion coun-
ter or beauty shop can't
supply you, send 25c
for card (two retain-
ers). State hair color.

.w .
..............

teduiiue,!

P 3 comb. Each SPLIT

tooth (like tiny spring!
\

grips gently, jiolils t

firmly, keeps hair se- fj

we— GBJP TUTHs

7

afented principle!. ./

I i I I II
GRIP-TUTH: Diadem, Inc., Leominster, Mass., Dept. 54

Nu-Hestve Surgical Dressings, by cur afflltated com-
pany, are one of our contributions to National Defense.

^B^jjEy ^^^^
jl^jB

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS
When diamond-dazzling Zircons
from the mines of far-away
Mystic Siam are so Effective
and Inexpensive? Stand acid,
cut frlass, full of FIRE, true
linrks, thrilling beauty, ex-
quisite mountings, examine be-
fore you buy. Catalogue FREE.

The ZIRCON CO.
Dep't 28 Wheeling, W. Va.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Publishers need new songs! Submit one or more of your
best poems for immediate consideration. Any subject.
Send poem. F |VE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
60S BEACON BLDG. BOSTON, MASS.

CORNS
GO FAST
Pain Sent Flying!

Dr. ScholFs Zino-pads In-
stantly stop tormenting
shoe friction; lift aching
pressure; give you fast re-
lief. Ease tight shoes; pre-
vent corns. Separate Medi-
cations included to quickly
remove corns. Cost but a
few cents an application.

D-rSchol/sTmo pads

SCREENLAND'S
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley

1 2 3

14 r
17

22

ACROSS
1. She plays Midge in "Let's Go

Collegiate"

5. Her new one is "The Man
Who Came to Dinner"

10. The drunken pal in "Skylark"

14. A bitter drug
15. Scents

16. Entice

17. Actually, truly

19. Part of the mouth (plural)

21. Narrow inlet

22. Japanese money
23. Brink, margin
25. Tugged, jerked

27. Noticed
29. "Nine Lives - - - Not Enough

(Ronald Reagan)
31. Born
32. Like
34. Pen points

36. Leading lady in "In the Navy
38. "- - Stayed for Breakfast," a

movie
40. He plays the monster in

"Spooks Run Wild"
42. Lazily

43. Over (contraction)

44. Co-star, "Moonlight in

Hawaii"
45. He's featured in "Blues in the

Night"
47. Star of "Sunny"
48. Strange, queer

49. A valley, dale

50. Co-star, "I Was a Prisoner on
Devil's Island"

52. "The Ramparts - - Watch," a

patriotic film

53. Co-star, "Week-end in

Havana
54. Makes a Mistake

55. Biblical pronoun
56. To weep convulsively

57. Co-star, "Skylark"
59. Indefinite period of time

61. He's most famous as "The
Thin Man"

64. Lacking' in fat

66. Propeller

Greek letter

Direction of sunrise

Co-star, "International Lady'

To move about
Disgrace
End of a prayer
Co-star, "This Woman Is

Mine'

'

Dried ; withered
"We Go " (Lynn Bari)

DOWN
He plays Sergeant York
On the sheltered side

Lends
Slippery fish

He plays Hopalong Cassidy
Ziggy in "Buy Me That
Town"
He plays Charlie Chan
Prefix meaning three

To catch sight of

Famous "Mammy" singer

She's featured in "The
Man Who Came to

Dinner"
One of the Great Lakes
What every extra hopes
to play
He plays Judge Hardy
Babv star in "Bachelor
Daddy"
Fuel for cooking
He's featured in "For
Beauty's Sake"
Soon
Co-star, "The Choco-
late Soldier"
To permit
Undressed kid (for

shoes, gloves)
One of the Dead End
Kids ("Mob Town" I

Senior
His new one is "The
Male Animal"
To rub out
Deity
Electrified particle
"- - - Foot in Heaven"
(Fredric March)

46. An evil look
47. Too
49. Co-star, "Honky-Tonk"
51. Co-star, "Unfinished Business

53. Enemy
54. Part of the face
56. A lover

58. A place of prayer
60. Her new one is "We We

Dancing"
61. Nuisance
62. He's featured in "The Men

Her Life"
63. Maiden
65. Old
67. Periods of life

68. Monthly charge for a house I

71. "-
• - Knew All the Answers}

(Joan Bennett)
73. A simpleton
75. Note of the scale

77. "You Belong to - -" (Stan-

wyck, Fonda)

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle

antra aoraaaasa
HHHdLfl DBS iODH

a aaa hb_hhmmNEAGLtlKA Nl
ma ass bbhhuj
QHBEia SH@E3 E30G2
aaa hheiiishii he
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sera aaa ana nm
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hdeih Banna sms
EH3QQ affisaa mmm
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The Private Life of

Dr. Kildare

Continued from page 29

jetting there and decided to dine after the

how. We went into a restaurant and Lew
\-as raving over everything connected with

he film. The restaurant was crowded but

'inally, in the midst of his eulogies, a

'lushed, perspiring waitress came up to take
! ur order.

I
"What's good tonight?" Lew asked, not

leally caring.

jj
"Mister," replied the waitress, "we been

busy I don't know if we got roast beef

f-|r elephant hide."
' "Listen to that," Lew admonished me in

iiock seriousness. "No interest in her work
-no enthusiasm. He turned to the girl

,-ith a perfectly straight face and said,

My girl, never lose interest in your work,
jfou should make it your business to find

ut what you have and if it should happen
1 be elephant hide you should tell your
ustomers, 'We have the best elephant hide

jnight you ever sank your teeth in.'
"

The girl turned on her heel and walked
way. "Now what have I said?" Lew
roaned.

A few seconds later she returned. "It

larns out its liver and onions," she an-
ounced rapturously, "and it's probably the

\est you ever tasted!"

Lew was in ecstacies the rest of the eve-

jing.

He is a faddist and extremist. When I

jrst knew him his interest was centered

blely in astronomy and organ music. Also,

I an extent, in composing.
"When I get rich," he observed once, "I

m going to buy the top of that mountain
ver there and build me a big house with
flout a $10,000 built-in pipe organ and a
mall observatory on the roof."
' The years passed and Lew passed with
lem—through two marriages and divorces,

inly to emerge triumphantly with the top of

J mountain and a small but thoroughly liv-

ble house. His telescopes are laid away
i moth balls (not even lavender and old
ice) and in lieu of the $10,000 built-in

:>b he has a small portable electric organ
4th which he makes the nights hideous for

I
lis guests. But he is not showing off for I

ave come up unexpectedly many an eve-
ing and found him playing it—and his own
ompositions—for his own enjoyment.
Along with astronomy there was bridge
nd horseback riding. The horseback riding
'as forgotten in the joys of tennis and
ing-pong which were in turn succeeded by
owling. Today, however, his sole exercise
onsists of long walks (which he never
lisses) and an occasional dip in his pool.

.
"I found," he told me by way of explana-
on, "that all those things we used to do

—

nd which I enjoyed at the time, mind you
-were subconsciously done for the sake of
xercise. Well, now, I walk three to five
niles over these mountains, get the same
i|mount of exercise and I can concentrate
4m thinking."

II "What do you think about?" I inter-
I ur'.ed.

||' Lew grinned. "It's hard to tell exactly,
fi'ut all of a sudden it seemed to me I was
p etting nowhere with the stars. They were

itcresting but there were so many things
C loser to hand I needed to know about.

"All at once I realized how many hun-
reds of thousands of books have been writ-

:, en and how few I had read. So I started

)j?
eading—anything that came to hand. I

pjl ave an insatiable curiosity about life and
'\ eople. On these walks I think over what

have read and try to understand it and
r

|

pply it to the world today. It's like con-
'"tdering Life as a gigantic jigsaw puzzle

Oma RIGHT/

Eyes are always right—for love, for romance, for social or business

appointment—when you use Winx.

Winx brings out the natural beauty and charm of your eyes—enlivens

your whole appearance—gives you a new, fascinating loveliness.

Try Winx and see for yourself what a marvelous difference it makes.

Just a touch of Winx Mascara (either solid or creamy form) to your

lashes and instantly they appear darker, longer, more luxuriant.

Winx Eyebrow Pencil adds form and character to your eyebrows.

And finally, to accentuate the color and depth of your eyes, add a

subtle touch of Winx Eye Shadow. This completes the picture of a

"lovelier, more vivacious you."

Insist on Winx for finer quality. Winx is water-resistant and easily

applied without fuss or bother. Available in all popular harmonizing

shades. For lovely eyes get Winx today. At your favorite drug, de-

partment or 10^" stores.

FOR LOVELY EYES
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DON'T LET FATIGUE play havoc with looks!
Crow's feet appear fast enough without being
further hastened by squinting. Two drops of
EYE -GENE speedily clears eyes reddened
from fatigue, driving, over-indulgence, etc.

JOIN THE THOUSANDS who prefer stainless,

hygienic, safe, EYE-GENE. Wash them with

this specialist's formula today, and see how
refreshed they feel. EYE-CENE is on sale at

drug, department, and ten cent stores.

MUSIC COMPOSED
TO POEMS

Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions made, $7.00 from your word
and music manuscript. Any subject con-
sidered. Love, Home, Sacred, Swing.

KEEIVAIV'S MUSIC SERVICE
Itox 2140, Dept. SC Bridgeport, Conn.

FALSE TEETH by MAIL

A n DAYS' TRIAL—Send No Money!
DUlMade for you from your own mouth M 10 * J:)

impression ! Money Back Guarantee of Satisfac-
tion ! FREE impression material, directions, catalog.

U.S. Dental Co., 1 555 Milwaukee Av., Dept. 2-109. Chicago

Nudge'Your Lazy

Liver Tonight!

Follow Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice To
Relieve CONSTIPATION!

If liver bile doesn't flow freely every day into

your intestines—constipation with its head-

aches and that "half-alive" feeling often result.

So stir up your liver bile secretion and see how
much better you should feel! Just try Dr.

Edwards' Olive Tablets, used so successfully

for years by Dr. F. M. Edwards for his patients

with constipation and sluggish bile.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are

wonderful! They not only stimulate bile flow

to help digest fatty foods but ALSO help

elimination. Get a box TODAY! 15*, 30*, 60*.

and if, each day, I can just apply one para-
graph from a book to something- that is

going on or happening in the world, it's

like fitting a small piece into that puzzle.

Some day I hope to have the puzzle com-
plete and then I'll have the answer to Life

—or, at least, in so far as I am concerned."

Lew is one of the most hospitable persons

I have ever met. When you're in his home
the place is turned over to you. When you
are out with him, no one's money is any-

good but his. Yet, with all that, he enter-

tains less, goes out less than anyone I know.

Very occasionally he has four to eight

people in to dinner. Oftener it is only two
or three. Occasionally he takes a girl out

to dinner, assuring himself beforehand that

this time it will be different. Almost in-

variably he has her home by ten or eleven

"I get sleepy," he says simply. "I guess I'rr

~ Cl •yii.. ,1Tith *Vr«1i-\M.

m
12 o'clockstrictly a 9 o'clock guy

yearnings."
For a person who loves his home as much

as Lew he has less interest—fewer ideas—
about fixing up a place than anyone im-

aginable. During the twelve years I have

known him I have watched him move from

one apartment to another, from one house

to another. When he moved from each,

each was exactly the same as it had been

on the day he entered it Nothing changed,

nothing moved, nothing added.

His one attempt at interior decorating

ended disastrously. It was in the first house

he had ever had all to himself. The living

room reached from street level to roof. At
one end a flight of stairs led to a small

balcony off which opened the bedroom and
bath. Lew conceived the idea of having a

huge altar candle on a mountain of tallow

in the corner of the balcony. He burned
candles day and night for weeks until he

had a mound of tallow three feet high and
about five feet in circumference at the base.

A new maid with her own ideas of house-

cleaning came in and, during Lew's absence,

chopped the tallow up and threw it in the

trash-can! That ended Lew's decorating

flare-up as witness his present home.

The decorator who "did" the place put a
large vase in the living room with cat-tails

in it, it being fall when he moved in.

"These must be changed seasonally," she

ordered. "When gladiola or other long-

stemmed flowers are in season put them in.

When you can't get them, use ivy or some
other green vine. Use the cat-tails only

when you can't get anything else."

Today—four years later—those same cat-

tails stand in the vase. Occasionally Lew
and Joe (his general factotum) survey the

cat-tails sorrowfully. "These should be

changed," they assure, each other wistfully

—but they never are.

He has a predilection for toothbrushes.

He must have three or four dozen, saying

that he brushes his teeth often and likes to

feel hard bristles against his teeth and
gums. They are carefully laid out on a
shelf in his bathroom. As he uses a brush

it is meticulously placed at the end of the

row so that it has time to thoroughly dry
out before he gets to it again.

His maid, I think it was the one of the

tallow incident, thought the arrangement
untidy, got a small vase as a container and
gleefully put the toothbrushes in, jumbling
their vari-colored handles together in much
the same way you arrange a bunch of

flowers !

He used to be an ardent hunter and fish-

erman. Once he was hunting at Catalina

and shot a wild hog. It turned out to be a
sow and a few minutes later six little

weanling pigs came trotting out. "The sow
was so thin we couldn't even eat the meat,"

he observed regretfully, "and there were
those six little piglets with no visible means
of support. There was nothing to do but
kill them, too, before they starved. I felt

like a murderer."
To my knowledge he has never fished

nor hunted since then, nor has he ever
eaten meat, fish or fowl. He is strictly a
vegetarian.

His one consuming passion these days is

travel. He has covered Europe two or three
times—thoroughly. Last year he made a
two months' tour of South America, flying

always to save time. Recently, as noted, he
toured Alaska.

His latest enthusiasm is a 16-mm. movie
camera with which he takes colored films

of things he sees on his travels. In one
unfurnished room of his home he has com-
plete equipment for cutting, splicing, piec-

ing and editing his films. Each reel emerges
a complete continuity in marked contrast to

the home movies of most amateur photog-
raphers.

Mineralogy also claims a share of his

interest at the moment. From wherever he

may be he is constantly bringing home
strange rocks that have attracted his atten-

tion. And, in that unfurnished room, he

also has complete equipment for assaying

and analyzing those rocks and ores. After-

wards, they are (and some of them are

quite sizable boulders placed carefully in

his front yard "which," Shirley Ross once

remarked unfeelingly, "looks more like a

cemetery than a lawn !"

Personally, although he vehemently de-

nies it, I think the part of Kildare has in-

fluenced Lew's pirvate life. It is only, sc

far as I know, since he has been playing

the character that he has become interested

in life and humanity, although he has al

ways been intensely interested in people

—

if you get the distinction.

In the beginning he resented being cas1

in a "series." It was after the third of the

Kildare pictures, I believe, that he was
complaining to his mother. "I can't go or

playing this part," he protested. "I say

practically the same thing and do practi

cally the same thing in all of them. The
cases that come before me vary but my
part doesn't."

"But, Lew," his mother answered quietly

"you can't go through life doing only whal
you want—taking from it only what yoii

want. Those pictures mean something tc

a very great many people. You have tc

consider them."
Lew has never forgotten that. "I realize

now," he observed, "one's personal ambi-
tions are unimportant. Look at the muddle
the world is in today ! And it's all because

of the personal ambitions of a few people.

They can say their aims are for the good
of their countries and countrymen—but I

don't believe it. Their own lust for power
glory, fame and personal aggrandizement
are behind it all!

"I wanted to do parts like Robert Mont-
gomery does. I told the heads of the studic

I would like to do a picture like 'Rage ir

Heaven,' but they see fit to continue me
in the Kildare films. I'm no longer resent-

ful for I feel if that is the sort of thing

I do best it is the sort of thing I should

keep on doing.

"After all, a picture like 'Rage' only

satisfies an actor's ego. It doesn't solve

anything. It doesn't even give anyone ar

uplift. It only demonstrates an actor's abil-

ity to play, convincingly, a paranoic!
"The other evening I was out with Kay

Harris who has started a series callec

'Tillie, the Toiler.' I said, 'Well, what dc

you think of pictures now? Do you wanl
to work hard and be an actress?' Ka>
looked at me a moment and then answered
'I don't know—yet. What / want isn't im-

portant. If, by being an actress, I can make
people happy, then I should try to become
a good actress. If 1 can make them hap-

pier by going on the air, then I should be

on the radio. Whatever I can do that will

help people forget themselves and theii

troubles is what I should be doing.' Pos-

sibly," he said, "it's a kindred feeling thai

keeps me playing Kildare without protest.'
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Possibly Lew is resigned to playing Kil-

dare without protest but I am not resigned

to watching him continue it without pro-

test. Here is one of Hollywood's finest

actors continuing year after year in a part,

however well he may play it, that permits

of no characterization. His talent is being

wasted

!

The telephone interrupted my musings.

I heard him saying, "Oh, I'm sorry. I for-

got about the "time, I'll be with you in a

few minutes."

Where was he going ? To meet Kay Har-
ris or some of the other girls he takes

out? To look for more rocks? To plan

another trip? Business conference? Your
guess is as good as mine—and none of us

will ever know. The Private Life of Dr.

Kildare is very* private, indeed.

Colleen in Clover

Continued from page 51

Let's point no morals. The agent stuck

to his job and finally phoned her that Ford

had sent for a print of "The Hunchback."
She spent the day telling herself -she

wouldn't hope. Next day Ford sent for her,

gave her tea and talked about Ireland.

Maureen loves Ireland, but consigned it to

the bottom of the sea that afternoon. Just

before she left, he asked whether she could

talk with a Welsh accent. She answered
him prettily—in a Welsh accent. He said

goodbye, thanks for coming. No sooner had
she dragged her dejected feet into the

house than the phone rang._ It was her

agent yipping, "You've got it. He wants

3"ou for Angharad. Without a test" After

hugging the cook, the secretary and the

part-time maid, Maureen started, with A
and called everybody she knew, straight

through her phone book. Correction. She
started with P, (for Will Price.)

The career, currently climaxed by her

lovely Angharad, began in Ireland when
she was seven, second child of a well-to-

do Dublin businessman. "Fatser" the kids

called her, if you can believe it. Also Mary
Ann. "Mary Ann, your hair is .hay, your
skin's like an elephant's hide." She took it

philosophically. The mirror told her she

was large, plump and heavy-boned. Any-
way, with five plainspoken brothers and
sisters you can't afford to be over-sensitive,

though she did sometimes confide in the

Lord that she didn't mind being ugly while

little, if He'd let her grow up pretty.

At school she learned to dance, sing and
recite, and was soon in demand for church
bazaars and such. At ten she played Robin
Hood in the Christmas pantomime, and
made up her mind to be an actress. At
twelve she was doing radio work. Without
much liking the idea, her father offered no
active opposition. In the final analysis,

whatever his Mawsheen did was all right

with him. Her mother approved. Her
grandfather, having for sixty-odd years
frowned on the stage as the devil's stamp-
ing ground, did a right-about-face and
braved wind and weather to see her every
performance. "That's my grandchild," he
would brag to any stranger who would
listen.

"That so?" commented one. "Fine pair of
legs." Grandfather all but suffocated with
pride.

The Abbe}' Theatre in Dublin is a world-
famous institution. Any connection with it

hallows you to professional eyes. To be-
come a student, you must pass a series of

stiff exams. Being so-and-so's daughter
won't help. If you're still in the running
after a couple of 3-ears of apprenticeship,

you may get a bit part and eventually re-

place a member of the regular company
who leaves. Members who leave are looked
upon as renegades.

WHAT A DAY! Words with mother

over that perfume you charged . . . late to •

your first class . . . and now this!

Actually, you're afraid to think of tonight!

That blonde tigress had a gleam in

her eye last time . . . what if she

stalks your "Mr. Big" in earnest? Can you

charm that prom bid out of him? . . .

feeling the way you do?

Well, calm yourself! There's little excuse

for letting trying days of

the month ruin a sunny disposition

!

Say goodbye to glooms!

Look around you . . . other girls always

seem to be carefree and gay,

regardless of days circled on their calendars.

But do you know why? Most of them

choose Kotex sanitary napkins!

For one thing, when you're comfortable,

your troubles take a nosedive! And Kotex is

more comfortable.

For Kotex is made in soft folds that are

naturally less bulky . . . more comfortable

. . . made to stay soft while wearing! A lot

different from pads that only ••feel" soft

at first touch.

And with Kotex you can snap your fingers

at worry. Because Kotex has flat, pressed

ends to prevent embarrassing, telltale

bulges ... to keep your secret safe. And

a new moisture-resistant "safety shield"

for extra protection.

After all, millions can't be wrong . . . and

Kotex is more popular than all other brands

of pads put together! The best proof

that Kotex stavs soft!

Be confident . . • comfortable . . . carefree

— with Kotex*!

A GIRL'S PRIVATE LIFE

is fully explained in

the booklet, "As One
Girl To Another". Tips

on what to do and not

to do on "difficult

days". Mail your name
and address to P. 0.

Box 3434, Dept. S-2,

Chicago, 111., and get

a copy free!

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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'T'URN the tables on "regular" pain ! Make
the pain give in, while you carry on in

active comfort. It's easy to do, as Midol has
proved to millions of women

!

Midol is offered for this one purpose

—

to relieve the needless functional pain of

menstruation. Use it confidently; Midol
contains no opiates. One ingredient is widely

prescribed for headache and muscular suffer-

ing. Another exclusive ingredient increases

relief by reducing spasmodic pain peculiar to

the time. Among thousands of women re-

cently interviewed, more reported using

Midol for functional periodic pain than all

other preparations combined, and 96% of

these Midol users said they found it effective.

If you have no organic disorder calling for

special medical or surgical treatment, Midol
should give you comfort. Try it ! All drug-

stores—large size, only 40^; small size, 20fL

IDOL
Relieves Functional Periodic Pain

Men, Women Over 40

Don't Be Weak, Old
Feel Peppy, New, Years Younger
Take Ostrex. Contains general tonics, stimulants often
needed after 40—by bodies lacking iron, calcium, phos-
phorus, iodine, Vitamin Bi. A 73-year-old doctor writes:

"It did so much for patients, I took it myself. Results
fine." Special introductory size Ostrex Tonic Tablets
costs only 35c. Start feeling peppier and younger this
very day. For sale at all good drug stores everywhere.

FALSE
TEETH
As Low As $7.95
Per Plate. DENTAL
PLATES made in our

own laboratory from YOUR Personal impression. WORK-
M ANSHIPand MATERIAL GUARANTEED or PURCHASE
PRICE refunded. We take this risk on our 60-day trial offer.

Do Not Send Any MoneySSsSI
onr LOW PRICES. DON'T PUT IT OFF—Write us today!

BRIGHTON-THOMAS Dental Laboratory
Dept. 1013 6217 S. Halsted Street, Chicago, III.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats "up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Effective in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10d and 256.

At fourteen Maureen was accepted as a
student. At sixteen she was playing bits

At seventeen she was cast in her first lead,

and quit.

She had no intention of quitting. A lead

with The Abbey marked the dazzling goal

of her ambitions. She'd never looked beyond
it. But she went to her first dance, and at

her first dance she met Mr. Harry Rich-

man. He said howdyado, she said how-
dyado, they shook hands and parted. That
was the first and last she ever saw of him.

But he went back to London and told a
movie producer he'd seen a young goddess
with red hair and hazel eyes—because
Fatser was no longer Fatser, the Lord hav-
ing been good and having answered her

prayers and then some.

A letter, addressed to her at The Abbey,
asked for some pictures, which she sent.

What could she lose? A more urgent letter

followed, suggesting that she come right

down for a test. She felt that was over-
doing it. But a valued old friend—an actress

at the Gate Theatre (rivals of The
Abbey)—talked her into going, on the prin-

ciple that if you pass any door held open,

you may live to regret it. She'd be gone
only a few days. The Abbey, distinctly an-
noyed, agreed to put off the play till she
got back.
BIP tested her and offered her a seven-

year-contract. She wired her father and
sighed with relief when he wired back,

"Come right home," taking the onus of
decision off her shoulders and making it

her duty to do exactly what she wanted
to do. Meantime a member of the fast-

working tribe of agents had tracked her
down. "It's no use," she said. "I'm going
home tomorrow night."

"Do me a personal favor. There's one
person I want you to meet before you go."
He steered her to an office and opened

a door. Sensation. Charles Laughton and
Erich Pommer. They seemed to think she
wasn't bad either and after some talk,

Pommer handed her a script. "We'd like

you to read the part now."
"Now! How on earth can I give an in-

telligent reading when I don't even know
what the girl's about? If you like, I'll take
it home and come back and read it."

Not that she meant to be cocky. Trained
to Abbey methods, she was merely point-

ing out the reasonable procedure. The
gentlemen made their goodbyes polite, and
she went home to Ireland. Next day Laugh-
ton sneaked off by himself to see the BIP
test, and decided he'd been crazy ever to
consider the girl. They'd daubed her with
makeup, slicked back her hair and poured
her seventeen-year-old body into gold lame.
Knowing it was all wrong, Maureen had
been too timid to protest. What did it mat-
ter anyway, she was going back.

But her face, as he'd seen it, continued
to haunt Laughton till he got mad and told

Pommer to go see the test. The director

phoned him in a rage. "What do you mean,
wasting my time on that drivel ? I hate the
test and I hate the girl, and I don't want
to hear any more about either." Their
meeting next morning was moody and
silent. Till Pommer turned on his friend.

"Is it her fault if they made her up like

a gargoyle? Let's send for that kid."

So The Abbey washed its hands of her
in disgust, and she made "Jamaica Inn"
with Laughtoa Word got around that a
baby was being brought in to play the

lead, which so touched the kind hearts of
the cast that they all vowed to help her.

After the first day's rushes, they decided

she didn't need any help. Her parents came
down for the premiere and, like most play-

ers seeing themselves for the first time,

Maureen thought she was awful. Except—

.

"It's a terrible thing to admit," she ad-
mits, "but there was one shot, in a beaver
bonnet and little curls, where I thought I

looked pretty. Don't hold it against me."

Don't hold it against her.

Back to Dublin, but not for long. One
Saturday night came a phone call. "Be in

London Monday morning, ready to sail for

America Wednesday. Hollywood's going
to test you for a picture with Charles
Laughton."
The next few days were bedlam. Packing

all night, goodbye to the whole tribe except
her mother who was going along—the only
condition her father made. Dashing from
office to office in London, getting visas and
passports, a million people saying do this,

do that, Maureen in a daze doing it, a
single thought clear in her head, she was
going to Hollywood. Only a movie montage
could do it justice.

A whirling montage in which a boy ap-
peared, pleading with her to marry him
before she left. He was one of several

with whom she'd gone out in London. He
kept saying, you've got to marry me, if you
marry me, I can stand your going away, if

not—never mind, you've got to marry me,
Maureen. Why she did it she still can't

explain. She liked him, she felt sorry for
him, she was too tired to fight, she was
caught in a kind of hypnosis, doing what
people told her to do.

On Tuesday afternoon she stood in a
registry office and was married to him. On
the Queen Mary Wednesday she woke with
dismay to what she'd done and wept out
the story on her mother's shoulder. Mrs.
O'Hara tried to suppress her own con-
sternation. This wasn't like Maureen, who
had always been a romanticist about mar-
riage—the one man, orange blossoms, bridal

veils, Lohengrin, forever and ever. She
tried to comfort her daughter. "We'll have
it annulled." Which brought a fresh flood

of tears. "But I never wanted to be mar-
ried and have it annulled. It all sounds so
wrong."
As a member of Laughton's party, she

was feted in New York. She and her
mother went on to Hollywood alone but,

having read stories, she looked for at least

one executive to meet the train with at
least one bouquet of flowers. They were
met by a boy from the publicity depart-
ment without flowers, whisked to a hotel
and told to appear at the studio at three.
Maureen didn't know where the studio
was. She called a taxi, was deposited at the
gate and could get no farther. She'd for-
gotten the name of the man she'd been told
to ask for.

"But I tell you they're waiting for me
inside."

The cop grew weary. "Look, lady, you
ain't the first gatecrasher pulled that gag.
Who's waitin'? All I'm askin's the name
an' I'll give him a ring."

Pan Berman happened to come by, res-

cued her and took her to Dieterle, who
shook a dubious head, decided she was
pretty tall, measured her against the door-
post, and turned her over to a hairdresser
with injunctions to leave her hair as it was,
just brush it up. "I know exactly what to

do," said the hairdresser firmly.

Maureen was scared—of Dieterle who
thought she was too tall, of the hairdresser

who knew her business. She wondered if

hairdressers ever boxed players' ears. "My
hair's terribly curly," she ventured weakly.
"Would you please wind it loose, else it'll

fuzz." The girl wound it tight, and pre-

sented Dieterle with a finished golliwog.

"Take her back," he stormed. "Stick her

under the shower."
"There goes the part," thought Maureen.
At six they tested. At ten she crawled

into bed, too tired to care. Next morning
they told her it was just a hair test, she'd

been cast as Esmeralda in "The Hunch-
back" before she left England.

If her professional life was arid be-

tween "The Hunchback" and "Valley," her

personal life wasn't. She met Will Price, a

young stage director brought up from the
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Hollywood's Most Exciting Magazine
EXCITING! Hollywood's most exciting news is a new movie magazine "STAR-

DOM"—different from any you've ever seen! Every kind of feature you like is in

it—from engrossing, intimate revelations by and about stars, to fine fiction ver-

sions of fascinating new films. Candid photos and color portraits brighten its pages.

Spend an evening with "STARDOM"— it's a new world full of gay surprises!

STARDOM-OUT JAN. 14

AT Q Truths about famous people, how they live, what they

HO I W think: See why Hedy Lamarr's elusive appeal attracts

en. Learn what love does to Dorothy Lamour. Read the "case his-

iry" of Clark Gable's private life!

IPTIOM Li^e ^S^*' lively stories? Here's "Ball of Fire," by the

lis I lUll writers of the screenplay starring Barbara Stanwyck

id Gary Cooper. And "Love at Work," suggested and inspired by

an Sheridan!

UHTHQ Luscious, lovely—these color portraits of so-gorgeous

HU I UV Gene Tierney and pulse-racing Paulette Goddard! And
Im't miss the candid tips by an ace photographer, who tells how
lery girl can be a picture of charm!

ith by Selznick as technical adviser on
jone With the Wind," now a dialogue

jector. They fell in love. Long before

tt happened, the machinery for annul-

nt of her marriage that was no marriage
i been set in motion. Communication was
ficult because of the war. Not till late

t summer was the last legal tie broken
Reno. Scheduled to play opposite Ty
wer in "Son of Fury," Maureen was to

ve left Reno on a Tuesday. On Saturday
e was rushed to the hospital for an ap-

ldix operation. Twelve months earlier,

ssing the part would have been a calam-
. Now it mattered less. Twentieth Cen-

ry-Fox had bought part of her contract

>m RKO. She's lined up for "Shores of

ipoli" with John Payne and for "Gentle-

in from West Point" with Vic Mature,
year ago she was doing the begging.

)\v the shoe's on the other foot.

After writing her parents for their bless-

T, and consulting her pseudo-godfathers,
mmer and Laughton, she and Will de-
ted to announce their engagement at a
party for a group of their closest friends

,vho include Anna Lee and her director-

sband, Robert Stevenson, Gene Tierney,

d Oleg Cassini, Olivia de Havilland,

artha O'Driscoll. They plan to be mar-
d early next spring.

Meantime Maureen lives in a rented
use just outside Beverly with Florence
ailed Honey) O'Neill, her secretary-

mpanion, acquired when Mrs. O'Hara
t. Honey's duties include marketing,
iding out the laundry and doing the dirty

l>rk on the phone.
1'Now that Maureen's engagement has
en announced, the wolves have scattered,
tee they first met, sheVhad time for no
e but. Will. She's not a party girl, pre-
"s good food cooked at home and eaten
peace by candle- and firelight. She

esn't smoke or drink June 5th was the

last time she saw Ciro's. A night club is

a place where smoke gets in her eyes and
people bump her on the dance floor.

She and Will would rather dance to the

radio or play gin rummy (she's beaten him
once). They're both music-lovers and when
they go out, it's to symphonies or the

movies. They have private concerts at

home, Maureen singing and accompany-
ing herself on one finger.

For an actress, she boasts some curious

accomplishments—can tailor a suit, take

shorthand (Pitman) at a hundred and

twenty words a minute, made all her own
lingerie when girls wore lingerie and still

trims her own hats. To the nuns whose
school she attended, there was no such

thing as a child who couldn't sew. From
the age of nine you made one of your sum-

mer dresses and though it looked like the

wrath of God, you wore it.

She loves to swim and ride, but doesn't

ride because of a bad spill. The sight of a

horse breaks her heart, since she mounted
her first at the age of two, and she scorns

herself for a coward, but still doesn't ride.

She paints and reads poetry for pleasure,

and her favorite book of all time is Kenneth
Grahame's "Wind in the Willows." She

chatters like a magpie, hates to travel,

adores bargains and considers that day well

spent which sees her pay fifty dollars for

something they tell her is worth seven

hundred, though she knows^it isn't.

Her favorite occupation is pure laziness,

classified under the head of daydreaming.

She spends long lovely hours sitting in a

chair and regarding the ceiling. Rests her

soul, she says. As a youngster her pet

dream revolved about the day when all the

newspapers acclaimed her the world's great-

est actress, at which point she would bow
gracefully and retire. Her current dreams

have to do with wedding bells and veils and
orange blossoms and forever and ever after

Mrs. Will Price.
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Barbara Stanwyck (Strip)-

Teases Gary Cooper!

Barbara Talks About Gary

Continued from page 22

long legs stretched out in front of him.

Cooper was sleeping the beautiful sleep of

the blessed. What an easy conscience he

must have, I thought. And not a worry in

the world.
"Once more," called Director Howard

Hawks. And once more Gene Krupa and
his boys tore into a hot jive number called

"Drum Boogie." Once more the hundreds
of dress extras applauded enthusiastically

from night-club tables. Our Mr. Cooper
didn't even twitch an eyelash.

"I've always heard that Gary could sleep

on a set," I said to Barbara. "His sleeping

is almost as famous as his whittling. But

I never knew before that he was this good."

"Oh, this is nothing," said Barbara. "You
should have seen him in the Los Angeles
ice-house where we did those scenes for

'Meet John Doe.' It was twenty degrees

below freezing and everybody was running

around blowing on their fingers, stamping

their feet, and trying to find an extra

blanket—but not Coop. He just sat down
in a corner, without even a blanket around

him, and went fast to sleep. After quaking

and chattering for three days in that ice-

house I had to go to the hospital to be

defrosted. But Coop never felt better.

"But just because he knows how to relax

—which is something I wish / knew—don't

get the idea that Coop is lazy. I got that
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idea once. I had met him casually at several

parties, but I didn't really know' Coop
when we started work last year on 'Meet

John Doe,' which was my first picture with

him. All that first day on the set he sat

around as if he were in a dream. During
the rehearsals I noticed that he wasn't sure

of his lines, he'd sort of fumble around and
expect me to come to his rescue. 'There is

a guy,' I said to myself on the way home
that night, 'who doesn't care. He's famous.

And he's got plenty of money. He just

doesn't give a darn.' That shows how
dumb I am.
"Next morning I found out about Gary

Cooper. All the time during those re-

hearsals when he appeared so lazy and dis-

interested he was figuring out bits of

business—something with a string, or a

straw, or maybe just a match. He never

lets you know what this bit of business is

going to be at rehearsals—it always comes
as a complete surprise when the camera
is shooting. As soon as I see Coop pulling

out that piece of string I say to myself,

'Uh-huh, there goes my scene.' Coop lazy ?

He's just about the smartest guy in town!"

Barbara was called on the set to do a

close-up, and I leaned against a water cooler

and watched. She is one of my most favorite

people. Whenever you are around Barbara

you have a feeling that a good time is in-

evitable. Originally, Barbara was supposed

to be a strip-teaser in a burlesque show
who thoroughly shocks staid Professor

Cooper by tossing a fragile bit of wearing

apparel in his lap. But the Hays Office

(those kill-joys) took a look at the script

and said no, emphatically. So now Barbara
swings her hips and her verses in Gene
Krupa's night-club. (Don't tell the Hays
Office but there is a lot of the Stanwyck
midriff showing.)
While they were re-loading the camera

we made for the scant comfort of her

dressing room. Barbara, however, is not

one to rush away to her dressing room
between scenes, like a lot of stars, as if

she were afraid someone might speak to

her. "I'm always afraid someone mightn't,"

says Barbara, "so I stick around.

"The only fault Coop has on a set," she

continued on the subject of Massa Cooper,

"is that he is never on time. I overplay

the on-time act and consequently am always
ahead of time. In fact, some people who
have seen me wandering around a studio

in the sarly morning have accused me of

making a little extra money on the side

—

by sweeping off the stages. By nine o'clock

I'm made up, have my lines down pat, and
am ready to start—but no Coop. I used to

try to work myself into a good fury, but
it was no use. As soon as he wandered on
the set, smiled that smile of his, and said,

'Good morning, Barbara,' I just melted.

You can't be angry with Coop. It's no use

trying. And he really isn't being inconsid-

erate when he keeps you waiting. He's just

being Coop. It's typical of his slow Western
manner. He never does anything in a hurry.

"I think he is most completely happy
when he is out riding with the cowboys
up in Idaho—or when he and Rocky are

on one of their hunting trips. Now that

the duck season is going full tilt they are
urging Bob and me to go duck-shooting
with them as soon as the picture is finished.

Bob is crazy to go. He and Coop speak

the same language. But I loathe duck-shoot-

ing. Imagine sitting out in one of those

blinds all day with ice water oozing all

around you and those cold blasts of wind
congealing your blood! Doesn't it sound
horrible? I couldn't bear to kill anything.

"Coop is simply insane over his little

daughter, Maria. She is four years old, has

Coop's blue eyes, and is as husky as a baby
bear. She has a six-months-old Boxer dog,

and the two of them together are a riot.

Maria is just as crazy about the outdoors
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as Coop is, and he takes her hunting and
riding with him all the time. By the time
she's in her teens she will be the best shot

and the best rider in this country. Coop
tries not to show how proud he is, but you
can't be around him very long that he

doesn't pull out those pictures.

"Coop has a perfectly swell sense of

;

humor. He has been taking an awful lot

from me on this picture, I've really beer
kidding him terribly. But he's a grand guy,
realizes it's all in fun, and never gets sore
For instance, he was down on his knees
proposing to me for a scene the other day.

and when he got up his knees cracked
'Brother,' I said, 'I can't wait to see you
play Lou Gehrig and run around those

bases.' A lot of actors I know would be

pretty annoyed at that. But Coop wasn't
He laughed right out loud."

It was time for Barbara to rehearse :

love scene with Professor Cooper. Whil<
she was running over her lines I made mj
way across the set to the stage door. Gary
I noticed, was awake. Furthermore, hi

was chatting with his stand-in, • Slim Tal
bot, and tying knots in a rope that Slin

had swung over his arm, cowboy- fashion
"Poor Barbara," I said, "there goes he
love scene." If he can steal scenes wit!
string, think what he can do with a rope

Gary Talks About Barbara

Continued from page 23

into the great silences with Gary. He's th
kind of a guy who likes to take his time
even with words. While he whittled,
looked around. Mr. Cooper may be one o
our high bracket stars, but there was cer
tainly nothing swanky about his dressin.

room. On his make-up table there were
clutter of papers, the lines for his no-
scene, a half-munched candy bar, and th

body of a plane. Deftly he slipped th
wings into a groove, and beamed.

"This is for Maria," he said. "I prom
ised to bring her home a plane tonigh
She's a smart kid, pardon my fatherl
pride. She's only four, but she knows mor
about planes than I do. I think these wing
are too large, don't you?" More whittling

"Here's your tea, Mr. Cooper," said on
of the boys on the set, placing a steamin
cup in Gary's hand. I glanced out the doo
and saw that the entire "Ball of Fire" com
pany had knocked off for four o'clock te:

"You take this," Gary insisted rather pa
thetically. "I don't like tea. I only drink
because I'm bored." I told him that I coul

do without tea, but that I could certainl

do with a little more Stanwyck.
"Sure, that's easy." Gary took two sips 1

tea, made a face, and pushed it aside i

disgust. "Barbara is the best-liked perso
I've ever played in pictures with. He
thoughtfulness, believe me, is strictly

the level. She's not the kind who makes
flash. You know, and I know, a lot o|

actresses who do thoughtful things—occr

sionally. For the effect. Or the publicit;

Barbara's thoughtfulness is the twenty-foui

hours-a-day, every-day-in-the-year kind.

"It would be silly to try to tell all th

nice things I've seen Barbara do on th
picture. Yesterday, for example, she W£
trying on shoes that had been sent her froi

Saks-Fifth Avenue. One of the girls on tr

set commented on how beautiful the shoe

were, and said that she wouldn't know ho'

to wear shoes that cost more than tw
ninety-five. This morning I heard shriel

coming from Barbara's dressing room,

rushed in, expecting at least an ax murde
but it was only this girl being presente

with a half dozen of Saks' very best shoe

"My favorite story about Barbara haj

pened on the 'Meet John Doe' set over



Warner Brothers. One of the wardrobe
women there brought a dress down to the

set that Barbara was to wear in the next

scene. An executive, who was feeling his

importance, noticed that a button was miss-

ing, or a pleat was out of order, or some-
thing. Anyway, it held up production, and
the guy started giving the poor woman
hell. He was shouting, and she was crying

—and Barbara walked in. 'Why get so ex-

cited, everybody makes mistakes,' said Bar-
bara. 'By the way, how long have you been
here, Molly ?' The woman sobbed that she

had been there fourteen years. 'Fourteen
years ! That's a long time,' said Barbara.
And how long have you been here?' she
inquired of the perspiring executive. 'Five

months,' he snapped. 'Well !' said Barbara.

I've never heard such a significant 'well/

"Barbara's a darn good actress. Every-
body knows that. I thought she was swell

in 'Union Pacific' Didn't you? She should
have had an Academy Award for 'Stella

Dallas.' She'll get one yet. She has a lot of
enthusiasm for her work, and I've never
seen any actress work as hard, and with as

few. complaints. What I like about her is

that she's so darned human—when Bar-
bara gets mad she gets good and mad. I'll

never forget the scores we did in the ice-

house for 'John Doe.' The colder she got,

the madder she got. I didn't blame her. It

was twenty below and they made her wear
a sheer nightgown. She stood it as long
as she could, and then she blew up. It was
magnificent.

"Being quiet, I've discovered, annoys her
almost as much as being cold. Barbara likes

a gay set. She likes to kid and have fun.

Quiet seems to depress her. I think 'Ball of
Fire' got her down the first few days.

Howard Hawks works very quietly, and
so does Greg Toland, and everybody was
whispering and tiptoeing around. On the

third day Barbara said, 'What's all this

about, Coop? Is somebody dead? I'm going
to burst out in a yell any minute now !' I

told her to go right ahead.
"Barbara's not nearly as hard-boiled as

she pretends to be. She doesn't fool me.
At heart she's a real softie. She and Taylor
are supposed to go duck-shooting with
Rocky and me as soon as we finish this

picture. But I bet you a pretty penny she
will find some excuse not to go. I told her
she didn't have to worry about killing

any ducks. She can't even hit the side of
a barn."

Gary got up to try out his plane. It flew
from door to candy bar quite neatly. "I
think it's a Spitfire, don't you?" he said,

admiring his handiwork. "Wonder if I've

got time to start another one."

"Just for fun," I said, "give me one good
criticism of Barbara before I go. There
must be something about her that makes
you shudder."

Gary gave me that slow Sergeant York
grin. "Yes," he drawled, "she embarrasses
me when we are out dancing. Barbara is a
beautiful dancer. And I never saw anyone
get as much fun out of dancing as she does.

She can do the rumba and the conga, and
jive, and swing and boogie-woogie, all

those complicated dances. And no matter
how many men there are at the table when
the orchestra at a night-club starts playing
one of those hot jitterbug numbers she
grabs hold of me and starts shaking it.

I'm a lousy dancer. I can't even do a good
waltz. People stare and it's embarrassing.
When I beg her to sit down she just says
that she will have me cutting a rug before
the winter's over

"

"Ready, Coop," the assistant director
called from the doorway. Gary stopped his

whittling, told me goodbye, and went out
on the set to do a stint for Mr. Goldwyn.

w
The Shanghai Gesture

Continued from page 27

the lobes of her small ears, far too many
jewels for a girl as young and evidently
well-born as she was. But though the astute
eyes saw that this girl was not the kind
who usually came to this place, they rec-
ognized too the restlessness which clung
to her like an aura, the smouldering in-
tensity of her smoky gray-green eyes, star-
ing at Dr. Omar as he leaned nonchalantly
against the bar, staring as feminine eyes
always stared at the young Levantine, with
her full mouth looking like a pomegranate
ripe for the plucking. Then the girl turned
back to her escort.

"Please, don't call me Victoria," she
pouted. Strange the way she had thought
of herself as Poppy from the first moment
she came into this place, strange how she
felt she belonged here. How incredibly
naive that school in Switzerland seemed,
how naive all her life seemed, so silly and
sheltered and unexciting here in this place
which caught so at her imagination. "The
other places were like kindergarten com-
pared to this. It smells so incredibly evil.

I didn't think such a place could exist, and
yet it has a ghastly familiarity like a half-
remembered dream. Anything could happen
here, any moment !"

"It's happening right now," her escort
grinned. "Wow, here comes the War Lord
of the Chinese underworld straight for us.

She is, I am reliably informed, the Devil's
chief assistant in charge of the Shanghai
sector. Do you want to meet her, Victoria ?"

The girl had no alternative, for Mother
Gin Sling was already at the table. "This
is my place," she said. "I hope you'll find in
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it everything you desire. And will you be
kind enough to give me your name?"
"My name is Smith," Poppy smiled.

"Poppy Smith. And this is my brother."

"Your name is not Smith." Mother Gin
Sling said. 'And he's not your brother."

"That's beastly clever of you." The girl's

escort laughed. "And it's awfully nice of

you to join us. I've promised, er, Miss
Smith a thrill and by Jove, here it is.

What'll you have?"
"Thank you. I don't drink."

"You don't drink?" Poppy looked at her

startled. "Mother Gin Sling f Is your name
Chinese or English ?"

"Gin Sling is English." The woman
smiled a little wryly. "It's a nickname as

common in this part of the world as the

drink sold over the counter."

"But why Gin Sling?" Poppy persisted.

"Why not Whiskey Soda?"
"There was a girl called Whiskey Soda,"

Mother Gin Sling said easily. "And one that

was called Miss Martini and one Scotch
Highball and another Benedictine. Fash-
ions change in names. In other places I

might have been called Rose or Violet or
Lily or," she looked at the girl pointedly,

"even Poppy. Excuse me. I have work to

do."
The girl's eyes smouldered, but her escort

laughed. "Well, you asked for it, Poppy!"
she said.

But the girl wasn't listening. Her eyes
were staring, fascinated, at Dr. Omar who
was coming towards them with that easy
assurance of his. "Any relation to the poet
Omar ?" she asked as he introduced him-
self. Then with her eyes still seeking his,

she quoted from Omar Khayyam. "A book
of verses underneath the bough . .

."

"A loaf of bread, a jug of wine and thou
beside me singing in the wilderness." Omar
completed the stanza, his voice slurred over
with tenderness, and suddenly Poppy
couldn't meet his gaze any longer. "From
now on I'll be here every evening waiting
for you."

"I'm afraid I won't come here again,"
the girl said quickly, and for the first

time in her life she felt afraid. Not of
the moment but of something beyond the
moment, something shadowy and unreal.

"Then I'll have to take steps to wipe out
your image." The very humbleness of
Omar's voice was part of his expert flattery

and as Poppy's escort looked on as if he
did not know how to handle the situation

at all, Omar held out his hand to her and
helped her to_ her feet. "This is one of the
steps," he said as he escorted her to the
roulette table. "Why not try your luck?"
"What do you do ?" Poppy said, her eyes

fascinated as she watched the wheel spin.

"Isn't it complicated? How do you play
it?"

"Oh, you can play odd or even," Omar
said casually, "black or red or just put a
few coins on a number and . . . like this.

I'll show you." He winked at the croupier
as he placed some money on a number and
laughed as it won and the croupier raked
a much larger sum than he had risked
toward him.
"Oh, you're marvelous !" Poppy said ex-

citedly. Suddenly she found her hands
trembling as she opened her bag and
put some money on a number. "It's so

exciting
!"

Mother Gin Sling's eyes narrowed as she

saw the girl sweep the money she had won
to another place on the board. "I must find

out who she is," she thought. "I like her.

She has spirit." Then she tensed as the

telephone rang and she nodded toward
Hawkins to close the door of her office as

she answered it. But she forgot the other

door leading to the hall and the little blonde
chorus girl waiting there.

"The whole district has been sold," she

said grimly as she hung up the receiver

again. "The number one man is named Sir

Guy Charteris. Now it's easy." She turned

to the comprador. "Find out when he ar-

rived and where he's from. Find his mis-

takes, every man makes them. If he is suc-

cessful he makes many. See if there is

anybody in Shanghai who knows him !"

A girl's excited voice said, "I know
him !" and Mother Gin Sling was shaken
out of her usual calm as she saw Dixie
Pomeroy come into the office.

"Sit down." She gave the girl a long
appraising look. "Tell me what you know
about this Charteris."

"Well," Dixie twisted her legs around
each other as if she were trying to conceal
the ugly runs in her stockings, "before I

had to beachcomb in Shanghai, we had a

swell little leg show in Singapore. We
started out in 'Frisco. Some agent soft-

soaped us across the Atlantic to Marseilles
and some of the kids were lost there. Then
we went to Cairo and most of the
others are still walking up and down the
pyramids."
"Never mind the others." Mother Gin

Sling shrugged impatiently. "How do you
|

happen to know Charteris?"
"I met him in Singapore. He invites me

to have dinner with him at one of the
joints." She giggled then. "I bring along
one of my girl friends to referee 'cause you
never know what you're up against in the
clinches. Anyway, it wasn't necessary. He

.

turned out to be a gentleman, bought me
-pop and orchids. But I had to see him on
the Q. T. He's_ a big shot. Men like that
keep us in the ice-box. Besides, he's got a
daughter."
"A daughter?" Mother Gin Sling looked

at her sharply. "How old is she?"
"About my age, I guess," Dixie said 1

vaguely. "That's why he couldn't see me
any more. He said his daughter was join-'
ing him from a school in Switzerland. Soj
he gave me some money and I invested it

in a ruby which turned out to be a phony."
She looked down at the stone which

looked like a drop of blood on her finger
and smiled complacently. But Mother Gin
Sling wasn't thinking of the stone. That
girl, with her obvious breeding and that
so evident naivete for all her self-assurance,
that girl with the silly name she had
trumped up for herself, could she be the
daughter? Well, she could soon find out.

"What does he look like?" she asked,
and now there was almost eagerness in her
voice, usually so well contained.

"Oh, he's O. K.," Dixie said. "Tallish,

about fifty, shoulders, has a good lin*

knows what he wants and once in a while
his arms reach to the ceiling for no reason
at all. Just likes to stretch, I guess."

Strange how a mannerism can mean so

much more than any other description. Outi
of the years came a memory of a man. i

young then, tallish, with strong shoulders
and that idiotic way of lifting his arms
over his head. How she had laughed at him
sometimes and how she had remembered
that gesture through all these years,

through all the heartache and turmoil, re-

membered it better than she had his eye;

or his mouth or his laugh. But that mar!
had called himself Dazvson.
"His eyes were blue," Mother Gin Sling

said suddenly. "Weren't they ?" And thei

as the girl nodded, "Are you certain hi;

name was Sir Guy Charteris ?"

"Oh, yes." The girl's voice was emphatic
"His picture was in the paper once. He':

the real thing, all right. Wait a minute
Maybe I can find the clipping. I saved it.'

She opened her shabby bag and a smal
bottle fell out which she vainly tried t

hide as she gave the other woman tin

clipping. Mother Gin Sling looked at th
picture and again the years went hurtliiu

away and she was young and the man wa:

young too. But she gave no sign of _wha
she felt as she turned to the girl again.

"What's in that bottle?" she demanded
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. . . Returns from

forbidden land

to tell of strange

experiences.

DO WE HAVE TO DIE?

"Oh." The girl's mouth set itself in a

stubborn line. "Some water from the Hud-
son River."

"To remind 3
-ou of your home?"

"No." The girl looked away. "To make
ine forget it. For good."

"You can forget that nonsense." The
lolder woman smiled inscrutably. "From
mow on I have work for you."

She rose then and walked into the salon.

The evening was really beginning now. All

the tables were crowded and over at the far

end of the room she saw Omar and the

;girl, Poppy, still fascinated by the new
game. But even the excitement of the play

: couldn't equal the excitement that held her

as she smiled up at the handsome young
Levantine. That was good, Mother Gin
Sling decided grimly, that was very good.

, She couldn't have managed this beginning
:

tetter if she had planned it from the first.

And there were five weeks until the

Chinese New Year. Anything could hap-

pen in that time. Anything at all. She saw
Omar glancing at her then and her eye-

lashes flickered almost imperceptibly but

the man understood.
"Careful." He turned to the girl again.

' You'll break the bank."
"Aren't you proud of me?" Poppy de-

manded as she stuffed the chips in her

bag, laughing as she deposited the over-

flow in his pockets. "Am I not a good
pupil?"

"Either that or it's beginner's luck." He
smiled.

"This is the beginning and the end."

Poppy sounded so sure of herself. "I'm
not going to play any more. Otherwise I'd

be here for good."
"What's wrong with that?" Omar asked,

and there was promise in his eyes just as

there was in his voice. "Do you know a
better way to spend your life?"

Again there was that feeling, almost of

fear, as the girl looked at him. "There's
one thing you don't know about me," she

said evenly. "I can stop whenever I want
to. Let's get out for a ride. I need fresh
air. Gracious !" The excitement came back
in her voice again. "I didn't know I had
won so much!"
But she couldn't stop. She came back

night after night and always there was the
twin madness waiting for her, the roulette

: wheel and Omar's e}"es and his voice and
his hands making her thrill to his touch.
She hadn't won since that first night, but

: losing had made her even more a slave than
winning had. She had lost so much, all that

money her father had given her, and she
didn't dare risk his questioning to go to

him for more. It seemed so important, that
money, her father's ann03-ance so frighten-

i ing. If she risked just a little more she
- would regain everything. She was trem-
1 bling as she placed the last of her money
]
on the black.

"Ah, love!" Omar smiled down at her
: lazily. "Could you and I with fate conspire,
to grasp this sorry scheme of things entire,

3 would we not shatter it to bits . .
."

Poppy turned to him, laughing a little

r shakily.
_
She had the odd feeling of being

caught in a gigantic kaleidoscope in which
- the chips and the wheel and the red and
black squares and Omar's voice breaking in

;
tenderness as he recited from that other
Omar's verses whirled around her.
"Speaking of bits," she said tensely as the

wheel turned, "I've just bet ten thousand
of your local shekels."

"Boy." Omar beckoned to a servant,
ignoring the frantic undercurrent in her
voice. "A bottle of champagne, Lanson 21,
and add it to Miss Smith's bill."

"Red!" the croupier called as the wheel
stopped. But Omar gave no indication that
he noticed the girl's distress as he waited
for the champagne. He poured her a glass
when it came and watched as she drank it

down greedily. It had not taken her long to
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system that often leads to almost un-

believable improvement in power of

mind, achievement of brilliant busi-

ness and professional success and
new happiness. Many report improve-

ment in health. Others tell of in-

creased bodily strength, magnetic
personality, courage and poise.

The man, a well-known explorer and
geographer, tells how he found these

strange methods in far-off and myste-

rious Tibet, often called the land of

miracles by the few travelers per-

mitted to visit it. He discloses how he
learned rare wisdom and long-hidden

practices, closely guarded for three

thousand years by the sages, which
enabled many to perform amazing
feats. He maintains that these im-
mense powers are latent in all of us,

and that methods for using them are

now simplified so that they can be

used by almost any person with ordi-

nary intelligence.

He maintains that man, instead of

being limited by a one-man-power
mind, has within him the mind-powrer

of a thousand men or more as well as

the energy-power of the universe

which can be used in his daily affairs.

He states that this sleeping giant of

mind-power, when awakened, can
make man capable of surprising ac-

complishments, from the prolonging
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to die?" his answer is astounding.

The author states the time has come
for this long-hidden system to be dis-

closed to the Western world, and
offers to send his amazing 9,000-word

treatise—which reveals many star-

tling results—to sincere readers of

this publication, free of cost or obli-

gation. For your free copy, address

the Institute of Mentalphysics, 213

South Hobart Blvd., Dept. 1S3E, Los
Angeles, Calif. Readers are urged to

write promptly, as only a limited

number of the free treatises have
been printed.
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know the courage champagne could bring,

but now she needed another glass before

she could stop her voice from trembling.

"That was the last of the Mohicans,"
she said then.

"Now is the time to go after it." Omar
dropped his air of lazy indifference. His
voice was urgent, full of confidence as

she opened her empty bag and showed it to

him. "What about that rope of beads
around your neck, my plucked bird of

Paradise?"
"I couldn't do that," she shuddered. "My

father gave it to me."
"What do you care?" Omar grinned.

"Buy it back when you've won. Your luck

is bound to change."
"You mean to get worse !" Poppy's voice

rose desperately. "I'm beginning to think

I'll never win." Suddenly she caught her

breath. "I wonder, can I get a good price

for it?"

"My dear Miss Smith." Omar laughedas
he pretended outrage. "Your question in-

sults the house. We buy and sell every-

thing in the most honorable manner." He
lifted his fingers to her throat, pressing

them against it lightly as he unloosened

the clasp of her necklace. "You're a beauti-

ful woman, Poppy." How well he knew the

strength of softness at the right moment!
"This sparkle is artificial. You don't need

it."

Her rings, her bracelets, the little clusters

of jewels from her ears followed the brace-

let, but still she came back night after

night. And Mother Gin Sling smiled as she

saw her, her eyes not slumbering now as

they had been in the beginning but glit-

tering, avid, desperate, as she turned from
watching the wheel to seek Omar. He was
not with her so much now. More and more
his eyes followed Dixie, so pretty and pert

now in the clothes that had been bought
for her, paying for them by playing the

game Mother Gin Sling had ordered her to

play, yet feeling his charm too, even as she

played it.

It was then Poppy knew it wasn't only

her money she had lost or her pretty glit-

tering baubles. It was more than that, so
much more that it sickened her to think of

it and yet she couldn't do anything about
it. She had always been so sure of her-

self, so proud, but now her sureness was
gone and her pride too as she stumbled
over to Omar sitting at the bar with Dixie.

"Were you paying for the drinks ?"

Poppy demanded coldly after Dixie had
taken one look at her burning eyes and
sauntered away. "Or was she paying?"
Omar shrugged, and now there was no

tenderness in -his eyes or his smile either.

"I can say with pride that I've never paid

for anything in my life."

"And do you thnk you can keep up that

enviable record?" Poppy demanded. Sud-
denly her voice broke as she appealed to

him. "You're not going to make me jeal-

ous, are you, Omar?"
She felt so frightened, so desperate. She

needed him so much now ; his reassurance,

his casual tenderness, his love, whatever
it meant or didn't mean. All that money she

had lost, all that money she owed to that

inscrutable, smiling, yellow woman who
owned the place. Over fifty thousand dol-

lars already, haunted her through sleepless

nights. But if Omar would only be the way
he had been in the beginning she could pull

herself together and win that back some-
how and be free again and maybe even

happy, the way she used to be. She gulped
down a glass of raw whiskey, for cham-
pagne only seemed to make her feel worse.

"Now don't make a scene," Omar said as

she tried to put her arms around him.
Funny the way women were, so elusive in

the beginning, running away, and then how
quickly it became they who pursued and
who fell to their knees begging. "How can
you be jealous of a little chorus girl who

doesn't even own the clothes on her back?"
"Don't play with me," Poppy said des-

perately. "I won't stand for it I've watched
you both for an hour."
"No wonder you1

lose." He shrugged in-

differently. "Why don't you watch your
game?" His lightness went then as she

leaned forward and grasped his arm, her
nails digging through his sleeve. He shook
her off impatiently and his voice became
almost a snarl. "I know your nails are
sharp, but is this the time and place to

show your affection?"

"I told you not to play with me!" Poppy
cried. Suddenly she picked up her glass and
flung the whiskey into his face. Then as

he stared at her coldly she broke again.

"Please forgive me, Omar. I didn't mean
it. Maybe I had too much to drink. I'm
sorry, don't be angry with me."
He looked at her and for a moment her

heart waited. Then she relaxed as he smiled
and put his arm around her again. And
Mother Gin Sling watched them for a while
before she turned and went into her office,

that secret smile on her lips. Everything
was coming out right, everything, she de-

cided as she sent for Hawkins and the

comprador.
"Sit down," she said as the men came in.

Then turning to Hawkins, "I want you to

send out some invitations for our New
Year's dinner. Formal."
"Very good." Hawkins bowed. "White

tie chow." Then as if startled by a sudden
thought, "You're not going to close on New
Year's Eve, are you?"

"I'm only closing a chapter of my life."

Mother Gin Sling smiled enigmatically.

"To begin with, to give the occasion some
tone, Lady Blessington."

"She won't come." Hawkins shook his

head. "It's easier to have the late Empress
Dowager."

"She'll come," Mother Gin Sling said

softly. "Then see that Van Aalst, de

Michot and Jackson are here and the

Marchese and Marchesa di Mondragone.
And put down Sir Guy Charteris."

"I say." Hawkins looked up. "Aren't

you putting me to a lot of unnecessary
trouble? You'll have an empty table."

"It will not be empty." Her voice was
quiet. "They will come. All of them. Seel

to the invitations at once."

She disregarded the comprador as she

opened the drawer of her desk and took

out what could have been a table for a

doll's house and a box of small images
which could have been the dolls which
would inhabit the house and began setting

them around the table. But the comprador
was shocked out of his sleepy indifference

as he saw what those dolls really were,

miniature replicas of the guests she was;
inviting to her dinner.

"You're plotting your revenge like an

engineer," he said, frowning at the image
of himself he picked up to examine more
closely. "But these blue prints could have

been more flattering."

"You'll be on my left." She took the doll

from him and put it beside the one repre-

senting herself. Then she picked up the

one that was Sir Guy and for once tht

mask was gone from her face, leaving _il

livid with hatred. "He'll sit there opposite

me." Then she turned as one of the mer i

from her cashier's office came in.

"She wants fifty thousand more," he said

"Give it to her." Mother Gin Sling':

voice rose impatiently. "I told you to giv<

Miss Smith anything she wants. No limit'

whatever." She picked up the small dol

that was Poppy as the man left the room
"And she'll sit there," she said, placing he

at the table. Then she laughed, wildly, dis

cordantly, as she crushed the doll in hei

hand and the sound of the plaster heae

breaking was like the sound of bone ane

flesh being crushed. Then quickly she rosi

and walked into the other room.
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Poppy had left the roulette table again

and was sitting at the bar alone. There

was hardly any trace left of that pretty

girl who had come there first those short

weeks ago.

"Bring me some brandy and sulphur for

a change to chase away the spirits," she

ordered the bar man. She was sodden, so

drunk that she almost fell off the high

stool and caught wildly at the man's arm.

"Where's Omar, the tent-maker?" she de-

manded. "Where's that Persian poet?"

"Behave yourself, Poppy!" Mother Gin
Sling took a quick step toward her. "You're

in China and you're white." Then she

smiled and her mouth twisted ironically.

"It's not good for us to see you like this.

You bring discredit to your race."

"Don't preach to me!" Poppy faced her
defiantly. "Let my race take care of them-
selves. What's upsetting you? Haven't I

lost enough tonight? Don't touch me," she
shouted as the other woman came closer.

"Take away, your hands ! Don't paw me !"

The older woman beckoned to a couple

of Chinese boys. "Throw her out." The
order came almost lightly, as if it were
just any drunken derelict she was ridding

herself of. And even through her stupor

Poppy sensed it as she struggled defiantly

between the two boys holding her.

"I've enough money to buy this outfit,"

she screamed. "To buy everything that's

in it. All that counts in here is money. But
this is the last time you'll see me, you Mon-
golian cat!"

The boys laughed as they forced her
through the door and a gleam of triumph
lighted Mother Gin Sling's eyes. The vic-

tory had been almost too easy. She would
almost have enjoyed a more difficult one,

the suspense of waiting to see if she would
win. Ah, yes, she thought triumphantly,

the Mongolian cat was almost finished with
her mouse. All that was left now was the

final pounce, she decided as she closed the

door on Poppy's defiant face.

The shock almost sobered Poppy. Almost
but not quite. From somewhere deep with-

in her she felt a nagging sense of shame
but it didn't last long. Nothing lasted long

these days but that fever within her, that

fever of Omar and the lesser one that

seized her when she stood before the rou-

lette wheel, feeling almost as if its whirl-

ing motion had hypnotized her.

Omar . . . the thought of him crucified

her as she hurried to his hotel. When had
he slipped away . . . where had he gone
. . . was that little blonde tramp with him?
There was more humiliation then, the

clerk's lifted eyebrow as he looked at her,

his superior smile as he told her the doctor

was not in. But Poppy knew better as she

ran up the stairs to his room, beseeching
him through the closed door. Then the

door opened and he stood there frowning
at the scene she was making.
"What does the poet say now?" she de-

manded and her love and hatred became
only that open wound as she looked at him
and saw him smile in that old, tantalizing

way.
"Man's love is of man's life a thing

apart," Omar quoted. '"Tis woman's whole
existence."

"You're changing poets in midstream,"
Poppy said.

"Why not?" His .smile held steadily to

his contemptuous lips. "I'll change what-
ever I like and whenever it pleases me."

In that moment the love was gone and
only the hate remained. For a moment she
hesitated, feeling the bulk of the small
revolver in her handbag as she held it

tensely. Then she weakened. She wouldn't
use* it yet. There was still time.

She couldn't stay away, either from
Mother Gin Sling's place or from Omar.
And it was only the morning that her
father sent word he wished to see her at

breakfast that she was drawn suddenly

back to reality. How much would he see,

how much would he notice, that father who
had so little time for her lately ? With
trembling fingers she applied make-up,
compelling herself to hold steady as she

went down to him.

"Sit down, Victoria," Sir Guy Charteris

said and only his eyes, suddenly anxious,

showed he had seen the change in her.

"Has there ever been any doubt in your

mind that I love you better than anything

in the world?" And then as she shook her

head, not trusting herself to speak, he went
on gravely. "We haven't been very close

since you came to Shanghai and it's my
fault. But you're all I have and I've spent

a great deal of my life in trying to protect

you from anything that could possibly hurt

you. Now I'm sending you back to Singa-

pore. I'll join you as soon as I've finished

some work here, but I want you to leave

this morning. I've chartered a plane for

you."
The girl felt as if she were suffocating.

Not to see Omar tonight, not to try her
luck just this one time more and pay back
those debts that had become an eternal

nightmare.
"I won't go !" She faced him defiantly.

"Now look here, Victoria." His voice

held its tenderness even in the new sharp

note that had crept into it. "I don't like

saying this but you've overdrawn your bank
account, all your jewels are missing, and
last night a man sold me this." He reached
into his pocket and pulled out her necklace.

"I paid his price without asking any ques-

tions. I don't know what you've been doing
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with your money or your time but I always

had an instinct against bringing you here

and I don't want to ignore my feelings any
further. In a little while we'U talk this

over and probably laugh about it."

He clasped the necklace around her neck

and kissed her, looking deep into her eyes

as if he were trying to read her heart. But

it was hidden from him and his growing

anxiety deepened as he drove her to the

air field. The first premature firecracker

celebrating the coming New Year exploded

as her plane soared away and again lie

frowned as he remembered the strange in-

vitation he had received from the woman
he was dispossessing the next day, the

woman his associates had warned him
against interfering with. Could there be

any connection between them, the Chinese

woman and the necklace and his daughter?

Maybe, he decided, he'd better accept that

invitation after all.

The other guests had already come to

Mother Gin Sling's when he arrived the

next evening, all of them uncomfortable

and barely managing to conceal their sur-

prise at finding the others there. Only
Mother Gin Sling remained wholly com-
posed as she led the way into the dining

room, motioning them to sit at the places

their caricatured images designated.

Sir Guy started when he saw the doll

at the place still vacant, that doll so un-

doubtedly meant for Poppy, its broken head

lolling grotesquely as it guarded the empty

seat. Then he straightened as he saw the

little chorus girl he had met in Singapore

staring at him and his face whitened as he

saw Omar take his place beside her and
recognized in him the man who had come
to him with Poppy's necklace. So there had

been a connection, then. He felt almost sick

in his relief that Poppy was safely in

Singapore.
Then as the appetizers were brought

in Mother Gin Sling looked up brightly.

"I have also not ignored an appetizer

for my male guests." She smiled as two
servants drew aside the heavy curtains and
flung open the window. Outside of it were
hung a row of cages and in each of them
sat huddled a pretty girl, almost naked.

"We're going to auction off the girls to

the junkmen," she laughed. "Once in a
while they have to replenish their flower

boats, you know." Then as the crowd
shouted hilariously from below, she smiled.

"You understand, of course, this is staged

purely for tourists. Shanghai has to live

up to its reputation." Lady Blessington

laughed hysterically and Mother Gin Sling

gave her an amused glance before she

looked down the long table at Sir Guy. "I

am particularly happy to see you here to-

night. You have, of course, been in China
before ?"

"Yes, but mostly in the north." He
studied her as if he were trying to find a

clue to her personality, aware of the aristo-

cratic accent which clung to her words.

"You too come from the north, don't you ?"

"My people were Manchus," Mother Gin
Sling said and some of the old pride of

race clung to her voice. "I left a long time

ago. Then I was washed ashore here,

picked up on the Shanghai water front. Mr.
Howe took me in tow." She smiled at the

comprador. "He saw me stealing some food

and liked me. Later he gave me enough to

establish this . . . gallery."

"It was a good investment." The com-
prador chuckled. "You paid it back a hun-
dred fold."

"I always pay my debts ... a hundred
fold," Mother Gin Sling said softly.

Suddenly the Marchesa di Mondragone
looked frightened. She rose uncertainly,

apologizing for feeling ill, for having to

leave, but Mother Gin Sling stopped her

with a look. "Sit down," she ordered. "You
might become more ill if I should recall to

your mind a little incident that took place

in Rio five years ago
!"

The Marchesa sank back into her chair

and now it was Lady Blessington who
looked frightened as she glanced at her

hostess' set face. Then she laughed a little

uncertainly as she turned to the comprador.

Sir Guy rose then. "I take it, Mother
Gin Sling," he said casually, "there's a
reason which compels each of your guests

to stay here. But there's none which can

make me stay."

"Isn't there, Mr. Dawson?" she laughed.

And then her eyes blazed with hatred.

"Look at me! Is my face so changed that

you no longer know me, or do all Chinese

girls look alike to you ? Look at me closely.

The only mask I wear is the mask of time.

Surely you didn't expect shining faith and
blind love to remain in it forever."

"It's impossible!" Sir Guy's heart turned

slowly over, remembering. "That girl is

dead."
"You're right." The woman had hold of

herself again. "That girl is dead, that weak
girl who trusted you. But in her place

stands Mother Gin Sling who is strong

and who now trades on the weaknesses of

others. Now quickly tell them the little

name of love you used to call the little

Manchu girl. Perhaps you'll explain every-

thing."

It was true, what she said. Sir Guy knew
that now. But she had changed so evilly,

so horribly, that young girl he had adored,

in spite of his friends who had frowned

on their love.

"Yes, it's true," he said then. "I came to

China from Australia twenty years ago,

against my family's wishes. That was why
I assumed the name of Dawson. And I did

marry her. I saw nothing dishonorable in

that."

"And he saw nothing dishonorable in

leaving her," Mother Gin Sling said

quickly. "I gave him myself and I gave

him a child, poor thing. It died. Then all

at once he was gone and his friends came.

I thought they were my friends too until

one day I found myself like those caged

animals up there, only there was no fake

about that sale. The soles of my feet cut

open, pebbles sewn inside to keep me from
running away. I don't know what kept me
alive, unless it was the hope of a nice

social evening like this, the, dream that an

hour would come when I could pay him
back in full

!"

She looked up as the door of the room
was flung open and Poppy stood there,

sodden, swaying, even more a caricature of

that young girl who had first come there

than the broken doll at her place. She had
had so much to drink that even her father

couldn't shame her now.
"I guess you didn't expect to see me."

She laughed harshly. "But planes fly off

and planes turn back, or did I only imagine

you put me on a plane? Give me a ciga-

rette," she said, lurching toward Omar,. her
arms going around him as she pressed

against him. "This is the poet laureate of

Shanghai. Some 'day I am going to kill

him. Go on, Doctor, recite something for

Dad," she ordered as she took his cigarette

case and opened it.

Omar accepted her challenge unabashed.

"The moving finger writes and having
writ, moves on." He smiled ironically.

"Nor all your piety nor wit shall lure it

back to cancel half a line, nor all your
tears wash out a word of it."

Poppy took a cigarette, then snapped
the case closed again. "How do you like

it?" she asked, holding it out to her father.

"Good taste, isn't it? Cost me a thousand.

Cheap, like a lot of things around here."

"Victoria !" her father called despair-

ingly, but she didn't even hear him as she

suddenly opened her bag and took out the

gun concealed there. But Omar tore it out

of her hand with a contemptuous laugh
and tossed it over to Mother Gin Sling.

"Come, Victoria." Sir Guy ran over to

her. "Let me take you away now, before

it's too late, before something happens I

can't repair."

"It's already too late." Mother Gin Sling

looked at him triumphantly. "Your daugh-
ter is no good for anything or anybody.
Wherever you take her she would be no
good. I would have torn down the whole
world to get at you," she went on evenly.

"But it wasn't necessary. It was made easy

for me. Because her soul was hollow, her

emotions were cheap. She had no more con-

trol than her father had, no more honor.

Her blood is bad."

Sir Guy looked at her heavily. It was
true what she said. He had only to look at

his daughter to see what she had become,

to know what her future would be. Useless

now to carry his secret any longer. Let it

hurt that smiling woman then, as she had
hurt him. Let the truth haunt her forever.

"Her blood isn't bad," he said then. "Un-
less yours is bad. Her emotions aren't

cheap unless yours are cheap. She's not

my daughter, she's our daughter. It's not

my child you've destroyed, it's our child.

After you vanished she was picked up for

dead and brought to a hospital. We nursed

her back to health and I took her far

away."
"You're crazy !" Poppy tore herself out

of her father's arms, looking defiantly at

the woman who stood there searching her

face for the evidence she was afraid to

find. "I'll tell you one thing, if I had m>
choice you'd be the last mother I'd pick,

Mother Gin Sling!"

Suddenly she knew, Mother Gin Sling,

knew that he had told her the truth, knew
that her triumph had turned to despair.

Her daughter, the baby whose death she

had mourned all these years, the baby she

had wanted to give so much to, this was
what she had given her, shame and degra-

dation and dishonor. But there was one

more thing she could give her too, she

thought, her hands closing around the re-

volver Omar had thrown her. She could

give her peace, peace and a dreamless

sleep.

Quickly, while she still had the courage,

she pulled the trigger, and the girl sank

to her feet and with a sob her mother sank

to her knees beside her and even Sir Guy
recognized her right in that moment as

slowly he followed the others running

panic-stricken from the room.

"It's not you I destroyed," Mother Gin

Sling whispered and her arms went_ around

the girl and her cheek pressed against the

one already beginning to turn cold. "It's

myself. We might have been so happy."

She lifted her head as she heard the

cries in the street below, the sharp com-

mand in a policeman's voice. They were

coming now. So soon. Then it was strange

how she remembered Dixie, a girl young

as Poppy had been young, a girl who had

travelled the same long road of disillusion-

ment but who somehow had managed to

hold something which could only be_ called

integrity, blatant and cheap though it was.

Maybe," she thought, as she got to her

feet and went in search of her, the gods

would know that in helping her she was

somehow making the poor misadventure

which had been Poppy's life worth-while

too.

"Here !" She pushed her bag heavy with

money in the girl's hand. "Get out of here

on the first boat. There's enough to tip

Omar too, so he won't miss you too much.'

The girl's eves filled with tears and

Mother Gin Sling envied her that happy

release. Her tears were still imprisoned

somewhere deep inside her, as if her despair

had frozen them into icicles which would

hang from her heart forever.
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/tei/erffea/ecTmy aa//y

laxSoap /ICT7lf£-£dT//ER /%C//ll

.4 "Here's all you do to take a Lux Soap
facial," says this famous screen star."First

pat Lux Soap's lather lightly in."

"Then rinse with warm water /^"Now touch your skin. See
—follow with a dash of cool ^ how softly smooth it feels—

—and pat your face gently with a how fresh it looks! This facial's

soft towel to dry." a wonderful beauty care. Try it!"'

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap - /fepc/KE/ frtas /icr/t>&/afar//feM/tp/



Mary's lashes now ap-

pear long, dark, and

lovely—with a few simple

brush-strokes of harm-

less MAYBELLINE
MASCARA (solid or

cream form— both are

tear-proof and non-

smarting).

Mary's eyebrows now

have expression and

character, thanks to

the smooth-marking

MAYBELLINE EYE-

BROW PENCIL.

For a subtle touch of

added charm, Mary

blends a bit of creamy

MAYBELLINE EYE

SHADOW on her lids—

her eyes appear spark-

ling and colorful!

by HAD A LITTL
I INFERIORITY COMPLE

I n followed her EVERYWHERE she went.

Boys looked PAST her -not AT her.

I GIRLS liked her because she was NO competition!

She was dainty and sweet.

Her nose was ALWAYS carefully powdered,

And she used just the RIGHT shade of lipstick.

But the KINDEST thing you could say

About her EYES was that they were - well,

lust a— WASHOUT!
J

a MAYBELLINE advertisement,

One day Mary read a MAY dLLLi

Just as you are doing, and

LOOK at Mary NOW!

MO*AL: Many a girl has beaten her

rival by an EYELASH!

RGEST-SELLING E Y E BEAUTY
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FIGIONIZATION of "SONG OF THE ISLANDS"

ring Bfmr GMBLE, JACK OM/f, WCTOf? MAn/KE

NE TIERNEY'S HONEYMOON HOME! SCOOP PHOTOS



Learn to say "I Love Yov" The South Sea Way!

BETTY GRABLE •VICTOR MATURE 'JACK OAKIE

ON<S #F THE ISLANDS
Stop! Look! Listen! It's Coming!



SmAe.TYam Gfr/, Smile...

you can steal yourown Show-if your Smile is Right!

Brighten your teeth and help give

your smile a flashing sparkle—with

Ipana and massage.

YOU THINK beauty is all-important?

Well—look around you, plain girl!

Just look at those who are wearing soli-

taires ... getting bridal showers ... being

married!

Are they all beautiful? No, indeed!

But they all know how to smile! Theirs are

not timid smiles, self-conscious and shy

—but big, warm, heart-winning smiles

that say. "I'm glad to be alive!"

So smile, plain girl, smile! You can

steal your own show if your smile is

right. You can win what you want of

life. For heads turn and hearts surrender

to the girl with the winning smile.

"Pink Tooth Brush"-

A warning Signal

If you want bright, sparkling teeth that

you are proud to show, remember this:

Gums must retain their healthy firmness.

So if there's ever the slightest tinge

of "pink" on your tooth brush, make a

date to see your dentist at once! His ver-

dict may simply be that your gums are

spongy, tender—robbed of exercise by

today's creamy foods. And, like thou-

sands of other modern dentists, he may

suggest Ipana and massage.

Take his advice! For Ipana Tooth.

Paste not only cleans and brightens your

teeth but, with massage, it is designed to

help the health of your gums as well.

Just massage a little extra Ipana onto

your gums every time you clean your

teeth. That invigorating "tang" means

circulation is quickening in the gum
tissue—helping gums to new firmness.

Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth

Paste at your druggist's today!

Product of Bristol-Myers

Starttoday with

IPANA and MASSAGE
SCREENLAND
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this space
1

every month

When the going got toughest, Abe Lin-
coln said, "With the fearful strain that
is upon me night and day, if I did not
laugh I should die."

*
The screens of Amer- ' wiu

i ,

,

ica provide enter-:
tainment for all. The;
movies started as a"
novelty, learned not
to flicker and learned
how to talk. They were developed by
Americans and conquered the world
with their merit.

Go to your favorite theatre. There are

many fine films from all movie com-
panies. Sometimes they miss, sometimes
they hit, but the average is high.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is the leading

producer of movies. There are more
M-G-M stars than there are stars of

all the other companies combined.
*

You have seen the recent films,
"H. M. Pulham, Esq." (Lamarr-Young-
Hussey), "Woman of the Year" (Tracy-

Hepburn) and "Johnny Eager" (Taylor-

Turner). If you haven't, they are still

playing some place.

it

Each in its way is a masterpiece.

Now we should like to recommend "We
Were Dancing",
which is based in

part on the Noel
Coward playlets
called "Tonight at

8:30"— starring
Norma Shearer,
Melvyn Douglas.

"Mrs. Miniver",
based on the novel
by Jan Struther,
starring Greer
Garson and Wal-
ter Pidgeon.

This screen play is

by James Hilton,

author of "Good-
bye Mr. Chips" and R. C. Sherriff,

author of "Journey's End." An excit-
ing collaboration.

©ciB 530796'

The Smart Screen Magazine
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Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer

presents

THE PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

TRACY

HEPBURN
we

with FAY BAINTER • REGINALD OWEN • Directed by GEORGE STEVENS

Produced by JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ • Screen Play by Ring Lardner, Jr. and Michael Kanin

Screen land



The four lovely "de-
frosters" on this

page, Katherine
Booth and Blanche

Grady, left; Linda

Grey, lower left,

and Alaine Bran-

des, appear in the

newfilmusical, "The
Fleet's In," which

stars Dorothy La-

mour. They're not

really cold as the

furs might lead you
to believe—or had
you guessed it?

HEDY LAMARR and Tim Durant are
supposed to have it bad. And that ain't

good. That is, if John Howard cares for

Hedy as much as he appears to care for her.

When Hedy gave John a pair of cuff links

of lovers' knot design, he couldn't have been
more pleased. For her birthday, John had
the lovers' knot design copied into earrings,

bracelet, and clips. Wouldn't it be nice if

they'd tie the lovers' knot and get it over
with

!

SIGN on a sound stage door : "Keep Out.
Mickey Rooney Especially." All of

which means that every time they wanted
Mickey for a scene, he was on another set

listening to Tommy Dorsey's band rehears-
ing. But the M-G-M Mick isn't the only

one who dogs Dorsey. Lana Turner is al-

ways right there "cooking with gas." Holly-
wood says it's a romance. Her friends say
that Lana just has music on her mind.
Whatever it is, trust Turner to stay in

rhythm

!

PITY poor Jack Benny. Over the holiday
season he had to go on a strict diet. In

"To Be Or Not To Be," the comedian had
to wear snappy uniforms. When he tried

them on they gave him orders to lose ten
pounds. The first week after the picture

was finished he gained them right back
again. "Who wants to be a Tyrone Power ?"J
asks Jack. "You do," answers Mary Living-
ston. And that was that.

BOB HOPE stopped by the set to watch
Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire do a

scene. They did it so naturally and had so
much fun, Bob was most impressed. "You
boys get along so well," said Hope, "you
must have a great deal in common." "Yes,
we have," quickly cracked Crosby. "Seven
kids and two toupees between us

!"

(Please turn to page 13)

IT'S doctor's orders for Bette Davis! Mak-
' ing five pictures a year, accepting the

presidency of the Motion Picture Academy,
working on committees, defense bond drives,

personal appearances, etc., has been a great

drain on her strength. Bette's being forced

to give it all up for a two months' rest.

She's even putting up her Hollywood home
for sale. Her terrific sense of responsibility

has been the cause of it all. Ironically

enough, when the Hollywood Women's
Press Club elected her the most cooperative

actress of the year, Bette had to dash over

on her lunch hour to accept the gold apple

award. During the presentation speech, she
was so nervous and exhausted she almost
passed out cold. That's when the doctor said

take a long rest—or else

!

TORCH of the month is being carried by
Dorothy Lamour. In fact, Dottie is so

lonesome she's closed up her big home in

Briarcrest Canyon and moved into the Sun-
set Towers. They do say as how Marlene
Dietrich is quite interested in Greg Bautzer
(Dottie's ex-boy friend and before Dottie,

Lana Turner's). So far Marlene is still

gabbing with Gabin.

HOLLYWOOD women are up in arms

!

The minute the war broke out the

Women's Defense Corps was organized.

They meet three times a week. They drill

for hours and learn first aid. Jimmy Glea-
son, an army captain in the last war, is

teaching pistol range shooting. Barbara
Stanwyck, Rosalind Russell, Mrs. Jack
Benny and Mrs. Ray Milland were the first

to enroll. George Murphy's wife recently

graduated from a mechanical training

school. She donned her best Sunday over-

alls to receive her diploma

!



The most side-splitting,

surprise-full adventure you'l

see this year ... a remarkable

picture about a remarkable guy.

with

BRIAN WILLIAM ELLEN

DONLEVY • HOLDEN • DREW
MONTAGU LOVE * PORTER HALL

Directed by STUART HEISLER • Novel and Screen Play by Dolton Trumbo

A Paramount Picture

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING

SCREENLAND



YOUR MIR ?

NO WONDER IT'S DULL!

Try Halo Shampoo, and Reveal Your

Hair's True, Lustrous Color!

Too bad that old-fashioned soapy sham-
poos are making your hair dull, lifeless-

looking! That's because they leave a lack-

luster soap-film on it

!

Just try one shampoo with Halo, and
see the difference! Halo contains no soap

. . . therefore can leave no dull soap-film

!

Halo makes a billowy t—
lather in hardest water ... /

with a new-type ingredient

that leaves hair naturally
lustrous.

And Halo rids your scalp

of dandruff the first

time you use it . . . leaves ,

your hair so clean there's
J

no need for even a lemon 1

or vinegar after-rinse! J
Switch to Halo Sham- i

poo today, in generous /

10c or larger sizes, at all
j

toilet goods counters. /

A Product of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

REVEALS THE BEAUTY
HIDING IN YOUR HAIR

Be anAMIS'2SI
LEARN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

Trained artists are capable of earning $30, $SO,
$75 a week. Rv oui prartii-al rm-ilioil, wo teac-Ii

vuu COMMERCIAL ART, ILLUSTRATING and CAR-
TOONING, step by step, all in ONE complete course.
Mail Postcard today for FREE BOOK—"Art for
Pleasure & Profit" describes training and opportu-
nities in art. No obligation.

STUDIO 173A, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115—15th ST., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

NEW!
1EAUTIFUL

1 Band-Dial—

I

j Fits your pocl

J ABOUT CIGARE

} BEAUTIFUL PLASTIC CABINETS
-Hi-Q Coil—Magnofhone

pocket or purse—Wt. 5 ozs.,

PACKAGE SIZE FIXED
Clear reception

—

Wk Simple to Operate, owners report
Wk 2-3 YEARS SERVICE THOUSANDS SOLD!
Wr W. C. of Wise, says: "works swell!"

I GUARANTEED TO WORK-ONE YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE
| Sent complete ready to listen with instructions for use in homee,

hotels, in bed. etc., no electric "plug in" required—
I East payment plan as follows:

SEND ONLY $1.00 &$fs^£iS%L'S?SA
I $2.99 for postpaid delivery! limited production— get tour NEW

~
nfc! Ideal gift for anyone

—

order now!

| MIDGET RADIO CO., Dept. SC-3, KEARNEY, NEBRASKA
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Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley

ACROSS 72.

I, She was the "International 73.

Lady" 76.

6. He's Dr. Kildare
9. Screen star, married to Anna- 77.

bella 79.

14. Clothed
_

80.

15. Crude mineral 81.

16. To anoint
17. "It Started With - - -" (Dur-

bin) 1.

18. She plays Ma Donahue in "All 2.

Through the Night" 3.

21. Pa's wife 4.

22. Wicked Roman Emperor 5.

24. Edible part of cow's stomach 6.

25. Co-star, "The Lady Is Will-

ing" 7.

27. To eat or wear away
29. Compass point (abbrev.) 8.

30. Flies high 9.

31. Famous English King's favorite 10.

33. Rotary (rare)

35. Either 11.

37. These are hard to find when the

movie's a hit _ 12.

40. She's back on the screen in 13.

"Kathleen" 19.

43. To tire

45. Co-star, "Father Takes a Wife"
47. " Green Was My Valley" 20.

48. He was a "Yank in the 23.

R.A.F." .
25.

50. To cede, give up 26.

52. Biblical pronoun 28.

53. On the left side (ship's term)

55. Genuine 30,

57. Internal 32.

59. Star, "Ladies' in Retirement" 34.

62. Falls in drops 35.

65. Decays 36,

66. Co-star, "Week-end in 38.

Havana"
68. Rent, ripped 39,

69. Famous "Mammy" singer 41

70. Co-star, "You'll Never Get 42,

Rich" 44

To bite, pinch
To contaminate
"Dead " (made a team of
kids famous)
Co-star, "Twin Beds"
To follow
The, in German
Waist bands

DOWN
Co-star, "Unfinished Business"
Sweetheart
Star, "Lydia"
Compass point (abbrev.)
To sum up
He's featured in "Arsenic and
Old Lace"
He's featured in "The Adven-
tures of Martin Eden"
Mourner
Chum (slang)
"They Died With Their Boots

"- - Were Dancing
Shearer's new one)
Man's name
Peruses
"Man - - Large"

(Marjorie
Weaver)
French article

Poems
Spume ; suds
He's Ellery Queen
Dancing star, "Lady Be
Good"
Hardened
Freight loader
Different
Frequently (Poetic)
Co-star, "Skylark"
"You Belong - - Me,"
a movie
Underhanded
She's Mrs. Thin Man
Female sheep
Co-star, "Suspicion"

(Norma

46. Mixed-up printers' type

49. Uncloses (poetic)

51. To move quickly
54. Tipped
56. Dr. Gillespie in the

Dr. Kildare stories

57. Angry
58. Hero in "Steel Against the

Sky"
60. She's .Mrs. William Powell
61. Sour substances

63. Publish
64. Clans (Irish)

66. Since
67. Syllable of hesitation

70. Took food
71. To recede (as tide)

74. "This Woman - - Mine"
(Franchot Tone)

75. Greek letter

78. Note of the scale

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle
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Get ready to thrill...

Tv/oExcU»ng

Paul *>*f

PRODUCED?*

...tO THIS

thrilling new love team!
SCREENLAND



FOLLOWING
THROUGH

ON A

BIG PICTURE
WHEN REPUBLIC,

IN response to

MANY requests

FROM radio

FANS, made the

THRILLING drama.

"MR. DISTRICT

ATTORNEY,"
MOVIEGOERS
WERE so pleased that

THEY asked for more. And
SO we proudly announce that a

NEW adventure in

THIS famous

SERIES is now
COMING to

YOUR favorite,

THEATRE.
IT'S "MR.
DISTRICT

ATTORNEY
IN THE

CARTER
CASE,"and it packs

A real wallop. JAMES ELLISON,of

"ICE-CAPADES'

FAME, plays his best

ROLE to date in this

EXCITING drama,

WHICH also features \

LOVELY VIRGINIA

GILMORE, who is

ROMANCE personified. In

ADDITION to these two favorites,

YOU'LL see FRANKLIN
PANGBORN, LYNN CARVER,
PAUL HARVEY, DOUGLAS
FOWLEY, JOHN ELDREDGE, and
MANY more. "MR. DISTRICT

ATTORNEY IN THE CARTER
CASE" will provide you with

EVERYTHING you like to see on

THE screen — action and thrilling

ROMANCE. See it- it's

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

fans' forum

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

I'm a dyed-in-the-wool movie fan and

if the wind blew the ship's sails one direc-

tion and Anna Christie's- hair another, I

didn't notice, and Southern though I am,
if Scarlett O'Hara had spoken with an
English accent, as I expected, I would still

have been thrilled by her, but I do have

a peeve. The sweater ban

!

Veronica Lake wears dresses cut so low
she might as well wear skirts minus waists.

Paulette Goddard bares her mid-riff and
wears shorts so short they scarcely cover

the hips. Ann Sheridan is poured into a

dress that leaves little to your imagination

—and yet Lana Turner can't wear a

sweater (which girls have worn from way
back with no bad results) which covers

everything but a couple of well-placed

curves that everyone has been aware of

since her first screen appearance.

Do I sound immoral? Well, I'm not,

and neither am I a prude. Personally, I

couldn't wear any of the above styles,

wouldn't if I could, but I do love to see

my favorite stars so adorned. Still I would
like to have my husband and my six-

months son who will some day go to the

movies have to use their imaginations for

something. So tell the Hays office to do
one of two things. Dress our darlings in

long skirts, high necks, pantaloons and a

dozen petticoats or restore the right to all

high-school girls to wear sweaters without

being self-conscious. Or is this all publicity

for "The Sweater Girl" ?

However, I must admit that sweaters or

pantaloons or mid-riffs, I love the movies.

MRS. A. R. MUNSON, Shreveport, La.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

I read Helen Hover's article, "How to

be a Draft Sweetheart," in a recent issue

of Screenland and found it very interest-

ing, but I feel that one or two items should

be corrected.

Miss Hover says that it is unnecessary

to give soldiers writing-paper since the

morale officer supplies all the stationery.

If this is the case, I would certainly like

to meet our morale officer and request, in

behalf of our detachment, some much-
needed stationery. Every bit of paper we
write on has to be purchased out of our

own pocket, and at a pretty good price

!

I have been at Fort MacArthur, Camp
Callan, and Fort Worden, and I have yet

to find any stationery at our disposal. Our

If the folks at home or your buddies
at camp don't care to listen to you
rant and rave about the movies, don't
be discouraged. Save your explosions
for this Forum ! They're worth money
to you! Screenland invites you to

unload your brickbats and bouquets
right here. Makes no difference if you
have a complaint or a compliment

—

everything and anything goes—just so
it has to do with the movie industry
and its personalities. We'll not only
listen to your comments, but we'll

publish the best letters we receive and
award cash prizes of $10.00, $5.00, and
five prizes of $1.00 each, with which
you can buy more of those Defense
Stamps.

Please address your letters to

Screenland's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th St, New York, N. Y.

writing-paper is quite an item and, with
the enthusiasm with which most boys
would like to write, I'm afraid that it

would be quite an expense for Uncle Sam.
The other item was about electric razors.

It appears that some people think soldiers

are always on maneuvers. We have maneu-
vers here sometimes for about two weeks
(my department does not participate), but
most of the time the boys are right in

camp, where there's plenty of electric cur-
rent. A great many of the bo)'s have elec-

tric razors and twice as many wish they
had them. They are a great convenience
when one is too tired to use soap, razor
and lotion. I think that an electric razor
makes an ideal gift for a soldier because
not only will he find it of great con-
venience, but he will have it in the years
to come. I wouldn't be without mine.

Outside of these two points, I think Miss
Hover wrote a very fine article and hope
that every girl with a draftee boy friend
reads it.

PVT. JOSEPH DI NOLFO,
Fort Worden, Wash.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 EACH

One Foot in Heaven! No! Both feet ini

Heaven, so far as Martha Scott is con-'

cerned! She was good as Miss Bishop, but
she reaches celestial heights as Mrs.
Spcnce, the wife of a small-town minister.
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jThere's something about Martha Scott

Kvhich makes one believe in humanity—and

[it's not altogether the role in which she is

cast. Her plain, piquant, earnest little face,

the serenity of her smile, the sincercity of

her acting—all combine to hearten one for

life in a troubled world. As Hope Spence,

she's a symbol, representing not only the

tragedy and comedy of her own full life

but of all living.

ANNIE VON TUNGELIN, Tulsa, Okla.

The true test of a male star's popularity

with the ladies is the degree of cattiness

(tom-cattiness) motivating the comments
jot the men. Fans will recall how it was in

•the case of the late Valentino, bowler-over
I of women. Poor Rudy had what it took to

'inflame the feminine imagination, and were
I all the boy friends wild with jealousy!

|
Now it's Qiarles Boyer, almost as tre-

mendous a hit in his smooth French way.

I

The milder of the men's remarks about
Charles refer to his "bovine eyes." Others
jare unnecessarily crude and insulting. All

I

of which adds up to the fact that Boyer

]

hasn't only arrived, he's here. And he
should be happy to hear his sex shellack-

ing him for it merely means that all hus-
bands and boy friends would like to have
a little of his charm.

Let the • tom-cats meouw. I wouldn't

I

bother even to heave an alarm-clock at

j'em, or say Psst! Scat! Personally all this

[fan cares about is when I can see another
:i Boyer film.

E. A. LOUCKS, Vancouver, Canada.

Phooey ! That's what I think. All those
stories about why Stirling Hayden left

Hollywood get me down. It wouldn't be
so bad if they all said the same thing, but
they don't. If Hollywood doesn't want to

jsay why Stirling quit why do they bother
|o say anything? Maybe it was Madeleine
Carroll. If it was I can't blame him at all.

If he just didn't like it, more power to him
for leaving. But for Pete's sake, if we can't

have the truth we don't want anything.
BARBARA DICKIE, Oakland, Calif.

Gabriel Pascal has again achieved the

impossible, and done so magnificently !

True, "Major Barbara" is adult and dis-

criminating fare, and to those customers
who demand action rather than philosophy,
it will not appeal. For George Bernard
Shaw, profound egoist, wise psychologist,
and valiant that he is, has proffered here,

jfood for our souls, rather than superficial

entertainment for the hour.
It is through the lips -of Robert Morley,

,
as the munitions-maker, that most of Shaw's
ironic observations and sabre-bright deduc-
tions are made, and Morley (it seems to
line) is the almost too perfect medium.

Robert Newton's brilliant and dynamic
I impersonation of the cockney trouble
maker, will not perish from our minds,
while the versatility of Wendy Hiller
brings us to the dust at her feet ! Rex
Harrison dances blithely and humorously
in and out of the drama and the philosophy,
v.-hile the rest of the cast give better than
adequate account of themselves.

Messrs. Shaw and Pascal, we are flat-

tered and we are grateful

!

MRS. MAYO CORNELL, Cleveland, Ohio

I think some of Hollywood's romantic
he-men should have their efforts serialized,

l .ach chapter could end with a typical neck-
bending scene and I, for one, would always
return to see whether the lady was kissed
or if perchance, her neck had been broken.
On the other hand, if I were to have

j

my choice of all the heart-throbs in Holly-
I wood, I'd take Bob Hope. Bob kisses a girl

as if he loves her, not as if he is mad with
hunger and intends to-make a meal of her.

FRANCES DOWNEY, San Francisco, Calif.

"I'm in the Dog-House-

the Boss has 'Fire' in his Eye!

B

Ada: And you can't guess why you're in

the dog-house, Jane? Well my pet, you're

decorative to the eye, and you're a speed

demon for work. But, Jane, you're guilty

of one careless, unforgivable little fault!

Jane: Now don't "underarm odor" me—or
friendship ceases.You know I'd rather skip

breakfast than miss my morning bath!

Ada: Foolish girl—why trust your bath to

last all day! Use speedy Mum under each

arm—if you want to stay flower-fresh!

Jane: So that's why the perfect secretary is

withering on the job. I am ashamed!

• , half a minute-

M.» «*« »*1 fresh for hoars'.

Jane: (later) Mum's marvelous for my
speedy morning routine! 30 seconds and
I'm through. And business day or gala eve-

ning, I'm free from worry—safe from of-

fending. And the boss is smiling these days!

MUM
i

For Sanitary

this purpose. T,y

Napki —A gentle, de-

must" for
too. Mum

Takes the Odor Out of Perspiration

PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS
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WOMAN WHO
KNOWS!

Continuous Action For Hours

With Safe New Way in Feminine Hygiene

9 The young wife who is sure of certain facts
can feel happily secure. In feminine hygiene her
physical and mental health, her very happiness
itself depend on accurate information. Over-
strong solutions of acids which endanger her
health are a thing of the past.
Today thousands of informed women have

turned to Zonitors—the safe new way in fem-
inine hygiene. These dainty snow-white sup-
positories kill germs, bacteria instantly at
contact. Deodorize—not by temporary masking—but by destroying odors. Spread a greaseless
protective coating to cleanse antiseptically
and give continuous medication for hours.

Yet ! Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues. Pow-
erful against germs—yet non-poisonous, non-
caustic. No apparatus; nothing to mix. Come
12 in a package, each sealed in individual glass
bottles. Get Zonitors at your druggist today.

CAU/k CAN YOU WRITE A POEM OB SONG?SvliU Original Harmony composed to your lyrics
-Patriotic, Swing. Sacred. Send poem for

consideration. FREE recording if accepted

Write for DeLuxe Rliymer, Free.

DE LUXE MUSIC SVC Box 3IC3-S, Bridgeport. Conn.

HITS
PAY

A^f
&J7Widk AS A

PUSSY WILL OW
See how hampden'S powder base
smooths out your skin, makes it soft,

youthful! It subtly 'tints' your complexion,

helps hide blemishes, gives you that lovely

'portrait finish.'

POWDR-BRSER-BRSE

50c also 25c & 10c sizes

Over ?8 million sold

WHS

By

Betty

Boon©

Sure and if

a St. Pai
rick's part

with Man
reen O'Har
your hoste*

Maureen left part of her heart in Ireland and
even in the Hollywood whirl she remembers

to celebrate St. Patrick's Day. See her collec-

tion of clay pipes on table, above. Right,

Maureen, who recently became Mrs. William

Price, serving her guests at her party.

TO ENSURE good luck on St. Pat-

rick's Day, you must wear a shamrock.
You and I, very likely, will have to

be content with whatever we can get at

the five and ten, but guests of Maureen
O'Hara will have the real thing. Maureen
is busily raising true shamrocks in a seed

box so that each guest at her party may
have one as a favor. At the moment, the

seedlings are barely up, but Maureen wor-

ries over them as if they were' pups.

In Ireland, according to Maureen, the

17th of March is the day of days, more
festive and exciting than any other.

"We think a lot about luck in_ Ireland,

and nobody would be without his bit of

shamrock. The day before St. Patrick's

Day, we go out and dig a shamrock—at

home we never need go farther than our

own backyard, for they grow wild there,

it's like clover, only it isn't clover, it's much
more beautiful! The first one up used to

get the best shamrock—the best shamrock
brought the best luck!"

The present slim, princess-tall colleen

in royal blue, short dinner dress, auburn

hair neatly arranged in pompadour curl

and long bob, is nothing like the rounc

butterball of a Maureen who hunted foi

shamrocks in an Irish garden. This one i

an American citizen, with the Constitu

tion of the United States framed on he:

wall, a movie star deserving serious atten

tion for her work in "How Green Was My
(Please turn to page 57)
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Hot from Hollywood Be Lovelier! So very Soon !

Go on the

CAMAY "MILD-SOAP 7

DIET!

This lovely bride, Mrs. Alfred L. Powell of New York. N. Y.. says: 'Tm so devoted to

the Camay 'Mild-Soap' Diet! I tell all my friends about this wonderful aid to loveliness.'"

Start this exciting course in beauty

care! It's based on the advice of skin

specialists-praised by lovely brides!

W-HISPERED praises in the moonlight

—'Your skin is so lovely to look at,

so delightful to touch". . . Every woman
should hear these compliments. Do you?

If not, then the Camay
"Mild- Soap" Diet offers

you a promise of new love-

liness. For, unknowingly,

you may be clouding the

real beauty of your skin

through improper cleans-

ins. Or. like so many

women failing to use a beauty soap as

mild as it should be.

Thousands of brides have found the

key to loveliness in the Camay "Mild-

Soap" Diet. One such bride is Mrs.

Powell who says: "My skin has reacted so

beautifully to the Camay 'Mild-Soap' Diet

I"d never try any other beauty treatment!'

Skin specialists advise

regular cleansing -with a

fine mild soap. And Camay
is milder than the 10 other

famous beauty soaps test-

ed. That's why we say "Go
on the Camay 'Mild-Soap'

Diet . . .TONIGHT!"

GO ON THE "MILD-SOAP" DIET TONIGHT!

Continued from page 6

HERE'S another reason why Dorothy
Lamour is rated as a number one regu-

j lar. Someone on the set handed her a re-

view in which she and her recent picture

I were picked to bits and shreds. Dottie read
'

it all carefully and then handed it back.

! "It's still better than running an elevator

|
for eleven dollars a week," she said wryly-

|j
ALL war work and no play doesn't help

/A the morale of any group of people. So,

'[the "Saturday Xight Club" is now in order.
* Membership includes movie stars and those

j
directly connected with the industry. The

!
public is excluded. No cameramen are al-

n lowed. At the initial gathering, Harry
I Crocker, popular columnist and man-about-

t 'Wn, was master of ceremonies. He invited

|
everyone to come up and try the nets after

a troupe of acrobats had completed their

pact George Murphy and John Wayne were

I
the first to start bouncing. Believe it or not,

they were next joined by Darryl Zanuck. It

< was George Burns who cracked to Gracie,
' Wonder why they didn't ask me?" In case

you don't know your Hollywood beauty
secrets, George wears a full-sized toupee,

on and off the screen

!

HOLLYWOOD wags are now referring

to Bill Powell, George Jessel. Pat Di
Cicco and Franchot Tone as the "Tennessee
Mountain" boys. On account of all being

! the husbands of child brides ! When Di
Cicco recently married the seventeen-year-

old Gloria Yanderbilt, her trousseau was
resigned and executed by Howard Greer.

Since the first day he went into business,

|
the famous designer has kept an autograph
hook So he asked Gloria to sign her name,
rinding the book interesting, the young
heiress turned to the front page. The very
first name inscribed was that of Thelma
Todd ! At the time of her mysterious death,

the beloved actress was married to Di Cicco.

Coincidence, tlry name is Hollywood

!

Diana Barrymore, John's daughter and Lionel's

niece, who makes her screen bow in Walter
Wanger's "Eagle Squadron," is the latest of

the Barrymores to make a bid for film fame.

Work Camay's milder lather over your skin, pay.

ing special attention to the nose, the base of

nostrils and chin. Rinse with warm water and
follow with thirty seconds of cold splashings.

Then, while you sleep, the tiny pore openings are
free to function for natural heauty. In the morn-
ing—one more quick session with this milder
Camay and your skin is ready for make-up.
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SHE'S

she uses IRRESISTIBLE
PERFUME AND LIPSTICK

There's a tantalizing 'eome-hifher' note
... a bright promise of gay adventure in

the fairy-like enchantment of Irresistible

Perfume. Create a magic mood by touch-
ing the golden fire of Irresistible to your
hair, throat, wrist, Mow in adorable
Valentin* Box.

Only 10* o» all 5 & 10< stores

use IRRESISTIBLE lipstick

Brilliant new reds and ruby
tones. The lipstick that'sWH IP-

TEXT to stay on longer . . .

smoother 10?

Babes on Broadway— M-G-M

Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland a

at their best in this peppy musical abo

talented kids who want to stage a she

but lack funds. It's chock-full of entertai

ment of every kind—good comedy, catch

tunes, lively dance numbers, swell impe'r

sonations of stars of yesteryear. It has 5

patriotic note. Mickey, mimicing Carmt
Miranda, is a riot. Judy's song, Chin Ui

Cheerio, Carry On, is stirring. The final

an elaborate, tuneful minstrel show numb
j

Mr. Bug Goes fo Town— Paramount

Max Fleischer's new Technicolor fea-j

ture-length animated cartoon relates a de-
j

lightfully imaginative tale, told from the:

insect's viewpoint, about the struggles of aj

community of insects who live in fear of i

the human race. The hero is Hoppity, a I

grasshopper who loves Honey, a bee,

daughter of Mr. Bumble. The villains are

Mr. Beetle and his henchmen, Szvat, a fly,
|

and Smack, a mosquito. Young and old will

enjoy it. Fine job of animation and color.

Mr. and Mrs. North— M-G-M

In this comedy -murder mystery, Gracie

Allen, as Mrs. North, solves the murder

with her dizzy doings. When a dead man
is found in her closet, everybody, includ-

ing her husband (played by William Post,

Jr., not George Burns), looks guilty.

Imagine the added mystery when, with

her incessant scatter-brain chattering,

Gracie thinks up alibis for all their friends.

Like her? Then see it, as Gracie is the

whole film. Good comedy and suspense.

J

Among the Living— Paramount

You'll sit on the edge of the seat while

this horror tale is unfolded on the screen.

Albert Dekker plays a dual role—twins,

one a maniac who escapes and commits

murders for which his sane brother is

almost lynched. Dekker is excellent, par-

ticularly as the madman. Susan Hayward,

as the sexy, clothes-crazy Millie, also

gives a first-rate performance. If you like

shockers that chill your blood, don't miss it.

Harry Carey, Frances Farmer are in cast.

Confirm or Deny— 20th Century-Fox

Typical of newspaper yarns, except that

this fast-moving story takes place in war-
torn London. As the Nazis are about to

invade England, a ruthless foreign news
correspondent, despite censorship, pre-

pares to send a scoop on the invasion to

America, but teletypist Joan Bennett con-
vinces him that England's fate is more
important than his story. Ameche,
splendid; Though her role is not as im-
portant as his, Joan makes the most of

it. Roddy McDowall, fine. Very exciting

!
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The Bugle Sounds— M-G-M

Wallace Beery dons a sergeant's

uniform for his role of a hard-boiled

cavalryman who resents orders to

mechanize his unit because it means
trading his horse for a tank, de-

scribed by him as "machine guns on
kiddy cars." The role suits Beery
perfectly and, though it's strictly a

he-man picture, it will appeal to

everyone because of its timeliness.

Marjorie Main, again teamed with

Beery, good. Shows authentic scenes

of armored divisions at Army camps.

Kathleen— M-G-M

This marks Shirley Temple's re-

turn to pictures. As the motherless

Kathleen, who is considered a prob-

lem child because she rebels at her

treatment by an unsympathetic

nurse, Shirley again proves what a

fine trouper she is. Herbert Mar-
shall plays her dad who lacks

paternal interest until Laraine Day,
psychologist, changes things. Shirley

promotes a romance between them,

ousting Gail Patrick, who is fine

as her dad's mercenary girl friend.

Keep 'Em Flying— Universal

Abbott and Costello have made
you laugh on land and sea and now
they're in the air in this lively film.

Enlisted as mechanics in the Air

Corps to be near their stunt-flyer

pal, Dick Foran, they manage to

take off in a plane which neither can

pilot— a riotious sequence only

topped by one in which chubby Lou
rides a runaway torpedo. Martha
Raye plays twins, direct opposites.

Lou's in love with one, but which
one? Gags aren't new, but funny.

\mv Beauty can Smile

atWind and Cold

Do as Doctors advise:

Give your skin "baby-care"

Let the World's Loveliest Complex-

ion—baby's own—show you how

to help your skin stay fresh and

lovely whatever the weather! Give

it Ivory's gentle daily care.

Advised for years by doctors, Ivory

Soap today actually gives you new

mildness! Extra gentleness! Yes, New

"Velvet-Suds" Ivory gives your skin

gentler care than 10 leading toilet

soaps! Give your beauty the benefit

of gentle Ivory's daily care.

9944/ioo% PURE • IT FLOATS

Follow these 4 Winter Beauty Tips

1. Use a super-mild soap. New Ivory is actually

milderxh&a 10 leading toilet soaps! And notice:

no dyes, medication, or strong perfumes that

might be irritating!

2. Don't use hot water on your face. It has a

drying effect. Lukewarm Ivory "velvet suds"

are best for true beauty cleansing. And no

icy rinses, unless your skin is oily.

3. Protect your skin when you go out with a

powder-base cream. But use it only on a "baby-

clean" face—cleansed with baby's beauty soaj..

—gentle Ivory!

4. For weather-dried skins, massage with a luke-

warm lather of gentle New Ivory, using finger-

tips only. Rinse. Pat dry. Since your skin lacks

sufficient oil, apply lightly a little cold cream.

"Baby-care" is Beauty-care . . . use

^ewNelvet-Audd IVORY
TRADEMARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. • PROCTER & GAMBLE
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Cinema

Cinderella

Ellen Drew, in pensive and animated poses—brown-haired blue-
eyed, shm, a typical example, of young America. Ellen is the girlwho made good m a big way. When you know her background and
see her ,n The Remarkable Andrew," you will understand how somebeauty plenty_ of stamina to take things and long, hard hours
of work can bnng coveted roles, a husband and real achievement.

Ellen Drew puts some bright sign posts on the
road to success for all girls. Read them, and
you'll see why Ellen "ought to be in pictures"

By Courtenay Marvin
BEFORE I knew much about Ellen Drew, I said of

her photographs, "She doesn't look like anybody
else m Hollywood." When I met her, I said "She

really seems to have a little of all the likeable qualities
of everybody m Hollywood rolled into one." In other
words, she seemed a very charming compilation of good
looks, glamor, personality, fun and good sense, with thir-
teen pictures to her credit, the latest being "The Remark-
able Andrew."

I went to see Ellen early in the morning, when many
a pretty curly head has reluctantly torn itself from a
pillow Not Ellen. She was an early bird, all dressed
with the exception of scuffs on her feet, and breakfasting
because we had arranged to have our talk while Ellen
had a shampoo. But we lingered over coffee and got well
into our subject. That was hair, occasioned by the sham-
poo appointment. I gathered that Ellen's cross in life
is her hair, because it is fine and requires much care—and
not the usual problems like romance or success or money
With the energy and intelligence of a girl like Ellen, the

16

more sombre problems of life solve tliemcelves thro
action, but the little things like hair or nails or figure :

to balance the scales and put us all in the same boai
problems. Since Ellen brought up Her minor proble
here are quick answers to hair, nails and figure, ui
which I will elaborate if you write to me:
When hair is fine and" lacking in vitality, try one

the new varieties of shampoo. Encourage strength
brushing and massage. And be extra careful of the r
manent method you select.

When nails break and won't grow into longer, m
graceful shape, try one of the new protective agents t

:

truly seem to add strength to nails to resist breaking i

are wonderful for prolonging the beauty and life o
manicure.

When you are under-weight and a decided addition
fats to your diet seems to increase oiliness of skin or hi
try at your doctor's suggestion, the correct vitamins.

Ellen solves her problem bv two weekly shampoos ,

she sets her hair herself. It {Please turn to page'
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Thrilling New Way To More Glamorous Hair . .

.

SILKIER, SMOOTHER, EASIER TO MANAGE!

"Sweet Sophistication". . . charming, new young hair-do. Before styling, the hair was washed

icith Special Drene. See how silfy and smooth it loohs, hoic beautifully it lies in place

tmazing new improvement in Special Drene Shampoo .

wonderful hair conditioner now in it for new allure!

< Do vou wish tout hair had that silky,

i oth. well-groomed look so smart these
ays? That it would fall into place beauti-

jtlffly and neatlv, when you comb it?

f? Then you simplv must.trv the new, im-
roved Special Drene Shampoo—with a won-
erful hair conditioner now in it! For that

air conditioner j ust makes the most amazing
rence—leaves hair far silkier, smoother,

jaiier to manase. riaht after sbampooimr!

,

bull be thrilled!

Reveols up to 33% more lustre!

:-
! In addition to the extra beauty benefits

-\ f that amazing: hair conditioner, Special

bene still reveals up to 33^ more lustre

l even the finest soaps or licpiid soap
lampoos! For Drene is not just a soap
lampoo, so it never leaves any dulling film,

,| sail soaps do! Hair washed with Special

>rene sparkles with alluring highlights, glows
ith glorious, natural color.

Unsurpassed for removing dandruff!

j lire you bothered about removal of ugly,

:aly dandruff? You won't be when you

shampoo with Drene! For Drene removes
udv dandruff the very first time you use it!

And besides, Drene does something no soap

shampoo can do—not even those claiming to

be special "dandruff removers"! Drene re-

veals extra highlights, extra color brilliance: . .

up to 33% more lustre!

So to set these extra beauty benefits don't

wait to try improved Special Drene! Get
a bottle of this real beauty shampoo this

very day at any toilet goods counter— or

ask vour beauty operator to use it!

Procter& Gamble. Trade Marl: Reg. U. S. Pat. Ojj.

LOOK FOR THIS PACKAGE!
All Special Drene now at your dealer's in

the blue and yellow package is the new,

improved Special Drene containing

HAIR CONDITIONER
and is for every type of hair. . . dry, oily

or normal. Just look for Special Drene

—in the blue and yellow package!

Avoid That Dulling Film Left

By Soaps and Soap Shampoos!

Don't rob your hair of glamour by
using soaps or liquid soap shampoos
—which always leave a dulling film

that dims the natural lustre and
color brilliance! Use Drene—the

beauty shampoo v ith the exclusive

patented cleansin g in gredient which
cannotleaveacloudingfilm! Instead,

it reveals up to 33% more lustre!

SCREENLAND 17
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How you can catch cold—and what to do about it

^ surest ways of^1SSm8 is one of

^^^^^ y cjjrect contact.
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NOTE HOW LISTERINE GARGLE REDUCED GERMS
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AT THE FIRST SIGN OF A

The two drawings
illustrate height of

range in germ reduc-
tions on mouth and
throat surfaces in

test cases before and
after gargling Lis-

terine Antiseptic. Fifteen minutes after gar-

gling, germ reductions up to 96.7% were noted;
and even one hour after, germs were still re-

duced as much as 80%.

BEFOREH*^^^^
m\i voutsett °l \« always tins

Ss^seTby those .JgjS t

others, oc v

children.

AT THE FIRST SIGN Or A _ _ . IAV|iniup ill f\ l# I

cold or sore throat Gargle LISTERINE—QUICK

!

This prompt and easy precaution, fre-

quently repeated, may head off the

trouble entirely or lessen the severity

of the infection if it does develop.

Carefully conducted clinical tests dur-

ing the past 10 years showed these

amazing results:

That regular, twice-a-day users of

Listerine Antiseptic had fewer colds,

milder colds, colds of shorter dura-

tion, than non-users, and fewer sore

throats due to colds in many cases.

You naturally want to know why

this is so.

We believe that it is because Listerine

reaches way back on the throat to kill

literally millions of the threatening

bacteria known to doctors as the "sec-

ondary invaders" which may set up in-

fection when body resistance is lowered

for any reason (see panel above). In

the opinion of many leading medical

men these "secondary invaders" are

the ones that so often complicate a cold

. . . make it troublesome . . . result in

the distressing symptoms you know

all too well.

Actual tests showed bacterial reduc-

tions on the mouth and throat surfaces

ranging to 96.7%, even 15 minutes after

the Listerine Antiseptic gargle ... up to

80% an hour after.

SCREENLAND

In view of this impressive evidence
J

isn't it wise to keep Listerine Antiseptic

!

handy in home and office ... to pack ii I

when you travel ... to gargle with iij

often and thoroughly at the first him!

of trouble?

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Missouri

WATCH YOUR THROAT
where illness often starts

LISTERINE THROAT LIGHT

2*^75 Batteries

Included
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"The One-Eyed Actress"

A FREAK
or a

FINE TROUPER?

An Open Letter
to

^ VERONICA LAKE

right, Miss

ke as she
ked in "I

anted
ings." Now
re she is as

j wistful waif

I latest Para-

mount film,
Sullivan's

< Travels."

ear Miss Lake:

Excuse, please. I've had you wrong. I practically

lime right out in print and called you a Freak after

'wing you in "I Wanted Wings." When I reviewed the

" m I said: "Veronica Lake, much-publicized new-

imer, is the old-time screen siren for all her breath-

3
king streamlined curves."

t That sounded unkind? Well, it's what I honestly

Sought. As a matter of fact I could have been really

uel; I could have added, I think she's amateurish,

Tide, and arrogant. Granted, it's her first important

art—but she isn't even bothering to try to create a

oaracter. She's just posing, and with one eye, at that.

Now I've seen your second picture, "Sullivan's

ravels," and I take it all back. In it you play a girl

ying to make the grade in Hollywood. You are as

|j
>ectacular-looking as ever, but this time your looks

re subordinate to your acting, simply an added at-

action. You're sincerely trying to convey to us a

uaint character whose sardonic sense of humor is bal-

, iced by a big heart. Somehow we sense that you, your-

self, would do just what this girl did: Embark on a

wacky adventure involving rubbing shoulders with

smelly hoboes just because you loved a guy more than

movie glory. In a way Preston Sturges' swell, down-to-

earth yarn is your own story. Right after you made
America Veronica-conscious you quit the studio to have

a baby; became Mrs. John Detlie and forgot all about

Miss Lake. I believe you'd leave the screen with never

a backward glance if you thought a career menaced
your right to live your own, private life. But I hope

you'll make a few more pictures first because, now, I

honestly believe you're not only the most striking per-

sonality to hit Hollywood in years, but a potentially

fine actress, with one or two eyes.
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s
IX gophers have taken over our vegetable garden,

in place of our Jap gardeners," said Boh. "They
do all the work the Japs did, and more besides

—

>r free. I tell you, there are silver linings if you scrim-

iage round and find them

!

"Why, think of what fun you can have during a
lackout—you never know what you are going to catch

!

irst blackout we had here in Hollywood, I was in

le dressingroom right next to Madeleine Carroll. So
sar and yet so far! You can take it as a game of Blind

Tan's Buff, can't you? You used to like the game when
in were a kid, didn't you? So it's different now, is it?

les, so it is. You can still play the game, can't you ?

j

''Some of the characters in Hollywood, directors,

ptors, and such, are offering free space in their patios

nr those who want to get a front-row view of the air-

ju'ds, if any. That's what I call sporting. That's the

luff. And speaking of blackouts : First one we had here,

\ occurred to me that for the first time in years Dolores
Airs. Hope) and I could spend an evening by our-
plves. But three' relatives got in, anyway. So I gave

We were lunching in Bob's dressing-room on the

jiaramount lot. Or was it Grand Central Station? The
•owd was something fierce. There is always a crowd
-ound Bob. "Hope runs with the pack," said Hope.
here was Jerry Colonna, his mustache taking up most

fli the elbow room. There Avas Bob's brother, (one of

|e six), Jack. There were the producers of Bob's radio

icw. There was Bob's agent, Louis Shurr. In between
!
jhiles, Dottie Lamour dropped by, on her way to have

; ncheon with the Governor of Louisiana. Bing Crosby
)ked his head in to ask Bob how it feels to be stooge to

penguin. (See "My Favorite Blonde" in which,
ope is the first to tell you, Pete
HE Penguin blacks him out, and
,i)od. What is more of a maneuver,
ifete also • blacks out the incandes-

<nt Miss Carroll!)

They all talked at once, there in

ob's dressingroom. No two talked

lout the same thing. Not one men-
!}ned the war except to gag the

jim business which, when Hope
near, seems somehow a little less

Im. Because

:

|

"You've got to smile and keep
m smiling," Bob was saying, "same
always, only more so now. Like

iving these characters around. It's

'ry good to have folks around you
ese days, lots of 'em. It's kind of

'cessary. It's easier to get a laugh,

id give one, if you' re not alone,

ooks (Please turn to page 70)

WM>£
Black out those war jitters!

Let America s Number One Funny
Man remind you we must keep
right on laughing out loud

Bob Hope, on facing page, is

eading the Hollywood grin

brigade which includes such

celebrated smilers as Made-
eine Carroll, Claudette Col-

bert, Bing Crosby, Jack
Benny, Dottie Lamour. On
this page, Bob illustrates how
not to behave in war-time:

Don't brood over bad radio

news, don't pull a panic.

By Gladys Hall



"Song of the Islands" copyright 1942 by Tier
tieth Century-Fox Film Corporation. Fictiontet
from the screenplay by Robert Ellis and Heh
Logan. Complete cast and credits 011 Page

"UlNOW more than ever I look back

Hawaii, now when the sound of

echoes the song of the Islands. There we:

no bombs falling that day Jeff and I first can

there. It was the way it used to be, gay and hapr

and peaceful. The way it will be again.

Everything anybody has ever said about tho;

Islands is true. Epecially the scenery! If I li

to be a hundred I'll never forget the way it look

our sailing boat drifted into the cove. Tho:

curves, that motion ai

the color, the blue of

southern sea, the gold of

tropical sunset and the n
of the hibiscus. She ha

all of them, that girl wit

her eyes the blue of h

as
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Romance by Betty Grable and Vic-

tor Mature! Comedy by Jack Oakie!

Don't miss this zippy novelette

Fictionized by
Elizabeth B.

Petersen

horizons, with her hair that looked as if a million sun-
1 beams were dancing around in it and her mouth the

color of an exotic flower ripe for the plucking.

Can you imagine me, Rusty Smith, a low-down hom-
1 ire of a cattle puncher from Texas writing poetry like

this? But that girl was enough to turn any man into a
: poet. Even Jeff, whose full name is Jefferson Harper and
who happens to be the son of my boss, was writing

poetry with his eyes as he looked at her. And that's

\ something new for Jeff. What (Please turn to page 78)

What a cast! Betty

Grable and Vic Ma-
ture; Jack Oakie and
pretty Lillian Porter;

Thomas Mitchell and
George Barbier, in

these scenes from
our fictionized film.



ONE dull and gloomy morning not so long ago,

big George Sanders, Britain's Bundle for Amer-
ica, had a headache—the kind that feels as if a

thousand little blue devils are wielding pickaxes inside.

On that day he was working with a bevy of bathing

beauts when a reporter cornered him on the set and
machine-gunned questions concerning girls and their

effect on the Male Animal in general and Mr. George
Sanders in particular. More concerned with the effects

of aspirins than with those of beauty, Mr. Sanders talked

fast to get the interview over with, saying, to wit

:

"Hollywood girls are too beautiful—so beautiful that

you can't actually believe they are real ! And how in the

world could a person fall in love with anyone who is

unbelievable ?"

Harry Crocker, columnist, went off with an item for

his column, and Mr. Sanders remained behind with his

headache. "Since the day of that headache, I've devel-

oped many others from being taken to task for the

thoughtless statement I made during that moment of

weakness," he says. "It happened to be one of those

mornings after too much night before, and I was in no

mood to think twice before I spoke
"

But before you get the idea that Sanders is going to

YOU MARLENE

DIETRICH

YOU

YOU \

IDA

LUPINOx
DOROTHY
LAMOUR

AND
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' J5.\ ^ < ." J I

GIRLS
are

TOO
Beautif

Says

GEORGE
SANDERS

By

James F. Scheer

take back all his words, let him say : "Don't misunder-

stand ! Much of my original statement still holds. Holly-

wood girls are the most beautiful in the world. There's

no mistaking that. And that doesn't exclude England,

where I was born ;
France, noted for its women ; or any

of Europe—with the islands of Bali and Tahiti thrown
in for a good measure.
"What I'm driving at is, movie girls are unbelievably

beautiful but not. so unbelievable as to seem unreal, as I

said while under the influence of reporter and aspirins.

The part I really find unbelievable is that any man can

keep from falling in love with them, if you follow me."

We follow Mr. Sanders and hope you are with us be-

cause he wants to tell us that "American women have

it all over British women in all but a few respects. And
I don't think I'm being disloyal to the girls over there

when I try to compare them with girls over here. The
first thing I noticed in this country was teeth. While in

London six years_ago, I thought ads in your periodicals

were showing the cream of the crop to sell their dental

pastes and powders. I was amazed to see so many thou-

Frank stuff addressed directly to

women by the man so many of

them consider the most fascinat-

ingly sinister fellow on the screen

sands of girls with teeth as white, strong, and straight
as those shown in ads. This impressed me because all

my life I had been used to English girls, who until

fairly recently never bothered a great deal about wearing
braces to straighten their teeth or having almost invisible

fillings inserted. Crooked, overlapping, and protruding
teeth are common over there. "Once you've seen near
perfection, how can you revert to anything else?"

Sanders lit a cigarette, sprawled himself into his fa-

vorite couch, draped his long legs ©ver an end table, and
talked slowly : "The American girl's figure can hardly
be matched by those of English girls. And the Hollywood
figure is the acme of perfection. If Venus de Milo had
one look at Dorothy Lamour, Ginger Rogers, Marlene
Dietrich, or Ida Lupino—all somewhat different examples
of lovely lines—she would lock herself in a dark closet

or discard all full-length mirrors," he laughed.
"Then there's the gaiety of the Hollywood girl—the

verve—the joy of living, the eternal youthful spirit that
makes her the world's class A. She has boundless energy
and dash that women in other (Please turn to page 62)
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KNITTING ToF DEFENSE

I! il

Claire Trevor is just one of the many movie
stars whose slogan is, "Knit for Defense!" Be-

cause knitting gives you steady nerves and
steady hands, so important in this national

emergency. And because, frankly, it's fun!

26



AND FOR FUN!
Every minute of this Hollywood star's

spare hours away from the studio is

given to Knitting for Defense. This is

10 time to indulge in nerves or worry,

e buckle down to that sweater and
;carf, and those socks, and get them

finished so that some soldier boy or

«ailor boy will know you're for him!

And don't forget to keep right on

juying Defense Bonds and Stamps!

ere's more to this home defense business than Just

|;ping the home fires burning—we can help make our

iys comfortable, too, by knitting warm things for

;m. Claire Trevor doesn't waste a precious minute

—

> knits while her maid brushes her hair; knits in bed

jfore the sandman catches up with her; knits when
iting for or riding in elevators; knits while being

suffeured to and from the studio. Claire is not only

expert knitter, but she is just as skillful with crochet

ok and sewing needle, as you can see from the

tton crochet sweater blouse she crocheted for her-

f, below, and the sewing kit she is making for a boy

camp. See pattern for kit pinned on khaki cloth

iidy to be cut out, opposite page. Miss Trevor

icheted her smart knitting bag, too. Screenland will

happy to send you instructions for knitting or

;>cheting to help you Knit for Defense upon

;:eipt of a stamped, addressed large envelope.

Photographs hy Larry Gordon, posed exclusively

! for Sciieenland. Courtesy Tom Fizdale, Inc.
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BENNY with the Light
Don't get us wrong. Jack Benny hasn't a

yen for Shakespeare. It's just that the

script of Ernst Lubitsch's "To Be Or Not
To Be" calls for him to play a ham actor.

"Look at me—in blue tights of all things!"

cracks the comic of whom his wife Mary
Livingston says, "I worship the guy."

By

Elizabeth Wilson

"\ /OU certainly look pretty, Mr. Benny," Carol

y Lombard teased as Jack strutted in front of her c

/ the "To Be Or Not To Be" set. "Bucket," si

screamed at her hairdresser who was always Loretta unt
Mr. Gable started calling her Bucket, "don't bother I

do my hair for this scene. Nobody will look at me wit

Mr. Benny so pretty."

Jack was indeed a sight for weary eyes. He woi
elegant (and form-fitting, girls) sky-blue tights, a dai

velvet jerkin, and a handsome gold chain about his neci

His head was covered with a delicately marcelled wig-

so Janguishingly lovely that it is bound to bring fori

poisonous remarks from a certain acidulous Fred Alle

Jackie with the light brown hair

!

"Look at me," said Jack in disgust, waving an unl

cigar. "The hammiest of the hams ! I guess I was the on
actor in the world who had no ambition to play Hamk
I was doing all right in my quiet little way. I was vei

happy. And now look at me—in blue tights, of

things
!"

Now don't get us wrong. Jack Benny isn't trying

compete with Maurice Evans. Success hasn't gone

Jack's head, he hasn't outgrown his pants, and he hasr

a yen for Shakespeare. It's just that the script of Ern
Lubitsch's "To Be Or Not To Be" calls for him to ena

Benny has a quiet chuckle over I

new role in "To Be Or Not To Be

which requires him to don differe

disguises. See scenes below with c

star Carole Lombard and, belc

center, getting "the Lubitsch tou^

28



Lubitsch Touch
ham actor playing "Hamlet" in the Tcatre Polski in

IWarsaw, just prior to Hitler's invasion. Jack recites the

ifamous soliloquy for laughs. And laughs there will be

plenty of, you bet.

As the Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne of Poland.

(Jack and Carole are a riot. The gag is that Jack never

gets to finish his soliloquy. At the first two performances

somebody walks out on him just as he is giving his all to

;

:'To-be-or-not-to-be-that-is-the-question." Which, of

|:curse, breaks his heart. And at the third performance,

sjust as he is beginning his soliloquy, who walks in but

Hitler's invading army. That makes him boiling mad. The

r
inerve of those drips, ruining his big scene

!

'Tm getting the Lubitsch touch these days," Jack said

[,vith a grin, "and believe me, I now innuendo very slyly."

iW'ell, "touches" are certainly no novelty in Jack's life.

Ever since he came out of World War I with a violin, a

i ine of chatter, and the courage to do a single act in vaude-

ville Jack, who is generous to a fault, has been a favorite

"touch" all the way from New York to Hollywood. But
he Lubitsch touch is something else again. (As Mary
Livingston would probably say on his radio program,

"He likes it. It doesn't cost him anything").

"Jock is magnificent," said Director Lubitsch, who is

'amous for making his characters deliriously naughty, in a

lice way of course. "His Homlet makes you laugh, yes?"
Anything Jack Benny does or says makes me laugh.

Me, and about fifty million other fans. But his most
irdent fan of all is Mary Livingston who, as everybody

mows, is Mrs. Benny. And that's the way she wants it

—she'd rather be Mrs. Benny than any other woman in

. he world. Mary says quite simply, "I worship the guy."

\nd after fifteen years of married life ! He must really be

i sweet person.

I dropped in on Mary at the Benny home in Beverly

Hills the other day, and without any effort at all started

aer talking about her favorite comedian. I learned that

'Mr. Benny hates pompadours. {Please turn to page 73)

Hi-ya, Jackson! Play-

ing Hamlet, yet! What
will Rochester say?
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Bette Davis

HELPS
A Dream
Come True
The heartwarming true story of a

great star's friendly interest in a

newcomer, with the result that

Richard Travis is now rated an im-

portant "discovery" by the Hol-

lywood which once ignored him

By Ida Zeitlin

ONCE in a lifetime the impossible happens. It

happened to Dick Travis. Not long ago, Bette
Davis was a shadow on the screen, representing

his ideal of what an actress should be. He sat rapt

through her pictures. He painted a poster of her for the

local theater lobby. She was the faraway, the bright, the

unattainable. If a genie had said, "Some day you'll be
working with her," he'd have told him to go soak his

head.

A few years later, in the fall of 1941, Bette, Travis,

and the now dilapidated poster were being photographed
together on the Warner lot. Bette was playing the-man-
who-came-to-dinner's secretary, Travis the guy she's in

love with. To be in Hollywood at all, under contract to

any studio, playing in any picture, opposite any actress,

would have been miracle enough. That it should be
Bette's studio, Bette's picture, Bette's lead was almost
more than he could soberly contemplate. He stammered
something of what it felt like. She understood what it felt

like. "Kind of crazy, isn't it?" she grinned.

"Insane," he agreed, meaning wonderful.

It happened through one of those series of combinations

Bette Davis says: "If Travis rockets to fame
and fortune, it won't be because ! mentioned
his name, but because he's got the stuff to

make good under his own steam." That's what
she says. But it was Bette who spotted him

and brought him to the attention of studio

officials, resulting in Richard Travis being cast

opposite her in "The Man Who Came to

Dinner." Pictures on page opposite were

(

snapped on the set, exclusively for our story.

which the skeptic calls accident, the be-

liever design. At twenty Dick .knew no
more of Bette's existence than she of his.

i L*«
A heavy rainfall at the Chicago World's
Fair one day drove him and his brother-

in-law to a movie house for shelter. Doc,

as Dick calls the kindly physician h'v:

sister married, eyed the marquee askance.'

Bette Davis in "Of Human Bondage." For him the

movies were bounded by Will Rogers on one side, and

on the other by Chaplin. Still, this was doubtless pref-
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crable to pneumonia. They went in. Even Doc was im-

pressed by the girl on the screen. As for Dick, a star

had risen. He had acting ambitions. He'd never seen an

actress like this one—so distinctive, so honest, and so

moving.
Back in Paragould, Arkansas, lie watched for her

pictures, culled scenes from them for his local radio

program, played them with the local Davis and dreamed

she was the real one, became assistant manager of the

Paragould Theater, published the house organ and pep-

pered it with stories of Bette, campaigned for her during

the who-should-play-5Va7'/eff fever, and still believes Selz-
' nick missed out on his best bet. When ''Jezebel" came

I

to town, the boys were all for plastering the lobby with

j

displays. Dick had other ideas. He'd seen a photograph of

' Bette—a head posed by the studio—which he felt cap-

tured the essence of the whole picture. He copied it in

colors, had it beautifully mounted, and hung in solitary

splendor with the lights on it. The effect was terrific.

For the purpose of this story, it's enough to tell that

I through the kind offices of Doc who put up the money,
Dick turned up in Hollywood at the end of '39, studied

briefly with Josephine Dillon Gable, took a room at the

Y and lived the life of every movie aspirant—plunging

between the extremes of hope and despair, with less of

the former and more of the latter as time moved on.

He was feeling pretty dreary one night. He'd been

playing leads in a converted garage down one of Holly-

wood's back alleys. Nobody ever came but friends of the

9 cast, and drunks looking for a spot to curl up and snore
: in. For reasons we won't go into, the author of their cur-

j rent offering had threatened them with a lawsuit unless

U they closed down. This was to be the last night for

their show.
Together with the average quota of drunks, a thor-

;
oughly sober guy stumbled in that night. Thinking the

garage was still a garage, he'd come round to have his

car fixed, and so caught the last act. He was Sumner
Lyon of the Warner casting office, he nabbed Travis

[ji backstage, told him if so-and-so could get leads, he could

1
get six, and suggested he drop in at the casting office next

||
morning.

So he read for Steve Trilling, the casting director,

- who authorized a test, then spoke the sweetest words a

man in Travis's spot could hear. '"You're under contract

*j to Warners."
His first thought was for Doc and the family, his sec-

ond for Bette. She was first lady and he was last contract

player, but on the same lot. He'd probably get to see her,
'

if only from afar. That lent his contract an intangible

radiance. He almost missed her the first time. A girl

stepped out of a car, and ran up the steps of the admin-

istration building, sun glinting on the fair hair that fell

to her shoulders. "What beautiful hair !" he thought. Not
till she turned at the door for a moment did he recognize

Bette. A cup of coffee at the drugstore across the street

carried him through that crisis.

Like all contract players, he was groomed, curried, and

used as atmosphere. He moved through the background

of "Navy Blues," rearing up out of the shadows once or

twice. Then Keith Douglas, cast for "Here Comes the

Cavalry," a short, was drafted. They had to shove some-

body in. Travis says they picked on him because there's

a horse in the story and, by a coincidence, there are also

horses in Arkansas. It's as good a reason as many I've

heard.

Bette had missed the preview of "The Bride Came
C.O.D." and dropped in at a theater to see it. They ran

"Here Comes the Cavalry" first, and here history re-

peated itself. As Travis had been impressed with her

performance, so she was impressed with his. No, she

didn't rave and it wasn't the same kind of revolutionizing

experience, but she was sufficiently impressed to mention

the voting man^to the front office, and suggest that they

misrht do worse than try him out for the role of Bert

Jefferson in "The Man Who Came to Dinner."

Now when they call him Bette's discovery, she gets

mad. "In the first place," she says, "it makes me self-

conscious. I'm no Lady Bountiful and I hate the picture

of myself going round picking people out of the mob.
It's a false picture and a {Please turn to page 56)
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By Liza

AS WE go to press, Bette Davis is just about to walk
/—\ away with the Hollywood Women's Press Club's

/ \ poll for the most cooperative actress. It's a cinch

she'll win. She deserves to win. She must be awfully

bored with winning things by now. But next year, I'll

wager, she will be nosed out of first place by a young
dramatic actress, who is as intelligent as she is beautiful,

named Gene Tierney.

The Tierney and the Davis have one important thing

in common. It isn't their acting ability. Nobody says that

Bette Davis is a bad actress. Well, not out loud. And
plenty of people say that Gene Tierney is a bad actress.

Right out loud. (Hey, give Gene time). The one thing



\
these two have in common is complete confidence in

Publicists and Press. Bette has always figured that

the working press and her studio publicity depart-

j,' ment know their jobs. (Contrary to the theory held

by most of the glamorous and great that press

U agents" and fan writers slither out from under rocks

on pretty days just to annoy them). And Bette. as

you have probably noticed, has not done badly. And
Mow, right out of the blue, or right out of Twentieth

1 Century-Fox to be more exact, comes Gene Tierney

i who figures it the same way Bette does. She should

be so smart.

I first met Gene last June on the top of broiling

{
hot Acoma Rock in the Indian country in New
Mexico, where the "Sundown*

-

company had gone

I on location. She had just been married the week-

end before to Count Oleg Cassini. and was on her

honeymoon, minus her bridegroom. She had also

The torrid Tierney you

see on the screen is

Hollywood's current
glamor sensation. She's

not at all like the Gene
Cassini you'll meet here,

in her cozy bride's house,

photographed exclusive-

ly for our feature story



just recently been made a star by Darryl Zanuck, fol-

lowing her excellent work in "Belle Starr," a picture

that had been planned for Barbara Stanwyck. When I

learned that due to a shortage of tents on the location I

was to share a tent with Gene, my spirits drooped

considerably.

"A new star," I growled. "She'll put on airs like a

road company queen. And a new Countess, heaven help

me. Remember how Gloria Swanson and Connie Ben-

nett acted when they grabbed off titles ! She'll probably

let-them-eat-cake and grande dame it all over the tent.

And horror of horrors—a bride. She'll be moony ad

nauseam
Now don't get me wrong, I approve of brides, some

of my best friends are brides, but I think there is a

definite place for them, and the place is not in a tepee

Now see Gene Tierney

in her new role, exotic

siren of the South
Sees in "Son of

Fury," latest
Tyrone Power
picture.

in the middle of the American desert with a

thoroughly provoked fan writer. My spirits

had sunk so low they were oozing out of the

open toes of my sandals when Gene, hot

and dusty, returned from the day's work on
the Rock. "It's not much," she said with a
friendly smile, nodding at the iron cots, the

makeshift dressing table, and the leaky

shower, "but we might as well call.it home.
Make yourself comfortable—just try!" And
with the perfect grace of a charming hostess

she gave me the best bed, the cleanest towels,

and the first crack at the drippy shower. I

always say "good family" tells—and "good
family" was certainly speaking a mouthful

way out in the middle of the Ameri-
can desert.

The next day Gene had the morning off

and was supposed to pose for a special layout

for me. To my dismay I saw that she had
put on a little gingham house dress she had
brought along with her which zippered right

up to the Tierney chin and hung discourag-

ingly far below the Tierney knees. "For the

pictures today," I stammered, trying to be

subtle, after all you just can't come right out

with it, "it would be better if you wore some-

thing more—er—er, you know, something

more—er
—

"

"Oh, the pictures," exclaimed Gene. "I

forgot about them. I know exactly what you

want. I've got a real low neck dress. Or may-
be you had rather (Please turn to page 63)
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PRETTY

A. L. Whitei
Columbia

Fortunate for Baby David James,

above with Dietrich, that he's so

cute! Claimed best infant "dis-

covery" since Baby Sandy, cherub
was innocent cause of holding up
production of Dietrich's new film,

"The Lady is Willing," when the

star slipped and fell doing a scene

with him and suffered an injury

to a shapely gam, delaying the

picture at a cost of thousands of

dollars. No hard feelings, though
~* Marlene is even sharing her

closeups with li'l Davey, to the

disgust of co-star MacMurray



Yep, Tracy gets the Girl in his

latest film, "The Woman of the

Year"—1 and she's Katharine Hep-
burn. Terrific team co-star in

timely screenplay of a brilliant

woman political columnist who
permits her career to interfere

with her private life as Tracy's

wife. Story goes that Hepburn,
meeting Tracy for first time, said:

"I'm afraid I'm a little tall for you,

Mr.Tracy." Don't worry, Kate—
there isn't an actress in or out of

Hollywood whose talents can top

Spencer's dramatic stature, even
after "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"















PILOT'S DELIGHT is the name given this costume
created for Norma Shearer by Rahvis of London
for her new picture, "We Were Dancing." The
revers, belt, and link buttons are heavily beaded.

MORE BLACK MAGIC: the fitted black crepe
gown pictured on preceding page is shown again
here, topped by its zippered white mess jacket ofcrepe
which is exquisitely appliqued with black lace and jet



INSIGNIA VICTORY: blue fitted sheath with red

and gold bands inserted as stripes down each side of
the skirt. The mess jacket of red romaine is dotted

with gold braid insignias and edged with gold bands.

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY: full skirt of velvet is

sapphire, bolero is ruby red embroidered in silver

thread and sequins. Collar and cuffs of the white
crepe peasant blouse are jeweled in the same tones.



CAT

Cary Grant says he never
had so much fun making
a picture! So you can look
forward to "Arsenic and
Old Lace," Frank Capra's
production of the Broad-
way stage hit, for laughs

and Priscilla Lane as

Cary's pretty heroine

Welioun
Warner B





"The Fleet's In" pre-

sents Dottie as a singer

with Jimmy Dorsey's
celebrated band. Here
Jimmy and his boys are

serenading the sarong-

less (in this film, any-

way) star. Bob Eberly
and Helen O'Connell,
Dorsey's regular vocal-

ists, are also featured
players in the picture.

..,..-*5*.. -:y:f

Malcolm Bulloch, Paramount



PAULETTE
has PLANS

for

MILLAND!

Yes, Miss Goddard in her

new role is giving Ray
Millar)d plenty to ponder
on, as she portrays a New
York newspaperwoman
sent to Lisbon to assist

Ray, appearing as a news
commentator. To add to

the excitement, Paulette is

suspected of being a spy.

Yes, "The Ladv Has Plans."

m • $ i



THE MOST BEAUTIFUL STILL OF THE MONTH
Anne Gwynne and Dick Foran in

"RIDE 'EM, COWBOY"
(The New Abbott-Costello Picture)



ONE blackout night in London a tearing, jagged

split of bomb came crashing through the roof

and slugged down at their very feet. And so it

was that Roddy and his sister came to Hollywood.

Not that a boy of 12 and a girl who was only a year

ahead of him had anything to say about it. Mr. Mc-
Dowall, as Roddy blistered his hand snatching up the

hot, ugly intruder, said things were getting too close for

the good of his children and that it was high time they

were hurried off to a place of safety—America. His

wife, sweeping up the dust of fallen plaster, stoutly

agreed with him.

For that " wasn't the first time their house at Heme

Hill, not far from Croydon—perilous as a powder-keg

because of its airport—had been hit. Not by a long shot.

There were no windows left m it, and a particularly

mean blast had ripped the lock clean out of the front

door, so that anyone could walk right in whenever he

jolly well pleased.

"Daddy got tired mending the holes in the roof,"

Roddy matter-of-factly told me.

Hearing this was like seeing through those holes into

an English home that again and still again raiding Nazis

had made the scene of attempted murder. Out of that

home, by the strange fortunes of war, was to come an

obscure child destined to be {Please turn to page 60)

Roddy and his sister, at left,

find a Hollywood studio set

of London ruins too real-

istic. They lived through

many bombings before
leaving their English home
for safety in America. At
right, Roddy in scene which

made himfamousfrom"How
Green Was My Valley."

Bombed into
stardom! The
touching,
stranger - than -

fiction story of

the gifted 12-

year-old English

boy movie actor,

Roddy McDowall

RODDV

By

Charles

Darnton

GRINS THR 3UGH!
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SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment

without loss of time and money

REMEMBER THE DAY'

ONE-WORD GUIDE

POIGNANT!

APPEAL: To .hose who con rem--

Bishop." this story of e im
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be but she is profound y
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no as the middle-aged woman who

Ta th reward of her years of service
finds the rewaru v

looms as the

when her former pet Pup.l ooms^

next President of the U.

pupil, Young Do
?
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tionalry fine and JohnJayne

r S
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S
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portroyal.

fcn't misT'tmember the Day" for a

good, gentle cry.

20th Century-Fox

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

PUNCHY!

APPEAL- If vou enjoy a rousing melo-

5S5i with Robert Taylor ^getting

rough and Lana Turner l.kmg .t-hurry

to the first show, kids.
_

PLOT- It's plenty tough and tragic; _and_

Un'+ helieve it at all except for

vou wouldn t believe ii

J-lrP c-

tion " =>
. , (j resSed by Adrian,

SOCi
irrrwhVmee s

d
Te:i through, but

ZtS ess faTls for the dangerous

outlaw, supposedly now a ,300 boy on

parole, Johnny Eager. To kim *h* ^ju«

b.ii.v. » Tk. g»t«v
'

s«"pW.

S. br.othleis susp.".., old *>» «»

*

„ din,™ -ill k..p, V"
""'."J "a

S^:^,„i5
d^'.M

not too subtle love scenes.

ACTING: If you mean acting, then you

mean Van Heflin's performance As

Z alcoholic idealist who is Jonnny «

only friend, Heflin's a superb if

highly stylized portrayal. You will re-

member it, and you will watch for him

in future films. If you mean fascinating

hen you're thinking of luscious Lana

and terrific Taylor, who provide the

most striking clash of strong person-

alities you're apt to see in a flock of

movies. Taylor's tough guy is really

tough; he pulls no punches, and you re

not going to think of him ever again

as Beautiful Bob. As for Miss Turner,

she manages to make you sorry for her

in several touching scenes, and that s

an achievement.

M-G-M

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

FUNNY!

APPEAL: You have to be slightly wacky

to enioy this, since it represents Jack

Oakie as a college boy-when w, l he

get that di Ploma?-but it's worth ,t.

PLOT: Nothing so dull and officious as

o plot is to be found here, but a very

free translation of a James Thu ber

whimsy concerning a dumb but willing

Slete whose prowess on the grid, on

is counted on to save dear o d Alma

Mater's prestige and stuff '**
.

mf™
burlesque than satire, still it s the first

.„ .„ tnoof the sacred institution
movie to spooT ine ^«

, .,

of college football, and you II find it

great fun, especially when it involves

Z erratic goings on m a Pressors

family, reminiscent of You Can t lake

t With You," and the complications of

underworld intrigue-not to mention a

rivalry for the affections of the profes-

sor's beautiful daughter, none other

than Linda Darnell. In or out of season,

the football game is a howl.

ACTING: It's all Oakie's picture, and

if you're a fan of the big fellow you

will find him at his loudest largest, and

funniest. If you're not a fa n W ™
now change your mind for there i less

mugging and more artistry than usual

Tn the Oakie antics here though there

s

no danger that he will be stealing

Bayer's subtle stuff. George Murphy ,,

his rival for the fair Linda, with the

issue hardly in doubt at any time and

Milton Berle projects his peculiar brand

of comedy with such disarming candor

that you're won over in spite ot your

very valid objection^ Any comic who

stands out in an Oakie picture has

something. I don't know ,ust what,

though.

20th Century-Fox
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BALL OF FIRE" cu i ivan-s travels;
THE MAN WHO CAME TO

DINNER"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:
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Samuel GoUunjn-BKOMo
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typically American character

Lake also "arrives as
, ..„

her sensational but .ha o*

», Wanted W.ngs..
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appearance is oftened v/ ^
pare nt ""^^'J £c.K a truly

she gives promise
humor a

fine actress. A sly sense ^
surprising thing m sue"

she has already won the men.

Paronio'1"'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

H/IAR/OUS!

APPEAL: So you saw the play? Don t

Monte Woolley. You won't be disop-

ftoT^From the famous stage play and

or once, or at most twice, a dist n

Urovement. J'&^^tf^
tised, twice as tunny, n

Jhe dialogue of the origin- an adds

over the last crack a
ester „

nvasion ot a piaou
celebrity

home by an international c eleb y

whose wit is exceeded on y by

rrpdib e rudeness. His reign «
"punctuated by telephone calls and

Seasonal visits from the great, a crate

leUndertakes iTSSr ^ah to

Th e entire family and his own long-

A^NG-Tonte* Woolley enacts his

famed original role of SnenJan Wh.te-
tamed ong

excruciating arro-

!*„"td "oXi. ««
:

Rett ? Davis plays what is virtually a

^olg role, that ofihe wise and

^r^y^oracterand

as rrr^prSiu
star who almost wrecks her romance

but is prevented in the nick of time by

Ban c played by Jimmy Durante. New-

corne r Richard Travis ,s a find.

IVarwer Bros.

/



Lana Turner gets her Man and he's Robert Taylor—which means that their co-starring

picture, "Johnny Eager," is the most dynamic movie of the month. What a team

—

torrid, honey-haired Turner, playing a debutante who can't resist the dark and

ruthless appeal of Taylor, even though he's a tough hombre and she knows it. But

he's her Man! M-G-M, gives us this perfectly matched pair in another menacing movie
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VIRGINIA MASTERSON— lovely

daughter of one of Chicago's old lain

SPORTS LOVERS—"Gini" and her fiance, Donald

A. Wildauer. Whenever Don can get a few hours off

from his defense job, they go skiing. Gini says:

''After I've been out skiing or skating, I slather on

Pond's Cold Cream, and my face looks nice and

soft again." It's no accident so many lovely engaged

girls use Pond's!

She's

She's Lovely

!

She uses Pond's

!

See what "Gini's" SOFT-SMOOTH
Glamour Care will do for your skin

1 . She SLATHERS Pond's satin-soft Cold Cream
thick on her face and throat.

She says, "Then I pat like anything with quick

little pats—up from my chin, over nose, cheeks,

forehead, till my face feels all fresh and glowy.

This helps soften and take off dirt and stale

make-up. Then I tissue the cream off."

2. She "RINSES'- with lots more Pond's Cold
• Cream. Tissues it off again.

"It's simply grand," she says, "the way my
face feels—so baby-soft and so clean, every

last little smitch of dirt wipes right off."

Do this yourself! You'll love how your skin

feels— so sweet and clean! Use Pond's Cold

Cream "Gini's" way every night— for daytime

clean-ups, too. You'll know then why so many
more women and girls use Pond's than any

other face cream at any price. Buy a jar at any

beauty counter. Five popular-priced sizes—the

most economical, the lovely big jars.

GINI'S RING is as lovely as her

almond-blossom complexion. It

is a brilliant-cut diamond with 3
smaller diamonds each "."„

side, exquisitely set l
» v

in platinum. %

Ij I. Pond's SOFT-SMOOTH
Glamour Cold Cream

j: 2. Vanishing Cream

3. New Dry Skin Cream

ej 4. New Dreamflower Face
:': Powder (6 shades)

5. Pond's "Lips" (5 shades)

POND'S. Dept. 7S-CC,
Clinton, Conn.

Send me samples of 5 Pond's

Beauty Aids listed at left used by
lovely enlaced "iris and society

beauties like Mrs. Geraldine Spreckels

and Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr. En-

closed is 10(i to cover your distribu-

tion expenses, including postage and
packing.

A'ame_

Address,

SCREENLAND 55



Bette Davis Helps A Dream Come True

Continued from page 3

silly one. It creates the impression that

all I have to do is walk up to Hal Walks,
smile sweetly" and say, I think this boy is

good, won't you use him? I could think it

till I was blue in the face, and a blue face

is all it would get me if they hadn't reached

the same conclusion, independent of me.
"Then there's the feeling people have,

'Well, of course he'll go places. I could go
places too if Davis or Sheridan or Garbo
gave me a push.' That's a fallacy. The easi-

est part of this game is getting your chance.

It's from there that the headaches start. If

Travis rockets to fame and fortune, it

won't be because I mentioned his name,
but because he's got the stuff to make good
under his own steam. And if he's got it,

he'd have come through anyway, push or

no push."
That's Bette's view, and she's welcome to

it. The fact remains that, like other good
actors before him, Travis could have
worked in a dozen pictures without being

noticed. At least she's saved him time and
mental anguish. At most—well, let's not

annoy her by going into that.

Travis, who'd left the Y and moved into

an apartment with a couple of friends, was
at home minding his own business one

night when the phone rang. William
Keighley, the director, wanted to see him
next morning. Keighley handed him two
scenes and asked if he could learn them
for a test Monday morning. "It's the part

opposite Bette Davis," he said. Travis

looked from the script to the man and
back to the script. He moistened his lips.

"Opposite Bette Davis," he repeated care-

fully.

This is only a test, of course, he kept

reminding himself for the next forty-eight

hours, when his head threatened to leave

his neck and go floating off to parts un-
known. For the test Brenda Marshall
played the Davis role. Next morning
Travis bumped into the publicity chief

who had a newspaper man in tow. The
P. C. introduced them. "Here's the guy
who's going to play opposite Davis." So
now he knew.
His first meeting with Bette came sev-

eral days later. Someone decided thai there

was a press story in the Paragould poster,

so the home town boys obligingly dug up

the pieces from the theater basement, stuck

them together and sent them on. Travis

was summoned to have publicity stills taken

with Bette and the wreck of his labor of

love. She drove her car round a corner,

leaned out, called hello, parked, shook

hands, said she'd seen his tests and bought

they were swell, kept up a runn.-.g com-
mentary on this and that while the pic-

tures were being shot.

He managed an occasional monosyllable.

His state of mind may best be summed up

in the fact that he couldn't find his way
home that night. Reaching his apartment,

he was told by the landlady that he didn't

live there any more. Which recalled dimly

to mind something the boys had said about

moving today. -Could she tell him where
he did live? No, except that it was some-

where on Hollywood Boulevard. He
cruised up and down, beating on alternate

doors and asking whether any strange char-

acters had turned up. After some hours of

this, he spotted a familiar car parked in

front of a house, went in, failed to raise the

boys or the landlady, peered through win-

dows, picked an apartment by the process

of elimination, stuck a wire through the

screen, climbed in and fell into the slumber

of emotional exhaustion.

He says if it hadn't been for Bette, he'd

probably have been thrown off the set. She
says, stuff and nonsense. The record speaks

for itself.

She asked him to have lunch with her
the first day. "And talked to me," he says,

"not like an expert to a stupe, but like one
equal to another."
Something else happened that day which

touched her. Before each take Dick would
thrust his hand into his pocket. She asked

him why. Rather sheepishly he pulled out

a card, bearing on one side the number 11.

"My lucky number," he explained. "It was
on my football jersey and my track

sweater. Then he turned it over. On the

other side, he'd written Mom.
"Silly for a grown man but—I kind of

like to touch it for luck." If for nothing

else, Bette would have liked him for that.

She encouraged him, kidded him, bol-

stered his spirits. When he fumbled in

clasping a bracelet on her arm, she'd mur-
mur, "How many girls in Arkansas have
you done that to?" When he groaned at

his own ineptitude before the cameras,

Jon Hall and Peggy Drake have the romantic

leads in "The Tuttles of Tahiti," South

Seas picture starring Charles Laughton.

she'd rattle off tales of the horrible blun-

ders she'd made. Between set-ups, she

played cribbage with him to relax them
both.

Preoccupied one day, she kept to her

dressing room. Next day someone told her

he'd gone home in utter dejection, con-

vinced he'd done something to make her

sore. After that, though she might feel like

hell herself, she was careful to give him
her biggest, broadest grin.

What really horrified him was the num-
ber of takes required for some of his

scenes. "You could probably murder me—

"

"Why?"
"For butchering this up."

"Now you listen to me," said Miss Davis

firmly. "Every newcomer to this business

thinks it's a crime when they don't get a

scene the first time. Moreover, I
_
know

what's been bothering you—if Davis and

Woolley can get it, why can't I ? Well,

first of all, my part's disgustingly easy,

and Woolley's been playing this horrible

man so long that he knows the lines back-

ward. Every member of this cast has had
more experience than you. And even if all

that weren't so, nine takes don't matter.

For Wyler—" with a touch of grimness—
"I did forty. All that matters is what
comes out on the screen. They may be

cursing you now, but on opening night, if

the picture's good, they'll forget you were
ever anything but their fairhaired darling."

On other occasions she applied the balm
of laughter. He'd committed the unforgiv-

able studio sin—come late to the set. When '

the directorial thunder died down, he
looked around for a hole to crawl into

Bette crooked a conspirator's finger, and!
he slunk over.

"What happened?"
"Well, it seems he had a bad cold and]

a friend had prescribed Russian food as a

!

tonic, and the food was heavy, so between
the two he felt lousy, and he took some
sleeping pills and he overslept

—

"Don't you have an alarm clock?"
"Not exactly. You see, I live with an-

other guy and it's his alarm clock
—

"

Which rocked Bette on her heels. Which
pierced Dick's gloom with the sense that

maybe he was still fit for human society.

Bette refuses to be a prophet. "I'm nol

going out on a limb with predictions about

his future. There are too many factors

involved. A career isn't wholly up to the

individual. The studio can make it 01

break it. For the next year or two, a I01

is going to depend on the kind of part:

he gets and the kind of directors he work;
with. As for the boy himself, I think h<

has a swell personality, I think he's enor-

mously attractive to girls, he's got en

thusiasm, grit, and a nice ease, a natura
quality which will help him over the hur
dies. I think the greatest thing in his

favor is that he's not actory-looking—tha

way he reminds me of Cooper and McCre;
—and the screen has a terrific need fo

boys you don't just look at and say, he'

an actor.

"Then he's got something else whiclj

seems to me vitally important in this busiF
ness, and that's stability. Out here womei
spoil attractive young men, and attractiv'

young men get delusions of grandeur,
believe Bill has the best kind of insurant
against that in his background and train

ing. He comes of a normal average familf
who love one another, and he wants t'

make good for their sake as well as hi

own. I can understand being completel

thrown by the Hollywood set-up, unles

you have something like that behind yoi

Certain values, oldfashioned or not, th

word doesn't scare me—like loving you
mother and having a feeling about Goc
whatever you choose to call Him, and be

lieving in truth and sticking up for you
principles and not giving a hoot if you'r

called naive. Bill's been brought up thz

way—it's so much a part of him, he can
ever lose it—and I'll risk this one predk
tion—if he doesn't succeed, it won't be be,

cause he couldn't keep his head."
If you're wondering why she calls hji

Bill, it's because the only thing she doesn.

like about him is the name the studio stuc

him with. His real name is William Jus

tice. "Such a strong name," mourns Bett

"The other sounds exactly what it is-

something they pull out of a hat and pi

on an actor." She recalls with a giggl

that they wanted her to change her nam
"You can't go out to Hollywood," the

told her, "with a plain little silly name lil-

Bette Davis."
"Maybe it stinks," she agreed sweetl;

"But it's mine, and I keep it." She wish*

Bill had kept his.

There's nothing about her Bill doesn

like. When the picture was finished, 1

went to her florist and asked what her f:

vorite flower was. Yellow roses, they toi

him. "Look," he said, "I'm a dope aboi

such things. Do me a favor. Fix up son

yellow roses and green stuff and whatevt

else it needs to make it the best, becau.

it's going to the best."

Into the box he tucked a note, which v

won't quote because it's his own busines

We'll just sneak out one line.

> "Before I met you, I thought you we
tops. Now I know it."
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YOU CANT HELP

INHALING*

All smokers inhale some. But Philip Morris
smokers don't worry about throat irritation—even

when they inhale. Here's the difference—reported

by doctors who compared the five leading cigarettes:

IN STRIKING CONTRAST TO PHILIP MORRIS, IRRITANT

EFFECTS OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING BRANDS
AVERAGED MORE THAN THREE TIMES AS HIGH—
AND LASTED MORE THAN FIVE TIMES AS LONG !

Finest tobaccos, of am m m ^H^^ Hfe
course. But that WL I

alone is not enough! MMI WTu R

PHILIP MORRIS

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 12

Valley," but her heart, I think, will always

have a soft spot for Ireland.

"There is always church on the Day,"

she remembered, "and a fine parade in the

morning, with all the soldiers out in gor-

geous uniforms. Nobody goes to work,

everybody is out to watch or take part.

We had a beautiful time! Sometimes we

A true colleen, Maureen looks forward

to March 17! Above, in her Hollywood

home where she gave her first party, an

Irish "high tea," on St. Patrick's Day.

had dinner in the evening, sometimes it

would be evening parties with buffet, some-

times high tea with games and dancing.

But there was a sort of 'feel' in the air,

the excitement of the happy Christmas

season when you are little, only more so."

Maureen hasn't had a party since she

came to Hollywood, so she's going to

"start off easily" with an Irish high tea for

the "Day."
"At home we always have cold sliced

SCREENLAND

meat, salad, small sandwiches, cakes,

cookies and fruit-cake. And tea—plenty of

good, hot tea ! I'll serve the same, except

that we'll have one good hot dish. Any dish

you've never tasted before, you wish on."

Maureen adores all small superstitions,

anything you can wish on, anything that

brings luck. She wouldn't dream of picking

up a glove if she dropped it—someone else

must do that. (What do you do if you're

alone when it happens? Just walk on and
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Attention, yes!— and love and

romance, too— for the girl who
has learned the secret of lovely,

natural-looking eyes.

Quickly, easily—you, too, can have

sparkling, fascinating eyes— eyes

that radiate life and beauty. Just a

touch of Winx Mascara (either

solid or creamy form) to your

lashes and instantly they appear

darker, longer, more luxuriant.

Winx does things for you — en-

livens your whole appearance —
gives you a new fascinating love-

liness— helps you look your best

at all times.

With Winx it's easy to bring out

the natural beauty and charm of

your eyes. Try Winx Mascara on
your lashes today. Then add grace

and form to your eyebrows with

a Winx Eyebrow Pencil. And fin-

ally, to complete the picture of a

"lovelier you" accentuate the color

and depth of your eyes with a

subtle touch ofWinx Eye Shadow.

Insist on Winx for finer quality,

natutal-looking eye make-up.
Winx is water-resistant and easy

to use. In all popular harmonizing

shades. Get Winx today at your

favorite drug, department or 10ji

.store.

FOR LOVELY EYES

give up the glove?) If she spills salt, she

throws a pinch of it over her left shoulder

so as to avoid bad luck. She counts the

number of times it takes to blow out a
candle—that's how long before your wish
will come true.

"I'm going to use my new china for the

first time," she planned, eagerly. "It's hand-
painted, Dresden china, and although I have
three sizes of plates (a dozen of each),

cups, saucers, soup bowls, platters, tea

service, no two flowers or scenes or figures

are alike. I got my set at an auction and
paid a hundred and fifty dollars for it, but

before they delivered it, I was offered two
hundred dollars more for it, and now—just

imagine !—I find it's worth a thousand dol-

lars. I do love a bargain!"
Also about to be used at a party for the

first time is Maureen's chest of silver.

"But I have no apostle spoons," she

mourned. "Every Irish bride starts out with

twelve apostle spoons, each one having a
figure of an apostle on its handle. At a high

tea, you put a spoon in each saucer. But
you can't get them over here." (Maureen
became the bride of Will Price on
Decem'„c:- 29th).

Maureen intends to play the games they

play in Ireland, which she insists are not

very different from the ones we play here,

except that the Irish love to rib each other.

Forfeits are always brought in somewhere,

and Maureen remembers once having to

run down to the corner store in her bare

feet to buy something to bring back to the

party, to prove she had gone.

"Boots Without Shoes was a favorite

game at home," said Maureen. "All those

who didn't know the game would be sent

from the room, then called back one at a

time. When one came in, we'd say: 'Do as

I do and then say .what I tell you to say.'

Whoever was leader would then go through

ill sorts of contortions, the more absurd

he better; if the victim is a he-man type

he's asked to do all sorts of ballet move-
ments, for instance ;

finally the leader would

say : 'Now say boots without shoes.' The
victim would repeat the words. 'No !' we'd

all shriek. Again the whole
_

rigamarole

would be gone through, the victim bewil-

dered but game, and on until he woke up

to the fact that he was supposed to say just

boots.'

"

If Maureen's guests chance to read this,

they needn't suppose they'll get off because

they now know this game—she has much
worse ones in reserve

!

Maureen likes to serve cold ham for high

tea, or cold tongue, salami, pressed chicken

and the like, never cold beef or roast of

any kind. In salads, she always serves hard-

boiled eggs, sliced. Green salad with eggs

is her own favorite, but not long ago she

came across an interesting new one.

FROU-FROU SALAD
Cover cold salad plates with equal

parts of shredded chicory and white

lettuce hearts, cover these with equal

parts of tender white celery and boiled

beets cut in match-shaped strips and

chopped hard-boiled egg whites. Pour
over all a French dressing (Kraft's).

"In Ireland we make quite a 'do' over

bread. It's delicious, bread is. We have

brown bread made with buttermilk, some-

times the wheat is so fresh from the field

we say the bread is almost green. Then
there's soda bread, and good oat bread. Hot
from the oven, it's heavenly! Not so good

for the digestion, maybe. But here flour is

so refined that all the good is taken from it.

How I wish I could meet a miller! I'd

haunt his mill until he let me have a sack

of flour before he got it refined, and then

what a bread feast I'd have!

"As it is, we use whole wheat bread for

sandwiches and Honey and I—" (Honey is

Maureen's secretary-companion, last name

Basil Rathbone co-stars with Elizabeth

Bergner in "Paris Calling," the noted Con-
tinental star's first American-made film.

O'Neill—can she be Irish, too?)
—

"think of

all sorts of fillings. My maid has ideas, too,

and the things we can do with cheese, col-

ored and plain, dabs of pimiento, olive, fish

flakes, and so on ! Slices of crisp onion can

be used effectively, but usually not for a

party.

"I'm fond of short-bread, and think we
have an excellent recipe"

:

SCOTCH SHORT-BREAD
y2 cup butter

cup sugar

1 cup whole wheat pastry flour

Lemon
Salt

Cream until very light, butter, sugar,

salt and lemon; then work in sifted

flour. Care should be taken to work in

flour thoroughly as this makes a very

heavy crumbly paste. Then roll in

round pieces about T/2 inch thick and
crimp the same as edges of pies. Paper
bottom of pan and bake in slow oven

about 15 minutes.

' Florentines are not Irish cakes, but Mau-
reen thinks them rather like an Irish deli-

cacy and is eager to try them on her guests.

FLORENTINES
Sift 2 cups Swansdown flour with %

teaspoon salt and rub into cup but-

ter ; mix to a smooth paste with 1 or 2

tablespoons cream; roll out, fold in 3

and set in ice-box until cold. Roll out,

cut in diamond shapes, place on baking

sheets, prick with a fork and bake in a
hot oven. Cover with stiff fruit jam and
cover jam with stiff meringue made
with stiffly beaten whites of 3 eggs and

7 tablespoons sugar; flavor with Bur-

nett's almond extract, sprinkle with

chopped almonds and brown in slow

oven. Serve cold.

. Irish dishes that Maureen misses are

yellow turnips, mashed, gooseberry pie,

and real Irish stew.

"Real Irish stew should be eaten with

a spoon," she confided. "You take lap of

mutton—that's the part just below the

breast, I don't know what it's called here

—cut it up and simmer it with potatoes

and onions for two hours until the veg-

etables are completely dissolved. Then it's

really something!"
Where the Irish excel, Maureen thinks:

is in using" up leftovers.

"When you have potatoes and vegetables

left over, you can make a tasty meal by

buying a pound of stewing steak—that';
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enough for four—cut it in cubes, put in a

rot with sliced onion and cover with two

inches of water. Simmer V/2 hours. Then
take your leftover vegetables, say. they are

potatoes, carrots, and beans, mash them

with butter and milk, put in a casserole

and pour the meat stew over them. Cover

with a pie crust.

"To hold up the crust, put an egg cup

there in the center of your casserole. We
use an egg cup for deep-dish apple pie,

too.

"I know two marvelous ways to use left-

over beef. First, you mince the beef, mix
with bread-crumbs, chopped onions, and
:wo or three eggs well-beaten. The eggs

moisten the mixture. Now you make pat-

ties, flour them and fry them in Crisco or

Wesson's Oil. whichever you use, and when
crisp, serve hot.

"My second way with beef is to mince
it, then boil potatoes and whip them up
with butter and milk. First place a layer

of potato, then one of meat, then potato,

in a casserole, and bake 20 minutes until

brown. We call this Shepherd's Pie."

Maureen's favorite dessert is rhubarb

pie, made in a deep dish with a good crust.

But she finds herself alone in this taste.

"Roly-poly is a grand dessert," she in-

formed me, "You make a suet crust with

suet, salt, sugar, flour and water ; line a

deep dish, fill it with apples as for pie,

cover with suet crust, then with buttered

paper. Now tie over the dish a pudding
cloth of coarse material. We tie the cloth,

then put in a spoonful of flour and tie it

again: this makes it water-tight. Immerse
the bowl up to its string in water and boil

an hour. Serve with yellow custard."

Although she's Irish, Maureen lives in a
Spanish house, white with a red roof, set

high on a dead end street above Beverly

Hills. There's a great field of scarlet poin-

settias below her place and still farther

below the lights of the city make a far-

flung orchard of lights at night. There's a

back garden, too, so heavily enclosed that

nude sunbathing could be engaged in with

never a wary look-around. So far as I

know, Maureen hasn't tried it yet.

There are rafters in the living room,

a grand open fireplace usually merrily

crackling with a good blaze, a piano spread

with Irish music, and comfortable, lived-

in-looking furniture in soft greens and
tans.

The dining room's chief treasure is the

china closet full of Dresden, and the silver

chest. The kitchen is stocked with more
kinds of eatables than I had ever heard of

;

three ice-boxes, not to mention a grind-it-

yourself ice-cream freezer. For a girl who
hardly knew her way over a kitchen thresh-

old ten months ago, Maureen is amazingly

at home there, directing her maid in the

making of meat pies, the mixing of salad

dressings, the icing of Irish cakes.

"Once you set your mind to a thing,

you can do it," she asserted. Then she

laughed "Unless it's hair," she qualified.

"I'm in two minds about that. You see, I

was born Maureen Fitzsimmons, with curly

hair. Charles Laughton changed the Fitz-

simmons to O'Hara and now the studio is

trying to straighten out the curl from the

back of the hair. It's Fitzsimmons' hair,

true auburn with an obstinate curl, and it

won't behave. I have to be at the studio

at 6 :30 every morning so they can work on
it ; if I had ordinary hair I needn't get there

till seven
!"

Names fascinate Maureen. Her mother
had a sister, Florence Lilburn, and she

wishes her name had been Lilburn. But the

nicest name of all was her grandmother's
! —Tormay. "Tormay is a family name, the

oldest in Ireland, but isn't it nice for a girl ?

You can imagine Torma}r as a romantic
heroine," she sighed.

As a romantic heroine, Maureen O'Hara
does all right, too.

Original gown by Nanty, Inc., New York

Use pf\ESH #2 and stay fresher !

PUT FRESH #2 under one arm— -put your

-present non-perspirant under the other.

And then . . .

1 . See which one checks perspiration bet-

ter. We think FRESH #2 will.

2. See which one prevents perspiration

odor better. We are confident you'll

find FRESH #2 will give you a feeling

of complete under-arm security.

3. See how gentle FRESH #2 is—how
pleasant to use. This easy-spreading

vanishing cream is not greasy— not

gritty—and not sticky.

4. See how convenient FRESH #2 is to ap-

ply. You can use it immediately before

dressing— no waiting for it to dry.

5 . And revel in the knowledge, as you use

FRESH #2, that it will not rot even

the most delicate fabric. Laboratory

tests prove this.

FRESH *2 comes in three sizes— 50c for
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jar; and 10c for handy travel size.
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Haveyou ever used

Internal

Protection?

Tampons are no mystery these

days. Every month more and

more women discover the won-

derful freedom of internal san-

itary protection. But in choos-

ing a tampon, make sure it's

truly modern, scientifically cor-

rect. Only Meds—the new and

improved Modess tampons—
have the "safety center."

Safety Center ?
Whats that ?

The "safety center" is an exclusive

Meds' feature that nearly doubles the

area of absorption. This means Meds
absorb faster—and so surely—you can

forget needless fears. Meds are made of

the finest, pure cotton— they hold more

than 300% of their weight in moisture.

tA woman's doctordidit?

Yes, a leading gynecologist

—

a woman's doctor—designed

Meds. They are scientifically

shaped to fit. As for comfort,

you feel as free as any other

day! Nothing to pin! Nothing

to bulge or show! No odor

worries! Easier to use, too

—

each 'Meds comes in a one-

time-use applicator that ends

old difficulties.

"JSut don't these special

features make Meds

cost more ?

Not at all! Meds cost less than any other

tampons in individual applicators. No
more than leading napkins. Try Meds
and compare! You'll be glad you did.

BOX OF 10-25^ • BOX OF 50-98(f

Meds
The CModess Tampons

Roddy Grins Through!

Continued from page 51

known in a country that still was a strange

land to him as the most gifted boy-actor
of today. For that, no less, is what his

truly fine performance of Him in "How
Green Was My Valley" now has made
Roddy McDowall.
Yet all that this four-foot-eleven, ninety-

pound bundle of talent had to say to that

was, "First I had a nice tiny little scrap
'

in 'Man Hunt,' but Huw is a splendid part."

Quite unspoiled, Roddy gave no credit to

himself, only to the role that was to make
him a star in "On the Sunny Side." Nor
did money seem to interest him in the least,

though Hollywood, which talks even more
than money itself, was saying his salary

would be $2,000 a week.
"Oh," he exclaimed, "I'll be a hundred

and five when I'm earning two thousand a
week ! And Virginia will be a hundred and
six, because, you see, we always share and
share alike."

With this went a smile. And, aside from
his acting, Roddy's smile is the most re-

markable thing about him. Vividly it lights

his pale, sensitive face like a sunbeam and
brings a dancing sparkle into his keen
eyes, darting through an occasional fall of
darkish hair.

"But maybe," he hoped, "I'll be able to

help Daddy put a new roof on our house.
That is, when there's no more bombing of

London."
It was easy enough to think of his having

been bombed into stardom. But, as we
talked of the rain of destruction he had
come through, I was wholly unprepared
for something that followed, something
that brought out the real boy in Roddy as
nothing else could have done. Digging into

the pockets of his tweed jacket, he proudly
showed me a bomb fragment and a piece

of shrapnel ! These grim keepsakes he evi-

dently lugged about with him daily, just as

an American boy stuffs horse-chestnuts
into his jeans.

For his "interview," as he solemnly
called it, Roddy had perched himself duti-

fully on a wall-bench in an office at the

Twentieth Century-Fox Studios. He was
sitting bolt upright, with his knickerbock-
ered-legs straight out in front of him. It

struck me that his stiff position wasn't the

most comfortable in the world for a boy,

and after a while I detected a slight wriggle,

most polite, though unmistakably a wrig-
gle, so I suggested he might like to get

down and limber up.

"Thank you," he gratefully beamed, "I

should like it very much," and he was on
his feet in a single leap.

Through the door at that moment edged
a fair-haired, slender girl, rather quiet or
merely shy, perhaps a bit of both. Roddy
caught her hand and eagerly brought her
forward, with : "My sister, Virginia."

As the two children stood fondly to-

gether, I noticed that the girl was a full

head taller than her brother.

"I'm so sorry—for Virginia, I mean,"
said Roddy, following my eye. "We were
exactly the same size when we came to

Hollywood, and so Virginia was chosen to

play Ceinwen in 'How Green Was My
Valley.' Then the production of the pic-

ture was postponed for six months, and
during that time Virginia grew three and
a half inches—imagine that ! It's such a

pity, for she grew herself right out of the

part. And I think she's very good. But,

anyway, we always divide what we make,
so she has half of my salary."

"I also outgrew twenty dresses I brought
over for pictures," added Virginia, taking

the inevitably feminine angle. "They don't

fit now and they can't be lengthened. But,"

brightening, "I'm very happy about it, be-
cause I like American clothes better. Of
course, it was absurd of me to grow the
way I did."

On the other hand, it seemed to me that
she, not to mention her brother, might well
have been scared out of a year's growth by
crossing death-haunted waters.

"I was scared stiff in London," confessed
Virginia. "But on the ship I was so sea-

sick that I was too busy to be frightened.
Anyway, it might have been far worse for
both of us. When war was declared, an
agent hoped to sell Roddy for American
pictures, and I was to go along, as we have
always been together in our work since we
were five and six. If that arrangement had
gone through, we both would have been
on the Athenia." She shuddered at the
thought of the helpless little ones who had
been plunged into eternity when that brave
craft on its errand of mercy was struck a
mortal blow. "Roddy was too interested in

what was going on, both in London and at
sea, to be afraid."

"Of course, I knew it was dangerous,"
granted Roddy, "but I didn't worry much.
At home mattresses were a protection from
splinters, unless there happened to be a
direct hit. Before leaving London we hadn't
been to bed for seven weeks. We just

dragged mattresses into an old cupboard
under the stairs in the back hall, and all of

us managed to sleep there fairly well. You
know, you can do almost anything if you
only set your mind to it. We really weren't
actually uncomfortable, at least on reason-
ably quiet nights. All that time Virginia
and I still were in English pictures and
making daily trips to studios. One day when
we were returning from' fittings in a train

going from Oxford Circus to the Elephant
and Castle all passengers were called out
at Piccadilly. But it wasn't a very good air

raid."

"By a 'good' air raid," duly explained
Virginia, "Roddy means a bad one."

"For that matter," he insisted, "we had
a lot better ones right at home. At a studio

we'd stop work and go into a shelter, and
that was a nuisance, just dull."

"A bit stuffy," amended Virginia. "Roddy
always wanted to be outdoors when a raid

was on so that he could watch it, and
Daddy had an awful time getting him in off

the street."

"It was exciting to watch," glowed her
brother, "and I didn't want to miss any-
thing. You only get something like that

once in a lifetime."

"That's often enough for me," Virginia

was content to say.

But even this was said with a smile, as

though it were her little joke. The calm
way in which those two youngsters talked

of life-and-death matters revealed to me,

as nothing else could have done, the British

attitude generally toward the gigantic

struggle it is making. Still, it seemed they

must have been filled with dread at facing

the perilous voyage they had made.
"We got away at a rather exciting time,"

was Roddy's only admission. "There had
been four hours of raid the day before we
left, and our house was hit by a lot of two-

inch shrapnel. Then, on the morning we
started for Liverpool, there was another

raid at Euston. Things at the railroad sta-

tion were pretty lively. That made getting

off by train an awful nuisance. Oddly
enough, we arrived at Liverpool in the J

midst of a raid. We had to wait there a

week, and for five days while we were at

the hotel there was a raid with every meal.

Kept always on the buffet was a large card,

and when anything happened it would be
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turned over with its lettered side reading,

'Air Raid Now in Progress.' That meant

you had to stay right where you were—in
the dining room."

"And that meant more ice cream for me,"

interrupted Virginia. "One day I had three

dishes. My appetite was good, so I was

happy to stay there. And when I went out

into "the streets I was very interested in

the signs I saw. One, on a partly blasted

place, read, 'Shop More Open Than Usual,'

while another said, 'We May be Shuttered,

but We're Not Shut.' I thought them very

funny."
Both even boarded the boat without fear

except for the father they were leaving

behind. With bombings still going on,. the

ship lay at anchor for two days. One bomb
exploded only fifty yards away.

"That gave me a great thrill," said

Roddy.
"It was impossible to keep him off the

deck," said Virginia, reprovingly.

"Well," argued her brother, "that was

the only place where one could see things.

One day, through glasses, after we'd got

under way, I saw some porpoises—at any

rate, that's what I thought they were. But

they weren't really. They turned out to be

submarines. Wasn't that a funny mistake

to make?"
By that time, it developed, Virginia had

taken to her berth, sick. "We had twenty-

four hours of bad storm after getting out

of the submarine zone, where we'd been for

three days," she reported. "I slept through

most of it."

"Virginia was in the top bunk," related

Roddy, "and one night of the storm she

popped out like a shot and came down like

the stick of a rocket. It was a bit of luck

that I just managed to catch her. They
wanted her to recite at the ship's concert,

but she didn't feel up to it. I was terribly

sorry, because she was given a medal at

school for reciting Shakespeare."

"So were you," his sister reminded him.

When I asked whether he had recited at

the concert, Roddy said he had given "The
Sea is His." At the incidental auction of

unknown quantities he won a bottle of

whiskey. "Of all things!" he marveled.

When I wondered what he had done with

his prize-package he replied, "I gave it to

a sailor."

H. G. Wells was one of the passengers,

and Roddy met him on the deck.

"Did Wells talk with you?'/ I inquired.

"He said," quoted Roddy, " 'Hello, where
are you going?'

"

"Not exactly chatty, eh?" I remarked.

Again that flashing smile, then a laugh

that bespoke a full-grown sense of humor.
It was equalled only by his courage. Here
was a boy, I concluded, who throughout

his entire eventful journey to Hollywood
had been absolutely unafraid.

"Oh, no," he hastened to say. "I was
afraid of New York."

"Its size?"

"No, its lights. They seemed so danger-

ous. I suppose that was because they would
have been in London. We'd had blackouts

so long that now lights terrified me. I sort

of wanted to go and put them out. They
made me feel uncomfortable. And without
lights, you see the stars much better."

I couldn't help feeling that the poet in

this boy was speaking. But when I. asked

what he liked best of all in America he
said, "Laurel and Hardy."
"And you?" I inquired of his sister.

"Chocolate milk sodas," promptly an-

swered Virginia.

I wished her a good part so that she

would be able to buy herself many sodas.

"Oh, that doesn't matter," Roddy assured
me. "You know, we always share and share

alike."

In token of which those devoted young-
sters, walked off hand-in-hand.
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First, Marlene cleanse ^ dryness that

^^^°TL fresh Woodbury for allni&t.

cream and dabs on fre ^ for an

She trusts her skint
constant ly acting to

exclusive
ingredient is con Marlene:
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"Do this nightly-

WOODBURY COLD CREAM

Try Marlene Dietrich's Nightcap. Today get

Woodbury Cold Cream. Large jars are

50c
1

to S1.25. Introductory sizes 10f£, 25it.

For special skins — special creams. 11

your skin is normal, Woodbury Cold

Cream is all you need. If oily, cleanse

with Woodburv Cleansing Cream. Il

drv, use Woodburv Dry Skin Cream at

nisht. For any skin use new ^ oodbury

Foundation Cream for a powder base.
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AVOID

LIPSTICK

PARCHIilG

Are your lips in style / Coty has made it so easy

to keep that glossy, clamorous look that every-

one admires—that smart lips must wear.

Into every "Sut/Deb" Lipstick goes a special

ingredient to yard off chapping— protect

against dryness/parching ! Your lips keep their

delicate, flow* texture—while they wear thrill-

ing, high-sty/e color! Join the millions who

have chang/d to "Sub-Deb"! $1.00 and 50$.

TRY MAGI1ET RED
Rich, true, ringing red—blends
ivith almost all skin tones. Other
high-fashion colors in the Coty
range of 9 flattering shades:

GITAHE
bright "gipsy" tones

BALI
luscious, siren shade

DAHLIA
lovely, flower-soft

TAMAll
ultra-chic "Latin" red

"You Girls Are Too Beautiful!^ says George Sanders
Continued from page 25

parts of the world lose at a much earlier

age. English and Continental girls take
themselves more seriously. They develop
a womanly reserve and a dignity . of car-
riage that ends youthful vivacity and charm.
"The American girl is frank—but not

brutally so. The Continental girl cannot
bring herself to call a spade a spade. She
is more inhibited," he explained.

"Sport clothing that permits the body to

move and breathe more easily is popular
here in Hollywood. Not so in England
and Europe. Clothes are more formal in

cut and, I might say, body-binding.
"However, there are a few scores on

which the English girl has the edge. Her
complexion is exquisite. Her makeup con-
sists of far less cosmetics and much more
natural epidermis. She is superior in com-
plexion to any nationality of woman I have
ever seen. Why is that? Oh, for a number
of reasons. Some beauticians say it is diet,

difference in food eaten, and others say it

is climate. Those famous London fogs are

said to be a tonic to the skin. At the age
of thirty or thirty-two, the English woman
has a fine, small-pored skin of the Holly-
wood girl of twenty-three or four. It

sounds incredible, perhaps, but it is true.

In any semi-tropical or tropical countries,

the sun dries the youth from skin. It brings

on premature age and wrinkles. Hollywood,
with its dry climate, must take a back seat

for England with its humidity.
"Another thing, girls in the Isles and on

the Continent seem to have more naturally

lustrous hair than those here. But, of

course, hot lights on the sets account for

the drying out of the stars' hair. I think
Hollywood girls fuss far too much with
novel hair-dos and with frightful dyeing
jobs. I, for one, don't care for complicated
ringlets and tricky waves that take a hair-

dresser hour upon hour to finish."

Mr. Sanders, undoubtedly, has tested his

patience waiting for more than one local

lovely going through her endless beauti-

fication.

While discussing things of beauty with
Mr. Sanders, you learn that beauty is not
its own excuse for being, contrary to what
a famous English poet wrote. It is the
woman's own excuse, he maintains. After
all, it is woman who, through gifts of
Mother Nature and the artistic application

of cosmetics, brings beauty into being. Like
many men, Sanders realizes that

—

Little grains of powder
And little dabs of paint

Make a girl's complexion
Look like what it ain't

!

He doesn't mind being fooled to a cer-

tain extent. Still he prefers cosmetics at a
minimum—especially for his future wife,

whoever this feminine X quantity may be

—

"Because I don't want the contrast of her
night-before appearance to be too great

when I see her across the breakfast table,"

he laughs.

And speaking of wives-to-be, although
Mr. Sanders is not contemplating going
Brigham Young, he has an eye or two open
for the girl who may be the missing half

of a desirable duo. (Don't fail for rumors
that he's already married. 'Tain't so.) San-
ders declares open season on himself. And
the point is that this Britisher who happens
to have one swell sense of humor, is open
to suggestions from any feminine admirers
near or far. It doesn't matter that another
Leap Year is a long way off.

When he announces, "I am waiting to be

pursued until I catch my future wife," he

is not exactly turning Screenland into a

lonely hearts column. For the Sanders heart
is not lonely. It is sub-divided. Part of it

belongs to this girl, part to that girl, but
none to Daddy. It is merely trying to en-
courage the "real thing" to come along.

Since we place honesty before levity, we
must inform readers that this is an open
competition for the gentleman's hand. May
the best gal. win! The line forms at the
typewriter. No penned proposals will be
accepted. No box-tops are necessary. Re-
member, the decision of the judge-—Judge
Sanders—will be final. For obvious reasons,
in case of ties, there will be no duplicate
awards. For the only possible ties will be
marital.

Of course, three or four glossy and clear
photographs would help no end, along with
full particulars about yourself, your tem-
perament, your habits. Also photographs of
mother, dad, brothers, cousins, and nephews.
Have we forgotten anyone?
There is more method in this madman's

madness than appears on the surface.
There's an old saying that most daughters
shape up to look like their mothers in later
years. And what is a better preview of
daughter's future appearance than a photo-
graph of her mother?
But what's the advantage of having dad's

or brother's or nephew's or cousin's pictures
included ?

"I want to be master in my own home,"
laughs Sanders. "Suppose one of my mail-
order prospects happened to have a giant of
a brother who played tackle for Stanford.
How could I beat my wife with a clear
conscience and without worry about getting
a mauling from a tough brother?"
Does Mr. Sanders expect to go caveman,

to become a veritable Rhett Butler in his
home? Well, not really, but he must be
benevolent dictator or he will not become
the party of the first part who takes unto
him for life a party of the second part.

The qualities Mr. Sanders wants in his
wife are as legion as the sands on the sea-
shore.

"She must have infinite understanding.
She must be free from jealousy. She must
be willing to marry permanently—and not
for the Hollywood 'until death do us apart'
term, which amounts to about six weeks in
many cases. She must be versatile—

a

duchess in the drawing room, a chef in the
kitchen—in the event of servant trouble

—

and a generally adaptable person."
Among other things, the future Mrs. S.

must be about five feet four or six. She
would then reach the tip of the Sanders
nose, as he illustrated by standing before
his fireplace and indicating the ideal height.
Sanders himself stands six feet three above
sea level. Something else about this woman.
She must know how to dress, because

—

"Some women spend a fortune on clothes
and look frightful," he contends, "while
New York and Los Angeles stenographers
of modest means are smart-looking on a
small budget. A neat woman would be best
because I'm so sloppy myself. There can't
be two untidy people under the same roof.

"A wife with a mind like a catalogue
would be just the thing. She would know
where I've mislaid my pens, books, and
miscellaneous objects.

"Above all, she should not be addicted
to a disease which the novelist P. G. Wode-
house's wife has. That is the 'did you?'

.

disease. 'Did you put out Tabby for thel
night?' 'Did you lock and bolt the door?'
'Did you do this?' and 'Did you do that?'

until she drives you to insomnia or drink."

And what about physical aspects?
"Oh, she must be shapely of body as well

as legs—with, shall we say?—a slight un-
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dcrstatement in voluptuousness. She must

have a face that doesn't require the exten-

sive use of cosmetics. Hair? A sort of

brunette. Funny thing is that most of the

women with whom I've gone have been

blondes, and I've found myself wishing

they were brunettes," he said.

Does he prefer an actress to an everyday

girl?

"Not necessarily. You can never tell

whom you'll marry. Love strikes like light-

ning. Any time. Any place."

At present there are many fascinating
' women in Hollywood, so far as George

Sanders is concerned. One is Marlene Die-

trich, "who has magnetism—real magnet-
' ism. Whatever she does is dramatic and
1 compelling. She walks, and everybody in

• the room watches her. She has what few
women possess—an electric personality."

Another person who causes a short cir-

|

cuit in Sanders is Dorothy Lamour, whom
he has yet to meet.

If a lovely lady made up of Ginger Rog-
ers' legs, Ida Lupino's figure, Dorothy La-
mour's face and hair, and with Marlene
Dietrich's personality were to confront

George Sanders, there is reasonable evi-

dence that he would gladly say "cheerio"

to bachelorhood. After all, this heavenly
creature is a product of his own imagina-
tion.

Let Byrons, Shelleys, and Keats immor-
talize beautiful women in verse. Let his-

torians romanticize famous ladies of the

|
past. Let them say Helen of Troy, Cleo-

patra, and Du Barry, for instance, were
the most beautiful and charming women

:

! who have ever lived. And then let George
Sanders have the floor for a few minutes.

He will tell you that there are one hun-
« dred girls in Hollywood who would make
]

them all look like ideal timber for spin-

sterhood.

"Why, I wouldn't have wanted a date

with Helen of Troy," he says, "despite the

fact that in honor of her beautiful features

somebody wrote the lines, 'The face that

launch'd a thousand ships.'

"How could anyone care for Helen? In
> those days they didn't have soap or other

hygienic products. No toothbrushes. They
treated their hair with mud packs. What a
mess old Helen must have been coming out
of the mud ! Besides that they had baths
mainly for ornamental purposes. It would
have been awful to go dining with Helen
of Troy after a long and warm day of
launching a thousand ships," he laughed.
Mr. Sanders, who had that headache

some months back, will no longer tell you
that "Hollywood girls are too beautiful."

He maintains "No one can be too lovely."

Nor will he tell you who of the scores of
gorgeous creatures in Cinema City is most
beautiful.

After all, there is such a thing as diplo-

macy. And he is not in the market for more
headaches

!

Gene Tierney's

Honeymoon Home
Continued from page 34

I wear shorts and bras ? Or a bathing suit ?

Just tell me what you want me to do. I'll

do it."

Well—after a lifetime of stars who tell

mc what they'll do, Gene Tierney's sugges-
tion that I tell her what to do went com-
pletely to my head. When I returned to

Hollywood they say I raved insanely for

weeks about a strange phenomena I had
met out there in the middle of the Ameri-
can desert. A movie star who was eager to

cooperate. When 1 came to my senses I

decided that maybe I had been slightly

security for you in the

critical Close-Up
Don't be fooled by face powder that looks smooth at a distance. It's

the close-up that coimts! That's when Cashmere Bouquet Face Powder

flatters you most . . . lovingly veils your skin in filmy beauty.

THIS is a bold challenge! Lightly

pat on Cashmere Bouquet Face

Powder. Now bring your hand mirror

close to your face. You'll see what a

man sees in a Cashmere Bouquet

close-up. No coarse powder particles,

but an all-over misty bloom, delicate

as the finish on a butterfly's wing.

You'll see naturalness; supreme

smoothness; flattering life-like color. And

in the close-up, your skin will breath

the costly perfume of Cashmere Bouquet

Face Powder— the 'iracrance men love'.

6 ravishing shades. In generous 10c and

larger sizes at all drug anil toilet counters.

Cashmere Bouquet face Powder
Another member of

Cashmere Bouquet

—

the Royal Family
of Beauty Preparation
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Right, Holly-
wood's first studio

air raid shelter.

Bette Davis, Den-
nis Morgan and
their co-workers
gathered in the

Warner Brothers

studio refuge
after an alarm for

a practice air

raid drill was
sounded. Watch
for more pictures

of studio shelters

in the next issue.

"teched" by fresh air and Indian legends.
But after checking around with studio pub-
licity departments and other writers I

learned that Gene is just as extra-special
as I thought her. When the publicity de-
partment wants leg art she figures that they
know what they are doing, and she gives
them all the art they want and when they
want it. When her studio bosses decided
that she should show her sex appeal in a
sarong in Ty Power's "Son of Fury" Gene
didn't quibble, she just said, "All right. But
get me some red flannels to wear under
that sarong. I don't want to freeze." And
when fan writers request an interview Gene
doesn't suddenly think up fifty million ex-
cuses why she shouldn't be bothered. She
sees them immediately (she has such great

respect for deadlines that I suspect there

must have been a typewriter pounder in her
family tree) and does her best to help

them make the story interesting. She isn't

fussy about her stories. She figures that

the writer knows his job or he wouldn't

be there.

She is completely unimpressed by the
Countess stuff. When I teased her once

about her title she said, "Olie doesn't like

to be called a Count. He'll become an
American citizen in a few months now, and
automatically loses his title. I'm awfully
glad." (And when I think what a fuss

Gloria and Connie made over their Marquis
—crests and all that hoopla). Gene broke
all Hollywood precedent when she told

the truth about her feelings following the

family squabble that resulted from her sur-

prise marriage to attractive young Oleg
Cassini. Because of her honesty and co-

operation Gene is fast becoming the pet of

the press and the publicists. And that, as

Bette Davis can tell you, won't do her any
harm.

So I knew when I asked Gene to let me
take pictures of her new home that I

wouldn't be given a pretty brush-off. "Of
course," said Gene, "but I haven't even

finished furnishing it yet. Olie and I have
been working so hard ever since we mar-
ried that we haven't had time to buy all

the furniture we need. But come on out
anyway."
When Mrs. Cassini says that she has been

working hard she ain't lying. After "Sun-
down" last summer came "The Shanghai
Gesture," quickly followed by "Son of

Fury" and "Rings On Her Fingers" at her
own studio. (If Darryl Zanuck says six

pictures a year are good for her, Gene
doesn't yell and scream and call up her
lawyer like a lot of other stars we could
name. She just figures that Mr. Zanuck
knows his job.)

Movie stars are very house-proud. They
don't want rhotographers to take pictures

of their elegant homes until every drape
is in place, every Chippendale is in its right

corner, and the family plate is bright
and shining. So surprise number one was
that Gene and Olie's house was not in place.

The drapes didn't fit at ail, as Gene gaily
pointed out, and we couldn't possibly
"shoot" but one side of the bedroom. And
surprise number two was that you and you
and even you live in a much better, and
bigger, house than does Hollywood's most
promising young dramatic actress. Cozy is

the word for it.

"It's really the guest house," said Gene
taking me on a quick tour of her home,
and really quick, as it consists only of a
small living room, a small bedroom, a small
kitchen and dining room combination, and
a bathroom, also small. "The big house is

up on the hill. It's a lovely old place but
it will take thousands of dollars to do it

over the way we want it. It may be eight
or nine months, or even a year, before we
do anything to it at all. We have to wait
and see how our careers work out. In the
meantime we've become awfully fond of this

little house—we may never want to move.
See the frigidaire and the stove. Olie

FOR FIVE OUT OF SEVEN WOMEN...

These days when beauty means so

much, use Matched Makeup— color-

coordinated Marvelous Powder,
Rouge, Lipstick ... by Richard Hudnut!

• Color harmony in makeup, cosmetic experts

say, is the secret of natural beauty. Yet recent

surveys show that the majority of women unknowingly use

powder, lipstick and rouge never intended to go together.

To solve this problem, Richard Hudnut developed a new idea

in cosmetics—Marvelous Matched Makeup. It consists of

powder, lipstick, rouge in color-coordinated shades. A mere

three minutes . . . and instant new beauty is yours!

A face powder, perfect for today's busy women!

Marvelous Face Powder is fine-textured—gives a delicate,

natural finish. And it stays on smootldy up to five full hours,

thanks to two special adhering ingredients . . . ingredients so

pure they're often advised for sensitive skins.

Try Marvelous Face Powder . . . and for the added beauty

of a matched makeup, try Marvelous Rouge and Lipstick,

too. In true-to-type shades—one just right for you! At your

favorite cosmetic counter. Large sizes 55* each.

MARVELOUS
/ftkZtX&rz^. ROUGE, LIPSTICK AND

THE POWDER THAT OH,57*YoZ6M
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bought them with the first check he made
from 'Shanghai Gesture'."

Except for the frigidaire and the stove

and the bed (a regular Hollywood bed, so

help me) everything in the house is an

antique, or at least very old. "The big

house, which really isn't big but we just

call it big, is seventy-five years old," said

Gene with pride in her voice. "It used to be

a part of the 'No Chance Ranch' (we
shuddered when we learned we had bought

a place named that) and was owned for

years by Bobby Stack's grandfather. This

house we're in was just an old shack until

Olie and I patched it up. Isn't it wonder-

ful ? I never had a home before I loved so

much."
Gene, remember, comes from Connecti-

cut where people go into ecstacies over cen-

tury-old barns which they can remodel into

homes. And the spirits of her New England

ancestors must have been around when she

bought the furniture. Among her prized

possessions are a cobbler's bench well over

a hundred years old, an old New York hat-

box which she has made into a waste paper

basket, a Boston rocker which is her pride

and joy, and a two hundred year old chest

which she got at a bargain and which once

belonged to the Hearst collection. She has

kerosene lamps all over the place. As a-mat-

ter of fact collecting old lamps is one of her

hobbies. Another is collecting lipsticks. "I

must have a million of them," she says, "I

change colors according to my mood."

And still a third hobby is sewing, some-

thing, I can testify, she does beautifully. She

is working on a series of samplers, and I

must say they fit in perfectly with her

Godey prints and her hooked rugs. She

learned to sew while she was at a fashion-

able school in Switzerland, and is so crazy

about it that she will start sewing on any-

thing that is near her, be it cup towels, a

dress, or a sheet that the laundry has torn.

"My sewing," she says, "and Olie's tennis

are the only bones of contention in the

Cassini household."

Sewing, however, seems to be the only

worthwhile thing she learned at the four

society schools she attended before she de-

fied the Tierney-Taylor traditions and went

on the stage. "Fudge," she says unhappily,

"is the only thing I can cook. But we have

just bought a waffle iron and I am going to

learn to cook waffles for Sunday morning

breakfast parties. Madeleine—she's the en-

tire Cassini staff—is off on Sundays."

Gene claims she didn't know she was the

domestic type until one afternoon when she

was strolling casually through a park in

Los Angeles, trying to straighten out her

problems: Should she stay in Hollywood

and try hard to become a success on the

screen, or should she go back to New York
and her first love, the theater? As she

passed by a group of middle-aged women
who were having a picnic she heard one of

them say, "Mrs. Brown, your peach pre-

serves are delicious," and another one say,

"But not so good as your blackberry pre-

serves, Mrs. Smith. May I have the

recipe?"

"Suddenly," said Gene, "I knew I wanted

above everything else to be homey, marry

a nice man, have cute children, and make
peach preserves."

She hasn't done anything about the cute

children and the peach preserves yet, but I

must say she has certainly married a nice

man. Oleg Cassini, once you forgive him
for having been born in Europe, is one of

the swellest guys in this town. You have

only to see Gene and Olie together
_
to

realize that they are probably the happiest

young couple in this neck of the woods.
_

"I have a cousin who has the same kind

of a sense of humor as Olie has," Gene con-

fided to me one day. - "I never liked my
cousin until I married Olie. Now I'm crazy

about him."
See how it is, folks?

"MY SHINING HOUR?

I've 24 a day!"

JOAN BENNETT, star of the Edward Small picture

"TWIN BEDS," says: "A movie star has to keep up the illusion that teeth just

never grow dull or tarnished... That's easier than you may think, with such a high-

polish powder as CALOX for daily care."

"ONCE YOU LEARN the tricks of perfect

grooming, the idea is to stick by them re-

ligiously. I even keep an extra can of CALOX

in my travel case— lest I forget."

EVERY DAY'S a crowded day for movie stars.

CALOX cleans brilliantly and quickly — due

to a superbly efficient formula that contains

five cleansing and polishing agents!

SCREENLAND

CALOX HELPS TEETH
SHINE LIKE THE STARS'

BY" BRINGING OUT NATURAL LUSTRE

1. CALOX CONTAINS 5 CLEANSING AND POLISHING AGENTS.

A real beauty tooth powder, promotes a brilliant gloss

!

2. EXTRA SOFT AND SMOOTH because it's double-sifted

through 100 mesh silk screens.

3. FRESH-TASTING— no strong medical taste. Your whole

family will like its clean, tangy flavor. Children love it.

McKESSON & ROBBINS, INC., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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* * * ALL OUT FOR DEFENSE! * * *

And
Every

Good

Cause

!

Linda Darnell, far
right, helps the sale of

Defense Bonds and
Stamps. Right, with

Secretary Knox and
Admiral Harold Stark,

Linda attends a rally

in Washington, D. C.

Errol Flynn, who enlisted in campaign against
paralysis which began on the President's Birth-

day, January 30th, makes a crippled tot happy.

Shirley Temple, Betty Brewer, Joan Carroll at
All Nations Foundation during "see for your-
self" tour of Community Chest agencies.

Jimmy Durante played Santa Claus for one c
the Crippled Children's Federations, a grou;

participating in the President's Birthday Party!*

THE Women's Press Club of Hollywood
I may think that Ginger Rogers is the most
uncooperative actress, but the "Roxie Hart"
company thinks she's terrific. The day they
finished shooting, the crew presented Roxie
with stirrups and bridle reins, silver-trimmed
and engraved, "To Ginger from the 'Roxie
Hart' gang." Director William Wellman
gave her a fishing-pole. Ginger took her loot

to her farm in Oregon. As a gag she framed
a bill of sale, showing that she had bought
a horse and charged it to Wellman. The di-

rector wants to have Ginger arrested—for
not showing sales tax!

CARY GRANT has a clause in his con-
tract that permits him to okay all his

still pictures. This because one side of his
face photographs better than the other.
Strangely enough, Cary can't stand the taste
of sugar. Growing up in Europe during the
first world war, he had to do without it.

Now sugar makes him sick to his stomach.
The day he finished "Arsenic and Old
Lace," Cary "gifted" everyone on the lot.

To members of the working crew, he pre-
sented over one hundred twenty-pound tur-
keys. No wonder everyone calls him "Colos-
sal Cary."

By Weston East

GUESS who Mickey Rooney's new
screen partner is going to be ? None

other than our own Shirley Temple ! You'll
see them together for the first time in
"Babes In Hollywood." They say that the
studio now feels that Judy Garland not
only looks older, but she also looks larger
playing opposite Mickey. So Judy will prob-
ably do "As Thousands Cheer" for her
next and have a grown-up leading man.

HOLLYWOOD producers are having the
blackout blues ! To get everyone away

from the studios before dark, they now start
shooting at eight A.M. This means that
movie stars must arise at five to get made
up and be on the set on time. Strangely
enough, the stars_ are taking it in their
stride. But the chimpanzee that's working
with Maureen O' Sullivan in the new "Tar-

'

zan" picture, just won't start acting until

nine. Johnny Weissmuller even bribed him
with candy and nuts. But the Chimp wouldn't
budge and that was that. They started
shooting at nine.

NORMA SHEARER is a taffy blonde
What's more, she loves it . . . George

j

Raft's Mack Grey is now Hollywood':

;

favorite liquor dealer . . . Gary Cooper gavs
Nancy Raye Gross away when she marriec

j

director Howard Hawks in Pasadena. Yesjj

Gary stayed awake . . . Lieutenant Richarcij

Greene will marry Patricia Medina, Britislf

film actress. Virginia Field, now a ravish-:]

ing brunette, reported not too upset . .

Everyone, including mama and papa, jj
surprised when Connie Bennett and Gilbert'

Roland's baby was born at home . .
|

Mickey Rooney and Ava Gardner are look-,

ing for an apartment. No big home foi
them after they are married . . . Cesaii

Romero has a wonderful new seven-yeaij

deal with his studio. He celebrated by buy-,

ing his mother and sister new mink coats

. . . Maria Ouspenskaya has a new buddy.
It's the leopard she works with in the

"Mystery of Marie Roget." She won hin:

over by wearing "Tabu" perfume . . . Lupe
Velez broke a toe doing a ballet at ;

Hollywood party . . . Humphrey Bogari
was late on the set recently. The reason*
He was home planting his Spring petunias

!

. . . Hedda Hopper's smart wardrobe ac-

tually stopped traffic. Famous designer Johi
Hambleton is responsible.
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Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon, Norma Shearer,

Edward Arnold, representing the film industry

at the big Community Chest Drive luncheon.

HERE and there and in your hair :
Ann

Sheridan is learning French. Richard

Whorf kidded: "If it wasn't a dead lan-

guage before, it will be now !"
. . . On her

twenty-fifth birthday, Olivia de Havilland,

born in Tokio, became a proud American

citizen. Orson Welles is determined to have

Janet Gaynor for a picture. He's reading

scripts like mad . . . Bob Sterling is Ann
Sothern's current escort. Bob Sterlings

lister is Ann Sothern's current secretary.

Sounds like a family affair. Many-times-

engaged Anne Nagel finally took marriage

vows in surprise wedding in Boston court-

room. Lieut. James H. Keenan was the lucky

man Mischa Auer and Joyce Hunter finally

said "I Do" in front of Mayor La Guardia.

Comedian took his vows seriously and that's

news.

Susan Hayward fiolds an infant from the Sal-

vation Army Home while Lew Ayres looks on.

Edwaru G. Robinson, Ronald Colman, Mischa

Auer and other notables made a coast-to-coast

appeal in behalf of the Russian War Relief.

DONALD COLMAN has his lighter rao-

K ments too! Recently the dignified star

returned from Canada, where he had been

to help them sell defense bonds. In his Bev-

erly Hills home Ronnie and the Missus

gathered their favorite group of f" ends -

Among them were Ginger Rogers, Claud-

ette Colbert, the Harold Lloyds, Barbara

Hutton, Cary Grant, and strangely enough,

Col. Tim McCoy. The former western star

and the reserved Ronnie have been friends

for twenty years. Everyone gathered m the

Colman barroom that features all those

early-day photographs of the stars. (You

should see what some of them look like) !

They took to reminiscing about the good ol

days. They did those old routines that really

reeked of corn. Believe it or not, Cary and

Ronnie sang a cockney duet.
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CHAPPED HANDS

HEAL FASTER...
ACCORDING TO ACTUAL TESTS

WITH NOXZEMA SKIN CREAM

These unretouched photos ( Case
34) show results of Noxzema. Left
shows chapped hands before treat-

ment Right shows wonderful im-
provement after using Noxzema

With Noxzema, definite im-
provement is often seen over-
night! That's because this fa-

mous medicated cream helps
soften dry, rough skin; aids in
healing tiny skin "cuts."

SAVE ON STOCKINGS. Guard
against snagging precious stock-
ings. Help keep your hands and
feet soft, smooth, with Noxzema!

Let Noxzema help you

ways this winter

ese

WINDBURN, CHAPPED LIPS.
Noxzema brings quick, soothing
relief to red, rough, painfully
windburned skin and ugly chapped
lips. Mary Richardson of St. Paul,
Minn., says: "1 use Noxzema on
my face to help protect my skin
against winter winds and to soothe
it after exposure."

FROST BITE, CHILBLAINS, PAIN-
FULLY CHAFED SKIN. Noxzema
brings grand relief! Mrs. Harri-
ette Eddy, of Minneapolis writes:
"Every winter I suffered from
Chilblains. After one application
of Noxzema I felr a cool, soothing
comfort I'd never known before!"

POOR COMPLEXION. Try medi-
cated Noxzema for externally-caused
blemishes; for skin reddened, rough-
ened and "dried out" from winter
winds. See for yourself how quickly
this soothing cream helps improve
your complexion!

SPECIAL OFFER. Here's your
opportunity to find out how much
Noxzema can do for you! For a

limited time you can get the 25£
jar at any drug or cosmetic coun-
ter—FOR ONLY 19*! Get your jar

today!

You've seen the fashions Norma Shearer wears in her new film in our rotogravure section. Nc
above, we give you Norma in a scene with co-star Melvyn Douglas in "We Were Dancing
which is about two penniless refugees who fall madly in love and defy financial problerr

ALL is sweetness and light between Lu-
cille Ball and Desi Arnaz. Being away

on a personal appearance tour has given
them a perspective on Hollywood they
never had before. Now they can hardly
wait to get back to their ranch at North-
ridge. They're buying up furniture and
knick-knacks in every city they visit and
sending the stuff on ahead. By the way, Desi
and Lucille are looking for an appropriate
name for their ranch. They prefer a con-
traction of their own combined names. Put
on your thinking caps, you fans

!

MAUREEN O'HARA, who fled from
her first husband in England (prac-

tically on the first night of her marriage),
is now a bride again. Her marriage to Will
Price, dialogue director, caused some ex-
citement in the little town of McComb, Mis-
sissippi. Maureen's parents were in Ireland.

They were married in Will's home town
because his mother asked her if she wouldn't
like that better than Hollywood. Her wed-
ding gown was pale blue crepe, trimmed in

coffee-colored old lace. She wore an off-the-

face hat of mink and carried a shower of

white camellias—picked from the Prices'

famous camellia gardens. The honeymoon
comes later. Maureen had to hurry back to

work.

DESPITE his denials, things haven't been
as amicable between Victor Mature and

his wife as he would like them to be. How-
ever, they are gradually working it all out.

All the other actors in Hollywood are quite

amused at Victor's devotion to the press.

He sends the fair ladies who interview him,
telegrams that are signed "Love and Kisses."

If they can't come to Victor, he goes to

them. He even gives up his evenings to get
himself publicized. All the other actors are
laughing. But look who's getting all the
breaks

!

BRENDA MARSHALL is the latest to

take a suspension. After receiving her
best notices to date for her work in "Cap-
tains of the Clouds," Brenda felt the next
part offered her was a step back instead of
another step forward. Now she'll have more
time to wear that new mink coat. Brenda
hasn't had it off her back since her devoted
husband, Bill Holden, presented it on her
birthday.

"TWO-FACED WOMAN" can now hoi
' her heads up again ! M-G-M called Me.

vyn Douglas back for an added scene. Ii

stead of being a man who finds it necessai
to pursue tivo women (both played tl

Garbo) they've now fixed it so that he pu
sues the two, but all the time knew she w;
really only one! A simple thing like sej

never baffles 'em in the movies

!

A REAL New Year's present was tr

casting of Eddie Albert to bring "Me:
ton of the Movies" back to the scree:

Exhibitors and fans all over the counti
wrote in and requested Eddie for this pri;

role. Pretty good for a boy who almost g<

"Lou Gehrig" away from Gary Coopei
Until Paramount gives him the startir

date, Eddie will continue travelling with
small Mexican circus. Besides lion tamin
Eddie is also learning to be a tight ro]

walker. We're glad it's Eddie.

OH, WELL, it makes a good publich
story,- anyway. Paramount stud

would have you know that since Veronk
Lake is building a new home by a lake
North Hollywood, the Mayor, or someon
wants to change the name of the body
water and call it—you guessed it, Veronit
Lake ! No, we wouldn't be taking you f(

a boat ride

!

TIME marches on. And how! When Ha
' old Lloyd asked his young son what
wanted most for his birthday, without ba
ting an eye young Harold, Jr., answered,
picture of Hedy Lamarr." By the wa
Harold, Sr., couldn't have been more en
barrassed when the rumor spread that
was going to run for Governor. You ca
take his word for it he only wants to pr<

duce pictures that make the public run
the box office

!

ALL the panting little maids who want*
to play Maria can now go back to the?

gin rummy. Production on "For Whom tl

Bell Tolls" has been postponed. Instead
Sam Wood will direct Gary Cooper in "Tl.

Life of Lou Gehrig." It was impossible i

get the war equipment, build bridges, etc

with the prevalent priority rights. Beside
now that Sam Wood has consented to d

the Gehrig picture for Goldwyn, it's a cine

that Gary Cooper will definitely play Ro<
ert Jordan, when the bell tolls again.



'OR two years Myrna Loy has tried to

jget to New York. Finally she made it.

lie very next day the tragic news of Pearl

; arbor rocked the city. Myrna was so jit-

J-y she took the next train back to Holly-

Dcd and hubby Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

;
atalie Visart, who designs all the costumes

ijr men only in C. B. DeMille pictures,

ok the trip with Myrna. The money they

Diild have spent has been donated to the

ed Cross.

INTOLD tragedies of Hollywood : At the

M time an incompetent press agent printed

; 'e purported romance between Charles

juggles and Mary Boland, the comedian

;
;.uldn't have been more upset. The reason

; as never made quite clear. Until the death

>tice appeared in the local papers, very

w knew that Ruggles had a wife. Her

j
iness of long standing was the secret sor-

Uv of the actor's life. Perhaps that is why
: is so great—making other people laugh.

ATCH for a nice little feud between

Abbott and Costello AND Universal,

hat studio wants them for a South Seas

urder mystery in which the boys wear
rongs! They are needed just three weeks
ter they complete their loanout to M-G-M

sir "Rio Rita." The comedians say they

'"ped a three months' rest. Wonder which
going to win out. What's your guess?

Y ACTUAL count, Jack Beutel has had

If more publicity breaks than any other

xing actor in Hollywood. Yet the male
ar of Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" has

:ver been seen on the screen. It's still prob-

niatical if the picture will ever be released,

ut on Ventura Boulevard in the San Fer-

] mdo Valley, there's, a nice little cafeteria

iat specializes in forty-five cent dinners,

tck dines in there nightly, completely un-

:cognized by the crowd. Such is fame and
: >rtune in Hollywood.

j LLEN DREW is rapidly becoming the

first moving picture lady of Washington.

fas soon "as she finished "My Favorite Spy"
n lien flew right back to the Capital where

It husband, Cy Bartlett, is now stationed

i an army Captain. Ellen and Cy are very
inch in love. She intends running their

Washington apartment for the duration,

ler Hollywood friends will only see her

irhen she's needed in front of the camera.

"My Itymanee

was dyingofstarvation

A TRUE STORY OF THE

"ONE NEGLECT"

THAT ALMOST WRECKED A MARRIAGE

99

I. Before we were married, we were so much in love! But after our wedding Bill

changed— his attentions grew less and less. I suffered the miseries of neglect.

2. Then at the club one day I met a famous

woman doctor—and overcame my pride

enough to tell her my troubles. She shocked

me by saying, "I'm afraid it's your own fault

—you see, there's one thing husbands don't

forgive in their wives— carelessness or igno-

rance about feminine hygiene.

3. "So many married women come to me with

the same story. And my advice to them, and

to you, is—use Lysol disinfectant regularly for

intimate personal care. Lysol cleanses and deo-

dorizes—and at the same time it instantly kills

millions of germs, without harm to sensitive

tissues. Lysol is safe."

araine Day and Barry Nelson are wary of

'hat lies ahead of them on the Burma Road
i this scene from "China Caravan," a film

hich is as timely as today's headlines.

4. That's how Lysol became my standard

practice for feminine hygiene. It's so gentle to

use—and so economical. And you never have

to worry about its effectiveness. It works! As

for my romance—we're more in love than ever.

Check this with your Doctor

Lysol is NON-CAUSTIC— gentle and
efficient in proper dilution. Contains no

free alkali. It is not carbolic acid.

EFFECTIVE—a powerful germicide,

active in presence of organic matter

(such as mucus, serum, etc.). SPREA1>-
ING — Lysol solutions spread and
virtually search out germs in deep

crevices. ECONOMICAL—small bottle

makes almost 4 gallons of solution lor

feminine hygiene. CLEANLY ODOP.

—

disappears after use. LASTING —
Lysol keeps full strength indefinitely,

no matter how often it is uncorked.

Copr.. 1942, by L«hn & F

For FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene and other Lysol uses,

send postcard to Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. S-342, Bloomfield, N.J.. U.S. A.
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ROSLYN Set 287.50

Engagement Ring 225.00

CHAMPLAIN Set 132.50
Engagement Ring 175.00

For thee, Fair Lady, a lovely Keepsak« . , . symbol

of lasting endearment. The Keepsake Certificate of

Registration and Guarantee assures high standards of CREST Set 12
J^

Engagement Ring 87.50

color, cut and clarity— the best protection against an

unwise choice. The "Keepsake" name is in each ring.

See the new matched sets at your Keepsake Jeweler's

... $50 to $2500.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

214 S. Warren St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Please send the helpful book, "The Etiquette of the Engagement and
Wedding," with illustrations of Keepsake"s newest ring creations and the

name of the nearest Keepsake jeweler. I enclose 10c to cover mailing.

Name

Street and No..

c»y

ASHLEY Set 74.75
Engagement Ring 50.00

BEFORE SELECTING

THE RING AND AN-

NOUNCING THE EN-

GAGEMENT . . . send

the coupon or write for

this valuable book.

Rings enlarged to show details.

Keep 'Em Smiling! Bob Hope Tells How
Continued from page 2 I

kind of silly to be grinning or laughing
out loud when you're by yourself. (Not
that I don't do that, too). But as I say,

keep people around you. It's cosier. Even
Garbo should have two in for dinner.

"The way to keep 'em smiling ? Well,
begin with the folks at home, the folks

yOu work with. For instance, it's a tempta-
tion to rush up to a fellow actor, grab him
by his shoulder pads and gargle, 'You
should have seen my rushes last night. The
boys in the lab just DIED !' That line was
okay before bombs fell on Honolulu. Now,
for the sake of morale, you go into re-

verse. You must greet the other fellow

with, 'Hear your rushes- are killing the

boys in the lab !' That makes him smile,

get the point?
"Then there's the alternative of running

into a radio star. Once upon a time your
dialogue would have been, 'Did- you hear
my broadcast last night? The gags really

had the audience in the aisle !' Now you
simply give it the twist and say, 'Heard
your broadcast last night. Say, the gags
really had the audience in the aisle, I

bet!'

"Of course, if it's Crosby you collide

with, you're in luck. Because with a star

of screen and radio, you can hand out both

lines and really have his ribs cracking and
two wreaths of smiles on his lips.

"Or you can greet a radio brother with

a bright, 'Just saw your Crosley rating
!'

It's wise to do a bit of preliminary check-
ing here, however, just to make sure it's

not blood you're drawing.
_

"But back to the movies again : Start

pasting smiles on the kissers of the boys
and girls you work with. They probably
need a laugh if they have to work with
you. The make-up man, for instance. Be
nice to him. After all, he's got a hard job.

It's your face he's preparing for the screen.

And this effort to keep a smile on his face

is bread upon the waters if bread ever

floated. Because, if you are nice to him,

you- won't look like a turtle.

"Never tell your cameraman what beau-
tiful shots you get with your little, old

Brownie. I'm sorry, but that's out—for the

duration. If you control yourself on this

point, he'll be sure to feel good and he'll

be sure to make you look good. You see?

"Quit ritzing the grips. You know, the

electricians and fellows up there on the

cat-walks. Then they'll quit dropping the

lights on your head.
"After a director okays a take, TRY

not to say, 'Well, / don't like it ! You never
say that, anyway, unless another actor has

just given his best performance. Just

DON'T say it any more, that's all!

"I need hardly mention, I am sure, how
wise it is to refrain from telling a director

how you think a scene should be done.

Especially wise when you are working
with directors like Frank Gapra, George
Cukor, Sidney Lanfield, C. B. DeMille,
any one of the biggies. You couldn't pull

it on a novice, though, come to think. He
might believe you—and then where would
you be? Just don't let 'em catch on to how
much you know, feller. That'll keep 'em
smiling.

"Another smile-getter is to arrive on the

set on time. None of that business of c
ing in late, making the others wait At
all, never be late on the day when bl

members of your cast have their big, he (

dramatic scenes to do. Or their 1

scenes. Or their best comedy sequeri
when they must effervesce. Waiting 1

effervescence. For love scenes and corr

sequences, you gotta effervesce.

"If you want to keep that dental
|

smile on the lips of your leading 1;

never back up to her in a scene with i

foul intent of getting your full face to

)

camera. If you do succumb to this all-

human temptation, what your full face
look like in the next scene is somethii i

do not like to say about any lady. Thsj
will not be a smiling pan, I guarantee !

"Never be too busy to see reporl
j

They can play tit for tat, too, you ki

Be too busy to see them and, soon, J

are too busy to see you. But not too I

to write about you. Never too busy
that. And the things they write about i

when they don't see you will wipe the
;

off your kisser for keeps.

"If possible (this is sure for laughs);
around pretending that you don't take

[

ing (a great Art for my money) serioi:

Drop little hints about how you feel y
real Call was to the bar (legal) or sur;-

or perhaps the Diplomatic Service.
r

\
acting off as a racket, a clambake. Kee
dark that when you act, you perspin

much you break down. Shut up about

;

fact that you don't just take it seriox
i

you DIE. Be a character like that I

you'll have the whole town laughing.

"If people are not holding their s

at sight of you by this time, and n
groundwork is still to be done, lay

kibitzing on another actor when he,
j

she, is having an interview. If you
barge in on 'em, out of habit, try no

\

be the Bright Boy. Try to be dumb. W
hard at it, you think. Don't say too re-

killing things. For if you do, when it;

pears in print, it may turn out to be i

interview instead of his, or hers. That';

way to keep 'em smiling.

"Also, lay off mooching' in on the ] \

licity shots of other stars. Especially v,

they are posing their prettiest with visi

governors, or Mrs. Roosevelt. If yon
make that old mistake and get in fron

the camera, don't make such funny ft

that even Madeleine Carroll comes out
center. Look natural. They'll retouch t\

out and the others will be happy.
"Never have more hair than your fel

actor. If you do have, they can't smile,
j

more than flesh and blood can end
What is more, and sadder, you'll be,

eluded out of all poker games, gin run

and golf tournaments and tips on the ra i

You won't find it so easy to keep smil
either.

"Try not to keep your mind on y
work any more than you can help. 1

cause if your mind is really on your w>

you are liable to be absent-minded. If

are absent-minded, you are as apt as

to pass a competitive comic on the st

without speaking to him. Or you may v

into a restaurant and there is Betty Gr;

and you yell, 'Hi, there, Madeleine!
you think that is good for a smile!

"And oh, how did I leave this to

last! Never forget your producer's na

Don't call him 'Hey, you !' Those cl

acters have to be kept smiling, too.

think I'm fooling with my bank roll?

"There is a great deal to be acc

plished in radio, too. By such mean.-

1

these: Don't hog the mike. I know, I krftj

it's practically child's play, "of course, m
all learned how when we were dribr g

commercials about Sweeties. But it's M
easy to be kosher. So never keep 'em I
mike, off the beam a little. They don't pea

it.

"Stepping on another comedian's la jh

7 SCREENLAND



another way of insuring that a Hymn
Hate (just the thing you don't want)

11 be your requiem. In case you are

miliar with the fine points of this tech-

nic and so you'll be sure to dodge 'em,

re is how it is done: Let's suppose that

rry Colonna is getting a good, fat laugh

ffln our radio audience. (I said 'suppose,'

ind you). Well, while they are still

jghing and good for another minute and

half, I walk right in and start talking,

nat stops" them because they don't want

miss anything they haven't paid for, do

ley? Only, I don't walk in. That keeps

ik laughing the full, allotted time for

blonna. That keeps Colonna smiling,_ too.

Jhat's what we want nowadays, get it?

."Reading your cue lines wrong has al-

ways been a dandy for making sour-pusses
I vour fellow actors. You read 'em right

r the duration. That's what you do.

"Insult your studio audiences before a

oadcast. When you go on the air, their

ijughter will have that 'lpcked-in flavor.'

R, there, Jack!

! "For example, tell your audiences they

'•e stupid when they don't laugh at a joke.

You can make this pretty convincing, too,

Specially if it is one of the jokes you and

fjur six gag men have labored over for

x hours, polishing and patting and pull-

g into shape). But don't make that mis-

ke any more. We've got to be softies,

dw, boys. In our private and professional

jves, I mean. To make up for how tough

jid hard we've got to be out there. Any-
lay, from now on in, anything sarcastic I

ty, I must repent me of, the instant the

ry words leave my mouth. Like when I

nil a joke to a deathly silence and say,

itterly, 'You'll get it in time !' I will now
idd, 'and when you do, you'll wish you
ladn't!' Also, I'll be extra careful to top

wise crack at the other fellow's expense
ith another crack at my own expense.

"You can't be too careful now NOT to

-,|urt anyone. You can't hurt anybody's
jeelings now, not anybody's. The hurt is

!ig enough, as it is. It's up to all of us to

andage and poultice up the hurts with
II the laughs and lunacies and kindliness

>'e can muster. Laughter is an awfully

ealing thing, I'm glad to say. Glad to say
j'tecause laughter is something we can all

live away, whether rich or poor. Laughter
oesn't come out of our pocketbooks, it

omes out of our hearts. But we must
i make sure it is laughter without a single

ffting to it. We must not care whether they
augh at us or with us. So long as they

F augh

!

i| "Then, of course, there have always been
1

.11 kinds of things you can pull around
' own and at home, to make private citizens

tjivish actors still lived in tents on the wrong
.j.ide of the tracks. That 'Hollywood, Here

Come !' driving around in a streamlined

peedster, white wall tires, loud paint job,
1

'our horn sort of thing, I mean. That
,
made people let you run over them for the

'.pleasure of putting you in jail. You better

Xweed that routine right out, roots and all.

j "Now, then, it will help a lot if you will

ilways be on time at premieres. Cut out
hat jay-walking down the aisle. Quit rnak-

!

ng frequent stops to speak to friends,

,

j

ivhether they know you or not. Don't talk

J 30 LOUD. Also, be sure you can find your

j
;eat. Don't make half a dozen sorties into

. first this row, and then that, until you are

'Lpnally placed where you belong with the

pjhelp of an experienced usher, her Neon
. flashlight and a spot of brute force. Peo-

ple are there to enjoy a picture, remem-
ii#er. Let 'em.
. ! "During the intermission or, better still,

J,
while the picture is running, refrain from

(j. telling whoever you are with so everyone
for rows and rows around you can hear, how

a you did in your last picture, what the

|

folks at home said about your performance,

and what the critics said, you wish.

Old-Fashioned Skin-Care

Once women had to use many creams and

lotions to keep skin healthy and attractive.

Modern Skin-Care
Today all you need to help keep your, skin

fresh, young-looking, is one amazing cream!

Does Your one Face Cream do

all these 4 Vital Things?

1. Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream thoroughly

cleanses the skin, removing

every trace of clinging dirt.

2. Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream relieves dryness

and flaking—leaves the skin

wonderfully soft.

3. Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream helps nature

refine the pores—leaves the

skin delightfully fresh. No
astringents are needed.

4. Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream smooths the

skin—prepares it beautifully

for powder and for make-up.

WHAT DOES the face cream you use really do for your

skin? Never mind what it claims to do for others—

what does it do for you?

Why continue using a cream that does only a '•half-

way" job? Lady Esther Face Cream is scientifically de-

signed to serve 4 vital needs of your skin. It's all you

need—it asks no help of other creams or lotions. This

one cream, by itself, helps keep your skin looking its

youngest, smoothest and loveliest at all times

!

Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream is different from

any cream you've ever used. For it's based on an entirely

new and different principle—simplified skin-care. Try it!

See for yourself how much fresher, cleaner, smoother it

leaves your skin after the very first application.

Send for Generous Tube

Mail coupon below for a generous tube of my face cream

!

See for yourself why more and more lovely women every

day are turning to Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream

!

4-PURPOSE FACE CREAM

Lady Esther, l"")

5162West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.

Send me by return mail a generous tube of

4-Purpose Face Cream; also 9 new shades of

powder. I enclose 104 for packing and mailing.

SCREENLAND

(Ifyou live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto. Onl.)
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Betty Grable, starring in the forthcoming
20th Century-Fox Technicolor picture, "Song
of the Islands," with make-up by Westmore.
She says: "I use Westmore Foundation
Cream, and it's really wonderful!"

It's Easy to Look

"STAR-LOVELY"

with WESTMORE

FOUNDATION CREAM

Large economy size, 500
Smaller sizes at variety stores

• Created by the famous Westmores,
Hollywood's Make-up Masters.

• Used by leading stars for real life as

well as "reel life."

• Gives your face a smooth,even, glow-
ing tone . . . covers little blemishes,
tired shadows. ..and it's non-drying!

• In six skin-tinted shades, with Face
Powder to blend. Also, vital-tone lip-

stick, rouge (cream and cake), skin-

freshener, cleansing cream, dry skin
cream, eye-shadow and mascara.

A. WESTMORE . HOLLYWOOD

GIRLS ! WOMEN ! Who are

on certain particular days-

Do functional periodic disturb-

ances make you nervous, irrita-

ble, cranky, blue, restless, hard
to live with, so tired, weak and
wornout— at such times?
Then why let yourself "go"

like this? Try taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
at once—the best known medi-
cine you can buy today that's

made especially for women.

Thousands Benefited!

Pinkham's Compound is famous
for helping relieve weak, tired,

nervous feelings and pain of

irregular periods—due to this

cause. Taken regularly—this
scientifically prepared medicine
helps build up resistance against
such symptoms.

For over 60 years Lydia Pink-
ham's Compound has helped
thousands upon thousands of

girls and women to go smiling
thru such "difficult days." You,
too, should soon begin to feel

much better and enjoy gratify-

ing benefits from the regular
use of Lydia Pinkham's Com-
pound. It's well worth trying!
Follow label directions.

<^£pt£a ($.^mAAmnb vegetable COMPOUND

"Then, be sure to stay until the picttn
is finished. Don't leave five minutes earl
thus ruining the end of the picture f(

other' people. If the big love scene, or wha
ever the climax is, comes ten minutes h
fore the lights go on, don't take that ;

your exit cue. But if you must take i

don't take it, laughing. Just this one tim
DON'T laugh. Don't make any gram
stand play at all. If you must play, beir
the type, make it a game of creepy-mou?
"Once outside the theater, don't tal

half an hour to sign your autograph. Th
prevents other kids from getting any.
also_ prevents other stars from giving air
Which is not conducive to good hum'
men—or women.
"When you are making personal appea:

ance tours throughout the country, try ni

to behave like a Vision, an apparition froi
some other and, presumably, lovelit
world. Don't give it that ectoplasm touci

"Like when I was in Chicago a whi
ago, some youngster came up to me, sai

timidly, 'Mr. Hope, may I touch you
Now, there was my chance to turn into
rosy vapor to give it the flap of wings,
muffed it—and I'm proud I muffed it—

t

saying, 'Look, kid, little do you know th;
one New Year's Eve not so very long ag>
I might have touched your father for
five!' (I was thinking of 1928 when I sa
that. Chicago, in 1928. I was starvi
there, then. It's a good idea not to forg
that once you were starving. Gives you
added impetus to keep the smiles goin
round.)

"Don't have your suits made with
built-in press book. Or maybe you shoul
come to think. Maybe you should go
step farther and have a suit made of yoi_

press clippings. You can pretend the -ga

is a gag, can't you?
"Play benefits. Play as many benefits f

you can cover the ground to play. Ther!
are any number of ways to evade. You ca
have the flu or a wisdom tooth. Both hay
been very popular this season. Or you ca
be doing night-work in your current pio

ture. This is not popular in any season bi
it is done. And who will check. That's whs
you think. But there isn't any evading th

drafts now. Not any kind of drafts. It

eluding those made on our time, patienc
kindliness and generosity. We're all o\

now, all the way out, thank God. And a
the way out there, where the East is mee
ing the West, it's a smile that'll keep 'et

going.

"Throw a party now and then. Thro
lots of parties. Throw more parties tha
you have ever done in your lives beforf
Keep your front door wide open, yot
back door, too. If the alert blows and yo
have to keep 'em there for the night, an
feed 'em breakfast, be glad they are ther
with you, whoever they are.

"Try not to get your social sets mixec
though. Like don't invite Bing Crosby wit
the horsey set or Charles Boyer to a part
where there are women.
"And another thing: When you invit

people to your house, don't play your o\v

records all night. Those days are over, to(

Take down 'the photographs of yourself s

they can find their way to the front dooi
They can't see them during blackouts any
way. Like I said, there are advantages.
"Those mirrors better come down, toe

That old routine of looking at yourself i

a mirror while talking with someone, ad
justing your tie, shrugging your magnii
icent shoulders more firmly in under th

pads, is done.
"When you go to a party, don't get u:

in the middle of the floor and tell tl

latest gag everyone has heard years age-

finishing off with a loud horse laugl
Please don't.

"Try not to let the boys know that al

blondes are on the make for you. Tha
won't make 'em smile. And don't snub a)
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!• women who arc trying to make you,

£ think. That won't make them smile.

Iff you are an actor, and want to keep

ur fans smiling, try to be what they

nk you are and, presumably, want you

be.

§Nbw, my fans think of me as a flip

low. I know. Because I have never ^met

e yet who did not greet me with, 'Say

nething funny.' So it's up to me to nix
' these offers to play Hamlet and Pagli-

S Hope as Hamlet w.ould be the most

'appointing thing I could do to my fans,

,! the box-office, and not forgetting my

:t*It all simmers down, what I've been

lying, to practising Christianity, to doing

|o others as you've been wishing since

l-u were born, they would do unto you.

mm the other cheek,' 'love thy neighbor

thyself,' all the old maxims and Bible

lachings mean more now than they have

i r too many years. Try 'em. They'll paint

<nie smiles on mouths that otherwise

%ht droop a bit. They'll cast a little sun-

- ine on a world that needs all it can get."

ikb Hope looked startled when his "favorite

llonde," Madeleine Carroll, took him in hand
'

or this cozy scene in "My Favorite Blonde."

Benny with the Light

Lubitsch Touch!

Continued from page 29

"
Just recently," said Mary," Jack has got-

an quite savage about them. He thinks

lat all women should part their hair on

be side and just comb it straight down,

lis other hates? He hates lamb, intensely,

nd he hates vacations. I have never seen

nvone love his work as much as Jack does

-he's completely happy when he has a pic-

a e. a radio program, several benefits, and
'

. half a dozen other things all going at the

ame time. When he has to take a vacation

; rationally be becomes nervous and un-
1 aappy and starts biting his nails. Before

le has a chance to get grumpy I push him
D i Joanie in the car, and the two of them

- ro riding around the country like a couple

bf school kids, usually ending up in an

! musement park in Chicago. Riding around
'. he country in a car is his greatest relaxa-

-ion- ,. , „
'He's the sweetest man who ever lived,

- Mary continued. "He is so very loyal. And

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, STAR OF WARNER BROS.' "THE MALE ANIMAL'

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND

PASSES HER TASTE-TEST
(Read how she spotted the best-tasting cola)

FOR THE male and female animal alike.

Miss De Havilland knows which cola

to serve from now on. She drank the

nation's best-known colas from plain

paper cups and quite impartially made

her choice. "One tasted much better,"

she said. It was Royal Crown Cola

!

To refresh the male (or female) ani-

mal in your family, winter or summer,

reach for a frosty bottle of Royal Crown
Cola—voted best-tasting in 5 out of 6

certified group taste-tests from coast to

coast. Try a big 5i bottle or a 6-bottlc

carton for 2oP— today.

TAKE TIME OUT FOR A "QUICK-UP" WITH

HoyalCrown
E»g. U. S. P»t. Off.

COLA
0eaf £"/ 7t*<fte-7eat/

Copyright 1942 by Nchi Corporation
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THE BOYS'
GO FOR!

^Sijbooth, clear and shine-free. ..that's

the way "the boys" like a girl's complexion
to look . . . the way yours can look if, under
your make-up, you always use tinted Miner's
Foundation Cream with Lanolin.

The Lanolin helps soften your skin
and protect it from temperature extremes . .

.

as it holds your make-up faithfully, glamor-
ously for hours. Try it today! 39$ & 10$.

MINER'/

with LANOLIN
PEACH o

RACHELLE

BRUNETTE

SUNTAN

FDrp Generous Sample
I Allll Send coupon and 3c stamp

MINEB'S • 12 E. I2lh St., Dept. FS3, New York. N. Y.

I enclose 3^ stamp to cover mailing cost. Send me
generous sample of Miner's Foundation Cream!

MUSIC COMPOSED
TO POEMS

Send poem for consideration. Rhymingpamphlet free. Phouogi-aph electrical
transcriptions made, ?7.00 from your wordand music manuscript. Any subject con-
sidered, Love, Home, Sacred, Swing
KEENAIV'S MUSIC SERVICE
Bos 2140, Dept. SC Bridgeport, Conn.

DOCTORS WARN
CONSTIPATED FOLKS

ABOUT LAZY LIVER
IT IS SAID constipation causes many human

discomforts—headaches, lack of energy and
mental dullness being but a few. BUT DON'T
WORRY—For years a noted Ohio Doctor,
Dr. F. M. Edwards, successfully treated scores
of patients for constipation with his famous
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets—now sold by
druggists everywhere.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! They not only gently yet thor-
oughly cleanse the bowels but ALSO stir up
liver bile secretion to help digest fatty foods.
Test their goodness TONIGHT without fail!

15)!, 30f5, 60);. All drugstores.

Doctor's New Quicker Reliefs
Stop suffering! If you have painful bun-
ions, enlarged or tender joints, you'll
get quick relief with the New Super-
Soft Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads. Feel the

world of difference these thin, soft, soothing,
cushioning pads make . . . how they lift shoe
pressure off the sensitive spot and protect the
joint. New in design and texture and 630%
softer than before! Do not come off in the bath.
More economical! Cost but a trifle. Sold every-
where. Insist on Dr. Scholl's !

D-SchollsZino-pads

so terribly tolerant. We'll be in a restaurant
or night-club and I'll look up and see some
woman who annoys me. I'll come right out
with, 'I don't like that dame.' Jack will
say, 'Now, Doll, you mustn't be like that.
She did the most marvelous thing the other
day.' Then he'll tell me how she gave a
hundred thousand dollars to the Community
Chest, or how she helped a little lame boy
across the street—and in spite of myself
I'll end up liking her. I have never heard
Jack say he disliked anybody. I wish
he would sometime, just to break the
monotony."
Jack gets up early every morning in the

year, no matter whether he's working or
not. None of that sissy reclining and hav-
ing breakfast in bed. The first thing he does
when he is dressed is to go in to see Joanie,
his little adopted daughter, and together
with Lady, Joanie's dog, they go for a romp
that

>

is extremely trying on the plastering.
If it's a day that Jack doesn't have to work
on a picture or a script he will put on his
sweatshirt after breakfast, pick up his
trainer, and drive down to Santa Monica
Beach where he likes to exercise in the sand.
After a shower and a light lunch he will
either drive over to the club for a game of
golf with one of his pals, or else he and
Joanie will go shopping in the big depart-
ment stores down in Los Angeles. They
are very companionable, those two, and
they have the very same sense of humor.
After they have done the toy department
thoroughly they invariably end up in the
men's department where Jack will splurge
on a few socks and ties. Which will go
right back to the shop the next morning.

"I don't know what happens to Jack
when he gets in a shop," says Mary. "He
brings home socks and ties in the most
awful colors and designs. I have to take
them all back and select new ones for him.
Except for his socks and ties, however,
Jack picks out all his clothes and has
wonderful taste. I don't think anybody in
the world looks as handsome as Jack does
in a double-breasted blue suit and a hat. Or
maybe I'm just a little prejudiced."
At five in the afternoon (when he isn't

working, of course) Jack has a massage
and a short nap until dinner time. Several
nights a week they have dinner with the
Taylors—Barbara and Bob being their best
friends.

_
Jack is always pleased to see a

good juicy steak set before him—though if

he had his way he'd have a bowl of chili

every night in the week. After dinner Jack
and Bob play pool if they are at the
Taylors, or they all go to a movie (Jack's
quite a keen movie fan), or maybe they'll

just sit around and talk for hours. Jack
is very fond of Barbara. "If I tell Jack he
looks run-down and ought to see a doc-
tor, he just laughs at me," says Mary, "but
when Barbara pitches into him, he says,
'You're right, Barbara, I'll have the doc
look me over tomorrow.'

"

Jack is an unusual man in more ways
than one. He is crazy about his mother-in-
law. Mary's mother and father live very
near the Bennys in Beverly Hills and Jack,
according to Mary, had rather eat with
them than eat at home. "You should see
Jack with my mother," she says. "The
minute he gets home from the studio he
rushes over to see her to tell her the newest
story he heard on the set that day. They
laugh and scream and think they're the
funniest people alive." Mary's mother likes

to tell about the day when Mary, age
twelve, got furious with Jack Benny, be-
cause he called her a baby, and swore she'd
get even with him if it was the last thing
she did. "She did," says Jack, nudging his
mother-in-law in the ribs. "She got even,
all right. She married me." And then they
go off into more gales of laughter.

Jack's first job in the theater was as a
doorman. Next he became a property man.
Then he became a violin player, believe

NO
DULL
DRAB
HAIR

When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things
for your hair.

1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not dye or bleach. It is

a pure, odorless hair rinse, in 12 different
shades. Try LOVALON.
Af stores which sell toilet goods .-*o*?w><>^^^

25^ for 5 rinses H- —
ggpf Hjj |

J0£ for 2 rinses

FALSE TEETH by MAI I

$"f9!
lf-iomWORLD'S LARGES .

RENTAL PLATE MAKERS

to $:
C ft DAYS' TRIAL—Send No Money!
U U Made for you from your own mouth
impression ! Money Back Guarantee of Satisf

a

tion ! FREE impressionmaterial, directions, cataloi
U.S. Dental Co., 1555 Milwaukee Av., Dept. 3-109, Chicat

STOPPED in A Jiff)
Relieve itching of eczema, pimple
athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashe
and other skin troubles. Use coolin
antiseptic D. D. D. Prescription. Grease
less, stainless. Soothes irritation an
stops itching quickly. 35c trial bottl
proves it—or money back. Ask you
druggist today for D.D.D. Prescriptioi

SONG POEMS WANTEE
_ ... ; TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Publishers need new song-s! Submit one or more of you
best poems for immediate consideration. Any subied
Send poem. FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
605 BEACON BLDG. BOSTON, MAS!

FREE BOOKLET—The Marvel Co., Dpt.428, New Haven, Conn

The Clean, Odorless Way to

ttMfillf SUPERFLUOUS
\

Carry Lechler's VELVATIZE in your pocketbook, use it
anytime.anvwhere. Soeasyand clean—odorless—no muss,
no bother'—nothing to wash off' Lechler's VELVATIZE
is NOT a depilatory. It comes in a smart pastel compact-
as easy to use as a powder puff! Effective on chin, cheeks,
upper lip, arms and legs. One
compact enough for FULL
SEASON'S USE! Send your /name and address toduv cn- m
close only $1.00, we" pay i

:

postage. Or sent C-O.D. A 4^:
plus few cents postage. ^Ife
Receive Lechler's VEL- ' V ,

VATIZE compact bv re- / : f X
turn mail in sealed phiio . IASTS
rapper. A*o#rtts

POSTPAID

fa fjoolecfi/er's,

VELVATIZE
House of Lechler, Dept. 153, S60 Broadway, New York Cit

\
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it or not, in the theater's orchestra con-

ducted by Cora Salisbury. He and Cora
went into vaudeville with a piano and violin

act—and in those days Mr. Benny did not

play the violin for laughs. When war broke

out he enlisted in the Navy, and in "The
Great Lakes Revue" he discovered that he
wasn't too bad as a master of ceremonies

with a new kind of chatter. He became
very popular in vaudeville houses all over

the country where he always played a poor

guy who was in trouble and who was picked

on by other fellows—which, of course, is

the basis today for his highly successful

radio show.
He was playing Vancouver some years

ago when Zeppo Marx, who knew Mary's
sister, Babe, brought him out to the Marks
house. It seems that Jack, the fresh guy,

heard Zeppo make a datei over the phone
with Babe, and said, "Has your girl got a
sister? Well, make a date for me." Zeppo
thought it great fun not to tell Jack that

the sister was only twelve. Practically the

first thing Mary heard her future husband
say was, "For heaven's sake, get me out of
here. Why didn't you tell me the sister

was a baby
!"

That made Mary so mad that she took
all the kids in the neighborhood to the
Orpheum the next afternoon and bought
them ice cream cones as a bribe to sit on
the front row and not crack a smile
through Mr. Benny's entire performance.
She hoped she'd never see that smart guy
Benny again.

"After working up a perfectly good hate
for eight years," said Mary with a laugh,

"I married him."
Mary's family had moved from Van-

couver to Los Angeles in the meantime,
and after she finished school she went to

work as a hosiery salesgirl in one of the

department stores. Her sister Babe was
in Chicago and wrote her that Jack Benny,
who had become very popular in vaude-
ville, and who was most attrative, would
be in Los Angeles soon, and that she had
asked him to call on her.

"Why people fall for that man I don't

know," said Mary acidly, when she read
Babe's letter, but just the same she received

quite a thrill when Jack suddenly appeared
at the hosiery counter one afternoon and
said, "If you'll come down to the evening
performance, and if you'll laugh, I'll take
j"ou dancing after the show."
Mary has been laughing ever since.

When Jack's w<eek was up he returned to

Chicago to do a play. He called her over
long distance. "What did he want?" asked
her mother, even more excited than Alary
over her first long distance call. "He just

wanted to say hello," says Mary sort of
dreamylike. "All that money just to say
hello ! He's nuts," was the consensus of the
Marks family. Jack might have soon for-

gotten her, Mary shudders when she thinks

of it now, if she hadn't accepted her sister's

invitation to visit her in Chicago. There at

the train with Babe was, of all people, Jack
Benny, in a double-breasted blue suit and
a hat. Jack proceeded to give her a big rush
Friday and Saturday, and bringing her
back to the hotel Saturday night he said in

the taxi, "I'm not ready to get married,
but when I do I think I'd like to marry
you."

"Well, what do you want me to do," said

Mary with a touch of the Mary Living-
ston that was to make her so popular
on the radio, "just sit around and wait for

you ?"

Sunday they became engaged, Monday
they quarreled and broke their engage-
ment, and Tuesday they were married
That was fifteen years ago.

"Jack's the same now as he was then,"

says Mary- "I don't think he has changed
one bit in the fifteen years that I have been
married to him. He'* still the nicest man I

ever met in my life."

Rita Hayworth and
Charles Boyer, star-

ring in 20th Century-

Fox' "Tales of Man-
hattan". It's easy to

have alluring hands

—

with Jergens Lotion!

Have Alluring Hands with a few

seconds' care a day

You give your hands almost pro-

fessional loveliness-care when you
use Jergens Lotion. Remember—

2

of Jergens' ingredients are those

used by many doctors to help harsh,

common-looking skin to fresh-

flower smoothness. Regular use

helps prevent horrid roughness and

chapping. No sticky feeling! Start

now to have adorable hands, with

this favorite Jergens Lotion.

-Mail This Coupon Now
FREE! PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE

(Paste on a penny postcard, if you wish)

The Andrew Jergens Company. 3935 Alfred Street

Cincinnati. Ohio (In Canada: Perth, Ont.)

I want to have those soft hands Rita Havworth
suggests. Please send purse-size bottle of Jergens
Lotion

—

free.

Name

Street

City State
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In Laxatives, too, there's a

HAPPY MEDIUM!
EX-LAX is

r- not too strong!

—not too mild!

—it's just right!

What kind of a laxative do you give your

children? One that's so strong it weakens

and upsets them? Or one that's so mild it fails

to give them real relief?

Then switch to Ex-Lax — the Happy Medium
laxative! Ex-Lax is as effective as any laxa-

tive you'd ever want to give your children.

But it's kind and gentle, too! It won't upset

them. It won't make them feel bad after-

wards. What's more, Ex-Lax tastes good —
just like fine chocolate!

Ex-Lax is as good for grown-ups as it is for

children. Naturally, like any effective medi-

cine, Ex-Lax should be taken only according

to the directions on the label . . . Only 10c or

25c at any drug store.

IF YOU HAVE A COLD
AND NEED A LAXATIVE—

It's particularly important when you're weakened by

a cold not to take harsh, upsetting purgatives. Take

Ex-Lax ! It's thoroughly effective, yet not too strong!

EX-LAX
Copyright, 1942. by Ex-Lax.

- ,-AllAf*U Try JESTS, tfier

SOUR STOMACH, . new and different

Guaranteed by the

makers of Ex- Lax.

SONG POEMS WANTED
to be set to music. Free examination. Pho-
nograph records made. Send your poems to

VANDERBILT MUSIC STUDIOS
Box 112, Dept. A.G., Coney Island, N. Y.
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Yours for Loveliness
As a prelude to Spring, we greet March with

"beauty armor" against wind and weather!

GIVE a girl mascara and a lipstick, and

she can work magic with eyes and

mouth. Give a girl Camille Cream Mascara
and even if she is a novice at this gentle art

of eye beautification, she will have no

trouble in achieving lashes that look longer,

lovelier and darker. And if eyes grow teary

from the smart of wind or particles of dust,

Camille will not leave dark tracks on her

cheeks and give away her mascara secret.

Camille is in chain stores for a mere song,

and it comes in black, brown or dark blue.

COR the want of a nail, a battle was once

'lost, if you remember the old verse. And
in this merry month of March, many a curl,

in fact, many a whole coiffure will be lost

to the fury of wind without the right hair

retainers. So—this is the moment to re-

member that the name, De Long, means
perfection in hair pins—pins with a fine,

strong spring that won't slip out of your

hair. Save that pompadour—save your

whole head with the straight or curved

styles sketched. De Long's really stay put.

TO WIND- and weather-proof your skin
' against the blasts of weather we're in for,

comes a nice, big, generous offer by Wood-
bury. I hope you won't be able to resist it.

With the luxurious 75<? size of Woodbury
Cold Cream, splendid cleanser, soother,

smoother, you get gratis a 50^ bottle of

Woodbury Lotion. This for a limited time

!

You can literally lave and bathe yourself

all over in these splendid softeners and keep

in the pink of skin condition. The lotion

is especially good for wind roughened legs.

MAYBE you're ready for a starter for

Spring in the way of perfume. Then let

the Ronni flacon opposite remind you of

ten entrancing Ronni scents—Gardenia,

Rare Orchid, Lilac, Lily-of-the-Valley,

Sweet, Pea, Rose, Femme Desiree, Ex'quis,

Violet and Chypre ! Sketched, is the $2.50

to $10 packaging, but you can compromise
on junior sizes in the chain stores—a_ happy
and practical idea for the girl who likes to

be fickle with perfume,_ to wear first this,

then that. She'll like a perfume "wardrobe."

YOUR skin's good friend—Aknasol. It's

not new to this column, but is .such a

good corrective "dependable," especially in

the case of surface eruptions, blackheads,

whiteheads, coarsened skin and extreme
oiliness. The colloidal sulphur content is the

secret. Aknasol is a delicately scented,

creamy lotion, not apparent on the skin.

Use it at night or as a powder base, and
thus get twenty-four-hour corrective bene-

fit. Men and boys find it very helpful, too.

FOR personal daintiness, for protection of

clothing, Fresh No. Two, non-perspirant

and deodorant cream, gets posies from this

department. Daintiness we've always prized,

but perhaps it took Pearl Harbor to show
us that some of our luxuries may go with
war—that lovely clothing should be cared
for, protected. This gentle cream won't rot

fabrics, is greaseless, of the vanishing type,

very effective and mild. Fresh No. Two
for you for that first blouse _ or frock of

Spring, as well as good grooming. C. M.
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Cinema Cinderella

Continued from page 16

seems it has whims ! One little curl goes

this way, one that If she indulges these

whimsies, all goes well; if less understand-

ing hands touch her hair, that is not so

good. She solves her situation by a pro-

fessional shampoo but a self-set, when she

does not have the facilities for shampooing
at hand. She can do practically everything

for herself but a manicure. And she does

not like that, feeling that everyone should

be able to rise to the occasion of self-

grooming when necessary. Now, my private

opinion is that if every- girl thought like

Ellen and tried to do something about it,

she could always be a very good-looking
person. Because—it is invariably the hiatus

between manicure or shampoo or the delay

between replacing worn or old articles of

our wardrobe that knocks us off base. It

seldom fails but that, hoping no one will

see the chipped nail lacquer, or notice the

fact that you need to have your hair re-

done, the Big Moment of your life pops

out of the blue. Certainly the safest way
to guard against these situations is to keep

a bottle of shampoo at hand, perhaps a
wave-set lotion, and at least to learn the

rudiments of a hair job you won't be

ashamed of if you find just one hour be-

tween you and that date. Add to the sham-
poo a manicure kit, and maybe one of those

helpful quick facial masks, and you can
remake yourself in a short time—if you
must
And if you ask me, there will be plenty

of impromptu date opportunities from now
on, and most of them in uniform ! And try-

not to let it matter, girls, whether it's the

the Colonel, himself, or your little jerk

Orson Welles' new film, "The Magnificent Am-
bersons," starring Dolores Costello, has Joseph

Cotten and Agnes Moorehead, above, in cast.

brother's best pal. It is a time for big-

heartedness all around, and you know you
have smiles and dances to spare

!

Any girl who hopes to get anywhere
should develop and use her native intelli-

gence, should keep hope and determination

high, not be bowled over by the first or

second or third blow, should work like

anything, hear but believe little that is told

her, especially if she is young- and pretty,

be tolerant of others but hard with her-

self. That sums up the credo of what we
consider Ellen's success but which to her

is just a step along the way.

Ellen was born in Kansas City, and had
to leave high school in her third year to

support herself and mother. Her speech,

by the way, is charming and cultured

—

this, probably from extra time poring over

scripts and taking advantage of every

coaching opportunity in diction and voice.

When she was sixteen, posing as eighteen,

she went to work for $10 a week. She and
her mother budgeted. "We got by," is

Ellen's succinct comment. The job blew up,

so she became a salesgirl. Along came
the NRA and automatically increased her

salary to $15 weekly. That was something!

The store for which Ellen worked entered

her in a beauty contest. Ellen wort So with

a few Hollywood-struck friend?, she jour-

neyed there in a flivver, to find beauty

contest winners as plentiful as palm trees.

Apparently, nobody needed Ellen, so she

went to work as a waitress selling candy

and serving at the soda fountain.

Many times Ellen heard these words,

"You ought to be in pictures." One day
the agent, William Demarest, said this to

Ellen. Then she listened. Result, an audi-

tion with Paramount, then a stock player's

contract.

Ellen stuck to her knitting, earned $50

weekly for walking on and off in many
pictures, and she studied and she worked,

and she asked for no more salary than she

thought she was worth. That is something
for business girls to ponder ! Finally, a
new and refreshing type was needed, and
Ellen filled the bill. Her star was in the

ascent, and still is ! But it was work and
patience and self-improvement that had
kept her dully doing until opportunity

arose

!

After this bit of true story, Ellen pulled

out the pins from the hair she had set

while we were talking, her eyes sparkling.

In a few hours, she would be in Washing-
ton with her husband, Cy Bartlett, an army
officer stationed there.
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Song of the Islands

Continued from page 23

with those eyes of his and his black wavy
hair and that torso which ought to make
the Discus Thrower hide his head in sheer
humiliation, it's usually the femmes who
are singing love songs to Jeff.

How we started, both of us. It was star-

tling enough seeing a blonde native with-
out seeing one with so much oomph. She
was swaying a little as she stood there
and it was the same gentle rhythm as the
palms bending before the soft breeze and
her little grass skirt showed off her legs.

And what legs! They looked just like the
exclamation points they were. You know,
like this . . . ! ! And the garlands
around her neck and her wrists and her
ankles and the flowers in her hair were the
color of her lips. There were some other
natives with her, but we didn't even see

them.
"Now, Jeff," I warned as he made that

flying leap from the boat to the beach.
"You know what you promised me. Re-
member that redhead in Buenos Aires

!"

"Rusty, you know me." Jeff laughed.
"Did I ever break a promise?"
"Every time !" I yelled after him. But

it" wasn't Jeff's promise that worried me.
It was the one I had made to his old man
back in Chicago when he sent us to look
over his cattle ranch in the Island of Ahmi-
Oni. It worried me now the way the boss
was looking to me to keep his son out of
trouble.

But Jeff wasn't thinking of anything
except that girl. "Aloha," he said, going
up to her.

"Aloha," she said, and her voice gave us
the idea of how the birds sound in the
Islands.

"Well!" Jeff grinned at her. "Now that

we're acquainted, where are we? I mean,
I'd just like to know where we've landed,

not that I have any complaints. Do you live

around here, I hope?"
"Wait a minute," I said, taking off my

ten-gallon hat and giving her a bit of old
Texas gallantry. "Jeff, you can't expect a
native like this to understand your lingo."

"What do you mean, native?" Jeff

laughed. "She stepped right out of a steam-
ship folder. Look at her blonde hair."

"So what?" I said. "They have blondes

everywhere. Besides, some Swedes might'a
been shipwrecked here. Seiiorita !" I turned
to her, giving her a big take. "Parlez-vous
Sweet Leilani ?"

I'd have given anything if I knew the

Island lingo then, for her words sounded
like the chorus of one of the songs they
sing with steel guitars.

"What did she say?" Jeff asked.

"Aloha," I told him.
"We're doing swell," he said then.

"That's just where we started."

"Well, keep punchin'." I laughed. "You
might hit the jack-pot yet."

"We're looking for the Harper Cattle

Ranch'," Jeff told her. "Circle H—savvy ?"

He began making motions and the girl

smiled.

"Ae, ae," she said. Even we could tell

that meant yes in her language and she

flung us another look as she ran gaily

ahead of us.

"See?" Jeff said. "She catches on quick.

I can make her understand anything."

"That's what I'm afraid of," I muttered,

getting into line beside him.

"Hele mai," the girl said and even

though we didn't understand her words, we
could see that her eyes and her smile

meant "Follow me."
"And how!" Jeff grinned. "You go first,

honey. I like the scenery from this angle."

"Yeah." I shook my head. "That's the
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angle that got us in trouble in the Argen-
tine."

We hadn't gone far when the girl

stopped, pointing to a rickety bridge on
which there was a Harper Cattle Ranch,
No Trespassing sign and showed quite

clearly that here was where she got off.

"Lady," Jeff said then, giving her one

of his biggest smiles, "you've given us a

sweet reception on your own home
grounds, but if I ever meet you in the

moonlight, you'd better holler 'Aloha' and
start running."

"Just start running," I warned her.

"Never mind the Aloha."
Well, here we go again, I thought, see-

ing the way Jeff was looking after her

as she went away. I knew it wasn't going

to be easy this time and there'd been plenty

of bad times ever since the old man took

me away from running his outfit in Texas
to run his son instead. Riding herd on a

handsome guy like Jeff is no picnic. Then
I knew the other thing wasn't going to be

a picnic either, seeing how things were
going on his ranch. I mean, when I saw
John Rodney, the man who was_ managing
it. There was- something about him I didn't

like from the start.

"We've been travelling around making
an inspection of my old man's properties."

Jeff said after he'd introduced himself

and me.
"Well, that's fine," Rodney said, looking

as if he didn't mean it at all. "I know
your father expects you to take over the

business one of these days."

"His father also expected him to marry

a lovely girl in Chicago last year," I

put in glumly. "But he was eliminated in

the semi-finals."

Jeff didn't like Rodney any more than

I did. I knew that when he slipped me
a wink and started looking around the

ranch as if what he saw didn't please him
at all. "So this is Circle H." He shook

his head. "Looks bad, very bad."

"Terrible," I said, helping him with the

build-up to what was not going to be a

beautiful friendship. "Pretty rundown from
what I've seen."

"But you haven't seen anything yet."

Rodney was plainly getting the wind up.

"You must have come ashore on the

O'Brien property. He's a good-for-nothing

old beachcomber who owns that strip of

land across the bridge. Nothing over there

you'd care to look at."

"No?" Jeff grinned. "How do they Hula
over on this side?"

"Hula !" Rodney drew himself up. "I

wouldn't think of having women like that

on this ranch. It would take the men's mind
off their work."
"Goodbye!" Jeff kidded, turning to the

bridge again, but I caught his arm.

"He's right," I pointed out. "And our
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minds are not strong right now, either.

Let's eat first."

"Let me take you in and get you set-

tled," Rodney said smoothly. "When you're

rested up, I'll show you around the

ranch."
It was almost evening when he took us

for a tour of the ranch. .And as if it wasn't

strange enough seeing native cowboys. I

saw something I never thought I'd live

to see and that was those cowboys driving

the steers into the water.

"What are they dragging them out there

for?" I asked. "Giving 'em a bath?'

"Oh, no." Rodney pointed out over the

water where a cattle boat was waiting.

"They swim them out to the smaller boats

in lots of ten. Then they are towed out

to the waiting ship. By that time the boys

have slipped bellybands under them and
they are all ready to be hoisted aboard.

See
!"

I saw all right and it made my blood

boil. Being a cowboy all my life I natural-

ly have respect for cattle and I didn't like

seeing those steers kicking the way they

did as they were swung up to the ship.

"It ain't natural I" I exploded. "You
can't tell me a steer don't resent it. I know

. I would Why don't you build a pier out

to the boat?"
"We can't," Rodney said. "Our surf is

too shallow. That's why your father's been
trying to buy O'Brien's property. He has

the only deep water rights on the Island."

"What's O'Brien holding out for?" I

asked.

"He won't set a price."
_
Rodney shook

his head "He has a silly idea about pre-

serving his place as a sanctuary for the

natives."

"That's one of the reasons we dropped
in here," Jeff said. "To see if we couldn't

make O'Brien change his mind. I'll take

it up with him immediately. And besides.

I have some unfinished business of my own

to look after over at the O'Brien place."

It wasn't necessary to know Jeff as I

did to understand what he meant "Jeff,"

I begged, "there's a nice safe cattle boat

out there. Le's go home with the cows
before you get in trouble."

But I should have known better. No one

can stop Jeff once he's got his mind set

on anything. And it certainty was set on
that girl. I knew I'd have to look after

him. But when we reached the O'Brien
ranch I was sorry I had come, for there

was a native dame coming after me, look-

ing like Columbus must have when he

sighted land You know, as if she'd found
what she was looking for.

Now never let it be said that Rusty
Smith is at all luke-warm when it comes
to dames, and who wouldn't be a sucker

for flower garlands and a straw skirt?

But the answer to that one is it all depends

on who is wearing the straw skirt. Palola.

that was her name, didn't look anything

like the little blonde, even though she had
curves too. It just happened that Palola's

were all in the wrong place and there were
too many of them. And when she grabbed

me it felt as if she had more arms than a

centipede.

Someone laughed as I struggled with

her and when I turned I saw the blonde

standing on the porch and she was dressed

the way girls are back in the States and
she was talking English.

"I always knew you were a fast worker,"

I said to Jeff. "But when you can teach

'em English that quick, brother, you're

home !"

But Jeff didn't seem pleased at all. "Did

you take me for a ride!" he told her re-

provingly.
_

"You asked for a ticket, don't you think?"

The girl laughed. "Saying if I ever met you

in the moonlight I'd better holler 'Aloha' and

start running. Well." she glanced up at the

moon coming out over the trees. "Aloha!"

SCREENLAND

"Go ahead." Jeff got red. "Hand it out.

I deserve it"
But the girl wasn't letting him off that

easy. "I suppose you came over here think-

ing I was some poor little native who'd go
gaga when she saw you with your nice

wavy hair all slicked up !" she said.

"Me?" Jeff pretended to be surprised.

"That was the last thought I had in mind
I had no idea you even lived around here.

I was looking for an old goat by the name
of O'Brien."
"An old goat, huh?" All the singing was

gone out of her voice. "Listen, my name is

O'Brien, too and I am the old goat's

daughter
!"

It was just as well Jeff didn't have to

answer, for just then someone called

"Eileen"' and coming out of the house was
a man who looked so Irish, we knew he
had to be O'Brien. "Oh, is it company
we're having?" he asked in a soft brogue.

Then as Eileen introduced us he turned to

Jeff. "You'd be the son of old Jefferson

Harper, I take it. Well, I hope you're a
warmer hearted man than your father. For
years he's been trying to buy me out and
get rid of me. The man's daft, I'm think-

ing, owning a beautiful ranch and never
setting foot on it since the day he bought
it and leaving everything to that pinhead
of a Rodney who's that efficient he drives

the poor natives into working day and
night."

"But Dad has a big investment here,"

Jeff pointed out. "And the only way to

make it pay is work"
"Work !" O'Brien exploded at that.

"Work in a land where all a man has to

do to fill his stomach is reach for the near-

est tree! That's what's wrong with the

world : Everyone's fighting and grabbing for

money instead of living in peace and good-
will the way heaven intended them."

"You've got something there, Mr.
O'Brien," Jeff said, but Eileen stopped him
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with as pretty a little wrinkle of a nose
as I've ever seen. "Don't encourage him,"
she said. "He'll talk for hours."

"I will and I can on that subject." Her
father grinned. "But I'll get a drop of
something cool for us before I begin."

Even without those drinks O'Brien would
have been okay with me. They don't come
often, men like him, and it wasn't a won-
der every man, woman, and child on the
Island loved him. That is, everybody ex-
cept Rodney. When he saw how we felt

about the O'Briens, me about the old man
and Jeff about the girl, he began dropping
hints about us leaving.

But Jeff wasn't leaving. Something had
happened to him. Even I could see he was
different with Eileen than he had been with
all the others. They went surfboard riding
and fishing and sailing and when he wasn't
with her I could see his eyes getting that
faraway look that means love all spelled in
capital letters.

He was in love, all right, so much in

love he didn't even know I was along that
day the three of us went sailing. He was
playing a guitar and singing a song all

about the blue shadows and white gardenias
and the way he sang it, it wasn't a song at
all but a proposal. Then when he finished,

he leaned toward her and drew her closer
to him, but when he tried to kiss her he
discovered the flower in her hair was taking
the right of way from his lips.

"Mind if I move the bouquet over so I

can move in myself?" he asked her.
"Can't," Eileen whispered, drawing away

as he tried to take the flower. "You mustn't
touch." And then as his eyes questioned
her, "You see, when a girl has a flower
over her left ear it means she's nobody's
sweetheart, she's looking."
"And over the right ear?" Jeff asked.
"That means," Eileen smiled up at him,

"hands off. She's taken." She laughed then
breathlessly as he took the flower and
changed it so that now it was over her
right ear. "Jeff, don't," she whispered and
suddenly all the laughter was gone and she
sounded almost sad, almost frightened.
"Don't, unless you mean it," she said.

He meant it, all right. She knew that
when he took her in his arms. Anyone
could see he was all set for a little house
among the flowers and palm trees, a little

house with southern exposure and all the
conveniences and with nothing to do but
play and make love.

I couldn't blame him too much. For there
was a little Island girl I sort of had my
eyes on myself and who was making me
wonder, if there wasn't a nice, cozy little

duplex island for rent. Yes, sir, she made
me feel that being a beachcomber wouldn't
be a bad way to spend the rest of my life.

I even learned to play a ukulele and went
around in comfortable white pants rolled

up to my knees, wearing one of those flow-

ered shirts the natives do when they want
to really dress up and even getting to the

point where I liked those flowers the little

brunette was always hanging around my
neck. All of which wouldn't have made
any difference if I hadn't been wear-
ing them the day old man Harper came. It

was Rodney's fault, his coming unexpected
like that. He'd sent him word about how
interested Jeff was getting in Eileen.

"Well, well, Mr. Harper," I gulped, try-

ing to smile when I saw him and feeling

just how sick that smile must look. "Think
of meeting you here! Small world, isn't it?

And Aloha, sir, Aloha!"
Mr. Harper happens to be one of those

short, fat men who make you know that all

fat men aren't good-natured. The frost he
gave me made it feel as if the Island had
been suddenly transferred from the tropics

to the Arctic Circle. "What are you made
up for ?" he snapped. "You look like an In-
dian squaw on the war path."

"Well, I'll tell you," I said, trying to

he—"That lady has a mustache!"
she—"How embarrassing!'?
he—"Why doesn't she shave?"
she—"I know a better way to over-
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give him the brush-off. "It's a little warm
in this country for boots and chaps. I was
just
—

"

"A fine example you're setting for my
son!" he went on. "What do you mean by

letting him make a fool of himself with

that O'Brien girl?"

I started to say something but a crowd
of little native children I'd promised some
goodies to came running up to me shouting,

"Papaya, papaya," which means something

to eat in their language but sounds like

something quite different in ours.

"Um !" says Harper, taking a suspicious

look at them. "So that's what you've been

tip to
!"

I was just telling him that papayas grew
on trees around here when Jeff came in.

"I've heard all about you and O'Brien's
daughter!" Harper shouted before Jeff even
had a chance to say hello. "Get your things

packed. You're leaving with me in the

morning. I'm holding the plane I arrived

in overnight."

"Tomorrow !" Jeff had to think fast, but

Jeff always does, just as fast as he acts.

"But I'm just about to close that deal with
O'Brien for his harbor," he said, knowing
if there was one thing close to the old man's
heart it was business. And the shot went
home, for Harper looked interested. "Why
not bring the harbor into the family?" Jeff

went on quickly. "You'd love Eileen, Dad."
His father gave him a long look and he

must have seen the boy had his mind
made up, for instead of doing the irate

father act he became almost sympathetic.

"I'm not going to act like an old sour-

puss," he said. "I'm not going to tell you
who you can or can't marry. But you know
I need you home in Chicago. If you marry
and settle down here

—

"

"Well," Jeff looked as if he couldn't be-

lieve his own luck, "we'll have to spend
some time here. Eileen couldn't leave her
father permanently and Mr. O'Brien
couldn't live any place else."

"Unless it was over a brewery," I said,

but they didn't pay any attention to me.
Both of them were too busy figuring how
they were going to get their own way and
from the way it looked from my ringside

seat, I'd say they started with a draw.
I had to admit the old man was doing

pretty well when we went over to O'Brien's.

Anybody would have thought he meant it

when he went through all the motions of

welcoming Eileen into the family but I'd

seen him putting through too many busi-

ness deals to be fooled. And I was right,

for he hadn't been there ten minutes when
he looked at O'Brien. "Now, let's get

down to business," he said.

"Business?" O'Brien shook his head.
"That's a word for penny-pinchers and ras-

cals. Let's not, bring it up on a friendly

occasion like this."

"I haven't time to fool around," Harper
said, shaking his head impatiently. "Put a
price on that harbor of yours."

O'Brien didn't say anything for a min-
ute. Then he smiled. "Use the harbor if

it's of use to you," he said then. "Build
a pier or anything you'd like for your con-
venience. But let it be a matter between
friends. Not business."
Harper almost exploded at that. "I'm not

asking favors," he shouted. "I came here
to do business."

"Business !" O'Brien looked at Eileen.

"There he goes again. The man's bewitched
by the word." He turned to Harper. "You
never relax. All you think about is money-
grabbing."

"Is that so?" Harper banged his fist on
the table. "Well, I see through your game.
You want me to build a pier on your prop-
erty and then charge me for right of way."
"What's that you're saying?" O'Brien de-

manded. "The back of me hand to you!
I wouldn't let one of your cattle wet a tail

in my ocean, now."

How would you like to be chosen as the girl

with the prize winning eyes? If you have ex-

pressive eyes, here's how you can make them

lovely enough to win a movie contract, 6-piece

wardrobe , or any one of ten exciting prizes.

Let Camille mascara, the new smearprool,

waterproof cosmetic that makes lashes look

longer and lovelier, and Camille eyebrow

pencil, the color-right, smooth-marking

crayon, bring out all the hidden beauty and

expression your eyes really have! Then, with

your eyes gloriously at their best, enter this

contest, sponsored by Camille, Inc., and Re-

public Pictures for the girls with the love-

liest eyes. _ _
TO ENTER THE CONTEST: Buy any

three ioc Camille products at your 5 and

ioc store. Send these three cards or boxtops

(or reasonable facsimiles thereof), together

with your photo or snapshot (preferably
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your face only, and the larger the better).

Any number of your photos may be sent,

but each must be accompanied by three-

cards or boxtops. Address: Contest Director,

Camille, Inc., Morristown, N. J.

FIRST PRIZE:
A screen role in a Republic film for two

weeks, at the Republic Studios in Holly-

wood,' at a salary of $100 per week. As the

guest of Republic Pictures, all expenses

(such as hotel bill and transportation) will be

paid. IN ADDITION you will be presented

with a stunning fur coat from I. J. Fox,

"America's Largest Furriers."

HERE ARE THE OTHER THRILLING PRIZES:

• A strikingly original, 6-piece wardrobe from Townley Frocks Inc., consisting

of fall suit; daytime dress, dinner gown and lounging pajamas, all created by

Claire McCardell, leading American designer.

• An exquisite diamond 17 jewel, jrridium platinum Wrist Watch by Gruen,

makers of the "Precision Watch."

• A genuine Tecla .necklace of perfectly matched pearls from Tecla Pearls,

Inc., famous for the "World's Finest Culture Pearls.

• A Scholarship in Fashion and Photographic Modelling at smart Mayfai r

Mannequin Academy, Fifth Avenue, New York.

• And S gorgeous, jewel-encrusted sets of costume jewelry consisting of bracelet,

neckkS, earrings and ring, by "Karu,' well known Fifth Avenue jewelers.
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Beauty Editors of Photoplay, Glam-

our, Motion Picture, Screen Guide^ „„nnn., ^ttttt trfe-m.
Screenland and Modern Screen. M BLACK . BROWN . BLUE • GREEN-

CAMILLE
GLAMOR-EYES MAKEUP
Cake Mascara — Cream Mascara — Eyebrow
Pencil. 10c at leading 5 & 10 cent stores, also

at many drug stores— or for information write

to Camille, Inc., Morristown, N. J.

Asthma Agony
Don't rely on smokes, sprays and injections if

vou suffer from terrible recurring, choking, gasp-

ing wheezing spells of Asthma. Thousands of suf-

ferers have found that the first dose of Mendaco
usually palliates Asthma spasms and loosens thick

strangling mucus, thus promoting freer breathing

and more restful sleep. Get Mendaco m tasteless

tablets from druggists. Only 60c. Money back
guaranteed unless fully satisfied.
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Size 8x10 inches. Original returned safely.Send
No Money. Just mail photo, snapshot or negative
— receive promptly handsome Enlargement, ray
postman only 4 7c phis postage.Standard Art Stu-
dios, Dept. 492-C, 1 13 S. Jetterson, Chicago

FALSE
TEETH
As Low As $7.95
Per Plate. DENTAL

_ PLATES made in our
own laboratory from YOUR Personal impression WOKK-
M ANSHIP and MATERIAL GUARANTEED or PURCHASE
PRICE refunded. We take this risk on our oO-day trial otter.

Do Not Send Any MoneySrfsS
oar LOW PRICES. DON'T PUT IT OFF—Write as today!

BRIGHTON-THOMAS Dental Laboratory
Dept. 1056 6217 S. Halsted Street, Chicago, III.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.
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GLASSES
16 DAYS' TRIAL!
Good Looking:! We GUARANTEE SATISFACTION or Vonr
MONEY BACK. We also repair Broken Glasses. CDCC
Write today for our catalog; and information I HLK-
U.S. Eye-Glasses Co. 1557 Milwaukee Av. Dept. 5-109 Chicago
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William Tracy and Elyse Knox in "Hay Foot,"

hilarious Hal Roach comedy about army life.

"Mr. jHarper," Eileen said, and she

looked so pretty with her eyes all dewy
and anxious that way. "There isn't any-

thing to quarrel about since Jeff and I

^"That's what I say, Dad," Jeff put in

eagerly. "It's all going to be in the family

anyway."
. n

"There's going to be no family about it!

Harper shouted, even louder than he'd been

shouting before, because a storm had come
up and the thunder was crashing over his

voice.

"Just a minute, Dad," Jeff said. "Eileen

and I have this all settled."

"Then I'll unsettle it," Harper said. And
that was the signal for general fireworks.

"Very well, Mr. Harper." Eileen tossed

her head. "If there isn't going to be any

family about it, I'll tell you the deal we'll

make. You can use our harbor for fifty

percent of the price your cattle bring at

the market."
"That's highway robbery!" Harper ex-

ploded, and even Jeff looked aghast at

Eileen.

"Lady, you should have been a night-

club hostess," he said.

That was what started the quarrel be-

tween Eileen and Jeff, and by the time we
started for home with Harper and O'Brien

still trying to shout each other down over

the sound of the thunder, it looked as if

nothing would ever bring those youngsters

together again, judging by the fury in

Eileen's eyes and the set look around Jeff's

mouth. But just as we reached the bridge

separating the two ranches, he turned to his

father.

"Dad, will you do me a favor?" he

asked. "Will you come back to O'Brien's

and let me straighten this out?"
"Never !" Harper shouted as he was

about to set foot on the bridge. "Never!

Not if it was the last step I ever took."

It was almost as if Fate must have heard

him. First there was that terrific crash of

thunder and the lightning zooming down
so close I couldn't help jumping and then

the sound of wood splintering and Jeff and
me grabbing Harper just as the bridge

broke in two.
"We'll have to go back now," Jeff said.

"There's no other way to get across." But
Harper wouldn't hear of it. And just as

I was sure we were all going to_ catch

pneumonia standing around there in the

rain, we heard O'Brien's voice calling to

us and believe me, it sounded like sweet
music at that moment. Even the old man
didn't make too much of a fuss about going
back when O'Brien apologized for his part

of the quarrel in that soft Irish tongue of
his.

But Eileen wasn't giving in. She didn't

come down for dinner and Jeff sat there

unable to eat a mouthful and with his eyes

looking as if the end of the world had
come. And the next morning at breakfast

there was Harper and O'Brien acting as

if they'd been buddies for years and Har-
per looking as if he had begun to realize

all he'd been missing these years, seeing

how easy and pleasant everything was at

the O'Brien ranch. He looked almost sorry

when word came that the bridge had been

fixed and he could go.

Jeff didn't go with him.

"How you doin'?" I asked when I saw
him stand back as O'Brien went along

with Harper.
"Great," he said bitterly. "The enemy is

barricaded and I can't advance an inch."

"You're going at this the wrong way,"

I told him. "These girls over here want
romance. You got to be a toreador, sing

'em a love song. I know, Pal, they even

listen to me. Come on. I got to get you
straightened out."

Even before I'd spoken to him I'd got

a lot of the native boys and girls to bring

their guitars and ukeleles and now they all

went along with us and sitood under

Eileen's window and we all began to sing

a love song of the Islands. But the shade

on her window was down and she didn't

even pull it up.

"You see," Jeff sighed. "What did I tell

you? She sees me coming and pulls the

shade down. There's nothing left for me to

do but go back to Chicago." And when we
got home he went to his father. "Eileen

and I are all washed up," he said. "I guess

you're right. I'd better settle down and

take business seriously."

"Hmmm." His father looked at him and

I could have sworn he was disappointed.

"Well, if you want to leave, Rodney has

a way to settle with O'Brien. He had a

lawyer dig into the records and they find

out O'Brien hasn't paid a land tax in over

five years. So we bought his property up."

"Wait a minute," Jeff protested. "You
can't do that. Even if Eileen and I are

through !"

But his father didn't even answer as he

sent for Rodney. "Go over to O'Brien and

serve that eviction notice," he said, and just

as I was deciding I was through with the

old man forever he turned to me and

winked, so I knew it was only a game and

he wasn't doing something I'd have hated

him for doing the rest of my life. "Tell

him he'll have to get off my property."

"I already have, Mr. Harper," Rodney
said. "I saw no reason for delay, so I

—

"

Harper got livid at that. "You idiot !" he
blared. "You and your blasted efficiency.

Who told you to do that?"

He grabbed his hat and started for the

door but Jeff was there before him and I

was alongside of him. And it was funny

how I remembered then it was St. Patrick's

Day and how for weeks O'Brien had been

talking about the fete he always gave on

that day and now here it had come finding

him and Eileen without even a roof over

their heads. But you wouldn't have thought

it when you saw that girl. There she stood

on the porch with her father, that proud

little chin of hers held high.

"Eileen, Mr. O'Brien," Jeff said. "I'm

terribly sorry about this. I don't know what
my father was thinking of."

"I do." O'Brien started walking toward
the house. "His money."

"I don't blame your dad," Jeff said as

O'Brien banged the door behind him. "But
I had nothing to -do with it,

_
honey. I

didn't even know what was going_ on. I

won't let my father go through with it."

"He has gone through with it," Eileen

said evenly. "It's done. I can't believe

things like this still happen, putting people

off their land. It's like something out of

'East Lynne.'
"

"You can't let this come between us," Jeff

broke in desperately. "I love you, darling."

He took a quick step toward her, but
Eileen turned away.
"My father always tried to be fair and

honest with everyone," she said in that

quiet, even voice. "Yours doesn't do busi-

ness that way. The Harpers and O'Briens
wouldn't mix, Jeff, ever."

"Eileen!" Jeff sounded frantic. "You're
wrong. I'll do anything you ask."

"Then tell your father the O'Briens will

get off his property as fast as they can!"

she said.

Jeff didn't say a word as we walked
away, only his mouth tightened when he

saw his father hurrying, all out of breath,

toward the O'Brien house. I could see_ he

didn't trust himself to talk to him just

then. But I felt one of us had better keep

an eye on Harper before he could do any
more damage. And so telling Jeff to wait

for me I rushed back to the house and got

there as O'Brien was opening the door._

"Where's me shillalah? You thieving vil-

lain !" he said when he saw Harper. "Steal-

ing a man's roof from over his head on St.

Patrick's Day."
"I had no intention of going through with

it," Harper said. "I just thought I saw a

way to patch up things with Jeff and
Eileen. I was sure when I told him what
I intended doing, it would send him rush-

ing back to her again and everything

would be all right. And everything was
till that jackass Rodney got too efficient.

Can I ask you a favor?"
"Well," O'Brien hesitated just a minute. r

(

Then he smiled. "If you- put it that way,

anything you'd like. What is it?"

"Your girl and my boy had the right

idea," Harper said. "All we have to do is

get the kids together again and that will

keep the harbor in the family. I'm sure you
can bring Eileen around."

"Me?" O'Brien shook his head dubi

ously. "I couldn't do a thing with her once

her mind's set. She's Irish. But wait a min-

ute. I'll call her. Let's have a drink first to

give us courage. We'll need it."

Even the drink didn't do any good. Eileen

wouldn't even listen to her father, much less

Harper.
"You're a shame to the Irish !" O'Brien

said then. "Where's your generosity?"

"Jeff's a darn fine boy," Harper put in

desperately. "And he's crazy about you."

"This is a nice way to show it," Eileen

said coldly. "Why isn't he here?"

It was just then I saw the plane flying

over the harbor. "That's why he isn't here,"

I lied, stepping forward. "He just took off

on that plane. He told me to come here*

and say goodbye for him."

"Jeff !" Eileen whispered, and now all

the coldness was gone from her eyes and

her voice and I felt like a coyote when I

saw she was beginning to cry. Then she

turned and ran from the house, down to

the cliffs looking over the water and all

the time she was calling Jeff's name over

and over again so it sounded like a prayer.

I went after her because I had to see it

was going to turn out all right. And it did.

for as she stopped Jeff came over to her

and put his arms around her.

She was crying so hard she didn't ever

see who it was as she buried her hea<

against his shoulder. "Pop," she whispered

"It was my fault. I didn't mean it. I d<

love him."
"Sure," came Jeff's voice in an imitatio:

of O'Brien's brogue. "And he loves yo'

too, darlin'." And then he lifted her face ii

his hands and kissed her.

It was enough to make any man lonely-

seeing that kiss. I started walking awa?

just as fast as I could, with both my eye:

wide open, looking for that cute little na

tive girl with one of them and making sun

Palola wouldn't catch me first with th

other. And never was there a St. Patrick'

Day like it, for Jeff or for me either.
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Get 3 cakes of Lux Toilet Soap

and begin now a month's trial of

this gentle care that helps protect

million-dollar complexions, the

care screen stars depend on! See

for yourself what a wonderful aid

it is in keepingyour skin smoother,

lovelier—more attractive!

Star of Columbia Pictures'

"Bedtime Story"

ACTIVE-lather

care is a

wonderful

beauty aid.

Tryit for

30 days.

9 out ofwScfeen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap



Chesterfield salutes with Millions of Fans

THE GOLDEN JUBILEE

of America's most popular sport

BASKETBALL

Over 90,000,000 is Basketball's

yearly attendance. . . tops for any American

sport... and this year marks the celebra-

tion of its Golden Jubilee. The game was

founded by Dr. James Naismith and had its

modest start in 1891 in Springfield, Mass.

Such popularity must be deserved

hesterfield
, for Milder Better Taste

for Cooler Smoking
That's what millions of Chesterfield smokers get

every time they light up... and that's why these millions

are saying Chesterfield gives me more pleasure than any

other cigarette I ever smoked.

Make your next pack Chesterfield and you too will

enjoy everything you want in a cigarette ... made to

your taste with the Right Combination of the ivorld's

best cigarette tobaccos.
9 g

Every time . . . /AdfSoffitM

Copyright 1942, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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"It takes a Pretty Smile to Sell a Song—

And yours, My Pet, is on the Blink.

I suspect 'Pink Tooth Brush 11 99

"You're a nightingale, sister!

You've got youth, charm, person-

ality—everything, unlit you smile.

That's fatal. You can't star with my
band until you can flash a smile

that travels right from the stand

into the customers' hearts."

"Now, no tears, pretty face. It's not

that bad. You've just been careless.

Box office smiles and 'pink tooth

brush,' sparkling teeth and sensi-

tive gums just don't play the same

bill. We're booking you first with

my dentist. Tomorrow—no, today !

n

Then on
opening
night the
crowd
went

wild .

.

.

"Our modern soft foods don't give

gums enough work! And sparkling

smiles depend largelyon healthy gums.

Give your gums more work, daily mas-

sage." (N.B. A recent survey shows

dentists prefer Ipana for personal use

2 to 1 over any other dentifrice.)

"Am I following that dentist's advice!

It's Ipana and massage for me—every

day! What a clean, freshening flavor

Ipana has! My teeth are brighter—and

that stimulating tingle every time I

massage my gums seems to signal,

'You're going to make the grade'."

(Soliloquy of a nightingale) "I'm singing the blues

but they're not in my heart. I'm the happiest girl

this side of anywhere. Listen to that crowd—three
encores and they're still banging the china and call-

ing for more. Well, here's one little girl who sees her

name in lights and Ipana Tooth Paste in her beauty

cabinet forever and then some."

Help keep gums firmer, teeth brighter, smiles more sparkling with Ipana and Massage!

"T)INK" on your tooth brush

JT means see your dentist at once.

He may simply tell you that eating

too much soft, creamy food has de-

nied your gums the exercise they

need for firmness and health. And,

like many dentists, he may very

likely suggest "the healthful stimu-

lation of Ipana and massage."

For Ipana is specially designed,

not only to clean teeth thoroughly

but, with massage, to help make

your gums firmer. So each time you

brush your teeth massage a little

extra Ipana onto your gums. That

invigorating "tang"—exclusive with

Ipana and massage—tells you cir-

culation is increasing in the gums

—helping gums to gain new firm-

ness and strength.

Get a tube of economical Ipana

Tooth Paste at your druggist's to-

day. Let Ipana and massage help

you to have a lovelier smile!

A Product of Bristol-Myers

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
SCREENLAND 3
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Published In

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen!

What does March come in like? . . .Okay,

students, go to the head of the class.

Leo, you know, has enlisted for the

duration. He's in the Army, the Navy,
Civilian Defense and ready to serve

wherever wanted b;? his Uncle.

Have you seen "Joe Smith, American"?
Recommended, incidentally, by our
generous First Lady.

We don't speak much about shorts in

this column, but it's hard to keep quiet

about "Main Street On The March",
made with government cooperation.

The exhibitors of America, as well, are

all out for our war effort. Their screens

will inform, uplift and divert. Three
essentials in a crisis.

Among the diversions that Dr. Leo has

brewed in his own laboratory is the

newest rattle of that famous Hardy
family skeleton.

Despite the natural presence of that

exciting, energetic, connubial dynamo
—Mickey Rooney—nothing personal is

intended by the title

—

"The Courtship of Andy Hardy".

It's undoubtedly impossible to refer to

a beautiful young? idy as a dark horse—

But watch Donna Reed in this hardi-

est of the Hardys.

*
Space doesn't permit much about "Mrs.
Miniver", (Greer Garson, Walter Pid-

geon) ; "I Married An Angel", (Jeanette

MacDonald, Nelson Eddy); "Ship
Ahoy", (Eleanor Powell, Red Skelton,

Bert Lahr, Tommy Dorsey's orchestra)

;

and "Rio Rita", (Abbott and Costello).

There's so much to say about the merits

of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Pictures.

We really ought to have two columns.

StiU- * * * *
Yours for conservation.

-Lea.
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with VIRGINIA WEIDLER • RAY McDONALD • LEO GORCEV • "RAGS" RAGLAND • SHELDON LEONARD • DOUGLAS McPHAIL • HENRY O'NEILL • LARRY NUNN

Screen Play by Harry Clork and Franz G. Spencer • Directed by EDWARD LUDWIG Produced by FREDERICK STEPHANI • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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What a "closeup"—but Bing remains cold to

Virginia Dale's kisses in scene above from

"Holiday Inn," Crosby-Astaire film, but Mar-

jorie Reynolds, right, may have better luck.

I UST when everyone thought everything

J was at last running smoothly, Anne

Shirley and John Payne announced their

separation. Anne has been loved in Holly-

wood ever since she was Dawn O'Day,

the child star. John hasn't made friends

quite as easily. Anpe has worked hard all

her life and never changed with success.

There are those who feel that John hasn't

been able to handle his as well. Intimate

friends insist they are still very much in

love. Anne can't even talk about it with-

out her eyes filling with tears. Here's

hoping that time and right thinking will

bring them together again.

THOSE dance routines in "Yankee Doodle
I Dandy" weren't quite as easy for Jimmy
Cagney as they were when he was a kid.

But Bing Crosby ribbed him unmercifully

about it just the same. Then Jim heard

that Bing was going to do a dance number

with Fred Astaire. The first day he re-

hearsed, Bing (aching in every joint)

was handed a wire. The message read:

"It's heavy ain't it?" It was signed Cagney

!

AWEEK before Christmas Ann Sheridan

and George Brent were just about as

cozy as a couple of cobras. Then the senti-

ment of the holiday got 'em. George talked

Ann into accepting an engagement ring.

Believe it or not, they flew all the way

across the continent and weren't recognized

once. Ann used the name of Miss Grey.

George called himself Mr. Watson. Ann
flew to Texas first to see her mother, who
was ill. George was to follow in two days.

But he hadn't figured on being detained

for retakes. Ann waited a whole week in

Texas. A more impatient bride there never

was! To top everything, George's over-

night bag containing the wedding ring was

lost enroute. Eventually they got it back

—

after the wedding!

SCREENLAND

PERHAPS the most anti-social girl m
Hollywood was Priscilla Lane. That's

why she loved the desert town of Victor-

ville. That's why she enjoyed going to

square dances, fishing and hiking with

local newspaper publisher John Barry.

That's why everyone was so astounded

when she recently called off her engage-

ment. They do say that Priscilla wanted

to give up her career long ago.
_
It was

John who encouraged her to stick and

learn to like the business that would

eventually give her a good break. Things

seemed to change from the time she did

make a big hit in "Million Dollar Baby."

It was after being selected by Frank

Capra for "Arsenic and Old Lace" that

Priscilla changed her mind. John Barry

still thinks she's something pretty special

and hopes Hollywood will make her very

happy.

IN CASE the purported romance between

I Ginger Rogers and Jean Gabin does take

a serious turn, here's hoping the fabulous

Frenchman has a good ear for music.

Ginger can already play the piano the

accordion, the concertina and the Ham-
mond organ. Now "Lee-ly," her mother

has given her a xylophone. Ginger had

it shipped down from her ranch in Oregon.

She's taking lessons like mad and, fortu-

nately, the nearest neighbor is several lull

tops away

!



A Paramount Picture Starring

Ray Milland - Paulette Goddard
" with

Roland Young • Albert Dekker • Margaret Hayes • Cecil Kellaway • Edward Norris

Directed by SIDNEY LANFIELD • Screen Play by Harry Tugend

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN THIS BIG PARAMOUNT HIT IS COMING
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Are You A
Young Wife Who |

Still Doesn't Know? f

Safe New V/ay in Feminine Hygiene Gives
Continuous Action for Hours

• Timidity is no longer the young wife's excuse
for ignorance of intimate facts. Accurate knowl-
edge is available to any woman who seeks it.

Why then, in feminine hygiene, should she
either place her dependence on weak, ineffec-
tive "home-made" mixtures, or resort to over-
strong solutions of acids which can burn, scar
and desensitize delicate tissue.

Today such risks are needless. Informed
women have turned to Zonitors—the safe, new
way in feminine hygiene. These dainty snow-
white suppositories kill germs instantly at con-
tact. Spread greaseless, protective coating.
Deodorize—not by temporarily masking—but
by destroying odors. Cleanse antiseptically and
give continuous medication for hours.

Yet! Zonitors are safe for delicate tissues.
Powerful—yet non-poisonous, non-caustic.
Even help promote gentle healing. No appara-
tus; nothing to mix. At all

druggists.^- booUet of

NAME

SONG
HITS
PAY

CAN YOU WRITE A POEM OR SONG?
Original Harmony composed to your lyrics—Patriotic, Swing, Sacred. Send poem for
consideration. FREE recording if accepted

Write for DeLuxe Rhymer, Free.

DE LUXE MUSIC SVC, Box 3163-S, Bridgeport. Conn.

tGo modern with the completely different

f hampden'S rouge. This wonderful color

cream is so easy to use • blends off to

j
nothing • gives a soft, warm color, even in

I

tone like 'nature's blush.' It's the rouge plus!

ROUGE/STICK
(

25 c also 50c & 10c sizes

Over 5 million sold

Yours for Loveliness
April is lavish in her gifts of beauty

—

for face, for fingers, the intimate you

ONE of the best buys in beauty for the

month is the new Evening in Paris
Harmonized Make-Up package. The box
holds a generous quantity of a fine and
clinging powder that lends a lovely lumi-
nous look to skin ; a compact of soft,

smooth-textured rouge and a joy of a lip-

stick. It is creamy and soothing and about
as permanent as a lipstick can be. Here is

your new April complexion, made to order
for you. The combination comes in six

tone ranges from Light to Suntanned.

A SPLENDID product that combines
three important functions is Dioxogen

Cream. Use it for cleansing ; use it for
overnight and general softening and "cor-
rection" purposes ; use a very thin film for
a powder base. This cream is said to supply
active oxygen—an extra beauty ingredient
for extra beauty ! The cream also seems to

have a mild- bleaching action, and sufficient

use brings a fairer, clearer skin tone. The
cream is of a light, smooth texture ; is eco-
nomically priced ; is very worth trying.

TANGEE lipstick is out to win new lau-
' rels, because something new has been
added, and it's satin on your lips. The new
lipstick now adds that satin sheen, that silky

glow of youthful loveliness, and this same
glamor ingredient also provides sound pro-
tection against drying and chapping. When
you try this new Tangee, you will see that
it is literally like spreading brilliant satin

across your lips. And Tangee satisfies all

color whims. There's Tangee Natural,
Tangee Theatrical-Red, Tangee Red-Red.

HAS it ever occurred to you that the con-
dition of your powder puff is an index

to your fastidiousness ? That more curious
eyes regard it than you think? A little

pidgeon tells us that many girls own
smudgy powder puffs because they buy them
one at a time. Buy them in packages and
always have a fresh one at hand. Those
lovelies, Betty Lou puffs, come in packages
of three or four—and all for a song. They
are little pets of puffs, soft and delicate to
spread powder like velvet, and are dainty.

SO NEW it hasn't even a name at this

writing, but the kind of thought on which
Revlon thinks so well. Six one-eighth ounce
bottles of Revlon beauty for fingertips. One
bottle holds Adheron, that wonder base
coat, and the other five are Revlon nail
colors. There are two choices of colors,
and either will give you a complete "ward-
robe" of nail enamel. Change at will, ac-
cording to mood, costume or occasion,
without the clutter of many big bottles and
added expense. In a satin and gold case.

WHAT sweeter harbinger of Spring than
a lilac fragrance? Its nostalgic, gentle

perfume, its power to stir the masculine
heart, to make you suggest April, itself,

nominates the lilac for the flower of Spring.
Hudnut does a gracious lilac in a family of
personal accessories, and we illustrate the
perfume and toilet water, just to show you.
Precious, and prettily packaged. And there's

a cologne, talcum and dusting powder.
Lilacs for happy remembrance ! They are
all most pleasingly priced. C. M.

SCREENLAND



HERE iiS A STORY ABOUT A JiOWN

CALLED fas low
All knew it but none talked

about it — except in whispers.

You'll live strange experiences you

never dreamed could come into

your life as the screen captures

each ecstaticfmoment and

every secret longing

of these shadowed

characters. Here is

screen great-

ness, truly!

ANN SHERIDAN
as tempting ' RANDY'

ROBERT CUMMINGS
as handsome 'PARRIS'

RONALD REAGAN
as irresistible ' DRAKE'

BETTY FIELD
as stormy 'CASSIE'

Directed by

SAM WOOD
of 'Mr. Chips' and

'Kitty' Foyle' fame!

EVER* HEAR T
coNCEALE D A S

WARNER BROS'. NEW SUCCESS, with CHARLES COBURN
Claude Rains • Judith Anderson • Nancy Coleman

The Screen Play is superbly adapted by Casey Robinson from the Novel by Henry Bellamann • Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold

t^A^Ot^iec^&^Sffi&rftV mcAe?#
(
?/cr£ duplicating the success of 'Sergeant York',

the Warner Bros, picture that preceded it there. AT YOUR THEATRE SOON. Check the manager for exact date.
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SHES

'AQJOm

she uses IRRESISTIBLE
PERFUME AND LIPSTICK
An exquisite perfume for your new
Spring Bonnet ... a challenge to Spring
and a young man's fancy. A touch of

IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME makes you di-

vinely exciting, glamorous, irresistible

and assures you of his devotion. Now
in an adorable Easter Box.

Only 10< at all 5 & 10« Stores

use IRRESISTIBLE lipstick

Brilliant new reds and ruby
tones. The lipstick that's WHIP-
TEXT to stay on longer . . .

smoother ........ \0(

The Lady Has Plans—Paramount

A highly amusing spy comedy with

sophisticated dialogue and suspense. Paul-

ette Goddard, as Sidney Royce, news re-

porter, becomes involved with a spy ring

when she is mistaken for a girl who is

using her name and on whose back stolen

plans are printed. Ray Milland plays a

radio commentator who helps her track

down the spies. They're a handsome team

and perform splendidly. Roland Young,

FBI man, Albert Dekker, the Nazi, good.

Hellzapoppin'—Universal

Here's insanity at its best. You'll say

to yourself, "I don't get it," and you won't,

neither will anybody else—it's that kind

of wacky film. . But you mil be entertained

by this screen version of the Ole Olsen-

Chic Johnson popular stage show—

a

story-within-a-story-within-a-story, and

don't try to make sense out of it—just

have fun. Martha Raye, Mischa Auer,

Hugh Herbert are in it with Ole and

Chic. Has catchy tunes, good gags.

We Were Dancing— M-G-M

A sophisticated romantic comedy about

two impoverished refugees, a Polish prin-

cess, Norma Shearer, who elopes with a

Continental nobleman, Melvyn Douglas,

on the eve of her marriage to a wealthy

American, Lee Bowman. They're divorced

when she refuses to go on living as house

guests of the rich who enjoy catering to

titles, but he gets himself a job and the

marriage is on again. Fine acting, Norma's

beauty, clothes make up for trite story.

Ride 'Em, Cowboy— Universal

You'll laugh until your sides ache at

the gags in this new Bud Abbott-Lou
Costello comedy. One riotous scene fol-

lows closely on top of another, and the

fun doesn't let up until the very end. The
two zanies play a couple of Brooklyn
drugstore cowboys who land on an
Arizona ranch where they become nurse-

maids to cows and ride bucking broncos

(in best Abbott-Costello style). Dick

Foran, Anne Gwynne are the romancers.

The Shanghai Gesture—United Artists

John Colton's well-remembered stage
play has finally been satisfactorily (for
the Hays Office) adapted for the screen,

but it's not the same shocker. This drama,
with Oriental background, moves slowly.

Gene Tierney plays Poppy, a victim of a
gambling casino's vices. There she meets
Victor Mature, who plays a Levantine of

questionable character, and learns that

Chinese Mother Gin Sling (Ona Munson)
who runs the den is her mother. Acting
is good throughout. Settings are lavish.

10 SCREENLAND



The Corsican Brothers—U. A.

Dumas' fantastic tale of Siamese
twins, separated at birth by an
operation—successful except that

one of the twins reflects the emo-
tions of the other—yes, even love.

Imagine the complications ! Reared
separately, they meet for the first

time at twenty-one and avenge the

murder of their parents. Douglas
Fairbanks is magnificent in the

swashbuckling dual role. Like thrill-

ing adventure tales, action, exciting

sword-play? Here's the picture.

A Yank on the Burma Road— M-G-M

This timely adventure thriller is

the first film to make reference to

Pearl Harbor and our war with the

Japs. It's the story of a_New York
cabbie who accepts the job of lead-

ing a motor caravan of supplies for

Chungking over the Burma Road.

Barry Nelson does nicely as the

Yank who smuggles Gail (Laraine

Day) into China where her hus-

band, a flier for the Japs, is a pris-

oner. It all comes out all right and

Barry gets the girl. Has suspense.

Born to Sing— M-G-M

A gay, breezy musical comedy
about some talented kids who put

on a show to help Frank Eastman,

playing Virginia Weidler's dad, get

back his compositions from a pro-

ducer who is about to use them in

his show. They kidnap the first-

night audience and force them to sit

through their amateur show. Every-
thing works out as it should. Vir-

ginia sings, Ray MacDonald dances,

and Douglas McPhail sings the rous-

ing finale, "Balad for Americans."

A"Close-up"was only a

Movie Term to Paula, until ...

Act 1: Paula is pretty! She sings like an
angel and can dance like a breeze. But
there are few compliments and dates in

Paula's young life, few eligible bachelors—
BECAUSE—well, Paula is guilty of one little

fault, she's careless about underarm odor!

Act 2: (Enter pretty friend) Wake up to the
facts of charm, my Pretty! Of course you
bathe every day—before every date. But a
bath only takes care of the past ... to give

your charm a future, use Mum.

stakes only 30 seconds, effec-

tive for hours.

wum P-vents undera -

without stoPpmS persP
k

.

a

Act 3: (Paula's soliloquy) Now I can play a
love scene! Mum is so marvelous—so quick,
so easy to use, so sure! Only 30 seconds to
use Mum, and daintiness is safe for long
hours. Safe for skin, safe for dresses, too!

, . —Gentle> safe

For Sor.itc.ry »^X*W"* for this Mum
Takes the Odor Out of Perspiration

Product of Bristol-Myers

SCREENLAND 1 1



Try Modern Halo Shampoo— Reveal Your
Hair's Natural, Lustrous Color!

OLD-FASHIONED soapy shampoos
leave a dull soap-film that robs your

hair of natural beauty ... a film like the
soapy scum that collects in your washbowl

!

That's why thousands of modern women
are using ultra-modern Halo Shampoo!
Halo contains no soap . . . therefore can

leave no soap-film! Halo is made with a
special new-type ingredient—shampoos
your hair to its natural,
beautiful color and luster bttmm
. . . lathers gloriously even
in hardest water!
And Halo removes dan-

druff from your scalp the
very first time you use it!

What's more, Halo
leaves your hair so sweet I

and clean you don't
even need a lemon or
vinegar after-rinse! j.% . '<

So switch to Halo
Shampoo today . . .

available at all toilet

goods counters in gen-
erous 10ff or larger sizes

!

A Product of >.* -

Colgate- Palmolive-Peet c"tC4ff

REVEALS THE BEAUTY
HIDING IN YOUR HAIR

HALO

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

IAMI Id BRAW
AT IIOMf Trained Artists are ca-

pable of earning $30, $50,

$75 weekly. Prepare now
for a pleasant and profitable art career. Learn COMMER-
CIAL ART, ILLUSTRATING, CARTOONING all in one
course in your sparo time. TWO ART OUTFITS furnished.
FREE BOOK "Art for Pleasure and Profit" explains oppor-
tunities and our practical method. Mail postcard for FREE,
illustrated booklet today! State age.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL of ART Studio 174-A
1115—15th St., N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

You're never
"outside look-

ing in" when
you visit the
stars with us!

You're invited

inside, this time

by Ruth Hussey
for Easter
Bruncheon,
with wavfles
and everything

By

Betty

Boone

IN
CALIFORNIA, Easter

day begins very early, be-

fore it's light. People get

up at three or four in the

morning, equip themselves

with rugs, sweaters, fur

coats, robes and maybe even
a thermos full of hot coffee,

and struggle out to the

various Easter dawn services.

Ruth Hussey likes best to

go to the one at the Holly-
wood Bowl, where children

in white form a huge cross,

tall, white-clad girls with
trumpets stand against the

sky and greet the rising sun
with high, sweet notes, then

from crowded benches and
thronged hillsides the people
join in an Easter hymn.
"Maybe they have outdoor

early Easter .services in the

East, but up in New England
where I come from, I never
heard of them," confided

Ruth. "They fascinate me.
Once I went down to River-
side and climbed Mount

Easter egg hunt is high-

light of Ruth's party, with

the hunting-ground both in-

side and outside the house.

Left, Miss Hussey colored

these eggs herself. Above,

with Easter bunny basket.

Roubidoux in the dark guided by flares,

and once I almost got to the services at

Yosemite—but anyway it's a grand way
to begin the day.

"This year, I'm giving an Easter
Bruncheon to follow the early service.

After getting up at four and climbing

12 SCREENLAND



Luth Hussey admits she isn't even a

Grade-D cook, but she can make waffles.

hills, breathing all that fresh air, you are

practically hollow, so the food will be
substantial. Afterwards, we'll have rabbit

races, egg hunts, hat races and art competi-

tions—I don't know which is more fun."

Ruth is not a natural-born cook ; in

fact, she insists that she isn't even a

Grade-D cook, but she can make waffles.

So she'll serve waffles, several kinds, and
her cook and various talented friends will

help concoct other dishes.

"I thought of having strawberries, both
as fruit and in my strawberry waffles,

bacon crisps, sausage, hot bread, a special

sandwich we call The Hussey, which isn't

really a sandwich at all, plenty of orange
juice and gallons of hot coffee," she planned.

"The Hussey is a slice of eggplant, rolled

in breadcrumbs and fried, a slice of tomato,
i also rolled in breadcrumbs and fried, the

j

tomato placed on the eggplant. It makes
I a colorful dish and it's good.

"If you get a slab of bacon and cut the
pieces thicker than the slices you buy, you
have more substantial curls. I like my pork
sausage made into little patties. With these

I usually serve apple slices, cut fairly thick

and cooked with syrup and candy cinnamon
drops. The cinnamon drops give a red color
which is very attractive. I set the sausage

!
patty inside a bacon curl and put a red
apple slice on top."

Ruth's special waffle is made with rice

instead of flour. You take a cup of cooked
rice, very light and just a bit gooey, use
it instead of the amount of flour called for,

and the waffle resulting will be just right.

Some of Ruth's guests like their straw-
berry waffles served with fresh strawberries
and whipped cream; some like the straw-

|

berries cooked in a light syrup so that
the berries remain whole and served with-
out cream ; still others like a few pre-
served berries cooked in the waffle. Ruth
also serves them plain with three or four
enormous berries, dipped in powdered
sugar, laid on top of the waffle.

Here is a good basic recipe for waffles

:

WAFFLES
(Recipe makes ten)

4 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
2 eggs
2 cups milk
2 cups sifted flour

Vi teaspoon salt

J4 cup fine corn-meal
4 tablespoons Crisco

If you cannot get fine corn-meal, add
K cup flour, but the corn-meal makes the
waffles a little more crisp. Beat the eggs
well with rotary egg beater. Add milk.

{Please turn to page 77)
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Each of Maiden
Form's brassieres gives

perfect support because each de-

sign is individually created to meet the

needs of a special figure-type. All are

skillfully made from the finest materials

available, so they not only fit beautifully but

they also stand up under months of hard

wear. No wonder smart women everywhere

depend on Maiden Form for style and for

service! $\ .00. $1.25. $1.50 up.

Note the difference in design of the

two styles illustrated here—that's

because each was created for a

different bosom -type. Send for

Style Booklet 2: Maiden
Form Brassiere Co..Inc.,

New York, N. Y, _

LOOK FOR THIS TRADE-MARK ON

The Right Girl -but

the/^tf^ Impression

DON'T LET AJVtfafPOWDER
PUFF BE YOUR SOCIAL ERROR!

Keep a fresh supply of Betty Lotf

puffs always handy. Buy them in

economical MULT I-PACKAGES
of 2, 3 or 4 puffs.

HO

POWDER PUFFS

ans Forum

AT ALL STORES ..EVERYWHERE

14

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

I'm a great-grandmother. I'm eighty-two

and have lived through three wars. I was
five years old when our Civil War ended.

My father and his five brothers all fought

in that war. My husband was in the

Spanish-American War. I had two sons

in the other World War. Now I'm living

in the midst of my fourth war and have
recently seen two of my grandsons enlist

in the service of their country. What a
record! Four- terrible wars in a single

lifetime.

My chief source of recreation—yes, even

an old lady of eighty-two needs recreation

—is the movie theater. I've been lucky

enough to be physically able to attend it

on an average of three times a week. It

has added interest and joy to my life

—

and probably years, too.

The movies are doing a good job now
in keeping us sane and cool-headed. They
help to prevent war hysteria. They will

do more as this war moves forward to

victory for America.
I hope the picture producers will give

us more pictures on the light side. We're
going to have enough depressing influ-

ences surrounding us to make it necessary

for some brightening agency to offset the

effects of these influences. I hope for more
comedies. There is nothing that cheers

and helps a depressed, worried mind like

a good comedy, and I speak from a long
experience of life's ups and downs.

I have strong faith in the movies to

do a good job of cheering us up in the

stirring days ahead. The opportunity for

that kind of service is definitely knocking
at every producer's door.

MRS. C. W. RAYMOND,
Parkersburg, W. Va.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

Are there no middle-class homes in

the movie world? Is it a world made up
either of people who live in duplex apart-

ments or else in the slums? Probably one

picture in a thousand, if that, shows a

home of the kind most of us live in

—

simple, unpretentious, comfortable and yet

a trifle shabby.
I have seen stenographers in the movies

who live in surroundings so glamorous
that I have been completely overwhelmed
(and incidentally I have wondered why
my employer does not pay me a wage
sufficient to possess such grandeur) ; or

SCREENLAND

An eighty-two-year-old movie fan

writes ; "The movies are doing a
good job of helping prevent war
hysteria." Other fans go right on
bestowing their own "verbal Oscars"

to their favorites regardless of who
actually received Academy Oscars.

Then there's a soldier boy who knows
more about dancing the Varsoviana
than we do (we're not surprised) ;

another likes the way feminine stars

are able to take it on the chin. It's

all part of the fun (and profit) of

writing a letter to this Forum. We
award monthly cash prizes of $10.00,

$5.00, and five prizes of $1.00 each.

Please address your letters to

Screenlakd's Fans' Forum, 45 West
45th St., New York, N. Y.

else I have seen stenographers"in the movies

who live in practical destitution (and I

have wondered why these girls, with their

beauty and personality, could not seek

better paying jobs). Is there no middle-

class? I admit the movies are much more
realistic in this respect than they once

were, but nevertheless I believe there are

thousands like myself who are bored by
the magnificent settings, the marble stair-

cases, the oil paintings, and the museum-
aspect of movie homes.
The producers' answer may be that the

public wants "escape" and "entertainment,"

but you'd be surprised how we find enter-

tainment in the familiar. Else how account

for the astounding success of such radio

programs as present the unrehearsed sad

life stories of people like ourselves and
our next door neighbors?

MARY B. SAGARIN, New York, N. Y.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 EACH

When the Academy Award winners were
being picked, what happened to that lovely

creature Ingrid Bergman?
_
Since "Inter-

mezzo" she has been bruising the hearts

of middle-aged men—and causing elderly

ladies to say in proud, fond nostalgia:

"That, my dear, is the kind of loveliness

we had in MY day."

Well, Ingrid is a beautiful lady, no
matter what the era of her natal date.



New Loveliness Awaits You!

Go on the

CAMAY uMILD-SOAP'DIET

!

This

so proud
lovely bride is Mrs. E. C. Thuston, Jr., of Birmingham, Ala. ivho says: "I'm

roud of my complexion since I changed to the Camay 'Mild-Soap' Diet!"

This exciting idea is based on the

advice of skin specialists— it has

helped thousands of lovely brides!

NEW LOVELINESS may await you in the

Camay "Mild-Soap" Diet. For you

may be blissfully unaware that you are

cleansing your skin improperly. Or that

you are using a beauty soap

that isn't mild enough.

Everywhere you'll find

charming brides like Mrs.

Thuston who have trusted

the care of their complex-

ions to the Camay "Mild-

Soap" Diet. All are visible

o
CAA4A

proof that this thrilling beauty treatment

really works for loveliness

!

Skin specialists themselves advise reg-

ular cleansing with a fine mild soap.

And Camay is not only mild—it's actually

milder than the ten famous beauty soaps

tested. That's why we urge you to "Go

on the Camay 'Mild-Soap' Diet!"

Be faithful! Use gentle

Camay night and morning

for 30 days. With the very

first treatment you'll feel

your skin glow with new
freshness. Then, as the

days go by, thrilling new
loveliness may be yours

!

GO ON THE "MILD-SOAP" DIET TONIGHT!

Young, with that shy, woodland grace of

the forest fawn, Ingrid is all that there

is to loveliness. And that cool, cool skin

of hers—and eyes like the fresh clear

water of a spring! And, lest I forget, the

tall, gracile Nordic can really act. In fact,

some of us thought she ran away with

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"—unpleasant

melodrama though it was. And remember
what she did to those other also-rans in

"Rage In Heaven"?
LORNA LISA KLEIN, St. Louis, Mo.

Hold still, Oscar—you little fat symbol

of outstanding "emoters"—I want to give

the Fans' Forum my reason for wishing to

bestow you on the actress I've selected. This

charming player, ladies and gentlemen, is

an ACTRESS, genuinely and absolutely.

Therefore, after so many remarkable per-

formances coupled with the fact that her

legion of admirers think (I'm too old to

think, I KNOW) she rightfully deserves

this little fat rascal laid in her beautiful

expressive hands for the pleasure she gave

us in the year of 1941 as well as the years

before.

Not one actress has ever equalled her

strange, haunting, husky voice. Not one

actress has ever had her inexplicable charm.

Not one actress has ever held the public so

long in spite of her recluse tendencies. Not
one actress has ever caught her public's

imagination as a half fictional character in

just the manner my "Oscar Deserver"_ has

done. So, for her performances at all times

and for her capable handling of a highly

censored vehicle in "Two-Faced Woman,"
I hereby bestow upon the sphinx-like Greta

Garbo my own special Award.
FLORA NORMAN, Las Vegas, Nev.

Kay Kyser and his gang are special favor-

ites of mine, and I always make a special

effort to be among the first to see his new
pictures. Last Sunday I journeyed to New
York looking forward with a great deal

of pleasure to seeing Kay in "Playmates."
But alas, I was terribly disappointed, due

to the fact that John Barrymore spoiled

the picture for me. He ranted and raved

and over-acted all over the place. Twenty
years ago he may have been the great lover

(or so I've heard) but at that age I was
content to play with my rattles, so now to

me he is just an old, dissipated man, with

a string of ex-wives behind him. Perhaps
he still can act, but if so he didn't show it

in "Playmates." In fact, after a while he

got on my nerves.

Another thing, there wasn't enough music
in this picture. Please, Mr. Producers, may-
be Kay can't act, but he certainly is a

bouncing bundle of personality and musical

ability. He has a swell band, vocalists, and
we kids like his comedy.

Just give us plain Kay Kyser, and don't

bother about throwing in would-be actors

and glamor boys.

SHEILA MAHER, Ridgefield Park, N. J.

I like the movies of today and I am an
old-time fan.

I like the way feminine stars are able to

take it on the chin and be kicked where
kickable—yet can act like ladies when
necessary.

Five or more years ago they were sissies,

parading around in drawing rooms having
their hands kissed, but today their salaries

are well earned.

So, producers, don't send those cuffs and
socks to the clean-up laundry—we enjoy
'em, for they give us bigger laughs in one
second than you could produce in an entire

comedy in days gone by.

MABEL SCHLENGER, Chicago, 111.

(More letters on page 56)

Work Camay's milder lather over your skin, pay-

ing special attention to the nose, the base of

nostrils and chin. Rinse with warm water and

follow with thirty seconds of cold splashings.

Then, while you sleep, the tiny pore opening? are

free to function for natural beauty. In the morn-
ing—one more quick session with this milder
Camay and your skin is ready for make-up.
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WILL
BE LOVELY!
It's time to wake up—to prepare for

a newly acquired public, Miss Reader!

By Courtenay Marvin

E\

rERY bright girl in this event- A Pacific beach scene, with Ava Gardner

ful Spring of 1942 would do
]
Mr

i

s

.

^ckey Ro° n^'
!nsu

<:

r ' n9 her b/°"ty
r ° r j.1 for the future; and Norma Shearer, ot We

well to Copy a page from the Were Dancingi " having definitely insured

bible of every Star and featured hers, for she grows lovelier with time.

player. And the heading of this page
would read something like this

—
"I

will be lovely!" For that is the edict of the producing companies for whom
player talent works. Willingly or not, these players must follow such

instructions as are deemed will make them more glamorous, more appeal-

ing and more attractive in the eyes of the public. Not every star has wanted

to change her raven locks for golden ones. I remember how Ida Lupino

formerly felt about that! Not every star has wanted to endure her nicely

rounded figure being whittled to something less than herself. And so it

goes. But they have done such things, often because they had to, and more
than often the sacrifices have been justified. The public has been pleased.

Now it seems to me that many of us have suddenly been projected into

the position of the stars. We have a public ! We (Please turn to page 79)
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Now Hair Can Be Far More Alluring

SILKIER, SMOOTHER, EASIER TO MANAGE!

Amazing hair conditioner now in improved

Special Drene Shampoo brings new glamour to hair!

• Have you discovered yet how much more
glamorous even the simplest hair-do looks

—

after a shampoo with improved Special Drene?

That amazing hair conditioner now in Special

Drene makes the most terrific difference! It

leaves the hair far silkier, smoother . . . easier

to comb into smooth, sleek neatness . . . easier

to arrange!

No wonder improved Special Drene, with

hair conditioner in it, is sweeping the coun-

try . . . thrilling girls everywhere!

Reveals op to 33% more lustre!

Yes! In addition to the extra beauty benefits

of that amazing hair conditioner, Special

Drene still reveals up to 33% more lustre

than even the finest soaps or liquid soap

shampoos! For Drene is not just a soap sham-

poo, so it never leaves any dulling film, as all

soaps do! Hair washed with Special Drene
sparkles with alluring highlights, glows with

glorious, natural color.

Unsurpassed for removing dandruff!

Are you bothered about removal of ugly,

scaly'dandruff? You won't be when you sham-

poo with Drene! For Drene removes ugly

dandruff the very first time you use it!

And besides, Drene does something no soap

shampoo can do—not even those claiming to

be special "dandruff removers"! Drene reveals

extra highlights, extra color brilliance . . .up to

33% more lustre!

So to get these extra beauty benefits, don't

wait to try improved Special Drene! Get a

bottle of this real beauty shampoo this very

day at any toilet goods counter—or ask your

beauty operator to use it!

All Special Drene now at dealers' in the

blue and yellow package is improved

Special Drene with Hair Conditioner Added

and is for every type of hair... no mat-

ter whether dry, oily, normal! Don't wait

to try new, improved Special Drene —
or ask your beauty operator to use it.

Procter & Gambit, Trade Mark Reg. V. S. Pat. OB.

Don't rob your hair of glamour by
using soaps or liquid soap shampoos
—which always leave a dulling film

that dims the natural lustre and
color brilliance! Use Drene—the
beauty shampoo with the exclusive

patented cleansing ingredient which
cannot leave a clouding filml Instead,

it reveals up to 33% more lustre!
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What to do when

you feel a COLD

coming on

"V\77"HEN you start to sniffle . . . when you feel a chill ... or

W' get a dry, rasping irritation in your throat, it's time to

act—and act fast! A cold may be getting you in its grip. What can

you do to ward it off?

Unfortunately, in spite of all the time and money spent on

studying the condition, there is no known positive specific.

Certainly, we would not classify Listerine Antiseptic as one.

Yet tests made during ten years of intensive research have con-

vinced us that this safe, pleasant-tasting germicide often has a

very marked effect.

Over and over again these tests have shown that those who
gargled Listerine Antiseptic twice daily had fewer colds, milder

colds, and colds of shorter duration than those who did not.

Kills Germs Associated with Colds

The reason for this success, we believe, must be that Listerine

Antiseptic kills vast numbers of germs on mouth and throat

surfaces ... so called "secondary invaders" which, according

to many authorities, are largely responsible for the distressing

manifestations of a cold. Listerine Antiseptic kills these germs

by the millions, before they can invade the delicate membrane

and aggravate infection.

Tests Showed Outstanding Germ Reductions on Tissue Surfaces

Clinical "bacteria counts" showed germ reductions on mouth

and throat surfaces ranging to 96.7% even 15 minutes after

gargling with Listerine Antiseptic ... up to 80% an hour after

the gargle.

Isn't it sensible, then, to use Listerine Antiseptic promptly

and often to help combat a sore throat and keep a cold from

becoming troublesome ?

We do not pretend to say that Listerine Antiseptic so used

will always head off a cold or reduce its severity once started.

But we do say that it has had such a fine record in so many test

cases that it is entitled to consideration as a reputable first aid.

Get the habit of gargling with full strength Listerine Anti-

septic morning and night; and if you feel, a cold coming on,

increase the frequency of the gargle and call your physician.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE for

COLDS and SORE THROAT

1
Goto bed at once, take a mild laxative if your doctor ad-

vises it. Drink plenty ofwater and fruit juices. Eat lightly.

2 Gargle with Listerine Antiseptic, full strength, every

three hours. Listerine kills millions of germs on mouth
and throat surfaces before they can invade the delicate

membrane and aggravate infection.

NOTE HOW LISTERINE GARGLE REDUCED GERMS
The two drawings illustrate height

of range in germ reductions on
mouth and throat surfaces in test

cases before and after gargling

Listerine Antiseptic. Fifteen min-
utes after gargling, germ reduc-

tions up to 96.7% were noted; and
even one hour after, germs were
still reduced as much as 80%.

3 At night, take a hot

bath, or at least a hot

foot bath, before getting into

bed. Cover up with plenty

of extra blankets to "sweat

the cold out of your system."

4 Don't blow your nose

too hard. It may spread

infection to other parts of

the head. Sterilize used hand-

kerchiefs by boiling. Paper

napkins should be burned.

LISTERINE THROAT LIGHT

BATTERIES

INCtUDED
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An
Open Letter

to
LAMOUR

Dorothy Lamour
looks the way a

movie star is

supposed to look

—but she doesn't

act the part.
That's why she's

aces with every-

body, especially

the girls and
boys at Para-
mount's home of-

fice in New York

DEAR DOTTIE:
Are your ears burning?

They should be a bright red by now. Be-

cause there's been a lot of Talk about you lately. And
! you know when a movie actress gets talked about

—

hmmm!
But it's all right in your case. Because the Talk

has been not loose, but lovely. It's the nicest talk I've

ever heard about any Hollywood star. Let's listen in:

An Important Man in Washington: "Dorothy La-

mour has set a fine example for all movie stars to

follow, in setting out to sell Defense Bonds and Stamps,

on her vacation time. She could have had all her ex-

penses paid, but she refused. All of the expenses in-

curred in her tour around the country to help her

Government have come out of her own pocket. She sold

well over $2,000,000 worth!"
An Office Worker at Paramount's home office, in

"Dottie" has the

same smile for

everybody,
whether he's the

office boy or the

Big Boss. Above,
with Stanton
Griffis, heavy in-

vestor in Defense

Bonds and Chair-

man of the Execu-

tive Committee
of Paramount

New York: "She came to our Pep Club meeting. She

was all dressed up like a movie star in mink and all

—but somehow when she started to talk she was just

another girl, like us. She told us, 'I know what it is

to live on $2 5 a week. I've done it.' And you got the

feeling that if she was still running an elevator, as

she used to do, she'd put every penny she could into

buying bonds and stamps. She made us all want to

pitch in with everything we've got."

There's nothing much I can add to that.
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at the

'BLUE EVENING
with Olivia de Havilland

OW about six-thirty?" asked the voice on the

other end.

"Six-thirty is fine. But where?"

"At" 'The Blue Evening.' It's not very far from the

studio. You can't miss it."

"Righto."

"So long."

"So long."

It must have been" 6:28 or thereabouts when your re-

porter pushed open the door of "The Blue Evening," a

little tentatively to be sure. It was a small place and not

too well lighted up from the outside. A neon sign spelled

out in sputtering eery blue the name of the place. Night

had just fallen, a restless sort of night, restless and full of

foreboding. Of course, it was all in the imagination. That's

what a strange name will do to you.

Inside it was gay, gay but not hilarious. A melancholy

m-

she

tenor was riding the discs in the juke box to the tune of

"Just The Way You Look Tonight." A lady dressed in

saffron slacks hollered out, "Send me, Jackson, send me."

"Send you where, lady?" an amused male voice

quired.

"Ho! Ho! Ho!" from all hands.

A trio was making with "Red River Valley" when

breezed in.

"Am I late?" she wanted to know.

It was six-thirty straight up.

Olivia de Havilland never looked gayer or more stun-

ning. She was wearing a gray suit, with widely-spated

stripes, and a smart little blouse. Her hair was upswung i

at an angle, making her look Parisian. The de Havilland

beauty was still the same de Havilland beauty except that

the eyes had grown up at last. The general effect was of

bright sophistication.
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"How do you like the place?"

"Fine."

"Just so long as you don't say it has 'character' or it's

uaint' as you autocrats of the typewriter are fond of

ying." Olivia was in a whimsical mood.

"What's the story this time?" she wanted to know as

on as the waitress had taken our orders.

The reporter admitted he was in a quandary.

"You can't do 'Livvie Was a Lady' and point out how
m not Melanie in real life any longer. You did that one

st year. Remember? And you can't use 'She Should

ave Stayed Demure' because that was the subject of

le of Jimmy Fidler's recent spankings of me. I forget

ist why." Her eyes twinkled. "Of course, there's the old

vorite 'How to Snag A Man' but that is a story that

livia de Havilland, bachelor girl and 26, ought to be

•ading—not writing."

"Send me, Jackson," the girl in the saffron slacks yelled

rain.

"Send you where?" the same amused male voice piped

0-

'

People are my favorite human beings," Olivia took

How a
movie star
faced her
first black-

out signal,

r I wish I

were a man!
I'd like to
get into this!

\ believe in

fighting! I

—

«ll of us

—

lean keep the

spirit high"

off again. "I have never yet . .

."

All of a sudden you could hear it above the music pour-

ing out of the juke box. It was a peculiar sound, some-

thing like a cross between a bleat and a growl only a

sound that had been amplified a thousand times held for

ten seconds or so, released for a second, and picked up

again.

"The blackout signal," someone said.

There was a moment of deafening silence. Then things

began happening fast. First the blinds were drawn, the

shades pulled down. Then the lights were doused, all but

one. Swift-moving waitresses brought out candles in

wooden holders, placed them on each table. Then the one

remaining light was doused. The candles sputtered and

cast strange shadows on the ceiling.

It was on everyone's mind—it must have been—but no

one seemed eager to put it in words. Were enemy planes

on the way? Were the Japs about to underline the hor-

rible lesson they had taught the helpless people of

Flonolulu three days earlier?

Within a radius of a mile or so were two of the greatest

aircraft-manufacturing plants {Please turn to page 88)



THE other night I had dinner at the Holdens'. In

their new, white rambling one-story house in the

Valley. (Every other star in Hollywood, it seems

to me, now lives in a rambling, white one-story house.

I have written those very words in describing the houses

of Ida Lupino, Ann Sheridan, Lana Turner, how many
others

! )
Only two of the rooms were furnished when

I was there. They are taking their time, are Brenda and
Bill, lingering over each purchase, buying one or two
pieces at a time. Partly because (Please turn to page 62)
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No place like home for the Holdens, even though the

combination den, bar, music room and gun room (see

•facing page) is the only completed room in the house.

Their mutual hobby, skeet shooting- his, collecting

Flamenco records; hers, Toby mugs. At right, they plan

how their living room is going to look. Both are so

busy, they are buying furniture one piece at a time.

Photon of the TI olden home.
ewteriors and intiiiorfi. bit

Schuyler Grail, Warner Bros,
exclusive to Scuke.m.and
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Elizabeth B. Petersen

THE Seine had given up the body it had

hidden. Dr. Dupin, the medical examiner,

felt his heart twisting as he looked down
on what had once been so young and so

gloriously alive. For all his association with

death, it was always a shock to him when
it was the young who died, especially when
they had died horribly, protestingly. For this

was murder!
There wasn't much doubt of the identity

of that girl lying there under the rough tar-

paulin. For ten days the Paris newspapers
had been filled with the stories of the sensa-

tional disappearance of Marie Roget, the mu-
sical comedy star. Romance-loving Parisians

had chuckled over them indulgently, for the

missing girl had been beautiful and adored

of many suitors and even in that gas-lit era

of another century, Parisians couldn't con-

demn any love affair of a young and beautiful

actress, no matter how unconventional it

might happen to be. But they wouldn't

have chuckled now, standing here on the

banks of the Seine, with the Eiffel Tower
casting its shadow over the lifeless form the I

river had so reluctantly returned.

Henri Beauvais, Minister for Naval Affairs

and close friend of the Roget Family, shud-

dered as he looked down on the blanketed

up
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,
form. Was the long search over then, the ten-day mystery
solved at last? At a nod from Gobelin, the prefect of
police, he stepped forward and tensed as a gendarme
reluctantly lifted the covering. Then he recoiled in quick

I horror.

j

"It ... it has no face !" he cried.

"Steady, M'sieu." Dupin held him there forcefully.

"Can you identify this body ?"

"I ... I don't know," Beauvais gasped, his eyes strain-
' ing away from the horror lying there.

"What could have done it, Doctor?" Gobelin asked.
"It :s hard to say." Dupin shook his head. "It seems

!
as if the claws of an animal had torn its features to a

I bloody pulp. It's either the work of a beast or a fiend."
He turned to Beauvais. "This body is about the same

j

size as Marie Roget. The shape of the head, the color

j

of the hair, does that look familiar to you, Beauvais?"
"Yes." The man shuddered again. "It must be she.

How can I tell her family of this horrible thing?"
Dupin understood his reluctance that half hour later

when they were admitted into the Roget house in the

I
Latin, Quarter. That first glimpse of Marie's grand-
mother, Madame Roget, and of her younger sister,

Camille, made him quail at the news they had to tell them.
Then he saw the half-grown leopard. It could have

been a kitten lying there, its claws so contentedly tread-
ing the fur rug. Only a kitten would not have claws
like this, strong and ruthless and predatory, claws that

could kill without a moment's warning!
She was a strange woman, Madame Roget. There was

something about her so apparently unconcerned over the

disappearance of her granddaughter which belied the

;

gentleness of her smile, the softness of her white hair

j

with its coquettish little top-knot of curls. For all that

i she looked so frail sitting there in her invalid's chair,

there was a strength about her, an indomitable force.

The girl standing so tensely beside her had none of

her calm indifference. Her lovely eyes were smudged

j

as if from long weeping and her hands clasped and
unclasped desperately as she looked from Beauvais to

Dupin and Gobelin.

"You've found Marie?" her voice came, torn between
hope and fear. "She's, she's not . .

."

"You will have to be brave, {Please turn to page 80)

One of the greatest horror stories of all

time, by Edgar Allan Poe, becomes a screen

shocker, Actionized here from Universal's

film featuring Maria Montez, with Edward
Norris, Patric Knowles and Nell O'Day. Origi-

nal screenplay by Michel Jacoby. On Page 81

you will find complete cast and credits



'M A very unusual Sixteen," was the opening Leslie

line
—"know why?" she added, with a giggle, "be-

cause I appreciate being Sixteen so much. I enjoy it.

I don't want to be older than I am. I don't want to smoke
cigarettes or take drinks or have dates or fall in love.

I don't' want to be a Sixteen-Year-Old Glamor Girl. I

don't want to be slinky. I think they are monstrosities,

girls like that. I think it's good sense to keep saying to

yourself, 'I'm young ! I'm young right now ! It's wonder-

ful to be young ! It's wonderful to know how wonderful

it is !' I do know," she added, flashing a smile.

"Of course," now Joan was serious, "there are prob-

lems or what our elders call 'Growing Pains.' For ex-

ample, my waistline. It's really a pain, trying to grow out

of that gracefully. Trying to grow into a waistline, I

should say.. I want a little waistline. I look at Katharine

Hepburn and Loretta Young and I get bluer than robins'

eggs.

"I go swimming every morning of my life because they

say swimming trims down the waistline. I do those up-

and-down exercises, every morning, too, up-and-down,

jz/'-and-down. I knock myself out. I probably don't do

lifts!!

Hollywood's "Sweetest
Sixteen" tells how
she is meeting those
problems that perplex
all teen-age girls
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At Home She's m^/
Just A Kid -

1

At The Studio

/ She's A Star

Only sixteen, still a schoolgirl to her mother and sisters—yet at the studio

Joan Leslie plays love interludes with Gary Cooper (center above, one

of the touching scenes from "Sergeant York" which made Joan famous as

Grade Williams), with Herbert Anderson in "The Male Animal" (left above),

and steals a comedy scene from Henry Fonda (right above, from same film).

them right, though, because

—

still the same old waistline!

"Then there's my teeth—these braces !" Joan flashed

me a rueful smile, all golden and metallic
—

"of course
I take them out when I'm working," she explained, "'but

at all other times, here they are ! They're necessary, of

course—the cameramen have had to shoot around one
side of my mouth on account of how this side has a very
long tooth and a little baby one right next to it, showing,
which looks very funny—and I can't expect cameramen
to be crouching on all fours, shooting up at one side of

my mouth forever

!

"I'm trying to get rid of bad habits, too. like being late

all the time ( for school
)
and, mostly, biting my nails. I

notice the stars in pictures with their long, long nails

and I die of envy. It makes them look so artistic. I think

I have discovered the cure for myself now. though

—

look!"—and Joan extended two still childish-looking

hands, the nails of which were painted a really painful

pinkish-purple, quite sick-making, as I made bold to

remark—and she laughed, "That's just it ! \\Ten I use
this awful color nail polish it makes me so sick I don't

bite them

!

"But these are very little problems, really, I don't

make too much of them. I think Sixteen usually makes
the mistake of making its problems bigger than they are.

So many people say, 'when I was Sixteen, I wanted to

kill myself,"—they talk and write about the pains of

adolescence—well, there are some pains, of course, but

they are 'growing pains' which means, doesn't it, that we
will outgrow them

!

."Growing pains come mostly. I think, from (a) we
try to force ourselves to be older and wiser and smarter

than we can be at our age and this distorts us ; or (b) we
can't decide what we want to do or to be and so we are

confused and confusion always means unhappiness ; or

(c) we are so self-conscious with everyone, especially

with boys, that we just want to annihilate ourselves. I

think," said young Miss Leslie, looking rather pleased

with her crisp classifications, "that that's about the sum
and substance of it."

I said I thought it was.

"I think." Joan was continuing, "that almost the most

painful pain is when we try to grow—unnaturally. When
we try to act sophisticated, smart and wise. When we
smoke and drink and make a great to-do about dates.

Nothing aggravates me more than a girl trying to act

older than her age. There's no sense to it, anyway, be-

cause people see right through you. They know you're"

just showing off.

"Like a sixteen-year-old girl trying to dress and behave

like Marlene Dietrich, for example, or like Joan Craw-
ford—why, it's pitiful! I don't mean we shouldn't try to

copy some of the things they do. things that will improve

us and that are right for us. {Please turn to page 74

)



Grant takes "Arsenic and
Old Lace" like Ulysses S.

took Richmond! Read why
he's as popular with his

co-workers on the set as

he is with you film fans

By

Elizabeth Wilson

CARY GRANT has been tapped
for Capra ! At long last. And
he couldn't be happier. He

smiles that silly little surprised smile

of his (which makes strong women
weak) and says, "I have always

wanted to do a Capra picture. And
'Arsenic and Old Lace' is bound to

be one of the funniest pictures ever

made."
Although Cary has been the highest-

priced light comedian on the screen

for several years now he has never
had a crack at a Capra picture. And
that irked him. Every actor in Holly-
wood, in case you didn't know, would
give his eye-teeth to be in a Capra
picture. That's how Mr. Capra rates.

If Elsa Maxwell gave a party (heaven
forbid) tonight in Hollywood and re-

quested all her actor guests to come
as the- role they liked most, the place

would be simply lousy with Mr. Deeds.
After he finished "Suspicion" the

attractive Mr. Grant went down to

Mexico to do a little sight-seeing with

the Countess Haugwitz-Reventlow and
the Countess di Frasso and a party

of friends. (Cary travels with pretty

fancy folks.) He was at Taxco having
dinner when the tap came. Despite a

telephone strike in the town he re-

ceived a call, from his agent Frank-

Vincent in Hollywood informing him
that Capra wanted him for his next
picture. "I haven't read the script."

said Mr. Vincent. "Who cares about the

script," said Mr. Grant, "if it's good
enough for Capra, it's good enough
for me.
"And I had another reason for want-

ing to play in this picture," said Carv.

rather, embarrassed, the way a guv
gets when he's caught being senti-

mental. "I wanted to play in a picture

with Jean Adair."

Cary has always liked his leading

ladies (and Roz Russell, Irene Dunne,
Katie Hepburn and Joan Fontaine will

tell you that he is one of their favorite

leading men) but he has never worked

IOW!
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up a choke over any one of them. Not even the teensiest

of sighs. But I'm telling you that when he mentioned

lean Adair he got all fussed, like a schoolboy, and I am
certain I heard a distinct choke. He's an old softie, he is.

Don't let his saroir faire and his fancy friends fool you

he's as full of old-fashioned sentiment as Quaker is

full of oats. Get a load of this

:

Seems that twenty years ago, Cary, who was Archie

Leach then, and little more than a kid, was earning

what passed for a living as an acrobat with a touring

vaudeville company. (Cary was thirteen, you remember,

when he ran away from his home in Bristol, England,

to join a troupe which specialized in eccentric dancing,

stilt stunts, and clown routines.) When the company

played Rochester, New York, Cary came down with a

Grant gets ready for action (facing page).

When he reported for work at Warners

for Frank Capra's movie version of "Arse-

nic and Old Lace" the studio loaned him

Errol Flynn's dressing room bungalow. But

Cary preferred portable room right on

sound stage, where he makes up, okays his

stills, pours himself a cup of coffee—but

has never been known to take a nap on

the couch that is put there for his comfort.

Below, with Priscilla Lane. Cary is the most

considerate of all male stars, always con-

sults his co-star though his contract gives

him the right to okay all publicity.

rheumatic fever, which started in his right foot and

quickly progressed throughout his body. Severely ill,

he was unable to travel when his troupe moved on to

the next town. For six weeks he lay hovering between

life and death in a cheap boarding house room, without

a friendly smile from anybody. He was feeling pretty

grim about it. On the new bill at the local vaudeville

house was a class act starring a talented actress—Jean

Adair. Miss Adair learned from one of the stagehands

that a young acrobat had been left stranded in Rochester,

and was very sick. She visited Cary at his boarding

house and brought him a large basket of fruit. When
she learned that the next day—January 18, l

f>21—was
his birthday, she arranged a party for him with a cake,

and candles, and presents. When (Please turn to page 66)

Nicest Hollywood gesture in a long time

is Cary Grant's toward the two character

actresses who play the "gentle old ladies"

who go about giving people poisoned

elderberry wine in hilarious "Arsenic and

Old Lace." Below, Cary with Josephine

Hull and Jean Adair in scene from film

and, bottom of page, entertaining them at

lunch. He treated the two of them as if

they were glamor girls and they loved

every minute of working in the picture.

Read the incredible story here of the un-

known vaudevillian named Archie Leach

once befriended by kindly Jean Adair.

Exclusive
photos by
Marigold,

Warner Bros



Virginia
Weidler and
Ray McDon-
ald in M-G-
M's "Born To

Dance."

Younger Set

SCOOPS!
Virginia Weidler SNOOPS—
in a cute way, of course

—

and the result is this gay
story about her gang'

As told to

Ida Zeitlin
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EVER since I saw Bonita Granville in "Nancy Drew,
Reporter," I wanted to be a reporter because they

see many exciting things, like murder. Then I met
a man who was a reporter, and he told me to practice

by noticing what happens and writing it down. Mo
murders have happened, but he said it didn't matter,

just write about what happens every day. So I did.

Today something exciting happened. I'm going to be

in "Babes on Broadway" with Mickey and Judy. Mr.
Freed and Mr. Buzz Berkeley saw me dance in a show
we studio kids put on, so they said I could do it. I've

played with Mickey before, but not with Judy. I think

she's lovely.

Something sad also happened. I had a formal, but now
I haven't. It was the one I wore in "Philadelphia Story."

Being more grown up now, I decided to cut out the neck

You see sweet "snooper" Virginia, below,

as she is today and, closeup facing page,

as she was just yesterday. She tells you,

in our story, about her friends, Judy

Garland, Mickey Rooney, and—at right

—

cute Bonita Granville and Jackie Cooper.

and sleeves without telling mother,

as she might say no. When I put

it on, I looked like a chicken with

not enough feathers. Mother was
quite upset. She says no more
formals, till she forgets this un-

fortunate incident.

* * *

We started "Babes" today, and

when Judy came in she was married ! It happened last

Sunday. They couldn't figure out when they'd have time

for a honeymoon, so they just got married. Dave came
on the set with her and stayed till noon. Everybody teased

them, but they just smiled. Dave has a very cute smile.

Judy looked lovely. It was very funny, because every two
minutes a telegram came or some flowers, till Mr. Berkeley

said :
"Just pile 'em up in Mrs. Rose's dressing room."

Then they all started calling her Mrs. Rose. Mickey'd

stick his arm out and say : "May I have the pleasure of

this scene with you, Mrs. Rose?"
She showed us her ring, and said they were staying

at the Ambassador and had a suite over the pool or

tennis court or something, I don't remember. And she

dreamed that her fans were mad because she didn't

marry Mickey, so in the dream she had to marry Mickey
too, which put her in an awful fix because she was
married to Mickey and Dave at the same time, which
made her a bigamist. But when she woke up, it was all

right because she was really—I don't know what you'd

call it—a onegamist, maybe.
It was also a great day for me, as I finally got rid

of those bratty pigtails and they fixed my hair in a

pompadour roll, tied with a ribbon in back. Mick calls

me Rosalind Russell, and Judy says I look two years

older at least. Judy's exceptional.

* * *

Jane Withers asked us over today. She's got some
swell records. Freddie Bartholomew gives her a new
drum record every week. First we jitterbugged, then

rumbaed. I don't rumba as good as I jitterbug, so I

watched. Jane and Freddie (Please turn to page 60)
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Photos by He

Because if shows Carole Lombard as the

great trouper she was, we publish this, her

last photograph, made as she was leading

an audience of 12,000 people in the singing

of the National Anthem at Cadle Taber-

nacle, Indianapolis, Indiana, (her home
state). Right, in State Capitol when Carole

sold $2,500,000 in bonds for her country

A Letter
From the heart comes this

tribute to Carole Lombard,

by one of the many studio

workers who counted her as

a true and unfailing friend

CAROLE, DEAR:
You said you were coming to our set

to visit us next week. You said we'd have

fun like we had before. So I looked forward to

a lot of laughter. You said that Clark, Ruggles,

you and I would have our pictures taken together

and that we'd call 'that little number our an-

niversary.' That was last week. You said we'd

celebrate too! We'd talk our heads off. I betcha

money, this is what we'd have talked about

—

Ten years ago a picture started and went bril-

liantly along all that first morning. Then the

company "called lunch." Now, there's nothing

startling about going to lunch. And we all re-

turned from lunch. All except the leading lady.

In a roundabout way we found that she thought

the leading man was too much competition for

her. While everybody was tearing their hair and

saying that they'd have to rewrite the story for

somebody else, a girl was getting ready to come
to the studio. She had just finished a picture and

was fixing to go away on a little trip.

Everything was quaintly mournful as we pro-

ceeded to "shoot around, the girl," which means
we did the scenes with all the other players. Then
the producer arrived on the set with the girl who
was going on her vacation. Listen, my friends,

you should have been there ! But you would prob-

ably have been knocked down, as I was, in the

rush. I never saw people fall over each other
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to Heaven
By

Romayne

Secretary to Wesley Ruggles, who was directing

Clark Gable in his latest picture when the shock-

ing news came that stunned all of Ho'lywood.

faster. Anns waved and dialogue flew and the

lights hung aimlessly from rafters. The boys were
hailing Miss Carole Lombard. And believe me,

Miss Carole Lombard was hailing them

!

By three o'clock the lady wasn't going on a

vacation any more. It was suggested that she

take the following day to get new clothes. "What's
the matter with trying on the dress 'Whosis' was
going to wear, for the starter, so you won't be

held up?" she wanted to know. With a pin here

and a stitch there, she turned around and said,

"How do you like it?" At four that afternoon

she was rehearsing and at four-thirty we got the

first shot. I forgot to mention that somebody
introduced her to the leading man—Mr. Clark

Gable. Is it any wonder Carole has had a place

in our hearts that NOBODY can replace?

And then we started to have fun. With a whirl

of merry gags for which only Carole had the

genius of creation. Wr

e called her "Bernhardt,"

and with knowing amusement, she gave Clark a

nickname, too. She had the prop man get the

biggest ham he could find. On it we pasted a big

picture of Clark. She presented it to him. "Here,

Ham," she said. "Lady, you mean, here's a ham
—don't you?" he asked. "No. I mean—here

—

HAM!" He took it. That same day a large package
was delivered to Miss Lombard on the set. She
looked at Clark and said: "NOW—I REALLY
smell HAM !" When she (Please turn to page 86)

0^
J. '

Photo by Hoover

Typical of Carole's graeicusness and good
fellowship is picture above, showing Captain

of Culver Military Academy Color Guard and
Miss Lombard at flag raising. She won ail

hearts because, though her beauty proclaimed
her the movie star, she remained a warm-
hearted human being. Her last picture, "To
Be Or Not To Be," will soon be released
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* What *
HOLLYWOOD
WOMEN

are doing for

Ida Lupino voices the plea of all Hol-

lywood women when she says "Please

do not 'feature' me as a screen celeb-

ity in war aid. I only want to serve."

And not only movie actresses, but

housewives, waitresses, and office

workers—all reflect the same spirit

By Rilla Page Palmborg

Dorothy Lamour, below, has
done magnificent work selling

Defense Bonds and Savings
Stamps. Ida Lupino, left,

signed up for active service

over a year ago. Linda Dar-
nell, upper left, not only visits

Army camps to give the boys
an extra eyeful of beauty,
but is flow making a tour in

aid of Defense Bonds and
Savings Stamps sales. Lower
left, Carole Landis contribut-

ing good cheer. More pic-

tures on next three pages.

CAROLE LOMBARD'S death in the line

of duty has speeded up Hollywood de-

fense work. The "all-out" defense aid that

sprang into action in the film colony with Pearl

Harbor has become imbued with a new, inten-

sified determination.

Every branch of the motion picture industry

from producer to "grips" is giving unsparingly

of time and money. Nothing is too big or too

little for them to do. Actresses as well as actors,

overhauling and repairing automobiles. Women
transporting soldiers from one post to another.

Stars such as Pat O'Brien and George Tobias

doing night fire-warden duty. Wally Beery,

Tyrone Power, Robert Taylor and Buddy Rogers

standing by to pilot their own planes on govern-

ment work. Humphrey (Please turn to page 68)



A" 1

lollywood's dynamic young dramatic actress is now
ieut. Lupino, in charge of dispatching emergency air

lid ambulances for the Los Angeles area. Miss Lupino

as commissioned by the American Ambulance Corps

nd is required to wear a uniform at all times, except

hen she is before the cameras on the 20th Century-

ox lot in "Moon Tide." She must wear the uniform to

nd from the studio, changing to her costume in her

ressing room on the set. Our exclusive picture shows

er stepping from her car to report for her day's work at

ie studio. Like everyone in the Corps, Ida is learning to

rive an ambulance. When she has a morning or after-

oon free from the picture, she borrows the studio's

•mbulance and rehearses hairpin turns, quick parking.



Pictures here illustrate what Hollywoo
women are doing for national defenst

Top, left, Mrs. Darryl Zanuck, Mr
Milton Bren, Mrs. Coffman (wife c

Port Commander), Myrna Loy and Ka
Francis on canteen duty. Top righ

Maureen O'Hara tries out the pian

she gave the boys of the 58th Quarte

masters Regiment of Camp Haai

California. Left center, Maureen, ar;

Nancy Kelly; above, Ida Lupino at th

telephone in her home, on a switcl

board which reaches every emergenc

ambulance post in Los Angeles. Th
switchboard is established in her horn

because the house tops the highe;

crest in Hollywood, overlooking th

entire Los Angeles area. Left, Con
mander Bolton and Lt. Commandt
Gwynne with Myrna Loy, Kay Franci

Mrs. Bren, Mrs. Zanuck.





Welboume, Warner Bros.

BUT
SHE'S STILL THE

5T

Ann Sheridan's surprise marriage

to George Brent and her equally

surprising performance in "Kings

Row" have made her most-talked-

ahout actress in Hollywood, Her
private life happy, her career pros-

pering since her poignant portrayal,

in that picture, Ann is news again



HE'S
SENTENCED TO
SEVEN YEARS!

Yes, Bogart is in for seven years of hard labor - but

it's a pleasure, because he's the only actor in Hollywood

rated that high by his studio. Bogey's boss, Jack

Warner, after watching him in "All Through The

Night," signed him for seven more years, with no

options and no suspensions — a unique movie contract



LOOK AT

CINEMA CROP

THE PEASANT
TYPE:

When the great French
actor, jean Gabin, makes
his first Hollywood mo-
tion picture appearance in
"Moon Tide," American
movie audiences will see

scenes like this, at left, in
which the rugged Gabin
makes love to Ida Lupino

LOVE IN
SWING TIME:

She's his Sweater Girl,

he's her SuperBoy— Gene
Tierney and Henry Fonda
in a gay new cinema piece,

"Rings on Her Fingers."
But it's one ring in partic-

ular that interests our
heroine, and she's work-
ing on that in scene below



C'EST
LA GUERRE:

War-time wooing of Joan
Fontaine by Tyrone
Power provides the poign-

ant plot of "This Above
All," important picturiza-

tionofthe best-seller. Joan

as the aristocratic English

girl serving her country,

Tyrone as her unpredict-

able lover make a great

screen team 1— see scenes

above and at right. In

another big new picture,

"TotheShoresof Tripoli,"

John Payne and Maureen
O'Hara play the appeal-

ing romancers, top right

All photos, 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.



TWO

Elaine Morey,young
Santa Ana, Califor-

nia, girl who con-
ducted a dramatic
school for child per-

formers, was handed
a contract when she
contacted Universal
studio on behalf of

one of her pupils.

This 19-year-old
movie Cinderella is,

like Laraine Day, a
devout member of

the Mormon
Church, which has
long supported clean
theatricals; she has
brains and poise in
addition to her
blonde good looks.

After playing bits in

two comedies, she'll

be groomed for more
important roles



TO ARE NEW,
BY

7%-

s

When you see Veronica
Lake's new picture, "This
Gun for Hire," you will

meet Alan Ladd, in the
role of a fascinating but
ruthless killer, and you
will say: "A new star!"

Ladd is a former North
Hollywood high school

boywho was student body
president, track star and
swimming champion
there. He worked for
two years as a laborer in

a studio, went to drama*
tic school and was heard
by Sue Carol, silent film

star who is now an
actors' agent. A Para-
mount contract followed



Robert Cummings and Priscilla Lane have found each

other — for Alfred Hitchcock's new thriller, "Saboteur."

Debonair Bob had sprightly Pat in stitches between

scenes, or so the above picture would have us believe

DON'T STOP US IF YOU'VE HEARD THIS ONE!



is favorite role, one he has long wished to play, is

naes Cagney's latest: impersonating the great George
Cohan in screen version of Cohan's career, com-

ete with songs, dances, and Joan Leslie as leading lady

Mac Julian.
Warner Bros.

AGNEY CLOWNS FOR "YANKEE DOODLE DANDY



: BY REQUEST

We present this nei

portrait of William
Lundigan in answei

to urgent pleas oi

Bill's loyal fans, wl
believe their idol is a

young Gary Cooper
withtracesofCagney*

More power to him,

and more good parts

such as his soldier in

Wally Beery's film,

'The Bugle Sounds"





Stimulating clash

of vital personal-

ities occurs in the

new Bette Davis

picture, "In This

Our Life," with
Dennis Morgan in

his first powerful

role since "Kitty

Foyle." Scenes

show Bette's
charm at work on
Mr. Morgan and
give a slight ink'

ling of his re-

actions (according

to the script)^

V

i

Bert Six,
Warner Bros,

jj

DEVASTATING DAVIS, MAGNETIC MORGA



KmcHt A. Baehraeh
ItKO-ltmlin

EN DREW EDUCATES PROFESSOR KYSER!

Well, will you look at

who's love-making ! In

the absence of Ginny
Simms, lovely Ellen

Drew draws the prize

part in Kay Kyser's new
film, "My Favorite Spy,"

most lavish Kyser com-

edy so far, produced by

the old maestro Harold

Lloyd, and featuring the

popular Kyser troupe

including Ish Kabibble



Clarence S. Bull, M O M photo

1

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL STILL OF THE MONTH
A typical American family in "JOE SMITH, AMERICAN"

Robert Young plays an average young American in the aircraft indus-

try, with Marsha Hunt as his wife and Darryl Hickman as his son



SPENCER TRACY'S new picture is called "Woman
of the Year," which is a misnomer for. cinematically

speaking, he comes pretty close to being "The Man
of the Decade." Admittedly one of the finest actors in

Hollywood, he comes close to being the most important

name on the M-G-M roster. What makes it even more

important is that he also came close to being "the little

man who wasn't there."

Spence would be the forgotten man today had it not

been for the implicit faith in him and his ability of a man
who is himself today forgotten—Wihfield Sheehan. Time
and again the executives of the old Fox Company (by

whom Spence was first signed ) wanted to let him go. Oh,

they never disputed his ability as an actor but they said

he had no box-office appeal—and never would have. But

Mr. Sheehan was adamant in his belief that Spence would

one day be a great star. He had all the faith in the world

in him—but he never gave him a good picture after his

first one, "Up The River." So our Mr. Tracy went from

one bad picture to another that was worse. Yet out of

all that welter of mediocrity, he delivered what f still

think is his finest screen portrayal—that of the motorcycle

cop in "Disorderly Conduct."

It was that picture that sold me on Spence and I im-

mediately launched a one-man (Please turn to page 56)

By

S. R.

Mook

Checkifiq

\/Up
on TRACY
"Woman of the
Year," new picture

with Hepburn, makes
Tracy the Man of the

Hour again, and re-

minds his old friend

among Hollywood re-

porters that Spence

once came close to

being "the little man
who wasn't there"
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SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment

without loss of time and money

WOMAN OF THE YEAR" •LOUISIANA PURCHASE" "KINGS ROW

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

STIMULATING.'

APPEAL: Married or .ingle, sentimental

^ sophisticated-you'll find th.s un

whether it's bellylaughs or boo-hoos

you're after. .

PLOT- Dynamic woman columnist, e*

pert on international affairs, finds her-

self embarking, much to her own sur-

prise upon a domestic affair w,th a

spo ts reporter. Yep, old marnage vs.

Telr conflict, but with this difference:

it doesn't degenerate into boudo.r slap-

rick as some recent movies we could

it has bright dialogue,

direction by George Cukor, M-G-M.

know-how in production and * has

Katnari ne Hepburn and Spencer Tracy

most stimulating screen team ,n years.

ACTING: Here's a -after Hepburn,

rad iantly romantic a. her role re-s nres

in-lit e career
the melting process o. bnttle c

girl into tender wife-and here s a br.l

Lnt comedienne in the funn,est scene

of the season, practically pure panto

mime, in which our Kate wrecks the

kitchen in her attempts to cook brea -

fast for her man. For the first tan. /?

Hep will win over those fans who av

been scared off by her streamed

snootiness. A great show-woman, she •

Spencer Tracy has a typical Tracy pa t

ru

P

gged and resigned, with no arty

touches; and he has never been better.

M-G-M

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GAY!

APPEAL: If you want a smart and lavish

Broadway musical comedy with every

extra attraction Hollywood can dev.se,

here's your super-show.

PLOT: The original ran on Broadway so

|ong ^ was accepted as a landmark

su ch as the Empire State Bu,ld,ng. But

if you didn't catch it as a play you H

have the added pleasure of seeing A

fresh a5 a movie, and that s a rea

treat, because its sharp sat.re o

politics, its clever dialogue and tunefu

songs are enhanced by a terrific cast

including Victor Moore in h.s .mmortal

role of snoopy Senaror Loganberry and

Bob Hope and Vera Zorina as plotters

trying to divert his investigates .n

carnival time.

ACTING: It is pretty much Mr. Moore s

show and rightly, for his is a classic

role, and he plays it to perfection. Bob

Hope, though, is not one to be eas, y

eclipsed, and whether he is making sly

love to the ineffable Zorina, or thwart-

ing Mr. Moore's efforts to clea tl up c.ty

politics, he is a panic-as usual. Zorina

herself emerges as much more than a

fine dancer here; she's a charming

comedienne. Dona Drake scores in her

too few s-enes with her elfin grace and

youthful exuberance, and all.

Paramount

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

POWERFUL!

APPEAL- If you read the book by Henry

Bellaman and know what to expect,

then this is your Drama of the Month.

But taint funny, McGee.

PLOT: The seamy side of an American

small town revealed, with such facts ot

life as sadism and insanity squarely

faced, stressing strength of character

which triumphs over disaster- in-

telligently and sensitively directed

splendidly performed, and magmficent-

|y
photographed. Perhaps a picture for

the few rather than the many, and cer-

tainly not for escapists-still, a cinema

achievement in its sincerity and fidelity

to detail. It could not have receded

more superior production, but-why?

ACTING: Surprise is not to find the

lustrous name of Ann Sheridan In the

cost, but to see her playing her first

serious part, and playing it beautiful y.

Minus all oomphy a:ds, Arm ,s quietly

cc nvincin . always, a^d .« several scenes

genuinely moving, and if you're a

Sheridan fen yo»H go to "Kings Row

for her performance alone. Ronald

Reagan is also a revelation in a role

requiring considerably more than breezy

charm. He's excellent. Betty Field .s

superb as the unfortunate Cass,e, but

Robert Cummings fails to make Perns

a believable character.

Warner Bros.
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•CAPTAINS OF THE
CLOUDS"

ALL THRU THE NIGHT'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

IMPRESSIVE!

a DDF AL- If Y°u demand action, you

tely ^bote to the heroism of the

Roval Canadian Air Force.

St: Made with the

f the Canadian government, this .S Y

f the best current example ot a

far the oesr
co nvey more

spirited movie whichJ ,1
co-

,
Y

message of cur *

^ op

:'
meSSa9

e

e

dv stor olo:tthe experiences

in a speedy story a
f ree-lance

of o daredevil group of <*

f, yers in northern Canada^o-g

fearless fellows whose utthe ^
^ es as ins

:;
c

ct:« *
grip your interest,

bomber flight to England

ACT,NG: As the lustiest^ ^
foil for h.s swaga

a

Dennis Morgan, who no ™ V

straightforward acting ,ob ^
will have all the g

Technico!or.

over his °PP*°7 C

;jjf^s treat-

A |S0 benefitting by the Ka

m

U Brenda Marshall, prettier

ment is orenu wo ods.
„ wild woman ot tne v»u

Gardiner lending stalwart support.

Warner Bros.

1

ONE-WORD GUIDE-

CHILLER!

APPEAL: Survived previous Bogart

li,,ers,havenHyou7 Then brace you,

self for the gustiest of the lot, with

Nazi complications.

PLOT: Racketeer Bogart tangles w.th

he Gestopol If you know your K-ller

y0 u know who wins. Picture wastes no

;me at all, starting with a murder in

Xch Bogey is mixed up, proceeding

... u +c to clear h mself and
through his efforts to el.a

fasten the crime on Httn v,o

Ending with a brawl between the gang-

ster mob and the Gestapo. Incredible^

but so crammed with excitement and

suspense you won't have time to as

questions, until it's over, and then you II

Just want to relax.

ACTING: It took Hollywood on

than it did the movie audiences to dis-

cover Humphrey Bogart, he is stnctW a

star by popular demand But g,e e

producers credit-they know, now how

to feature their best bad boy-and he s

a credit to them in his own sinister way^

U orp with Conrad
He's in fast company her

.

w-th

Veidt and Peter Lorre; but he s

leanest Kaaren Verne is a decorative

E£ and William Demarest and

Frank McHugh are, as usual, depend

able for broad comedy-

Warner Bros.

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

ROMANTIC!

and Gene lierney.

, c 4.U <isns dived tor peans,
the South Seas, a

w£km«SS
see the elegant Mr. Power beat up the

Da. Mr. Sanders is we,, wort your

admission money. You may not believe

H, but you'll enjoy it.

ACTING: Tyrone is terntic. i

somebody saying as she .eft the theate

Whether she meant in his costumes o

his
characterization I don't know; bu

Ws true either way, and Tyrone ,s s

the one actor who can wear those

breeches and beruffled shirts and retain

his, and our respect. Miss Tierney is not

yet terrific but she is properly sweet

and naive as the native siren. George

Sanders is a fascinating villain-when

will Hollywood listen to audience

Clamor and give him the break his

popularity warrants?

20th Century-Fox
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Bravo, Michele Morgan! Bravo, Paul

Henreid! Our hats are off to these

two newcomers who make their Ameri-

can screen debut in "Joan of Paris"

Although they are two distinct and
forceful personalities, they share

our honor page because, in "Joan of

Paris," they are equally magnificent

"Joan of Paris," romantic thriller, concerns the

plight of an RAF flier, Paul Henreid, who is

downed in Nazi-occupied France, and a French

bar-maid, Michele Morgan, who sacrifices her life

to help him escape. Both performances are

splendid and it is difficult to say which is better.

Words seem useless when these two, with their

strange beauty and handsomeness, register their

emotions. There are tender love scenes, tre-

mendous suspense. The eery scenes in which Pau
is shadowed by the Gestapo are so convincing

you'll think you are being followed, on leaving

the theater. Encore for this brave new team!
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PRECIOUS LEAVE-
Marion and Bert a few

hours before he was called

back to the officers' train-

ing school at Quantico,

Virginia. She teased him

about that close-cropped

Navy haircut—but he

had only adoring looks

for her soft-smooth

Pond's complexion.

no accident so many lovely-

engaged girls use Pond's Cold Cream!

MARION LYNN, exquisite daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Claude E. Lynn of the prominent Chicago family.

Her engagement to Bertram L. Menne, Jr., of Louisville,

Kentucky, was announced New Year's Day, 1941.

HER RING isabeautiful brilliant-

cut blue-white solitaire, set fairly

high, and on each side a single

round diamond set a little lower.

The band is platinum.

She's Lovely!

She uses Ponds

!

See how Marion Lynn's soft-smooth Glamour

Care will help your skin. Marion says: "I think Pond's

Cold Cream is splendid for skin that's thin and sensitive

like mine. It's so light, so soft and soothing itself—and

softens and cleans my skin beautifully.

"I always use it tivice each time—like this:

"1. I SLATHER Pond's Cold Cream thick over my face and throat

and pat all over with brisk little pats. This helps to soften

and take off dirt and make-up. Then I tissue it all off.

"2. I RINSE with a second creaming of lots more Pond's. Then

tissue it off. This twice-over leaves my skin shining

clean

—

every little smitch of soil comes right off."

Use Pond's Cold Cream—Marion's way—every night—

and for daytime cleanups. See how it helps your skin

have that lovely fresh-as-a-flower look. You'll see, too,

why so many more women and girls use Pond's than

any other face cream at any price. Buy a jar of Pond's

Cold Cream today— at any beauty counter. Five popular-

priced sizes. The most economical—the lovely big jars.

c^n6 f£e/wu£ ti&efttit

00 Hurry today to vour favorite beauty counter for Pond's

soft-smooth Cold Cream— the glamour face cream

used by so many lovely engaged girls and by leading

societv beauties like Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt and Mrs.

Vanderbilt Phelps. And Pond's makes for you four

other famous beauty aids:

Pond's Vanishing Cream

Pond's lovely new Dry Skin Cream

Pond's new Dreamflower Face Powder (6 shades)

Pond"s "LIPS" that stay on longer! (5 shades)
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)ancing

"Overtime*
Arthur Murray Teachers

use Odorono Cream
for Sweetness Sake

e Bunny Duncan is busier than ever

these days teaching dancing to

men in camp and on leave. Like

other Arthur Murray dancers she

chooses Odorono Cream as her

favorite line of defense against

underarm odor and dampness.

Odorono Cream ends perspira-

tion annoyance safely 1 to 3 days!

It's non-greasy, non-gritty, non-

irritating! Generous 10(f, 39£ and

59(£ sizes, plus tax. Get some today!

The Odorono Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

I FULL OZ. JAR-
ONLY ZH (Plus Tax)

| s Gervaic Wallace/ of
i»1§i theWashington Studio,

£.._\ sparkling and fresh aftet

f hours of dancing!

ENDS PERSPIRATION

ANNOYANCE FOR »
T0 3 DAV5

Fans' Forum

Continued from page 15

In your January issue, in the "Hot from
Hollywood" section, I find the following

item

:

"Make way for the Varsoviana. No, it

isn't a new breakfast food. It's a dance that

Janet Gaynor and Adrian have introduced

to Hollywood society. They brought it back
from Mexico and predict that it will sweep

the country." And the article goes on to

describe how the dance is done.

During my stay in the Army (at Fort

Lewis, Washington, from May 23, 1940, to

September 19, 1941) I have danced the

Varsoviana many, many times. I danced this

dance at the Crescent Ballroom, located at

13th and Fawcett Ave., Tacoma, Wash-
ington.

This is to let you know that people have

been dancing the "Varsoviana" for a long

time and that it isn't a new dance. Also,

that it is and has been "sweeping the coun-

try" for a long time.

PVT. HAROLD A. GREWE,
San Bernardino, Calif.

HONORABLE MENTION
I think the smartest or luckiest move

made by any studio in Movieburg this year

was made by Warners when they decided

to star Humphrey Bogart. Bogie is about
the toughest nice guy that Warners has
ever developed and they come through with

a pretty good crop every year. His man-
nerisms and gestures take with the fans.

Any Jimmy Cagney fan will be a Bogart
fan and Jim has plenty of followers.

If I had had anything to say about hand-
ing out Academy Awards, Bogie would
have gotten an Oscar for his fine portrayal

of the gangster in "High Sierra." This was
a top-notch story and the direction was
perfect. The same is true of "The Maltese
Falcon."

I don't think I'm sticking my neck out

when I say that if Bogie continues to get

good stories it won't be long before he will

be pushing Mickey Rooney, Bette Davis,

and Clark Gable for a leading position on

the lists of "ten bests."

EVELYN PLOPPER, Litchfield, 111.

Checking Up on Tracy

Continued from page 51

GIVES YOU MORE
FOR YOUR MONEY

•

AtSO LIQUID ODORONO-
RSGULAR AND INSTANT

campaign for him. My plugging brought

about as much results as Bing Crosby s

prestige brings his horses.

It was after a couple of years of indif-

ferent pictures that he called me one night

to triumphantly announce Warner Bros,

had borrowed him for the lead in ''20,000

Years in Sing Sing." "If this doesn't put

me over," he exulted, "I'll just have to re-

sign myself to playing character parts the

rest of my life."

Ordinarily both the film and his perform-

ance would have won Academy Awards.
But Spence's early career in pictures was
ill-starred, for, almost simultaneously^ the

same studio produced "I Am a Fugitive

from a Chain Gang" starring Paul Muni.

Mr. Muni's performance, although breath-

taking, was no whit better than Spencer's.

But Muni was under contract to Warners,

so they concentrated on his film—and lie

drew the Academy Award.
Spence returned to his home lot from a

triumph such as "Sing Sing" to be cast in

such masterpieces as "Shanghai Madness"
and "A modern version of 'Dante's In-

ferno.'
"

Ed Sullivan once claimed credit in his

column for "discovering" Spencer. Perhaps
he did—in New York when Spence was on

the stage. I think, in my humble way, I

have done something for "him in pictures.

Neither of our plugs would ever have got

him anywhere had it not been for Winfield

Sheehan. Yet even Mr. Sheehan would
never have had the opportunity of seeing

Spencer's work had it not been for the

confidence in him and his ability of the one

person who has never received any credit

for discovering him—Louise, his wife.

Pat O'Brien was raised with Spence and

it was Pat, himself, who gave me this

hitherto unpublished illustration of Louise's

belief in him. "We enrolled in the Amer-
ican Academy of Dramatic Arts," Pat said.

"We finished the course, got jobs as robots

in the Theatre Guild production of 'R.U.R.'

and then secured various engagements that

didn't amount to a hill of beans and didn't

give either of us any opportunity. Spence

had got a job in a stock company in Cin-

cinnati. Louise was the leading lady. They
fell in love and married. All of us were
starving to death and, since Spence's father

was a big figure in the automobile business

in Milwaukee, I said to Spence: 'It looks

as though we're shooting at the moon in

this game. Let's call it quits and go home
and settle down.'

"Louise flamed. She was always a good
actress but she never put as much emotion
into any role as she did in her reply to my
suggestion. 'No!' she blazed to Spence, ig-

noring me. 'If you give up the theater I'll

leave you. You're not a good actor, you're

a great actor ! I don't mind going hungry.
I don't mind doing our laundry. I don't

mind any sacrifice because you have some-
thing not one actor in ten thousand has and
the day will come when you'll be acclaimed
the finest actor on the stage ! I'm not only

willing but eager to do anything I can to

help you toward that day. But DON'T
QUIT. You CAN'T !'

"It isn't often," Pat finished, "a man
finds someone with that much confidence

in him."
Louise has never told me anything of

that. Spence has never told me. The closest

I ever came to finding out anything of what
they went through was when Spence told

me after they left the Cincinnati job and
returned to New York, their money ran
out and they began borrowing, carefully

budgeting themselves to a 5Q<5 per day food
allowance.

"Louise was pregnant," he muttered, "and
had to have food so we allotted 35 c

1 a day
for her. I went on a rice-pudding diet be-

cause it was filling. I could tell you every
restaurant from the Bowery to the Bronx
that served the stuff and tell you which
gave the most cream ( ?) with it and which
the most raisins."

Finally he got a job as leading man with

a stock company at Union Hill, New Jer-

sey. Their money was gone. He tried to get

an advance against his first week's salary

but was told he could not draw any money
until after the first act on the opening

night. So, the night before the stock com-
pany opened, he and Louise went into a
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9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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moMORE
LOOKOFWEMOMW

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO 000R

THE look-of-the-month is partly a

look of physical discomfort, but

still more it is a tell-tale look of em-
barrassment. It comes from the fear a

woman has that her "secret" is not a

secret to others. Under a thin dress or

any snug costume, you may try to ar-

range a smoother line or smaller bulge,

but it is still a bulge. But if you use

Tampax, there is no bulkiness whatever

because Tampax is worn internally. You
are not even conscious of wearing it.

This may be a new or startling idea to

you, but Tampax was perfected by a

doctor and is now worn by millions.

Made of pure surgical cotton; com-
pressed within a one-time-use applicator.

Your hands need not touch the Tampax at

all! Quick, dainty, no odor—and no
embarrassing disposal problem.

Note the 3 sizes: Regular, Super, Junior,

meeting all needs. (The new Super is 50%
more absorbent.) At drug stores, notion

counters. Introductory box, 20(f. Econ-

omy package of 40's is a real bargain.

Join the millions using Tampax now!

TAMPAX INCORPORATED
New Brunswick, N. J.

Accepted for Advertising by
the Journal of the American
Medical Association.

dairy lunch, ordered an egg sandwich for

a nickel AND DIVIDED IT!
Pat was right. It isn't often a man finds

someone with that much confidence in him.
Yet neither Louise's faith in him—nor

Mr. Sheehan's-^is just an instinctive thing.

It is based on a knowledge of the man
himself—and a realization of how he has
risen to emergencies at other times.

When he was playing in a comedy called

"Whispering Friends" in Detroit, his father

died suddenly. Spence went on and played
his part at the Saturday matinee and night
performance, then accompanied his father's

body to Freeport where it was to be in-

terred. He rejoined the company in Chicago
on Monday, found there was to be no per-

formance that night, flew back to Freeport
for the funeral Tuesday and played his part
at the Tuesday evening performance

!

There was another time while he was
playing in "The Last Mile" when his

mother was desperately ill in one hospital,

his baby was in another with a very bad
case of infantile paralysis and his wife was
in a third for an emergency appendicitis

operation. Spence never missed a perform-
ance. "I don't know how I got through it,"

he says now, "but you can do a lot when
you have to. I only remember that when
I used to go on in that third act, and came
to the part where I was supposed to cry,

I'd really break down and I couldn't stop

crying."

You can't tell me a fellow who, to use

a trite expression, realizes to that extent

that "the show must go on" won't even-
tually come through under any circum-
stances.

Perhaps I'm conceited, but I think I

know and understand Spence as well as

anyone, save his wife and brother Carroll,

who manages his affairs. Spence's naivete

runs second only to his ability as an actor.

No fan was ever more of a hero-wor-
shipper.

Once Snowy Baker, the Australian polo
player, invited Spencer to visit Australia

with him. "Imagine that!" Spence ejac-

ulated. "He's a national figure over there

!

Everyone knows him. Wouldn't it be won-
derful to make a trip like that with a man
like that?"

That he (Spencer) is an international

figure and that it would be quite a coup
for Snowy to bring him home as a guest

never occurred to Spence

!

Once, in the days when Spence was no-

body on the screen, James Cagney spoke
of him to me as "the finest actor on the

American stage." Jimmy wasn't talking for

effect because, at the time, they barely
knew each other, and when I repeated the

compliment to Spencer he could scarcely
believe his ears. "Did he really say that?"
he exclaimed delightedly.

A friendship started between them
shortly afterwards that is still a Hollywood
legend, for no two people ever had more
dissimilar characters. About the only thing
they have in common is the difference be-
tween their screen portrayals and their off-

screen selves. Both men are frequently
cocky, brash and self-assured in their char-
acterizations. In real life both of them are
retiring to the point of painfulness, al-

though even that trait manifests itself dif-

ferently in them.

Jimmy simply has an aversion to

strangers coming up and speaking to him.
But he goes where he thinks he'll be

amused and if people he doesn't know
insist upon speaking to him, he answers
them courteously, takes things in his stride,

and gets away from them as soon as he

can without being rude.

Spence really shrinks from going out in

public. Several years ago his mother lived

in a fashionable apartment hotel in Los
Angeles. It was a ritual that on Thursday
nights Spencer, Louise, and their son

Johnny had dinner with her. A number
of times they were kind enough to ask me
along. Invariably he and I had dinner
sent up to his mother's living room, while
the others ate downstairs in the dining
room. Even when I wasn't along, he had
his dinner sent up and ate alone.

Despite the dissimilarity in their char-
acters, the friendship endures. A few years
ago, finding they were not seeing as much
of each other as they wished, on account
of the peculiar set-up of Hollywood social
life, they set aside one night a week to
be together. On that night Spencer, Jimmy,
Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy, Lynn Over-
man, Frank McHugh and Allen Jenkins
get together for dinner and to hash over
old times. Their wives shift for themselves
that night.

They eat around in different places. One
night they had dined at the Beachcombers'
but finding nothing on the menu in the
way of dessert that appealed to them, they
drifted down to a small ice-cream parlor
on Hollywood Boulevard. The proprietress
almost swooned when the contingent of
stars walked into her place but her con-
fusion increased when each of the screen's
tough men gravely ordered a hot fudge
sundae

!

Recently Cagney and I were spending
an evening together and Spence's name
came up. "Sometimes I almost wish he
had never won those Academy Awards !"

I burst out vehemently.
"Why?" Jimmy asked.
"He's no fun any more," I fumed. "He

always seems so worried and preoccupied.
He doesn't seem himself at all."

"He plays beautifully with us" Jimmy
demurred.
The next time I saw Spencer I men-

tioned it to him. "I don't understand what
you mean," he protested.

"Well," .1 tried to explain, "I always
have the feeling now that you are worried
for fear you won't be able to live up to

those past performances—that nothing mat-
ters to you except topping them."

Spence thought it over for a moment,
then shook his head. "It wasn't the awards.
Naturally, I was flattered but when I sto;<

to think of some of the others who've re-
ceived the awards, I don't take them too
seriously. Perhaps I do worry over my
work, but it isn't for fear I won't get
another award. It's because I'm bothered
about the poor parts I'm getting. You
know that old wheeze out here : 'An actor
is only as good as his last picture.'

"

"Nobody but Gable could have survived
some of the parts he's had—and he's no
Gable. / couldn't afford to run the risk

of playing in some of the pictures he's

had."
He paused again and then that grin of

his broke through. "I guess maybe I'm
near the end of my rope. I've been in

pictures almost twelve years now and I'm
not a juvenile any more. Well, it was fun
while it lasted and neither the stage, nor
pictures nor Hollywood owes me a thing.

In fact, they've all been mighty good to

me."
Ordinarily I might have received this

with alarm—with a foreboding that per-

haps he was getting ready to retire. But,

knowing him, I think it was only an off-day

and he was feeling a little sorry for him-
self.

I think it was only a day or so after

our meeting that he was introduced to

Hepburn, who plays opposite him in this

new picture. "I'm afraid I'm a little tall,

for you, Mr. Tracy," she acknowledged
the introduction.

"I'll cut you down to my size," he

laughed.

And he'll still be laughing and accepting

similar challenges as he dodders around
some stage when he's ninety!
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Your fingers will he as lovely as jewels;

and this -polish "stays on" amazingly

You'll love Dura-Gloss, for it is no ordinary nail polish.

Perhaps you've wondered why you hear so much about

it, why so many have adopted it. Well, Dura-Gloss is

made with a special ingredient-CHRYSTALLYNE*!
Perfected through laboratory research, Chrystallyne is a

magnificent resin that (1) imparts exceptional powers

of adhesion, and (2) jewel-like sparkle and brilliance to

Dura-Gloss. This wonderful substance is the reason

Dura-Gloss resists ugly "peeling" and "fraying" so

stubbornly day after day. Why it radiates sparkling

gloss, luster, life! Dura-Gloss will make your nails a

king's ransom in jewels . . . good enough to be kissed

. . . brilliant, beautiful, lovely— at all cosmetic counters.

DURA-GLOSS^

* Chrystallyne is a special resin-

ingredient developed by chem-

istry-experts Who were dissatis-

fied with existing nail polishes.

Before being blended into the

superb Dura-Gloss formula, it

looks like glittering diamonds.

3 New Colors

for Spring

Blackberry

Mulberry

Wmebernj

SCREENLAND

LORR LABORATORIES •
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^Younger Set" Scoops!

Continued from page 3 I

are simply exceptional at the rumba. They
popped their eyes and shook their heads

like the grownups do, only the grownups
look silly and they just looked funny.

You're always kind of surprised to see

Freddie do it, because he doesn't play

dancing parts, only dramatic.

Then we barbecued wienies and ham-
burgers and Mr. Withers helped, he's a
jolly man. Then we went over to Freddie's

to see his drums. Freddie's certainly a

pretty good friend of Jane's all right.

He even let her play the drums awhile.

Nobody's allowed to touch Jackie Cooper's

drums, not even Bonita. I guess I'll have
to die, or anyway be dangerously sick,

before anybody'll let me play their drums.
You'd think a girl with three brothers

with their own band would get to play

a drum once in a while. I keep begging
and begging Warner, and he knows I'd be

reverent with them, but he turns a deaf

ear.
* * *

I never had such fun on a picture. Mick
and Judy laugh all the time. He's just

like a male Judy Garland, and she's like

a female Mickey Rooney. They kid the

director and the kids and especially each

other. Judy says how awful to spend your
honeymoon making love to Mickey Rooney,
and Mick says if she was his wife, he'd

hang her on the line with clothespins. But
the minute the scene starts, they jump
right in, and how

!

For instance, today they were shooting

the Hozu About You dance, turning cart-

wheels over tables and chairs till you'd
think they'd be pooped, but instead of

resting between shots, they came over
where we kids were rehearsing the hoe-

down and coached us and got us all

steamed up, so when they finally shot it

Mr. Berkeley said it was swell, and he'd

hire them to coach all his dance routines

while he retired.

Mick .was terribly kind to me this after-

noon. He didn't have anything to do for

about ten minutes, so he spent the whole
time talking to me about drums.

* * *

We had to give Clumsy away, because

the neighbor lady is rather nervous. She
was mad anyhow, on account of the boys
practicing so much, and into the bargain
Clumsy would howl whenever they came
to a certain note on the sax. So she called

the police station, and they came and asked
us how many dogs we had, and we've got
four, so they said you're only allowed to

have three in Westwood, so we had to

give Clumsy away because he was the

last, not because we didn't love him as

much.
P.S.—I didn't cry.

P.P.S.—He has a very lovely home at

the Uplifters Club.

* * *

Bonita invited me to lunch at RKO with

her and Jackie, because I wasn't working
today. They get to be quite old in this

picture, "Syncopation"— thirty-four or

something—so Jackie had a moustache and
Bonita's hair was in a pompadour roll.

She likes it, but Jackie doesn't, and
neither does her mother. So when she

went out one night with Jackie she wanted
to wear it that way, though her mother
said it's silly and not in the least ap-

propriate. But she did anyway, till Jackie

came in and said, "Look, dame, take that

off !" So she went upstairs and took it

very meekly off. I guess girls will do
things for boys they won't do for their

mothers.

I wore my kelly green coat to the studio
today and my first silk stockings. It's the

kelliest green you ever saw and everybody
yelled : "You ought to get a kelly green
coat, Virginia." But Judy noticed my stock-

ings and told me how proud she felt

the first time she wore them. The only
thing is, if there's war, there might not
be any more, just when I get to wear
them. Judy said don't worry, if I don't

have them, nobody else will either and be-

sides, silk stockings don't matter when
there's a war. If I have to be truthful,

it'll cost me a pang to give them up,

still it's easier to give them up for a war
than for nothing. .

Mickey brought Ava Gardner to the set.

My, but she's pretty! And just the op-
posite of Mickey, sort of quiet and reserved.

All the kids think she's swell and the
boys call her Hedy LaGarr.

I had an interview, where they ask about
your favorite things, like who's the pret-

tiest actress. I said Judy Garland. Who's
the best dancer and singer? I said Judy
Garland. Who's the best actress? I said

Judy Garland. They said, well, by actress,

we mean more a dramatic actress like Bette
Davis. I said Judy Garland.

The neighbor lady's still nervous, so

mother had to rent a special house without
any neighbors' for the boys to practice in.

I get ten dollars a week now, but I

have to buy my own stockings and socks

and blouses and underwear. It's all right

when I'm on a picture, as I never have
time to spend any money then except buy
some chewing gum once in a while. Not
working, though, is my ruin. By Thursday,
I've got my hand out to mother for fifty

cents till Saturday. She makes me pay it

back. You'd think a girl's mother would
forget a mere fifty cents, but she says do
it right or don't do it at all. I know how
she feels. I know how Charlie McCarthy
feels, too.

* * *

This is the most important thing I ever
wrote since I started being a reporter,

more important than murder even. Today
we all went to war.

* * *

Freddie Bartholomew called up and told

us to come to his house this, evening for

Gene Autry autographs Defense Stamp
albums which he helped sell, in the town
of Gene Autry, Oklahoma, formerly called

Berwyn, and renamed for the star.

a meeting. I went with my brother Warner.
About thirty-five kids were there—Jane
and Jackie and Bun, Ann Gillis, Edith
Fellowes, Cora Sue Collins, Sid Miller,
Gloria de Haven, June Lockhart, Buddy
Pepper, Joe Brown and loads more.
Freddie said the government wants us

movie kids to help them sell defense bonds
and stamps, and we have to have an
organization, and let's see if we haven't
got sense enough to take the responsibility

and do it ourselves instead of calling in

the grownups who were in the next room—his aunt Cis and his granny and grand-
father, and Jane's father and mother. So
we said okay.
Every Saturday some of us are supposed

;

to go down to the Defense House in Persh-
ing Square and put on a show, then sign
the bonds and stamps people buy. That's
the first thing. Then we'll put on shows
in schools and charge a ten-cent defense
stamp for admission and ask the kids to

buy stamps and give up a soda or a movie
or something to do it, and we'll start by
giving up something we crave every week.
Then later we'll think of other things to
do, like donating your blood.

We voted for the name of the club, and
it's Junior Division for Defense Savings.
We elected Freddie chairman, Jackie
Cooper vice-chairman, June Lockhart secre-
tary and Sid Miller production manager.
He says what kids should go down each
Saturday and what they're to do, and we
voted that positively nobody is ever al-

lowed to be late at a show or meeting,
and the only time you can ever miss it

is either if you're working or so sick you
simply can't get out of bed, even if you
have only one line to say. We wanted Jane
for something, because she's so peppy and
gets two ideas every minute, but as she's

already head of the Mascots, she said

that's enough, and even if she didn't think
so, her mother did. Mascots is the young
division of the American Women's Vol-
untary Service. She wrote it down for me,
so I could report it.

Sid appointed Jackie to bring his band
the first Saturday, then Ken Baker, then
my brother Warner. After his mother died,

Jackie got his band together again, simply
for defense, and Bonita's mother sound-
proofed their playroom, for defense of the
neighbors, and lets Jackie's band practice
there. Bun asked him, how about getting

up early. Jackie's the longest sleeper when
he's not working. He won't let his phone
ring till half past eleven, and when we
kids want to do him dirt, we call him
at nine. But he said for defense it's okay.
He lives in a bachelor apartment now,
and Bun has to show him about things

like putting the garbage out, and if you
keep eggs for five weeks, they don't smell
good.

All the girls who can't knit decided to

learn, and not knit for themselves or

friends, only soldiers. Jane and Bun are

outstanding knitters. They don't have to

look, so can even do it in the movies
without wasting time. They knitted all

evening. Jackie lighted his pipe all evening.

You can't really say Jackie smokes a pipe,

he just lights it and takes a puff and it

goes out, then he lights it and takes an-

other puff and it goes out. He says it

doesn't get him anywhere but feels good,

like holding a girl's hand. I guess he meant
Bun's.

After the meeting Aunt Cis had a lovely

supper for us—chicken patties and peas and
cake and punch or cocoa or whatever you
wanted to drink. We kidded Freddie about

his picture someone painted, and said the

ears are too big and the nose is too small,

and he said kindly enlarge on the matter

to Cis, then maybe she'd take it down
or turn it to the wall, because he feels

silly having it there but aunts will be aunts.

Then Sid called us to the piano, and
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IT'S true— all smokers sometimes inhale.

But— between Philip Morris and other

leading cigarettes there's a tremendous dif-

ference in irritant qualities . Doctors who
compared the jive leading brands report

that ...

IN STRIKING CONTRAST TO PHILIP MORRIS, IRRITANT

EFFECTS OF THE FOUR OTHER LEADING BRANDS AVER-

AGED MORE THAN THREE TIMES AS HIGH—AND LASTED

MORE THAN FIVE TIMES AS LONG!

Finest tobaccos— of course. But that's not enough!
Philip Morris are made differently. They taste

better— they're proved better for your nose and
throat.

Just Remember- It's America's Finest Cigarette

played the Star Spajigled Banner and we
ail sang it, and it felt different from any
other time. Then we went home.

$ ^

This was our first Saturday at Pershing
Square. We decided to all go down to-

gether the first time and sort of introduce
ourselves. We sat on a kind of platform
covered with a tent, except one side is

open. Jackie and the band were behind us,

and Freddie was master of ceremonies. He
said : "I am very fortunate here. Usually
when I tell a joke, everybody walks away
before I finish. You'll probably see the
kids here on the platform make some hor-
rible faces, as they've heard the jokes
many times before. But you people in front

are so squeezed in, you'll just have to

stay and listen."

They did too, and they even laughed,

'

as they hadn't heard the jokes before.

Then Jane sang, and Buddy Pepper played
the piano and Edith Fellowes sang. Then
those who had nothing ready just said

something like, "I'm Virginia Weidler and
please buy as many bonds and stamps as

you can and we'll be down again next
Saturday for another show." Then we
went into the little Defense House and
signed them, and the man said they bought
about seventy-five thousand dollars worth.
We didn't know if that was a lot to the

government, but he said it was.
Mother gave me a ten-dollar bonus to

help out writh Christmas. I guess it looked
bigger to me than seventy-five thousand
looks to the government. Bonuses have a
great advantage over loans, you don't have
to give them back.

•* * *

Tim Taylor called up and invited me
to his New Year's party. He said the kids

decided no formals, because you can't have
as much fun in formals, you have to be
more careful. That was certainly good news
to me, as I still have no formal in spite

of begging mother to buy me the one I

wear in "Born to Sing." No soap. The
memory of what I did to the other one
lingers on.

I wore a black velvet skirt and jacket
with a white blouse. My boy friend works
late at a puppet-show, so I had a date with
him for eleven at the party. Until then I

was free. Mother drove me, and reminded
me to leave at twelve thirty, then said,

never mind, I'll phone. Which is the worst
of being fourteen.

A few people were there already—Jimmy
Lydon and Jane and June Lockhart and
Freddie and Gene Reynolds—about twenty
altogether, I guess, so we started right in

jitterbugging and danced .straight through
till eleven. No entertainment, thank good-
ness. At parties like that, you don't want
to stop and listen to somebody, you just

want to have a good time. Tim had the

doors open between the living room and
the rumpus room, and one of those record
machines that plays ten at a time, so we
didn't even have to stop to change records.

I danced a lot with Gene Reynolds be-

cause he came stag, as you would say,

and it turned out practically perfect be-

cause he left for another party by the

time my boy friend got there.

At eleven we had crackers with stuff

on them, and olives and sandwiches and
punch, and we all got paper hats and bags
of confetti, and when we thought it must be

ten or five of twelve, June and I turned
the radio on, and the man said nineteen

seconds to twelve. We jumped clear to the

roof on account of almost missing it.

Then came 1942 and we yelled Happy
New Year and threw confetti til Auld Lang
Syne came over the radio. June was stand-

ing by it, so she started singing and we
all chimed in. Then Tim said : "Let's drink

a toast. Let's drink to the wish that by
next New Year's we'll have won the war."

After that people's feet began getting

tired, so they took off their shoes and
danced in their stocking feet, and mother
phoned at twelve thirty on the dot. but
I begged her to please let me stay an extra
half hour, so she relented.

W hen I got home. I said how old does
a girl have to be before she gets to stay
to the end of a New Year's party? Mother
said we'll see, so mavbe that means fifteen.

* * *

They had a party for Mick on the "Andy
Hardy" set today—ice cream and cake

—

and the crew gave him a lovely complete
breakfast set with a toaster and waffle iron.

He's going to marry Ava Gardner, we
don't know exactly when, but suspect to-

morrow. Mr. Stone and Miss Holden and
all the Hardys were there. Mick said no
speeches, because he might blubber, and
wouldn't that look cute for an almost-
married man. But he kissed Miss Holden
and shook hands with everyone, only when
it came to Mr. Stone, they looked at each
other and Mr. Stone put his arm round
Mick, and Mick sort of hugged up to him.
I guess Mr. Stone's been like a father to
him.
Goodness, all the showers he missed out

on by not getting married while working
on "Babes."

* * *

This morning I helped Jane with chuck-
wagon service. That's part of her Mascots
job. Every Saturday the grownups leave
coffee and doughnuts at different places for
the soldiers, and Sunday morning Jane
goes round and collects the empty thermos
bottles. She also finds out how many
soldiers have no place to go Sunday, then
she calls her girl friends and they invite

soldiers for Sunday dinner. We have two
for today.

I figured out I could knit five rows of
a sweater in the time I take to report an
incident. So I'm giving up being a reporter

for defense. No one'll ever read it anvhow

!
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Doyou k?iow the truth about

Tampons*?

There's one thing you probably know about

tampons— and that's the wonderful freedom

of internal sanitary protection. But are you

really up to date about the latest improve-

ments in tampons? Do you know why Meds
—the Modess tampons—protect in a way

no other tampons do?

'Protection . . . how much
doyou reatly get ?

To keep you carefree—secure

— atampon must absorb /y,

surely! Meds absorb faster be-

cause of the "safety center."

No other tampon has it! Meds
are made of finest, pure cot-

ton . . . hold more than 300% of

their weight in moisture!

Does itfit correctly ?
Insert a Meds properly and you hardly know
you're wearing it! For Meds are scientifically

shaped to fit—designed by a famous gyne-

cologist, a woman's doctor. Dance, work,

have all the fun you please! No bulges! No
pins! No odor! Easier to use, too— each

Meds has a one-time-use applicator that ends

old difficulties. And so convenient! You
can even carry Meds in your purse.

What about price ?

Meds cost less than any other

tampons in individual appli-

cators. No more than leading

napkins. Try Meds ! Compare

!

You'll be glad you did!

BOX OF 10—25{i • BOX OF 50—98?5

Meds
Hie JModess Tampons
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Married Lovers!

Continued from page 22

they have all the time in the world (they

KNOW they will live happily forever

after) and partly for reasons of war-time

economy. Because, before these words are

printed, Bill may be in the Army, his

movie money cancelled out and most of

the maintenance of the home up to Brenda.

Dinner at the Holdens rather than dinner

with the Holdens is right. They are still

so much in love, so absorbed in one another

that, courteous though they are, aware
of a third person being present as (I am
reasonably sure) they were, they have so

much to say to each, things so urgent to

be said, that they talk, whether they know
it or not, mainly to each other. Even when
remarks were addressed to me as, oc-

casionally, they were, there was the feeling

that what Bill said, he meant for Brenda,
what Brenda said, she meant for Bill. It

is very sweet.

And so as we. sat at table and, later,

over coffee and cigarettes in the den,

I kept my note-book handy, jotted down
the things they said as they said them.

And the things they said will, I think,

ring a bell in the heart of every young
married, in-love couple who reads them.
For they, too, say 'just such things, flame

up easily, have their disagreements and
their making-up when they are in love

or when their marriages are very young.

BRENDA: The other night, Bill, when
you and I were sitting here playing gin
rummy—which is what we do almost every
night, Gladys, or we play records or we
read out loud to each other—anyway, know
what I was thinking? I was thinking, Oh,
it would be wonderful if we were married
five years from now !

BILL: (gloomily) I'm not worried about
the marriage. I am worried about the

Army. And the only reason I am worried
about the Army is that I am worried
about you, Ardis, [Bill always calls Brenda
Ardis, her baptismal name. He makes
something tender and lovely out of the

two lovely syllables] about leaving you
alone with the new house on your hands,
the baby [Brenda's little girl, aged four,

by her previous marriage], the dog, [Brenda
and Bill's lion dog, Rhodes] and your job

to do. Too much for any one girl to handle
alone—say, what did you mean, 'five years

from now ?' Five years ? What's the matter
with fifty years? What's the matter with
'forever after?' Look, what did you mean?
BRENDA: Now, honey, don't get going!

You know perfectly well that if we have
any screaming to do, we do it in the

early morning while I am putting on my
make-up and you are shaving. That's

much the best time for husband and wife

to argue and let off steam. The razor and
the lipstick restrict us. Besides, I only

meant that I am so happy, I am afraid

of it. So I put little time limits on it,

that's all. There are problems, and—
BILL: I don't see any more problems for

us, other than those that arise from busi-

ness, no worse problems here in Hollywood
than couples in Oshkosh have to face, if

you ask me.
BRENDA: Oh, but there are more here,

and you know it. To begin with, two
people in the same profession and in this

profession, of all things

!

BILL: What d'you mean? The Miss
So-and-So comes along routine? The
'Temptations of Hollywood' stuff? Look,

if you set a value on our relationship,

as I do, if you use logic plus the value

of the thing you have, you knozv that the

Miss Fancy-Pants get you nowhere and,
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what is more, they offer no temptation.
Besides, plenty of people seem to be
weathering the same problems as we have,

and very successfully, too. How about
Ronald Reagan and Jane Wyman, Barbara
Stanwyck and Bob Taylor, Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Gene Raymond—

?

BRENDA: (laughing)—Burns & Allen,

Fibber McGee and Molly, Jack Benny and
Mary Livingstone, Fred Allen and Port-
land

—

BILL: All right, all right! It still makes
sense. And are we the village idiots that

we can't do as well?
BRENDA: Of course not. It is just

that the mental hazards in Hollywood are

graver than they are anywhere else. People
seem to hold the thought that your mar-
riage won't succeed. They sort of put a
hex on it. Someone said the other day
that marriage in Hollywood is 'a seven-

months baby.' They let you alone for just

about seven months (it's been clocked) and
then the rumors begin to circulate. Re-
porters call you in the middle of the

night and say, 'Your husband out of town,

eh? Is he coming back?' The columns ask

little, suggestive questions : 'Is So-and-So
cooling?' and all that. People seem to think

you have to do something off-color, crude,

risque, unconventional, if you live in

Hollywood and are in the movies. It is

silly, but

—

BILL: I'll say it's silly! I say we are

no different from any other young couples

with jobs. We come home from work. We
eat like anyone else. We sleep like anyone
else. On Sundays, we go up to the Gun
Club or take in a show or something like

that. We spend our evenings fixing up
the house or playing gin rummy, like you
said. Besides, we knout) each other. We
were sensible and talked things over pretty

thoroughly before we were married Two
years of talking things over, we had. Time
proves itself pretty well. We went through
all the business of off-again, on-again, of

believing in each other and not quite be-

lieving. You had moments of being afraid

that I would be just another Hollywood
actor

—

BRENDA: Well, you felt the same about
me, Bill, you had the same fears. But it

is true, we did not get married until we
believed in each other. Completely. Until

we knew that, whatever we do for a living

and whatever the demands that work makes
on us, we are really just a man and a
girl in love, wanting a home, children, the
good, normal everyday things.

BILL: We came to a pretty sound agree-
ment too. We figured out that our studios

might handle us differently. We went over

all the things we might have to do for

publicity, the trips we might have to

make—alone. We said, remember, that

there would be no arguments and no mis-

understandings, that when we could do
things together, go places together, we
would. If not, we'd take it.

BRENDA:—And we decided not to talk

about what we do in the studio all during

the day, either, when we get home. Not
at any length, I mean. We stick to that

—

well, pretty well. At least, we do try to

subordinate our professional life to our

home life. We try to be just plain Mr.
and Mrs. William Holden at home here,

not Brenda Marshall and Bill Holden,

movie actors. And we never discuss love

scenes. We NEVER discuss love scenes!

BILL: Not because of jealousy, of

course, but

—

BRENDA: Oh, I wouldn't say that.

There is an element of jealousy, let's face

it. You know very well that when you

are out of town you practically eat up

our income tax money making long dis-

tance phone calls. And it isn't my health

you inquire about. You spend most of

the time asking where I was half an
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MRS. JUT KENT is one of the busy younger set

who has lately fallen in love with Cutex . . ."My
nails stayed practically perfect for a whole week! I

finally changed the polish only because the moons
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hour ago, and with whom; what I did

last evening and where and why. I'm just

as bad. When you were working with

Claire Trevor in 'Texas' and she told

you she didn't see any reason why you
shouldn't be a pretty hot screen lover, I

didn't care for that too much! It seemed
to me she would not have made such an
observation unless you had given her some
reason to think

—

BILL: Come to that, how about when
you played with John Garfield in 'East of

The River?' Pretty warm love scenes, if

my eyes didn't deceive me. I remember
the time when you nearly died of embar-
rassment when you had to make a- photo-

graphic sitting with Errol Flynn and there

were some shots made with you in his arms.

I couldn't help thinking, when I saw those

love scenes with Garfield, that you had _

got over that early shyness quite a bit.

Quite a bit! I think you are a fine actress,

Ardis, as you know, but T must say—
BRENDA: Well, let's not talk about it.

We have just said that we never do. It

is not actually jealousy, of course, in spite

of the fact that I have often, heard you
refer to some nice young man at Warners
as 'that Flash Gordon, he's no good, he's

a wolf and so on. And I suppose you recall

the evening when I had to have cocktails

at the Blue Moon with a couple of members
of the cast, and the director, and I kept

phoning you that I would be leaving in

20 minutes and you finally came over and
got me—but as I was saying, let's not talk

about it. It just seems as if any mention
of a love scene starts an argument. Just
like this one. It is what makes us different

from young married couples in Oshkosh,
you see. They do not have love scenes

to discuss over the dinner table.

BILL: Well, Ardis, you start a lot of

the arguments, you know you do ! It is

your worst, perhaps your only fault, that

you like to tease me. What makes me see

the reddest red is, I admit, when you tease

me about other women. Like when Dottie

and I were making 'The Fleet's In' to-

gether, you gave me the Lamour routine.

We'd work late, no fault of ours, she was
just as anxious to keep her date as I was
to get home to you. But when I got home,
what did I get? 'Oh, you're not interested

in a 6.30 dinner any more, are you ?' you'd
say, Tt has to be seven o'clock noztr!' That
sort of thing. I cannot stand to be teased.

It is a worse sin than punning.

BRENDA: Well, I'd say that your only
fault is lack of consideration—sometimes.
Only sometimes, I will admit. You are very
thoughtful as a rule. But at the time when
I expect you to be most considerate, those

are the very times you are not. Like when
I had intestinal flu. In the first place, you
were late getting home. Here I was, in

bed, in this new house, with new servants,

with the baby, deathly ill. In the second
place, when you did get here, if you didn't

have some fellow with you ! Then, later,

you told me you had to drive him to

Charley Foy's cafe, because he didn't have
a car. You could have called a taxi for

him, I still say that ! But no, you had to

drive him. You said you wouldn't be more
than twenty minutes. One hour went by.

No you. I watched the clock every minute.

One hour and fifteen minutes, one hour
and a half. Then I phoned Charley Foy's.

They told me you had been there but had
just left. When you did get back, nearly

two hours later, I asked you if you had
stopped anywhere. 'Nowhere,' you said.

'Nowhere at all.' 'Oh,' I said, 'so now you
are not telling me the truth !' And I told

you about calling Charley Foy's and how
I knew you had stopped off there

—

BILL:—And I had my back to you, was
taking off my collar and tie, I remember,
and was my face red ! You had caught me

out. It is the truth that I never lie to you
—being a woman you won't, I suppose,

concede the point that I told you that one
only to be considerate, so you wouldn't
get worked up, ask a dozen questions about
who I had seen, talked to, etcetera. I had
had one drink, that's all. I had talked to

the head-waiter, that's all. If there were
any women in there, they were Invisible

Women because / didn't see them. If

—

BRENDA: (laughing) If Bill thinks

I am suspecting his faithfulness ! Anything
that touches his integrity sets him off like

a Fourth of July bomb rocket. Then there's

the way he is about the house

—

BILL: You mean the fifty-fifty arrange-

ment we have now? Well, why should I

be pleased or proud about that? Thing is,

we bought the house before we were mar-
ried, Gladys, as an investment, on a fifty-

fifty basis. When we married, we decided

to make it our home. We continued to

keep it on a fifty-fifty basis. But after

we get the initial investment paid for,

which includes the furniture, swimming
pool, planting and so on, then / take over

and pay the bills. All of them

—

BRENDA : It is so ridic—
BILL: Now please, Ardis, let me get

this out of my system—this is my manhood
and all ! It is my chief concern in life at

the moment. When I am asleep I hear

myself muttering, 'Fifty- fifty,
_
fifty-fifty'

—

there is something asserting itself in me.

It is the protest of the male against allow-

ing a woman, especially your wife, to pay

for anything more than a bridge debt, if

that. The very instant we get the ground-

work laid and paid, Ardis steps out of the

picture, financially.

BRENDA: Bill does more than his share

now. He runs the house more than I do.

He often orders the meals, he manages

the servants, he is wonderful with the

baby, he oversees everything.

BILL: I wouldn't say that, Ardis. That's

pretty fifty-fifty, too. When you are work-

ing and I am not, I take over. When I am
working and you are not, you are the little

housewife. And very competent, too.

BRENDA: (thoughtfully) I sometimes

wonder whether you would rather I'd be

just that all the time, the little housewife?

BILL: You don't wonder anything of

the sort. You have spent a lot more time

and energy than I have, getting somewhere.

I wouldn't have you stop_ for anything

in the world and you know, it.

BRENDA: You're right, I do know it!

I'm sorry. You do push me, you are

anxious for me to be ambitious. If you

feel I am sloughing my work, you sort of

jack me up again.

BILL: (winking at me) If you remem-
ber, what attracted me to you in the first

place was that you are such a darn fine

critic. Our first dates were mostly at the

theater. We'd come home and have argu-

ments, violent ones. Your background was
the student's background, a student of the

theater. Mine, nothing but what pictures

gave me. Why, that's why I fell in love

with you, you were so wonderful to talk

to, exciting, stimulating—
BRENDA: Oh, so it was mental!

BILL: (laughing) What do you think?

Anyway, one thing you and I have to

be thankful for, Ardis, is that we never

stay mad very long. Another cause for

thankfulness, whether you know it or not,

is that because we are in the same profes-

sion, we have a pretty good understanding

of what it's all about. We may have some
superficial explosions but they are oniy

superficial. Besides, a great many Holly-

wood marriages fail, we are told, because

when the husband or wife begins to out-

distance the other, the roof blows off.

That can never happen to us. For my
part, if you start zooming ahead of me,
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more power to you. It wouldn't bother
me. I'd be proud of you. If luck, on the
other hand, is with me, or my big break
comes first, you'll feel the same, I'm sure.

We are both terrifically anxious to do
things in this business, get to the top.

That's fine. But what is finer is that,

basically, what we want the most is to

be together, to be comfortable, have a
family, a marriage founded on the good,
old well-known rock.

BRENDA: Some day, not now, not until
we know how things will turn out for
Bill and the Army and all, but some day
we want to have children. We'll want a
bigger place, then, a real ranch

—

BILL: Not that we're going 'back to the
land.' We don't mean that. We just want
a nice, little ranch, with all the modern
improvements. Milking those cows before
reporting on the set is not our dish.

Churning that milk—well, I'd rather churn
a Scotch and Soda!
BRENDA: (thoughtfully) I don't think

we will be detoured, either. From the plan
we have for our lives, I mean. We are
not in the Social Swim here in Hollywood,
for instance, and

—

BILL: I should hope not! What is the
Social Swim, a^^way? Whatever it is,

I want none of it. To me, it merely rep-
resents spending your money at night-clubs
and kissing your neighbor's wife.

_
BRENDA : Bill and I haven't any close

friends in Hollywood. We don't know any
of the movie people well at all, except the
Richard Carlsons. We do run in there
every now and then, for a drink, or they
come here. We never go to parties. We
are not invited to any parties. We don't
give parties because we have no one to
invite. I suppose it's what's in your heart,
what you do, the way you act. It's in
our hearts to stay at home, together. We
are happier this way or we wouldn't do it.

BILL: We have an objective. We have
one business manager who budgets both of
us. Our budget wouldn't permit of much
high life. Not that we are extravagant,
but—
BRENDA: I am extravagant, in streaks.

When I get a streak, I go completely over-
board

—

BILL:

—

And down for the third time!
Gladys, s'help me, she comes home with
three pairs of Magnin shoes, [he shud-
dered] a suit, half a dozen hats. Once every
three lunar months our manager and I sit
here and steel ourselves against Brenda's
binges

!

BRENDA: (quickly) Well, you borrow
my allowance to make down payments on
things! Like your two new old guns and
that Crossley! Honey, don't you like to
see me all glamored up?
BILL: You are beautiful when you are

of course, but I think you are most beau-
tiful when you wear nice, tailored gabar-
dine dresses, tan or beige, preferably. Be-
sides, when you are all done up it just
reminds me of big bills and staying up
late

!

BRENDA: Now, me, I love to see you
all dressed up. I feel as proud as the devil
when I go out with you in a dress suit.
I like you to be attractive to other people.
BILL: H'mmmmmm!
BRENDA: Now, what do you mean by

that?

BILL: (wide-eyed) Nothing. Just clear-
ing my throat. Frog in it.

BRENDA: The point is, we are pretty
old-fashioned, both of us. Especially Bill.
Yes, you are, darling. You know very well
that you disapprove if I talk what you
call 'a little too freely.' If I ever let a cuss
word slip out your face is just a mask
of horror! But what I started to say is,

we are old-fashioned because we live our
private lives like private, unprofessional

"SSSta "•"East
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people. If we have our tiffs, we have

them in our dressing room, not in public

so they can be hashed over by the_ col-

umnists. When we have our gay times,

we have them here at home, too, with

each other for company. I never go out

with another man and you never go out

with another girl. I don't see how two

people who are in love can say 'You go

your way' and mean it. We don't mind

the empty rooms in our house because

we don't have to have everything over-

night. We have all our lives together for

'everything.' We don't give a hoot about

those mansions in Beverly Hills or Bel-Air.

Ours is not a mushroom marriage so it

doesn't have to be a mushroom growth.

BILL: Just what I have been trying to

say, dear. When people are true to them-

selves, to their ideals, nothing is finer

—

and nothing firmer. Our ideal is to have

a Golden Wedding Day which will be just

as golden as our first wedding day. Against

an ideal like this, nothing can prevail, can

it? Can it, Ardis?
BRENDA: No, Bill, nothing can.

Cary's a Capra Man Now!
Continued from page 29

BESTFORM FOUNDATIONS, Inc. 358 FIFTH AVE^NEWYORK

her company moved on to the next town,

Cary felt so much better that he was
able to rejoin his own troupe. He never

saw Miss Adair again—though he never

failed to read her "notices" with great

enthusiasm. And when he read that she

and Josephine Hull, who were the hits of

the New York stage production of "Arsenic

and Old Lace," would play the same sweet

old ladies who liked to help lonely old men
find peace by means of their elderberry

wine—with just a pinch of cyanide in it

—

in the Capra version, Cary could hardly

wait to pick up an old friendship where

it had left off twenty years before.

The first day of production Miss Adair

was introduced to Cary on the set. It was

her first Hollywood picture, and everything

was so strange, and she was a little fiut-

tery. She began telling Cary how proud

she was to be in one of his pictures, and

that she was one of his most ardent fans.

"Wait a minute," said Cary. "You don't

remember me, do you?" And when Miss

Adair looked even more vague than usual,

he said, "Don't you remember a poor sick

acrobat in Rochester in 1921?"

"Why yes, I do," Miss Adair beamed.

"He was such a nice young boy, I recall.

And so grateful for the little I could do

for him."
"And he's still grateful, Miss Adair,

said Cary, getting kind of woozy in his

throat. "Let's have lunch."

I spent an entire afternoon out at War-
ner Brothers on the set of "Arsenic and

Old Lace," and I agree with Cary that

it can't help but be one of the funniest

comedies ever to come out of Hollywood.

Stage 9 was really a mad-house going full

blast. The two plump little old darlings,

Jean Adair and Josephine Hull, were

worrying about the burial service for their

latest victim. ("His name is Hoskins.

That's about all I know about him—ex-
cept that he's a Methodist.") Raymond
Massey, who has played Abraham Lincoln

so often, that he is afraid to sit in a box

at the theater, was all done up to look

like horror man Boris Karloff. With the

assistance of murderous little Peter Lorre

—who was worrying about the "hot stiff'

in the window seat—he was all set to

murder Cary, bound and gagged, in what

he charmingly referred to as "the hard

way"_a slice here, a snip there, until Cary

gives up his cinematic ghost.

But before they can murder Cary, John
Alexander, who wanders through the pic-

ture under the pleasant misapprehension

that he is Teddy Roosevelt ("We'd so

much rather that he be Mr. Roosevelt than

nobody") blows his bugle to summon his

cabinet, the neighbors complain, and in

walks Jack Carson, a cop who's a frus-

trated playwright. Also, in walks Priscilla

Lane in quite a pet because her bridegroom

Cary hasn't come home—and on their

wedding night too! It's as batty as all

get out. Even the sourpuss grips and

juicers, who always stand around looking

bored, were bursting their seams in loud

guffaws.
During the past few years I have visited

Cary on all his pictures (I'm no fool)

and between camera re-loadings and scene

set-ups I have always found Cary cutting

up a caper. I remember the day on the

"Suspicion" set when I saw Joan Fontaine

rush screaming out of her dressing room.

Seems that a family of beetles had casually

taken over her couch. The beetles, of

course, were courtesy of Mr. Grant, were

made of wire, and fresh from the Fun
House of the Venice Amusement Pier.

And there was the day I caught him
shocking Irene Dunne—and Irene shocks

very prettily too—by singing cockney songs,

decidedly on the blue side, to her on the

"His Favorite Wife" set. And I shall

never forget the afternoon that a large

luscious spider, also from the Fun House,

settled on Katie Hepburn's nose just as

she was going into a scene on the "Bring- •

ing Up Baby" set.

But when I inquired around as to what

our naughty boy from Bristol was up to

now I only received blank looks and dis-

interested shrugs. On the "Arsenic and

Old Lace" set Cary, it seems, has become

a very serious-minded young man. I couldn't

stand that. I simply couldn't stand the

idea of Cary becoming a serious-minded

young man who's impressed with pictures,

even a Capra picture. But Cary soon

put my fears to rest. "Never in my long

life before the cameras have I worked so

hard," he told me between "takes." "I don't

have any time for gags these days. Capra

knows what he's doing and he keeps us

busy every minute. Besides we don't need

any laughs on this picture—we get them
all right out of the script." And Cary's

right. What chance has a beetle got in

competition with those sweet old
_
ladies

and their elderberry wine—with just a
pinch of cyanide

!

Ever since "The Awful Truth"—when
the Hollywood producers discovered to

their surprise that Cary Grant was a per-

fect romantic comedian—Cary has been

the most sought after leading man in town.

Cary isn't the dreamy type, so naturally

he is right up there in the big dough. But
the dough doesn't stick to the Grant fingers.

Every other picture he donates to relief.

He won't see a penny of the $100,000 he'll

receive for "Arsenic and Old Lace." Fifty

thousand of it he has given to American
Relief, and fifty thousand he has given to

British Relief, with the provision that

everything be bought in the United States.

Cary lives in a beach house he rents from

Norma Talmadge on the de luxe Santa

Monica Strip. His favorite exercise is

swimming in the Pacific Ocean, which

comes almost up to his front door. Al-

though he used to be quite a gay young

man about town during his early years

in Hollywood, he is now rarely seen at

any of the glamorous night spots. And
on the few occasions that he does go

dancing at the Mocambo or at Ciro's he
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is always with Barbara Hutton—a fact

which causes the Glamor Girls of the

movie colony, who have had an eye on Mr.

Grant for some time, to gnash their molars

in anguish. He likes to read—everything.

He likes to play the piano at home for

his own amusement. When he is playing

for his own amusement it is usually a

Jerome Kern song, Jerome Kern being

his favorite composer. But when he is

playing for the amusement of his guests

he "plays, and sings, cockney songs, which

he picked up long ago when he was per-

forming in English villages with Ben
Pender's acrobatic troupe. He is a magazine
straightener and an ashtray emptier.

Cary has a passionate hate for red fox

furs on women. Always a very pleasant

and polite young man red fox does some-
thing terrible to him. His other pet hates,

as far as the gals are concerned, are red

nails, flowerpot hats, and baby talk. Baby
talk definitely brings out the Mr. Hyde
in him. He is very British when it comes
to food. He likes kippers and roast beef

and Yorkshire pudding, and he cherishes

fond memories of tripe and onions, but

never seems to be able to get it in this

country. His sense of humor is sensational.

Cary's forgetfulness has long been fa-

mous. He frequently forgets to notify his

cook that he has invited dinner guests, and
having completely forgotten all about them
himself he arrives home late from the

studio to find his living room full of

hungry people—and only two lamb chops
in the house. He forgets w?here he put
his watch, and he forgets where he put
his script. He has a white terrier named
Archie, and of Archie he has to say,

"Archie and I are a pair of screwballs.

Archie forgets where he leaves his bones.

And I forget where I leave everything."

Many are the amusing stories which
concern Cary's forgetfulness, but the best

one occurred on a vacation trip to England
several years ago. Cary is a friendly soul
who likes to mingle, and before the boat
was three days out from New York every-
body on board was kidding him about his

forgetfulness. So at the costume ball on
the last night out, Cary decided to come
as the absent-minded professor. "I'll be
immaculately dressed," he said to himself,
"in white tie and tails. Only I'll forget
the white tie." Well, when Cary arrived
in the ship's salon that night there couldn't
have been more excitement if Jonah and
the whale had suddenly entered hand-in-
hand. Mr. Grant was immaculately attired.

He even had on his white tie. But—he
had forgotten his pants !

The biggest scare Cary has had in a
long time occurred recently when he acted
as best man at the wedding of his good
friends Rosalind Russell and Freddie Bris-
son.

_
The wedding took place at the little

Danish church in Solvang, California, and
Cary and Freddie, nervous as waltzing
mice, were in a little room, off the altar,

awaiting their cue. Cary heard the wedding
march start, grabbed Freddie, and to his

horror found that the door had been locked.

Fortunately, Myrna Loy, sitting nearby,
saw the knob wiggling, and released the
perspiring Cary and Freddie just in time
to keep Rosalind from being deserted at

the altar. Which incident reminded Cary
of another time he got locked in. He was
appearing in a Shubert show in New York,
and during the Indian number Cary would
have to retire to his tepee on the stage
while the chorus girls did their dance
routine—at the finale of which he was
supposed to burst forth from his tepee

and join the leading lady in a song. While
he sat in his tepee night after night Cary
entertained himself by tickling the chorus
girls as the}' pranced by. But one night

the girls plotted revenge. As they danced
past Mr. Grant's tepee they pinned the

'
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flaps together with a couple of good strong
safety pins. Came time for Cary to burst
forth in song, and he couldn't get out.
The audience had hysterics, and the man-
ager gave Cary a number one bawling
out.

Cary is one of the few Hollywood actors
who has never let success go to his head.
He[s the same today as he was when he
arrived in Hollywood in a second hand
broken down car. "Now how can I get
conceited," he said to me. "Every time

I begin to think maybe I'm good some-
body always comes along and slaps me
down. For instance, yesterday on the set
there was a young girl visitor who stared
at me all afternoon. Ah, I thought, a
devoted fan. When I left the set with
Peter Lorre she hurried up to me and
I was certain she was going to ask for
an autograph and that Peter would razz
the daylights out of me. But what do you
think she said? She said, 'Mr. Grant, did
you really walk on stilts ?'

"

What Hollywood Women Are Doing for National Defense
Continued from page 34

Bogart skippering his boat on Coast Patrol
duty. George Brent turning his yacht over
for government use. With war in Holly-
wood's front yard, the film colony is not
restricting

_
activities to entertainment and

money drives. Glamor girls are taking
their places side by side with the men.

Ida Lupino, for example, actually born
under fire during an air raid in London
in the last war, can change a tire, overhaul
a car and drive a truck along with the
best of them. Second lieutenant on the staff
of National Defense and Public Relations,
Ida signed up for active service over a year
ago.

Between "shots" on "Moontide," the pic-
ture she is making at 20th Century-Fox,
Ida and I were sitting in a car parked
outside the set on the back lot.

"Our organization, made up entirely of
women, works under Captain Brown in
Colonel Colbert's and Commander Bell's
Ambulance^ and Defense Corps of Amer-
ica," explained Ida. "I am specializing in
the _ Ambulance Corps. First on the job
during air raids, invasions and blackouts,
we are known as the Suicide Squad. There
is a driver, a first aid, and from two to

three assistants on each ambulance. Each
girl, in an emergency, must be able to
'take over' the other's post. So each girl
must know how to drive, change a tire
and repair engine trouble, as well as render
first aid during complete darkness in a
blackout. Feeling out the injury on a
prostrate body and knowing how to treat
the fracture, hemorrhage, concussion or
whatever is found, may sound pretty com-
plicated. But it can be done. It is being
done in England. My father, Stanley
Lupino, who is an airraid warden in
London, dashes from his 'Victory Show'
during blackouts to do it. By the way,
his musical, 'Lady Behave,' has already had
a successful run of eight months," Ida
added proudly.

"Our organization, founded by Colonel
Colbert and Commander Bell, by funds
from their own pocket, is .a branch of the
Red Cross. Like the Red Cross, it is
maintained by donations. Although we are
proud of our three ambulances and fifteen
station wagons and are the only unit in
Hollywood to boast an iron lung, we are
insurgent need of more station wagons.
With the seat backs turned down and a

cot slipped over them, station wagons be-
come super-ambulances.

.
"I am making a plea for fifteen addi-

tional wagons. We do not ask for an
outright gift. All we want is the owner's
guarantee that the wagon will be left
in his garage 'on call' from sundown to
sunup. We promise to telephone before
picking it up. There is no expense to
the owner. We supply our own gasoline.
We also guarantee to return the wagon in
perfect condition. To insure this we give it
a complete check-up twice a week, gratis.

"Hollywood is functioning as one great
unit," smiled Ida. "Everyone in the in-
dustry gives a hand to the other fellow.
The Lux Air Show just made a swell
gesture. When they heard I was donating
my broadcast check to our Ambulance
Corps, they doubled my fee. And ' when
Jack and Harry Warner found out our
unit had no place to house our equipment,
they turned over two large stages on
Sunset Blvd., for the duration. In case
of air raids and blackouts, these quarters
will be used to care for evacuees and to
treat casualties. In fact, it will serve as
a hospital base.

"Each studio is cooperating in every
possible way. Warners turned over their
Automobile Service Garage for Army use.
Studio cars stand by while Uncle Sam's
equipment is taken care of. The other day
20th Century-Fox loaned its staff of scenic
painters to camouflage defense guns.

"Like all soldiers, we never go -on duty
unless in uniform," continued the little

lieutenant. "In uniform we are not allowed
to drink liquor. Not even in our own
homes. On my way to duty the other
night, I dropped in on a farewell cock-
tail party, given for a British friend. Every-
one, it seemed, was saying 'Have a drink,
Ida.' Later I learned there were plain
clothes men mingling with the guests.
Court martial would have been the penalty
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had I taken as much as a sip of cocktail.

"One night each week, Myrna Loy,

Mary Martin, Claudette Colbert and other

actresses, including myself, receive orders

from our respective post headquarters to

report for canteen service in the district

of nightly blackouts. The hot drinks and

sandwiches served from our canteens is

the only food available to the soldiers on

these dark, cold shifts.

"Please do not get the idea that picture

people are the only women doing this

work," said Ida. "Our women come from
every walk of life. Shop girls, waitresses,

housewives, office workers, usually all

weary after a full day's work, standing

side by side with social leaders—and we
all wash dishes, make sandwiches and cof-

fee, all night long.

"Army service has taught me to take

orders without question," continued Ida.

"Something I used to refuse to do! When
headquarters orders me to report for duty,

seldom do I know what it will be. It's

fortunate that I don't. Last night I would
have been scared to death, had I known
what was coming.
"My husband and I had just sat down

to dinner when a telephone call ordered

me to report at once to Pershing Square.

As you know, Pershing Square is a small

park located in the center of the Los
Angeles business district. Recruiting sta-

tions, defense bond booths, and canteens

dot the lawn. Soldiers off duty congregate

there by the hundreds. Upon arrival I was
pushed up on a platform. 'Make them buy
bonds!' whispered the officer in charge.

"Funny thing," smiled Ida. "People seem

to think that an actor can make a speech

at the drop of a hat. Here is one who
cannot! I was petrified. Someone shouted,

'Ida, where is your tongue?' When the

crowd started to laugh, I thought I would
faint. Their laughter seemed to break

something inside of me. I commenced to

tell funny stories. Soon the crowd was in

fine fettle. Not only did they buy bonds,

but several new recruits joined the Army."
It is in Pershing Square that Jackie

Cooper and his band put on their popular

thirty-minute show every Saturday after-

noon. With Freddie Bartholomew, who
acts as Master of Ceremonies, these lads

select their own talent and rehearse_ them.

Jane Withers, Bonita Granville, Virginia

Weidler, Jackie Searle are among those

who have done their bit.

Maureen O'Hara donated a piano to the

boys of the 58th Quartermasters Regiment
at Camp Haan, California, for their day
room at the camp. She felt they should

have more entertainment because they are

confined to camp more than usual now.
The boys, who have designated her as

"Honorary First Sergeant," rode in to

Hollywood in an Army truck to pick up
the piano and, after the loading ceremonies,

were Maureen's guests at a studio luncheon

and a trip around the sets. Edward Arnold
is one of the many actors devoting long

hours to war work behind the scenes. As
president of the Screen Actors' Guild,

member of the board of directors of the

American Federation of Radio Artists, as

well as serving on the board of the Holly-

wood Victory Committee, tremendous re-

sponsibilities rest on his broad shoulders.

"We feel that entertainment is one of

the vital needs of the soldier," said Mr.
Arnold. "Good spirits and happiness keep
up morale.
"Hollywood supplies a large percentage

of entertainment sent to Army camps.

Booking stars is a job in itself. To con-

trol our talent, keep it from becoming
bottlenecked or playing in the same show
twice, we organized the Victory Com-
mittee.

"This week, eight units from Camp
Shows, Inc., of New York, started on a

tour of Army camps. Each unit, composed
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Girls in their 'teens, 20's and 30's

should also find Lydia E.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound very benefi-
cial to relieve pain and tired, weak,
cranky, nervous feelings—due to
functional monthly disturbances.
Follow label directions.

n& VEGETABLE COMPOUND

of from twelve_ to sixteen girls, who do
singing and dancing acts, along with several
actors, is augmented by stellar attractions
drawn from the theater, radio, and motion
picture colony. The Victory Committee pro-
vides headliners for these shows.
"We found it necessary to organize

boards able to take care of emergencies
arising in the theaters or halls where
these shows are put on. If a unit runs
into a snag such as lack of costumes or
adequate lighting, the proper board pro-
vides it.

"The
^
Victory Committee also works

with Washington in choosing celebrities

best suited to promote the sale of defense
bonds. Carole Lombard, God bless "her.
who sold over a million and a half dollars
worth of bonds on her last day on earth,
belonged to this organization.

"Dorothy Lamour has just finished an
unprecedented tour, on which she paid all

her own expenses. In the New York
Ghetto, alone, her sales of defense stamps
in the missions and settlement houses was
tremendous.

"It took Hollywood tc promote enter-
tainment for isolated Army camps. Laurel
and Hardy. John Garfield, Kay Bolger
and Chico Marx were sensational on their

recent Caribbean tour. Jock Whitney,
chairman of the Rockefeller Foundation,
representing Hollywood, is working with
us on South American tours that will soon
be on the wray. I think it would be a good
plan to send a star a month to England.
Such excursions act like warm handclasps.
They establish deep, unforgettable ties of
friendship and unity."

_

Although_Mr. Arnold said nothing about
his own personal appearances to aid war
defense, all Hollywood appreciates^ his
readiness to go wherever and whenever
needed Last week, on an hour's notice,
the Rotarians flew him to Denver for a
luncheon speech that went out over a
national broadcast The night of the after-
noon he talked to me he was scheduled
for a talk in Sacramento, while the follow-
ing day he was due for a dinner speech
in Chicago.
Victor McLaglen, RKO star, has the

unique distinction of turning over to the
government two hundred fully equipped,
highly trained light horse troops, a trained
motorcycle corps of forty-five men and
one hundred expert horsewomen known as

the Women's Auxiliary Troop. Starting
with a nucleus of eighteen men, eight years
ago, Colonel McLaglen's Light Horse
Troops had grown to two hundred when
war was declared Equipped and trained
by their colonel, this unit is a valuable
addition to Uncle Sam's Army. The large
tract of land bordering Griffith Park Vic
bought for drill grounds, with its stadium,
football field and race-track, has also been
turned over for government use.

Since Pearl Harbor, the Hollywood
glamor girls have

_
shown what stuff they

are made of. Service to their country has
become the important issue. Army and
Navy uniforms, flat-heeled shoes and little

make-up, has become Hollywood's smartest
ensemble. Gay night life in the film capital

no longer flourishes. Most of Hollywood's
night-clubs—Ciro's was the last to close

its doors—are dark. Picture celebrities are
attending first aid classes, assisting in

canteens, and doing night warden duty
instead of dancing and drinking champagne.

Carole Landis, looking smartly military
in her Bundles for Bluejackets uniform,
had no time to eat lunch during our inter-

view in the 20th Century-Fox commissary.
She was too busy getting pledges for a

year's ten-dollar-a-month contribution for

her unit. From her tour of tables during
luncheon, Carole secured signatures of

Charles Boyer, Vic Mature, Laird Cregar.

Maureen O'Hara and Dana Andrews.
"Bundles for Bluejackets is a Navy unit,"

We'oe mooed heaven and earth to

create the perfect slip for you... to prove it, STAR-

DUST carries a written I year satisfaction guarantee.

It's wash and wear resistant, thanks to the magical
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is your protection from imitations! About

fftJU,. . YOUR ASTROLOGICAL REPORT
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CONSTANCE IUFT HUHN

explained Carole. "We need so many things

for our recreation centers. Radios, phono-
graphs, lights, chairs. It will take all the

money we can raise.

"Tomorrow I am spending all day at

an airport taking fingerprints of private

pilots. The call just came in from the

Aero Nurses Corporation of America.
That is another unit of which I am a
member.

"I wish I had more time for the radio

course I am taking. Transmitting and
receiving radio messages is absorbing work.
We are learning all sorts of special things.

In ajj emergency, our unit, made up of

women, can 'take over' an airplane fac-

tory."

When complimented on her smart uni-

form Carole stood up laughing. "You
wouldn't call this belt, set two inches

above my waistline, exactly smart ! My
skirt is about two inches too long to be
chic. In the service you soon learn to

take what you get and like it.

"It's fun to watch new recruits fitted

for uniforms. 'These sleeves are too short

!

This skirt is too large 1' Quckl Cluck!
How they do go on

!

"When Commander Loretta Schimnoler
appears she soon sets them straight. 'These
garments are not intended to be form-
fitting,' she says smiling broadly. 'They
are uniforms, not sports clothes. The skirt

Is cut long enough to cover knees when
you- are seated. Arm-holes are loose to
permit easy movement.' Once on duty, we
soon learn to appreciate our uniforms.

"I must not be late at headquarters,"
said Carole, jumping up. "We have just
moved in on the floor donated by the
Alexandria Hotel in downtown Los An-
geles. We feel fortunate to get so central

a location. It saves tear and wear on the
members, as well as on their automobiles
and tires."

With nightly blackout duty shifts,

watches, and listening posts on cold moun-
tain tops and foggy coast lines, Southern
California soldiers need great numbers of
sweaters. Claudette Colbert, who organized
a knitting corps for the British War Relief,

has added two hundred knitters to her
group to make sweaters for our boys.
Lola Lane, who has been appointed Los
Angeles Area Knitting Chairman for the
Army and Navy, is distributing sufficient

yarn each day to knit one hundred sweaters.
Money contributions from Hollywood

continue to pour into Washington. Eddie
Robinson gave his entire earnings of one
hundred thousand dollars from his latest

picture to the U.S.O. Bette Davis has
twice donated the proceeds of her radio
broadcast to the Red Cross.

Each star helps in his or her own par-
ticular way. Joan Bennett, who wears the
uniform of the American Women's Volun-
tary Service, donated a pint of blood to
the Red Cross. Madeleine Carroll has
opened her Palos Verdes home to the
soldiers of the State Guard, stationed on
the beach nearby. Phyllis Brooks, with
her 'Parties Unlimited'—a group of screen
stars who dance and sing—makes long
treks to Army camps. Edgar Bergen and
'Charlie' have organized their own unit
to make a tour of the camps. Glenn Ford,
appointed first assistant to the mayor of
Santa Monica, gives hours of his time to
defense work in his home town. Melvyn
Douglas, for years an active worker for
the Administration, was busy with speeches
and defense bond sales until his recent ap-
pointment as head of Arts Council by Dean
James M. Landis, 0. C. D. executive.

Ida Lupino voiced the plea of all Holly
wood when she said to me, "Please do not
feature me as a screen celebrity in war
aid. I am a soldier serving my country.
Being a good soldier is the greatest thing
I can do."
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A target range tap-

ster! Ann Miller of

the twinkling toes
sets a new record

—

840 taps to the min-

ute—in "True to the

Navy," when she
steps up her tap
dancing to match
the firing pace of a

machine gun.

4IJIVI V«?

pETTE DAVIS can create news without
trying. Recently Bette left to vacation

on Sugar Hill in New Hampshire. Not
wanting to be bothered with beauty parlors
during the two months she'd be away, Bette
took scissors and whacked off her hair.

Hair stylists all over the country promptly
copied her. Right after she made her hair
short, Bette was called back to the studio
for one day's retakes. You should have seen
them struggling to tack on long hair, to

match the shots in the picture! The pro-
duction department almost tore out their
hair while they waited.

IT'S a good thing Dolores Costello has a
' sense of humor. Between shots Orson
Welles tries to amuse her by giving out
with impersonations of ex-hubby, John
Barrymore! Orson, by the way, is nutty
on the subject of magic. He practises card
tricks on the crew. When he returns from
his picture-making trip to South America,
he hopes to find a suitable story in which
he can play a magician.
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AFRIENDSHIP worth watching is that

of Peter Lorre and Kaaren Verne. They
met for the first time on the set of "All
Through the Night." Peter is still mar-
ried, though he hasn't lived with his wife
for nearly seven years. Kaaren has a young
son by a first marriage. He is still in

England but she hopes to bring him here
when it is safe to cross the Atlantic. Ever
since she came over from Europe, Kaaren
has been quite lonely in Hollywood. Peter
has been more or less a recluse himself.
When their personal problems are settled,

their legal difficulties ironed out, perhaps
happiness together will be their reward.

IOU COSTELLO may be a ba-a-ad boy
I— in the movies. But he's an awfully
go-o-od boy when it comes to selling de-
fense bonds. Every day a different Holly-
wood star makes an appearance at the
Defense House, in downtown Los Angeles.
Lou offered to take the first ten bond
buyers home for dinner. His partner, Bud
Abbott, volunteered to take the next ten
out to Universal studios for lunch. The
boys were almost killed in the rush

!

THERE'S something about the name of
' Susan that Phil Terry just can't resist.

At one time he was engaged to pretty
little Susan Peters. Now it's Susan Hay-
ward who's getting the big rush. It's very
amusing how they met. Phil and the red-
headed Hayward are both under contract
to Paramount. They passed each other
every day on the lot but never spoke. Then
Phil was called over to RKO to make a
test. So was Susan. They started right in

making movie love to each other. It's been
going cn ever since.

mvii f mi www
By Weston East

TO SEE George Montgomery in a room
with Hedy Lamar r, is to know that the

man from Montana has really fallen. They
sit in corners together completely oblivious
of everyone else around them. George
strokes Hedy's harr, squeezes her hand af-
fectionately, and hangs on every word she
says. (And he says practically nothing.)
But even romance doesn't interfere with
the early hours George keeps, when he's
making a picture. Hedy took him to a party
at her good friend Ann Sothern's house re-
cently. Promptly at nine-thirty George an-
nounced that he had to go home

!

Between scenes of "Out of the Frying Pan,"
Eddie Bracken, below, does some impersona-
tions for Susan Hayward and finds her a good
audience, while Director Edward H. Griffith

looks on. Lower, Fred MacMurray and Rosa-
lind Russell in "Take a Letter, Darling," hilari-

ous comedy in which Fred plays the secretary—not Roz, as you might suspect. She's the boss.



From this picture of Tommy Dorsey and Lana Turner, left, we
gather that those romance rumors can't be all wrong. Below, Betty

Field and Ray Milland as "Mr. and Mrs. Cugat," new film of that

name. Watch for our fictionization of this domestic comedy.

Globe photo

EVER since the Lombard tragedy Holly-

wood producers are begging their stars

not to fly unless absolutely necessary.

Tyrone Power was straining at the leash

to get back to Chicago and see his wife,

Annabella, open in the Noel Coward play,

"Blithe Spirit." He had to promise to

take the train.

I UDY GARLAND'S recent trip to New
J York was the most exciting thing in

her life. She wrote back to Hollywood
friends, saying how wonderful it was to

travel with a husband instead of a chap-

erone ! We think she's got something there.

Especially when said husband is that nice

guy, Dave Rose.

THAT was some vacation Louis Hayward
had. His contract with RKO called for

his services starting and ending on specified

dates. Something went wrong and the script

wasn't ready. Louis got paid off anyway.
So he set out by car to see America. The
balance of the money he turned over to

the Red Cross.

WHEN the Ray Millands invited Ann
Sothern to Sun Valley, she immedi-

ately ordered some smart ski clothes from
designer Bernie Newman. When Ray heard
about it, he dashed over to Ann's house.

"Now, Ann," he pleaded. "You don't want
to look like a movie star. Why don't you
wear practical clothes? Then you can

!

really rough it and have fun." Now you
know why Ann and Ray were seen shop-
ping together in Sears-Roebuck. He picked
out most of her things!

WHAT'S this about a feud between
Olivia de HaviHand and Joan Fon-

taine? Not again! Olivia isn't supposed
to have known anything about, it. But the

story goes that one day when she called

up to see how sister Joan was feeling,

she was informed that Airs. Aherne
wouldn't come to the phone. With what
is going on in the world today, it struck

Olivia so funny she's been laughing ever
since. It's probably well over by now.

it

. A. Ml

Grand Opera

meets good
taste

American-bom Metropolitan Opera
star Natalie Bodanya reached the
top simply because she has that extra
something that marks a standout.

And, more than any other
drink, the same is true of

Pepsi-Cola; Those Pepsi-Cola

extras—finer flavor, better

taste and bigger size, make it

welcome always. Treat your-

self today for a nickel. You'll

agree, Pepsi-Cola tastes bet-

ter—first sip to last.

Purity ...in the big big bottle

— that's Pepsi-Cola

j£ _Jtt
it Pepsi-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y. Bottled local

SCREENLAND
thorized Bottlers from coast to coast, ic
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Betty Grable, starring in the forthcoming
20th Century-Fox Technicolor picture,"Song
of the Islands," with make-up by Westmore.
She says: "I use Westmore Foundation
Cream, and it's really wonderful!"

It's Easy to Look

"STAR-LOVELY"

with WESTMORE

Large economy size, 500
Smaller sizes at variety stores

Created by the famous Westmores,
Hollywood's Make-up Masters.

Used by leading stars for real life as
well as "reel life."

Gives your face a smooth, even, glow-
ing tone— covers little blemishes,
tired shadows. ..and it's non-drying!

In six skin-tinted shades, with Face
Powder to blend. Also, vital-tone lip-

stick, rouge (cream and cake), skin-

freshener, cleansing cream, dry skin

cream, eye-shadow and mascara.

WESTMORE-1 HOLLYWOOD

PINS 30J P RINGS
$

1

Class pins, club pins, rings and emblems.
Finest quality. Reasonable prices from 30c up.

Write today for our attractive, free catalog.

OEPT W, MCTAL ARTS CO. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

top Itch
Relieve itching of eczema, pimples,
athlete's foot, rashes and other skin
troubles. Usecoolingantiseptic D.D.D.
Prescription. Greaseless, stainless.
Stopsitching quickly. 35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

CORNS CALLUSES
Quick—easy. Just rub it on.

Relieves Ingrown Nails. Jars,

30c and 50c. At your druggist.

Economical! Money refund'
ed if not satisfied. The Moss
Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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MOSCO
SONG POEMS WANTED
to be set to music. Phonograph records made.
Send youi poems for our offer and FREE
Rhyming: Dictionary.

VANOERSILT MUSIC STUDIOS
Box 112, Dept. AQ, Coney Island, N. Y.

60 DAYS TRIAL FALSE
TEETH
As Low As $7.95
Per Plate. DENTAL
PLATES made in our

own laboratory from YOUR Personal impression. WORK-
MANSHIPand MATERIAL GUARANTEED or PURCHASE
PRICE refunded. We take this risk on our 60-day trial offer.

Do Not Send Any Money S^aTdd
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our LOW PRICES. DON'T PUT IT OFF—Write us today!
BRIGHTON-THOMAS Dental Laboratory

Dept. 1107 6217 S. Halsted Street. Chicago, III.
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SONG & POEM WRITERS!
Have you a song, poem or just a lyric? WE SUPPLY THE
MELODY and make recordings of your original songs.
Send yours to

CINEMA SONG COMPANY
P. 0. Box No. 2828, Dept. CI, Hollywood, California

WHAT CAUSES
EPILEPSY?

A booklet containing the opinions of fa-

mous doctors on this-interesting subject will

be sent FREE, while they last, to any reader

writing to the Educational Division, 535
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., Dept. SU-4

LADIES don't take unnecessary risk
with Health and Happiness.
For Feminine Hygiene use

Boris Antiseptic Capsules. Boris Capsules are con-
venient to. use. Kill germs at contact. Safe for
delicate tissue. Non-Poisonous—Non-Irritating. No
Apparatus. Small handy snow white capsules in
nurse-size box of 20. sent Post Paid for only $1.00.

Or trial size of 8 Capsules, only 50c. Enclose cash,
check or M. O.

JOHNSON PHARMACAL CO.
861 -3d AVE. Dept. "S" N. Y. CITY

MEET MRS. MICKEY ROONEY!
Scoop! Exclusive pictures and the "inside

story" of Mickey Rooney's bride. Don't

miss them in the big April issue of

10. SILVER SCREEN 1CV

Ask for a copy of your newsstand today!

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—"THE LIEPEMETHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you wait. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,

Dept. 2S-D, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET
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Crowing Pains

of Joan Leslie

Confirmed from page 27

I do that myself. The last star I tried to
copy was Ingrid Bergman—the way she
walks, for instance. I practiced her walk
in front of my mirror for hours! And her
absolute naturalness—I tried to copy that
because unnaturalness is one of the prob-
lems of Sixteen. I tried to sort of absorb
the something-quiet about her, the way
you know what she's feeling because you
can see her thinking it. Garbo does the
same thing, too—not any unnecessary
movements. I don't think there's any harm
in that, taking things that help you as an
actress and as a person, from older women
—after all, when I did impersonations in

vaudeville I did that, and more—I just
tried to take over a whole personality at a
time.

"It's only when you begin to act not
your age that it's silly. I know it's a temp-
tation. I've succumbed to it myself. Like
when I had a spell of dashing around at
breakneck speed, running, always running,
like I was very important, giving people
the 'Hulloa how ARE you?' routine, talk-

ing very brightly (I thought) telling very
fast stories—know who cured me of that?
-Mr. Cooper.

"It was like this: we were in the art

gallery at the studio one day having some
pictures made. And I was all over the place

at once. Well, he just sat there, very pas-
sively, watching me flutter about, and after

awhile, still very quietly, he said, 'I can
see you are working very hard right now—what for?'

"Well, I couldn't be honest—that's one
of the pains of Sixteen, we almost never

dare to be honest—and say, 'to make an
impression.' But I did say it to myself and
I added his 'what for?' And there wasn't

any answer to that except how silly I was
being.

"He helped me to outgrow that pain, Mr.
Cooper did. Now when I'm with Bette

Davis or Jimmy Cagney or some older

star and I say something dumb or do
something dumb, I don't try to cover up.

I just say, 'Oh, now that's stupid of me, I

won't do that again!' It's much more com-
fortable. So, thanks to Mr. Cooper, I never
flutter or run around anymore.
"Of course, one of the most painful g.p.'s

of .
all is trying to act natural and unsilly

with men. Gosh, you really do have to train

yourself NOT to put on acts with men

!

Every girl wants like anything to make an
impression on a man, especially on a man
she admires. If I do say so, I think my
g.p.'s in that particular way have been

more acute than for most other girls, be-

cause most girls, when they get crushes

on movie stars or any kind of celebrities,

usually never get to meet them. And good-
ness knows, they don't get to playing love

scenes with them, even on the screen

!

"If any girl of my age is reading this,

now, and says she has a crush on Tyrone
Power or Errol Flynn or anyone, just let

me ask her to stop and think how she

would feel if, suddenly, she was called upon
to play a love scene with her crush ! Boy,

I bet the mere idea gives her goose
pimples

!

"Take me—when my sisters and I were
working in vaudeville, oh, years ago, three

or four, I had a terrific crush on Mr.
Cooper, also one on Eddie Albert and one

on Don Ameche. But the most terrific was
oh Mr. C. Why, I remember when we
were playing in Orange, New Jersey, I

think it was, 'The Plainsman' was playing

there. I used to dash out and watch it

between shows. I got it all figured out so

I could see it all through twice a day. I'd



catch the end of it between the afternoon

shows, get in at the beginning between the

evening shows.
"Well, you don't suppose I ever thought

I'd meet him, do you? I didn't even wish

I could be playing his leading lady, it

would have seemed such a silly, fantastic

thing to be wishing. So, when it happened,

when I was cast in 'Sergeant York' to play

the girl he marries, I found it awful hard

to behave naturally. It's all very fine for a

girl to feel embarrassed with a man she

has a crush on, but I repeat that when
that man is Gary Cooper, it's almost too

much

!

"I tried to duck meeting him for as long

as I could, even after the picture started.

I'd sort of hide around on the sets and
watch him. Then one day, Mr. Hawks, our
director, said to me, 'Oh, come on, now,
Joan, I want you to meet Gary Cooper.' I

just thought, well, here it is ! And before

I knew it, we were introduced. I said,

'How do you do' and sounded like I had
a dozen apples in my throat. Mr. Cooper
gave me a great big handshake, like this

—

"

and Joan clasped both her hands over mine,
warmly and strongly, "like you ought to

shake hands," she said, "but almost no one
does, any more. Then I managed to say,

'I've been looking forward to meeting you
for a long time' and I felt my face getting

red as paint and I hate it to because my
hair is so red and the two reds don't match
—and then he said 'Oh, thank you' and
sort of kept his head ducked down. He is

so completely NOT the Great Mr. Cooper.
"And that taught me something else,"

Joan said, earnestly, "that helped me out-
grow a pain, too—it taught me that the
greater a person is, the simpler he is, the
more childlike and shy. So that now I

believe I could behave naturally with any-
body because I know we'd just be two
shy people, not one.

"But then there came the first love scene
I had to do with Air. Cooper—when he
was going away to war, in 'Sergeant York,'
j'ou know, and I say, T just hate to see
you go, Alvin' and put my arms about him
and kiss him—oh, I don't know how I had
the NERVE! I felt like running out of

the studio and keeping on running—all

girls feel shy about their first lover, I
guess, about how they will behave when
they have their first kiss—well, you may
imagine, I hope, how / felt about having
my first love scene with Gary Cooper, of
all people

!

"Even now," Joan said, laughing at her-
self, "after all the time we were together
on that picture, I don't think I could ever
call Mr. Cooper, Gary! I used to get
around that by always calling him 'Alvin.'

And he'd always say 'Good morning, Miss
Grade.' We sort of kept in character all

through the making of the picture. That
was a great help to me. It made me forget
I was just one of the Brodel Kiddies
(that's what my sisters and I used to be
billed in vaudeville) doing scenes with one
of Hollywood's very greatest stars. It

made me forget me. If all of us girls of
sixteen could just forget me for ten sec-
onds, our pains would be more painless.

"I should have outgrown being self-con-

scious long ago, having been on the stage
since I was three. But somehow, come the
ages of fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, you just
get that way, no matter what your training
has been. It's particularly hard for me, for
any girl in pictures, because we're con-
stantly required to meet people, very im-
portant people, like Mayors and Governors
and all—and what to say to them is one
of the problems. I used to be so dumb. I'd

just say 'Oh!' and 'Really!' and 'How
nice!' And that was all. Then I'm afraid

I got a regular routine. When visitors

came on the set, the routine went like this

:

'Are you visiting the sets?' (they should
have answered 'We're not visiting Mars,

divest n^jfy TRlCic:
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A 3-minute miracle of loveliness

you can perform yourself . . at home !

YES, now you can actually "make-up"

your hair! You can heighten and en-

liven its color-tone — without permanent

dyeing or bleaching! Marchand's ex-

citing new "Make-Up" Hair Rinse does

the trick! Right at home, in almost no

time, you can transform drab, lifeless

hair into hair of sparkling, young beauty

!

So simple to use! So safe!

Marchand's "Make-Up" Hair Rinse

goes on — and washes off — as easily as

your face powder and lipstick! \ou

simply dissolve the delicately tinted rinse

in warm water and brush it through your

hair. Then . . . look in your mirror! See

Marchand's

6 Rinses- 25*
2 Rinses-10c

At all Drug Counters

how your hair gleams with radiant light

and youthful color!

Marchand's "Make-Up" Rinse accents

and highlights the color-tone of your

hair... uniformly... without dyed effect!

There's nothing in Marchand's to harm

your hair or make it brittle. Made with

Government approved colors, the tint does

not "come off"'—until your next shampoo

!

FREE! . . . In your own hair shade!

Whether you're a blonde, brunette,

redhead, grayhead — or "in-between"—

there's a Marchand's "Make-Up" Hair

Rinse to complement your individual

hair-coloring! Mail the coupon today for

a generous "Try-It Packet" free!

J
FREE SAMPLE COl'POX

J
Charles Marc-hand Co., 745 Fifth Avenue. N. Y. C.

I Please send me, free and postpaid, a "Try-It Packet"

J
of Marchand's Hair Rinse. The color of my hair it

:

1 Platinum Black Henna Dark Brown

i Light Blonde Blonde Chestnut Brown _.

[
Auburn Gray-Blue ...

Xame_

FOR T//OSEHW0m/VTW B10/V£>£K/
Blondes who want to brighten and lighten their hair ... brunettes who

like contrasting -olden highlights . . . find Marchand's Golden Hair

Wash gi>cs perfect results. Quick and easy to use. At all drug counters.

Copyright. 1942, by Chas. Marchand Co.
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TO BE LOVED, BE LOVELY!

Ageless secret of a woman's charm
is perfume ,,, and its modern inter=

pretation is this fragrance of

romance . . . Evening in Paris! Every

crystal drop breathes it . . . every

wisp of its elusive scent whispers it.

the fragrance of romance

Evening in Paris.

Perfume, $1.£5
to $IO.CO. Face
Powder, $1.00

plus tax

BOURJOIS, NEW
YORK

sister!') and they'd say, 'why, yes, we are
—isn't it thrilling? Don't you find it thrill-

ing?' and I'd say, 'Oh, yes, I do!' And by
that time someone usually rescued them

—

and me.
"Well, that's a pain I'm growing out of.

That tongue-tied thing when intelligent

people are around. I'm curing myself by
reading as much as I can. Like when I

have to read scripts and references are
made to stories or operas, or to historical

events, I get books of summaries and read
up on them. So that I can think of some-
thing adult and intelligent to talk about
when people visit. It's a great help.

"Then, there's the problem of dates for
us Sixteen-Year-Olders. As I said, I don't
smoke and I don't drink and, for that mat-
ter, I don't have dates. I have only had
two so far. That's all. I don't miss not
having dates, you can't miss what you
haven't had. But the two I have had makes
me feel sympathetic with other girls of my
age who probably have to go through what
I did—like the first date I had, I went to
a dance at Loyola College with a boy.
And if Daddy didn't drive me there and
then he waited for hours until the dance
was over and drove me home again. It

embarrassed the boy to death. Me, too. I

just had to keep telling myself, 'Well, it

won't always be like this
!'

"I really have a more complicated prob-
lem, about dates, than girls who are not in
the movies. It is just as well for me that
I don't care about having them because

—

who would I have dates with? The men I

work with in pictures, like Humphrey
Bogart and Mr. Cooper and Henry Fonda,
are either married or so much older than
me that they have a hard time even making
believe they are making love to me. The
only other boys I meet are the brothers of
my sister Betty's beaus or the brothers of
the girls I went to school with at Immacu-
late Heart And they'd get teased some-

thing terrible if they took me out. They've
said so, it's come back to me.

"It's a funny thing—I bet you think that

being a movie star makes a girl awfully
popular with boys, makes boys want to take
you out a lot. But it doesn't. If they're

young boys, it embarrasses them, like I

said. Like the other date I had, when I

went to a dance at a class reunion of the
8th Grade, the boy I went with stumbled
over my name when he introduced me,
something fierce. 'Meet Miss Bro-el, Miss
Les-er-' he said, all in a lather. He half

didn't want the others to realize I was Joan
Leslie and he half did—that's one of our
pains, you see, we're halfway people,

neither children nor grown-ups. And if

they're older men, it would embarrass them,
too, in a different way. Or bore them.
"Another Growing Pain is, I think, the

fear that we won't be popular, that if we
go to a dance we'll be wall-flowers, that
the stag line won't cut in on us often and
all that. We're afraid of the older girls,

the more sophisticated girls, the ones who
are the belles of the ball—well, imagine
living in Hollywood where you'd have to
compete with the Linda Darnells, Lana
Turners, Sheila Ryans, Carole Landis, girls

like that—enough to give anyone growing
pains all over!
"And when I go to parties with girls I

knew before I was in pictures, I have to
be awful careful. I want to look good be-
cause if I didn't look as good as I did
before I went in the movies, they'd think
it hadn't done anything for me. And if

I looked too good, they'd say I was
trying to show off. I have to be very
careful of what I say, too. If I should hap-
pen to mention my dressing room or make
some unfortunate remark about people
waiting on me, like bringing me a chair
on the set, they'd think I was being a movie
star all over the place

!

"So I just keep pretty much to myself,

have a few boys and girls over to the house
to play ping-pong or badminton now and
then and let it go at that—for the time
being.

"I don't give much thought to falling

in love, either, I really don't. I'm not either

afraid of it or anxious for it. If I have
any fear about it, it's a fear of losing it,

afraid that all the qualities I want wouldn't
be there. That's kind of silly, though, be-
cause I really don't know what the qualities

I want really are. Except I'm sure I

couldn't stand it if 'he' were too good-
looking. I know I'd want 'him' to be more
real looking than good-looking. And I think
I'd like to have 'him' be an actor because
then we'd have the same tastes, the same
interests. But to be honest, I'm not thinking
much about 'him.' I've got an awful lot of
work to do before 'he' comes along. 'He'
can wait."

I said, breaking in, practically by main
force—no one can say that young Miss
Leslie lacks an active brain or an articulate
tongue. "You don't have to worry about
what you're going to do or be, Joan—you
are spared that g.p."

But she said: "In a way, I'm spared that
one, of course, but in another way—

I

often lie in bed at nights and think how
different things will be if I am a huge suc-
cess in motion pictures—it frightens me a
little. I think of what we've got now, Mom
and Daddy and Betty and Mary and I

—

and how I want to keep it, have it stay the
same, and how success sort of moves in on
you and changes things around; and then
I immediately clear that fear out. I don't

think I need to worry for quite a while yet.

And then I think of NOT being a success,

of how people all say 'Hulloa, how are

you?' to me now, and really seem to mean
it—and I think of the stories I've heard of

the people who don't stay with you after

you're not a success, and it all sort of

worries me, makes me think this is one
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way where being halfway is best, makes
me think I don't want anything to change

from the way it is right now, where we
have so many things we didn't have before

we came to Hollywood, but don't have so

much that it really changes us any—so that

although I can get, now, what I want in

clothes, I still have the fun of having to

shop around, picking them out, still get a

kick out of getting a new suit at a whole-
salers, for one-third the price I'd have to

pay in department stores, still haven't had
any big splurge, except for my car, still

go to the dime store and get little things

so I can change things around at home, like

I get some kind of Happy Birthday paper
table-cloths for the dining room and paper
favors, whether it's anyone's birthday or

not, just to sort of brighten it up in there.

"Well, it all comes down to what I said

at first, I think," Joan told me, "that I

like being Sixteen and acting Sixteen. I

don't want to be older, I like being half-

way, pains and all. I'll outgrow being young
soon enough and fast enough

—

too soon and
too fast—I wish other girls would write

and tell me how they feel about it!"

Dorothy Lamour, as she appeared during her

national -four, selling Defense Bonds and

Stamps in every large city of the country.

Inside the Stars' Homes

Continued from page 13

Sift together, flour, baking powder, corn-

meal and salt. Now beat flour mixture

into the egg and milk ; add melted Crisco

and beat again. Bake on hot waffle iron.

"For those who can't eat waffles, I have
muffins, some plain, and some orange and
strawberry," Ruth informed me. "They are,

I'm told, very simple to make."

ORANGE MARMALADE MUFFINS
(Makes- 12)

2 cups sifted flour

3 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
teaspoon salt

cup sugar
1 egg, well beaten
1 cup milk

Yi cup Spry, melted
Orange marmalade

Sift dry ingredients together. Combine
egg, milk and melted Spry. Turn liquids

into dry ingredients and stir vigorously
until all flour is dampened. Put a table-

spoon of batter into each cup of muffin

Grood

(OR ISN'T IT?)

P

EVER wake up in the morning wondering how the day is going

to turn out? Whether new triumphs will come your way?

Take last Friday ... it was your day from dawn to dreams.

You breezed through First Aid class like a Florence Nightingale.

And at the U. S. 0. dance, you and Tom, at the piano,

were the center of the circle.

But today something tells you to crawl back under the covers,

quick! It happened last month and the one before. And now, with

everything happening . . . you would be the one to beat a retreat!

What gets you is why should "difficult days" cause you worries

when other girls sail along without a care in the world!

Say "Good Morning" . . . and mean it!

Why not take a tip from the girls who sparkle and shine every day?

Ask them and you'll find most girls choose Kotex sanitary napkins.

They'll tell you that Kotex is more comfortable.

Why ? . . . because Kotex is made in soft folds that are naturally

less bulky . . . more comfortable . . . made to stay soft while wearing.

A lot different from pads that only "
feel" soft at first touch !

You'll take Kotex for mental comfort, too! There's extra confidence

and poise in knowing your secret is safe— that the flat,

pressed ends of Kotex do away with embarrassing bulges. That a new

moisture-resistant "safety shield" gives added protection and safety !

Add it all up and you know why Kotex is more popular

than all other brands of pads put together. The best proof that

Kotex stays soft

!

Be confident . . . comfortable . . . carefree

— with Kotex*!

'TAIN'T IN TEXT BOO'C S !

^"here's a girl to get those
little intimate hints she needs
to know about her "problem"?
The new bogklet "As One
Girl To Another" tells all.

Send your name and address
to P. O. Box 3434, Dept. S-4,

Chicago, 111., for copy FREE
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New under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

4 C

1. Does not harm dresses; or men's
shirts. Does not irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration, keeps armpits dry.

A pure white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for being
harmless to fabrics.

Arrid is the largest

selling deodorant
... try a jar today

ARRID
39' a jar

AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent jars)

Men, Women ! Old at

40. 50, 60 ! Get Pep
Feel Years Younger, Full of Vim

Don't blame exhausted, worn-out, run-down feeling
on your age. Thousands amazed at what a little pep-
ping up with Ostrex will do. Contains general tonics
often needed after 40—by bodies lacking iron, calcium
phosphate, Vitamin Bi . A 73-year-old doctor writes:
"I took it myself. Results were fine." Special intro-
ductory size Ostrex Tonic Tablets costs only 35c. Stop
feeling pepless, old. Start feeling peppier and younger,
this very day. For sale at all good drug stores everywhere.

Hfl TUBESnU BATTERIES
BEAUTIFUL PLASTIC CABINETS
Band-Dial—Hi-Q Coil—Magnophonb
Fits your pocket or puree— Wt. 5 ozs..
A ROUT CIOARETTB PACKAGE SIZE FIXED
poweb cbystalI Clear reception

—

t'
V —T™*^BP'" > n

1
1

1 >l" [,, i,
r „ T il.-. „»w », m l-

v . M M Sf , - ^ TEAIG SERVICE—THOUSANDS mud'

I

—# W. C. of Wis-. sa\ «: '-woriEs su-eli '"

GUARANTEEDTO WORK-ONE YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE
Sent complete ready to listen with instructions for use in homes,
offices, hotels, in bed, etc., no electbic "plug in" required—
East payment plan as follows:

ICFNli AMI V <1 flh tcrnh. M, O.. check) and pay postm;ocnv uni.i 3J..UU $1 89 plua 0O8tage on orri„a i or seliend
NEW$2.99 for postpaid delivery

midget now!—for real enjoyment! Ideal eift for anyone

—

order now!
MIDGET RADIO CO., Dept. SC-4. KEARNEY, NEBRASKA

pan greased with Spry. Place a teaspoon
of marmalade in the center of each and
cover with remaining batter.

Try them with strawberry jam, too.

"My enthusiasm rises as I talk about
my coming party," said the young actress,

laughing, "and I've decided to add ginger-
bread to the menu—hot gingerbread served
with a good hard sauce. If anyone sur-
vives the waffles and sausage, he will surely

fall for the gingerbread."

GINGERBREAD
2 cups sifted flour

2 teaspoons Calumet Baking Powder
Yz teaspoon salt

J4 teaspoon soda
2 teaspoons cinnamon (Burnett's)
1 teaspoon ginger

1/3 cup Crisco
2 eggs

y2 cup sugar

Y\ cup Duff's Molasses

y2 cup sweet milk
Cream Crisco and sugar. Add molasses

and well-beaten eggs. Then sift in flour,

soda, baking powder and seasonings, and
stir in, alternating with milk. Pour into

greased bread pan or muffin pan.

Turn oven heat regulator to 350° F.

(moderate oven). Bake 30 minutes if in

bread pan, 20 minutes in muffin pan.

HARD SAUCE
Butter
Confectioner's sugar
Vanilla flavoring

To make one cup of hard sauce put 4

level tablespoons of solid butter in a bowl
and stir until it becomes of creamy con-

sistency. Then sift sugar into the butter

a tablespoonful at a time, and stir until

each addition of sugar has combined with

butter. Continue to add sugar until mixture

is of solid consistency. During last addi-

tion, add 6 to 8 drops of Burnett's vanilla.

Know what a rabbit race is? You race

live bunnies. Ruth will have about half a

dozen little white rabbits, numbered harm-
lessly with water colors, on hand in her

closed-in garden. Their hutch will be at

the foot of the garden, their food box on
the green-tiled patio, all will be released

at once and the one reaching the food box
first will be champion. Guests will be given
candy Easter eggs to "bet" on the winner.

The egg hunt at Ruth's party will be

for colored eggs, and the hunting-ground
will be both inside and outside the house.

Heaven help the hunters outdoors, for

Ruth's California farmhouse is set in a
wide lawn of ivy, where eggs of any
color can be secreted almost indefinitely.

The hat race is a competition engaged
in sitting down. Ruth will supply quanti-

ties of items out of which guests will be

asked to create Easter bonnets—the first

one finished gets a prize, but the finest

prize goes to the prettiest hat. The hostess

has about decided to make this latter prize

a bottle of perfume set in a pot of Easter
lilies.

"I shall have lots of flowers, feathers,

bright pins, ribbons and fabrics on hand,

but I'll also have things for surrealists like

tin funnels, vegetables, wire, scissors and
sponges there, too, so those who please can
follow that urge," she explained, with that

droll look of hers I wish I could imitate.

The art competition will result in favors

for the party. Each guest will receive an
undecorated, hardboiled egg, a box of water
colors and a paint brush. Numbers will be
chosen, two of each, and the man and girl

whose numbers correspond will be required

to make portraits of one another, and duly
present them. You take home your own
portrait. Perhaps the best will get a prize.

Ruth's kitchen is the last word in shining
modernity ; she keeps her passion for an-

tiques for the rest of the house. Up to

now, her chief success has been in her
living room, which is most charming.
There's an Oriental rug in soft jewel tones,
each piece of furniture repeating one of
the colors—a Delft blue in the graciously
curved old-fashioned sofa, delicate yellow-
cream in an old-time rocker, pale rose in a
grandfather chair.

She found the rocker on a set for a pic-

ture she made at Columbia Studios. It

was just an old rocker then, but she liked
the curve of the back and the satiny quality
of the wood. "We moved heaven and earth
to buy it, but it seemed that Columbia
didn't own it, just rented it from an outfit

that made a living that way. Then one day
up to my house drove a truck containing
my rocker, a surprise from John Stahl,

director of the picture! Was I thrilled?"
After that event, you can imagine that

Ruth kept a sharp eye on the furniture
used in her latest film "H. M. Pulham,
Esq.," but there was nothing that fitted

into the special period of her house.
The well-known picture, Lady at the

Opera, occupies a prominent place on the
living room wall. Ruth has two reasons
for her fondness for this ; it belonged to
a very dear friend, and it looks enough
like her to be her sister.

Handpainted cups and saucers, picked up
triumphantly in an odd little shop, stand
on either side of the piano. Argument rages
in the Hussey household as to whether or
not some of her other acquisitions are
worth the chase, but these cups are an
agreed bargain.

"Just because a thing has a corner
knocked off doesn't make it valuable, my
secretary tells me," observed the young
actress, with the glint of a smile in her
eyes, "but I contend that I don't like

things that haven't been lived with, and
had a history. She says that if her own
grandfather had hacked a piece out of a
table she could treasure that table

—

not
unless !—but to me it doesn't matter who
hacked, if it's a really old piece."

Ruth is so crazy about beauty that her
housekeeper says: "AIL you need to satisfy

Miss Hussey is a rosebud on her breakfast
tray and some pretty dishes to contain the
food. If it's pretty enough, you can get
away with anything. She won't know what
she's eating."

"I know what I'm eating when it's apple
sauce cake," objected Ruth. "That's my
idea of ideal food."

APPLE SAUCE SHORTCAKE
\Y\ cups flour

2 teaspoons Calumet baking powder
J-2 teaspoon Cow Brand baking soda

Yz teaspoon nutmeg
Y\ teaspoon cloves

1 teaspoon cinnamon
3 tablespoons Crisco

Y\ cup sugar
1 egg
1 can Campbell's Tomato Soup

Sift flour, then measure, add baking
powder, soda and spices and sift again.

Cream Crisco, add sugar gradually and
cream well. Then add the beaten egg. Add
flour mixture alternately with the soup.

Pour into a well-buttered 9 inch square
baking pan and bake in a moderate oven
(350° F.) for 30 to 40 minutes.

Cut into squares, split and use apple

r
sauce for filling.

Serve Foamy Sauce over the top.

FOAMY SAUCE
Ya cup powdered sugar
1 egg, separated

Yx cup whipping cream
1 teaspoon lemon juice

Beat the egg white until stiff, then add
the sugar gradually. Stir in the egg yolk.

Fold in the whipped cream and add the

lemon juice.
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I Will Be Lovely!

Continued from page 16

have a public because the women, the girls,

and even the children of our country have
overnight, so to speak, been put into posi-

tions of responsibility. We are assuming
all kinds of responsibilities and jobs that

we would have laughed at a year ago.

The public is expecting of us a good per-
formance. We are constantly confronted
with the word, "morale." That means
spirit ! Well, if we suffer from an in-

feriority complex because of a poor, ad-

olescent complexion, or because of forty

pounds overweight, or any of the extreme
good looks problems, then spirit can cer-

tainly not be what it ought to be. We
certainly cannot feel like licking the world
if we cannot lick small failures in our-

selves. And if there is any tonic in this

old world for verve and pep, it is self-

confidence; the knowledge that we do
present an attractive face and figure to

the world. And I believe that everyone
can do this. So—no matter what your prob-

lem, say to yourself, "I, too, will be lovely."

Practically every star has confessed that

somewhere in her 'teens she felt rather

miserable about herself. Anita Louise felt

she was too tall. Glamorous—and that

adjective is not exaggerated—Norma
Shearer had flaws in figure as well as

face, believe it or not. Alice Faye blossomed
like a rose with some good direction in

the way of personal appearance. And so

it goes. The last time I saw Joan Leslie,

she was getting helpful advice about her
nails, which were not all she wanted them
to be.

Great blessings for many of us are at

hand. The lipstick! No colorless, vaguely
defined lips any more. Color and life and
romantic appeal lie in that precious stick.

And with a little care, any girl can im-
prove the shape of her lips, and without
gross exaggeration, either. With clean,

sparkling teeth, a lively lipstick, you have
an appealing smile. And the right smile
is more precious than a classically beauti-
ful but "dead pan" any day. By the way,
isn't it time for a new lipstick number or
two for April?

Then, there is the permanent wave. This
has revolutionized the heads of the world.
Once, you were born with curls or
else. . . . Today, the permanent comes
within reach of every pocketbook. And
such improvements, too! There are the
right preparations, methods, pre- and post-
care for any type of hair. You can, today,

get what you both want and need—not
just a permanent, but one for you. And
there are wonderful shampoos for home
use, lotions that make the reset of your
permanent child's play, and have styles

ever been nicer? The halo of feather curls,

by the way, is something for schoolgirl,

business-girl, girl in a service cap and
homebody. It is very easy to care for,

has a youthful ebullience and is smart.
And a special prayer of thankfulness for

eye make-up—to be used gently, by the
very blonde, those with indefinite color

and size of eye, and by the glamor queens,

of course, for an added swish. The right

touch of mascara can often remake a face.

Most of the stars I know use a little, but
use it very well, for all occasions. For the
very blonde, whose long invisible lashes

take on a new loveliness when the lash

tips are lightly touched with a brown
mascara. Brown seems better on the light-

lashed for daytime. Black or dark blue

does the trick by night The eyebrow pencil

can enhance a brow greatly by offering

a degree or two in depth of tone, black

or brown, and by lightly tapering the

outer ends. Then shadow used correctly

for evening does wonderful things in the
way of shaping eyes, accenting color and
expression.

Nail lacquer has been a great boon to
graceful hands. Strange, how when our
fingers are gleaming with jewel tones
we use our hands more carefully, with
lighter, easier movements, how much more
capable—and caressing, too—those hands
can be. Please, Mr. Government, see that

we get bright nail lacquer for the dura-
tion! It will help make us better soldiers.

Do a little figuring on your figure

!

Wear bright, gay colors. Give a thought
to your posture at once—slumped shoulders
over desks, that midriff slump, which pro-
duced a spare tire, but not the kind we
need, quicker than anything else, that

hopeless droop of your head. Bad posture
habits, as often as overweight, cause poor
figures. In many cities, salons are giving
quick, complete courses in body betterment,
designed primarily from the war angle, to
teach you to lift, to move, to carry, to

reach, with ease and without harm by
straining usually unused muscles. Incident-
ally, these courses are wonderful figure
beautifiers, and I have always believed
that class or organized exercises do more
for us than when we take them alone.

The trick is competition! It's a great lure
to achievement, and a group is always
good fun, too.

Now that it's April, please analyze your-
self critically. Pick out your own naws.
And get to work on them. Work, while
there's time. And I'll help you if I can
with suggestions. Say to yourself, "I will

be lovely!" And you can be lovely. By
your good looks, your good health and
good spirits, you can give and give today
and in this giving there is no hurt. You'll

love it and everybody will love you ! Ask
the stars. They really know

!

PEPSODENT POWDER
makes teeth

TWICE AS BRIGHT

"CHECK"
says Bernice,

radio network accountant

•DOUBLE-CHECK"
says Bernadette,

Chicago business gid

/y We used to dare teachers and
friends to tell us apart. But
that was before we made a

tooth powder test. Lucky me

!

We flipped a coin and I won
Pepsodent. Bernadette chose
another leading brand."

For the safety of your smile . .

.

use Pepsodent twice a day . see your dentist twice a year.
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The Mystery of Marie Roget"

Continued from page 25

"Start right!" Every time you put on fresh
make-up, try this modern way to make it

"stay-put." Start with MINER'S LIQUID
MAKE-UP, the perfectly blended powder-
and-powder-base in one. It's non-greasy
. . . goes on smoothly . . . hides complex-
ion lines and blemishes . . . banishes
nose shine.

Dazzle the stag-line, too! Use it on back,
shoulders and arms for evening wear.

Takes less than a minute to apply, ye{
keeps your skin fresh, radiant and vel-
vety smooth. Stays on for hours, elimi-
nating frequent re-powdering.

Use MINER'S LIQUID MAKE-UP as
a powder base or complete make-up . . .

and thrill to the greater loveliness this

"new way to all-day face glamour"
gives you. in one of its 5 flattering shades.

More women use MINER'S than
any other LIQUID MAKE-UP!
Buy it.'. . Try it!.. You '11 love it!

MINER'S
jfiguidMAKE-UP

50tr 254 ond 10$ everywhere

FREE Generous Sample
© Send Coupon and 3<? Stamp

MINER'S, 12 E. 12th St., Dept. S 4, New York, N. yH
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my dear child," Beauvais said softly.

Madame Roget sat up sharply at his

words and now Dupin saw the way her

hands plucked at the afghan covering her

knees. "Stop beating about the bush !" she

demanded. "What have you found?"

It was almost as if she had expected

the news they told her, expected it and
accepted it too. There was no sign of

grief in her mobile face. Only the girl

showed emotion.

"No, no !" she protested, making no

move to check the tears streaming down
her cheeks. "It can't be true ! She was
so gay and alive

!"

Then suddenly the tears stopped and

her eyes filled with incredulous hope as

they stared at the girl coming into the

room, the vividly beautiful girl with the

laughing brown eyes and the mocking

smile playing around her sensuous mouth.

"Hello, everyone," she called lightly.

Then, as if amused at their astonishment,

"What's the matter? You look as if I were

a ghost."

Madame Roget was the first to recover

from the shock of seeing the girl they

had thought dead walk so unconcernedly

into the room.
"Marie !" she said sharply. "Where in

heaven's name have you been?"
The girl didn't answer as Camille, al-

most incoherent in her joy, ran across

the room and held her in a tight, con-

vulsive embrace.

"I knew it, Marie !" she whispered

breathlessly. "I knew it! You're not dead."

"Of course not." Marie smiled indul-

gently. "Whatever gave you that notion,

you silly little dumpling?"
"The police here found your body in

the river," her grandmother said dryly.

"How distressing!" Marie's gay laughter

filled the room, making it come alive

with her own vividness. "Don't you think

the police ought to return my body to me?
I can still use it, you know."

"It. doesn't matter." Camille hugged her

again. "We've got you back. That's what
counts."

"No, that isn't all." Beauvais shook his

head severely. "See here, Marie, you owe
us an explanation. You've had all Paris

in a turmoil."

"You mean, I owe you an explanation."

She laughed and there was no mistaking

the meaning underlying her words when
the man flushed unhappily. "I'm sorry if

I've caused anyone concern," she went on
lightly. "It's really nobody's business where
I go or what I do. Tomorrow I go back

to work at the Comedie-Francaise as

usual."

"My dear Ma'amselle." Gobelin looked

at her impatiently. "You don't seem to

understand. My department requires a
full report."

"You're good at these things, Henri."

Marie smiled disarmingly at Beauvais as

she walked to the door. "You can handle

the police." And her eyes held his as she

touched her finger-tips to her lips and blew

him a kiss.

Even Gobelin, always so volatile and
excitable, was silent as he and Dupin left

the Roget house. But his cane made sharp

staccato noises as he tapped it restlessly

and before they'd rounded the next corner

he had to speak.

"It's the most curious crime I've ever

come across," he said. "A woman without

a face. I have a hunch there's a definite

connection between the Roget case and

that body. It's too fantastic to mention,

I suppose, but you said an animal's claws

could have mutilated her face. And there's

that old Madame Roget. She's a queer
duck, eccentric, possibly a bit twisted.
She's got scads of money and yet she lives

like a church mouse in that crowded old-

fashioned house in the Latin Quarter. She's
got a pet cat, a nearly full-grown leopard.
I can't quite puzzle it out."

"Forget it, Gobelin." Dupin turned to
hail a passing hansom cab. "It's a blind
alley." But even as he said it he won-
dered. She was an enigma, that old woman.
He made up his mind to see her again.

Back in the old house in the Latin
Quarter Madame Roget chuckled as her
old fingers ruffled the back of the leopard's

head. Then suddenly she tensed as she
heard voices coming from the living room
across the hall. Those foolish children,

never bothering to lower their voices when
she was around, thinking with the sublime
insolence of the young that the old must
also be deaf.

"It's all settled, then?" a young man's
voice asked, and Madame Roget straight-

ened as she heard it. For the man talking,

young Marcel Vigneaux, had never been
a favorite of hers and she had never
quite forgiven Beauvais for introducing
his young subordinate to her home.

"I want Marie to be the first to know,"
Camille said, and there was a new rush
of happiness in her voice.

"Do we have to tell Marie?" Marcel
sounded troubled and then at Camille's

startled exclamation he went on hurriedly.

"I was thinking it would be so much
more exciting if we just eloped and didn't

tell anyone. Just surprise them all."

"But I must let Marie know," the girl

said softly. "I've never kept any secrets

from her."

"She doesn't tell you everything," Marcel
persisted. "I mean about her going off

like that for ten days."

"That's the first time she hasn't," Ca-
mille agreed reluctantly. Then she laughed.

"For that matter, you haven't told me
where you've been for nearly two weeks
yourself."

"Oh." Marcel hesitated. Then he went
on with new confidence. "That's because
of my work at the Ministry of Naval
Affairs. They send me all over the globe
at a moment's notice. That's what it's

going to be like, Camille, when you're
married to an attache in the diplomatic

corps."

So that's how it was. Camille and Marcel
were in love and she had never guessed
it. Madame Roget shook her head forbod-
ingly as she realized how wrong she had
been in thinking it was Marie the young
man was interested in. Then she tensed

as she heard another voice, Marie's voice,

gaily calling a greeting as she opened the

door to the living room.

"Marcel, my pet." There was her throaty

little laugh, her bright charm, her magnet-
ism to make her voice the more irresistible.

"I love you."

"Then he's going to break your heart,

dear." Camille laughed, so used to her
sister's exaggerations that she couldn't

take this one seriously. "He has something
to tell you. We're going to be married."

"Married !" There was only that one
word, but even Camille must hear how
stark it sounded with all that warm
laughter gone.

"Why, yes." The younger girl sounded
hesitant. "You expected it, didn't you?"
There was a pause before Marie spoke.

But superb actress that she was, she had
managed to regain her self-control, to

sound almost delighted. "Yes, of course."

Her voice came quickly, reassuringly. "And
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I wish you all the happiness in the world.

Oh, I forgot my fur piece and my bag.

I must have left them in the bedroom. Will

you get them for me, Camille?"

Madame Roget grasped the arms of her

chair, leaning forward as she heard the

girl's light footsteps running up the stairs.

She had to hear what those others were
-saying.

"So you're going to marry her!" Marie's

voice came venomously now that she was
no longer making the effort of being casual

or unconcerned or gay. "You don't love

her, and you know you don't."

"Take it easy, Marie," Marcel cautioned.

"Someone might overhear you!"
"I don't care who hears." Marie's voice

rose shrilly. "In fact, I'm going to tell

them everything! You hear! Everything!
I don't care what happens to me. I'll let

them know it was you I went away with

and that you promised to marry me.
That . .

."

The man's voice struck across hers like

a whip lash.

"Are you going to let petty jealousy

wreck our plans?" he demanded. "I don't

intend to marry her. It's merely to cover

us. No one could possibly suspect me, her

fiance, when she disappears tomorrow night.

Can't you see?"
"I should have known." Relief brought

all of the lost allure back to Marie's voice.

"You're so clever, Marcel, and I'm so

stupid. You do love me? Only me?"
"Nothing can change my love for you."

The man's voice came vibrant and low
as he took her in his arms. "If you'll only

trust me."
"Then we'll carry our plan through at

the de Lues' party," Marie whispered. "And
once Camille' s gone, we'll have every-

thing."

Old Madame Roget sat rigid, her heart

hammering so loud she was certain those

two in the other room must hear it.

Then with an effort she forced herself

to rise and go over to the desk in the

corner of the room and even before she

wrote the note she addressed the envelope

to Dr. Dupin in her bold, almost masculine

handwriting.

It was of the girl found in the river

Dr. Dupin was thinking as he and Gobelin

presented themselves at Madame Roget's

house the next morning. At last there

was a clue, an important one, for his

laboratory tests had proven beyond doubt

that the victim of the fiendish murder
was young, English, and that she had
not been in France longer than twenty-

four hours when she was killed. Being

a chemist he had put one of his favorite

theories into practice, for Dupin felt that

human beings were what they ate and the

chemical analysis had revealed that the

victim's last meal was so typically English

that it would have been impossible for

her to have eaten it in any restaurant
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or hotel or even private home in Paris.
He had practically decided the Roget mys-
tery was only a coincidence and not con-
nected with the . murder at all when
Madame's note had arrived urging him
to come to her at once.

Her small, bright eyes flashed with im-
patience as she looked from Dupin to

Gobelin. "I made it very clear, Dr. Dupin,"
she said coldly, "that I wanted to see

you alone."

"Then you'll have to excuse us." Dupin
bowed. "I'm afraid' we'll have to be go-
ing."

"Wait a minute." Her voice came
sharply, imperiously. "Don't go. I want
you to escort my granddaughter, Camille,

to the party Madame de Luc is giving for

Marie tonight. You see, I happen to know
that she's going to be murdered tonight."

The old voice sounded strangely calm. "I

want you to prevent it!"

"Are you sure you know what you're
saying ?" Gobelin demanded incredulously.
"Of course I'm sure, you fool," Madame

Roget said acidly. "And I don't want any
police notoriety about it, do you hear?"
"Why did you select me?" Dupin asked

quietly.

"For your work on the murders of
the Rue Morgue." She smiled for the first

time. "My memory is even sharper than
my ears."

"What makes you think Camille is

to be murdered?" Gobelin looked like a
pouter pigeon puffing himself up so im-
portantly.

"Again let me remind you this is no
affair of yours," Madame said testily.

"In that event I'm afraid I can't do
as you ask," Dupin said quietly.

She looked amused at that. "You're not
fooling me," she chuckled. "You want to

know why Camille is to be murdered. She
comes into her grandfather's fortune to-
morrow. It's better than a million and a
half francs. Now do you see?"
"Who'll benefit by her death?" Gobelin

demanded.
Madame Roget looked at him in scorn-

ful amusement. "Don't ask me fool ques-
tions !" she said scathingly.

"I don't believe a word of it." Gobelin
pursed his lips pompously. "If Camille's
to be murdered at the de Lues' party, I
should imagine you wouldn't permit her
to go at all."

"Who cares what you believe?" The
old lady's voice was openly hostile as
she turned away from him. "Perhaps you
know, Dr. Dupin, why Camille must go
to that party."

"Of course." Dupin nodded. "There's no
telling when another attempt might be
made. Tonight's the logical time to catch
the one who tries it."

"I knew you were clever." Madame
Roget's eyes twinkled. Then they softened
as she saw Camille coming into the room.
She was so different from her sister, so
fresh and unspoiled and artless. And in
his heart the young Doctor knew that
any case in which she was concerned
could never be just a matter of routine
for him. She was like that spring he
had seen once in Brittany, so soft and
tender, with her hair brushed up in that
little coronet of curls, with her eyes the
blue of a morning sky and her cheeks
the color of the apple blossoms he re-
membered so well, etched against that
same Breton heaven. And she was so
young, as young as spring itself.

"It will be a pleasure indeed," he as-
sured her grandmother, looking at him
so questioningly.

The party had -already begun when they
arrived the next evening. Lights gleamed
from all the windows and great colored
lanterns were strung on the trees border-
ing the great lawn that swept down to
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the banks of the Seine. Camille's eyes
shone as she heard the dance music and
Dupin's Heart contracted as he looked down
on her. Only a fiend could want to harm
this lovely, defenseless child.

Strange that in all this gaiety, this

brilliance, that dark thing waited. Every-
thing took on new meaning remembering
that, the whispered words he overheard
as Marie and Beauvais walked in the
garden and the way the man's smile
twisted so desperately as he told her of
his love and how the girl laughed after
he had walked away, as if his torment
meant nothing to her and then how her
eyes softened when she saw Marcel com-
ing toward her. But it wasn't of love
they spoke there together in the garden.
"We can't go through with it," Marcel

whispered, though to see him bending so
solicitously over the girl, no one would
have guessed the portent of his words.
"It's altogether too dangerous with that
Dupin around. Your grandmother is re-
sponsible for him being here. Camille told
me he's supposed to be a sort of body-
guard. Somehow the old lady's got wind
of our plans, I'm sure."

"Impossible," Marie protested. "She
couldn't have found out. We'll never have
a better opportunity. We'll have to go
through with it in spite of them."

"Yes." The man looked excited as he
threw down his cigarette and ground it

under_ his heel. "Maybe the police being
here is just what we need. It'll happen
right under their noses. You're very clever,
Marie."

It seemed like a nightmare, a fantastic,
brilliant nightmare. Even-thing was so gay
as Dupin danced with Camille, as he
looked past the other dancers to see Marie
in Marcel's arms, no longer urgent, de-
manding, but laughing as she glanced up
at him. Even afterwards when she sang
for them, sang as only Marie could sing,
the feeling of nightmare lingered and
twisted into the laughter and gaiety. And
it was the nightmare which was real.
For the evening ended in tragedy and in
the morning a diver brought another body
up from the Seine and this one too had
no face

!

Only it wasn't Camille who had screamed
in the darkness the night before. It was
Marie, and it was her jewelled evening
bag they had found in the garden and near
it lay the dainty handkerchief embroidered
with her sister's name, placing Camille
there at the scene of the crime.
Marie Roget had disappeared again. Was

it her body Dupin was kneeling over now?
He couldn't wait to have it taken to his
laboratory, to delve into this new mystery,
but even as he was examining it a naval
officer and a squad of marines came with
orders from Beauvais that the body was
to be delivered to them. There was nothing
Dupin could do but comply since as
Minister of Naval Affairs all harbors and
rivers in France were under his jurisdic-
tion.

It was a twisting, shadow-filled street,

the Rue Morgue, shunned even in the
daytime and always deserted at night.
There at the end of it stood the dread
building of the dead itself, the green
light on its door shedding its macabre
glow into the street. The man holding
a small bag under his long cloak, his

muffler concealing his face, looked as
mysterious as the street itself, as he held
himself close to the walls, moving furtively
as if he dared not be seen.

Slowly, cautiously, he forced his way
into the building and moved between the

rows of marble slabs, the bodies lying

on them concealed by the white sheets

which covered them. He lifted the cover-
ings one after the other until at last

he reached the body he was looking for.

He must have made a noise, for at that
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moment the watchman came to the opon
door holding his lantern high as he
scrutinized the room. But only the dead
seemed to be lying there, sleeping under
their white shrouds. It wasn't until the
door closed again that one of the figures

moved, that a hand slowly raised the
sheet and threw it aside and the man
leaped down from the slab on which he
had been hiding and opening his bag took
out a gleaming knife and bent over the

corpse on the slab beside him.
Gobelin was unable to suppress his ex-

citement when he came to Dupin's labo-
ratory the next morning and asked the

doctor to analyze the small particles of

dried matter he brought him.

"Wait," he said dramatically as Dupin
finished the tests. "Let me tell you this

time. It's human blood." And then as the

doctor nodded he went on triumphantly.
"That's the solution to the mystery of

Marie Roget ! The Curator at the Paris

Zoo received a gift this morning from
Madame Roget, delivered in person by
Henri Beauvais . . . a half-grown leopard!

Those crusts you just analyzed were
scraped from its claws."

"Very interesting," Dupin said, his eyes
mocking the pseudo gravity of his voice.

"But can't you see?" Gobelin demanded
exasperatedly. "She has no further use for

it. She used it to kill Marie. You said it

was the work of an animal."

"I merely said it could have been," Dupin
corrected him. "However, I'm sure this was
a human animal."

"Oh." A flicker of doubt clouded Gobe-
lin's eyes. "Are you sure that body was
Marie'-s ?"

"Yes." Dupin nodded. "Why?"
"Beauvais is in a lather." Gobelin shook

his head. "Someone broke into the Morgue
last night and stole Marie's brain." For
the first time he noticed the specimen on

the dissecting slab and poked at it with a
tentative curious finger. "Hello, what's

this?" he asked.

"Marie's brain," Dupin said quietly. And
then at Gobelin's horrified protest. "I had

to get it. Come, come," he urged. "You
were on your way to arrest Madame Roget.

Don't let me distract you. Mind if I come
along?"
But on their way he insisted on stopping

at the de Lues' mansion and asking the

gardener to show him the tools he used for

the garden. Then after the old man had
led them to his collection Dupin pocketed

a small cultivator.

"Exhibit A, Gobelin." He smiled as he

carefully wrapped it in his handkerchief.

"We'll analyze the dirt on it and I'll

guarantee we discover human blood."

"Now, see here, Dupin," Gobelin pro-

tested as they went back to their waiting

cab. "I'm a man of infinite tolerance but

I'll be hanged if I put up with these mys-
terious airs of yours any longer."

"I'm sorry," Dupin replied. "But I'm

almost convinced I know who killed Marie."

"Then why can't we make the arrest?"

Gobelin demanded.
"Because we haven't got an iron-bound

case," Dupin said as the horse stopped in

front of the Roget house. "We must trap

the criminal without leaving a single avenue
of escape open. Give the criminal enough
rope and . . . well, you know the rest."

They were ' all there when the maid
ushered them into the living-room, the old

lady herself, Camille, Beauvais and even

Marcel.

"We were anxious about your arm,"
Dupin said disarmingly as he went over

to Madame Roget.

She looked at him in amazement as she

pushed away the afghan revealing the

bandaged arm which had been hidden under
it. "How did you know?" she asked.

"I surmised as much when I'd learned
you'd given up your pet," Dupin said,

glancing at the discomfited Gobelin.
"The beast turned on me without warn-

ing." The old lips quivered.
"They always revert to type," Dupin

said. He waited a moment. Then, "You're
aware, of course, your granddaughter Marie
was murdered."
"Murdered \" Camille gasped protest-

ingly.

"I thought you'd try something like this,"

Beauvais broke in, his voice harsh with
anger. "That's why I had the body re-

moved from your jurisdiction, to prevent
another cruel mistake. Now, get out, before
I lose my temper !"

"Henri !" Madame Roget put a warning
hand on his arm. "Mind your manners.
Dr. Dupin is a guest in my house."
"How do you propose proving Marie's

identity?" Beauvais asked stiffly.

"Through surgery," Dupin said. "I'll re-

build the face if you will let us have the

body."
"I won't permit it !" It was Madame

Roget who spoke, her face white with
fury. "I won't stand for any more of this

cheap sensationalism, dragging us through
the public prints, having people gossip about
us. Let it be done with, you hear

!"

"You can't hush up murder!" Gobelin
protested.

"Do you dare to accuse me?" Madame
Roget demanded.
"No one's accusing you of anything,

Madame Roget," Dupin interrupted sooth-

ingly. "We can put an end to all this if

you will give us Marie's diary. I am sure
it will tell us everything we wish to know."

"Marie didn't keep a diary that I know
of." The old lady seemed to falter. "No,
I'm practically certain she didn't.'

Her eyes met Dupin's unflinchingly as

he stared at her. Then after a moment's
quick thought he turned to Camille, taking
the handkerchief found beside Marie's bag
out of his pocket.

"This is yours, I believe," he said. And
then as she nodded his voice hardened,
though he could hardly bear the thought
of bringing more distress to this girl who
had touched his heart as no other woman
ever had. But he had to go through with
this. "It was left by the person who killed

your sister
!"

Marcel jumped up and went quickly to

his fiancee, putting his arm around her
protectingly. "Are you inferring that

Camille is involved?" he demanded.
"Camille could have known what Tier

sister intended to do." Dupin said brusquely
and then as the girl looked at him be-

wildered he turned to her grandmother.
"Shall I be the one to tell her, Madame
Roget ?"

"I'll do it." The old voice sounded re-

luctant. "I tried to spare you the pain, my
dear, but you're bound to know it sooner
or later. You loved Marie and she, well,

she hated you. You were your grandfather's
favorite and today you came into the bulk
of his estate. Ma'rie never forgave you for

that and planned to kill you. I engaged Dr.
Dupin to guard you against her. Some-
thing went wrong and she met the fate in-

tended for you. I don't know who did it

and I don't care. She's dead and I'm glad

!

I'm glad . . . glad!"

"I don't want the money!" Camille
whispered in a small, horrified voice. "Why
didn't she ask me? I'd have given her
every penny of it."

"You never really knew your sister."

Marcel pressed his arm closer around her.

"She was so consumed with hate and
jealousy that it twisted her mind. She even
thought I would help her in her diabolical

scheme. That's why I killed her!"

"Marcel!" Camille cried.

"I had to do it to save you, Camille," he
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-whispered. "I killed her to prevent her
killing you

!"

"Why did you disfigure the face ?" Dupin
asked coldly.

"I don't remember doing that." Marcel
shuddered. "Maybe . . maybe it happened
in the river

!"

Gobelin took charge then, stroking his

goatee excitedly.

"You realize, M'sieu, the law must take

its course?" And then ignoring Dupin's

frantic signals to stop he went on im-
portantly. "You are under arrest and I wish
to advise you that anything you may say

will be used against you."

Suddenly Madame Roget began to laugh
and after a startled moment Dupin's laugh-

ter joined hers. " 'The little dog laughed to

see such sport,' " he choked and again the

laughter swept over the two of them, leav-

ing the others staring nonplussed as the

old lady indicated Gobelin.
" 'And the dish,' " she could hardly talk

for her laughter. " 'And the dish ran away
with the spoon.' " she gasped.

"Gobelin, I want you to withdraw the

charges," Dupin whispered as the carriage

holding them and their prisoner drew up
in front of the courthouse. "Do as I say,

don't ask questions. Drop the charges before

it's too late!"

"See here, Dupin!" Gobelin glowered.

"This is too much, really!"

But even when the prisoner was ar-

raigned before the magistrate Dupin in-

sisted and when Gobelin persisted in ignor-

ing him he played his trump card. "If you
don't I'll testify in Marcel's behalf," he
threatened. "Make up your mind, Gobelin.

Quickly !"

"I don't know what you're up to," Gobelin
said bitterly. "But I'll never forgive you
for this." And Dupin felt almost sorry for

him as he went up to the magistrate's desk,

looking like a deflated balloon with all the

pompousness gone out of him. Then he

straightened as Marcel, freed of the charges

against him, came over to him, his face

distorted with fury.

"I don't know what you have against

me, Dupin!" he said bitterly. "You know
I was justified in killing Marie and that

I'd be cleared, but for some reason you've

got it in for me." Suddenly he lifted the

glove he was carrying and struck it against

the doctor's face. "My seconds will call on

you. If it's the last thing I do, I'll kill

you."
"Confident, wasn't he?" Dupin smiled as

he hailed a hansom cab outside the court-

house and gave an address in a low voice.

"That he'd kill you?" Gobelin asked.

"No. That he'd get off so easily." Dupin
smiled grimly. "Remember what the old

lady said? The dish ran away with the

spoon.' On the face of it that jingle seems

silly. Apply it to this case, however, and
it takes on significance. The most im-
possible things happen in that Mother Goose
rhyme and the most impossible things

happen in our mystery of Marie Roget.

You see?"

"No," Gobelin said testily. "I don't."

"Marie disappears," Dupin pointed out.

"A body is found, identified as Marie ; she

reappears, won't talk. I'm hired to protect

Camille and it is Marie who is murdered.

Beauvais tries to hush it up, the old lady

tries to dismiss it. We suspect Beauvais,

the old lady, Marcel and Camille."

"Now that we know Marcel's story it all

makes sense," Gobelin insisted stubbornly.

"Except for one tiling," Dupin said. "It's

not justified homicide as Marcel claims.

It's a cold, calculated, premeditated, care-

fully planned murder! Don't you see, if

Marcel went to trial on the charge you
were preferring, no jury would convict

him? He'd be exonderated. Then if after-

wards we were able to prove it premeditated

murder, he'd laugh at us because a person

cannot be tried twice for the same crime.

SCREENLAND

The same would apply to Beauvais and
Madame Roget!"
"Then you're not sure it was Marcel

!"

Gobelin asked.

"I was only supposing," Dupin said

quietly.

"You'll be the death of me yet." Gobelin

glared. "Say," lie demanded, looking out

of the cab window. "What are we doing
here in front of Madame Roget's house?"

"Baiting a trap." Dupin smiled tantaliz-

ing!}'. "Drive on, Gobelin. I'll see you later

this afternoon in my laboratory."

But it was almost evening when Dupin
looked up from his dissecting slab as

Gobelin came excitedly into the laboratory'-

"Don't interrupt, Gobelin," he cautioned.

"I'm about finished." He bent over the

table for a few moments longer, then laid

aside his scalpel with a sigh of satisfaction.

"It's completed. You'll be glad to know
that . .

."

"Confound it, Dupin!" Gobelin inter-

rupted. "We've just received word from
Scotland Yard. They've traced that first

body. It's . .
."

"The wife of Marcel Yigneaux," Dupin
finished for him.

"How did you know?" Gobelin demanded.
"I always believed there was a connection

between the two crimes," Dupin said calmly.

"It's like the links in a chain. Marcel mar-
ried her in London several years ago and
then abandoned her. When she showed up
and threatened to upset his plans, he killed

her and mutilated her face in hopes of

hiding her identity."

"Why didn't you tell me this?" Gobelin
asked.

"Because you've got a weakness for rush-

ing in where angels fear to tread." Dupin
smiled. "You'd have promptly arrested him
and spoiled all the fun."

"We don't know for sure it was Marcel
who killed Marie. Supoose it was the old

ladv or Beauvais or even Camille? We'll
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know tonight for certain. When I visited
Madame Roget this afternoon, Beauvais
and Marcel were there, as I was almost
certain they would be. I accused Camille of
having Marie's diary, of knowing its con-
tents and I gave her until tomorrow morn-
ing to deliver it to us or face arrest as the
murderer's accomplice. But of course there
isn't any diary. Marie had the brain of a
criminal, the twisted mentality of a con-
firmed criminal."
"But the diary," Gobelin insisted. "What

has this to do with the diary?"
"Don't you see?" Dupin pointed out. "In

the hands of the police a diary could be
very embarrassing. I knew she didn't keep
one and I also knew that the murderer, if

he thought there was one, would do any-
thing to keep it from the hands of the
police. He'd even . .

." Suddenly Dupin
tensed as he looked at the clock. "Quick,
Gobelin," he ordered. "We have to hurry

!

If we're late I'll never forgive myself."
She had cried herself to sleep, had

Camille,. and it was strange how it was not
of Marcel she was thinking but of Dupin
and the cold way he had looked at her
when he had accused her of hiding Marie's
diary. Strange, that this man she knew
so little, had that power to hurt her.

The moonlight fell across her soft hair,

her tear-stained eyelids, then suddenly it

was blotted out by the shadow creeping
through the window, by the man holding
his cloak over his face, his hands out-
stretched like talons as he approached her.

She woke to see those talons almost
touching her cheeks, to hear a voice striking
terror into her heart.

"The diary," it demanded. "Where is

Marie's diary?"
She screamed and then she saw the door

open and her grandmother hobbled into the
room, her walking stick raised menacingly
as she advanced on the intruder. Then an-
other man appeared from nowhere 'at all,

it seemed, and she tried to scream again
but no sound came as the marauder,
blocked in his efforts to reach the window,
took out his gun and fired.

She gasped as she saw the bullet had
struck at the second man, as she saw it

was Beauvais who had been hurt but who
still tried to stagger after the demon who
had attacked him. Then voices shouting,
footsteps running up the stairs and along
the hall outside and there were Dupin and
Gobelin, their guns already raised, their

faces grim as they dashed out of the win-
dow Beauvais pointed to.

It was a desperate chase, that chase over
the rooftops. Bullets shattered the chimney
tops as they fired and then Dupin saw their

quar-y suddenly stop and face them, his

hand appallingly steady as he aimed his

gun directly at them. But there was only
a click. He had used the last of his bullets

and as the others watched he turned and
ran to the edge of the roof ready to leap
over the intervening space to the opposite
roof. He jumped and missed and plunged
headlong into space. And even before Dupin
looked down on the broken body lying

there below, he knew it was Marcel.
It was Marie who had been the dupe, he

told the others afterwards ;
Marie, the girl

who thought she knew everything, and
not the tender, trusting Camille, who was
looking at him now with shining eyes.

Marcel had planned her murder from the

beginning not from love of Camille but

for love of her money, knowing how much
easier it would be to get it from her than
the avaricious Marie.
But there was no longer any shock in

that knowledge to Camille. Somehow,
somewhere she had lost her infatuation for

the dark, smooth young man who had tried

to betray it, lost it in the love she had
found for this tall young doctor with the

blue eyes, whose arms were outstretched as

he came toward her.

A Letter to Heaven

Continued from page 33

opened it, there was an old circus-size
pair of shoes. He grinned. All the rest of
the day Carole hobbled around the set
in those shoes. There came a happy friend-
ship that all of us were part of. That
picture was the first establishment in her
niche for comedy. She went up, up, up,
from then on.
Things were good and dull after we

finished. She became a law of comparison
to our group. Whenever we were getting
ready to start another "opera" we'd say
to each other, of the feminine angle, "Do
you think she'll be anything like Lombard ?"
The question still goes.
Whenever I felt blue or down in the

dumps, I'd make for Carole's dressing room
across the lot. And inside that door I found
a willing ear and lots of laughter. Her
buoyancy of spirit always refreshed who-
ever came near her. Indeterminate some-
things became simple nothings, and I'd
feel thankful that there was one so close
who possessed what few of us are rich
enough to have—a wise and understanding
heart. I don't suppose that I ever stopped
to wonder that maybe she had troubles
too. She was the one who fixed every-
thing.

You can't shoot a fella for thinkin*
a"d 1 thought it would be a wonderful
tiling if some day two swell people I knew
might get together. I hoped thev would.
And they did. Their steadfastness in friend-
ship grew into a greater comradeship. Only
now and then are we privileged to witness
such a union.
Of course, if you weren't a Lombard

fan you wouldn't have read this far. And
if by chance you don't know it—here's
a little look into that which made her
world the more perfect place to live. .

Carole didn't know a darn thing about
guns and fishing poles. But she learned
And with the vital determination that was
hers, she learned RIGHT! She was the
glamor girl who liked comfort—dim
lights, warm places, and a clean face. So,
she put her hair in pigtails—her legs in
trousers, a gun on her shoulder and went
places with her man in their station wagon.
That was her big time. You've probably
heard about their home in the valley. It
was designed by the Gables and "Brownie,"
the art director at the studio who has done
most of the sets for Clark's pictures. Clark
and Carole knew every flower that was
planted and together they watched them
grow. When their trees were in bloom we
made jam from the fruit of their garden.
Carole laughed when I told her we marked
it "Plum-Jam-Gable." One day they went
out and found a little calf running around.
"I refuse to have anything to do with
you," Carole said to him, "so when we
stew you I won't feel guilty." But one
look into her face made you know that
he'd never make stew for the Gables.
Maybe you don't know that Mrs. Gable
knew how to run her house. And the
recipes she used to give were no good
for a girl who was trying to reduce.
Everything they did was a special oc-

casion. The nights they took themselves
away from their fire and went to the
local movie house she'd sparkle and say:
"Pappy and I are going to the movies!"
They'd go on picnics and there'd always
be little surprises for each other. And we'd
scream when she'd tell the combinations
they ate. "It would poison ordinary people
—but we're crazy—so nothing hurts us

!"

And such a disposition. That's what made
her so beautiful. Her thoughtfulness was
ever talked about. Months before Christ-

mas she'd start making lists to buy presents
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for those she loved. She always shopped
herself—always knew what everybody
needed. Her room would be piled high
to the ceiling. She remembered the things
that should be remembered. She wrote
every note herself—answered every letter.

There was never anything half-way about
Carole.

I know many of the people with whom
she had business dealings. They worshipped
her. Nothing was ever wrong—everything
was just right.

She was friend to the little fellow.

"They're the ones who make pictures,"

she'd often say.

When an airplane crash carried some
of our studio people to their death and
some to incurable injuries, it was Carole
who attended the funerals—Carole who
visited the hospitals—Carole who knew
what to say when she saw the ones who
had legs cut off and backs broken, Carole
who brought them their favorite flowers

—

their favorite candies, their favorite books,
and their favorite stories. She visited them
when they went home—not just the first

few days. For she never wearied in well-
doing. When they would have been for-
gotten or classified as "unable to work"
it was Carole who saw to it that they
were put back to work. "No difference
now" is what she said. Her generosity
seemed to open the way for a bigger flow
of goodness.

If a bunch of us were talking or laugh-
ing on the set and she was in her room
or in another corner, she'd yell : "Bring
it over here—or wait till I get there

—

don't vou know vou can't leave me out of
ANYTHING? ? ? ?" And we could al-

ways let her in on what we did or said.

An almost fatal accident had left scars
on her face, above her eyebrow, on her
cheek and on her lip. She'd joke with
the cameraman and say. "How about my
'operations'—do they show?" But never
once did she tell the camera man that she
preferred the other side of her face; never
once did she wonder if he'd make her
look pretty enough. Strangely, these scars
seemed only to enhance her great beauty.
I remember her telling how she was
strapped to the table while these scars
were sewn; they were unable to use ether.

"Did it hurt?" I was brainless enough
to ask. Her big blue eyes popped. She
should have fed me soap ! "Sister," I

thought, "You've got guts!" I'll never
forget what one of the boys said when we
realized how she must have suffered. He
said: "She's a SOLDIER!"
Her love for her family, for whom she

always had time, was great. Her mother
said, the day before they left, "I don't
approve of flying—but what my baby wants
is tops with me. And whatever happens

—

I'll be with her. . .
." These are the things

we would have talked about. . . .

And now, before I close

—

Clark called a day after you left and
asked : "What time do we start our pic-

ture in the morning?" "Eight o'clock."

"Holy cats," he yelled, "that's the middle
of the night—I haven't worked for four
months—maybe I won't be able to make
it!" That tickled me. At seven-thirty your
Clark Was there. And he started the pic-
ture—was in the very first shot—with
twenty-one kids from nine years down.
They pulled at his coat and yelled "Bang,
bang" in his ears and they interrupted
his dialogue. He worked. He was swell.

You know he would be ! The next day,
Friday, all day long we talked about you,
Clark, Ruggles and I. I asked him how
all your pets were. He laughed, "Wait
till 'Maw' finds out that the two dogs and
the cat slept with me last night." I knew
you'd get a bang out of that. He called
the air office every hour to see if you'd
be in on time. He was planning such funny
jokes for your homecoming.
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Friday afternoon, just before we stopped
shooting, the boys pulled a gag on Clark.

He was to enter the scene carrying a
Gladstone bag. The boys loaded it with

five dozen books. Ruggles said : "Okay,
Clark, just come in and throw the bag
across the room." Clark put his hand down
to grab the case. We were all watching.
"Holy smokes !" he shouted, "I'm nailed

to the floor !" I knew you'd get a kick

out of that, too.

You know, Clark is a sweetheart, . Carole,

dear. After ten years of great success, he's

just like he .was—only nicer. That's be-

cause he knows you.

Outside they're yelling something about
a beautiful girl killed in a crash. She was
coming home from a mission of mercy.
Her mother too.

You were coming to visit us next
week. . . .

Now, about Clark. He couldn't be with
people who loved you both more. Besides

that, he's with all the boys who have
been around him since he first started

here at M-G-M. They will dog his tracks
to help him through.

We'll cry. We'll cry lots. None of us
will want the other to know how much.
And then we'll be laughing again because
we'll be talking about those crazy, dear
moments you let us all share with you.
You are blessed with all the fullness of

a complete life, for .to know you is to
love you. There is no one in all this

world who can ever take your place. So,
you'll be with us, I betcha money.
Wherever you are at this moment, dar-

ling, the place is good. And those therein
are made brighter with your laughter.

With love,

Blackout at the "Blue Evening
Continued from page 21

in the world, tempting objectives for an

enemy which these very plants will one

day crush. Across the street was a studio

whose pictures had been blasting at the

Nazi tyranny almost from the first appear-

ance of Hitler.

Were the planes coming?
There had already been a practice black-

out and the newspapers had said there

would be no more.

The door of "The Blue Evening swung

open.
Two grim figures, faces partly hidden by

their tin hats, entered. They were obviously

air raid wardens on an inspection tour.,

"Any news?" someone asked.

"Nothing except that all radio stations

have gone off the air."

That deafening silence once more. But

only for a second.

By candlelight Olivia de Havilland is

something for the poets to write about. The
reporter wanted to know if she was
frightened.

"No, strangely enough I'm not at all

scared. I don't think I ever will be. I guess

it's because I'm not afraid of death—only

of pain. I know I shouldn't like to die

screaming. Above all I should like my death

to be useful, although I don't quite know
how.

,

"Speaking for myself, life is much more

to be feared than death. The torment of life

can be long-lasting and excruciatingly pro-

longed. That isn't true about death."

The waitress brought the entrees. No-
body wanted anything except coffee.

"For the first time in my life," she said

after a pause, "I wish I were a man. I'd

like to get into this in a primitive way,

which, I suppose, is the proper formula for

war. There are those of my friends

—

Geraldine Fitzgerald is one—who feel that

during war-time actors should act. And
there are those—Burgess Meredith is one

—

who think that acting isn't enough, that,

! after all, acting is merely our job. 'The

1 plumber leaves his job and picks up a gun,

! doesn't he?' he argues. Buzz volunteered

i for active service before the bombing of
1

Honolulu, but I don't think the Army has

acted on his application yet. So did Jack
Carson who has been married only a short

while and has been a proud father for a

shorter time than that."

She paused to light a cigarette. "I don't

quite know what I shall do. I don't quite

know what I CAN do." She spoke with the

air of mingled bewilderment and sadness.

"I do know that I, and all of us, can keep
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the spirit high, if nothing else. There are
those who like to say in times like these

that civilization should blush for shame and
we should go back to the days of the

Neanderthal Man and start all over again.

That is not realism, but escape. Realists

know that every minute is a new beginning.

"I think I am one of those realists. I be-

lieve in fighting. I believe strongly in re-

sisting, in never giving in, and submitting

only when it's part of a larger plan which
will bring victory in the end. I think all

Hollywood is like that. It wasn't too quick

to organize its resources, but to its redound-
ing credit it recognized immediately the

import of the attack on Honolulu. I don't

know an actor who isn't willing to give
everything he has."

Someone remembered the music box.
Somebody else dropped a nickel in and the

tenor came on again with "Just The Way
You Look Tonight."

'Yes, I suppose I'm a fatalist," Olivia re-

sumed. "I have come to the conclusion that

Life manipulates human beings—not human
beings Life. The big things that have' hap-
pened to me were those in which Life

snapped me up in spite of myself and
dropped me where whim -directed. Some-
times Life will pick you up and drop you
onto the beach. Another time it will drop
you straggling into the current. There's no
rhyme to it.

"I don't think that being a fatalist means
to accept what comes without fighting. A
fatalist fights and, having done his utmost,
accepts the verdict calmly and without pro-
test. But he docs fight.

"After 'Gone With the Wind' things be-

came too damned ridiculous as far as my
career was concerned. Mostly I seemed to

be doing nothing but stereotypes. I thought
it all out and decided to fight. I took a
suspension or two. I got to read every story
property I could get my hands on to see if

there was anything there for me. I was de-

lighted to run across the script of 'Straw-
berry Blonde.' They couldn't see me in that

role with a telescope. I had to phenagle
around for it. I liked doing 'My Love Came
Back.' I'm sorry it didn't earn 18 millions

at the box office.

"This last year or two I've been doing

my best work. For that matter, I have been

getting my best parts. Not without effort,

mind you. It isn't enough to be able to prove

that you can do good work. You've got

to prove that you're hard and tough and

that you not only can fight but that you

WILL fight. And that you WILL win. It



seems to be the only means I know of gain-

ing self-respect."

Olivia smiled, an arch, twinkling smile.

"The studio and I are getting along

famously, thank you. I think my employers

are wonderful. Sometimes they really pre-

tend to think I'm a little clever, myself.

And even talented. Why, nowadays they

actually listen until I've finished talking and

say tolerantly, 'Yes, we understand'.''

She stopped and the tenor stopped and

from the other end of the room you could

hear shrill feminine laughter, as if someone
were trying to cover up an embarrassing
silence.

"I don't want you to get the idea that

I feel I have everything figured out, that

I have life licked. I haven't. Actually, I'm

a paradox, a practical dreamer. There are

times when the dreamer in me is all-

dominating. That is when the realist in me
has to fight to bring me back to the world
that exists.

"As a paradox I behave in conventionally

paradoxical fashion. I like sentiment, but I

hate sentimentality. Sentiment is the true;

sentimentality is the false, the obscurer of

the true.

"I like to be liked, and yet I don't become
fond of people too easily. It isn't that I

don't want to. It's only that it doesn't

come naturally. To complicate matters

further, I unbend occasionally to a stranger

and yet I rarely let down the barriers—
completely—to friends. Geraldine Fitzgerald

is a case in point. She's as dear a friend
as I have and yet somehow we're not
'girls together,' We don't tell each other
what is in "our hearts. Our friendship is

real, but so is the barrier.

"I demand good manners in people and
yet I must confess I have my questionable
moments. Yes, I'm afraid I've even made
a scene or two. I don't merely get angry
and throw things. I get bloody mad. I tell

people off, although I'm sorry afterward.
"I like tidiness—tidy clothes, tidy minds

and the rest. And yet I don't insist that the
men I know be dressed like Beau Brum-
mells or think like logicians.

"I like to look at chic ladies like Marlene
Dietrich, Claudette Colbert, Rosalind
Russell and a dozen more. I admire their
chic but for some strange reason I don't
find myself emulating them.

"I don't like talkative women and yet
I've been prating about my appendicitis
operation for almost a year now.

"I think femininity is one of woman's
greatest charms and yet—in case you
haven't heard—I do more than my quota of
swearing. I am not justifying it. Nor am
I recommending it."

The waitress came with more coffee. The
reporter seized the opportunity to ask the
all-important question: was Olivia de
Havilland happy?

"I don't know whether happiness is quite
the word for how a person feels in times like
these. But if an absence of pain, frustration,
or heartache, plus a sense of achievement,
go to make up the happy woman, the
answer is yes—with red letters. My health
is wonderful, my work is wonderful, and
my heart is, well, serene. In other words
I'm not in love—not even vaguely. Love is

a luxury. Love is an evil magician . . .

(suddenly her eyes took on that lost soft-
ness). No, I don't know whether I believe
that. Come to think of it I've done my
best work when I've been in love. The first

time was when I was playing Melanie in
'Gone With the Wind.' The last time was
during . .

."

The door opened and the two wardens
stepped in again.

"You can turn the lights on again We've
just received the all-clear signal."
So had Olivia de Havilland, apparently.

She got up, all smiles, put out her hand.
"It was nice of you to come," she said.
And she was gone.

GRETNA Set
Engagement Ring

A lovely Keepsake is a symbol of eternal beauty
^ ^ and preciousness. Each Keepsake Diamond
meets high standards of color, cut and clarity with

quality and value assured by the Certificate of

Registration and Guarantee. Ask your jeweler to

show you the new matched sets . . . from $50 to

$2500. Extended payments are usually available.

Before Selecting the Ring and Announcing
the Engagement Send for this Valuable
Book and the Name of the nearest Keep-

sake Jeweler.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

214 S. Warren St., Syracuse, N. y.

Please send the booklet, "The Etiquette of the Engagement
and Wedding," with illustrations of Keepsake's newest

ring creations. I enclose 10c to cover mailing.

Rings -enlarged to show details.

Name

Street and No.

City SL4-42

Let this MEDICATED

Cream help heal

externally-caused

blemishes

• Don't "cover up" a poor com-
plexion! And don't think there's

"nothing you can do" about

externally-caused pimples, ugly

chapped lips and rough, dry skin!

Take a hint from scores' of

professional nurses— many of

whom were among the first to ac-

claim the greaseless, medicated
cream, Noxzema, as a complexion aid!

Noxzema does so much for poor skin

because it's not just a cosmetic cream. It's

medicated—not only helps smooth and soften

rough, dry skin, but also helps heal externally-

causedpimples and blemishes. And in addition

it has a mildly astringent action!

Try using Noxzema for just 10 days, as a

night cream and as a delightful, protective

powder base. See, for yourself, how much
this greaseless, medicated, "pleasant-to-

use" cream can do to help make your skin

clearer, softer, lovelier!

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER—For a limited time you

can get a generous 25 i jar of Noxzema for

only 19(5 (plus tax) at any drug or cosmetic

counter. Give Noxzema a chance to help

your complexion. Get a jar today!
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WhenWinters Kiss

TAKE the right steps to relieve the dis-

comfort of chapped lips or chapped hands

right now. Use Mentholatum. Its cooling,

soothing ingredients are medicinal and there-

fore not only give relief and comfort but

also promote proper healing of the skin. Jars

or tubes, 30c. For generous free trial size

write to Mentholatum Co., 174
Harlan Bldg., Wilmington, Del. (^5oj»U,Pi«sj

MENTHOLATUM
BUY DEFENSE BONDSandSTAMPS

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Effective in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10<t and 25d.

NO
DULL
DRAB
HAIR

When You Use this Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

for your hair.

1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At stores which sell toilet goods

2S£ for 5 rinses

10# for 2 rinses
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Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley

1

ACROSS
t. Co-star, "Johnny Eager"
5. Co-star, "Woman of the Year"

10. Co-star, "Ball of Fire"

14. Scent
15. External
16. The sheltered side

17. Star, "Two-Faced Woman"
19. Number
20. Winter vehicles

21. Part of the face

23. He plays Charlie Chan
25. Stellar

27. Island
28. To pull by a rope

31. Jumbled type

32. Hurried
34. "Small Town - - -" (Jane

Withers)
36. Southern state (abbrev.)

37. Cry out (as a dog)
40. Dutch cheese
42. Star, "Son of Fury"
44. Re-load
46. Reply

_

48. Come in

49. Brief letter

51. Half (prefix)

53. Compass point (abbrev.)
54. She plays Maisie,

56. Alarm
58. "I Married -- Angel"
59. Some stars use this on their hair
61. A kiln

63. Constance Bennett's married
name

66. He plays Elhry Queen
68. Co-star, "The Maltese Falcon"
69. Uncovered
71. Possess

73. Co-star, "They Died With
Their Boots On"

76. To state

77. Co-star, "Unfinished Business"
79. Uncommon
80. Co-star, "H. M. Pulham, Esq."

Feasted
Looked at

DOWN
Firewood
Girl's name
Star, "We Were Dancing"
Trellis

"The Road - - Zanzibar"
The wife in "H. M. Pulham
Esq."
Took food
Small coins
Period of time (abbrev.)

She's featured in "Paris Call

ing"
Watchful
Co-star, "Panama Hattie"
Affirmative
Yours and mine
Reposes
Wrote on a typewriter

Aged
_ . ,,

"Confessions of a Nazi
Star, "The Shanghai Gesture"
One of the "Ladies in

Retirement"
He's featured in "Roxie
Hart"
Conflict
Paradise

Nods
Allow
Appeal
One of a pair
Tiny
He's featured in "John-
ny Eager"
Approaches
Finish

Frequently (poetic)

Mid-Western state

(abbrev.

)

Short sleep

Repetition
Made a mistake

62. Seacoast

64. He's featured in "All
Through the Night"

65. Martial order

67. Spiritual ;
lofty

68. She's featured in "Four Jacks

and a Jill"

69. Exclamation of disgust

70. Salutation

72. Very damp
74. Unrefined metal

75. Preceded

77. Provided that

78. Man's nickname

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle
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PORTRAIT OF A

Annette's lashes now
appear long, dark and

ovely, with a few simple

> rush-strokes of

MAYBELLINE M AS-

MARA (solid or cream

orm— both are non-

marting and tear-proof).

Annette's eyebrows now

iave character and ex-

ire s s i o n , thanks to

he smooth-marking

MAYBELLINE EYE-

3ROW PENCIL.

"or a subtle touch of

tdded charm, Annette

blends a bit of creamy

llAYBELLINE EYE
HADOW on her eyelids

her eyes appear spark-

g and more colorful i

WALLFLOWER
Annette was a debutante.

She came from a good family.

She went to the very best schools.

Then she "came out"

—

And NOTHING happened!

Here she is at a party, all dressed up,

And no heart to break but her own.

Dainty, sweet, and her nose CAREFULLY powdered,

She wears just the right shade of lipstick,

But her eyes are a BLAXK—
They just don't register!

One day Annette learned about MAYBELLINE,

Just as you are doing—and,

Look at Annette NOW!

MORAL: Many a man has been swept

off his feet by fluttering lashes!

rive your eyes thrilling

jjieauty . . . get genuine

'vIAYBELLINE, the Eye

Iake-up in Good Taste.

ft I D S G E S T - S E L

lunranfocd b\

. Good Housekeeping

E A U T Y AIDS



"Baby" your face at bedtime to

Wm up Lovelier
Doctors say "Baby-care" is Beauty-care!

Take doctors' complexion advice. . . Each night

give your face the care advised for the world's

Most Perfect Complexion—baby's own!

Bedtime beauty-care, now more than ever,

means Ivory Soap. For the quick cream lather

of New "Velvet-Suds" Ivory is milder than 10

leading toilet soaps!

GET "BABY-CARE" ALL OVER! Lie back
in New Ivory's creamy, caressing lather—smooth
it softly over your skin. Such relaxation! Such rich,

effortless lather from that big wh>'te floating cake.

You step out creamy-smooth—and go to bed a

more deeply sleeping beauty—to waken . . . Lovelier!

Try an Ivory velvet-suds bath tonight!

99 4Yioo% PURE ... IT FLOATS

FEB

PROCTER & GAMBLE i

0 ^
. S. PAT. OFF.

IS YOUR SKIN DRY, sensitive, deli-

cate? "Baby" it with this gentle, New Ivory

night-time routine: Cream lukewarm Ivory

lather well into your skin with gentle finger-

tip massage. Rinse well with warm water

—

pat dry. Since your skin lacks sufficient oil,

apply lightly a little cold cream. Remember:
Doctors advise gentle Ivory cleansing for

baby's sensitive skin—and yours! Ivory con-

tains no dye, medication, or strong perfume
that might be irritating.

IS YOUR SKIN OILY? Then you'll

want the richer, creamier lather of New
Ivory to remove excess oil. Every night: With
a washcloth, work up lukewarm Ivory velvet

suds. Thick lather simply creams off your
Ivory cake. Scrub upward and outward into

every inch of your face. Rinse. Repeat Ivory-

lather cleansing. Warm rinse, then cold.

Use this method 3 times daily. See how
gratefully your loveliness responds to

Ivory's safe, milder beauty-care!

"Baby-care" is Beauty-care . . . use

New Ye/vet-Judd IVORY










